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Some Abbreviations Used in this Dictionary 

AF-United States Air Force. intr . intransi t ive .  
Av. med.-Aviation medicine. Med.-Uedicine. 
c.-copyright. I\leteorol.-Ueteoro 
c.-circa. Nav.-Navigation. 
c f.-compare. 
disting.-distinguished. 
e. g.-f or example. 

esp.-especially . 
i. e.-that is. 
ilius.-illustration. 

0bs.-Obsolete. 

p1m-p hrase. 
speci f .-s peci fically . 
tr.-transitive. 
WW-World War .  
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Preface 

This Dictionary appears in response to numerous requests, culminated 

visioned as an extensive revision of NACA Report Number 474, the 
“Noincnclature for Aeronautics,” last revised in 1933. After some work 
was done in this direction, it came to be realized that the aeronautical 
field was now so large, that it had expanded to such a p e a t  extent in the 
last twenty-five years, that a completely new d i c t i m ~  ?as indicated 
rather than a incre revision! however elaborate, of the old hqmenclature.” 

It is ex Iected that this Dictioiiar will have a wide and varied audience; 

tion, a deliberate etFort has been made to couch the definitions in-lan- 
p a g e  understandable to the novice and interested noli rofossional 

sional. While the writer is aware that there are those mho ex ect of a 
dictionary information and an a proach more proper1 pecuyiar to a 

appreciation on the part of the more thoughtful scientist and engineer o 
the nature of language and of the purposes of a dictionary. A dictionary, 
properly, is a mirror of good usage; accordingly, this Dictionary is con- 
structed upon tried lexicographic principles, using a foundation of more 
than 100rOOO.citations (exam les of usa e) culled from the literature of 

tionary, as a “mirror of usage,” is intended to stabilize rather than stand- 
ardizc the lan age, for langua e is an ever-growing entitz, with new 
terms always C i n g  created a n 8  new meanings and extensions of old 
meanings constantly being added to existing terms. 
As an aeronautical dictionary, this lexicon includes in addition to aero- 

nautical terms only certain fundamental terms in related fields, such as 
navigation and meteorology, for such fields as these require,. and indeed 
have dictionaries of their o m .  Certain terms from the bane discipline 
of physics (such as Bernoulli’s law, Coriolis effect) are included for 
their mportance in the aeronautical field, with the emphasis always upon 
the application in aeronautics of the phenomenon described. Terms in 
the province of military (including naval) aeronautics are included only 
if they are of such currency and general interest (e. g., bomber, squad- 
ron) as to make their inclusion desirable, such terms always being given 
general definition herein. The border line between aeronautics and 
space technology is not always easy to dehe ,  and many terms 
are, or can be, applied in both areas; consequently, the definitions given 
these terms herein are worded 80 as to  take account of application in 
either field. See, for exam le, ANQLE OF YAW, FLY. Many terms in the 

by a formal request from the Department of Defense, for a com rehen- y - ? ! ! ! ? I i  
sive, authoritative aeronautical dictionary. The project was at  l! rst en- 

r;l 1 B ’ v  
thus, whi I e many technical terms B o not lend theniselves to simple defini- 

without at the same time doing violence to the sensibilities o P the profes- 

i textbook or to a book of standar f; s, this Dictionary re d ects a Growin 

aeronautics and related fie1 (P s. (See t f e Bibliography.) Thus a dic- w iit U : ’ w  
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fields of rocketry and mi& P ery are also included. 
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I n  the main, the approach and typography of this work will become 
evident to the user tlirough familiarity ; soiiie brief introductory remarks 
upon tlie use aiid interpretation of tlie Dictionary should, however, be 
lie1 pf ul in this place. 

Eacli entry is identified as to its part of speech, with tlie exception of 
noiijoiiied coinpouiid nouns and noun phrases. AIany words, con1pounds, 
and 1)lirases coiisidered self-explanatory or otherwise not deserving sepa- 
rate eiitry are given in boldface under the sigiiilicant entry, or, where 
an adjective is tlie main eiitry, given as illustrative plirases; see, for ex- 

DIVE. I n  tlie case of synonymous terms, tlie preferred term is tlie term 
wliicli tlie evidence iiidicates is the more frequently used (provided, gen- 
erully, that the term is acceptable with respect to logic and consistency), 
a i d  is tlie term under wliicli the definition is given. I n  dual entries, as 
to wlietlier II conipound is written solid, hypliened, or not joined, the 
first-entered forin is preferred (see c E m m  LINE). Verbs with both 
transitive aiid iiitransitive uses given have the niore coninion usage, ordi- 
narily tlie traiisi tive, defiled first. Aftriiy delhitions of transitive verbs 
show the typical objects in arentlieses. 

nunciation may be questioned. 
A label on u meaiiiiig (e. g., Rare, Slung) refers only to that meaning 

on wliicli tlie label appears, not to any meanings of tlie same term that 
may precede tlie labeled nieaning. 

Siiice tliis Dictionary is not intended to supplant standard dictionaries 
or teclinical dictionaries in other fields, it must be understood that many 
terms herein have nieaniiigs otlier tliun those given, but of no pilrticular 
sigiiificance in aeronautics ; tlius the nouns attitude, flight, aiid loop and 
tlie verb sail, to rriention only a few of many exuniples, are defined only 
with reference to aeronautics, otlier meaiiiiigs beiiig ignored. On tlie 
otlier liaiid, where it is coiivenient or otlierwise desinible, a term may be 
given a general definition with its application in ueroiiautics usually 
stressed, :is i n  engine niid inlet. A definition inay be receded by “specif.” 

sonie other, but not particularly significant, usage in aeronautics (see 
PACBL~GE) ; “specif.” or “esp.” (for especially) is also used to isolate a 
specific or often-used meaning within a general definition. See, for 
example, A I R C R A ~  UECIIANIC, c n I T i c A L  ANGLE OF ATTACK. Some common 
terms not having u~iusual signilication in aeronautics, such as angle or 
duct, are included and defied for the sake of convenience to the user 
because of their frequent occurrence in the aeronauticul language or for 
the sake of serving as  a gathering point for cross references. Terms such 
as abeam and dashboard are included to show their application in aero- 
nautics, not usually pointed out pr stressed in otlier dictionaries. 

A standard lexicographic device to aid in understandin r a term is to 
show tlio term used in context; consequently, examples ob usage occur 
frequently in tlie definitions given in this Dictionary. Such examples, 
with tlie exception of attributive adjectives, are always preceded by L b ~ s ”  
followed by a c o m a  when incorporated in the definition pro er, or are 
sometimes set off as quotes in notes; illustrative examples oP usage of 
attributive adjectives are preceded by “as in.” See, for example, AIRFOIL, 

tlIlllJle, A”, AXIAL-FLOW ENGINE, DEAD BTICK, FEEUER AlRLINE, POWER 

The pronunciation is in s icated for some few terms of which the pro- 

(for eyecifica2ly) if tlie term it defines lias, or cou f d conceivably have, 

- 

FLIGHT, SUPERSONIC. 
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The different meanings for a given term are separated by number, 
letter, or by the semicolon. The letters are used as subheadings under a 
numbered heading or are used to indicate a close relation between the 
different meanings. The semicolon is used to indicate an even closer 
relation between the senses, to set of€' a specifcation of meaning, or to set 
off a subsense from a more acciirate or more general sense; rarely, it is 
used to separate examples of usage. 

Tho Dictionary lias many cross references, usually printed in GMALL 
CAPITAL LETTERS. (A term printed in simu CAPITALS is always a cross 
reference, wlietlier or not it is preceded by "see" or "cf.") These cross 
references slicauld prove useful to the librarian and the cataloguer as well 
as to the general user. 

No effort has been spared in striving for accuracy, first, in the analysis 
of citations for meaning and shadings of meaning; second, in library 
research effort ; third in consultation with various scientists, engineers, 
and other professionais, cliiefly among tlie personnel of the NACA-NASA 
(see Acknowledgments) ; and fourth, in the writing and proofreading 
of the definitions. Room doubtless remains, however, for constructive 
criticism, and such criticism is welcomed. In  those cases where the render 
may find R meaning omitted, he is urged to accompany a recommenda- 
tion for the inclusion of the additional ineaning with a clearly illustrative 
example of usage from the literature or with reference to acceptable 
authority. 

' 

F. D. A. 

Washington, D.C. 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 



NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADRIINISTRATION 

Aeronautical Dictionary 

A 
abeam, adv. By or to the side of-ap- 

plied to airrriift. as. the missile passed 
abeum of the airplane. 

aboard, adv. In  or on a ship, aircraft, 
or other conveyance. 

abort, noun. 1. An act or instnnce of 
aborting. 2. An aircraft, guided mis- 
sile, or the like that aborts, as, ten of 
the bombers becnnie uborts. 

abort, crrb. CliiepU in military usage: 
1. tr. To cut short or break off (an  ac- 
tion, operiition, or procedure) with an  
tiircraft, guided missile, or the like, esp. 
because of equipment failure, as, to 
abort a mission, or. the launching was 
aborted. 2. infr .  To break off short 
of the completion or fulflllment of an  
action, operation, or prucedure. 

abreast, adv. Side by side-applied to 
ai rcrnf t. 

absolute altimeter. An altimeter, such 
as a radio altimeter, designed to give 
acceptably accurate, direct indications 
of absolute alti tnde. 

absolute altitude. Altitude nbove the 
actuitl surface of the earth. either knd 
of water. c'f. TRUE ALTITUDE. 

absolute angle of attack. An angle of 
attack measured betweeii a reference 
line in an airfoil and the position the 
reference line would have if the airfoil 
were producing zero lift, Le., the sum 
of the geometric angle of attack and 
the  zero lift angle of attack. Also 
called an  "aerodynamic angle of at-  
tack." See ANOLE OF ATTACK, sense 1. 

absolute ceiling. The maximum height 
above sea lerel in a standard atmos- 
phere at which a given airplane under 
specifled operating conditions can main- 
tain horizontal flight. 

absolute humidity. The amount of water 
vapor actually present in an  a t m o s  
pbere, espressed. e. g., by its weight 
i n  grains per cubic foot. 

accelerated stall. A stall with a n  air- 
Iilnne under acceleration, a s  in a pull- 
out. Suc.h a stall iisuallp produes 
more violent motions o f  the airlilane 
than does a stull occurring in unaccel- 
erilted flight. 

accelerating pump. A pump in a carbu- 
retioil sysreitr that umuentiirily en- 
riches the fuel-air uiiitiire when the 
throttle is oliruetl sutltlenly. Tbr pump 
utay be of the plunger type. operated 
by the throttle, or it map be of the 
diaphragm type. automiiticully oiler- 
atecl by variatiou of the air  pressure in 
the induction system. See ACCELERAT- 

accelerating well. A well or reservoir in 
n carburetor, holding a supply of fuel 
to enrich the urixture when tbe throttle 
is opened snrldrnly. The fuel is drawn 
from the well by increased suction in 
the carburetor venturi. See ACCELEB- 

acceleration, noun. 1. In  mechanics, a 
chiiugr in the velocity of n tiwly. or the 
rate of siich ch:inge, with respect to 
sl~eetl or illrectiori, or both. as, ao- 
celerutions occur during catapult take- 
offs and crash laudiugs. or. gusts 
impose a series of sharp accelerafions 
on a n  airplane: the state or condition 
of a body undergoing such change. 2. 
In a more restricted sense but more 
popular usage, the act or process of 
moving, or of causing to move, with 
increu~ing speed: the state or condi- 
tion of so moving. Cf. DECELERATION. 
3. a. A force caiising acceleration. b. 
An inertial force. See flnal note. 

1x0 \YELL. 

A T I S O  PUMP. 

8- ASQULAR ACCELERATION, IMPACT AI?- 
CEI E R A 1  10s. LATERAL ATCRLEHATllJX. LINEAE 
ACCELERATION. LOSGITITDIN 4L 4CCELEHATIOU. _ _  _ _  
NEOATJVE ACCELERATION. POSITIVE r c r r L c d  
TION. TRAN8VEBSC ACCELEBATION. VCBTICAL 
ACrb:l.LRATlOh'. 

Senser 3a and 3b are snmetimes dlmcnlt li 
not Imposslble to dlstlnguish, as In 'The 

1 



ACCELEROMETER 2 

turn impose!. a wvere arceleration on the nirlduue." llie urul)iguity UP the wurd iu 
tlirae ri.iises In nlro e v i i l m t  111 the  trriiis 
"hi~iicl- I u-8cii I 11 rceli- rn I iun." "1 out- to-hc~ii d uc- 
CVIV~~ I I  iuu," PIC.. w k r e  ilir user suiui~tiiiirs 
ctitlaiderN "acrcrltm ilun" iu iiieiin " l i t w l i ~ t l  
furcr.' F'or rxiii i i l , lc. il uii(, ruiiaidrrs tlie 
yiiut uf aii u i r l h t i i r  tu be i i i i ~ l ~ ~ r ~ i i i u g  a Iitwd- 
;u-*rilI n ~ i ~ i ~ l e r i i ~ l ~ m  111 n 1~ii I l -~i i i t  frum n 
uivr. he In rlwrly Itlt*utif) lug "ucceleriitiun" 
r l t b  "lnertlul force" ; Iiut lu lh rse  Ierius us- 
age In UWNP 311 la lrrr cuiiiiuiin 111;iu In sense 
&I. S P P  FOOT-TO-IIEAU ACCELb:IIATIOS, HEAD- 
TO-FOOT ACCYLEIIAT1ON, HEAU-TO-SKAT ACCEL- 
EPATIUN. SEAT-TO-IlTAD ACCELEPATION. 

accelerometer, noun. An instrument or 
device, often mounted iu an aircraft, 
guided niissile, or the like, that senses 
and resl~ouds to accelerative forces, 
usually for purposes of measuriug, 
indicating, or recording such forces. 

Some txyes of acwlerometPr8 measure 
llneur acwlrmtlre forces, while uthrra 
nieusiire niigiilur iiccrlrrutive forces. Cer- 
t i t l i i  tyliea are siiuli~tliiieli ei i i lh.!  rtl in cuu- 
trul sydtruis aut1 c l icu l ts  IO g t w r u  cuntrcd 
artioit uirt~~uiri~it~nlly. A C ~ I U I I I O I I  tyiie of 
a r c r l w ~ m ~ i ~ t i ~ r  la i l i i t t  iisril 111wuri1 ui rcruf t  
t g b  ri*vibviI tlie vrrtin.ii1 ;iwt.lmitluii* ( 1 1 1  
terms of g'ei tu which the alrcriift I s  sub- 
j e c t d  diirl i ig  flight. See I Z T E O n I T l a C  

accessory, noun. Any apparatus. article, 
device, systeui. or fisture, often :ti1 at-  
tachnient, thnt coiitriliutes to the use, 
vmcirncy. effectireness, safety. or con- 
venience of nuotlier thiiig, but which is 
not essential to the ti i l l  identity of the 
object to wlilch I t  is attached or with 
whlc.11 it  Is used. and which is often not 
esseiit in1 to the fuiicliinien tal opera tion 
of tlir priiiinry olijrct. With regard to 
aircraft. twu cairpiiries of accessories 
a re  geut~iillg reviignized : aircraft ac- 
cessories untl eugiue accessories. See 

accessory section. A pnrticular section 
of certuiii iiircraft engines ou which 
some im]iort;iiit eugiue accessories a re  
niountetl. This section is usually 
lociited a t  the rear of in-line and radial 
plston engines. and a t  or toward the 
f rout of gas-turbine engines. 

accumulator, noun. A device or appa- 
ratus thiit nccun~ulntes or stores up, ns : 
a. A contrivnnw in n 1i.vclraiilic system 
thnt stores fluid under pressure. b. A 
device soluetiriies lncorpornted in the 
f u ~ l  sptriii of a gas-turliine engiue to 
store 111) iiritl release fnel uuder yres- 
sure as rin aid in starting. 

acturacy landing. A Ia~icling in which 
the pilot sets, or strires to set, his air- 
craft down on a particular spot or 
place In the proper or normal gliding 

ACCEI.lOPOAlETlOB. 

AIRCRAFT ACCESBOItY, ENGINE ACCESSORY. 

ADCOCK RADIO RANGE 

and landing attitude, usually following 
a yrescrilied flight path or pattern. 
Also ciilled a "precision landing." See 

acrobatics, n o m .  I n  specific senses: 
1. AEROUATICS (in sense a or sense 1)). 
2. a [('onstrued a s  a singular.] The 
Iierformanre of stunts or gymnastic 
feats on an aircraft in flight. Eiiirh as 
wiug walking. trapeze swinrririg, etc. 
b. [Construed RS n plural.] The stunts 
or feats so performed. 

In sense 1, "acrobntirs" 1s confitrued fft 
both siugulnr and plural like "nerobntlcs. 

active homing. The homing (which see) 
of a guided missile in which energy 
mares (as radar) are transmitted from 
the missile to the target and reflected 
back to the missile to direct the missile 
toward the target. 

actual brake horsepower. The brake 
lt~irsep~i~ver output of :in engine. iincor- 
rected for the prernilinp operiitiiig 
caiitlition.s. Also calletl the "observed 
brake horsepower." See BRAKE HORSE- 

actuator disk. A Concept used in the mo- 
nientiiin theory of ~iropellcr or rotary- 
wing action, in which the rotating 
propeller or rotor is regarded as com- 
posed of an infinite number of h1:ides 
(hence hecoinlug a d i s k )  capable of 
acwlernting the n lr  nnif(irm1y throiigh 
tlie lilridrs or disk with no nir losses at 
tlie Iiliide tips, or perllihery of the disk. 

adapter, noun. 1. Any device or con- 
trivance used or clenigried primnrily to 
flt or ndjnst one tliinc to another, as: 
a. A huvkle or clip on a pnrnchute 
hnrnpss. used In ndjiisting the harness 

SPOT U R I I I X O .  

P 

POWER. 

-- P 

to the aenrer. b. A jiiint attaching an B 
afterhiirner to n turliine casing on a jet  .. 
e n  g i ne .  c. A fitting for connecting 
pipes, rnlres, etc. that hare different 

ADAW.B. 2. Any device. appliance or 
the like used to alter something so as 
to make It Rliitnhle for n iise for which 
i t  wn8 not orig1nnll.v designed. such as 
a fnhrir tlevlce nsecl to render a barrier 
on an nlrcrnft rnrrler capalile of hnn- 

tSWS Of threads. d. A CARRURETOB 

v 

Y 

P 

v 

u 
'. 

\ 
d liiig n irplnnes equiliped mi th tricycle 
lnnilinrr p a r s .  

Adcock radio range. [After Frank Ad- 
cock (1N92- ).-Enr.llsh engineer.] A 
Wpe of radio rnnge utilizing four verti- 
cal nntennnn (Adcock antennas) placed 
a t  the corners of n square. with a flfth 
antenna at the center of the square. 



ADDITIONAL 3 AERIAL TARGET 

The rntltatlon pattern nnd BlgnnlS Of 
the Adrork  rndln rnnEe nre simiinr to 
those of tbe loop-type rndlo rnner, h i l t  
the Atlork rniize prrinits siiniiltnnPo11S 
voice nnd rnnce tr:insmissinns, pro- 
diirw n ronst:int rnrrirv wnre for I l C r  
wit 11 dlrert ioii-finding eqiiipnirilt. n nd 
bns fen*rr of tlie irrrgui:irities Inlierent 
in  the loop-type range. See LOOP-TYPE 

additional appnrent mass. Same as AP- 
PARENT A l l n l T l O N A L  MARE. 

additive, norin. Any mntrrlnl or enb- 
stnnre nrldrd to sornrthiitg else: spcrif., 
any mnterinl or auiistniire ndtlrd to 
fiit-lp or iiihrirnnts to iniiirore tlirm or 
gire IhPm some drsirrd qiinlity, s w h  
as  trtrnrtllyl lrnrl. :idtlrd to fnri ns nn 
antirlrtonntion ncpnt. or ernphite, tnlc. 
or otlirr aiilictnnres ndded to rertnin 
oils nnd grenses to improve lubrlcntlon 
qnn 1 it IPS. 

ADF-Aiihrerlntlon for aictomnffo dfrec- 
t f o n  fnder or autoniatfc direction f n d -  
ing. 

Often nned In compnnnds, niicb ns ADF 
bearing. ADP needle, ADF recelrcr. etc. 

ADF reversal. The swinging a i  the nee- 
dle on tlie tllrec8tlon intlirntor of nn 
atitonintic dirrrtion flnder froin the 0' 
mark to the 180' miirk, intlirnting thnt 
the stnticin to wliic4~ the direction Buder 
i n  tiinrd hna iireii piimecl. 

adiabatic eficiency. The emcienry witb 
which work is done with respect to 
lient gains or losses. 

adjustable-area exhaust nozzle. Same 

adjustable-pitch propeller. A ~iropeller 
tlie bl:itle angle of which map be rnried 
only with tbe propeller a t  rest, by 
mnniiol loosening of locks or clamps 
and trirning the propeller blades in 
their hub. Cf. COXTBOLUBLE-PITCH 

adjnetable stabilizer. A stnbilizer, esp. 
a liorizontnl sttibillzer. whose angle of 
1nc.Idence mny be varied, usnnily both 
on tlie ground and in flight. See 

advancing blade. On n rotnry-wing air- 
craft in horizontal motion, a rotor 
blade or wing moring against or into 
the relntire wind. With a rotary-wing 
aircraft in forward motion, a blade Is  
considered advancing as it moves from 

RADIO RAIVOE. 

n R  VAIlIAIIl.E-AIlEA E S I I A U S T  NOZZLE. 

PBOPELLEB. 

CONTROLl.Anl.E, note. 

its extreme a f t  position to Its extreme 
f o r m n r d pnsilion. Cf. BETREATIN0 

advnncing edge. A rrAniNCI EDGE. Oh8. 
adverse prrsaiire Eradient. 111 n flliid 

flow cpqirin or fbld.  I\ Iirir-eiire erntlirnt 
of Iitrrmsiiig stntir presmre in ilie di- 
rectlrin n t  rile flriw. Cf. FAVORABLE 

Tnw in the oppoalte RcnRe 
to thnt of the roil rif :I I I  nlrrrnft, e. g., a 
ynw to tlir ii4t wit11 the nirrrnft rolling 

aerinl. n d j .  In aprr i f l r  eenaes: 1. a. 
Tnking rilnre, prrror.inc.d, or cnndircterl 
fn  tlie nir, or rnrr1c.d niii liy nirrrnft, 
ns i n  oprfrrl rlPmoii~trn t lm. n ~ r f n l  flicht, 
aerlnl nnvignfion. o w h l  rrfiirilng, 
nerlnl mnrfnrp: rnmiiig nr done from 
IIIP nir, or done iiy nirrmft. n R  la 
orrltrl honiti:irtliiirnt. ncrln7 rliisting, 
nrrlnl mnplitnE. nrrinl plttitozrnlihy. b. 
hlnde or done in or frrlni the nil., n r  In 
oerinl pliotogrnlili. 2. lM+zned to he 
used In or from the nir, or to he naed 
by nircrrift. ns in nct-tnl cnniern, n d n l  
cnnnan. acrtn? mine. S. Of or prrtnln- 
Ing to nlrrrnft. or to tlie nlr conwired 
as n re:ilni, n s  in ncrinl pre1i:ireiliiess. 
4. Operjitiiig or tr:irdiiig iii the nir. or 
cleaigiieti to opernte or trnrel in the 
air, n s  In acritr? cxlrrliiiwt atntinn, 
aerinl reiiicie. 5. Of iieraoiis : Using. 
or skilled i n  rising. Iiir oir  or nircrrift 
a s  n nieiliiiin for, or I I I P ~ I I B  of. travel, 
figlitiiig, nr oilier iirti\Ities, as 111 nvrial 
exliloi'er. arrictl n:ivig:itor. aerfaf tnc- 
tici:iii; olirrnting in or from the iilr, or 
In airc*r:iPt, as In aeriu? gunner. 6. 
Estrililislietl or existing In tile tilr. ns 
in acriul highway, aerial hue, aerial 
trnfflc. 

aerial acrobat. A person wbo performs 
acrolintics (in sciise 2i,, which see) on 
an nircriift io flight. Cf. GTIINT FLIER. 

aerial photograph. A piiotogralth of the 
enrtli's surfnce tnken from nn airrraft 

amrii ,  vEi iTicAL AEIIIAI ~ i i o r i ~ i i ~ r i r .  
aerial tarKet. A targilt drslgilml to be 

t o w d  or flown 111 tlie i i ir,  and used in 
air-to-air or eurfsw-tu-air guunery 
trainiug; rpecif., a TOW TARGET. 

l n  f t i  hrond mcnalng "arrlal tor  t" 11 

reniiite-controlled alrcraft derlgned or ured 
81 target& 

l l l .AnP..  

PRP%SIlRL ORADTEKT. 
adverse yaw. 

to the right. cf. PAI'ORAIII E YAW. 

ill Illgtlt. See OIII.I()UE AEIIIAL PIIllTO- 

aplllled both LO tua tardeta atla to I l i f L a s  
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aerial torpedo. A name applied to an 
earlF type of esplosirelaclen pilotless 
airiJlane with preset control. See 

aero, odj .  .1. a. Of. pertnining to, or in- 
terested in, neriiosiitics, as in aero 
society. b. Desigiiecl or developed for 
airrraft, as in aaro engine. 2. Of or 
pertaining to air, as in aero mixture 
indica tor. 

aero-, combining form. 1. a. Denoting 
or pertilining to sir, or to the physical 
properties or effects of nir (or  some- 
times other gases), a8 in oerodpnamics, 
aeroelasticity, aerosinusitis, aerother- 
modpntnics. b. Pertciiiiing to the 
atmosphere, as in aeropause. 2. Aerial, 
aeronautical, a s  in awonarigation, 
aerodrone, aeromedical, aerotechnical. 

aerobatic, adj. a. Pertaining to, or 
characterized by, aerobatics. b. Ca- 
pable of performing, or designed for 
use in, aerobatics-applied to aircraft 
or aircraft coinponents, as. the plane is 
aerobatic, or as in aerobatic seat. 

aerobatics, noun. a. [Construed as a 
singnlar.] The perforniance of stunts, 
surh a s  dires, loops, steep hanks. rolls, 
etc.. in an aircraft, esp. in an airplane 
or glider. b. [Construed as a plural.] 
The stunts 80 performed. 

aerodrome, noiin. 1. Variant of “air- 
drome.” Now clcirfly ?{rfttsh. 2 A 
term introduced by S. P. Lnngley (c. 
1803) for a heavier-than-air aircraft: 
specif., the name applied to the full- 
size airplane or  to any of the model 
airplanes made by Langley. Archaic. 

aerodynamic+ ad j .  Of or pertaining to 
aerodynamics. 

aerodynamical, ad]. Same as AEBODY- 
R AUIC. Rare. 

aerodynamic angle of attack. Same as 

aerodynamic axis. The axis is a n  airfoil, 
or other body, containing the acrody- 
namic renters of the body, such a s  the 
line joiniug the aerodynamic centers 
along a wing span. 

aerodynamic balanced surface. A eon- 
trol surface so designed or fltted out 
w\th auxlllary devices that the magni- 
tude of the aerodynnmlc moment a b u t  
the hinge axis I s  reduced. See HOBN 

aerodynamic center. A p i n t  in a crm 
rectlon of an alrfnil n t  nthrr nrrntlp. 
am1110 bod7 of cumllnution of bodleu, 

FLYINQ ROYR. 

AllSOLUTE AN(I1.E OF ATTACK. 

RALAACE, INTERNAL RALAR’CE. 

about which the pitrhing moment r e  
mains practically ronrtant with nearly 
all rhanges in niigle of attark. 

aerodynamic coefficient. Any nondi- 
mensional coefecient relating to aero- 
dynnmic forces or moments, such a s  a 
coefficient of drag, a coefficient of lift, 
etc. 

aerodynamic condensation trail. A con- 
densation trail caused aerodynami- 

note. 
aerodynamic drag. Drag caused by aero- 

d p a m i c  forces. 
The term “aerodFnamic drag” Is used ea 

to  dl8tlnguluh such drag from other kln& 
of drag. siich a8 the bydrocl>onmic drag 
acting on senplaoe btills or floats. 

aerodynamic efficiency. The efeciency 
with which a body overcomes or makes 
use of aerodynamic forces or actions; 
specif.. the efficiency with which a n  
airfoil or other lifting body produces 
lift in proportion to drag, determined 
numerically from the l i t-drag ratio 
( L / D  1. 

aerodynamic heating. The heating of a 
body produced by passage of a i r  o r  
other gases over the body. signiflcant 
chiefly a t  high speeds, caused by fric- 
tion and by compression processes. 

aerodynamic lift. Lift resulting from 
aerodynamic forces. See m, sense 
1 and note. 

cally. See CONDENSATION ”BAIL and 

B 

The term “aerodynamic lift” (or ‘Id namie 
Hft”) Is encnuntrred eu In nlrnhf con- 
texts. to dlutlngulnh the rift created 6, the 
dsnamlc artlon of the alr ncalnst the alr- 
ahlp hull from the aerostatlc lift. 

aerodynamic load. A load (In sense 2, 
which see) Imposed by aerodynamic 
action, such a s  a load imposed by aero- 
dynamic llft or drag. 

aerodynamic missile. A missile that  
utilizes aerodynamic Uit for support 
in flight. 

aerodynamic overbalance. A condltion 
existing when aerodynnmlc forces 
cause an  aircraft o r  alrcraft compo- 
nent to rotate or turn exressively 
about a point or  line; syecif., the con- 
dition of a n  aircraft control Burface 
existing when its deflection results in 
a hinge moment tending to incream 
the deflection. 

aerodynamics, noun. [Usually conRtrned 
as a singular.] 1. The science that 
treata of the mntioa of air and other 
ganeonn fltilds, and of the fnrreo acting 
on hodlea wben the hndlea mnve 
through much duidm, or wben much 
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fluids mare against o r  around the 
bodies, as, his reeeurch in uerodynum- 

2. a. The actions and forces resulting 
f r o u  the movemelit or tlow of gciseous 
fluids against or arouiid bodies. as, the 
a r r u d ~ m m t i r ~  of a wing in siiliersonic 
flight. b. The  propertles of a body or 
bodies with respect to these uctions or  
forces, as. the aerodynamica of n tur- 
ret, or of a configurntion. 3. The a p  
plication of the priuciples of ~useous 
fluid flows and of their actions against 
arid ctrimnd bodies to the desib?l and 
construction t i f  Iiodies iutended to move 
through such tluide, as, a design used 
IKI uerotlpmmica. 

aerodynamic stability. The stahility of 
a Iiody with respect to aerodyuumic 
forces. 

aerodynamic torque. Torque exerted on 
soiuethlng, esp. a propeller or rotor, by 
aerodyuiimic forces. 

aerodynamic twist. The twist of an air- 
foil having din’erent absolute angles of 
attack a t  different spanwise stations. 
An alrfoll may buve both aerodynamic 

twist and gruiiirtrlr twlat ; b m w r r .  un ulr- 
io11 n l f h  zero eoirietrlc twlat wlll buve 
aerot~yiiitm~c tw&t If the .pro-itrt angles 
of alluck for dlffewnt rrctluii* are not the 
SnNB. On t b r  other build. silrh nn nlrft,ll 
can be ceometrlcnllj twlstecl to make the 
aerodynumlc twlst cero. Cf. OEOYETBIC 

aerodynamic volume. Same a8 AIB 

aerodynamic washin. WaRhin (which 
see) with respect to absolute angles of 
attack. 

aerodynamic washout. Wnshout (which 
see) with respect to absolute angles of 
attack. 

aerodyne, noun. Any alrcraft that  de- 
rives all of its lift from aerodynamic 
forces. Cf. AEROSTAT. 

aeroelasticity, noun. 1. The quality or 
state of an  elastic structure acted upon 
by aerodynsmic Porces. 2. The study 
of the effect of aerodynamic forces on 
elastic bodies. 

aeroembolism. noun. Mlrd. 1. Tbe for- 
mation or liberation of gases in the 
fluids and tissues of the body, as 
brought on esp. by a too-rapld change 
froiu a high, or relatively high, atmus- 
pheric pressure to a lower one. 2 
The disease or condition cuused by the 
formation or liberation of gases in the 
body fluids and tissue#. The disease Is 
characterized principally by neuralgic 

iC8. 

TWIST. 

VOI.UME. 

pains. cramps, and swelling, and s o m e  
times results in deuth. Alau r t l l i d  
“dtu.ompressiuii sicliiiese.” CY. UTI- 

aerormphysema, t~ortn. Mrd. A swell- 
ing coutlitiou  used by ueroeubulhm 
111 the tissues (if  the body. 

aerograph, noun. Suuie as METEOBQ. 

aero-isoclinic. a d f .  Of an nirfoll : That  
miiiuiaius, or tends tu  miiintrin. the 
sutiie uiigle i i f  uttiick ut all uirfoil sec- 
titius, esp. whru rlrxerl or bent. 

aerometeorograph, PJ o u n. A meteor+ 
griiph carried illol’t by a free bullcm, 
nirplaiie, or other vehicle tu uieilsure 
aud record wteorulogic i~ l  plieuumetiu. 

aeronaut, ) iouu. Oue I\ ho operrites. or  
servw 11s a crew mrmbrr i i n .  u free bul- 

aeronautic, udj .  Suue  as AEBONAUTIC~L 
Rnre. 

aeronautical. a d f .  Of, pertaining to, o r  
UNWI In. arroiiiiutirs. 

aeronautical chart. A map repreRenting 
a portion of ihe earth’s liiud ereu or 
land und wutw areu, made clpxiallp 
for use in air  uurigation. 

There are man$ types of aeronanttcal 
churta.,cuuatriictd on u uuuiber of Jlltercnt 
yriJrrtiunn. Tbe ortll i~urs furill of ucro- 
iinutlral elinrt rrim-srala srvrrul fentuna 
of urrtiuuuticul I i i~errat  aiich UN u l r l w t i ,  
ru t l iu  rii n y y .  u i r-uu v id f iiiu a 111s. c l i i  uger 
nrrun. PIC. rllvrr urr  u l w  i i r r i i i j  dlffrrent 
sl~ec’l:il-l~urii~,ar i i twnii  u t l r ~ ~ l  clirtrtn, surb as 
miipnetlv cliurtw. wb1t.h N ~ U W  lliir~ tif uta@ 
nrtlc vurl i i f lm : rridlll cllrrt~tl~in-Llncllii~ 
chnrts ; grrut-clrcle rliurtn : rliurtn mude 
nyrclully fur Jet alrcraft : and others. 

aeronautics, noun. The science and art 
of desiguing, constructing, and oper- 
ating uircruft : more narrowly. the 
scieuve and rirt of operating aircraft. 

aero-otitis media. dled. A condition of 
the uitldle ear characterized by con- 
gestion, iiifliimniutlon. and pain. caused 
by a difference betmeeu the a i r  pres- 
sure in the tympanic cavity and that 
of the surrouuding air. 

aeropause, noun. A reglon of indeter- 
miurite limits in the iip1ier atmoslihere, 
considered us e t)ouudury or trunsitlon 
region hetneen the deiieer portion of 
the atmosphere ond since. From a 
functional point of rien7, it is consid- 
ered tu be that region in which the at- 
mosphwe is so tenuous as to huve a 
negligihle. or almost uegligible. effect 
on mi111 rind uirrruft, aud In which the 
physiological requirements of mnn be- 
come increnainglr important In the de- 

TUIIE NlCl<SlCHH and IIESDS.  

OllA I‘ll. 

lOtlU U r  UhShl lJ .  Cf. AVIATOR. 

9. 
\ 
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sign of alrcrnft and auxiliary equip 
lue11t. 

aeroplane, noun. 1. Variant of "air- 
pi;iue." h'oro chieflu Urit ieh.  3. An 
airfuil, o r  surface. O h .  See PLAIVE, 
W U I I ,  sense 2. 

"It  a n a  apparent that a propeller waB 
sliiiI,Ij- IIU uewplurtr trnrellnp In a spiral 
euurae." Orvllle Wright. 

aeropulse, or aeropulse engine. Same as 

aeroresunalor, iioun. Same as  BESOJET 

aerostat, noun. An nircrnit that obtains 
all or most of its litt by virtue of con- 
taiited a i r  or gas lighter than the 
surruuiitliug nir, Le., a balloou or air- 
ship. CP. AERODYNE. 

aerodatic lift. 1. Lift or buoyancy de- 
riled by virtue of a coufiutrl uir or gas 
lighter thart tire surrouudiug air. 2. 
Tlw iiiuouut oP this lift, equul to the 
dinereuce iu weigllt between n voluuie 
oP a i r  atit1 : in equal volutite oP the 
lighter giis, uuder given couclitioiis. 

aerostatics, noun. The scieuce that 
treats of  the equllibriiim oP gaseous 
fluids, ntitl of the eq~iilibriiim ant1 buoy- 
niic..~ oP Iiodies iiuuiersetl in suc~lt Uuids. 

aerostation, i ivt in.  The rirt, science, or 
prirct ice of operatiiig lighter-than-air 
alrcmft. 

aero-thermodynamic duct. The full term 
for "ttthod~d" (which see). 

aero-tow, n o m .  The rict or practice of 
towiiig a glider with a powered air- 
criift. 

aft, adj. Dehinil: a t  or toward the renr, 
or sreru. ax 111 crft turret. 

aft, udo. n'erir, nt, or toward the rear, 
or stern ; re:ir\vnrd-appIicd to nir- 
craft. ns, a pnri~cliute stowed aft, or, 
the reuter of presslire u~or-iiig o f t .  

afterbody, noun. 1. Tile rear or nfter 
~JlJrtioll of n body : a IJody or coniponent 
sitrluted rift oP auotlier. 2. Specif.: a. 
Tliut portion of a seaplnne hull or float 
of the waiu step. b. A PICOPELLEB 

afterburner, norm. An nppnmtiis for 
augii~eiltll1g: t l w  Jrt tlit*iirt of n p:in- 
turlrirte eugiiie. wtisistiiig exseutinlly 
oP :I c1uc.t Iil;iced i r f t  of tlir tnrliiile. 
iuto miiivli iitltlitioiiiil fuel is itiJec.tt!tl 
ant1 Iiuriircl i n  t1w prvsritt*r of the UU- 

coulliiued oxygeii i n  the gases trow the 
turbine. b o  culled n "tailpipe burner." 

P C  LSE.1 ET EN 0 I S  E. 

ENGISE. 

AFTEI{IIOUY. 

T-7 7-F H-: y,- N 

Afterburner (simplified). A afterhurner ; 
T turbiue; F fuel-spray tubes;  H flame 
holder ; N variablearea exhaust nozzle. 

aftercooler, noun. A cooler in the induc- 
tiou system of an aircruft eugiue, lo- 
c u t 4  between the eugiue nud the 
supercharger aut1 used l o  cool the fuel- 
air u i i t u r e  after i ts  linal stage of 
couirrcssiuu before enteriug b e  eupine. 

afterfiring, jioun. Firing taking place in 
the cyliuders of au eugiue after the 
igiiitiou hiis been shut on. 

agricultural aircraft. Aircrait, or an  
aircraft, designed or equipped for spe- 
cialized agricultural work, esp. for 
s imr ing  or dustiug crops, seeding. 
fertiliziue. and the like. 

cf. 1NTEKCOOLE.X. 

. -  -. 
ailavator, noun. [dileron+a+elevalor.] 

Slime as ELEVON. 
aileron, noun. 1. A morable control sur- 

face or device, one of n priir or set lo- 
cated in or attiwlied to the wiugs on 
both sides of au nlrplaue, the priiiinry 
usefuluess of wliicli is controlllug the 
niriiliiue laterally or iu roll by creirtiug 
uuequal or opposiug lifting forces on 
oiiposite sldes oP the airl)lune. An 
ailerou cowwonly cousists UP a f l i i p  
like surface a t  the rear of a wing. al- 
though other devices a re  sometimes 
used. 2. The movemeut or  deflectlou of 
a n  aileron, as, to apply slight aileron. 

In BellBe 1. See EXTERNAL AILERON. FELLER 
AILEIIOS, FIAP AILEIWN. FLOATISO AILOIION, 

AI l .E l lOS.  H&TIIACTIULE AILEHUN. S K E W E D  
AILEROS.  8I.VT-I.Il' AILEHON, SI.OI' lED AII.EQ- 
ON, SI'VILER AILEHON. SI'OILEII-SLOT AILERON. 
UI'I'EU-SUUIACE AILERON, WINO-TIP AILEUUN. 

FIIISE A I L W O Y ,  ISTCIWLANE AII.EHOS. r L u o  

aileron angle. The tl~~gle of displacement 
of IIU aileron troui its neutral litisition, 
considered Iiositive wlirii the riileron Is 
cleflwtetl beh~w its neutral position. 

aileron buzz. A rnliitl ribrntltiu oP an  
aileron, coilsidered a trpe of flutter, 
as occurs esp. a t  trausoiilc speeds ; the 
noise resultiug from thle vibration. 



AILERON DROOP 

aileron droop. The simultaneous domn- 
ward. or positive, deflection or hang of 
tile ailercins on both sides of an airlilnne 
so as to creiite additicin:il overall lift. 

aileron reversal. A reversal of the con- 
trnl effect usually prodi:ved by the de- 
flectiou of nu aileron in n given cli- 
revtion. e. g., the lowering, rather tlinn 
the rising, of n wing when the attached 
ailernu is deflected doivnward, caused 
by the aileron riction twisting tlie wing 
and chnnging i t s  angle of attnrk so 
thnt it everconies the lifting effect of 
the dowuwnrd riilerou deflection. This 
condition arises a t  certain flight speeds 
with wings insufficiently stiff in 
torsion. 

aileron reversal speed. The speed of a 
given nlrlilnne above which aileron re- 
rersiil owurs. 

aileron roll. Bniiie a s  SLOW ROLL. 
aileron yaw. Yam caused by aileron 

m~ireiiieiit. 
ailevator, noun. [ Aileron+elecator-a 

variiiiit of “ailavator.”] Same ns 

air, notm. 1. The gaseous substance Bur- 
rounding the enrth, being )iriiicipiilly 
a mixture of gases (although often 
consldrrrd a siugle pas),  aiicl coiisist- 
Ing inaiuly of nitrogen and osypen, in 
the ratio of about four ports of the 
foruirr to one of the Ititter, bnt con- 
tnining rilso varyiirg aitii~iints of wnter 
vapor, aud reliitivrly suiqll q1i:inrities 
of the gases argon, carbon dioalrle. 
hydrogen, ueon. heliuni. kryliton. and 
xenon. Partic4es of dust oud smcike, 
bnc8terin, spores. etc. suspended in the 
a i r  a re  not usu:111y considered n part 
of It. Air extends uliwiird with de- 
creasing deitsity from the surfacae of 
the earth, Iiaving a normal pressure 
of ahont 14.5 ~ i i ~ u n ~ l s  per sqiinre inch ut 
pea level. Air  is both compressible and 
elastic, nnd its princ*Ili~l ini~iortance in 
aeronautics is Its chiiracter as a fluid, 
thus nn’nrdliig a niedium or nienns of 
suliport for alrrrnft. 2. Any partlciilor 
portion of this ~ilistanre, tlirtiu~iiished 
by ~oiiie s~iwiill qunlitp, ch:imcter. or 
tre;itnteiit froiii the siirroiiiitliug alr, as, 
air th:it xuigrtites from lhe Iwlnr re- 
gions, or, a 1e:ikage of air from a 
cylinder. 3. A gas-in this sense esp. 
In some con~hini~tlons and nttriliiitlve 
uses: see A J R ~ L  EIIOCK ETBUT. 4. a. 
The a i r  (In sense 1 )  regarded as the 
realm Qr medium in  which aircraft 

ELEVON. 

7 AIR BOX 

travel or opernte. b. This a i r  con- 
ceived of as II Iiiediiiin for rntiirnerre, 
wni’f:ire. etr. hy the nse of  nircrnft- 
clistiiig. friiiii the Iiirirl niid sea. ns, 
trriiisiiort bp trir, or, tlie cvinqiir-t of 
the rrir. 5. A iiiilitiiry force or service 
t l i i i t  o1ier:ites i n  11ie iiir (senw 1 ) .  or 
military fiirce or ~ ~ \ v e r  exerted in or 
f rom the air  (air power). nd, Ibe  d e  
feat of I h~ eneni.v crir. or, the cwrdiua- 
tion of luncl. PC:I. nntl uir .  

air base. 1. a. A Iinse of operntions for 
militiirp or nnvnl aircraft. b. A mill- 
tary nirdroine, inrlllding all assochted 
iitstallritioii~ or fnvilities, such as har- 
r:i&s., drill proiiiitls, stores. C ~ U I I S ,  ware- 
h o u s e A. gariipes, hosyiltal. etc. 2. 
A cr ict 1 I ’11 (1 I o!irit p h y. An I inti gi nil ry 
line connecting the p i n t s  a t  fligbt ~ 1 -  
titude rit w1iic.h siitwssirr ~ ~ I i n t ~ ~ g r ; i ] ~ l ~ s  
in n strip a re  taken; the leupth of this 
line. 

air bends. The full, thongh seldnm-used. 
teriii for “lieiitls” (which sile) raused 
by vhanw from a higb to a low utmos- 
phivir pressure. 

air  b1ec.d. 1. A drawing off or tnpplnz of 
air  from R siiiirre, as  friini ari air  cnm- 
pressor; the rilr drawn id. 2. An a p  
p:irritiis or dpvtcr for tnplil i ig air. 

air  blower. A frin or ~iuinl i  for iilowing 
or c~~intpr~ss i i ig  tilr: qwif . .  s1ic.h a fan 
or riiiiiili for ififlilting II biilloim. gitsbrig, 
or nirsltili for 1nsliiu.tion niid rqinir. 

airborne, t r d j .  1. a. Of H Iier~~~ier-~liiin-nir 
airimft : Entirely Rii]i~iiirt~d liy aero- 
dyn:iniir forces.. 11s. the airliltme hemme 
airlorite n t  seveuty-tire i i i i lra iin Iiiiiir. 
b. Of n n  airuliip or free bttlliion: Un- 
moored nnd flo:iting in the rilr. e. Of a 
cnl~tive Iii1l111nn : Aloft. 2. Of Iwroons: 
Borne In tlie air hy aircraft, as. we were 
airborne fur  two hours. 3. (‘arrirtl Iiy 
a i r  or hg nircmft; s p e c 1  1.: a. Of 
equipment: Inteniled to be rarried Iiy, 
or installed in. uirrrnft, as In a i rb r im 
radar. b. Of ~wrsons, esp. of t roop :  
Orgnnized. traii\ed. nnd equipped to be 
triilisl~irted to the wene of Iinttle or 
other nrtion liy 111rrr:ift. 4. Made or 
done by oirliorne (wrist. 3b) prrrona 
or troqis curried In Irlrcruft, os iu vir- 
borne l i t  tuck. 

air box. A inetol bnx or chnmher In. 
which mrhuretors nre tested nitd ad- 
just tid for nietpri ng c.h i i  r w  terts t irs hy 
piiniping or flowliig iiir through them. 
The carliuretors nre nlwr:ired wit limit 
burning the fuel-air uiirtun in an 
engine, a pump or blower providing the 
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suction normally furnished by tht 
engine. 

a i r  brake. 1. Any device that utilizes 
aerodynamic reactions to slow down an 
airrraft. esp. a fltrp, spoiler, plate. 01 
the like that slows down nn aircraft by 
increasing its aerodynamic drag. See 
DECELERATION PARACHUTE. nnvc BRAKE, 

wheel brake operated by compressed 
air. 

air-breathing, adj .  Of an engine: That 
takes in a i r  for the purpose of combus- 
tion. 

air bump. A local a i r  disturbance, i. e., 
a current or turhulent plnce in the air, 
which causes a jerk or sudden accelera- 
tion of an aircraft when it flies into it. 
Usunlly called a “bump.” Cf. AIB 

air carrier. 1. A person or orgnnization 
that rarries frcaiplit or people hy nir- 
craft for hire. 2. An aircraft that  
carries cargo or liassmgers. 3. A 
CARRIER AIRCRAFT (in sense 2 ) .  

air chamber. A c8hanlher that holds a i r ;  
specif.. a chnmlier between the air 
scoops nnd blower nntl the valves leatl- 
ing to the ballonets in  a nonrigid 
airship. 

air-cool, verb tr. To cool by air, as a 
bearing. a cylinder, nn engine, etc. 

aircraft. noun.. Any structure. mnchine, 
or c*oiitrirnnre. rsp. n veliic.le. designed 
to lie supported hy the air, Iieing borne 
up  either by tlie dynaniic action of the 
a i r  u i m  the s i ir f : ic~s  of the structure 
or ohjec*t. or 11.v its own huoyancy : such 
struc.tiireR. ni:ic.hint>s, or vehicles col- 
lectively. as, tifty uircraft. 

“Alrcrnft.” In Its hrcindrut mrnnlng, In- 
cllitlru A+wlng a l r l ~ l u i i ~ * s .  htslit.ulitrrs. 
glltltw. u irs l i i~ i~ .  free ti1111 raptlrr bulhwns, 
ornithitter*. tlylng i n ~ I e l  elrcrufi. kltrs. 
etc.. Iiut rliire the trrlii n irr l rr  n ntrtmg 
rrlilcwlnr nuyyrxtlun, It  Is IIIOCQ nftc.n ap. 
pllrd. nr rrrcxiilzed to t i i q ~ l y ,  IIIIIT to 6urh 
of t l i t w  crrilt nL ure daslctwd tn sulipnrt or 
convej (I tiurdrn In or through the ulr. 

( ; i i i ~ I t ~ i l  niirsilrc. llyliig I i ~ ~ t ~ i I i ~ .  rtc.. that 
are ru\qmrtl.d IIV the ulr. rurlr un the GQr- 
xiian 1-1 of W W  11. nrr tiircraft. siliie 
fillltlrd ~ i i l ~ ~ I l t * x .  fl? lnc whivlr#. or projt.rtllpu 
thnt nrr nnt sllplinrtrd hy tlie nlr. snrb as 
the Vlkliic rorktat. nrr rarel), if rrer. r m -  
sldrrrii elrrrrft. Tlnwwer. In the uliwnce 
of any n l l l 4 y  UWC ittvl wrnrrnl term t o  rm- 
hruw 1111 klriilr nf 6 1  Inc n=IIIrIns. “nlrcrnft” 
le mwetlines emplnyrd genff i rnl l  In thln 
wnsr: lwt t l i l x  U W I L ’ ~  IP unrtwak and Io 
nnt unnrthmeal lir roniiiinn tiwryitance. See 

LANDIXQ BRAKE, SPEED B R A K E .  2. A 

POCKET. 

4 r - c o o l e d .  adj. 

. 

PII,OTI.BRR AlllCRAFT and VERIC1.E. 

aircraft accessory. An accessory (which 
see) o a e r  than. a n  engine uccessory, 

AIR DRAG 

attached to, or used with, an aircraft, 
1. e.. an  accessory assovinted with the 
airframe. as distinct from t h e  engine. 
The category of nlrcrnft nrressorles Is gen- 

ernllr tuken to Includr Ilphtlng 6\stems. de- 
flre eatingulriwrw. i&chuteR.’life rnfts. in: 
~trumrntu, rndlo eqiilpinrnt. and. on nir\hIps. 
gas und nlr vulvee nnd nose stlrbniug. 

aircraft carrier. 1. Broadly, a ressel. air- 
craft. or other vehicle designed spe- 
cially to carry aircraft. 2. Specif., a 
ship especially designed to carry fixed- 
wing airplnnes, and having a special 
deck and gear to permit their take-off 
and landing. 

aircraft dope. Dope (in sense 1, which 
see) for npplication to the fabric 
surfnces of aircraft. 

aircraft engine. An engine (which see, 
and note) designed or used to propel 
aircraft. Such nu engine is chnracter- 
ieed by a relntlvely low weight for the 
power produced. 

aircraft engine mechanic. A person 
trained in the maintennnce nnd repair 
of aircraft engines. Cf. A I ~ C U F T  YE- 
c n A m c .  

aircraft instrument. Any instrument 
(wliirh sre) iised or designed to be used 
on aircraft; specif.. any such instru- 
ment other than an  engine instrument. 

IPIni RyStelll* H C a f H  CIIlltllIieb Sifrt,T lielts 

B 

EXflISE IN’BTRTIMEST. FLIGHT IN8TRU- 
YENT, SAVIOATIO?s XXSTBWMENT. 

aircraft mechanic A person trained in 
the maintennnre nnd repiir of nircraft ; 
spec., such a person prlmarily con- 
cerned with aircraft striwtures. flt- 
tings. systenis. find ronilmnents other 
thnn eirgiiies and their :ic.ccssories nnd 
assoc.inter1 spntenw-disting. 111 this 
sriecific sense from an AIUCIIAFT ENGINE 

aircraft rocket. A rocket missile de- 
signed to tie cnrried by, and lauuched 
from. an  aircraft. 

aircrew, noun. The team, company. or 
maul) of persons mho trinn rln nircrnft. 
Also called a “flight crew.” In mili- 
tary contexts. the term is npplied also 
to the pilot of a single-place a i rc raf t  

air current. A current or flow of air; 
specif., Meteorol., a rising or descend- 

MECHANIC. 

ing current of air. See CONYECTION 

air damper valve. On an  airship, a valve 
that controls the nuiount of air forced 
into a ballonet. Cf. AIB VAL= 

CUBRENT. 

air drag. Same as AJUWDTNAYIC DUO. 
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AIRFOIL PROFILE 
I ma a a a m 

airdrome, noun. 1. An area of land or 
water, together with any buildings, 
installations, or facilities, used for the 
takeoff and landing of aircraft, par- 
ticularly of airplanes. “Airdrome” is 
applied to any airport or airfield, either 
civil or military, usually without any 
import as to  size, extent of facilities, 
etc. “Seaplane base” is the usual term 
for a mater airdrome. 2. More re- 
strictively, that  part  of an  airfield, a i r  
base, or airport comprised principally 
of the takeoff and landing area, taxi- 
ways, and hangars. Used in this sense 
esp. in military contexts. See ILIBFIELD, 
sense 2. 

air duct. Any duct for the passage of air, 
such as a passage that lends a i r  to the 
intake of a gas-turbine engine. 

air exchanger. A device that draws off 
heated a i r  moving in a wind tunnel 
and replaces i t  with cooler outside air. 

Air exchnnaer (simplifled). (Arrows 
shorn direction of flow.) W tunnel 
walls: R noise bafflw and screens; F 
fllter screens; V flow control vanes; 
S screeu providing pressure drop. 

airfield, noiin. 1. An airport on land: 
specif., an  airport on land having 
limited or no provision for the shelter, 
service, or repair of aircraft. See 

More rwtrictirdy, that part of a land- 
established airport comprising the take 
off nud luuding area. 

airflow. noun. A flow or stream of air. 
An nirnow may t a k e  place i n  a wlnd  
tunnel, in the intluction system of a n  
engine, etc., or a reliitive airflow can 
occur, ns past the wing or other parts 
of a moving air1)lnne; a rate of flow, 
measured by rritiss or volume per unit 
of tiwe. See FLOW. 

airfoil, noicn. 1. A structure, piece, or 
body, originally likened to a foil or leaf 

FLYIXB FIELD, ISTERbIEDXATE FIELD. 2. 

484035-69-2 

in being wide and thin, designed to ob- 
tain a useful reaction upon itself in ita 
motion through the air. An airfoil may 
be no more than a flat plate, but usually 
it has a cross section carefully con- 
toured in accordance with its iutended 
application or function. Airfoils are 
applied to aircraft, missiles, or other 
aerial vehicles or projectiles for sus- 
tentation (as a wing);  for stability 
(as n fln) : for control (as an elevator) ; 
and for thrust or propulsion (as a pro- 
peller blade). Certain airfoils combine 
some of these funptions. See AUXILIABP 
AIBFOIL. 2. Hence, any such structure 
or body as a member of an aircraft, 
missile, or the like, 1. e., a wing, rudder, 
fln, rotor blade, etc. See SURFACE, sense 
2. 3. In  aerodynnmic theory and ex- 
periment: a. Such a body as described 
in sense 1 considered or treated as a n  
independent object, I. e., without ref- 
erence to the aircraft or other body to 
which i t  is applicable. and also without 
regard to s t i uc tu rHls t ing .  in this 
sense from a wing, fin, blade, etc. 

“Another Important dlUerence between 
the uhnpr of an airfofl and an actual wln 
i I 3  intrndured bv the neces@lty of prorlb! 
inr Rmooth trnnsltions hctween the wlng 
eurfnce and nricb Intrrrnpt!pns na the f u r e  
lnpe or euglne nacelles. Rlchnrd von 
Mires, Theory 01 Flight. 

b. An airfoil section or proflle. 
“The tvpcr of afrfoflr URed a t  varinnn rta- 

tlnnp n l n b  the iro iellcr hlnde n l m  plny an 
linpnrtnp,t pnrt In Aetermlnlnc ro eller ci- 
firlrtirv I)nnlel o pominnnr! E~rmnPntr 
01 PrddPllrr and R h - o p t r r  dnP;od,,nnmfea. 

See UlCOhTEX AIllFOlIL, CIRCULAR-ARC A I &  
?OIL, CLARK Y AIRFOIL, DOUBLE-WELMI A 1 5  
MIL 

An nlrfoll IR akln to a vane In Itn  n em- 
tlnn. but the two arc not cornmonlr iccntl- 
fled. the dlstlnctlon arlslng rhlrfly from 
the dlUerent pnriiones to which rnrh i n  a p  
pllrd. Compnre sense 1. nhove, with PANE, 
Bensea 2 and 8 ;  also see VAND, aense lb. 

airfoil characteristic 1. Technically, 
any aerodynamic quality peculiar to a 
particular airfoil, esp. to an  airfoil 
section or proflle, usually nt a specifled 
angle of attack. Alrfoll character- 
istics are expressed variously as the 
coefficients of lift, drng. or pitching 
moment, the zero-lift angle, the llft- 
drag rntio, etc. 2. A feature of any 
particular airfoil or airfoil section, 
such as the actual or relative amount 
of span, taper, thickness, etc. 

airfoil profile. The outline or form of a n  
airfoil section. See AIBPOIL ~ECTION 
and note. 
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airfoil section. a. A section of an air- 
foil, esp. a cross src-tion talien a t  right 
angles to the span axis or some other 
sperifipd nsis  of the airfoil. b. I n  most 
usages, the form or shape of an air- 
foil section; an  airfoil profile or the 
area drflned by the profile. 

articu- 
lar nlrfoll Is under dl~riirsl,~,)n. i t  E often 
sperlfird a8 a “wing section. a “blade pro- 
Ble,” etc. 

air force. 1. A force effected by a i r  
(which see, senses I and 2)  esp. a dy- 
namic force produced by moving air, 
i. e., an aerodynamic force. See AIR 
PRESSURE, sense a. 2. A nation’s mili- 
tary estahlisbment or service that is or- 
ganized, trained, and equipped for air  
warfare: a military or naval orpaniza- 
tlon for air warfare or other a i r  opera- 
tions. Usirnlly capitalized in rpference 
to a specific service or organization. 
See AIR, sense 5. 

airframe, noitn. The structure of an air- 
craft, guided missile, or the like, apart 
from accessories and power plant. The 
principal parts of the airframe of an  
airplane include the fuselage, winzs, 
empennage, landing gear, and nacelles 
or pods. 

air-fuel ratio. The ratio, by weight, of 
a i r  to fuel in a combustible mixture. 
(Mixture  r ichness  i s  mnre often ex- 
pressed by use of the reciprocal term, 
“f uel-n ir ratio”. ) 

airglow, noun. A glow or light of the 
upper atmosphere. 

air-ground, adj .  1. Going from aircraft 
to the ground, or occurring between 
aircraft and the ground, a s  in air- 
ground communication ; designed or 
designated for  use betmeen aircraft 
and the ground, as in air-ground radio. 
Cf. AIR-SURFACE. 2. Of or pertaining 
to both a i r  and ground military forces, 
a s  in air-ground maneuvers. 

air-injection starter. A type of starter 
for  internal-combustion reciprocating 
engines that introduces compressed air  
into the cylinders of an engine in order 
to rotnte it. Hot in common use on 
aircraft engines. 

a i r  inlet. An entrance or orifice for the 
admission of air, as in a jet engine or 
jet aircraft. See AIB INTAKE. 

air intake. An orifice for taking in air, 
as in the induction system of a recipro- 

Where the section or proRle of a 

eating engine; an  AIR SCOOP; an AIB 

A route or way In the air, 
usually one provided with air-naviga- 
tion aids and prescribed by proper 
authority. 

air-launch, verb tr. To launch from an 
aircraft in the air, as, to air-Zauncir 
a mided missile, an  aerial target, an 
aircraft, etc. 

airlift, noun. 1. The action of transport- 

IKLET. 
air  lane. 

W Y J T  

ing persons or freight by air. 2. A 
transport or supply line using aircraft. 

airlift, verb tr. To transport by aircraft. 
airline, noun. a. An established air- 

transportation system, or the company 
thnt owns or operates such a system. 
b. The equipment or property owned 
by such an organization. c. A route 
regularly used by an air-transport 
orgn nization. 

a i r  line. A tube, hose, or the like for 
conveying air. 

airliner, noun. A large passenger air- 
craft designed or used for commercial 
alrline service. 

air  load. An AERODYNAMIC LOAD. 
air  lock. 1. A stoppage or diminution of 

flow in a fuel system, hydraulic sys- 
tem, or the like, caused by a pocket of 
a i r  or vapor. See VAPOR L o c K .  2. 
A chamber capable of being hermeti- 
cally sealed that provides for passage 
between two places of different pres- 
sure, as between an altitude chamber 
and the outside atmosphere. 

air log. A device employing an air- 
driren screw to measure distance trav- 
eled through the air, and used, e. g., on 
certain robot missiles. 

airman, noun. 1. An aircraft pilot or 
other aircrew member; also, some- 
times, a n  aircraft mechanic, aircraft 
dispatcher, or other person concerned 
with the operation or maintenance of 
aircraft. 2. a. Any enlisted person in 
the US Air Force. b. A title npplied 
to enlisted persons of certain ranks in 
the US  Air Force or Navy. 

air marker. A mark or sign on the 

. .  

H 

U 

ground so made as to  be visible to air- 
craft, indicating direction or  giving 
other uReful information. 

Air markers, for example, may indlcate 
the dlrectlon of true north, the dlrectlon 
and distance to the nearest alrport, highway 
numbers, names of communitles, etc. 
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a i r  mass. 1. A body or mass of air. 2. 
dfeteorol. A large body of a i r  within 
which the conditions of temperature 
and humidity throughout any given 
level are ayproximately uniform. 

I n  sense 2 an  a l r  mass tnkes Its  tem- 
perature nud ‘moisture churucteriutics from 
Its suuree regfun. hence, words or lettern 
dealgUutllig tlie soiirce regiou of an a i r  muas 
serve to ludlcnte Its temyernture and tuois- 
ture churocterlstics. as In maritime polar 
(mP) air mans. wntinentnl tropical ( e T )  air 
maw. e t f i  

a i r  navigation. The act  or practice of 
navigating through the a i r ;  the a r t  or 
science of navigation in the air. See 

Air navlgatlon, though uslng the  fundo- 
mentul methods and techniques of marine 
nuolyutlou. hns syeclul problems arlalng 
m n l u l ~  from the  different elemeut In nhlch 
alrcruIt  operate. from the hl*h syccdn of 
airrri i t t ,  nud from certnin p iya icn~ 11ioi- 
tntluus asblocluted with aircraft  aud thelr 
olwrulluo ; cerlaln methods nud tecbnlques 
uaed In ulr navigation, such as presaure-put- 
tern flslug together wlth certulu uublga- 
tionnt UIOR’ and instrunicnts, such us rudio 
ranges. either a r e  pecullar to a l r  novlgutlon 
or have no Cl08e parallels In murlne yructiee. 

air-navigation aid. Something that as- 
sists in air navigation-a very broad 
term applied to instruments, devices, 
methods, techniques, etc. 

Air-nnvlgntlon alds Include Instruments, 
such as sextants, artlficlul borlzons, drift- 
meters, etc. (see NAVIOATION I N s T i G u u m T )  : 
comiiuters ; surface nurlgatlorinl fucilitieu, 
Such an ratllo riinpes. rndnr and llalit hen- 
Culls. courne llghts etc. : chnrts ; lniitliiiurka 
and nlr uiarkers ; ahd airborne radlo-nuvlgn- 
tlon equlyment. 

air-oil shock strut. A type of shock 
strut  containing oil and compressed air  
or other gas, i. e., a pneudraulic shock 
strut. See PNEUDBAULIC. 

airpark, noun. 1. A small airfield where 
aircraft may be parked or kept ; esp., a 
small airfield convenient to a down- 
town metropolitan area, a suburb, 
a resort area, etc., for  the  use of com- 
muters, shoppers, or travelers, where 
aircraft may take off, land, and park- 
analogous to an  automobile parking 
lot. 2. Any open area or place where 
aircraft are kept. 

a i r  pick-off. A kind of pick-off (which 
see) consisting of an  air  inlet or nozzle 
and a shut-off device, used for control- 
ling the flow and pressures of air in a 
system. 

[See note on the derivn- 
tien.) 1. Specif.: a. In most usages, 

NAVIQATION. 

airplane, nwn. 

a n  engine-driven heavier-than-air air- 
craft that obtains lifting force from the 
dynamic action of a i r  against flved 
wings (see FIXED WIXG), as, aircraft 
types iuclude the airphue, glider, and 
helicopter. b. Mure restrictively, an  
aircraft a s  described in seuse la, above, 
designed to take off aud alight with 
wheels on land or some other flrm sur- 
f a c d i s t i n g .  from a seaplane or fly- 
ing boat, as, uilplunes and seaplanes 
have certain structural dinerences. 
See IANDPLANE. 2. I n  a broad sense, 
a heavier-than-air aircraft, e 1 t h e r 
powered or unpowered, that obtains 
sustentation from the dynamic action 
of a i r  against airroils, or “ylaues,” that  
a r e  either flved or moving in reintion to 
the uircraft as a whole, as, the glider 
is a type of uirplurte that lacks nu en- 
giue, or, the autogiro is an uucouven- 
tioual kiud of uirylane; an  aerodyne. 

It le now general1 recognlzed tha t  the flrat 
coiiiplrtelp ~ u c c e a s ~ u l ,  1. e., susluiued nnd 
fully cuutrullcd. ition-niiide lllght i n  un en- 
glne-tlrlren alrpliine tuok plucv nu L~rcelllber 
17. 1003, neur Kltt,p Iluwk, North Curollna, 
I n  a Llpliiiie dewignrtl nritl b t ~ l l l  by the 
brothers Wllbur uiitl Or\ll le Wright, the 
mncliinr belnp plloted ou thls tllgbt bs Or- 
vllle Wrlght. I’revloiis to thls, riirlous 
power-drlvrn model nlrlilnnra. snuir of wlilcb 
were quite. Iurge. had been coustrucled nud 
flown wltlr coiisltleriihlv succrss by John 
Strin fellow. Lnwreuw Ilnrgruve, 9. P. 
~ i i i i g f e p .  s u t ~  ortier erperiiiiriiters. unlng 
steniu, cotiil~rrsscd nlr. and  otber formi of 
potver. A lliiiltrtl amii i i i i l  of nuc.waw n l t h  
II steuni-piiwrred. man-ciirryliip alrliliine ap- 
penrs to Iiaw been nclilevetl by CIiwient 
Adrr In  Yrunre I n  18!17. Allirrto Suntos- 
Ihiiiionl Is crrdltcd nllli ninklii I h e  flrst 
surevwrful pnlvlic nirplunr Hlglit fn h:urqie, 
In 1000. Succewnful glldlilg Rlglit. p r a c  
tlcallr a prrrrquislte tn riiceeswfiil puaered 
henrl’rr-tlinii-ulr fllrht, wus Iierfuriiirtl by 
J. AI. Le Brls, Otto Lillrnlhal. Octave Cha- 
nute, John J. Jloutgciiiirrp, the Wrlglit 
brothers, and otbrrs durlng the nineteenth 
century and ~ V ? V I O U R  to the powered Wrlght 
flight In the twentleth centiirp. 

Alrplnnes a re  often cliisaltird or dls- 
tlngiilabrd h a. h’iynhcr of englnea. as 
fouvutiyine (d ’ mull ienyinc ( d )  or sirgle- 
eni i inetd)  airdlanc. b. ’I’lie k l n d  of engine 
or engliics wed. as j d ,  plrton-englne(d),  or  
rockrt alrplune. e. I’lnwiiient of propellers, 
n s  punlier und tractor uirplunc. d. Number 
of ihweu. 1. e., number of perunnn t h e  alr- 
i lune Rentn or currlea. a8 ernylc-place or 

icru-ylacc ulrplune (not used for uiost ~nrge 
nioderu alryluncs I .  e. I‘urliowe or  eniploy- 
nieut, an auriculturol.  fighter. or trunrport 
a i r i h i i e ;  cosiiire~ciril or i i i i l i lury airplaiie.  
f. Coii tiguru tlon, suuie oil t r;t ii i i d  in ciipa- 
blllts or fruture. etc. n s  cunnrd. kiy%-apr,ed, 
8WCpt-WiliU or toillcaa alrplrtne (In uccn- 
sliiuul dladnrllons rntlirr r l~uu  In forum1 
C~llSN~f~C~thmE). [l’he follun’tug in conibina- 
tions. unlng plane; ace PIASE, noun.] g. The 
surfiice froin whfcli the nlrphine operates as 
laiidplaiic or reapluns. h. Tlie number’ of 
aupportln rtructurer. a8 biplane, multC 
p b n e ,  or friprans. 
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airplane dope. Dope (in sense 1, which 
see) for application to the fabric 
surfuces of airplanes. 

airplane trim. The trim (which see, 
sense 1) of an nirplune with respect to 
the uirstream. 

air plot. 1. A geographic plot showing 
the morements and positions of an air- 
craft as if It wcre flying through mo- 
tionless air. The direction of true 
headiiig is plotted as track, and true 
airspeed is plotted a s  ground speed. 
2. The action of making such u plot. 

a i r  pocket. 1. A place ln the air  where 
conditions a re  such a s  to cause an air- 
craft to drop, rise, or swerve; esp., a 
downward stream of a i r  that causes 
an  aircraft to drop, a s  if into a pocket. 
cf. AIR BUMP. 2. A bubble of a i r  or an  
air-Hlled section in a pipe or line 
containing liquid, as in a hydraulic 
line. 

airport, noun. An airdrome; specif., an  
alrdrome regularly used for the take- 
off and landing of aircraft and for re- 
miring and discharging passengers 
and cargo, and usu:illy having  lom me- 
what extensive facilities for servicing, 
repairing, and sheltering aircraft. 

In most usage%, “airport” is applied In 
Its general meunlng, 1. e., to any place for 
the take-oH nod Innding of alrcrnft wltb- 
out any s ~ g n ~ ~ c n t ~ o n  as to Nlze. exient of 
facllltles. etC. In thfN Beuse the word Is 
closely synonymous wltb “nlrdrome” (In 
senre 1 b. 

Although the npplicatfon of “nirport” Is 
not sperlncallg restricted to civil alrtlromes 
the word IS used most often in nomiilltar; 
contexts aud is not a )  lled to yartlculnr 
military’or naval ntrfie\k. 

airport beacon. A rotating beacon 10- 
cated a t  or near an airport to indicate 
the speciflc or general location of the 
airport. 

airport of entry. An airport including 
customs facilities, etc., through which 
air trafflc is cleared to or  from another 
country. 

airport surveillance radar. Radar 
equipment or a radar system used in 
air trafflc control, which scans the air- 
space for a distance of approximately 
thirty to sixty miles around an  air- 
port and which shows, on an  indicator 
in the airport control tower, the loca- 
tion of all  airborne aircraft below a 
certain altitude and obstructions to 
flight within its range. Used in con- 
junction with precision approach radar. 
see PBECISIOB APPBOACH BABAB, 

air  position. The position an aircraft 
would have if flying in motionless uir, 
Le., If the flight had been untibccted by 
wind. Also called a ‘*no+ lnd pdtion.” 

air-position indicator. A flight instru- 
ment that atitoiaatic:illj* ant1 con- 
tiiiuously calculates and  lndicutes the 
air  position of an aircraft. 

a i r  pressure. a. l‘he pressure or force 
exerted by either still or uiovlng air, 
esp. still a i r  ; the tliiiount of this force, 
comxnonly indicated in units of weight 
per uuit of area. See A I I ~  FORCE, sense 
1. b. Atmospheric pressure. 

air propeller. A propeller that works in 
air-dlsting. from a marine pro1icller. 
Coxnmo~~ly called a “propeller” in aero- 
nautical contests. 

air refueling. The action of resupplying 
an uircraft with fuel in the air, con- 
veying it from one aircraft to the other 
by means of hoses and other special 
equipment. Also called ‘‘flight refuel- 
ing” or “in-flight refueling.” 

air relay. A device in a pueumatic sys- 
tem, analogous to an electrical relay, 
operated by variations in a i r  pressure, 
and which, in its turn, operates another 
device, a s  a valve. 

a i r  resistance. The resistance or  o p  
position offered by the a i r  to the motion 
of a n  aircraft. missile, or other body 
through it. See DUO. 

a i r  route. A route or established m y  in 
the air connecting airports, regularly 
traveled by aircraft and usually pro- 
vided with air-navigation aids and 
governed by flight rules. 

a i r  scoop. A scooplike structure, hood, 
or open end of an air  duct projecting 
into, or presented to, the alrwtream 
about an aircraft in such a way as to 
capture a i r  to he conducted to an  en- 
gine, a ventilator, etc. 

airscrew, noun. 1. Ascrem that works in 
the air-disting. from a marine screw. 
2. An AIB P~OPELLER Chiefly British. 

Thla term at  resent is genernll regarded 
as a Brlticirm. E e., in senwe 2. i need has 
arisen, however tor a drrcrllotlve twm Cor 
devices that ore siniilur to propellers but 
that do not propel or whose prlmnrg fnnc- 
tion 1s something other than to propel; 
“airscrew” fills tbls need and lntrlp has 
come to be fio applted to n Ilmited extent. 
See ANTITOBQW Boxon and SCHICW. 

airship, noun. A self-propelled and diri- 
gible lighter-than-air aircraft. Air- 
ships a re  classified as nonrigid, rigid, 
semirigid, and, sometimes, pressure 
rigid. (See individual entries on these 
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t y p e s ; ala0 see PRESSWE AIBSHIP.) 
These clnssiflmtions a re  now chiefly 
historical. Cf. SHIP, sense 1. 

Alrshlp fllpht antrdnted alrplane dlght, 
fairly succewfnl eilwrlmentu. under more 
or l rsa  idrnl condlllona. heln made In 
Frnnce In 
others. H e w (  Glffnrd, w i n  R steam-powere8 
elongnted billlimn. In 1652: Alhert and 
Qnnton Tluclnudlrr, nalng a n  elrctrlc power 
plnnt. dnrlng 1*83-R4 : nnd Chnrlw Rennrd 
and  A. C. Krrhw. nlRo usliip rlrrirlcnl pnwrr, 
dnrlng 1864-85. In 1901 Alherto Pnntos- 
1)nnrnni. pllotlnfi a n  airship powered by nu 
intrronl-roiiibilPtlon rnglor won n prize for  
makIng a ar\'en-riille fllcht, ;IrclIng the ElITel 
Tower. In nboili thlrtg minutes. In Qer- 
mnny Count ron Zqipelln lniinched the 
6rst Af hls ripld airshipa In 1900. FolloW- 
lnp  lu  a hrief chrnnnlogv of some of t h e  
lniportnnt r rcn t?  I n  nird!p hiptory : 
1917-Qermnn Zeppelin. the  L-69, voyaged 

on inllltrrrr nllaalnn notiRtnp from 
Bulgnrln t b  Rhnrtoum. Afrlcn, and 
rrttirn, trnrellng a distance of some 
4.0011 mlles. 

1910-Brltlsh rlgld nlrahip. t h e  R44, made 
round-trip trnnsntlnntlc fllpht. 

1923-US Navv alrshlp Rhenandoah 
lounched : 'flrnt Amerlcnn-hlrllt rfpld. 

1924-Orrri1nn-hullt Zep~ielln. the ZR-8,  d e  
llvrred to US In rrpnrntlons re- 
clirlatenrd the Lor Angrlra. Rhtlred 
from nr r r l r r  In 1932. having flown 
snme 2n0.000 mllrs. 

pelin innnciird. In nervEr lint11 13; 
up In 1937. flrfna 1,063,391 miles. and  
ninkinp round-the-wnrld 6lpht. 

1031-US Nnvy rigld alrshlp Akron corn- 
mla~toned. 

1983-Akron crnahed at aea: eluter #hi 
Ywon, commlsslonrd. Both crak 
used ns nlrplane cnrrlrrn. 

l 0 3 b A f a c o n  Called structurally and  sunk 
III rnciflc. 

inivrrrd nerncltntu f y ,  nmon 

1925-6hrnondonh destrnsed In a etnrm. 
1928-Qrrmnn cnnmerdal  ah1 Grot Z 

1 0 3 7 - G e r m a n  afrshlp Hindenburg hnrned 

1967-US N R ~ J  nonrlnld alrshla Rnoirblrd 
at 1.nkrhiirst. Sew Jerwey. 

_. 
estntvlislird new' diatnnce k n d  endur- 
ancr recordu, rrmnlnlng In nlr nver 
284 hoiirn nnd trnvellng over 8,000 
mllrn a l t h o u t  refuellnc. 

Today the aeronnutlcnl Beld Is almost en- 
tlrely dnnilnntcd b j  lienvlrr-thnn-alr nlr- 
crnft  a l t h  the onlr Iiiipnrtnnt nlrnhlp 
actlvity In thr  world hrlng conducted hr the 
US N a y ,  whlch mnlntnlna nnd o eintre 
a flret o nonrininu for rnrloua a n r r L  our- 
ponea. ruch as rndnr early-wcrnlng h n d  
antlsnbmnrine warfnre. 

airship hangar. A hnngar (which see) 
for housing airships. Also called a 
"dock," or "airship shed." 

airahip hull. The main body of an  air- 
ship, I. e., the fnbriccovered frnmemork 
of a rigid airship. or the envelope of a 
nonrigid or other type airship. 

airship pilot. A person who flies, or ie 
trained to fly, an  airship; on certain 
airships. the person who operates the 
elera tor controls. Cf. COPILOT, sense 2. 

airship shed. Same as  AIRSHIP HANQAR. 
airehip station. A plnce or bane from 

which nlmliipn opratc?. cornlwislng 
mounda, Longara, moorlug mart4 EM 

storage houses, and other facilities or 
installa tions. 

air sounding. The act  of measuring at- 
mospheric phenomena or determining 
atmospheric conditions a t  altitlide, esp. 
by means of apparatus carried by 
balloons or  rockets. 

airspace, noun. Space in the air above 
the surface of the earth, or a particn- 
lar portion of such space, usually d e  
flned by the boundaries of an  area on 
the surface, projected upward. 

Alrnpnce is sometimes nrtlculnrlred by 
altitude. ns the afrspncs d o v e  20,000 feet. 

airspeed, noun. 1. a. The speed of any- 
thing relative to the surronndlng air; 
esp., the fipeed of an aircraft relative 
to  the a i r  through which it flles. Cf. 
QROUND EPEED. b. The speed of an  air- 
crnft, rocket vehicle, or the like rela- 
tive to the air  through which It flies am 
shown by an indicated measurement or 
derired value revealing airspeed (in 
sense l a )  under certnin assumed con- 
dition-r with certain contributory 
effects neglected--or such a measure- 
ment or value revealing in itself. more 
or less accurately, the actual speed of 
an  aircraft or other vehicle relative to 
the surrounding air. 

I n  molt  usages, the unquallfled term "air- 
speed" I n  employed ln senor la. and when, 
no partlculnr speed 1n e p ~ ~ l f l e d .  n s , h  ''"he 
alrplnne CRU lnnd a t  a low oirrpecd. Sense 
l b  de6nes the word mp. ns I t  la uoed In the  
termn bnafo afrwpred cnlibroted airspeed 
equfvolent afrspeed, fAdirotrd ofrrpred and 
true afrapeed. (See lndlvldiial entilee.) 
When the  word Is used In srnne l b  careful 
quall6cntlon Is necessary to avold amhlgulty. 

2 Commonly Witten a i r  speed. The 
speed of air, as, the fans  provide an 
a2r speed of 500 mph in the tunnel. 

airspeed bomb. A Pitot-static t u b  or 
head trailed below an aircraft and 
used In airspeed calibmtions. The 
airweed homb is attncbed by tubing to 
o test indicator in the atreraft, the 
entire apparatus being used to ch& 
the accuracy of the  installed airspeed 
indicator. The airspeed bomb is need 
to obtain pressure measurementa in a 
region little influenced by the aircraft. 

airepeed head. A device that projectn 
into an airstream to obtain preeeurw 
tranamitted to an alrepeed indicntor. 
It is commonly a pitot-static head or 
tube. 

sirmpeed indicator. Any Instrument or 
meter d-igned to Intllmte aI rqn4;  
commou4, an lustrumcnt deallned 

see NAVIQABLI AIBBPACID. 
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AIR START 

either to show measiirements of air- 
speed relnted to nssiimed air  conditions, 
o r  to show nirspeed mensiirements 
automnticnliy rorrefted for certnin ex- 
isting nir ronclitions. Sometimes called 
an airspeed meter. 
In I t s  slmplept form. the alrflpeed Indl- 

cator incorporatea a slncle metnlllc cap- 
8 i i IP-n  hollow d l s k  nf lhln metal-lbat IS 
exlinnded br pltol pre-strre rewired Irislde 
the cnliwlr, Hie expnnrlrin tiring opponed 11y 
the stiitlc nlr prefisure surrnondlnp the cnp- 
s i i l ~ .  the eTpnnslon nnrl rnntrnrtlnn of the 
cnpriile nre ull l lrei l  to actunte a polnler on 
n dlnl prndiinted In iinltcl of niralierd. Thls 
form of nlrnlieecl Inillrotor I s  designed to 
shnw nn nnpro\lmnti,lv trirr vnlw of alr- 
Roped undrr stnndnrd sea-level rondltlnm. 
Tlrerefore, It 18 npreksnry to npply mrlons 
poi i i ~ c ~ r l m r .  111 the riv!(lliig nf tlir In~trunirnt 
to flna on olrrperd vnliie npproxlnlatlog the 
true. or nrtnnl,  oirspeed. See TREE AIR- 

a i r  start. An act or inftance of starting 
an aircraft’s engine, esp. a jet engine 
after flameoiit, in the air. An air  
start  1s ordinnrily accomplished by 
vindmilling the engine and not by 
using the nircrnft’s starting system. 

a i r  station. A U S  nnrnl station where 
aircraft nre hnsed, and from which 
they opernte. The station mny be for 
either a Iightpr-than-air or hearier- 
t h n  n-n ir a ircra it. 

airstream, nom.  A stream of nir, as In 
a wlnd tiinnel or past a moving air- 
plnne: a n  alrflom. 

airstream engine. A renrtion engine 
thnt tnkes in a i r  chiefly to support 
comlwstion. Rare. See JET ENaIxE, 
sense 2. 

A clpnred strip of land, 
nsiinliy hard-qnrfnced, for the takeoff 
and landing of nirplnnes. often estnh- 
lished in ndrnnced miiitnry positions 
or in out-of-the-way places for  emer- 
gency or occnslonnl use. 

Cnmmonly. a h t r i p s  hnre few or no fa- 
cllltles for the ra re  of alrplnnee. although 
fuel and other supplles are often on hand. 

air-surface, a d b  Same as AIR-TO-BW- 

air temperature. The temperature of 
tbe air : specif., the tempernhire of 
the air  nhoiit a flflng aircraft. See 

SPEED INDICATOR. 

airstrip, norm. 

FACE. 

FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE. 

--alr-ternperature pope. air-temperature 
lndlcator. 

air terminal. An airport where flights 
regularly terminate (and originate), 
hnring facilities for  handling freight, 
passengers, etc. 

air-to-air, odj. Occurring or going be 
tween one place and another In the air, 

14 AIRWAY BEACON 

or between aircraft, as in air-tsalr 
communication, afr-to-air gunnery : d e  
signed or  designated for use hetween 
aircrnft, as in air-to-air guided niissile. 

air-to-ground, ad]. Same as AIR-GROUND 
fin wnRe 1). 

air-to-surface, ad). netween nirrraft 
nnd the surfnce of the earth : occurring 
or going hetween the a i r  nnd the Fur- 
fare of the earth, as in air-to-srtrfnce 
commiinicntion : designed or desig- 
nnted for use between the n i r  and the 
Furinre, as in air-to-srtrface missile. 

air  traffic 1. Aircraft in operntion or 
movement In the a i r  or on the siirfnce 
in those siirfnce arena nornin1l;p used 
for the morement of aircraft; the 
morement of these alrcratt. 2. The 
pnsqengers or cargo carried by air- 
craft. 

air traffic clearance. An autborizntion 
for an airrraft to fly in nn nlrRpace 
within whicb a i r  trnffic control is exer- 
cised, under Rpeclfled conditions whirb 
will prevent collision with other known 
n1rcr:ift wlthln the alrspnce. 

air traffic control. The control of air  
trnfflc to mnintnln its safe, orderly. 
and pxpedltious morement : [VmrnllV 
cnpitnlticd.] a service or organization 
proriding this control. 

-air tramc controller. 

air valve. A valve controlling the flnw 
of n i r :  apeelf., on an airship, n rrllef 
vnlve for controlling air pressure in a 
hnllonet. Cf. AIR DAMPER VALVE. 

air vane. A vane that a r t s  in the air- 
disting. from a JET VANE. 

air vehicle. A vehicle designed to cnrry 
a burden through air-a ronceptnnl 
term for “aircraft.” See VELIICLE and 
note. 

air volume. Specif., the volume of the 
a i r  dlsplaced by an aerostat. 

The air volume, for alrRhlps ewprclnlly, is 
conaidered to he the volirmr dlaplnred hy 
the complete alrcrnft, lnclndlng nl l  nppen- 
dnces or protuberanres. such as cnr8, tail 
surfnces. etc. Cf. 018 vOLUMQ. 

airway, noun. A designnterl air rwte 
between points on the earth’s Riirfnre: 
specif., a civil airway. See AIR ROUTE, 

airway beacon. A rotating beacon lc+ 
cnted on or near an  airway, other than 
an alrport bearon or landmnrk hencon, 
serrfng to indicate the locntlon of the 
airway. The beacon is usually provided 
with course lights. 

CIVIL ATRWAY. 
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ai r  wheel. An aircraft landing-gear 
wheel consisting of a small hub with a 
fat, balloon-type, low-pressure tire. 

air  work. Activity in the a i r ;  flying 
pr;ictice; that  part of a flying training 
course in which actual flight is 
performed. 

airworthiness, noun. The state or quality 
of an  aircraft or of an aircraft com- 
ponent or accessory being fitted safely 
to perform or be used within the limita- 
tions imposed by i ts  intended purpose 
or use; esp., this state or quality as 
certified by proper authority. 

-nlrworthy. odj. 
Alfaro flap. [After Heraclio Alfaro 
(188% ), Spanish engineer.] A 
type of flap whose hinge 0x1s moves 
renrwilrd as the flap is deflected, the 
trailing edge moving in a shallow arc. 

alight, ierb intr. 1. To come down to the 
ground : to land-sometimes used to 
arold an  unpleasing repetition, as, to 
alight on land (rather than to luitd on 
land). 2. To get down or descend, as 
fmm an  aircraft, as, he landed, and 
alighted from the airplane. 

alighting gear. Same as LANDINO QEAR 
(In 6enses 1 or 2). 

all-burnt, aoun. The time at which a 
rocket consumes i L s propellauts. 
Chiefly British. Cf. BRENNBCHLUSS, 
BURNOUT, wuse 1. 

all-movable tail. A horizontal or vertical 
tail surface that pivots as a whole, a s  
distinct from the usual combination of 
flxed ant1 movable surfaces. Also called 
a "slab tail." See BTABILATOB. 

allowable load. The maximum load per- 
missihle on a structural member or part  
under given conditions. 

all-weather, adf. 1. 8 Designed or 
eqnip~ied to perform by day or night 
under any weather conditions, as in  
all-weother fighter. b. Equipped with 
aircraft that  are all-weather (in sense 
l a ) ,  as in all-weather squadron. 2.  
That takes place under any conditions 
of weather or visibility, a8 in all- 
tueulker flight. 3. Of aircraft corn- 
ponents, equipment, etc. : Designed or 
intended to effect, or to be used in, all- 
weather flight, as in aZGweather 
instruments. 

alpha hinge. A designation for the drag 
hinge of a n  articulated rotor blade. 
See ARTICULATED POTOB (illus.), DBAG 
HINGE. 

cf. SAP FLAP. 

alternate airport. An airport at which 
a landing is, or may be, made if a 
landing a t  the iutriided airport is 
inadvisable or impossible. 

altigraph, noun. A recordiug altimeter. 
altimeter, noun. Any of rarious types of 

instruments for measuring altitude; 
specif., an  instruuent similar to an 
aueroid barometer that utilizes the 
change of atmospheric pressure with 
altitude to indicate the approximate 
elevation above a given point or plane 
used as a reference. 

SIX ABSOLUTE ALTIMETER, CAPACITANCE 
ALTIMETER, PHESSUIlm ALTIUETEII, RADIO 
ALTIUI'rIIB. SENSITIVD ALTIUIZTEII, SONIC 
AL'IlAlETEfi, STAlOSCOPD. 

altimeter setting. A pressure valve used 
for setting a pressure altimeter so that 
uyon landing of the aircraft a t  an air- 
port the instrument will indicate an al- 
titude equiil to or very close to the field. 
elevation above sea lerei. 

altitude, ttoun. 1. Height. esp. height as 
meusured above n given datum plane 
or above a point, as above arerage sea 
lerei or above a point on the terrain; 
a station, position, or region at height, 
as, to maintain altitude, or, to climb to 
altitude. 

See ABSOLUTE ALTITUDE, CALIBRATED ALTI- 
TUDE CUITICAL ALTITUDE1 DESSITT ALTITUDE 
INDI~ATED ALTITUUm, PBESBUQI ALTITUDE: 
TBUD AL'II'IUDD. 

2. The capability of an aircraft, air- 
craft engine, or other aircraft compo- 
nent to perform efflciently a t  a given 
altitude, as, the plane has the required 
speed and altiiude. 3. An a i r  pressure 
siuiulatiug the pressure a t  a given alti- 

ALTITUDE, sense 2. 4. Nau. ANQULAR 

altitude chamber. A chamber within 
which the a i r  pressure, temperature, 
etc., can be adjusted to simulate con- 
ditions a t  different altitudes, used for 
experimentation. testing, etc. See 
DECOMPBEBSIOI CIIAMBER 

tude. &e CABIN ALTITUDE, PBESBUUE 

ALTITUDE. 

altitude compensation. The action of 
compensating for an effect brought on 
by a change in nltitutle, such as the ac- 
tion of certain devices In a carburetion 
system to overcome a tendency for mix- 
ture enrichment brought on by an  
increase in altitude. See ALTITUDE 
MIXTURE CONTXOL 

\ 
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ALTITUDE ENGINE 

altitude engine. A reciprovating alrcrafl 
engine with a high degree of super. 
charging, intended esp. for use al 
relatively high altitudes. Cf. BU-LEYEL 

altitude mixture control. A cnrburetor 
device, now usually automatically o p  
erated, that maintains a desired fuel- 
air mixture ratio supplied to an engine 
at different altitudes. See AUTOYATIC 

ENOISE, SUPEKCEIARGED ENGINE. 

MIXTUBE CONTBOL and Cf. BABOMETBIC 
FUEL CONTROL. 

altitude sickness. Sickness, such as 
aeroembolism, brought on by ascent to 
high altitudes, or sickness brought on 
by the exp:insian of gas or air  in the 
body omiug to reduced external pres- 
sure a t  altitude. 

altitude wind tunnel. A wind tunnel In 
which the a i r  pressure, temperature, 
and humidity can be varied to simulate 

. conditions at  different altitudes. In an  
altitude wind tunnel for testing en- 
gines, provision is made for exchanging 
fresh air for exhaust-laden air during 
operation. 

ambient, adj. Surrounding; specif., of or 
pertaining to the air  or air conditions 
about a flying aircraft or other body 
but undisturbed or unaffected by it, as 
in  ambient air, ambient temperature. 

ambiguity, norm. Air  nav. The condi- 
tion existing when a radio beariug is 
obtained. as with a manually-operated 
radio compass, that does not indicate 
whether or not an  aircraft is flying 
toward or away from a mdio-transmit- 
ting station. Sometimes called sue- 
ciflcally “ISO-degree ambiguity.” See 

amidships, adv. At, near, or toward the  
middle of a ship, aircraft, etc. 

amphibian, noun. A fixed-wing or ro- 
tary-wing aircraft designed or equipped 
to take off from and alight on both land 
and mater. 

amphibian, adj. a. Of aircraft, aircraft 
components, etc. : Designed or adapted 
for both land and water, as in amphib- 
Can flying boat, amphibian gear. S e e  
AMPHIBIAN, noun. b. Of a flying or- 
ganization : Equipped with amphibian 
aircraft, as in amphibian squadron. 

“Amphlhlan” Is mostly used a8 an  nt- 
tributive adjectlve. See AMPIiIBIOUS, note. 

Of an  aircraft, flying 
organization, etc. : Same as AMPHIBIAN. 

“Arnphlbloun” 1s used either aw a n  nttrlhu- 
tire or predlcatlve adjective. See AYYEXB- 

AUTOMATIC DIRECTION FINDEB. 

amphibious, adj. 

IAN, dj., I l O h  

16 ANGLE 

amplifier, noun. A device or system that 
amplifies an electrical current, a force, 
etc. ; esp., an elec.trica1 device, usually 
including a vacuum tuhe or tnbes:, that 
amplifies an electrical current or signal. 

anchor light. A lirht on’a seo1il;ine used 
to show its position at night, when 
riding a t  anchor. 

anemometer, 17oun. An instrument for 
measuring the speed of the mind. 

Anemometers are mode In serernl forma : 
these Inclnde. hut nre not 1iniitc.d to. the 
cup anemometer. which mensnreu wind a p e d  
in prrqmrtlmi to the r o t ; i t i m  of n ahtift 
turned by n n heel hating l ie~ni~pl~erIc:~l ciilm 
that cntch the wind: tlir vnne anemometer. 
which i i t i l i w s  n wine or 111;iIe deflec~trrl past 
a scale by the wind: nncl the windmill-type 
ancmomster, \\ hich utllizvs a nlud-driven 
screw : see m m - w m E  A N E M I I M E T E H .  All  
these types hnve hwn erl~erlinrnted with 
or used at  one time or another for air-ayeed 
measurements on aircraft. 

aneroid, nom.  [From aneroid barom- 
eter;  see ANEROID, adj.] A thin. disk- 
shaped bos or capsule, usually metallic, 
partially evacuated of air  and sealed, 
which expands and contracts with 
changes in atmospheric or gaseous 
pressure. The aneroid is the sensing 
and actuating elenlent in rarious - 
meters or  gauges. such as barometers, 
altimeters, manifold-pressure gauges, 
etc. ; i t  is also the triggering or olierat- 
ing element in various automatic 
mechanisms. 

A devlce dmilnr to nu aneroid. hilt non- 
ernrun ted nnd iqirn to outside priwures. 
such ns the cnpsiile i n  no alrsl~erd intllcntor, 
la not commonly cnlled an “aneroid.” 

aneroid, ad j .  [Literally, “not met”; 
originally applied to a kind of harom- 
eter.] 1. Xot using a liquid substance 
a s  the sensiiig element-said of a ha- 
rometer or altimeter using an  evacu- 
ated capsule (see ANEROID, noun), 
rather than mercury or other liquid 
substance, as the sensing element. 2. 
Of or pertaining to the use of an  evacu- 
ated capsule responding to changes in 
pressure, as in aneroid principle ; using 
or incorporating this pressure-sensitive 
capsule (I. e., an  “aneroid”), as in 
aneroid mechanism, aneroid valve. \ 
3. Of a pressure-sensitive element : \ 
That is of the kind used in an  aneroid 
barometer, as in aneroid capsule, 
aneroid cell. 

nngle, noun. 1. The inclination to one 
another of two lines or planes, or the 
inclination to one another of a line and 
its projection on a plane; a m r e  thus 
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formed; the amount or magnitude of 
this inclination, expressed in degrees 
or radians. 2. As mathematically de. 
h e d .  a measure, expressed in degrees 
or radians, of the amount of turning 
required to bring one side of an angle 
into coincidence with, or parallel to, 
another. An angle is measured by an 
arc limited by the sides of the angle, 
the arc being a par t  of a circle whose 
center is coincident with the point 
where the sides, or the extended sides, 
of the angle intersect. 

see  AILERON ANGLQ, AZIMUTH ANOLQ, BLADm 
ANOLD, COSINQ ANGLE. DECALAQE, DIHEDRAL 
AKGLE, DIVING ANGLD, DOWNWABH ASQLE, 
DRIFT ANGLE, ELEVATOR ASQLE FLAP ANQLD 
FLAPPING ANGLE, FL1GHT-PATHgAS0LE, FBEE! 
FLIGHT AXGLE, GLIDINQ ANGLD, HELIX ANOLD, 
IKFLOW ANGLE, LAO ANGLE, LANDISQ ANOLD, 
LAUNCEINQ ANGLE, LDADINQ-EDBm ANOLD, 
MACH AXGLE, RDDDEB ANGLE. BIDEWASH 
ANGLE. TAB ANGLE, TBAILINO-EDOID ANObD, 
TRIM ANGLE, CPWASH ANGLID. 

angle of. Note on phrases beginning with 
“angle of” : 

It la to be understood that certain of there 
phrases. esp. some of tlie three-element 
phrnrra (e. g.. “angle of bank.” “ancle of 
8idrdilJ ” etc.J also occur in compounds wlth 
“ongl?~ n- tic. Bnal element (1. e., “bank 
angle. 6%idesllp angle,” etc.). As pointed 
out in tlie Preface to thlR dictionary, the 
prrferred term la that one under which the 
deflnltion is glven and with these terms. as 
uclual, the prefrrrhd term Is that one wLich 
the evidpnce indfcated writers employ more 
often. Where the evlclence wan fnlrlv erenly 
dlviclpd. giving a choice between twb terms 
the shorter one was chosen a8 the preferred 
one. 

angle of attack. 1. The angle a t  wbfch 
a body, such as  an airfoil or fuselage, 
or a system of bodies, such as a heli- 
copter rotor, meete a flow, ordinarily 
measured between a reference line in 
the body and a line in the direction of 
the flow or in the direction of move- 
ment of the body. 2. Specif., the 
QEOYETBTC ANQLE OF ATTACK. 

Bee ABBOLPTD ANOLE OI ATTACK, ANOLD OF 
YIAXIYIVd LIFT. CRITICAL ANOLD OF ATTACK, 
EFFECTIVE ANOLE OF ATTACK, IDEAL ANQLD 
OF ATTACK, INDUCED ASOLD. ROTOR ANOLD OI 
ATTACK, BTALLISO ANGLD, CEBO ANOLD OF AT- 
TACK, ZERO-LIFT ANQLlD OF ATTACK. 

angle of attack for infinite aspect ratio. 
The ang le  of attack at which  an air- 
foil produces any ghen lift coefflcient 
in two-dimensional flow. See mmcrxv~ 

angle of attack for zero lift. Same ae 

angle of bank. The angle of roll of an 
aircraft, esp. in making a turn. See 

ANQLE OF ATTACK and note. 

ZEILO-LIFT ANQLE OF ATTACK. 

ANQLk OE BOLL, 

angle of climb. The angle between a 
horizontal plane and the flight path of 
a climbing aircraft. 

angle of crab. The horizontal angle be- 
tween the longitudinal axis of a crabbed 
aircraft and Its line of flight; a DBIET 

angle of dead rise. The acute angle with 
the horizontal made by a line joining 
the keel with the chine of n seaplane 
float or hull. 

ANQLE. 

Angle of dead rise. 

angle of dive. Same as DIVINQ ANOLE. 
angle of downwash. Same as DOWNWASH 

angle of drift. Same as  DBIXT ANOLE. 
angle of elevation. The acute angle 

between a horizontal plane and a line 
from an observer to a n  elevated object. 

angle of fin setting. The ANGLE OF INCI- 
DEXCE (in sense 1) of a fln, esp. a verti- 
cal fin. For a vertical fin, the angle is 
posltive when the leading edge is to 
starboord. Cf. ANQLE OF STABILIZEB 

angle of glide. Same as QLIDINO ANQLE. 
angle of heel. The acute angle between 

a horizontal plane and the lateral a x b  
of a floating seaplane. 

angle of incidence. 1. The acute angle 
between a chord of an airfoil (usually 
the geometric chord) and the longi- 
tudinal axis of an aircraft, measured 
in a plane parallel to the plane of 
symmetry for horizontal airfoils and 
measured i n  a horizontal plane for ver- 
tical airfoils. This angle is measured 
with respect to flxed or adjustable air- 
foils, 1. e., winge, fins, and etabilizers. 
With twisted airfoils, the root chord la 
commonly chosen to measure the angle 
of incidence. see ANQLE OF FIN SETTINQ, 

WINQ BETIINQ. 2. Same a s  AXOLE OF 

ANQLE. 

BElTINQ. 

ANQLE OF BTABILIZEB SETTINQ. ANOLE OF 

ATTACK. Chf& Bfiti8h. 



- 
angle of maximum lift. The angle of 

attack of an airfoil or airfoil section 
or other dynamically lifting body a t  
which Its lift is a t  a maximum, i. e., 
an  nngle of attack which. if iiirreaserl, 
will produce a stall-nften identified 
with the ETALLINO ANGLE. 

angle of pilch. 1. The angle, a s  seen 
from the side, between the longitndinal 
body axis of an aircraft or similar body 
and a chosen reference line or plane, 
usnally the horizontal plane. This 
angle is positire when the forward part 
of the longitudinal axis is directed 
abore the reference line. 2. Same as 

angle of rake, Of a wing tip: The angle 
between the straight portion of a wing 
tip (in planform) and the plane of 
symmetry of an airplane. This angle 
is positive when the slnnt of the wing 
tip is toward the airplane’s nose. 

angle of roll. The angle that the lateral 
axis of an  aircraft or similar body 
mnkes with a chosen reference plane in 
rolling; oeunlly, the angle between the 
lateral axis and a horizontal plnne. 
The angle of roll Is considered positire 
if the roll is to starbonrd. 

angle of sideslip. The angle, as seen 
from nhove. between the longitudinal 
body nxis of an aircraft or similar body 
and the direction of the undistiirbed 
airflow past the body. This angle is 
positire when the forward part of the 
longitudinnl axis Is directed to port. 
See ANGLE OF YAW and note. 

The ANGLE 
OF INCIDENCE (in Eense 1) of a stabi- 
lizer, esp. a horizontal stabilizer. For  
a horizontal stabilizer, the angle is 
positive when the leading edge is 
higher than the trailing edge. Cf. 

angle of sweep. The acute angle between 
a reference line In a swept or tapered 
airfoil and some other chosen reference 
line or plane. For fixed airfoils, the 
angle Is measured from a plane per- 
peutlicular to the lougitudinnl axis of 
the nircraft to the reference line of the 
airfoil, frequently the mean chord line. 
The angle is positire if the outboard 
end of the airfoil reference line is a f t  
of the inboard end. For  swept pro- 
peller or rotor blades, the angle is 
measured from the reference line of the 
airfoil to another convenient reference. 
For  a swept rotor blade, e. g., the angle 

BLADE ANGLE (in all Senses). 

angle of stabilizer setting. 

ANQLE OF FIN GETTING. 

ANOXIA 

mny be measured between the reference 
line of the blade and a radius passing 
through a point in the blade reference 
line a t  which the sweep is being meas- 
ured, the angle being positire when the 
blnde reference line, outboard of this 
point, lies behind the radius with 
respect to the direction of rotation. 

angle of trim. Snnie as TRIM ANGLE. 
angle of wing setting. The ANGLE OF 

INCIDENCE (in sense 1) of a wing. This 
angle is positire when the leading edge 
of the wing is higher than the trailing 
edge. 

angle of yaw. The angle, a s  seen from 
ahol-e, between the longitudinal body 
8xis of an aircraft, rocket. or the like 
and II chosen reference direction. This 
angle Is posltire when the fomnrd part 
of the longitudinal axis is directed to 
stnrhonrcl. 

The reference direction for measnrinc the 
angle of m w  mnr 8oiiietinic.s he the d irehon  
of tlie nirflow ;;ifit the body. making the 
angle of yaw eciiial to the angle of sideslip. 
though oili)oaite In sign : under some condi- 
tions. howerer, as  In turning, another 
reference direction may he used. 

angle of zero lift. Same as ZEJID-LIFT 
ANQLE OF A?TACK. 

angular acceleration. The time rate of 
change of angular relocity. 

angular altitude. Nav. The angular 
distance of a heavenly body above the 
horizon. 

angular-velocity recorder. An instru- 
ment that mensures and records angu- 
la r  relocity abont an axis. 

anhedral, noun. [Greek an- (“not”) + 
dikcdraZ.1 A negative dihedral; an- 
hedral angle. 

anhedral angle. The angle of negative 
dihedral. See DIHEDRAL &VOLE and 
note. 

annular airfoil. An airfoil which, as 
viewed from its leading or trailing edge, 
has an annular shape, generated by the 
rotation of i ts  section about an axis 
parallel, or nearly parallel, to its 
chord. Also called a “ring nirfoil.” 

annular combustion chamber. A com- 
bustion chamber of annular cross sec- 
tion (1. e., having circular inner and 
outer bonndaries). comnletels sur- 
rounding the engine shaft-betmeen the 
compressor and turbine of a gas- 
turbine engine. 

anoxia, noun. Yed. Complete deprioa- 
tion of oxygen ; oxygen deprivation 
serious enough to cause death ; loosely, 
HYPOXIA. 

\ 
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antidrag wire. A wire in certain kinds of 
wing structures, running from an in- 
board point near the tralling edge to 
a n  outboard point near the lending 
edge, designed to resist forces acting 
on the wing in the direction of Bight. 
Cf. DRAG WIRE. 

anti-g suit. Same as Q-SUIT. 
anti-icer, noun. A device or substance 

for the prevention of ice formation. Cf. 

anti-icing, noun. The prevention of ice 
formation upon a n  aircraft's surfuces, 
in its engine iuduction system, or e l se  
where, either by heat or by use of sub- 
stances such as oil or alcohol. Cf. DE- 

antiknock agent. A fuel additive, such 
as tetraethyl lead, used to decrease 
knock or detonation. 

DE-ICEB. 

ICING. 

antilift wire. Same as IANDINQ WIIIE. 
antipropeller end. That end of an en- 

gine opposite the end to which the p r e  
peller is attached. 

antispin parachute. A parachute d e  
ployed from a n  aircraft to overcome 
or  prevent spin. 

antitorque rotor. On some helicopters, 
a small rotor or airscrew, usually 10- 
cated a t  the tail and rotating in a 
plane substantially parallel to the 
plane of symmetry, which furnishes a 
thrust counteracting the torque of the 
main rotor and provides directional 
control for the helicopter. Cf. TAIL 

aperiodic compass. A magnetic compass 
having a highly damped indicator to 
prevent overswing or  oscillation. 

apex, noun. Of a parachute, the crown 
of the canopy. 

apparent additional mass. A mass of 
fluid carried along with a body moving 
in a fluid and apparently added to the 
mass of the body. 

The apparent addltional mass ha8 lncrtla 
and monientum eclual to the aplinrent in- 
crenae of tlie 1nertIn end momentum of the 
bod The term nnd coricept are chlefly 
appiicicnhle to d m p l e  symnirtrlcul and 
strenuilinrd bodlcs. sucii a8 alruhlp Ituils and 
balloona. in an incompre8slble auld. 

appendix, noun. A tube or sleeve on a 
balloon, usually located a t  the bottom, 
used principally for inflation and defla- 
tion. Bee INFLATION BLEEME. 

approach, noun. 1. An act or Instance 
of bringing an aircraft in to a landing, 
or of a n  aircraft coming In to a iand- 
hg, hcluding %'I= a landing pattern 

ROTOR. 

and descending, as, to begin an aP 
proach, or, to make a landing in the 
first approach. 2. An access, way, or 
avenue through which aircraft are 
brought in to land, as, a clear upytcrach. 
3. The flight path or line of movement 
of an  aircraft in an approach, as, to 
fly a straight approach. 

see BINAL APPROACH, GBOUND-COITBOLLED 
API'ROACE, ISITIAL APPUOACII, XRBTBUUENT 
APPUOACB, POWEIZ AYPUOACE. 

approach control. The supervision and 
direction of a i r  tmflic arriving at, d e  
parting from, and flying in the vicinity 
of an airdrome, under instrument fly- 
ing conditious; [Ueuully capitalired.] 
a service or organization provlding 
this control. 

-approach controller. , 

approach light. Any one of a line of 
lights indicating the direction of a p  
proach to a runway or strip, marking 
the center line of a runway or water 
lane, etc. 

approach pattern. The flight pattern 
flown by an aircraft in making an ap- 
proach to a landing. Also called a 
"landing pattern." 

apron, noun. An area, ordinarily paved, 
for parking or handling aircraft. 

area ratio. The ratio of one area to an- 
other; e. g., the ratio between the 
exit area and  the throat area of a 
rocket nozzle. 

area rule. A prescribed method of design 
for obtaining minimum zero-lift drag 
for a given aerodynamic configurntlon, 
such ne a ming-body conflgurution, a t  a 
given speed. For a transonic body, the 
area rule is  applied by subtracting 
from, or adding to, Ita cross-sectional 
area distribution normal to the air- 
stream at  various stations so as to make 
its cross-sectional area distributlon a p  
proach that of a n  ideal body of mini- 
mum drag; for a supersonic body, the 
sectionnl arens are frontal proJectlons 
of areas intercepted by plunes Inclined 
at the Mach angle. 

Of an aircraft or other 
body or contlguratlon: Designed or 
built In accordnnce with the area rule. 

arrested landing. An airplane landing 
In which the landing roll is shortened 
by arresting gear. 

arrester gear. Same as MBTIHQ Q- 

area-ruled, adj. 

\ 



arresting gear. Any gear or apparatus 
desiwed to arrest something in its mo- 
tion, either all or part of such gear 
being external to the object being ar- 
rested; specif., any such apparatus 
used (e. g., in carrier landings) to ar- 
rest airplanes in the landing roll. Air- 
plane arresting gear in its commonest 
form comprises a hook (arresting 
hook) on the airplane; a cable, wire 
(arresting cable, arresting wire), or 
the like, usually several, stretched 
across the deck or runway in the path 
of the airplane and which engages the 
arresting hook ; and shock-absorbing 
devices. 

arrow engine. Same as W-ENGINE. 
arrowhead wing, or arrow wing. A wing 

of V-shaped planform, either tapering 
or  of constant chord, suggesting a 
stylized arrowhead. 

articulated rotor. On a rotary-wing air- 
craft, a rotor having Its blades hinged, 
usually so as to allow both flapping 
and lagging motions. 

Articulated rotor blade. A alpha (drag) 
hinge: D delta (flapping) hinge; X 
axis of rotation. 

artificial feel. A control feel simulated 
by mechanisms incorporated in the 
control system of an  aircraft where 
the forces acting on the control sur- 
faces are not transmitted to the cock- 
pit controls, as in the case of an 
irreversible control system or a power- 
boosted system. See CONTBOL FEEL. 

artificial horizon. 1. A gyro-operated 
flight instrument that shows the pitch- 

ATMOSPHERE 

ing and banking attitudes of an  aircraft 
with respect to the horizon, within 
limited degrees of movement, by means 
of the relative position of liues or marks 
on the face of the instrument represent- 
ing the aircraft and the horizon. 
See ATTITUDE QYBO, sense 1. 2. A de- 
vice, such as a spirit level, pendulum, 
etc., that establishes a horizontal ref- 
erence in a navigation instrument. 

ascend, verb intr. To move or rise u p  
ward-with reference to balloons, 
sometimes used in preference to 
“climb.” 

A-scope, mun. A type of radarscope 
that presents range only, usually on a 
vertical scale, but in some modified 
versions on a horizontal scale. 

aspect ratio. The ratio of the square of 
the span of a n  airfoil to the total 
airfoil area, or the ratio of its span to 
its mean chord. 
An airfoll of high anpect ratio is of rela- 

tlrely 10115 8 an and ahtbrt chord : one of low 
ampcct ratio 8 of relntlvely short span nnd 
long chord. &e mIFECTIVE ASPECT BAT10. 

ASR-Abbreviation for airport surveil- 
lance radar. 

assisted take-off. A take-off assisted by 
a supplementary source of power, 
usually rockets. See BATO, sense 1. -- 51 

astral dome. Same as ABTBODOME. 
astrocompass, noun. An instrument 

used to determine direction by sighting 
heavenly bodies of known position. See 

nstrodome, nown. A transparent dome 
in  the fuselage or  body of a n  aircraft, 
intended primarily to permit taking 
celestial observations in navigating. 
Also called a “navigation dome.” 

athodyd, noun. [Coined from ‘‘aero- 
thermodynamic duct.”] A type of jet 
engine consisting essentially of a duct 
or tube of varying diameter and open 
at both ends, which admits air at  one 
end, compresses it by the forward mo- 
tion of the engine, adds heat to it by 
the combustion of fuel, and discharges 
the resulting gases at the other end to 
produce thrust. 

SUN COMPASS. 

The ramjet 1s an athodyd: the pnlsejet, 
especially the earller type, Is usually not con- 
sidered an athodyd. L 

atmosphere, noun. 1. The body of air 
surrounding the earth ; also, the body 
of gases surrounding or comprising 
any planet or other celestial body. 2. 
Phyeice. A unit of pressure equal 
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m m - a  a a rn 

t o  14.70 pounds per square inch, repre- 
senting the atmospheric pressure at 
mean sea level under standard condi- 
tions, as, a pressure of two atmos- 
pheres. See STANDARD ATMOSPHERE. 

attached shock wave, o r  attached shock. 
An oblique or conical shock wave that 
is in  contact with the  leading edge 
or  the nose of a body in a supersonic 
flow fleld. 

attached-type parachute. A parachute 
that is opened nutomatically in the 
jump or drop by means of a line at- 
tachlng the ripcord or parachute pack 
to the aircraft. It is used, e. g., by 
paratroopers and for dropping supplies. 

attitude, nom. The positlon or orienta- 
tion of an nircrnft, rocket, etc., either 
in motion or nt rest, as determined by 
the relntionahip hetween Its axes and 
some reference line or plane or some 
fixed system of reference axes. See 

attitilde control. 1. The control of the 
attitude of an aircraft, guided missile, 
etc. 2. A device or system tha t  au- 
tomatically provides control of atti- 
tude, esp. of a guided missile or other 
pilotless vehicle. 

attitude gyro. 1. A gyro-operated flight 
instrument that indicates the attitude 
of an atrcraft with respect to the  
earth throughout 380’ of rotation about 
each axis of the aircraft. This instmu- 
ment is similar to the artlflcial horlzon, 
but has greater angular indication. 
2. Broadly, any gyro-operated instm- 
ment that  indicates the attitude of an 
a i rc raf t  

auger, zrerb fntr. To auger in. To spin 
to earth in an airplane and crash. 
Blang. 

augmented thrust ratio. The ratio of the 
augmented thrust of an engine to 

Cf. FREE-TYPE PARACHUTE. 

FLTORT ATTITUDE. 

its IlOI’IYlfll thrust. SIX THBUBT 
AUOMENTATIOI.  

augmenter tube. A tube or pipe, usually 
one of several, through which the ex- 
haust gases from an aircraft recip 
rocating engine are directed esp. to 
provide additional thrust. 

aural null. A condition existing when no 
audible signal or when a minimum 
audible slgnal is received by a radio 
direction-5nder or radio cornpaas, b- 
dicatlng that the plane o! itr loop 

antenna is perpendicular to the 
direction of a radio wave. 

autogiro, noun. [Originally a trade 
name ; sometimes capltaZ2zed.l A 
rotary-wing aircraft whose rotor is 
turned throughout Its flight by air 
forces resulting from the motion of the 
craft through the air, with lift over 
the rotor equalized by vertical oscil- 
lation (flapping) of the sustaining air- 
foils. Forward propulsion is independ- 
ent of the rotor. Cf. GYROPLANE and 

The autogiro (developed bv Juan de la 
Clerva (188.1-1936) in the 1920’8 and not 
mnnufartured In recent years) I n  capable 
of taklug on and landhe In a smnll area 
and of very low-npeed 111 h t ;  with an un- 
powered rotor, however, ‘it 18 not capable 
of vertlcnl aRcent nor n n s t ~ h e d  hoverlng. 
DlWrent devlces mere incnrporRted In some 
autoalror to power or spln the rotor mo- 
mentnrllr. mp. 80 as to permit the “Jump 
take-off.” Borne nutodros were equipped 
wlth rtub wlngs In addltion to the rotor. 

see ROTABY-WIRQ AIBCBAFT. 

autogyro, noun. Variant of ‘‘autogiro.” 
autoignition, noun. Specif., the auto- 

matic or spontaneous ignition of the 
fuel-air mixture, or a portion of i t ,  in 
an engine cylinder, caused, e. g., by 
high cylinder temperature. 

auto-lean, noun. A fnel-air mixture set- 
ting providing the leanest fuel-air mix- 
ture feasible for  efficient operation 
at cruising speeds, automatically 
compensated for changing altitudes. 

automatic boost control. A control sya- 
tem or regulator that  automatically o p  
erates to maintain a selected engine 
manifold pressure under varying op- 
erating conditions. 

automatic direction finder. A type of ra- 
dio compass . which. when properly 
tuned to a radio transmitting station, 
aUtOmatfCRllY indicates the direction of 
the station in relntion to the heading 
Of the aircraft, without the 180-degree 
ambiguity (which see) characteristic 
Of other type8 of radio compasses. The 
loop antenna of the automatic d i r e  
tion flnder is rotated to the proper posi- 
tion for direction indicating by an elec- 
tric motor operated by variations in the 
signal received in the loop. The auto- 
matic direction flnder is sometimes 
called an “automatic radio compass,” 
O r  “radio compass.” s ee  ADIP and UDIO 

automatic mixture control. A carbu- 
retor control mpltem that automatically 
main- a dedmd fiel-air mix- 

COMPASS. 
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ratio under different operating condi- 
tions. 

automatic pilot. A device or appnratus 
that autoniaticnlly controls the flight of 
an nirrrnft, guided missile, etc. to some 
extent; usunlly, a device thnt auto- 
mntlcally mnintnins the attitude of an 
airrrift, missile, etc. and steers i t  in a 
deslred path. 

automatic propeller. A p r o p e 11 e r 
incorporating a mechnnism thnt auto- 
matically maintains the hlade angle of 
the hlndes a t  the most fnvornble angle 
for different operating conditions, as 
for tnlre-off, cruising, diving, etc. 

automatic radio compass. Same as AUTO- 

automatic slot. A slot in the leading 
edge of a wing created hy the move- 
ment of a slat that is retnlned In the 
leading-edge contour of the wing at 
most angles of attnck, hut automati- 
cally lifting amng to create the slot as 
the stnlling angle is approached. Cf. 
FIXED a m .  

automatic stability. Stnhillty achieved 
with the controls opernted by antomatic 
derlces, as by an aiitomatic pllot. 

autopilot, noun. Same as AUTOMATIC 
PILOT. 

anta-rich, noun. A fuel-air mixtnre set- 
ting providing a rlch fuel mixture, 
automatically compensated for changes 
in nltltude. 

autorntate, a e ~ b  tntr. 1. To rotnte from 
the efferts of n pnszrlng nirstrenm, mith- 
out npplicatlon of mechnnicnl force- 
said esp. of the rotor of an autodro, 
helicopter. or the like. c f .  WINDnIILL, 
verb. 2. Of an nirplane : To roll or ro- 
tate uncontrolled, as in a spin. 

MATIC DIRCCTION FIIVDER. 

-mutorotation. flouts, autorotative, ad!. 

aatosyn, noun. [A trade name, from 
“auto-8i/~hr0nous” ; often capita2ired.l 
A remoteindicnting instrument or sys- 
tem based upon the syncbronous- 
motor principle, in whlch the angular 
position of the rotor of one motor o t  
the mensnring source Is duplicated by 
the rotor of the lndicator motor, nsed, 
e. g., in fuelquantity or fuel-flow 
measuring systems, position-inciicnting 
systems. etc. See SYI’iCTIIIONOUS MOTOR. 

auxiliary airfoil. A secondary airfoil, 
such a s  a slat, flap, or tab, that  SUPPle- 
menta or aids in some manner, as by 
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AXIAL ENGINE 

creating an additlonal force or by pro- 
vlding a smooth airflow. 

auxiliary landing gear. That part  of a 
landlng gear consiwting of a nose wheel 
or tail wheel, oiithoard flonts or 
wheels, or other components which in 
gcnernl a re  Intended to stahilize the 
aircrnft on the siirfnre and not to bear 
a dgnlficnnt part of the weight. 

auxiliary spar. A secondary or supple- 
mentary spnr used to provide estra 
strength or attachment points. 

auxiliary-stage supercharger. Any SU- 
perchn rger siipplementing the main- 
stnge superrhnrger, wed esp. at  the 
higher altitudes. When two or more 
auxflinry-stnge superchargers a re  used, 
the nuxilinry dischnrging directly into 
the main siiperchnrger is called the 
“flrst auxiliary.’’ See MAIN-BTAOE 

aviation, n o r m  1. Tbe art. science, 
practice. or field of endeavor of flying 
or  opera ti n g  hear 1 er- thn n-a ir aircraft, 
as, Bfty yenrs of ovfnlion, or, radio i r e  
quencies nsed for oaiotfon. 2. A group 
or organizntion encnped in, or dedi- 
cated to, arintlon (In sense 1). as, the 
misslon of military avfation. 

aviation medicine. That branch of 
mecllclne denling with the effects of 
fllght upon the hiimnn hody, or with 
the demands of the human hody under 
the vnrlous enrlronmentnl conditions 
of flicht. Aolntion medicine is con- 
cerned with the effects of acceleration, 
wlth the eRects of fllght a t  high alti- 
tudes, with the psrchologicnl effects 
brought nhout by flying, with the design 
of alrcraft and equipment to meet the 
body’s needs, etc. 

One who pilots a heavier- 
than-air aircraft. or one skilled in 
pilntlng header-than-air aircrnft-ap- 
plied esp. to a male person, but some- 
times applied to a female and com- 
monly modifled, as, a woman aviator. 

B 
SUPERCIIAROER. 

- X  

aviator, norm 

cf.  AERONAUT, AVIATRIX. 
aviatrix, noun. A female aviator. 
arigation, noun. Same as AIB NAVIGA- 

TION. f ire .  

B 

.-tit E 

avionics, noun. [L1~lation+electrontcs.] . -AM:- - - _ _  w. 
Electronics as applied esp. to aviation. 

axial compressor. Same as AXIAL-FLOW 

axial engine. Same as BARBEL ENQINE. 
COMPRESSOB. 

cf. AXUL-FIAW ENQIRE. 
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AXIAL-FLOW COMPRESSOR 23 

axial-flow compressor. A rotary com- 
pressor haring intervening rows or 

through which the movement or flo 

rotor’s axis of rotation. 

stages of rotary and stationary 

of fluid is substantially parallel 
Cf. C E N T W U -  

axial-flow engine. A gas-turbine engine 
QAL COMPBESSOB. 

having an  axial-flow compressor. 
-axial-flow gas-torbine engine. axial-flow 

turbojet engine, arial-Row turboprop. Bee 
AXIAL-FLOW COYPBEBSOB, GAS-TGBBIND EN- 
QINB, M d  TGYBOJRT BNOINR (111UB.). 

axial load. A load directed along the 
axis of a member. 

axis, n,oun. 1. a. A line passing through 
a body, about which the body rotates 
or may be assumed to rotate. b. Any 
arbitrary line of reference, such as a 
line about which the parts of a body 
or system are symmetrically distrib- 
uted. c. A line along which a force is 
directed, as, an aais of thrust. 2. S p e  
cif., any one of a set or system of mu- 
tually pependicular reference axes, 
usually intersecting at the center of 
gravity of a n  aircraft, rocket projec- 
tile, or the like, about which the mo- 
tions, moments, and forces Of roll, 
pitch, and yaw are measured. 

Three dlWrent sets of reference axes a8 
descrlbed In sense 2 ace corumonlr used: 
bod awee, wind atee, and stabili ty w e a .  
Ea& se t  of ases  coutalns a lonpitwdinal 
uzis ( the  X-azie). runnlng fore aud  a f t :  a 
Jatera2 w i e  ( the  Y - q i e J ,  fo ing frum $de 
to  slde * and a vertrcul 02 (I ( the  Z-a0leJ, 
going. f;om top to bottom. (These a rea  a re  
tnken wlth the alrcruft  or other body os- 
suined In a liorlzontal upr lg l t  ositlon.) 
The body axes tire tl& In the iodp and 
move with I t .  tlie wlnd orea a re  establlshed 
by the dlrectjon of the uudlaturbed olrllow 
relative to the  body the X-arls belog yarullel 
to the direction ot‘ ROW : aud the stability 
axes are established wlth the  X-nrle yarullel 
to the  uudisturhed alrtlow In the vertlcal 

lane (wi th  realject to the body) but colucl- 
Sent wlth the  body X-axla In ‘the lateral 
,lane and therefore free to aw. Iteference 
fs s o i h i m e s  made to tunnelfozer, wlilch a re  
the  geometrical axes of n wliid triune1 and 
ordlnarlly coioclde wlth the tunnel-wind 
axes. Thelr clealgnatlons are a8 for the 
other sets of axes. 

The posltive dlrectlons for all these axes 
a r e  cusfoiiinril$ tukeo ns  follows. forwurd 
nr o posite to the direction or oiraow io; 
the S -uues ;  to atarbonrd for the  YGxes; 
and downward for the Z-axes. 

In eeuae In. see AEHODTNAUIC AXIS, ELAS- 

lb ,  see mnra AXIS: In sense 2. see PITCE 

axis of no feathering. In  a rotary-wing 
system, an  axis with respect to which 
the rotor blades do not change their 

TIC AXIE, NEGTIIAL AXIS, WINO AXIS ; hl BeOSe 

AXIS, BOLL U I B ,  I A W  6.18. 

~ - ~-~ - 

AZIMUTH CONTROL 

blade angles for flrst harmonic blade 
motions. Sometimes called a “no- 
feathering axis.” See CONTBOL AXIS. 

axis of no flapping. I n  a rotary-wing 
system, a n  axis with respect to which 
there is no flrst harmonic flapping of 
the blades. Sometimes called a “no- 
flapping axis.” 

axis of rotation. An axia about which 
rotation occurs (see AXIS,  sense 1); 
specif., the mechanical axis of rotation 
(usually the powered shaft axis) of a 
helicopter or similar craft- f t e n 
disting. from an axis of no feathering, 
etc. 

axis of thrust. Same as THRUET AXIS. 
azimuth, noun. 1. a. Horizontal direc- 

tion or bearing, as, to find the ariniuth 
(of something). b. Xau. The hori- 
zontal direction of a celestial body with 
respect to a terrestrial reference direc- 
tion, usually measured clockwise from 
a northern reference direction through 
360”, and so disting. from azimuth 
angle (see AZIMUTH ANQLE, sense b)- 
also disting. from bearing (which see, 
sense 1). 2. A vertical plane, as, to 
establish a flight path in aziriWh, or, 
the stability of a rotor blade in azC 
muth. 3. The measure of azimuth, 
1. e., neimuth angle. 

azimuth angle. An angle expressing a 
horizontal or lateral direction or rela- 
tionship, as : a. The angle between the 
blade-span axis of a rotor blade and i ts  
projection on the plane of symmetry of 
the rotorcraft, measured in  the direc- 
tion of rotation from a point on the 
plane of symmetry downstream of the 
rotor axis. Sometimes called “blade 
azimuth angle.” b. Nav. An angle ex- 
pressing the horizontal direction of a 
celestial body with respect to a terres- 
trial reference direction ; specif., this 
angle measured from north or south 
clockwise or counterclockwise through 
90’ or through 180’. and 80 disting. 
from azimuth (which see, sense lb) .  
c An angle expressing the horizontal 
direction of an  object, such as an  air- 
borne aircraft, with respect to a refer- 
ence direction. 

azimuth control. 1. Control over move 
ment or direction in nzimuth. 2. A 
control system or device for control in 
azimuth, such as the cyclicpitch control 
system of a helicopter. 
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B 
back, noun. 1. -4 BLADE BACK. 2. The 

upper part or surface of an aircraft 
(the aircraft being considered in an 
upright position), esp. the upper part  
of an airplane. 

1. An esplosioh or com- 
bustion in the intake or exhaust pas- 
sages of an engine. 2. A backward flow 
of fire or flaming gases in a system. 

backfire screen. A screen to block the 
progress through a system of a back- 
fire: specif., a screen in the intake 
manifold of an  engine to prerent back- 
fire from progressing through the 
induction system, or through some part 
of the system. 

backlash, noun. In an aircraft control 
system, a looseness or play in the link- 
age between the cockpit controls and 
the control surfaces, or between the 
cockpit controls and a mechanical 
“feel” system. 

back-pack parachute. A parachute or 
parachute pack worn on the person’s 
back. 

back pressure. 1. Pressure exerted back- 
ward; in a fleld of flow, a pressure 
exerted contrary to the pressure pro- 

backfire, noun. 

ducing the main flow. 2. EXHAUST 
BACK PRESSURE. 

backsweep, noun. Same as SWEEPBACK. 

back-to-chest acceleration. Au. med. 
Accelerating force acting on the human 
body in the direction from the back to 
the chest, a s  occurs when seated facing 
forward in an  aircraft moving with 
increasing speed. It is a type of trans- 
verse acceleration. See TBANBVEBSE 

baffle, noun. A plate, grating, or the like 
used esp. to  block, hinder, or divert a 
flow or to hinder the passage of some 
thing, as: a. A plate used to  conduct, 
or help to conduct, a flow of cooling 
a i r  around an engine cylinder. See 
PILESBURE BAFFLE. b. A plate, wall, or 
the like in a fuel tank or other liquid 
container, used esp. to prevent slosh- 
ing of the contents. c A ridge or 
wall on the top of a piston in a two- 
stroke-cycle engine, used to deflect the 
incoming mixture upward and divert 
it from the exhaust port. d. A plate 
In the forward section of a pitot tube, 

-backswept, W. 

ACCELERATION. 

used to reduce turbulence in the tube 
and to prevent dirt, moisture, etc., from 
entering the system. See PITOT-STATIO 
TUBE (illus.). 

bag, noun. 1. A flexible envelope or con- 
tainer for holding liquid, gas, com- 
pressed air, etc., sometimes nsed a s  a 
fuel tank in aircraft, a s  a flotlt on a 
helicopter, etc. 2. Specif., a large, flex- 
ible envelope, container, or cell for 
holding the nerostatic gas of a balloon 
or airship. Sometimes called a “gas- 
bag” (which see). 

bail, verb Zntr. Usually, to bail out. To 
jump or leap with a parachute from a 
flying aircraft, esp. from an aircraft 
in distress-not comnionly applied to 
exhibition parachute jumps, etc., and 
not applied to paratroop junips. 

bailout, noun. An act or instance of 
bailing out. See BAIL. 

bailout oxygen bottle. A portable metal 
cylinder or tank containing oxygen to 
be used for breathing after parachuting 
out at a high altitude. Sometimes 
shortened bailout bottle. 

balance, noun. 1. The equilibrium at- 
tained by an aircraft, rocket, or the 
like when forces and moments are act- 
ing upon it  so a s  to produce steady 
flight, esp. without rotation about its 
axes ; also used with reference to equi- 
librium about any specified axis, as. an  
airplane in balance about its longitudi- 
nal axis. See TRIM, noun. 2. A weight 
that counterbalances something, esp., 
on an aircraft control surface, a 
weight installed forward of the hinge 
axis to counterbalance the surface a f t  
of the hinge axis. See BALANCED CON- 

3. The condition existing when a shaft, 
pulley, flywheel, or other rotating part 
or component has its mass so disposed 
about its axis of rotation that it will 
remain stationary about that axis 
when turned to any Dosition-hence. 

TROL BUBFACE, M A S S  BALANCE, Sense 2. 

engine balance, the stite of an  engine 
when all of ita rotational parts are in 
such balance. 

balanced control surface. A control sur- 
face that is in a desired condition of 
equilibrium about its hinge axis. Such 
a surface may be balanced for either 
static or aerodynamic conditions. See 
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BALLOON PILOT 

AERODYNAMIC BAIANCED SUBFACE, STATIO 
MLANOED SURFACE. 

balance tab. Same as  BALANCINO TAB. 
balancing plane, or balancing surface. 

An early name for a control surface. 
balancing tab. A tab (which see) so 

linked that when the control surface to 
which it is attached is deflected the tab 
is deflected in an opposite direction, 
creating a force which aids in moving 
the larger surface. Sometimes called a 
“geared tab.” 

Balancing tab. T balancing tab ; C con- 
trol surface; R push rod; S fixed 
surf ace. 

ball, noun. The ball in a bank indica- 
tor-used in contests such a s  “Center 
the ball.” 

ballast, noun. Any substance, usually 
sand or water, put aboard an airship 
or balloon to help stabilize it or to 
afford a means of altitude control; any 
substance, object, or accumulation of 
objects used to weight an  airplane, 
rocket, etc. so as  to achieve a desired 
trim or balance in flight. Ballast is 
sometimes used in test flights in place 
of passengers, cargo, etc. 

ballast tank. A tank for water ballast, 
as used esp. aboard a lighter-than-air 
aircraft. 

ball-bank indicator. A BAN= INDICATOB. 
ballistic missile. A missile designed to 

operate primarily in accordance with 
the laws of ballistics. 
A ballistic mlssiie 1s gulded during a por- 

tion of its flight, usually the upward portion, 
and  1s under no thrus t  from Its propelling 
svstem durina t he  la t te r  oortion of i t s  Right: 
l fdescr lbes  n trajectory similar t o  tha t  Of 
a n  artillery shell. The  German V-2 of WW 
I1 1s a n  early example of this kind of missile. 

ballistics, noun. [See note.] The science 
that  deals with the motion, beharior, 
and effecte of projectiles, esp. bullets, 
aerial bombs, rockets, or the like; the 
science or art of designing and hurling 
projectiles so as  to achiere a desired 
performance. See EXTERIOB BALLISTICS, 
INTEBIOB BALLISTICS, TEBMINAL BAG 
LISTICB. 

For the  derlvatlon of the word “balllstlcn” 
and  a hlstorlcnl recount of the science. nee 
Edward J. McShane et al, Esterior Bo& 
&tic# Unlverslty of Denver Presn, 1953). 
Yiilrtohcal dppendlx..” pp. 742 ff. 

484036-69-3 

ballonet, noun. [The “t” is not silent.] 
A gas-tight compartment within the 
main envelope of certain balloons or 
(usually one of a pair) within the en- 
velope of a pressure airship, inflated 
with air  or deflated to compensate for 
changes in the gas volume in the main 
envelope (hence maintaining a desired 
pressure and shape) and to assist in 
the trim of the aircraft. 

ballonet ceiling. The altitude from 
which a pressure airship, beginning 
with empty ballonets, can return to 
sea level without loss of operating 
pressure. 

balloon, noun. 1. A nonpowered (and 
nonsteerable) aircraft incorporating, 
or consisting of, a bag inflated with air  
or gas lighter than the surrounding air  
to give it buoyancy. See note. 2. Re 
strictively, the bag or envelope only of 
such an aircraft; also, the gasbag of a 
pressure airship. 3. Any lighter-than- 
a i r  aircraft. a s  used esp. in terms or 
phrases such a s  “dirigible balloon,” 
“navigable halloon,” etc. 

The 5rst balloon (also the  flrst successful 
a i rc raf t )  was  a hot-alr balloon invented by 
the  brothers Jacques and  Jbseph Nont- 
golfler in  France. In 1783.  the  aerostntic 
princli le was understood I&g before tha t  
time however. Lnter in the  same rear 
Pllhire de  Rozier (1754-1785) accompanied 
by ’a  passenger. mnde a free fhght In a flre 
balloon the  two men thus becomlng his- 
tor ’s erst aeronauts. Also In t ha t  year, 
d w e n  came into use for balloon inflation. 

The  balloon, whlle still used t o  a limited 
extent fo r  Sportin purposes Is todr rln- 
cipally emplored fn meteorGiogy a n i  &gh- 
alt i tude observation’ i t  is obsolete for Its  
traditional use of military observation. 

See BAFSAGD BALLOON, CAPTIVE BALLOON, 
CEILINO BALLOON, FIRE BALLOON, FREE BAL- 
LOON, HOT-AIB BALLOON, KITE BALLOON, 
L10NTQOLFIEB9 PILOT BALLOON, BKYBOOK, 
BOUNDIXG BALLOON. 

balloon, verb intr. 1. Of an  airplane, 
helicopter, or the like: To r i s e  
slightly, either just before or just after 
touchdown, as a result of an  increased 
angle of attack or of a “cushion” of air 
between aircraft and ground. See 
FLOAT, uerb, sense 2. 2. Of a para- 
chute, of fabric aircraft covering, etc. : 
To swell out or distend in a manner 
similar to that  of a balloon. 

One who pilots, rides 
in, or serves a8 a crew member in a 
balloon ; also sometimes applied to a 
crew member or passenger on a diri- 
gible. Popular. see AEBONAUT. 

mlloon pilot. A person who pilots, or is 
trained to  pilot, a lighter-than-air air- 

balloonist, noun. 
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craft, esp. a free balloon. See FBEE 
BALLOON, note. 

ball turret. An aircraft gunner’s turret 
having a ball-like shape, which projects 
or is let down from the belly of the air- 
craft. 

bang-bang control. [See note.] Flicker 
control, esp. as applied to guided mis- 
Silee. see  FLICKEB CONTBOL. 

“Bang-bong” In this term 1s imitative, 
ar i~ ing  iron1 the noise mnde by control 
mechanirrms slnmmlng tirst to one slde, then 
to the other, ln tests of thie sort OK control. 

bank, noun. 1. The position or attitude 
of an  airplane, glider, helicopter, or the 
like when its lateral axis is inclined to 
the horizontal, as, to put an airplane 
into a bank. This is the position nor- 
mally assumed by an aircraft when 
turning. A right  bank is a bank in 
which the lateral axis inclines domn- 
ward to starboard. 2. The inclination 
of the lateral axis of an  airplane, etc., 
to the horizontal, as, the degree of 
bank. 3. A line, tier. stand, or b y e r  
of like things or objects, as, a bank of 
rockets; specif., a line of cylinders in 
an in-line engine, as, the left bank of a 
V-engine. 
In iensee 1 and 2, “bank” 1s prlmnrily 

a filer’s term. the aerodynnmlclst or aero- 
nautical eagin’eer prefers “roil:’ see BOLL, 
noun, sense 1. 

bank, verb. 1. tr. To incline (an  air- 
plane, glider, helicopter, etc.) laterally, 
esp. in making a turn. 2. intr. To in- 
cline laterally--said of a n  aircraft or 
persons within. 

bank-and-climb gyro unit. A unit incor- 
porating a vertical-axis gyroscope, 
used in a n  automatic pilot for lateral 
and longitudinal indication and con- 
trol. 

bank-and-turn indicator. Same as TUBN- 

bank angle. Same as ANGLE OF BANK. 
bank indicator. A flight Instrument con- 

eistlng of a ball enclosed in a slightly 
curved transparent tube fllled with a 
damping liquid, the position of the 
ball in the tube being intended esp. to 
indicate skidding or slipping in a turn. 
This instrument is commonly mounted 
in the same caae with a turn indicator 
to make the turn-and-bank indicator. 

Bdrdny chair. [After Robert Bdrdny 
(187f3-1936), Swedish physician.] A 
kind of chair in which a person is re 

AND-BANK IRDICATOB 

volved to test 
vertlgo. 
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barnstorm, verb intr. To travel about 
in an airplane or in airplanes, risiting 
rural areas especially, taking paying 
passengers for joy rides and often 
performing exhibition flights.-tr. To 
tour (the couutry or a place) perform- 
ing these actions. - 

“I’ve born$ormed over half of the forty- 
elght states. Lindbergh. 

barnstormer, noun. One who barn- 
storms. 

barograph, noun. A recording barome 
ter ; also, loose usage, a n  ALTIQBAPH. 

See MICROBAROGRAPH. 

.. 

barometer, noun. An instrument that 
measures atmospheric pressure. A 
barometer commonly employs for it8 
purpose either a column of mercury in 
a glass tube, bnlauced by the pressure 
of the atmosphere, or a partially evacu- 
ated and sealed capsule responsive to 
pressure changes. See ANEBOID, noun, 

barometric altimeter. Same as PBESSUBE 

barometric fuel control. A control de- 
rice that regulates the fuel flow to a 
gas-turbine engine according to the 
barometric pressure and impact pres- 
sure at different altitudes. Cf. ALTI- 

barrage balloon. A captive balloon, usu- 
ally one of several, whose mooring 
cable serves to  discourage low-flying 
air attack. 

barrel engine. An internal-combustion 
reciprocating engine having the cylin- 
ders parallel to its drive shaft or long 
axis-usually a nonrotary engine, but 
barrel rotaries have been made. 

B 

BTATOSCOPE. 

ALTIMETER. 

TUDE MIXTUBE CONTROL. 

Aiao called an “axlnl englne.” See CAM 

barrel roll. 1. An aerobatic performance 
in which an  airplane is made to roll 
while simultaneously revolving about 
an offset axis, describing a corkscrew 
flight path. 2. Loosely, a BMW BOLL or 
a SNAP BOLL. 

barricade, noun. On an aircraft carrier, 
a net designed to trap and halt a land- 
ing airnlane in  case of failure or mal- 

ENQIKB (IIlUS.).  

I _  

function of the arresting gear and * -*y---- u - k!-- w: barrier system. See BARGEE, sense 1. 
barrier, noun. 1. An emergency arrest- 

ing device across a runway or a carrier 
deck that engages the landing gear of 
a landing airplane in the event of 
failure or inadequacy of the airplane 
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BEACHING GEAR 

brakes or of the ordinary arresting 
gear. See BARRTcAnE. 2. Fimratively, 
a hindrance to  high-speed fllght. See 

base, noun. 1. A plnce where alrcraft, 
usually mllitnry o r  nnral aircraft, a r e  
statloned and out of whlch they oper- 
ate; an  a l r  base. See A ~ R  BASE, sense 
1, SEAPLANE BASE. 2. The af t  end of a 
projectile or  certain other hodles. 

base drag. Drag owing to a base pres- 
sure lower than the amhlent pressure. 
It Is a part of the pressnre drag. See 

base leg. That s e m e n t  or portion of an 
approach pattern approPimntely a t  
rlght angles to the Anal approach. 

base line. 1. A horizontal line from 
which vertical measnrements a re  mnde. 
or upon r h l r h  ordinntes a re  plotted, 
as: a. A llne ln the plnne of symmetry 
of a aeaplme float or hnll, fi ist Inside 
the keel plate and pnrallel to the wnter 
llnes, from whlch vertical memiire 
ments a re  mnde: also, the nyis of a 
body of revolutlon from ah i rh  ~t Rea- 
plane float or  hiill deslm Is derived. 
b. A llne representing the maximum 
length of an  alrshlp. upon which or- 
dinates representing cross-sertfonnl 
areas a re  plotted. 2. A I h e  joining R 
master lornn stntfon with Its slave stn- 
tion. 3. An elwtronlcnlly drnwn llne 
on a radar screen. revresenting the  
track of the Rrnnner, with echoes from 
reflectlng ohjects appearing as bright 
spots in the line. 

base pressure. The preRsnre exerted on 
the  base, or extreme a f t  end. of a hody, 
as of a cyllndrlcnl or boattatled body 
nr  of a blunt-tralllng-edge wing, In a 
fluld flow. 

basic airspeed. An alrspeed value de- 
rived by correcting Indlcated alrspeed 
fo r  installatlon and lnstniment errors. 

basic dry  rating. The thrust under 
Rtandard sea-lerel condltlons of a jet  
engine not using nfterhnrnlng, wnter 
injectlon, or  other methods bf thrust 
augmentation. 

basic lift. The llft of a glven nirfoil sec- 
tion when the llft on the entire airfoil 
is zero. This llft depends upon the 
twist of the wing. 

basic load. The load on a n  alrcraft or 
other flying vehicle. o r  on a member or  
part thereof, under a specMed conclitLon 
of -tic equilibriam. 

SONIC RARRIER, THERMAL RARRIER. 

BASE PREBB-E. PRESSURE DRAG. 

basket, noun. 1. An open contalner or 
car, often of wickerwork, suspended 
beneath a balloon for cnrrylng persons, 
ballast, etc. 2 A BURNEB BASKET. 

batten, noun. 1. A strip or bar tempo- 
rarily secured to a wlng or tall to p r e  
vent movement of the control surface. 
2. Any one of a number of radial stif- 
fening members at the nose of a pres- 
sure airship. 3. A light, flexible strip 
of wood or other material used in loft- 
ing for drawing curved lines. 

Illustrating use of battens, sense 1. 

battery cart. A cart  containing a series 
of electrical batterles, used to start  
aircraft engines on the ground and thus 
conserve power in any batterlea in- 
stalled aboard. 

bay, noun. A apace or sectlon between 
adjncent members of a truss or frame- 
work, as :  a. The space between two 
sets of Interplane struts In a blplane 
or  other multiplane, or the space be- 
tween a set of Interplane struts and the 
other points of attachment of the wings 
at or  near the fuselage. A ringle-bay 
biplane bas one bay on each side of the 
fuselage, i. e., one set of interplane 
struts to a side. b. Tbe more or less 
rectangular area enclosed between two 
adjacent longitudlnnl members and 
two ndjncent cross braces in a fuse- 
lnge truss. c The space, section, or 
compartment between two bulkheads, 
wing ribs, o r  other structural members 
of an  alrcraft, in which an engine or  
fuel tnnk Is mounted, bombs or  cargo 
are  carried, etc. 

beaching gear. Any wheeled devlce at- 
tached to a seaplane or  flying boat to 
permit moving it onto the beach or 
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shore, and to move the craft about 
ashore. 

beacon, mun. A light, group of lights, 
electronic apparatus, or other device 
that guides, orients, or warns aircraft, 
guided missiles, etc. in flight, or ves- 
sels a t  sea;  a structure, building, or 
station where such a derice is mounted 
or located. See LIGHT BEACON, BADAB 
BEACON, BAD10 BEACON. 

beam, noun. 1. The breadth of an  air- 
craft’s hull, a fuselage, a float, or a 
vessel at its widest part. 2. The direc- 
tion away from the side of an  aircraft 
or vessel a t  right angles to its longitudi- 
nal axis, as, an attack from the beam. 
3. A stream of radio or rndar signals, 
light rays, or the like ; specif., the direc- 
tional signals i n  a radio range. 

beam-climber guidance. Same as BEAM- 
mnm QUIDANCE. 

beam-rider guidance. A system Por guid- 
ing missiles in which a missile follows 
a radar beam, light beam, or other kind 
of beam directed along the path it is 
desired for the missile to follow. The 
beam used may be either flxed or mov- 
ing, and the missile is provided with 
devices to detect its deviation from the 
beam and to return it to the beam auto- 
matically. 

beam width. The angular width of a ra- 
dio or radar beam, esp. the width of i ts  
central, effective portion, as measured 
between two specified reference lines ; 
specif., the width of a radar beam 
measured between lines of half-power 
intensity. 

bearing, noun. 1. The horizontal direc- 
tion of an  object or point, usually 
measured clockwise from a reference 
line or direction through 360”. In nav- 
igation, bearing is used with reference 
to the direction of a terrestrial object 
or point, as disting. from azimuth 
(which) see, sense lb).  See COMPASS 
BEABINQ, QBID BEABINQ, MAQNETIC BEAB- 
INQ,  RELATIVE BEABINQ, TRUE BEAEINQ. 
2. An angular measurement expressing 
hearing. 

belly, Mun. The underside of an  air- 
craft’s fuselage or body-not ordinarily 
applied to the underside of a flying 
boat. Of. BOTTOM. 

belly-land, verb. 1. tr. To land (an air- 
plane) on its belly without use of 
landing gear. 2. intr. To make a 
landing a s  descrlbed in sense l - t i a id  
of alrcrnft or persona withln. 

-belly landing. noun. 
belly tank. A detachable or droppable 

auxiliary fuel tank designed to be at- 
tached to the belly of an airplane. 

belt, nozin. A SAFETY BELT. 
bend, cerb. 1. tr. To bend a course. 

To alter the direction of a course in a 
four-course radio range so that It is 
no longer in line with its reciprocal 
course. Cf. SQUEEZE. 2. intr. Of a 
radio-range course: TO change in di- 
rection at any place along i ts  length 
owing to some external distorting 
influence. 

bends, noun. Med. 1. The symptoms or 
characteristics of aeroembolism. 2. 
Same as AEROEMBOLISM (in sense 2). 

Bernoulli’s law, or  Bernoulli’s theorem. 
[After Daniel Bernoulli (1700-1782). 
Swiss scientist.] In aeronautics, a law 
or theorem stating that in a flow of in- 
compressible fluid the sum of the static 
pressure and the dynamic pressure 
along a streamline is constant if 
gravity and frictional effects are d i s r e  
garded. 

From this Inw I t  follows that where there 
Is a velocity Increase in a Buld Bow there 
must be a corres ondtng pressure decrease. 
Thus an nlrfoll !I Increnstng the veloctty 
of the flow ove; 198 upper surface, derives 
Itit from the decreased pressure. See LIFT, 
sense 1 and note. 

beveled control surface. A control sur- 
face having i ts  trailing edge beveled so 
as to increase the trailing-edge angle 
and so provide aerodynamic balance. 

bias construction. The construction of a 
parachute canopy such that the threads 
of each gore meet the peripheral hem or 
the center line of the gore at an  angle 
of approximately 45 degrees. 

biconvex airfoil. An airfoil proflle whose 
sides are convex (circular-arc lines)- 
applied to such proflles that are sym- 
metric about the chord. 

bicycle landing gear. A main landing 
gear consisting chiefly of two wheels in 
tandem, or, more commonly, two unite 
of which each has wheels side by side, 
the units being arranged in tandem. 

A bicycle landlng genr haa the wheels or 
wheel unttn mounted alon the longltudlnal 
center line of the alrcrafbn fuselage. Oat- 
rifiger wheels are commonly regutred. 

biplane, noun. An airplane having dou- 
ble-decked wings, one above the other. 
In  most condguratlons, elther the lower 
wing, or both the lower nnd upper 
wings, are dlvided by the runelage. 

See AIR BEND& 

r’ -w - u 
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biplane, adj.  Having double-decked 
wings, mounted one above the other, as  
in biplane glider ; having or consisting 
of surfaces double-decked, one above 
the other, as in biplane elevator, 
biplane rotor. 

bipropellant, noun. A rocket propellant 
consisting of two unmixed or uncom- 
bined chemicals (fuel and oxidant) fed 
to the combustion chamber separately. 
See ROCKET PROPELLANT. 

“Bipropellant” is used attrlbutlvely in 
severul self-erplanntory phrases, such an 
bipropellant missile. bipropellant rocket en- 
rine or motor, bipropellant system. etc. 

bird, noun. A guided missile. Colloq. 
bi-signal zone. A zone formed by two 

overlapping signal patterns, as in a 
radio range, in which two signals are 
received. See EQUISIQNAL ZONE and 

blackout, noun. 1. A condition in which 
vision is temporarily obscured by a 
blackness, accompanied by a dullness 
of certain of the other senses, brought 
on by decreased blood pressure in the 
head and a consequent lack of oxygen, 
as  may occur, e. g., in pulling out of a 
high-speed dive in an airplane. This 
condition is sometimes followed by a 
loss of consciousness, but the uncon- 
sciousness is not usually regarded as  
a part of the blackout. Cf. GRAYOUT, 
BEWUT. 2. Radio. A condition, brought 
on by natural causes and not owing to 
malfunctioning equipment, in which 
radio-receiving sets fail to pick up 
Signals; also, a condition in which 
radio is not used, in accordance with 
edict“ 

blade, noun. 1. a. An arm of a propeller ; 
a rotating wing. b. Specii., restrictive, 
that part of a propeller arm or of a 
rotating wing from the shank outward, 
i. e., that part having an efficient air- 
foil shape and tha t  cleaves the air. 
See BLADE SHANK. 2. A VANE (in sense 
2, which see), such as a rotating yane 
or stationary vane in a rotary air  
compressor, or a vane of a turbine 
wheel. 

LOOP-TYPE RADIO RANQE (illus.). 

See BUCKET, senm 1, C O ~ P U E B S O B  ELADID, 
IYPDLLWR BLADE, NOZZLID BLADE, PADDLIE 
BLADE, PROPELLER BLADE. BOTaB BLADE. 
ETATOB BLADD, TUBBIND B L b D .  

blade angle. The angle that a blade 
makes with some reference plane, as: 
a. The angle between the geometric 
chord or zero-lift chord of a propeller 

blade and a plane perpendicular to the 
axis of rotation of the propeller. See 
PHOPELLER (illus.). b. The angle be- 
tween the chord of a rotor blade, USU- 
ally the zero-lift chord, and a plane 
perpendicular to a reference axis 
through the rotor. 

With twisted propeller or rotor blades. 
and consequently varrlng angle, the blade 
an le a t  three fourtha or aeven tenths of the 
rnfius from the axis of rotntion is usually 
chosen to charncterlze the entire blade. 

blade azimuth angle. The azimuth angle 
of a rotor blade. See AZIMUTH ANQLE. 
sense a. 

blade back. The side of a propeller 
blade that faces forward, correspond- 
ing to the upper surface of a wing. 

blade butt. The end of the propeller 
arm on certain types of propellers 
which is fastened to the hub-not said 
of a onepiece propeller. 

SI3 PBOPELLF.8 (illus.). 

blade cuff. Same as  PBOPFZLEB CUFF. 
blade damper. A damper, such as a hy- 

draulic damper, installed to act about 
the drag hinge of a rotor blade to r e  
duce horizontal oscillation. 

blade element. A segment of a blade, as 
a propeller blade or rotor blade, be- 
tween two blade sections a n  infinitesi- 
mal distance apart. 

blade-element theory. A theory in which 
a blade element is considered as a seg- 
ment of a wing, lift and drag being cal- 
culated from the resultant velocity 
acting on the element. 

blade face. The side of a propeller oppo- 
site the blade back, corresponding to 
the lower surface of a wing. Some 
times called the “load face” or “thrust 
face.” See PROPELLEB (illus.). 

blade height. The length of a compres- 
sor or turbine blade from root to Up, 
exclusive of the imbedded root. 

blade loading. The unit load sustained 
by the blades of a rotary-wing aircraft, 
determined by dividing the gross 
weight of the aircraft by the total 
planform area of ita rotor blades. Cf. 

blade pitch angle. Same as BLADE ANGLE 
(in all senses). 

blade profile. The outline or form of a 
blade section. 

blade radius. The radius of the circle de- 
scribed by the tip of a rotating blade, 
i. e., the distance from the blade tip to 
the axis of rotation. Also called ‘‘tip 
radius.” 

DISK LOADINQ. 
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blade root. a. That part  of a blade near- 
est the hub. See PROPELLER ROOT, RO- 
TOR-BLADE ROOT. b. With turbine or 
axial-compressor blades, also applied 
to that part  imbedded in the drum, 
disk, or wheel. See FIB-TREE ROOT. 

blade section. A cross section of a 
blade; the profile of the cross section 
or the area defined by the profile. See 
AIRFOIL BECTION and note. 

blade shank. The part  of a propeller 
arm or rotating wing near the hub, 
1. e., between the blade (which see, 
sense l b )  and the hub. The blade 
shank of 8 propeller usually has  a 
rounded or ovoid cross section, or, 
sometimes, an extremely thick airfoil 
section. 

blade-span axis. A spanwise axis of a 
rotor blade, esp. the axis about which 
the blade is feathered. 

blade stall. a. The condition occurring 
when a rotor blade operates at a n  
angle of attack greater than the angle 
of maximum lift. b. Also applied to 
a n  analogous condition of the airflow 
across the blades of a n  air compressor. 
See COMPRESSOR STALL. 

blade station. A particular place along 
a blade designating the distance from 
ita axis of rotation or from some other 
reference, and used, e. g., to designate 
the point for measuring the blnde 
angle, the location of a blade marking, 
or any other point or place under con- 
sideration. 

blade-to-jet speed ratio. The ratio of 
the rotational speed of the blades of a 
turbine wheel, measured a t  the blnde 
tips, and the speed of the jet  stream 
or exhaust as it issues from the  tu -  
bine nozzle. 

blade twist. 1. The twist, or variation 
in the blade angle, built into a blade 
usually such that the blade angle de- 
creases toward the tip. 2. A deforma- 
tion of a rotor blade by unequal air 
forces, causing variation in the built- 
in  blade angle from root to tip. 

blade-width ratio. The r II t i  o of the 
width of a blade, esp. a propeller blade 
(measured by the chord length), at a 
given blade station to the diameter of 
the circle described by the tip of the 
rotating blade. See MEAN BLADE-WIDTH 
RATIO. 

blast chamber. A combustion chamber, 
eep. a combustion chamber in a gas- 
tnrbine engine, jet  engine, o r  rocket 

engine. Popular. See COMBUSTION 

blast deflector. Specif., a type of de- 
flector used to divert the blast of a 
rocket Bred from a vertical position. 
See uwucroR, sense b. 

CHAMUER alld note. 

blast gate. Same as WASTE Q A ~  
blast vane. Same as JET VANE. 
bleedback, noun. HOT-QAE BLEEDBACK. 
blimp, noun. A nonrigid airship. Colloq. 
blind, a d f .  Done under conditions of low 

visibility, using instruments, radio 
aids, or radar aids, as in blind bombing, 
blind fixing, flring in which the pilot 
cannot see out, uuder either natural or 
simulated conditions. 

blind, adv. Without being able to see 
out, as, to fly blind. 

blip, noun. A spot of light or deflection 
of the trace on a radarscope, lornn in- 
dicator, or the like, caused by the re- 
ceived signal, as from a reflecting ob- 
ject. Also called a “pip.” 

blister, n o u n. 1. A streamlined protu- 
berance on an  aircraft, often dome- 
shaped and sometimes transparent, de- 
signed to house machine guns or other 
equipment, to afford a place for obser- 
vation, etc. 2. A curTed sheet of water 
raised by the motion of a seaplane float 
or hull and separated from the water 
surface by an air  space. 

block, noun. Same as CHOCK. 
block time. The time taken by an air- 

craft to travel from i t s  point of de- 
parture to its ultimate destination, 
measured from the moment the chocks 
or blocks nre removed at the place of 
departure to the moment they a re  re- 
placed a t  destination, time spent at 
intermediate stops being included in the 
total “block time.” 

block-to-block meed. The average meed .- - -  
made by an  aircraft between removal 
of the chocks or blocks at the departure 
point and the replacing of the blocks 
at destination. 

Thls term may be found varloosly onder- 
stood In dlfferent contexts. The definition 
given 1s the most commonly accepted. 

blowby, noun. The escape of gases or 
mixture past the rings of a piston en- 
gine during the compression or power 
stroke. 

blowdown period. The period of time 
during which there is free expansion 
and discharge of gases through the ex- 
haust valve or port of a reciprocating 
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engine, largely unaided by the motion 
of the piston or by the entrance of a 
fresh charge into the crliuder. 

blowdown turbine. A turbine attached 
to a reciprocating engine which re- 
ceives exhaust gases separately from 
each cylinder, utilizing the kinetic 
energy of the gases. 

blowdown wind tunnel. A type of wind 
tunnel in which stored compressed air  
or other gas 1s allowed to expand 
through a test section to  provide a 
stream of air or gas for model testing 
purposes. 

blower. nom. 1. A rotary machine for 
blowing or compressing a h ;  a fan or 
rotary pump. See AIR BLOWER. 2. A 
rotary supercharger driven by gears 
from the engine. 

In sense 2, hlgh blower and low blower 
designate the high and low rpm settings of 
the aupercliarger, or desicnnte the super- 
charger when running at either setting. 

blower ratio. The rntio of the rotational 
speed of the impeller in a geared super- 
charger to tha t  of the engine crank- 
shaft. 

blowout, noun. A flameout; esp., a 
flameout caused by excessive a i r  veloc- 
10. See FLAMEOUT, LEAN BLOWOUT, 
RICE BU)WOUT. 

bluff body. A body having a broad, 
flattened front. 

blush, verb fntr. Of a doped fabric or  
surfnce: To become dull or pale as a 
result of rapid evnporntion or  high 
humidlty, with a consequent weakening 
of the dope fllm. 

boat, noun. A FLYINO BOAT. 
boattail, noun. The tapered rear portion 

of an elongnted body having decreas- 
ing cross-sectional area toward the 
rear-applied esp. to bodies of revolu- 
tion siich as rockets or other 
projectiles. 

body, noun. 1. The main part  or main 
central portion of an airplane, airship, 
rocket, or the llke; a fuselage or hull. 
2. I n  a general sense, any fabrication, 
structure, or other material form, esp. 
one aerodynamically or ballistically de 
signed, as, an airfoil I s  a body designed 
to produce a n  aerodynamic reaction. 

body axis. Any one of a system of mu- 
tually perpendicular reference axes 
fired in a n  aircraft or similar body and 
moving with it. See AXIS, sense 2 and 
note. 

Z 

X 
Body axes. 

body of revolution. A symmetrical body, 
such as a bullet, having the form d e  
scribed by an element rotated about an 
axis. 

bogie, nom. 1. A supporting and align- 
ing wheel or roller on the inside of a n  
endless track, used, e. g., in certain 
types of landing gear. 2. A type of 
landing-gear unit consisting of two 
seta of wheels in tandem with a central 
strut. 

bomb bay. A bay in the fuselage of a 
bomber where bombs are normally 
carried. See BAY, sense c. 

bomb-bay tank. An auxiliary fuel tank 
carried in a bomb bay. 

bomber, MWH. 1. An aircraft, esp. a 
fixed-wing airplane, that  carries and 
drops bombs. 2. By extension, esp. in 
AF usage, a winged guided missile. 
See PILOTLESS BOMBEE. 

In senae 1, the onqualified word "bomber" 
commonly signifies an alrplnne nsualls a 
lar e or mnitienglned air lane 'tiiat dro s 
lte%ombs In horlzontal Blg\t. However, t i e  
term embracer a lnrse clans of arrrilnneu 

Dmlgnated generalTy- accordlug to-rune- 
tfon or em lorment: attack bomber, day 
bomber, dire lombcr, fighter-bomber. horizontal 
bomber, intercontinental bomber, long-range 
bomber, ninht bomber, reconnairiance bomber. 
ntrategic bomber, tactical bomber, torpedo 
bomber, etc. 

Dealgnated accordlug to weight (alao wlth 
connotntlona of sire and range) : light 
bomber, henvy bomber, medium bomber, rem 
heavy bomber. 

\ 

bonding, noun. Specif., a system of con- 
nections between all metal parte of an 
aircraft, forming a continuoue el- 
tricnl unit and preventing jumping or 
arcing of stntic electricity. 

1. A long, slender part, 
structure, or other object, euch 88 a 

boom, noun. 
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beam or spar, estending out from some- 
thing, as: a. A slender structure or 
piece, often one of a pair, that extends 
from the wings or main body of an  air- 
craft to support the empennage or 
other tail component. Sometimes 
called a "tail boom." b. A polelike pro- 
tuberance extending away from an 
aircraft (usually forward) into the 
undisturbed airflow, upon which or in 
which sensing derices a re  mounted for 
measurement purposes. c. A flexible 
pipe extended from a tanker aircraft, 
used in air refueling. See FLYINQ 

1. Additional power, pres- 
sure, or force supplied by a booster, as, 
hydraulic boost. 2. A BOOSTER. 3. 

boost, verb tr. 1. To supercharge (in 
sense 1, which see). 2. To launch or 
t o  push along during a portion of 
flight, as to boost a ramjet to flight 
speed by means of a rocket, or a rocket 
boosted to altitude with another rocket. 

booster, noun. 1. A device that provides 
extra power, thrust, or pressure, as : a. 
A device that  applies force to move a 
control surface. See CONTROL BOOSTER. 
b. Any of various electrical devices for 
supplying additional current or voltage 
in  a system. See BOOSTER COIL, BOOSTER 
MAONETO. 2. One of the earlier stages 
of a multistage rocket. 3. A rocket sys- 
tem that propels a payload such as an  
artificial satellite. 4. An auxiliary 
rocket attached to an  aircraft or other 
vehicle. A BOOSTER BOCKET. 

booster coil. A coil connected to a bat- 
tery to provide additional current, used 
esp. in a n  ignition system to provide 
extra voltage in starting an engine. 

booster magneto. An ausiliary magneto 
that supplies high-tension current for 
starting an  engine. 

booster pump. A pump in a fuel system, 
oil system, or the like, used to provide 
additional or auxiliary pressure when 
needed. 

booster rocket. A rocket that supplies 
temporary additional thrust to an  air- 
craft, missile, or the like having other 
means of propulsion. A rato unit is 
one kind of booster rocket. See UTO. 

boost pressure. Manifold p r e s s u r e 
greater than the prevailing atmos- 
pheric pressure, obtained by super- 
charging. Often called "boost" 

BOOM. 2. SONIC BOOM. 
boost, noun. 

BOOST P B E S S W E .  

boost venturi. A small venturi ahead of 
the main venturi in a carburetor, for 
the purpose of increasing the metering 
force. 

boot, noun. 1. A kind of container. See 

boss, noutc. A thickened portion of a 
shaft, bar, rod, or the like, serving usu- 
ally to provide a bearing surface, a 
place for screw threads, etc. ; specif., 
the thickened central portion of certain 
propellers. esp. a wooden propeller. 

Specif., the underside of 
a seaplane hull or float, esp. that part  
of the underside that rests on the 
water. Cf. BELLY. 

bottom camber. Same as  LOWER CAMBW. 
boundary layer. A thin layer of fluid 

next to the surface of a body in  a mov- 
ing stream (as a n  airfoil in an 
airstream) having distinctive flow 
characteristics as a result of friction 
between the fluid and the surface of the 
body. The flow in the boundary layer 
may be laminar, turbulent, or transi- 
tional between laminar and turbulent. 

PARACHUTE BOOT. 2. A DE-ICER BOOT. 

bottom, noun. 

The flow velocity In the boundary layer 
increases from zero at  the bounding surface 
with distance from the surface uutil it ap- 
uronches the stream ralue. Boundarv-layer 

- 

?hickness is measured from the surface- to 
an arbitrarilv chosen point e g where the 
velocity Is 99 percent of thk s&m velocity. 
see DISPLACBMBNT THICKNESS, MOMENTUM 
THICKNESS. 

boundary-layer control. The control of 
the flow in the boundary layer about a 
body or of the region of flow near the 
surface of the body in order to reduce 
or eliminate undesirable aerodynamic 
effects and hence to improve perform- 
ance. 

Boundary-layer control employs porous 
eurfaces suction slots special attachments 
or othe; devices to ;emore the boundari 
laver from the surface to im rove its sta- 
bliity, or otherwise to' alter gs character- 
lsticn. 

boundary light. Any one of the lighte 
marking the limits of a landing area. 
Boundary lights are commonly mount- 
ed on a coneshaped boundary marker 
or are set flush with the surface. 

boundary marker. A painted object, 
such as a cone or disk, used to mark 
the boundary of a landing area. 

bound vortex. In aerodynamic theory, 
a hypothetical vortex assumed to lie 
in an airfoil and traveling with it and 
corresponding to the lifting forces act- 

I 

h g  on the airfoil. Cf. TRAXLIAO VOBTEX. 
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bow, mun. The forward part of some- 
thing-applied in aeronautics to the 
forward part of an aircraft, esp. of an 
airship or flying boat, or to the forward 
part oP a float. Cf. NOSE, ,noun. 

bow cap. A cap of metal or fabric rein- 
forcing the bow or nose of a pressure 
airship, or a conical or caplike piece to 
which the longitudinal girders are at- 
tached a t  the nose of a rigid airship. 

bowheavy, adj. Having a tendency to 
sink a t  the bow-applied esp. to air- 
ships. Cf. NOSEHEAVY, STERNHEAVY. 

bow stiffening. Battens or the like r e  
inforcing the bow of a pressure airship 
against a i r  pressure in flight. Also 
called “nose stiffeniug.” 

bow wave. 1. A shock wave in front of 
a body, such as  an airfoil, or attached 
to the forward part of the body. 2. A 
water wave thrown up by the bow of a 
seaplane hull or float. 

box rib. A built-up wooden rib consist- 
ing of a framework covered with wood 
on both sides, used at the junction of 
wing and fuselage on certain aircraft. 

bracket, verb tr. To bracket a beam. 
To cross and recross a radio-range 
beam on a series of specifled headings, 
making timed turns in order to deter- 
mine the direction of the beam and to 
establish the proper heading for follow- 
ing the beam. 

brake horsepower. The horsepower de- 
livered a t  the rotating drive shaft of 
a n  engine. In calculations, this horse- 
power is usually corrected to comply 
with standard test conditions. See 
ACTUAL BRAKE HORSEPOWEB and cf. 

brake mean effective pressure. That  
part of the indicated mean effective 
pressure that produces the brake horse- 
power of an engine. See INDICATED 

brake parachute. Same as DECZLEBATION 

brake specific fuel consumption. Specific 
fuel consumption based on brake horse- 
power. See SPECIFIC = CONSUMPTION 
and note. 

brake thermal efficiency. The thermal 
efficiency of an engine based on its 
brake horsepower, expressed as  the 
ratio of the work delivered by the drive 
shaft of an engine during a giren 
period of time to the total heat energy 
contained in the fuel burned during the 

SHAFT HOBBEPOWER. 

MEAN EFFECTIVE PBESBUBE. 

PARACHUTE. 

-m-i--m -m m - I  
B-SCOPE 

same period of time. See THEBMAL 
EFFICIENCY. 

braking rocket. A RETRO-ROCKET. 
Brayton cycle. [After George B. Bray- 

ton, American engineer.] Same nS 

breakaway, ~ o u n .  1. The action of a 
boundary layer separating from a sur- 
face. 2. The action of an airplane 
breaking or leaving a formation, or 
suddenly changing course. 3. An acro- 
batic stunt performed on an airplane 
in flight in which the performer, at- 
tached to the plane by a cable invisible 
from the ground, falls off a wing; an 
act or instance of so falling OB a wing. 

breakaway cockpit unit. Same as  

break cord. A cord attaching a static 
line to a parachute, which breaks after 
the parachute is deployed. 

breathing, noun. The passage of air into 
or out of a gasbag, a crankcase, a fuel 
tank, or the like, caused by pressure 
changes ; the action of a gasbag, a tank, 
etc. in taking in or emitting a i r ;  the 
pulsations of a gasbag or envelope in 
this action. 

breathing stress. Any stress produced 
in an airship by its breathing. 

brennschluss, noun. [German, “com- 
bustion termination.”] The cessation 
of burning in a rocket, resulting from 
consumption of the propellants, from 
deliberate shut-off, or from other 
cause ; the time at which this cessation 
occurs. See BURNOUT, CUT-OFF. 

bridle, noun. Specif., a line or s k g  
branching out into two or more ends 
used, e. g., to distribute a load applied 
through a single line over two or more 
points or to reduce yaw in towing or 
mooring. 

brief, verb tr. Specif., to instruct (air- 
crew members or passengers) before a 
flight with inionnation or directions 
regarding the route to be followed, 
weather conditions, procedures to be 
observed, or any other subject of spe- 
cial interest or concern to a particular 
flight or mission. 

JOULE CYCLE. 

EJECTION CAPSULE. 

dde8nK.  MUS. 

broadside array. An antenna a r range  
ment having its direction of maximum 
radiation perpendicular to the axis or 
plane of the array. 

B-scope, noun. A type of radarscope that 
Presents the range of an object by a 
vertical deflection of the slgnal on the 
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screen and bearing by a horizontal 
deflection. 

bubble canopy. A cockpit canopy con- 
sisting of a single molded forni of clear 
plastic protruding like a bubble from 
the airplane fuselage. 

bubble horizon. Nav. A circle on the 
celestial sphere formed by the plane 
established by a bubble sextant inter- 
secting the sphere; nlso, the plane 
established by a bubble sextant. 

The bubble horizon Is parallel to the 
celestial horizon. See CELESTIAL HORIZON 
and note. 

bucket, noun. 1. A turbine blade. 2. Any 
of the cups on the rim of an air-driven 
gyroscope rotor. 

bucket height. The blade height of a 
turbine bucket. See BLADE HEIGIIT. 

bucket seat. 1. A kind of small sent or 
stationary chair (sometimes tilting or 
swiveling), often used aboard aircraft 
for crew members, having a curved 
back and rather suggesting a bucket 
with most of the side sliced away. 2. 
One of the depressions designed to re- 
ceive the buttocks in a kind of bench 
sometimes fitted aboard aircraft. 

bucket wheel. Same as TUBBINE WHEEL. 
Rare. 

buckle, verb intr. Of a plate, beam, col- 
umn, etc.: To bend out of its own 
plane or axis under compression. Cf. 
W B I N K L E  

-bt&lk.  SOY* 

buffer zona  An airspace safety zone 
established between adjacent traffic 
lanes or holding patterns, or between 8 
traffic lane and a holding pattern. 

buffet boundary. A flight boundary ex- 
pressed in terms of lift coefficient and 
speed beyond which buf€eting occurs; 
a graphic representation of these limit- 
ing conditions, shown as a curve plot- 
ted with lift coefficient and Ma& 
number as coordinates. 

buffeting, noun. The beating of an air- 
craft's structure or surfaces by un- 
steady flow, gusts, etc. : also, the irreg- 
ular shaking or oscillation of a n  air- 
craft component owing to  turbulent 
a i r  or to separated flow. Cf. FLWTTEB. 

bulkhead, noun. A wall, partition, or 
similar member or structure in a n  air- 
plane fuselage, 8 seaplane float or hull, 
a n  airship hull, etc., a t  right angles to 
the longitudinal axis of the body, and 
serving to strengthen, divide, or help 
give shape to the body. 

In a seaplane float or In the bottom of a 
seaplane hull bulkheads are used to make 
watertight cdmoartments. In the hull of 
a rigla alrsbip, cross-wfred transverse 
frames betyeen the gasbags are termed 
"bulkheads. 

bullet, noun. In a jet engine, a pointed, 
bullet-shaped part  in the exhaust end 
of the engine, which may be moved 
back and forth to vary the cross-sec- 
tional area of the jet  orifice. 

bump, noun. 1. An 1 1 l ~  BUMP. 2. A 
curved or rounded projection, rise, or 
projecting part used in the bump meth- 
od of testing or experimenting. See 

bump, cerb tr. To flre (a rocket) from 
a booster rocket at altitude. See 
BOOSTER BOCKET, sense 2. 

bump method. A method of aerodynamic 
testing or experimenting in which the 
model or other object is mounted in a 
wind tunnel on a bump (which see, 
sense 2) designed to increase the veloc- 
ity of flow. 

bungee, noun. A spring, elastic cord, or 
other tension device used, e. g., in a 
control system on an aircraft to halance 
a n  opposing force or in a landing gear 
to assist in retracting the gear or to 
absorb shock, etc. 

buoyancy, noun. 1. The property of 
floating on or in a fluid. 2. The upward 
force exerted on a body, such as a 
lighter-than-air aircraft or a seaplane 
float or hull, by the fluid it displaces. 
3. The amount of this force, expressed 
in units of weight and equal to the 
weight of the 3uid displaced by a body. 
4. The force on a body In any direction, 
ascribable only to the pressure gradient 
acting in that direction. 

BUMP METHOD. 

H 

-- P 

5632 AEROBTATIC LIIT, CENTER OP BUOYANCY, 
CXCESa BUOYANCY. 

y 

M 

buoyancy equilibrium. The condition in 
which the buoyancy of a lighter-than- 
air aircraft exactly supports i ts  weight. 

burble, noun. A eeparntion or break- 
dorm of the streamline flow past a 
body ; the eddying or turbulent flow re- 
sulting from this. 

w 

Li 

Burble occurs e. g oyer a n ln  operat- 
ing at  an angle'of a&ck greater than  the 
angle of maxlmum llft, resultlng in a Ions of 
llft and an increase of drag. See COYPIIEs- 
SIBILITY BURBLE. 

burble angle. The angle of attack at 
which burble sets in. See CBITIC& 

burble point. A point reached in an  in- 
creasing angle of attack at which 
burble begins; burble angle. 

f --y.- - - Et-- w. 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. 
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BURNER CABIN PRESSURIZATION 

burner, mun. A combustion chamber. 
Bee COMBUSTION CHAMBER and note. 

burner basket. A descriptive term 
sometimes applied to a flame tube, esp. 
when much-perforated and somewhat 
resemhling a basket. 

burnout, noun. 1. An act or instance of 
the end of fuel and oxidant burning in a 
rocket; the time a t  which this burnout 
occurs. Cf. BRENNBCHLUSS, CUT-OFF. 
2. An act or instance of something 
burning out or of overheating; apecif., 
an act or instance of a rocket combus- 
tion chamber, nozzle, or other part 
overheating so as to result in damage 
or destruction. 

burnout velocity, or burnt velocity. The 
velocity of a rocket mtssile, rocket- 
powered aircraft, or the like at  burn- 
out. 

burst disk. A diaphragm designed to 
burst a t  a predetermined pressure dif- 
ferential; sometimes used as a valve, 
e. g., in a liquid-propellant line in a 
rocket. Also called a “rupture disk.” 

Busemann biplane. [After Adolf Buse- 
mann (1901- ), 0 e r m a n-born 
American engineer.] A design or con- 
figuration of two superposed airfoils 
of such cross-sectional ahape and place- 
ment as to eliminate drag due to thick- 
ness of the airfoils at supersonic 
speeds. 

bush pilot. A pilot that  regulnrly flies 
in wild, desolate, or relntively unsettled 
country, as in parts of Canada or 
Alaska, esp. without benefit of ground 
navigational aids, well-prepared air- 
fields, etc. 

butterfly tail. An airplane tail assembly 
in which the surfaces are set at a pro- 
nounced positive dihedral (e. g., 4 5 O ) ,  

C 

forming a V. Also called a “V-tail.9’ 

buttock line. Lojttng. An edge view of 
a fore-and-aft vertlcal plane passed 
through an  aircrnft fuselage or hull. 

butt rib. A compression rib at the root 
of nn airfoil, or a t  the polnt of attach- 
ment to the center section of a wing. 
Also cnlled li “root rlb.” 

A butt rlb mry or mnv not have the proflle 
or contonr or the alriod. 

buzz, noun. A rapid vibration or osctlla- 
tion of a structure or body; the noise 
resultlng from this. 

R u m  may occur, e. g., fn an afr dlll’Iiser 
from alternately rwallowln~ and expelling 
npntrenm a normal shock system : fn a rocket 
enplne. It mny occur as  a reault of unstable 
mmhiiatlnn. ID the litter rase It la some- 
tlmea apeelfled (18 no oaclllatlon or vlbrstlon 
of the order of ahnut 10 to 60 cycles per 
second. See AiLinon mzz. 

buzz, aerb. 1. Ir. Tn fly low over o r  to 
dire a t  In an  nlrplane nuder power, 
somettmes for the purpose of attracting 
attention or of making a close observa- 
tion. 2. fnntr. To vibrate or  oscillate 
rapidly, making a hummlng noise. 

buzzing, noun. The action of the verb 

bypass engine. A Jet englne, esp. one of 
the gas-turbine type, In which part of 
the alr taken In by the englne is passed 
around the comhustlon chamber or 
chambers to augment the gases of com- 
bustion In the jet stream. The term 
ordlnarlly refera to a jet engine In- 
rorpornting a low-pressure compressor 
forwnrd of a blgb-pressure compressor, 
the alr being diverted after passing 
through the forward compressor. The 
type is sometlmes amblguously termed 
a “ducted fan” (which E=. sense 2). 

see RUnnERVATOR and note. 

The term la taken from shlpbufldlng. 

BUZZ ,’ RUCK 
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cabin supercharging. Cabin pressuriza. 
tion. Popular. 

“Cabln pressurlsatlon” (which see) is the 
more approprlnte term. 

cage, verb tr. To lock ( a  gyroscope) in a 
flxed position in its case. 

calibrated airspeed. An airspeed value 
derived when corrertions have been ap- 
plied to an  indicated airspeed to com- 
pensate for installation errors, instru- 
ment errors, errors in the pitot-static 
system, and errors induced by the atti- 
tude of the aircraft, or, alternatively, 
an airspeed value found by applying 
corrections to a basic airspeed for er- 
rors in the pitot-static system and er- 
rors induced by aircraft attitude. 

calibrated altitude. Altitude a s  deter- 
mined by the application of corrections 
for  staticpressure error, installation 
error, and instrument error to the in- 
dicated altitude shown by a pressure 
altimeter. See INDICATED ALTITUDE 

calibration card. A card that gives the 
corrections necessary to apply to an 
airspeed or altitude reading or value 
to determine calibrated airspeed or al- 
titude. 

camber, noun. 1. The curvature of the 
mean line of an  airfoil or airfoil sec- 
tion from leading edge to trailing edge : 
the amount of this curvature, expressed 
as the ratio of the maximum departure 
of the curve from the chord to the 
chord length. 2. Specif., same as MFAN 
CAMBEB. 

Camber Is considered posltlve when the 
departure of the curve is upwnrd from the 
chord, negatlve when downward. See CONI- 

cam engine. A type of reciprocating 
engine in which the pistons operate 
against a shaft-mounted cam, rather 
than against a crankshaft. 

CAL CAYEER, LOWEB CAMBEE, UPPEB CAMBEE. 

Oam engine. Doubleacting piston P 
(one of eeveral) working on cam 0 to 
tarn shai,t a. 

P !? 9 sar w - I  

Campini engine. [After Second0 Cam- 
p h i  (1904- ), Italian engineer.] 
An early type of jet  engine consisting 
essentially of an a i r  intake, a com- 
pressor driven by a recriprocating en- 
gine, a burner, and an exhaust nozzle. 
This engine was flown in Italian 
Caproni aircraft during 194041. 

can, noun. 1. On a gas-turbine engine, 
any one of a number of individual 
combustion chambers, each consisting 
principally of an outer shell or cover 
surrounding an inner liner, or flame 
tube. These cans are usually mounted 
in a ring or annulus entirely surround- 
ing the main shaft of the englne. See 

Also applied to a flame tnhe, when 
mounted with others in an annulus and 
enclosed in a common shroud. See 

canard, noun. An aircraft or aircraft 
conflguration baving ita horizontal 
stabilizing and control surfaces in front 
of the wing or wings. 

cannular combustion chamber. A com- 
bustion chamber of a gas-turbine en- 
gine consisting of an annulus of flame 
tubes-here called “cans”-enclosed 
within a common shroud or cover. See 
CAN. seme 2 and cf. MULTIPLE COMBUS- 

canopy, noun. A covering or something 
likened to a cover. See COCKPIT CAR- 

canted deck An aircraft-carrier flight 
deck having part of i ts  area skewed to 
the center line of the ship, i. e., part 
of the deck area juts to one side. 

MULTll’LE COMBUSTTON CHAMBEB. 2. 

CANNULAB COMBUSTION CHAMBEB. 

TION CHAMBEB. 

OPY, PARACHUTE CANOPY. 

The canted deck Inerenee8 the nsable land- 
ing area of the carder and permlts planes 
to be parked out of the way of landlng 
airplanes. 

cantilever, now& A beam or member 
supported at  or near one end only, 
without external bracing. 

Thle word is used to deslgnate atreraft 
components eo constructed or mounted, ne In 
cant{levsr tall plane onntilmer wlng or to 
desimate a1 lanes davlng cantllever wlnga 
ne ~n m n t X v e v  monoplane. see md 
CANTILIVDE and BIYICANTILDVDB. 

Eapacitance altimeter. An experimental 
type of low-altitude altimeter that 
utilizes the  capacitance between the 
aircraft and the ground below to meas- 
ure absolute altitude. 

capstrip, noun. AZeo cap strip. A strip 
or flange around the edge of a wing rib 
or the like. See onom, sense 6. 
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capsule, noun. A boxlike component or 
unit, often sealed. See ANEROID, noun 
and adj . ,  and EJECTION CAPSULIC. 

captain, noun. A name applied to the 
pilot of an aircraft, as  disting. from 
the copilot or other crew members- 
used esp. in commercial aviation. 

captive balloon. A balloon, usually a 
kite balloon, which in use is moored 
by cable to the ground, to a ship, etc. 
Used chiefly for military observation 
or for antiaircraft defense. See BAL- 

captive helicopter. A helicopter teth- 
ered by a cable to permit limited 
ascent only, as in testing. 

car, noun. The structure attached to, or 
suspended from, a balloon or airship 
for carrying crew members, passen- 
ger% cargo, or equipment, or for hous- 
ing an engine. 

DOLA, Powm &Aa, mm’cm, BUBCLOU~) CAB. 

carbon jet vane. A vane made of carbon 
(for i ts  beat-resistant qualities) and 
used in a jet stream. See JET VANE. 

carburetor adapter. A piece or part 
used to attach a carburetor to a super- 
charger, and through which the mix- 
ture passes from the carburetor to the 
supercharger. 

card compass. A compass using as the 
direction indicator a pivoted dial or 
wheel equipped with magnetic sensing 
elements. 

cardinal heading. A heading toward one 
of the cardinal points of the compass, 
i. e., north, south, east, or we& 

Cargo, noun. The freight shipped, or 
consigned for shipment, aboard a n  air- 
craft or vesseldis t ing.  from passen- 
gers, and sometimes disting. from mail. 

cargo parachute. A parachute designed 
for dropping cargo from aircraft. 

Carnot cycle. [Pronounced “car-no” (ac- 
cent on last syllable). After N. L. S .  
Carflot (17%-1832). French scientist.] 
An ideal cycle of operations for heat 
engines consisting of an adiabatic com- 
pression, isothermal addition of heat, 
adiabatic expansion, and isothermal 
rejection of heat back to the original 
condition. 

carrier, noun. In speciflc senses : 1. An 
AIRCRAFT CAIWEB. 2. A person or or- 
ganization, esp., a commercial organi- 
eation, that carrim freight or people 

LOON, noun, and R O k ,  BARRAGE BALLOON. 

see BASKDT sense 1 CONTBOL CAE OON- 

by air; also, a n  aircraft used far this 
purpose. See AIR CABBIEB, senses 1 and 
2. 

Compounds In iense 1 (all self-explana- 
to ry )  Include : carrier-bued. adj c a m e r  
dghter. carrier landing. carrier wIu&on. car- 
rier takeoff. 

carrier aircraft. 1. An aircraft, esp. a 
flxed-wing airplane, that is carried 
aboard, and operates from, an aircraft 
carrier. Carrier aircraft (i .  e., carrier 
planes), are specially designed and 
equipped for the purpose, as  with fold- 
ing wings, arresting hooks, etc. 2. An 
aircraft that carries something, esp. an 
aircraft that carries another aircraft, 
a large guided missile, or the like. 
See COMPOSITE AIRCRAFT, sense 1, and 
19. MOTHER AXRCMFI. 3. Collective (in 
sense 1 or sense 2) as, ten carrier air- 
craft. 

carrier-controlled approach. An a p  
proach controlled by an aircraft-carrier 
control system in which radar is used 
to determine the position of landing 
airplanes and the resultant informa- 
tion is sent by radio to the aircraft for 
use in making approaches ; the equip- 
ment used in this system. 

cartridge starter. An engine starter 
operated by a blank cartridge. Also 
called a “combustion starter.” 

cartwheel, noun. Same as VERTICAL BE- 

cascade, noun. 1. A lattice or row of 
vanes or airfoils, e. g., a lattice of vanes 
used to straighten flow in a wind tun- 
nel. 2. A series or succession of like 
airfoil or blade profiles representing 
successive rows of compressor blades, 
a rotating propeller, etc. 

caster, verb intr. Of a wheel : To swivel 
about an eccentric vertical axis. 

--camtered, adj., cutering, adj. 

VERBEMENT. 

castor, verb intr. Variant of “caster.” 
catapult, noun. A power-actuated ma- 

chine or device for hurling forth some- 
thing, as an airplane or guided missile, 
a t  a high initial speed; also, a device, 
usually explosive, for ejecting a person 
from an aircraft. 
a. LAUNCEDE, senses 1 and 2. 

!atapuIt, verb tr. To fling forth ; to dis- 
charge from a catapult. 

!atapult point. A point, specially rein- 
forced, on an airplane, missile, or the 
like where it engages with the catapult 
mechanism. 
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catenary, noun. 1. The curve assumed 
by a chain, heavy cord, or the like 
hanging between two points of support; 
something having this s h a p e .  2. A 

catenary curtain. On an airship, a fab- 
ric strip or panel fastened along one 
edge to the airship’s envelope and hav- 
ing the o t h e r  edge scalloped or 
stretched in a series of catenaries, used 
to distribute the load of the car on the 
envelope by lines leading from the car 
to the points made by the catenaries. 
Catenary curtains are installed both 
inside and outside the main envelope. 

CATENARY CUILTAIX. 

Catenary curtain. Airship envelope E 
cut away to show interior catenary 
curtain 0. 

cathedral, noun. [Greek ?cathod08 ( “ d e  
scent”), from kato (“down”) + di- 
hedral.] Same as ANHEDRAL. 

cathode-ray tube. A sealed, evacuated 
bulb or tube, roughly funnel-shaped, in 
which an electron beam, striking a 
fluorescent screen a t  the large end of 
the tube, is modulated in intensity or 
position to show the value of the 
received voltage or current. The 
cathode-ray tube is used, e. g., for vis- 
ual presentation in  radar and television 
receivers. 

catwalk, noun. Any narrow footway on 
or in an aircraft, a s  along a wing root, 
beside a bomb bay, etc. 

CAVU-Abbreviation for ceiling and visi- 
bility unlimited-pronounced as a word 
and also used as a noun or adjective, as, 
to have CAVU, or a s  in CAVU weather. 

ceiling, noun. 1. The maximum height 
attainable by an aircraft or airborne 
vehicle under given conditions and a t  
which it can perform eiLectively; 

CELESTIAL SPHERE 

specif., ABSOLUTE CEILING. See also 
BALLONET CEILING, HOVERING CEILING, 
SEBPICE CEILINO, BTATIC CEILING. 2. 
The cnpabllity of an aircraft or air- 
borne vehicle to attain height, as, a 
plane with a poor ceiling. 3. The max- 
imum height a t  which a component, 
piece of equipment, or system, such as 
an aircraft engine, can perform effec- 
tively under given conditions. 4. An 
overcast of clouds, dust, or the like 
above a given area ; the height of the 
lower surface of a cloud overcast. 

balloon having a known rate of ascent, 
released to flnd the height of a cloud 
ceiling. The tlming of the balloon’s 
ascent is stopped when the balloon Is 
obscured by the cloud. 

ceiling-height indicator. A kind of clin- 
ometer used to measure the height of a 
cloud ceiling with the aid of a ceiling 
projector. 

ceiling light, Same as CEILINO PBOJECTOB. 
ceiling projector. A light that projects 

a spot on the underside of a cloud ceil- 
ing to enable the determination of the 
height of the ceiling with a ceiling- 
height indicator. 

ceilometer, noun. A device or apparatus 
for measuring the height of a cloud 
ceiling. See ROTATING-BEAM CEIU)M- 

celestial fis. A fix or  position obtained 
through observation and altitude meas- 
urements of celestial bodies. 

celestial guidance. The guidance of a 
missile by means of Instruments and 
devices which automatically sight pre- 
selected celestial bodies, calculate posi- 
tions, and direct the missile along a 
predetermined flight path. Sometimes 
called “stellar guidance.” 

celestial horizon. The great circle on the 
celestial sphere formed by the inter- 
section of the sphere with a plane 
passing through the center of the earth 
perpendicular to the zenith-nadir axis 
of an  observer; also, the plane that 
establishes this horizon. 

ceiling balloon. Meteorol. A small free . 

ETEB. 

The celestlal borlron and the bubble horl- 
zon of a rextant are conrldered Identical 
when the sextant Is rl hted on bodlee at  
Rrcnt dlstances, or at  dstances considered 
Infinite. 

celestial navigation. Navigation in 
which geographical position is found 
by reference to celestial bodies. 

celestial sphere. An imaginary sphere 
of infinite radius, whose center coin- 
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cides with the center of the earth and 
having an equator, meridians, and 
poles that are projections of the earth’s. 
Celestial bodies are assumed to lie on 
the surface of this sphere. 

cell, noun. a. A boxlike unit; a com- 
partment. See FUEL CELL, QAS CELL. 
b. A boxlike structure or truss. See 
WINO CELL. 

cellule, noun. [Literally, a “little cell.”] 
A somewhat inappropriate term for a 
cell, esp. a wing cell. 

center line. Ale0 centerline, noun. 1. 
A line, real or imaginary, through the 
center of something, as  an airplane 
fuselage or hull, an airship hull, a 
runway, a rocket, etc. 2. On a certain 
type of parachute, one of the lines 
running to the apex of the canopy to 
maintain a flat canopy top. 3. Aerial 
Photography. A line drawn from the 
center point of a vertical aerial photo- 
graph to the transposed center point 
from an overlapping photograph, shom- 
ing the track of the photographing 
aircraft. 

center of buoyancy. The center of grav- 
ity of the fluid displaced by a body 
floating on, or suspended in, the fluid. 
With a balloon or airship, ft is approxi- 
mately the same point as the center of 
gravity of the contained gas. 

center of pressure. The point a t  which 
the chord of an airfoil section (pro- 
longed if necessary) intersects the line 
of action of the resultant aerodynamic 
forces, and about which the pressures 
balance. 

center-of-pressure coefficient. A coef- 
ficient expressing the ratio of the dis- 
tance of a center of pressure a f t  of the 
leading edge of an airfoil section to 
the chord length. 

center-of-pressure t rave l  The mow- 
ment of the center of pressure of an 
airfoil along the chord with changing 
angle of attack: the amount of this 
movement, expressed in percentages of 
the chord length from the leading 
edge. 

center of thrust. A line coincident with 
the center line of a propeller shaft, 
about which the thrnst forces are 

center point. Aerial Photography. A 
point at the center of an aerial photo- 
graph, corresponding in position to the 

balanced. cf. THEUET AXIS. 

interception of the camera axis with 
the plane of the image. 

center section. The middle or central 
section of an airplane wing, to which 
the outer wing panels are attached. 
Where a wing has no clearly deflned 
center section, the center section is 
considered to lie between points of at- 
tachment of the wing to the fuselage or 
fuselage struts. 

centrifugal compressor. A compressor 
having one or more vaned rotary im- 
pellers which accelerate the incoming 
fluid radially outward into a diffuser, 
compressing by centrifugal force. 
Sometimes called a aentrifugal-flow 
compressor. Cf. ASI&FMW COM- 

centrifugal-flow engine. A gas-turbine 
engine having a centrifugal compressor. 

-eentrifmpal-flow gag-turbine engine. een- 
trifapal-flow turbolet. eentrlfoial-flow turbo- 

centrifugal supercharger. A centrifugal 
compressor used to increase the quan- 
tity of air inducted into a reciprocat- 
ing engine. 

centrifugal tachometer. A type of 
tachometer that utilizes fly weights 
whirled outward by centrifugal force 
from a shaft mechanically driven by 
the engine. 

centrifuge, noun. 1. A machine for 
separating substances from one another 
by centrifugal force, as  for separating 
sludge from oil in a dven sample. 2. 
A machine ntilizlng centrifugal force 
to create an artiflcial gravity, need, 
e. g., to test the tolerance of flyers t o  
high gravitational forces. 

ceramal, noun. [Ceramic+alloy.] Also 
ceramel. [Ceramic+metaZ.] Same as 

ceramic liner. A beat-resfstant liner 
made of ceramic materials flred to a 
high temperature, installed, e. g., in the 
combustion chamber or nozzle of a 
rocket or jet engine. 

cermet, 1 0 ~ .  [Ceramic+netal.] A 
material formed by a mixture of cer- 

’amic and metal eubstance8, such a8 
titanlum carbide and chromium. Also 
called a “ceramal” or “ceramel.” 

cetane number. A number indicating 
the relative ignitability of a fuel oil 
for compression-ignition engines. 

PRIESSOB. 

prop. 6- QAS-TUBBINE QNOINE. 

CEBMZT. 

w v U I  
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chain reaction. A progressive or self- 
propagating reaction, e. g., a chemical 
or nuclear reaction, in which one reac- 
tion leads to another of the same kind. 

challenge, mun. Radar. Same as IN- 

chamber, noun. A compartment, cell, 
bottlelike object, or a distinct hollow 
section o r  part  of something. 

TERBOGATION. 

See ALTITUDE CHAMBER, COMBUSTION 
CHAMBER, OCTER CHAMBER, SETFLINO CHAM- 
BEU, TEST CHAMBIDE. 

chamber ascent. A simulated ascent in 
an altitude chamber. 

chandelle, noun. A performance or 
maneuver in which an  airplane makes 
an  abrupt, steep climbing turn using its 
momentum for a faster rate of climb, 
gaining altitude and reversing its direc- 
tion of flight simultaneously. It is a 
form of reversement (which see). 

-chandelle, aerb htr. To make a chan- 
delle. 

\ . 

I 
I 

/ 
I 

----- a‘- 
Chandelle. 

channel, noun. 1. A band of radio fre- 
quencies wide enough to allow trans- 
mission without interference from 
transmissions on adjacent bands. 2. 
A circuit or path for electrical trans- 
mission. 

channel-wing airplane. A type of air- 
plane having portions of the wings 
formed in half circles (as seen from 
the front or rear), in which the propel- 
lers are mounted at the trailing edge, 
drawing the air through the channels 
for the purpose of permitting short 
takeoff and landing. 

characteristic, noun. Specif., a distin- 
guishing quality, property, feature, or 
capability of a machine o r  piece of 
equipment, or of a component part. 

The characteristics of an alrcrnft arc (11 
qualities such as s t n b i l i t y ~ m a u c u v e ~ b i l j ~ ~ ,  
and strength ; (2) featurea such a8 number, 

kind or power of englnee and size sba e 
or dumber of wings- and (3) c a p h i t f e e  
such as r a n g e ,  s p e e d ,  ’and payload. See AIR- 

characteristic chamber length. The 
length of a straight cylindrical tube 
haring the same volume as the mini- 
mum chamber volume of a rocket en- 
gine that will permit complete com- 
bustion of a given propellant 
combination. 

characteristic velocity. A measure of 
the effectiveness with which the 
chemical reaction of the propellants in 
a rocket motor produce the high- 
temperature, high-pressure exhaust 
gases. Numerically equal to the prod- 
uct of the combustion-chamber pres- 
sure and the nozzle throat area divided 
by the rate of propellant mass flow. 

Specif., the fuel-air mix- 
ture introduced into the cylinder of 
a piston engine. 

chart, noun. A map intended for use in 
marine or a i r  navigation; specif., a n  

chase pilot. A pllot who flies along in 
a n  airplane advising a pilot who is 
making a check, training, or research 

FOIL CHAEACTEEISTIC, PLIGHT CHARACTEE- 
ISTIC, PERFOEMANCD CHAEACTEEIITIC. 

charge, noun. 

AEBONAUTJCAL CHABT. 

flight a nearby airplane. Cf. SAFETY 
PILOT, sense 1. 

chassis, nom. The landing gear assem- 
bly or structure of an airplane, consist- 
ing of struts, wheels, floats, skids, 
axles, etc. Rare. 

:hatter, noun. A repeated and rapid 
bouncing or striking together of two or 
more objects or par t s ;  the noise made 
in this action. 

:heck, verb. To check out. 1. tr. To 
give a check flight to, as, to check a 
pilot out. 2. intr. To make a check 
flight, as, to check out on a jet airplane. 
See CHECK FLIQHT, sense 2. 

:heck flight. 1. A flight made to check 
or test the performance of an aircraft 
or of a piece of equipment or compo- 
nent, or to obtain measurements or 
other data on performance; a TEST 
FLIQHT. 2. A familiarization flight in 
an aircraft, or a flight in which a pilot 
or other aircrew member or members 
a re  tested or examined for uroflciency. 
cf.  PROFICIENCY FLIGHT. 

heck list. A list carried in an  airplane 
listing things requiring attention for 
different operations, such as preHight 
operations, take-off, landing, etc. 

heck-off list. A Navy term for “check 
list” 
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CHORD 

check-out, nom. An act or instance of 
checking out; the teat or examination 
made of a person or piece of equipment 
in a check flight. 

check pattern. A specided flight pattern 
to he followed in making a check flight. 

check pilot. 1. A pilot who tests or 
proves the performance of an aircraft ; 
a TEST PILOT. 2. A pilot who tests or 
examines another pilot on a check 
flight. 

check point. A known geographical point 
used to ascertain the position of an  air- 

check stop. Same as  LIMIT STOP. POW- 
lar. 

chemical engine. An engine, esp. a jet 
engine, that uses chemical fuels. Some- 
times applied to an  engine that uses 
chemical fuels other than hydrocarbon 
fuels. 

chemical pressurization. The pressuri- 
zation of propellant tanks in a rocket 
by means of high-pressure gases de- 
veloped by the combustion of a fuel 
and oxidant or by the decomposition 
of a substance. 

chemopause, noun. The upper boundary 
of the chemosphere. 

chemosphere, noun. A layer or region of 
the earth’s atmosphere in which signif- 
icant photochemical reactions occur, 
considered to begin about 20 miles 
above the earth’s surface and to extend 
to a height of about 50 miles. 

chest-pack parachute. A parachute or 
parachute pack, commonly used a s  a 
reserve parachute, attached to  the 
front of the harness and carried on the 
chest. 

chest-to-back acceleration. Au. med. 
Accelerating force acting on the human 
body in the direction from the chest 
to the back, LS occurs when seated 
facing forward in an aircraft slowing 
down. It Is a type of transverse ac- 
celeration. See TRANBVEBSE ACCELEEA- 
TION. 

A place or  area immediately 
beneath and slightly behind the nose 
of certain fuselages or nacelles. likened 
to  the human chin. 

Belf-exxplnnntory Eomponndr include chln 

chine, noun. The corner or edge where 
the bottom of a seaplane hull or float 
joins the slde or deck. 

Craft; a LANDMUK. 

chin, noun. 

radiator. chin tomt 

4840366- 

chine flare. A flare of the bottom or side 
of a seaplane float or hull, a s  seen in 
transverse section, when the bottom 
or side has a concavity terminating at 
the chine. 

F chine flare, side and bottom. 

chock, noun. A block, wedge, or other 
obstruction placed against an  aircraft’s 
wheel to prevent rolling. 

To block with chocks. 
choked flow. Flow in a duct or passage 

such that the flow upstream of a cer- 
tain critical section cannot be increased 
by a reduction of downstream pressure. 

chokes, noun. A form of altitude sick- 
ness characterized by coughing, a deep 
and usually burning irritation in  the 
lungs, and shallow breathing. 

choking Mach number. The Mach nnm- 
ber a t  some reference point in a duct 
or passage (e. g., at the inlet) at 
which the flow In the passage becomes 

-chock. verb tr. 

choked. see  CHOKED FLOW. 
chopper, noun. A hellcopter. Blang. 
chord, noun. 1. A straight line inter- 

secting a circle or other curve, or a 
straight line ccnnecting the ends of a n  
arc;  specif., the segment of a straight 
l ine between its two points of inter- 
section of a circle or other curve. 2. In 
aeronautics, a straight line intersecting 
or touching an airfoil profile at two 
points; specif., that part of such a line 
between two points of intersection. 
This line is usually a datum line join- 
ing the leading and trailing edges of 
an  airfoil, joining the ends of the 
mean line of an  airfoil profile, or run- 
ning along the lower surface or line of 
an  airfoil profle, from which the or- 
dinates and angles of the airfoil a re  
measured. aS such a datum line, it 
Is sometimes called the “geometric 
chord,” to dlstinguish i t  from a chord 
established on the basis of any other 

H E II z P E I If z x x E: k E %--I? F H I 
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considerations. 3. The dimension of an 
airfoil or airfoil section from leading 

[Perhaps suggested or influenced by 
sense 3.1 Width (of an  airfoil), as, a 
wing of narrow chord. 5. Bngineering. 
In a beam, girder, or  the like, a flange, 
cap, or similar feature approximately 
perpendicular to, or crossing, the web 
and running the length of the member. 
e. g., either flange of an I-beam, or the 
capstrip of a wing rib; a CHORD MEX- 

In sense 3, points or stations along a 
chord a re  designated in percentages or frac- 
tions of the  chord or chord length from the 
leading edge. as. a point a t  25 percent, or 
(one) quarter, chord. 

to trailing edge; CHORD LENGTH. 4. 

BER. 

See EQUIVALENT BLADE CHORD, OEOMETRIC 
CHORD, MEAN AERODYSABIIC CIIORD, MEAN 
GEOMETRIC CAOBD, ZEIIO-LIFT CHORD. 

chord direction. The direction parallel 
to a selected chord. 

chord length. The length of the chord 
of an airfoil section between the ex- 
tremities of the section, 

For many airfoils the  chord is estab- 
Ilshed intersecting tde airfoil proflle n t  i t s  
extremitles. and the chord length 18 equal 
t o  the  length of the  chord between the 
points of InterRection : for airfoils where the 
chord 18 estahllshed by a point or points of 
tangency or Intersection not a t  the ex- 
tremltles, however, the chord lenath is con- 
sidered to  extend beyond either or both 
point@. 88 necessary, to equnl the mnxfmum 
ength of the  profile. See CHORD, senses 2 

and 3. 

chord member. A rigid longitudinal 
member in a truss. 

chordwise, ad]. Moving, located, or di- 
rected along the chord, as in chordwise 
axis, chordwise distribution. 

chordwise, ads. Along the chord, or in 
the direction of the chord, as, to mount 
(something) clrordwise. 

chronometric tachometer. A type of 
shaft-driven tachometer utiLizing an  es- 
capement similar to that used in clocks 
and watches. 

chugging, twun. A form of combustion 
instability, esp. in a liquid-propellant 
rocket engine, characterized by a puls- 
ing operation a t  a fairly low frequency, 
sometimes defined as occurring between 
particular frequency limits ; the noise 
made in this kind of combustion. 

chute, or 'chute, noun. A clipped form of 
the word "parachute." Popular. 

chute boot. Same as PAXACHUTE BOOT. 
Populw. 

circle, verb tr. To fly in a circle around, 
as, to circle a flctld.--intr. To fly in a 
circle. 

circle marker. A circular band or mark 
a t  the approximate center of a landing 
area or at the intersection of the prin- 
cipal runways of an airfield. 

circle of equal altitude. Nav. A circle 
from any point of which the angular 
altitude of a giren celestial body is 
the same. Two overlapping circles of 
equal altitude provide a fix, with the 
aid of dead reckoning, at one of the 
two poiuts where the circles intersect. 
Also called a circle of position. 

circular-arc airfoil. An airfoil proflle 
whose curved sides a re  circular arcs. 

circular scanning. Radar scanning in 
which the radio-frequency beam sweeps 
around in a circle. 

circulation, norin. 1. In  aerodynamics, a 
hypothetical circulation of fluid about 
a body, such as an  airfoil, used in 
mathematical explanations of the 
theory of l if t ;  technically, the line 
integral along a closed curve of the 
velocity resolved along that curve. 

Circulatlon is demonstrated by the  rea* 
tion of a rotating cylinder Immersed In a 
moviu" fluid with Its axis perpendlculnr 
t o  t h g  direction of flow. The rotation of 
the  cyllnder, because of the viscosity of the  
fluld. causes an increase in  the reloclty of 
the  flow pnst one Ride of the cylinder, and a 
drcrease In rrlocity pnst the other side 
where the rotatlon 1s against the  directlon 
of How) . this dlllerenceproduces a pulling 
force act'ing on the crllnder on the side of 
increased velocity, i h a t  is. of decreased 
pressure. (S e e BBUNOULLI'S LAW.) ( A  

ractical apnlication of this phenomenon- 
~ n o w n  a s  the "Jlnanus effect"-was made 
by Flettner'n rotor h i p .  a aind-drlven ves- 
sel which n8ed upright cvlinders rotat-  
lug in the air Cor propulsloh.) An alrfoll 
or similar hods in  motion relative to the a i r  
creates flow bat te rns  analogous to those 
around the  rotatlna crlinder. and exoeri- 
enws n resultant lif? scala ou8 to the cioss- 
fluid force experlenced by t%e cylinder. See 
LIFT, sense 1 and note. 

circulatory flow. Flow that circulates; 
circulation (which see). 

civil airway. An airway maintained and 
controlled by civil authority, o r  one 
designated or approved by civil au- 
thority as suitable for domestic or 
foreign air Commerce. 

civil twilight. For computation pur- 
poses, the period during which the sun 
is between the horizon and a point 6" 
below the horizon (this point being 
measured at the center of the sun's 
disk), morning or evening. 

clamshell, adf .  Opening along a median 
line and swinging apart like a clam- 
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shell, as in clamshell doors, clamahell 
canopy, clanishell shutter. See EYELID. 

[After Col. Virginius 
Evans Clark (188G1048), h e r i c a n  
soldier and engineer.] A particular 
type of airfoil profile characterized 
esp. by a flat lower surface, much-used 
for wiugs and propellers. 

clean, odj .  1. Free from bulky or pro- 
nounced bulges or protuberances ; free 
of fixed external encumbrances ; 
shapely; well s t reamlhed-said of a 
fuselage, an airplane, etc. 2. Of an 
airplane, flaps and landing gear re 
tracted. 

clear, verb tr. To give a clearance to. 

clear-air turbulence. Turbulence that 
occurs in clear air and not associated 
with cloud formation, such as that 
associated with winds a t  low altitudes 
and with the jet stream a t  high alti- 
tudes. 

clearance, noun. An authorization, ver- 
bal or otherwise, to depart from an 
airport or airfield or to fly a given 
route under specified conditions; a 
form granting such authorization. 
An IFR clearance authorieea flight under 

instrument conditions. a VFR clearance nu- 
thorizes flight under vimal conditione. see 
AI8 TRAFFIC CLEARANCE. 

clearance limit. The point to which an 
aircraft is authorized to proceed under 
an a i r  trafflc clearance. The clearance 
limit is ordinarily either the point of 
intended landing, a reporting or hold- 
ing point, or a point a t  the boundary of 
the controlled airspace. 

cleared area. b y  area cleared of trees, 
structures, or other obstructions to the 
takeoff, flight, or landing of aircraft ; 
specif., an OVEUBUN (in sense 2) .  

Clark Y airfoil. 

set3 C I N C E .  

clear ice. Same as (I- 
climb, noun. 1. The action of an air- 

craft, rocket, or the like ascending, 
as, the power required during climb. 
2. The vertical distance covered dur- 
ing this action, as, the amount of 
cZimb. 3. The capability of an air- 
craft, etc. as measured or judged by 
its action of climbing, or by i ts  rate 
of climb, as, a plane with better climb. 
4. A rate of climb, as, a climb of IO00 
fpm. 5. An ascending flight path, as, 
to enter a climb; to guide a missile 
along a climb; a steep climb. 

Self-ex lanator corn ounde include : 
climb attkudc, c l k b  cap&ility.. climb char 
acteriatic. climb pcrformmce, climb r e l w t E  

climb, verb intr. To ascend or go u p  
ward-said of aircraft, rockets, etc., 
or of persons within. 

climb-cruise method. A method of 
cruise control with Jet airplanes in 
which airspeed is held constant, r e  
sulting in a gradual climb throughout 
the cruise as  the airplane loses weight 
through fuel consumptioa. 

climb indicator. Same as RATE-OF-OLIYB 

climbout, noun. The climb made di- 
rectly after takeoff. 

clinometer, noun. b y  of various in- 
struments for measuring angles of 
slope, inclination, elevation, or the 
like, such as the angle between the 
horizontal and the line of sight to 
the spot of light thrown by a ceiling 
projector, or between the horizontnl 
and a ship’s axis; also, an 

clipped wing. A wing having its tip or 
tips more or leas squared off (as seen 
in plauform). Said eep. of a conven- 
tional wing or of a delta wing (clipped 
delta, or clipped delta wing). 

clock, noun. The visible area extending 
horizontally all around an aircraft, 
as, attackers approached from all 
parts of the c l o c b a l s o  wed in the 
contracted phrase o’clock to indicate 
direction relative to the aircraft, as 
in 12 o’clock, the direction dead 
ahead ; 3 o’clock, the starboard d i r e  
tion perpendicular to the longitudinal 
axis; 6 o’clock high, the direction 
directly to the rear and above; e t c  

closed-center system A hydraulic sys 
tem in which pressure is maintained 
when the selector valves are in neutral 
and no hydraulic units are in 

closed-circuit flight. A nonstop round- 
trip flight. 

closed-circuit wind tunnel. A wind tun- 
nel in which the air or other gas is 
recirculated. Also called a “return- 
flow wind tunnel.” ci. OPEN- 

closed course. A circuit around ground 
markers which airplanes are required 
to follow iu a race or speed run. 

closed-cycle engine. A gas-turbine en- 
gine in which the same working gas is 
circulated again and again, being com- 
pressed, heated by an external source, 
expanded through a turbine, and 

See ASCEND. 

INDICATOB. 

WCLXNOMETEB 

Operatio& cf. OPENCENTEB BYBTEY. 

WIND TUNNEL. 
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cooled, then repeating the process. Cf. 

closed-jet wind tunnel. Same as CLOSED- 

closed-throat wind tunnel. A wind tun- 
nel in which the test section is enclosed 

OPEN-CYCLE ENOINE. 

T B W A T  WIND TUNNEL. 

by the tunnel walls. 
WIND TUNNEL. 

Cf. OPEN-THROAT 

cloud base. The lower surface of a 
cloud. 

cloud deck. The upper surface of a 
cloud. 

club propeller. A heavy, short-bladed 
propeller used to lond an engine during 
testing on a test stand. Also called a 
“test club.” 

clutter, noun. A jumble of unwanted 
radar returns on a radarscope, inter- 
fering with observation of the desired 
signals. 

eo-altitude, noun. Nav. The comple- 
ment of the angular altitude of a body, 
i. e., zenith distance expressed in de- 
grees. See ZENITH DISTANCE, note. 

coaxial helicopter. A helicopter having 
two rotors mounted on coincident axes. 
The rotors turn in opposite directions 
to neutralize torque. 

cockpit, noun. 1. A cutout or space in 
the top of an airplane fuselage for the 
pilot, other aircrew members, or pas- 
sengers, likened to a pit for fighting 
cocks. It may or may not be protected 
by a canopy. 2. By extension, a com- 
partment or cabin, or other space set 
apart in an  aircraft for the pilot and 
also for the copilot, if any. 

cockpit capsule. Same as EJECTION CAP- 
SULE. 

cockpit canopy. A transparent cover for 
a cockpit. See BUBBLE CANOPY. 

cockpit check. 1. An inspection of the 
instruments, etc. in the cockpit for 
proper functioning, usually made just 
prior to taking off. 2. A brief course 
of instruction given a pilot in the 
cockpit to familiarize him with the 
instruments, controls, etc. 

cockpit combing. A padded lining 
around the rim of a cockpit. 

cockpit control. A controlling lever, 
wheel, or other device in the cockpit 
of an airplane, such as the control 
stick or the rudder bar. 

code beacon. A beacon that flashes a 
characteristic signal by which it may 
be recognized. A code beacon is used, 
e. g., t o  identify a particular airport. 

co-declination, noun. The complement 
of the declination of a body, i. e., polar 
distance when declination and latitude 
have the same name. See POLAB 

coke-bottle fuselage. A fuselage having 
a pinched-in waist, similar in appear- 
ance to the familiar soft-drink bottle. 
Popular. 

Dietrlcb Kticbemann deslgned such a fuse  
lnge durlug \V\V 11. based un tlow 6tudleE at 
the wlug-funelage Juucture of n swept-win$ 
air hue .  The applicntlon of the %rea rule’ 
(wEich see) may. but does nut necessarlly, 
result In a similar configuration. 

eo-latitude, noun. The complement of 
the terrestrial latitude of an observer, 
i. e., the a rc  of the observer’s celestial 
meridian between the elevated pole 
and the zenith. 

coleopter, noun. [Greek koleopteros 
(“sheath-winged”) .I An aircraft hav- 
ing an  annular (i. e., barrel-shaped) 
wing, the engine and body being 
mounted within the circle of the wing. 
The aircraft is designed to take off 
and land vertically. See ANNULAB 

collective pitch control. On a rotary- 
wing aircraft, a control for changing 
the blade angle of all the rotor blades 
simultaneously ; the control exercised 
through this mechanism. 

collector ring. 1. A ring-shaped duct for 
collecting gases. See EXHAUST COLLEC- 
TOE BINO. 2. A conducting ring from 
which electrical current is taken or to 
which it is delivered. 

The course taken by 
an aircraft, missile, etc., which if 
maintained will cause it to collide with 
another aircrait, etc. 

column, noun. Specif., a CONTBOL 

comb, noun. A device likened to a com- 
mon hair comb, such as a pressure- 
measuring rake (see UKE, sense 1) 
or a certain kind of spoiler. 

combustion chamber. Any chamber for 
the combustion of fuel, as: a A cham- 
ber of any of various geometrical 
shapes in a gas-turbine engine, con- 
sisting of an outer cover or shroud 
enclosing one or more flame tubes, to- 
gether with all fuel nozzles and associ- 
ated components, within which fuel 
is burned, the resulting gases being 
exhausted through the turbinealso  
applied, in the singular, to a battery 
of such chambers in certain gas- 

DISTANCE. 

AIRFOIL. 

collision course. 

COLUMN. 

3 I 
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turbine engines. See M u L T I P L E 
COMBUSTION CHAMBER. See also AN- 

sense 1, CANNULAR COMBUSTION CHAM- 
NULAB COMBUSTION CBAMBER, CAN, 

BER, BEVERSE-FLOW COMBUSTION CHAM- 
BER, STRAIOHT-FLOW COM.IRUSTION CHAM- 
BER. b. The chamber of a rocket engine 
or motor within which the propellant 
or propellant3 are burned. See ROCKET, 
sense 2b. c. That section of a pulsejet 
or ramjet engine where the fuel is 
burned. d. A chamber or cup on a 
jet rotor blade where fuel is burned 
to give thrust to the blade. See PRES- 
BUBE JET. e. The space between the top 
of a piston and the cylinder head of 
an engine, eup. that space when the 
piston is at top dead center. 
In mennee a b, c and d, also called a 

“blast chambe;,” “buher,” or 6‘cnmbustor” ; 
in mepee e. also called a “compression cham- 
ber. 8W PBCCOYEUETlON CEAYBEP. 

combustion-chamber liner. Same as 

combustion efficiency. The emciency 
with which fuel is burned, expressed as 
the ratio of the actual energy released 
by the combustion to  the potential en- 
ergy of the fuel. 

combustion heater. A heater In which 
fuel is burned for heat. Used on air- 
craft, e. g.. for cabin heating or i c e  
preventlon systems. 

combustion instability. Unsteadiness or 
abnormality in the combustion of fuel, 
as may occur, e. g., in a rocket engine. 

combustion starter. Same as CARTRIDGE 

combustion wave. A zone of burning 
propagated through a combustible 
medium. 

combustor, m n .  A combustion cham- 
ber in a gas-turbine engine, rocket en- 
gine, or the like. See COMRUBTION 
CHAMBER and note. 

command controL Same as COMMAND 

command guidance. The guidance of a 
gnlded miseile or other pilotless vehicle 
by means of electronic elgnais (or elec- 
tric signale by wire fur some short- 
range missiles) sent to receiving d e  
vices in the vehicle which cause it to 
follow a desired path. 

INNER UHEB. 

STARTER 

GUIDANCE. 

-command snidano mbm. 
commercial aviation. Aviation carried 

on by business enterprise8 for proflt. 
compass, noun. Specif., 8 devlce for 

flnding horizontal direction 011 the 
earth’s aurfaca 

s e e  APCEIODIC COYPA88, ASTRWOMPASS, 
CARD COHPA88, EARTR-INDUCTOR COlrPdSS, 
OYROCOYPASS, QYRO F L U X  OATg COMPASI 
GYROSYN COMPASS, UAQSERPN COMPASS, Y A d  
NCTIC COYPA88, RADIO COYPABS. 

compass bearing. Bearing measured rel- 
ative to compass north. 

compass course. A course measured 
relative to compass north. 

compass heading. A heading measured 
relative to compass north. 

compass north. The direction toward 
which the north-seeking element of a 
magnetic compass points. This direc- 
tion may diffei from magnetic north 
because of local disturbances or errors 
in the compass. 

compass rose. A circle marked in de- 
grees, or  sometimes in both directions 
and degrees, printed or inscribed upon 
a compass card, upon a chart for ref- 
erence purposes, marked out upon the 
ground for use in compass swinging, 
or  elsewhere displayed. 

compass swinging. The action of turn- 
ing an aircraft about to dlfterent head- 
ings to determine the deviation of ita 
compass. This may be done in the air 
(airswinging) or on the ground 
(groundswinging). 

composite aerial photograph. An aerial 
photograph assembled from photo- 
graphs taken slmultaneously with a 
multilens camera. Oblique photo- 
graphs a re  transformed to the hori- 
zontal plane for the composite. 

composite aircraft. 1. A term applied to 
two aircraft fastened or hitched to- 
gether, usually a large airplane carry- 
ing a smaller airplane. 2. An aircraft 
having a composite power plant, e. g., 
a reclprocnting engine and a jet engine. 

composite power plant. A power plant 
consisting of two or more dieerent 
typea of engines, esp. such a power 
plant for aircraft consisting of a m 
ciprocating engine and a jet  engine. 
cr. COMPOUND EN(IINE. 

mmpound engine. An engine in which 
the working substance is expanded 
through more than one major step In 
order to utlllm power that would be 
otherwise lost; specif., an aircraft en- 
gine consistlng of a reciprocating 
engine to which one or more exhaust- 
driven turbines are added, the turbine 
power being utilized In some manner 
so as to increase the horsepower out- 
put of the engine, and commonly hav- 
ing the turblne exhaust directed to  the 
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rear in order to produce extra thrust. 
The turbine power I s  most commonly 
delivered, by means of suitable gear- 
ing, to the engine crankshaft or to the 
propeller shaft, although the power 
may be used in some other manner, as 
to drive electrical accessories. ( A  
turbosupercharged engine, however, is 
not customarily called a “compound 
engine.”) In one form of compound 
engine, the turbine power is delivered 
both to the propeller shaft and to a 
compressor that  delivers air to the 
engine cylinders. Cf. COMPOGITE POWER 
PUNT. 

compound helicopter. A QYRODYIPE. 
Rare. 

compressibility, noun. The property of 
a substance, as air, by virtue of which 
its density increases with increase in 
pressure. 
In aerodynamlcs. tbls property of the alr 

1s manltested esp. at  hlph speedu (speeds 
auuroacblntz that of sound and hlrher 
speeds). Compressibllltp of the nlr about 
an alrcraft mar d v e  rlsp tn hiiffetlnc. nlleron 
bnzc, shlfti In’ irlm. -nod other pliinomena 
not ordlnarilr encountered a t  low speeda 
known generally a s  cornpresaibility effects: 

compressibility burble. Burble, or a re- 
gion of disturbed flow, produced by, 
and aft of, a shock wave. See BUBBLE. 

compressibility stall. Same as SHOCK- 
BTAU. Rare. 

compressible flow. In aerodynamics, 
flow at  speeds su5cientiy high that 
density changes In the fluid can no 
longer be neglected. 

compression chamber. Specif., a com- 
bustion chamber in a piston engine. 
See COMBUSTION CEAMRER, sense e. 

compression-ignition engine. An inter- 
nal-combustion reciprocntlng engine in 
which the fuel is ignited in the cylin- 
der by the heat of the air compressed 
by the plston. See DIESEL ENQIIVE. 

compression ratio. The ratio of a vol- 
ume before compresslon to the volume 
after compression. For example, in 
m internal-combustlon reciprocating 
engine, the compression ratio is the 
ratio of the volume In a cylinder at 
the beginning of the compression 
stroke to  the volume n t  the end of the 

u n o .  
compression rib. A rib, more strongly 

bullt than others, designed esp. t o  
resist compression forces. 

compression shock wave, or compression 

stroke. cf. EXPANBIOIV EATIO, PBESSUBE 

ShOek. 8tlXW as BHOOK WAVE. 

compression stroke. In  a four-stroke 
cycle engine, the stroke or movement 
of a piston to compress the air or 
mlxtrire in the cylinder. 

compression wave. 1. A shnck wave, 
when the emphasis is upon the com- 
pression of the fluld passing through 
It-distlng. from an EXPANSION WAVE. 
2. A wave in a fluid flow ncross 
which the compression is slight or 
inflnl tesimal. 

compressor, noun. A machine for com- 
pressing air or other fluid. 

Compressors are dlstlngnlRhPd (1) by the 
mnnner In whlch Euld IR hnndled or com- 
preuwd. a8 the a0inl-Pow, rentrffugnl, 
double-entry. free-vortpx, mized-pow, posl- 
the-displacem en t ,  rndfnl-flow, rlnale-en try, 
and supersonfa compresror or (2) by the 
niimher of stng~n. a0 thd multtatnqe or 
sfngle-stage corn re8nof. (See Indlvldual 
entrles on the d lgrent  types.) 

compressor blade. Either a rotor blade 
or a stator blnde In an axial-flow com- 
pressor ; sometimes nsed restrlctively 
(and amhiguoiisly) for a compressor 
rotor blade. Cf. IMPELLEU VANE. 

compressor efficiency. The efficiency 
with which a compremor performs its 
work ; specit., the adiabatic efficiency 
of a compressor. See ADIABATIC 

compressor pressure ratio. The ratio 
between inlet and outlet pressures 
in a compreesor. 

compressor stall. A condition occurring 
In a rotnry air compressor when some 
of t h e  blades or vanes meet the air- 
flow at such an anale that there Is a 
reversal of flow, often leadlng to flame- 
out in a gas-turblne engine. 

In a compressor &all the angle of attack 
of the bladee la nnalnhoa8 to the nnple or 
attnck of a wlna operntlnR at  an angle 
grenter than the angle of mnrlmnm Ilft. Eee 

EFFICIENCY, POLYTBOPIC COMPBESSOB 
EFFICIENCY. 

BLADU STALL, sense b. ROTATINO STALL. 

computed altitude. Nab. The agular 
altitude of a celestial body, esp. I t s  
angular altitude above the celestial 
horizon, compnted for an assumed posi- 
tion a t  a given time. 

computer, noun. An instrument or d e  
vice that computes, or that 1s used In 
computlng, a s  In solving mathematlcal 
problems in navlgation or gutdance; 
one who computes, or who operates a 
computer. See COURSE-LINE COMPUTEB, 

concentration ring. A hoop where aiver- 
gent ropes, lines, or cables a re  brought 
together, wch as the rlag or hoop on 
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certain free balloons where the lines 
from the net to the basket are col- 
lected. see LOAD RING. 

condensation shock wave, or condensa- 
tion shock. A sheet of discontinuity 
associated with a sudden condensation 
and fog formation in a field of flow. 
It occurs, e. g., on a wing, where a 
rapid drop in pressure causes the tem- 
perature to drop considerably below 
the dew point. 

condensation trail. A visible trail of con- 
densed water vapor or ice particles left 
behind nn aircraft, an  airfoil, etc. in 
motion through the air. Also called 
a “contrail” or “vapor trail.” 

Theyi nre three kinds of condensntion 
trnlla. the aerodynonzro type, mused by 
reduced pressure of the nir In certain areas 
as it flows past the aircraft the convection 
type, cauaed by the rlsing’of air wormed 
by an engine. and the engine-ezhaust, or 
ezhavrt moisthre type, formed by the ejec- 
tion of wntrr raior from an engine into a 
cold ntmonphere. 

conductance, noun. The capability of 
something to convey, such a s  the ca- 
pability of a ducting system to convey 
a flow; conductivity. 

conductivity, 7totin. The property of 
something to conduct, such as the 
property of a metal to conduct eiec- 
tricity or heat ; conductance. 

Something shaped more or 
less like a geometrical cone, e. g., a 
cone of silence, a n  entrance cone, an 
exhaust cone, an exit cone, a Mach 
coue, a mooring cone, a nose cone, or 
a tail cone. (See individual entries.) 

cone of silence. 1. An imerted cone- 
shaped space immediately above the 
transmitting station of a four-course 
radio range in which signals are  re- 
ceived faintly or not a t  all. See LOOP- 

tension, any coneshaped area estend- 
ing away from a radar transmitter, in 
which there is little or no signal In- 
tensity. 

conical camber. The camber of en air- 
foil hnring a surfnce that forms a por- 
tion of the surface of a cone, not nec- 
essarily a right circular cone, with the 
apex of the cone located in the plane 
of symmetry of the airplane. Usually 
applied only to the leading or forward 
portion of a wing producing a wing 
with leading edge curvature tha t  in- 
creases progressively with spanwise 
distance from the fuselage. 

cone, noun. 

TYPE RADIO RANGE (illus.). 2. By ex- 

conical scanning. Radar scanning in 
which the radio-frequency beam gen- 
erates a cone-ahaped pattern, the apex 
of the cone being a t  the radar antenna. 

coning, noun. The action of a rotor 
blade or of rotor blades slanting or 
lifting upward to form a cone-shaped 
pattern of rotation with the apex of 
the cone a t  the point of rotation. I n  
coning, a blade assumes a position re- 
sultant of the lift force and centrifugal 
force acting upou it. 

coning angle. The average angle be- 
tween the span axis of a blade of a 
rotary-wing system and a plane per- 
pendicular to the axis of rotation, or, 
sometimes, perpendicular to some other 
chosen reference axis. 

Consol, noun. A long-range, low-ire 
quency, radio-navigation system using 
a rotating pattern of dots and dashes 
and equisignnl zones. Bearing to the 
transmitter is determined by counting 
the dots and dashes on each side of a n  
equisignal zone and by reference to a 
special chart. 

Consol is an ada tatlon of the Qerman 
Bonne erstem of ~ I I .  

console, noun. Something suggesting the 
console of an organ, such as a pedestal 
or stand fitted out with instruments, 
controlling levers and switches, etc., 
installed, e. g., between the pilot’s and 
copilot’s seats on an airplane. See 

constant-speed propeller. A propeller 
designed to maintain engine speed at 
a constant rpm, automatically increas- 
ing or decreasing pitch as engine speed 
tends to increase or decrease. 

construction weight. The weight of a 
wingless rocket exclusive of propellant, 
load, and crew, if any. Also called 
“structural weight” (which see). 

contact, w u n .  1. The state of an air- 
craft‘s ignition system when the circuit 
is closed-used by a person swinging 
the aircraft’s propeller as a request 
that the ignition switch be turned on, 
or by the person in the cockpit ag af- 
firmation that  the switch is on. 2. In 
elliptical usnge, contact, or visual, 
flight or visual flight conditions. as, to 
go into contact. See CONTACT, a&f. 

contact, ad!. Visual, as in contact con- 
ditions; characterized by conditions 
permitting vision in flying, as, an  air- 
field that  is contact.-adv. By visual 
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reference to the ground, as, to fly con- 
fact. See CONTACT, noun, sense 2. 

contact flight rules. Same as V I S U ~ L  

contact flying. Flying in which a pilot 
ascertains his aircraft’s attitude and 
finds his way from place to place by 
visual reference to the horizon and to 

contact light. Same as  RUNWAY LIOHT. 
continuous pressure breathing. Pressure 

breathing in which the pressure inside 
the breathing mask is maintained at  a 
substantially constaut pressure. See 

continuous-strip camera. A type of 
aerial caniera that takes a n  unbroken 
still photograph of the ground beneath 
a moving aircraft, employing a roll of 
film moving past a slit, the speed at 
which the film mores being adjusted to 
the ground speed of the aircraft. 

contour line. A line on a map or chart 
joining topographic points of equal 
elevation. 

contraction ratio. The ratio of the un- 
contracted cross-sectional area of a 
duct or passage to  the contracted 
cross-sectional area, such as the ratio 
of the uncontracted cross-sectional 
area of a wind tunnel t o  the cross- 
sectional area of the throat. 

contrail, noun. Same as CONDENSATION 

~ contrapropeller, or contrapropellers, 
noun. Same as CONTUAUOTATINO 
PEOPELLEB (in sense 1 or sense 2). 

contrarotating propeller. 1. A propeller 
that rotates in a direction opposite to 
that of another propeller with which 
it is mounted coaxially. 2. Also con- 
trarotating propellers. A set of co- 
axial propellers rotating in opposite 
directions. 

contrarotating rotor. 1. A rotor rotat- 
ing in a direction opposite t o  that of 
another with which it is mounted 
coaxially. 2. Usually contrarotating 
rotors. A set of coaxial rotors 
rotating counter to one another. 

contravane, noun. A vane tha t  reverses 
or neutralizes a rotation of a flow. 
Also called a “countervane.” 

control, noun. 1. Direction, regulation, 
or restraint. 2. A lever, switch, cable, 
knob, push button, or other device or 
apparatus by means of which direc- 
tion, regulation, or restraint is exer- 
cised over something. 3. I n  plural. a. 

FLIOIIT RULES. 

landmarks. Cf. PIIQTAOE. 

PUESSUUE BUEATHINa. 

T E A L  
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A system or assembly of levers, gears, 
wheels, cables, boosters, valves, etc. 
used to control the attitude, direction, 
movement, power, and speed of an air- 
craft, rocket, etc. ; specif., the system 
of levers, pedals, etc. in a n  aircraft 
cockpit used to deflect the control sur- 
faces. b. Control surfaces. 4. Gome- 
times capitalized. An activity or or- 
ganization that directs or regulates air 
traffic. See AIU TU~FFIC CONTROL. 

control area. An airspace of given 
dimensions within which air traffic 
control is exercised. 

control axis. In a rotary-wing system. 
a rotor a r i s  along which the rotor 
thrust is directed, and hence through 
which control is exercised; an  axis of 
no feathering. 

control booster. A relay motor, mech- 
anism, or device, such as a hydraulic 
motor or a servo tab, that applies force 
to move a control surface when the 
pilot moves the cockpit control. 

control cabin. The cabin in a n  aircraft 
from which its flight direction, power, 
etc. a re  controlled ; a pilot’s cabin. See 

control cable. A cable for transmitting 
CONTEOL CAR. 

% 

moving controlling the movement, control surfaces esp. a of cable an  air- for - #  y It? bt W ‘ U 3  
plane or  other aircraft, either directly 
or through intermediate mechanisms, 
or a cable connecting two or more con- 

sense 1. 
control car. The car on an airship from 

which the flight direction, power, etc., 
are controlled. 

control channel. An electrical or radio- 
frequency ch4unel through or by means 
of which control is exercised. 

control column. A lever or post having 
a wheel, half-wheel, or other rotatable 
device mounted at its upper end, used 
in controlling the flight direction of an  
aircraft. On a n  airplane, the control 
column is a lever, moved back and 
forth to operate the elevators, the 
wheel or other device being rotated to 
move the ailerons; on certain airships, 
the control column mounts a wheel (or 
the like) used for rudder operation, 
the elevators being operated by a sep- 
arate control. Cf. CONTEOL STICK. 

zontrol feel. The feel or impression of 
the stability and control of an aircraft 
that  a pilot receives through the cock- 
pit controls, either from the aerody- 

trol SUrfaCeS. c f .  CONTEOL LINE, 
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namic forces acting on the control sur- 
faces or from forces simulating these 
aerodynamic forces. See ARTIFICIAL 
FEEL and FEEL. 

control force. a. An aerodynamic force 
acting on a control surface. b. A de- 
flecting force exerted on a control sur- 
face by the pilot or by power devices in 
the aircraft control system. 

control-force recorder. An instrument 
that measures and records the force 
exerted to move a control or control 
surface. 

control-force reversal. A reversal of the 
aerodynamic forces acting on a control 
surface in such a way that the aerody- 
namic forces act to increase the con- 
trol deflection. 

control-gearing ratio. The ratio of the 
angular deflection of a control surface 
to the angular movement of the cockpit 
control required to cause the given d e  
flection. 

control horn. A short lever or post 
rigidly fixed to a control surface, to 
which a control cable, wire, line, or  
rod is attached. See HoBN, sense 1. 

Called a “horn,” a control horn Is s o m e  
times dlstlngulahed by a term slgnlfyln the 
surface to which lt 1s flxed, as in &on 
horn. elevator horn, etc. 

controllability, noun. The capability of 
a n  aircraft, rocket, or other vehicle 
to respond to control, esp. in direction 
or attitude. 

controllable, adj.  Of a tab, propeller, 
stabilizer, etc. : Capable of being set or 
controlled from the cockpit during 
flight or operation-sometimes (though 
not necessarily) disting. from “adjust- 
able” : see note. 

The terms “adjostt$ble ” 4‘eontrollable ” 
“flxed ” and “movable ai used In diEereit 
com dunds may be sken to hove self-con- 
fllctFnp meanings * For example an “adjust- 
able” orooeller is’neither “cont;ollable” nor 
“flxed” bbt an “adjustable” stnbillzer may 
be “cdntrollable” and a “6xed” trlm tab can 
be adjusted ; llkewlse, a “flxed” stablllzer 1s 
not “adjustoble.” but a “fked” surface may 
be “adjustable” but not “movable.” The 
terms are used relatively and logically for 
the most part, however. and confuslon of 
meaning seldom exlata in contest See A m  
JIJSI’ABLE-PITCE PROPELLER, ADJUSTABLE 
STABILIZEB, CONTROLLABLE-PlTCE PBOPELLILB, 
rIXED STAEILIEEB, note, FIXED SUBFACB, 
MOVABLE aumAcm,  TBIY TAB, note. 

eontrollable-pitch propeller. A propel- 
ler whose blade angle may be changed 
from the cockpit while the propeller is 
rotating; specif., such a propeller 
whose blade angle may be changed to 
either of only two angles, high or low. 

Also called a controllable propeller. 

control lag. A time lapse occurring b e  
tween the movement of a control and 
the response or effect which the more- 
ment brings about, as  between the 
movement of a cockpit control in an 
aircraft and the responsive movement 
of the aircraft. 

controlled-failure point. A load at 
which a structure is designed to fail. 

controlled mosaic. A mosaic composed 
of two or more aerial photographs of 
the same scale oriented with respect 
to one another and fltted together so 
a8 to maintain an accurate scale b e  
tween points of known location. 

controlled spin. Same as  ROBMU SPIN 
(in sense 2). 

controller, mun. One who controls, or 
is responsible for controlling, air  traf- 
flc or the movement or direction of air- 
craft, guided missiles, or the like; an 
apparatus or device that controls some- 
thing, or that is used in controlling, 

control h e .  1. On an airship, a line or 
cable leading from the control car and 
operating, either directly or through 
intermediate mechanisms, a gas valve, 
a control surface, or other controlling 
device. Sometimes also called a “con- 
trol cable” or “control wire,” where 
appropriate. See COXTBOL CABLE. 2. 
A line attached to the controls of II 
flying model aircraft and manipulated 
by an operator on the ground. 

control lock. A securing device to pre- 
vent movement of a control or control 
surf ace. 

control panel. A panel or board fltted 
out with switches, instruments, relays, 
circuit breakers, etc. for controlling 
and supervising the operation of equip 
ment or systems. 

control pedestal. On an aircraft, a stand 
between the pilot’s and copilot’s seats 
having controls, esp. engine controls, 
mounted on it, See CONSOLE. 

control point. 1. In air navigation, a 
specifled point over which an aircraft 
is to be at a predetermined time. 2. 
Aerial Photography. A point of known 
geographic location on an aerial photo- 
graph, used as a reference point in 
assembling a controlled mosaic. 

control-position recorder. An instru- 
ment that measures and records the 
angular deflections of a control surface. 

cf. ADJUSTABLE-PITCH PBOPELLEB. 
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control quadrant. A kind of contro 
stand or box in an aircraft featurinl 
a t  its top a slotted, rounded plate fron 
which various controls project, such at 
the throttle lever, misture-contro 
lever, propeller-pitch lever, etc. 

Control quadrant for a lightplane. T 
throttle lever; M mixturecontrol 
lever; H carburetor-heat lever. 

control rod. A rod used in controlling 
something; specif., a rod used to trans- 
mit motion to a control surface. 

control rotor. A small servo rotor 
mounted coaxially with the main rotor 
on certain helicopters, the displace- 
ment of which by the pilot causes the 
main rotor to  be displaced to direct the 
thrust. By a damping action the 
control rotor usually also coritributes 
to  the stability of the helicopter. 

control stick. A lever for controlling the 
movements of an aircraft in flight. On 
a flxed-wing airplane, the control stick 
operates the elevators by a back-and- 
forth movement and the ailerons by a 
side-to-side movement ; on a helicopter, 
the control stick operates the rotor so 
as to obtain rotor thruat in a chosen 
direction. 

control surface. A movable alrfoil or 
surface, such as an aileron, elevator, 
ruddervator, flap, trim tab, etc. used 
to control the attitude or motion of 
an aircraft, rocket missile, or other 
body and to guide it through the a i r ;  
speeli., one of the major surfaces used 
principally for guidance. as an elevator, 
rudder, elevon, etc. 

control-surface area. Tbe area within 
the outline of a control surface exclu- 
sive of any area on that side of the 
hinge axis nearer the fixed surface to 
which the control surface is attached. 
The area of any tabs set into the con- 
trol surface is normally included, but 
the mea of any tabs lying outside the 
control surface proper is not included. 

control tower. An elevated structure or 
place a t  an airdrome from which air  
tratlic entering and leaving the air- 
drome is controlled ; the personnel 
operating this tower, as, to ask the 
control tower for landing permission. 

The control tower also dlrects ground 
trafec In the take-oU and landing mea. 

H Y xr FT 1 H . 1  
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control vane. A movable vane used for 
control, esp. a movable a i r  vane or jet 
vane on a rocket, used to control flight 
direction. See AIB VANE, JET VANE. 

control wheel. A wheel, semiwheel, or 
the like used in controlling something, 
esp. the wheel or sector of a wheel 
atop a control column in  an airplane 
or airship. 

control wire. A wire serving the same 
purpose a s  a control line or cable. See 
CONTBOL CABLE, CONTBOL LINE, sense 1. 

control zone. An sirapace of specified 
dimensions extending upward from the 
surface and Including one or more air- 
drome$, within which air-trafIic-control 
rules in addition to those governing 
control areas are  in effect. 

convection condensation trail. A type 
of condensation trail made visible by 
cooling due to convection. See CON- 
DENSATION TRAIL and note. 

convection current. dfeteorol. An air  
current caused by convection, esp. 
thermal convection ; a THERMAL. 

convertaplane, noun. Variant of l'con- 
vertiplane." 

:onvertible, adj.  Of an  aircraft: Ca- 
pable of being chasged from one type 
or kind of aircraft to another or from 
an alrcraft into another kind of v e  
hicle, etc. ; e. g., capable with minimum 
modification of serving In two or more 
capacities, as that of passenger or 
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cargo transport ; readily changeable 
from an aircraft lnto a road vehicle; 
capable of being quickly converted 
from a landplane-Into a Gaplane, etc., 
but not amphibious; capable of flying 
as a helicopter or hed-wing airplane. 
st!0 CONVEETpIANE. 
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convertiplane, noun. A hybrid form of 
heavier-than-air aircraft that is ca- 
pable, by virtue of one or more hori- 
zontal rotors or units acting as such 
rotors, of taking off, hovering, and 
landing as, or in a fashion similar to, 
a helicopter and, once aloft and moving 
forward, capable, by means of a m e  
chanical conversion of one sort or an- 
other, of flying purely as a fixed-wing 
aircraft, esp. in i ts  higher speed ranges, 
intermediate-stage and low-speed flight 
customarily being performed as a heli- 
copter or as both a helicopter and a 
flxed-wing aircraft. 

Convertlplane deslgns include arrange- 
menta In whlch airscrews are mechunlcully 
adjusted to rotate In either a horlzoutul or 
a vertlcul plane, to serve as  rotors or as 

ropellere; In which tlie rotor blades are 

the rotor Is stowed for axed-wing Ulght. 
An exact detinltlon of “conrertiplnne” has 

been n matter of some concern and attendant 
conluslon In the aerouuutlcal community. 
Generally speaklng, however, gyrodynes and 
flxed-wlng airplanes that take olf nnd land 
vertlcnlly (“tall sltters”). are not considered 
convertlylanes. 

Coolant, noun. A liquid or gas used to 
cool something, as a reciprocating en- 
gine or rocket combustion chamber. 

Thls word Is used In many self-explana- 
tory compounds which Include : coolant 
chamber. coolant gallery.. coolant hose. coolant 
la+et, eoolant passage. coolant pump, coolant 
radiator. coolant mhatter (lor the flow of 
coollng air). and coolant tank. See COOLINQ, 
noun and note. 

cooler, noun. A device used to cool, as 
in a wind tunnel for cooling the air or 
gas in the tunnel. See OIL COOLEB. 

P ocked to nerve as Uxed wings ; and In which 

An alr exchanger In a wind tunnel Is not 
considered a cooler. Bee RADUTOE, sense 2 
and note. 

cooling, noun. The action of making 
cooler or cold, of dissipating heat from 
something. 

Used In self-explanatory compooads such 
as coolin duct. rooling jacket (to c o n h n  a 
coolin h i d )  cooling rhotter. cooling tank, 
etc. f n  attributive use the noun “cooling” 
Is sometlmes Interchangeable with “coolant” 
(whlch see, and note). Also see COOLXNO, 
odj. 

cooling, adj. That  cools, as  in cooling 
air, cooling fan, cooling fluid. See 
COOLINO. noun and note. 

cooling drag. The drag on an aircraft 
resulting from the passing of air  over 
or through finned engine cylinders, 
radiators, ducts, and other cooling de- 
vices or apparatus. 

cooling fin. Any one of a number of flns 
or flat surfaces used for cooling, such 
as  one machined or cast into, or 
fastened to, an aircooled engine 

cylinder or other aircooled machine, 
offering ita surface area to the air to 
provide more effective cooling. 

copilot, noun. 1. On certain aircraft, a 
fellow pilot who assists the regular 
pilot ( the regular pilot being usualiY 
called the “pilot” or “flrst pilot”) in 
his duties and sometimes flies the air- 
craft;  a person trained or rated to per- 
form this duty. 2. On certain airships, 
the person who operates the rudder 
controls. Cf. AIBSHLP PILOT. 

copter, noun. A clipped form of the word 
“helicopter.” Popular. 

Coriolis etfect or Coriolis acceleration. 
[After Gaspard Gustave de CorioEis 
(liO%lWd), French engineer and 
ma thematicinn.] An acceleration af- 
fecting any particle moving over a r e  
tating surface. The direction of the 
acceleration is normal to both the axis 
of rotation and to the direction of the 
apparent velocity, and the magnitude 
is twice the product of the angular v e  
locity of the surface and the apparent 
velocity of the particle. This effect is 
observable, e. g., (1) in a deflection 
to the right of the line of movement of 
an aircraft, air  mass, etc. moving in 
the earth’s northern hemisphere and to 
the left for bodies moring in the 
southern hemisphere, and (2) in the 
oscillation of a rotary-wing aircraft‘s 
rotor blade about its drag hinge, 
caused by the alternating increase and 
decrease in distance of the center of 
the blade mass from the center of ro- 
tation as the blade flapa 

corkscrew, verb intr. Of an aircraft or 
persons within: To spiral or to turn 
repeatedly right and left, describing a 
flight path suggestive of a corkscrew. 

corrected, adf. Of pressure altitude or 
of airspeed: True. Rars. 

counterflow burner. Same ae PEVQIBE- 

counterpressure, noun. A preasore a p  
plied to the exterior of the humnn body 
to counteract a pressure introduced 
inside during pressure breathing. 

counter-rotating propeller. Same as 

or aense 2). 
counter-rotating rotor. Same as CON- 
TBABOTATINQ BOTOB (in sense 1 or  sense 

The slngular foim Is lnfreqnent in sen= 2. 
countervane, noun. Same as CONTRA- 

FLOW COMBUSTION CHAMBER 

CONTEABOTATINO PBOPELLEB (in s e n e  1 

2). 

VANE, 
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- - -  
a course in a radio- range’ see 
EQUISIGXAL ZONE. 

“The pllot of a manned rocket Waf: will be 
transposed into the re ton of free 

cove, noun. A kind of nook in a sea- 
plane float or hull, formed where two 
surfaces meet so as to weate an 

SJNlCe.’’ Hein; Haber, in Ph& and Medf- 
ne of the Upper dtmoephere.  

cranked A wing whose Bpanwise 
axis abruptly deDarts from a straight 

COURSE 

course, noun. 1. 8, A predetermined 01 
intended route or direction to be fol 
lowed, measured with respect to E 
geographic reference direction ; a l int  
on a chart representing a course;- 
course made good, a resultant direc 
tion of flight represented by a straighl 
line on a chart connecting the point 01 
departure with the latest fix. b. A 
track or route to be followed, as  in 
airplane racing. 2. A line of flight 
taken by an aircraft, rocket, etc. 3 
A radio beam in a radio range. 
In sense l a ,  see COMPASS COURSE, GREAT 

In sense lb, see CLOSmD COURSE: in eithe 
sense l a  or senue 3. see COLLISION COUBSID 

course light. A light directing a beam 
along an airway or toward an airport. 

Conrse llghts mounted on an airway be& 
con may flash a code to identify the beacon 
location. Course 11 htlr olso have dlflerent 
colors to indicate &ether a nearby alrfleld 
1s lighted or unlighted, or whether no air- 
fleld 1s nearby. 

course line. 1. A line of position plotted 
on a chart, parallel or substantially 
parallel to the intended course of an 
aircraft, showing whether the aircraft 
is to the right or the left of its course. 
2. Any line representing a course. 

course-line computer. An airborne com- 
puting machine used in connection 
with omnirange and distance-measur- 
ing equipment to provide continuous 
indication of an aircraft’s position in 
terms of deviation from a proposed 
course and of distance to destination. 
The equipment permits flying a course 
to one side of an omnirange station 
rather than directly to or from the 
station. 

course marker. A ground marker used 
to mark a course, such as a closed 
course, in a race or speed run. 

course selector. A manually operated 
navigation instrument that is operated 
in conjunction with a VHF omnidirec- 
tional radio range to show direction to 
or from the range station. 

course signal. A radio signal signifying 

CIRCLE COURSE, GRID COURSm, MAQNETIC 
COURSE, RHUMB-LINE COCRSR. TRUE COURSE 

Cove. 
cowl, noun. Same a s  COWLING (in 

sense 1). 
cowl, verb tr. To cover with a cowling 

or with cowlings. 
cowl flap. One of several shutters in an 

aircraft engine cowling, used to regu- 
late the flow of cooling air around the 
engine. 

cowling, mun. 1. A removable cover or 
housing placed over or around an air- 
craft component or section, esp. a n  en- 
gine. Also called a “cow1.” See EN- 

verb cowl. 3. The material or parts 
used in cowling. 
In sense 3, is construed as a 

singular noun, %?%’ he cowlin0 was re- 
moved” : in thls sense the word 1s analogous 
to “tublng,” “wlrlng,” etc. 

GINE COWLING. 2. The action O f  the - B  

-- P 

cowl ring. An engine cowling likened 
to a ring ; a RING COWLING. 

crab, noun. 1. The motion or action of 
crabbing. 2. Aerial Photography. The 
condition of an aerial photograph that 
is askew to the line of flight of the 
photographing aircraft, resulting from 
the crabbing action of the aircraft with- 
out a corresponding change in the ori- 
entation of the camera. 

:rab, verb intr. Of an aircraft: To fly 
with the nose turned to the right or 
left of the line of flight, as when com- 
pensating for wind effect.-tr. To put 
(an aircraft) into a crabbed attitude. 

:rab angle. Same as  ANGLE OF CBAB. 
:rack, oerb intr. To crack up. To 

crash-said of aircraft or persons.-tr. 
To crash (an aircraft). Popular. 

:rack-up, noun. An act or instance of 
cracking up. Popular. 

:raft, noun. Specif.: 1. An aircraft, or 
aircraft collectively. 2. Any vehicle 
or machine designed to fly through 
air or space. A180 collective. See MA- 
CHINE and note, VEHICLE and note. 

of intersection whost! vertex points in- 
ward; the line of intersection of this 
juncture. 

line, as seen- either in planiorm o;in 
a vertical plane. 
A gall wing la one form of cranked wlng. 
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CRASH 

-a--m--a -m m-m 
CROSS BEARING 

crash, m n .  An act or instance of crash. 
ing : a crashed aircraft or other vehicle. 
or the scene of a crash, as, to leave a 
crash. 

crash, verb. 1. intr. While flying, ta  
strike or smash against the surface of 
the earth (either land or water) or 
against a structure or  object on the 
surface in such a manner that the air- 
craft or other flying vehicle is severely 
damaged or is destroyed. Said of an 
aircraft, etc., or of persons within. 2. 
tr. To fly or guide (an  aircraft, 
rocket) etc., against something in such 
a manner that a crash results. 

crash crew. A crew that performs rescue 
work and fights flres in crashes. 

crash helmet. A sturdy helmet designed 
to protect the head, esp. in a crash. 

crash-land, verb. 1. intr. To make n 
crash landing : to belly-land. 2. tr. To 
land (an aircraft, rocket, etc.) in such 
a manner that a crash results. 

crash landing. A landing in which a 
crash occurs. 

crash position. The station m p i e d  by 
a person or the prescribed bodily posi- 
tion assumed for a crash. 

creep, noun. 1. A slow deformation of a 
material, body, or structure under a 
constant or prolonged load, or, with 
reference to bodies such as turbine 
blades, under prolonged stress and 
temperature. 2. The continuing d e  
flection of an instrument needle or of 
a n  indicator after initial deflection 
under an exciting force. 3. An un- 
wanted play or movement in a mecha- 
nism. 

crescent wing. A wing having its angle 
of sweep progressively decreased from 
root to tip such that the leading edge 
is curved like a crescent. 

-crncenGwinred. ad]. 
crew, noun. A body or team of people 

serving or  manning a vehicle or piece 
of equipment, or otherwise working 
together : specif., an AXBCBEW. See ale0 

critical altitude. Any altltude above 
which the performance of equipment 
falls off, above which some particular 
danger exista, above which some con- 
dition is encountered requiring special 
attention, etc., and therefore regarded 
as critical, as: a. The maximum altl- 
tude at which a supercharger can maio- 
tain a p?ednure in the intake manifold 

OBOUXD m. 

of a n  engine equal to that existing 
without the supercharger a t  rated 
power and speed at  sea level, or the 
maximum altitude a t  which any kind 
of propulsion system can meet perform- 
ance specifications. b. An altitude 
above which harmful effects from 
cosmic radiation may occur. 

critical angle of attack. Any angle of 
attack considered critical for one 
reason or another, esp. the minimum 
angle of attack of a given airfoil or 
airfoil section a t  which extensive flow 
separation occurs, with a consequent 
loss of lift and increase of drag. Of. 

critical Mach number. The freestream 
Mach number a t  which a local Mach 
number of 1.0 is attained at any point 
on the body under consideration. 

For example, an alrplane traveling at a 
Mach number of 0.R wlth respect to the 
undlsturbed flow mlght attain a Mach num- 
ber of 1 ln the flow about the wing* the 
crltlcal Mach number would thus be d.8. 

critical pressure. A pressure regarded 
as critical, as: a. In rocketry, the 
external pressure below which there is 
no increase in the velocity of emux of 
the exhaust gas flow from a nozzle. b. 
The pressure required to liquefy a gas 
at the highest temperature at which the 
gas will liquefy. 

critical Reynolds number. The R e p -  
olds number a t  which some significant 
change occum, e. g., the Reynolds num- 
ber a t  which a transition from lami- 
nar  to turbulent flow begins, or at 
which the drag of a cylinder or sphere 
drops sharply. 

critical speed. Any speed regarded as  
critical for one reason or another, as: 
a. The speed of an airplane a t  which 
compressibility effects are encountered. 
b. The speed corresponding to a criti- 
cal Mach number. c. The lowest speed 
a t  which an airplane can become, or 
remain, airborne, 1. e., flying speed. 
d. The rotational speed, as  of an en- 
&ne, at which resonance seta In. 

:ross, verb tr. To oross the aontrok. 
To move the controls of an airplane in 
a direction opposite to the usual for 
a given maneuver or performance, e. g., 
to deflect the right aileron downward 
while holding right rudder. 

:ross bearing. A bearing crossing an- 
other bearing, as drawn on a chart, 
providing a fir at the point of inter- 
rectlon. 

STALLINQ AIPQLE. 
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cross country. A c R o s 8-c o u IP T R P 
FLIGHT.-UdV. phr. as, to fly CrO88 
country. 

cross-country flight. A fllght across 
land away from the immediate vicinity 
of an airfleld, usually restricted to a 
flight in which landing is made a t  a 
place or places other than the original 
point of departure. 

Henrl Fnrmnn (1874-1934) Is credltrd 
wlth mnklnc the flrnt croar-rountrtr fllcht. 
from n o w  to Rhrims Franre A dletnnre 
of 17 mlleb. on Octoher 30. 1904: the I C A n  
connlders 17 nnutlcal mlles the mlnlmum 
dletnnce for a cross-conntm tllght. 

cross coupling. 1. The coupling together 
of two control surfaces, e. g., a rudder 
and an aileron. so that  each deflects 
with the deflectinn of the other. 2. The 
coupling of motions abont two dlfferent 
axes, e. E., the coupling that occiirs 
when a motion ahout the longitudinal 
axis of an alrcraft induces a motion 
aboiit the  lateral axis. 

cross-deck pendant. An arrestlnE cable 
or wlre acrnss the deck of nn aircraft 
carrier. See ARRESTTNQ GEAR. 

cross feed. The feedlne or transfer of 
fiiel o r  011 from engine to endne  or 
from tnnk to tank on a multlengined 
a i rcraf t. 

cross flow. A flow mlnr. acrnss another. 
flow. a# a spanwise flow over a wing. 

moss-itmition tube. A tnhe that carrfes 
fmiting flame from one combiistion 
chamber to another in certain gas- 
turbine englnes. 

cross-pointer indicator. An aircraft in- 
strnment having two crossina needles 
that indicate the position of the air- 
craft  with respect to the localizer 
beam and to the  glide slope in  an in- 
strument landing system. 

cross wind, or crosswind, noun. A wind 
blowing across the line of flight of an 
aircraft, rocket, etc. such that its chief 
effect is  to drive the aircraft or other 
flying body sideways; a wind blowing 
acrosR. ns across a runway. 

cross-wind force. That  component of the 
total aerodynamlc force acting on a 
body that is perpendicular to the 
forces of lift and drag. 

cross-wind landing gear. A castering 
landlng gear permlttlng a n  alrcraft to 
land ln a crabbed attitude. 

crow's-foot, noun. 1. A system or pat- 
tern of diverging short ropes for die- 

tributing the pull of a single rope, as 
in balloon and airship rigging. 2. A 
group of strands separated and spread 
out a t  the end of a cord or rope and 
cemented or otherwise fastened against 
a fabric surface. 

cruciform, ad!. Cross-shaped, as in cru- 
ciform empennage, cruciform tail, an 
empennage or  tafl in whlch the Bur- 
faces cross one another so as  to form 
a symmetrical +-shaped or  X-shaped 
cross. 

cruise, norm. The act of cruising: a 
cruising flight. 

cruise, verb Intr. To fly a t  approxi- 
mately constant speed and altitnde, 
esp. a t  power settings recommended 
for  maxlmnm range, efffciency, etc. 

cruise control. Tbe a r t  or practice of 
operating an aircraft so as  to achieve 
the most efflcient performance on a 
given flight under the availnble condi- 
tions. Crnise control mny be institiited 
to obtain maximum economy, endur- 
nnce, speed, or range, or maximum ef- 
fldency a t  a predetermined airspeed 
or power setting. 

cruising airspeed. The airspeed a t  which 
an  aircraft cruises. The crnfsing air- 
speed for any glven aircraft changes 
with the pnqmse Involved, and with 
the altitnde, winds, load, and other 
variables. 

cruising altitude. A dven  indicated 
pressure altltiide specifled for crnising, 
or maintained in cruising. See IITDI- 

cruising radius. The maximum distance 
that an  aircraft, starting wlth i ts  fuel 
tanks full, can criiise nuder the given 
or specifled conditions from Its take- 
off point before returning, with a speci- 
fled fuel reserve remaining at the end 
of i ts  flight. 

:mising speed. The speed a t  which an 
aircraft cruises; a CRUISIIVO AIRSPEED. 

kicope, noun. A radarscope that pre- 
sents azimuth by deflection of the tar- 
get signal along a horizontal scale 
and elevation by deflection along a 
verticnl scale. 

%ban eight. A stunt or flight maneuver 
in which an airplane describes an  eight- 
shaped flight path In the vertical plane 
by completing about three quarters of 
an  inside loop, half-rolling, then re 
peating the procedure. 

CATED PRERSURE ALTITUDE. \ 
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danger area. An area in  which invisible 
hazards to flight exist, to be flown over 
only by permission of the proper nu- 
thorib. 

DASHBOARD 

dashboard, m11. An instrument board 
directly beneath the windshield in cer- 
tain airplanes, analogous to the dash- 
board in an automobile 

Cuban eight. 

cuff, noun. A PBOPELLER cum. 
current, noun. Specif., an AIU CWIIENT. 
curtain, noun. 1. In an airship, a fabric 

panel that helps support a ca r ;  a 

3. On certain early airplanes, a vertical 
panel, parallel to the plane of sym- 
metry, between the wings or other hori- 
zontal surfaces. 

cut, v e r b  tr. To cut a pylon. In airplane 
racing, to make a turn inside the pylon 
marking the turn. 

cut-off, or  cutoff, noun. 1. An act or 
instance of shutting something off: 
specif., Rocketry, an act or instance of 
shutting off the propellant flow in B 

rocket, or of making the propellant 
cease to burn. Cf. BURNOUT, sense 1. 
2. Something that shuts off, or is used 

cycle, noun. A recurring course or set 
of values, actions, operations, or events 
at the end of which the original con- 
ditions are restored, as : a A recurring 
series of operations which the working 
substance undergoes in an internal- 
combustion engine. See CAUNOT CYCLE, 

CATENARY CUUTAIN. 2. A FACE CURTAIN. 

to shut Off. See IDLE CUT-OFF. 

DIESEL CYCLE, JOULE CYCLE, OTTO CYCLE ; 
S e e  S l S O  CLOSED-CYCLE ENQINE, OPEN- 

CYCLE ENOINE. b. A recurring set of 
actions that a reciprocating internal- 

combustlon engine performs in Its op- 
eration. See FOUR-STBOKE-CYCLE EN- 
BINE, TWO-STBOKE-CYCLE ENOINE. 

See alio 11mmsn CYCLB. 

cycle efficiency. The emciency of a given 
cycle in producing work, espressed as 
the useful work output divided by the 
work input. For a gas-turbine engine, 
the cycle efficiency is the useful work 
energy less the work required for com- 
pression divided by the heat energy in 
the fuel used ; for a reciprocating en- 
gine, it is the energy of the indicated 
horsepower divided by the heat energy 
of the fuel. 

cycle ratio. The ratio of the number of 
cycles applied to a member at a given 
stress to the number that would cause 
failure at that stress. 

cyclic pitch control. A control mecha- 
nism for periodically varying the blade 
angle of each blade in a rotor in its 
cycle of rotation, producing a tilt in 
the tip-path plane to obtain motion in 
a desired direction; the control ex- 
ercised through this mechanism. 

cyclic pitch stick. A control stick for 
cyclic pitch control. See CONTROL 
BTICK and cf. PITCH LEVER 

cylinder bat& An air deflector for a n  
engine cylinder. See BAFFLE, sense a. 

\ 
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D-duct, nmn. A duct of D-shaped cross 
section, used, e. g., to convey hot ail 
in the leading edge of a wing for anti. 
icing or de-icing. 

dead reckoning. N a n  The estimating 
or determining of position by advanc. 
ing an earlier known position by the 
application of direction and speed data. 

dead rise. 1. The vertical distance be- 
tween the chine and the keel of a boat, 
hull, or float. 2. Also dead-rise angle. 
The ANGLE OF DEAD BISE. 

dead-stick, adj .  and adv., without power, 
as in dead-stick landing, or as, to land 
dead-stick. 

decalage, noun. The angular difference 
between the mean aerodynamic chords 
of two specified aircraft surfaces set 
at different angles of incidence, com- 
monly this angular difference between 
two wings of a biplane or multiplane, 
but also applied to two approximately 
horizontal surfaces in tandem, such as 
the wing and stabilizer of a monoplane : 
also, a setting of surfaces that incor- 
porates this angular difeerence. 

Decalage i s  eonsldered positlve when 811 
upper surface is a t  a greater angle of inci- 
dence than a lower surface, or when the 
forward surface of a tandem arrangement 
1s at the grenter angle. The decalnge Of 
tandem surfaces 2s sometimes called “longf- 
tudlnal decalage. 

deceleration, noun. 1. The act or process 
of moving, or of causing to move, with 
decreasing speed ; the state of so mov- 
ing. 2. A force causing deceleration; 
also, inertial force. 

Sometimes called “negatlve acceleration” 
(which see). 

deceleration parachute. A parachute at- 
tached to  an  aircraft and deployed to 
slow the aircraft, esp. during landing. 
Also called a “brake parachute” or 
“parabrake.” See DROQUE PARACHUTE. 

deceleron, noun. [DeceZerator+ai- 
lerm.] A combination a i r  brake and 
aileron. 

deck, noun. 1. A floor or level in a ves- 
sel or in certain aircraft; the plat- 
form on an aircraft carrier for the 
takeoff and landing of aircraft. See 

a float. 3. A wing, esp. of a biplane or  
multiplane. 4. a A layer of stratus 
cloud. b. A CLOUD DECK. 5. The sur- 
face of the earth: a very low flight 

~ 

I 

FLIGHT DECK. 2. The upper surface Of 

altitude, just above the earth’s 
surface. Blano or popular. 

declination, noun. The angular distance 
of a body from the celestial equator, 
measured along the hour circle passing 
through the body and named north or 
south according to the direction of 
the body from the celestial equator. 

decompression, noun. The act or proc  
ess of lowering the air pressure within 
a cabin, chamber, etc., or of subject- 
ing to, or undergoing, a decrease in 
air or atmospheric pressure. See 

decompression chamber. A chamber in 
which the air  pressure is lowered to 
simulate conditions a t  altitude. 

decompression sickness. Sickness 
brought on by decompression : 

see CO-DECLINATION. 

EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION. 

AEBOEMBOLISM, Sense 2. 
Dee ring. Same as  IJ-RING. 
deflagration, noun. A sudden or rapid 

burning, as opposed to a detonation or 
explosion. 

deflect, verb tr. Specif., to rotate a con- 
trol surface about its hinge line. 

deflector. noun. A date .  bame. or the 

p v w - g  f . 1  

like that diverts- something in its 
movement or flow, as  : a. A plate that 
projects into the airstream on the un- 
derside of an airfoil to divert  the air- 
flow, as into a slot-sometimes dis- 
ting. from a SPOILER. b. A conelike de- 
vice placed or fastened beneath a 
rocket launched from the vertical po- 
sition, to deflect the exhaust gases to  
the sides. c. Any of several different 
devices used on jet engines to reverse 
or divert the exhaust gases. d. A baffie 
or the like to deflect and mingle fluids 
prior to combustion, a s  in certain je t  
engines. 

de-icer, noun. 1. A device or substance 
for removing ice formed on an aircraft. 
See DE-ICEB BOOT. 2. Loosely, an ANTI- 
ICEB. 

de-icer boot. A rubber strip on the lead- 
ing edge of an  airfoil, inflatable with 
compressed air to break up ice which 
has formed. 

de-icing, noun. 1. The breaking off or 
melting of ice formed on aircraft sur- 
faces, in  an  induction system, etc. 2. 

de Laval nozzle. [After Dr. Carl Gustaf 
Patrik de Laval (1845-1913). Swedish 
engineer.] A converglng-diverging noz- 
zle, used, e. g., in certain rockets. 

LOOSely, ANTI-ICIHQ. 
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DELAYED DROP 

delayed drop, or delayed jump. Same 

delayed-release jump. A parachute jump 
in which the parachutist delays longer 
than usual before pulling the rip cord. 

delayer, noun. A substance mixed in 
with solid rocket propellants, esp. to 
decrease the rate of combustion. 

delta hinge. A designation for the flap- 
ping hinge of an  articulated rotor 
blade. See ARTICULATED ROTOB (illus.), 

delta wing. A wing shaped in planform 
substantially like the Greek letter delta, 
or like an isosceles triangle, the base 
forming the trailing edge. 

demand oxygen system. A system in 
which oxygen is supplied proportionally 
to demand during inlialation, the regu- 
lator being operated by pressure 
changes occurring during the breath- 
ing cycle. See PRESSURE-DEMAND OXY- 

density altitude. a Calibrated pressure 
altitude (see P R E s s u n E  ALTITUDE, sense 
l a )  corrected for existing free-air 
temperature. b. The altitude in a 
standard atmosphere corresponding to 
a given density actually encountered. 

density ratio. The ratio of one density 
to another; specif., the ratio of the 
density of air a t  a given altitude to 
the air density a t  the same altitude in 
a standard atmosphere. 

dep control. [After Armand DBperdus- 
sin (died 1021), French aviation pio- 
neer.] A control system for airplanes 
in which the elevators and ailerons ore 
operated by a control column and the 
rudder is operated by foot pressure on 
pedals or on a pivoted bar. This sys- 
ten1 is in use on a great many airplanes. 

deplane, verb intr. To alight or descend 
from a n  airplane.-&. To put off of 
an  airplane. 

deploy, verb tr. To release (a para- 
chute) so as to let it  fill out.-intt. Of 
n parachute: To unfold and fill out. 

descend, verb intr. 1. Of on aircraft: 
To come down, under control, from a 
higher to a lower altitude. 2. To float 
down with a parachute. 

design gross weight. The gross weight 
a t  takeoff that an aircraft, rocket, etc. 
is expected to have, used in design 
calculations. 

design load. A specifled load thnt a 
structural member or par t  should with- 

as DELATED-RELEASE J U M P .  

FLAPPING HINGE. 

GEN SYSTEM. 

See CONTBOL COLUMN. 
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stand without failing. It is determined 
by multiplying some particular load by 
a n  appropriate factor, usually the limit 
load multiplied by a factor of safety. 

detached shock wave, or detached shock 
A shock wave not in contact with the 
body which originates it. See BOW 
WAVE, sense 1. 

detonation, noun. 1. An explosion. 2. 
Specif., in an  internal-combustion 
piston engine, a n  abnormal, explosive 
combustion, either accompanying or re- 
placing normal combustion, character- 
ized by rough operation, increase of 
heat, and a knocking sound. Some- 
times loosely called "knock." 3. The 
phenomenon of the association of a 
shock wave with a rapid chemical re- 
action which releases sufficient energy 
to maintain the strength of the shock 
wave. 

detonation wave. A shock wave in a com- 
bustible mixture, which originates as 
a combustion wave. 

deviation, noun. The deflection of a com- 
pass needle or indicator from magnetic 
north as a result of local magnetic 
conditions. 

diameter, noun. Specif., the length of a 
straight line passed across the circle 
described by a rotating propeller, rotor, 
or the like and through the center of 
rotation, measured between the points 
of intersection of the line with the 
circle : the dimension represented by 
this line between its points of inter- 
section, 88, a propeller eight feet in 
diameter. With a helicopter rotor, 
autogiro rotor, or the like, the blades 
in rotating are usually assumed rigid 
and at zero coning and lag angles. 
See BOOT DIAMLTER, TIP DIAMETER. 

diamond wing. A wing that in planform 
somewhat resembles a diamond or 
lozenge, but usually not symmetrical 
fore and a f t  
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Planform of Diamond wing. 

diaphragm, noun. 1. A thin dividing 
partition, a s  in a duct or chamber; an  

A dlnphragm 1s often flexlble, and is used 
In certiiin instruments. re illtitors, or other 
detices to iictiitite riieclinn%nis by means of 
pressure differences. See BUIIST DISK. 

diesel cycle. [After Rudolf Dicscl 
(1858-1O13), German engineer.] An 
ideal cycle of operations for internal- 
combustion engines during which the 
working substance passes through adia- 
batic compression, constant-pressure 
heating, adiabatic expansion, and con- 
stnnt-volume exhnust .  

diesel engine. A compression-ignition 
engine using fuel oil injected into the 
cylinder and which in its operation 
approximates the ideal diesel cycle. 

differential ailerons. Ailerons geared so 
that, when they are  deflected, the up 
aileron moves through a greater angle 
than the down aileron, used to reduce 
adverse yaw or to lessen the control 
force necessary for deflection. 

diffuser, noun. A specially designed 
duct, chamber, or section, sometimes 
equipped with guide vanes, tha t  de- 
creases the velocity of a fluid, a s  air, 
and increases its pressure, as in a jet  
engine, a wind tunnel, etc. See BUR- 

diffuser efficiency. The efficiency with 
which a diffuser converts velocity en- 
ergy into pressure energy, expressed, 
e. g., as  the ratio of the actual pressure 
increase to the pressure increase that 
would take place if the process were 
isentropic. 

diffusor, noun. Variant of “diffnser.” 
dihedral, noun. 

ANEROID. 2. A NOZZLE DIAPHRAQM. 

B O N I O  DIFFUSEII, EUPERSONIC DIFFUEER. 

1. a. The spanwise in- 
clination of a wing or other surface, 

such as a stabilizer, or of a part  of a 
wing or other surface, to the horizontal, 
or to a line or phne  equivalent to the 
horizontal; specif., a positire, or u p  
ward, inclination. Cf. ANIIEDRAL. See 
also EFFECTIYE DIHEDRAL. b. DIIIEDRAL 
ANGLE. 2. In a general sense, the 
inclination o r  angle between any two 
intersecting planes. 

dihedral angle. The acute angle between 
two intersecting planes, or between 
lines representative of planes. Specif. : 
a. The acute angle between a line per- 
pendicular to the plane of symmetry 
of an  aircraft and a wing axis on 
either side of the plane of symmetry, 
projected to a plane perpendicular to 
the longitudinal as i s  of the aircraft. 
See EFFECTIVE DIHEDRAL. b. The acute 
angle between a line perpendicular to 
the plane of symmetry of an aircraft 
and a reference line in an  airfoil, such 
as the root-to-tip axis of a stabilizer, 
projected to a plane perpendicular to 
the longitudinal as i s  of the aircraft. 

B 

Wlth a wing axls or other reference line 
not suhstantlnllr Htrniglit (e,  6. ns I n  0 gill1 
wing) ,  the dilibdrnl nngle IS densured for 
different straight-line segments of the axis 
or line. 

All angles are considered posltive lf thr 
wing or other alrfoll s l m t s  upward froni 
root to tip, or In the direction of Ilft: “di- 
hedral anale” is s o m e t i m e s  r e s t r i c t e d  t o  
such an angle O f  positive sign : Cf. ANHEDRAI. 
ANOLE. 

-- P 

v .. . 

Y 
dihedral effect. a. An effect due to di- 

hedral. b. The rolling moment of an 
aircraft due to sideslip, resulting from 
whatever causes, but resulting princi- 
pally from the actual dihedral of the 
wing or wings. The dihedral effect is 
said to be positive if it  is such that 
it tends to raise the forward wing in 
the sideslip. 

direct control. The control esercised 
over the rotor of a rotary-wing aircraft 
by tilting the rotor hub. Used esp. 
with autogiros. 

direct drive. Drive with a direct, i. e., 
transmissionless, connection. 

direct -dr ive ,  adl., as In direct-drioe en- 
glne, an engine with Its drive slinft con- 
nected directly to the propeller, direct-drive 
propeller, a propeller so driven. 

see, sense 1) of an aircraft, rocket, 
etc. with respect to its vertical axis. 

lirectional control. Control of motion 
about the vertical axis ; in aircraft, 
usually by rudder. 

iirectional balance. The balance (which L x-* E 

I 
I 
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directional gyro. 1. A flight instrument 
incorpora ting a gyroscope that holds 
i ts  position in azimuth and so indicates 
angiilnr deriation from heading. 2. A 
gyroscnpe that prorides directional 
stability in nu automatic pilot or simi- 
Inr mechnnism. 

directional stability. The property of 
an  aircraft, rocket, etc. enabling i t  to 
restore itself from a yawing or side- 
slipping c o n d i t i o n. Also called 
“weathercock stability.” 

direction finder. A RADIO DIIIECTION- 

dirigible, n o m .  An airship. 
dirigible, adj.  That  can be directed or 

disc, noun. Variant of “disk.” 

FINDER. 

guided. 

The spelling “disc” is frpqnently used, 
both hy i,tsel!‘ nnd in compounds. as in 
actuntor disc, disc area, disc loading, propet- 
Zer disc, nnd rotor disc. 

dischargeable weight. On an airship, 
all weight that  can be, or is, dis- 
charged or consumed with the ship re 
maining in safe operating condition. 
The dischargeable weight includes the 
weight of fuel and oil (except r e  
serve), ballast (except emergency), 
provisions, and other weight as may 
be deflned in speciflc context. 

dish antenna. A rndar antenna having 
a paraboloid reflector. 

dishpan, noun. A PROPELLER A F T E ~ O D Y .  
Blang. 

disk, noirn. [See DISC and note.] 1. A 
rotating propeller or rotor, regarded 
as a plane, circular surfnce; the plnne, 
circular area described by the blade 
tips of a rotating rotor or propeller. 
Sometimes called respectively a “pro- 
peller disk” or ‘‘rotor disk.” See AC- 
TUATOR DISK. 2. A circular plate or 
piece. See ROTOR DISK, sense 2. 

disk area. The area of the circle de- 
scribed by the blade tips of a rotating 
propeller or rotor. 

disk loading. The unit lotid sustained by 
n rotor disk of a rotary-wing aircraft, 
determined by dividing the gross 
weight of the aircraft by the disk area. 

displacement thickness. I n  the study of 
fluid flow, a measure of the deficiency 
of mass flow in fl boundary layer, indi- 
cating the amount that a streamline 
outside the boundary layer is displaced 
by the boundary layer. The displace- 
meut thickness, a*, may be defined by 
the equatlon 

where S=boundary-lnyer thickness, 
p=local fluid density inside bonnd:iry 
layer, u=local velocity inside bound- 
a ry  layer, po=local fluid density fit 
edge of bonndary layer, U=local ve- 
locity n t  edge of boundary layer, and 
y=dlstnnce normal to surface. (For 
incompressil)le flow, p=po.) 

disposable load. Same as  USEFUL LOAD 
(in sense 1). 

dissociation, noun. I n  a combustion 
process, a s  in a rocket engine, R d e  
composition of the combustion prod- 
ucts. 

dissymmetry of lift. The iineqnnl or as- 
symmetric distribution of lift : specif., 
the unequal lift across the rotor disk 
of n rotary-wing nircraft. owing to the 
difference in wind velocity mer the 
advancing and the retreating blades. 

distance-measnring equipment. Elec- 
tronic nnrigation equipment for find- 
ing the distance between an aircraft 
and a ground stntion by measriring 
the time interval between the trnns- 
mission of interroga tion pulses from 
an  airborne radar nnd the reception 
of answering pulses from a trans- 
ponder nt the ground station. 

distant-indicating, adj.  Same as BE- 

ditch, verb. 1. tr. To set (an nircrnft) 
down upon water, deliberntely and 
under emergency conditions, siich a s  
when the aircraft suffers mechanical 
failure, has insufficient fuel, or is 
otherwise unable to reach, or alight 
safely at, R landing place-the word 
commonly lmplies abandonment and 
loss of the aircrnft in the water. 2. 
intr. Of an nircraft or persons within : 
To make a forced landing on water 
and (of persons) to abandon the air- 
cmft. 

ditching, noun. An ac t  or instance of 
mnking a forced landing on water 
with subsequent abandonment of the 
aircraft. See FORCED LANDINO. 

dive, noun. 1. An act or instance of an  
aircraft descending nose downward, its 
longitudinal axis remaining substnn- 
tially coincident with its line of flight. 
Cf. QLIDE, noun, sense 1. 2. A descend- 
ing flight path of a dive, as, to enter a 
dlue, or, a steep dive. 

MOTE-INDICATING. 



DIVE 

dive, verb. 1. intr. Of an aircraft or 
persons within : To make a dive. 2. tr. 
To put into a dive. 

dive brake. An air brake designed esp. 
to slow down an airplane in a dive. A 
dive brake normally consists of a flap, 
plate. or the like located in the wing 
or fuselage. See AIR BRAKE, sense 1. 

dive flap. A flap-type dive brake or a 
diverecovery flap. 

dive-recovery flap. A flap, usually lo- 
cated on the underside of a wing or 
fuselage, used to assist in, or to enable, 
pulling out of a dive. 

diving angle. The angle between the 
horizontal and the flight path of a div- 
ing airplane. 

diving moment. A moment tending to 
nose an  aircraft down. 

D layer. A term applied to a layer of 
concentrated ionization in the iono- 
sphere that exists in the region be- 
tween altitudes of about 35 and 50 
miles. 

DME-Abbreviation for dfstance-measur- 
ing equipment. 

dock, noun. 1. A building, scaffold, or 
place set up  for the inspection, main- 
tenance, or repair of aircraft. 2. 
AIRSHIP HANGAR. 

dock, verb tr.  To haul or put (an  air- 
craft)  into a dock. 

dog-leg course. A bent course, 1. e., 8 

course abruptly departing from a 
straight line. 

dope, n o w .  1. A liquid substance a p  
plied to aircraft fabric coverings which 
dries to tighten the fabric, improve air- 
tightness, increase strength, etc. 2. 
Any additive (which see) for gasoline 
used to reduce detonation. Called 
more specifically "fuel dope." 

dorsal, adf. Mounted on, or belonging 
to, the back (which see) of an  aircraft, 
as in dorsal fillet, dorsal fin, dorsa2 
stringer, dorsal turret. Cf. VENTRAL. 

double-acting engine. A reciprocating 
engine in which the gas or other work- 
ing substance acts upon each end of 
the piston alternately. See CAM EN- 

double-base propellant. A solid rocket 
propellant based on two substances, 
such as nltrocellulose and nitroglycerin. 

Q I N E  (illus.). 
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double-delta wing. A wing shaped in 
planform like two triangles, the for- 
ward part of one triangle being re- 
placed by a triangle of lesser apex 
angle. 

Planform of Double-delta wing. 

double-drift method. A method of de- 
termining, in flight, the speed and di- 
rection of the wind by observing the 
drift angle on two headings a t  approxi- 
mately right angles to each other, or 
sometimes on two such headings and 
the original heading. 

double-entry compressor. A centrifu- 
gal compressor that takes in  air or 
fluid on both sides of the impeller, 
vanes on each side of the impeller 
accelerating the fluid into the diffuser. 
The doubleentry compressor is not a 
multistage compressor. 

double monoplane. An early form of air- 
plane, such as the Langley aerodrome, 
having two wings placed in tandem. 

double-slotted flap. A flap consisting of 
two sections jointed together, provid- 
ing two slots for the  passage of air. 

doublet, noun. A source and a sink of 
equal strength whose distance apart  is 
zero. See SINK, noun, sense 1, SOURCE. 

double-wedge airfoil. An airfoil profile 
usually having the shape of a slim 
rhombus with maximum thickness at 
mid-chord point ; however maximum 
thickness can also occur at other chord 
locations. 

lownflow, mun.  A flow downward; 

lown lock. A locking device that holds 
a retractable landing gear in the ex- 
tended position. 

DOWNWASH. 

--E M 
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downwash, noun. A flow deflected or 
forced downward, as  by the passage of 
a wing or by the action of a rotor or 
rotor blade. Cf. UPWASH. 

downwash angle. The angle, measured 
in a plane parallel to the plane of 
symmetry of an  aircraft, between the 
direction of downwash and the direc- 
tion of the undisturbed airstream. 
This angle is positive when the de- 
flected stream is downward. Cf. UP- 

Drachen, noun. [German, “dragon”; also 
“kite,” from the resemblance of the 
early Chinese kite to a dragon.] An 
early form of kite balloon developed 
in Germany and used in WW I, con- 
sisting principally of a cylindrical body 
with hemispherical ends, a single air- 
filled stabilizing lobe, and a stabilizing 
tail of air cups. See KITE BALLOON. 

draft, noun. 1. Meteorol. An orderly, 
large-scale flow of atmospheric air in a 
generally vertical direction, having a 
velocity insufficient to cause significant 
loads on the structure of an aircraft 
encountering it. 2. The depth to which 
a ship, seaplane float or hull, etc. is 
submerged under stated conditions of 
loading, measured from the water line 
to the lowest point of the body. 

1. A retarding force acting 
upon a body in motion through a fluid, 
parallel to the direction of motion of 
the body. It is a component of the 
total fluid forces acting on the body. 
2. The effect of this force, as, to reduce 
the drag of an  aircraft. 

WASII ANGLE. 

drag, noun. 

Drna hns been analyzed and classified Into 
several different kinds. these are lorm dran 
friction drag, hduced’ dran. parasite drao: 
preaeure drag, prople drag; .and wave drag. 
(See individual entries on these terms.) 

In occnsional distinctions “dra is modi- 
fied by a word identifying (he bo$; or com- 
Bonent with which it is associated, a s  in 
uselage drag. nacelle drag. rotor drag. or tail 

drag. See WING DBAO ; also see COOLINQ DUO, 

drag, verb tr. To fly low over (an air- 
field or other place) to make an  ex- 
amination, usually preparatory to  
landing. Colloq. 

R4H DBAG, TABB DRAQ. 

drag angle. Same as LAO ANQLE. 
drag brake. Same as SPEED BBAKE. 
drag chute. Short for DBAG PABACHUTE. 
drag coefficient. A coefficient represent- 
ing the drag on a given airfoil or other 
body, or a coefficient representing a 
particular kind of drag. 

The drag coefflclent is obtained by divid- 
ing the drag by the product of the free- 
stream dynamic ressure and by the repre- 
sentative area o f  the body under coasider- 
ation. The drag coefflclent varies with speed 
and angle of attack. 

drag component, or drag force. A com- 
ponent of the total dynamic forces on 
a body moving in a fluid, acting parallel 
to  the direction of motion and opposing 
the motion. See DRAG, noun, sense 1. 

drag hinge. The hinge about which an 
articulated rotor blade trails or ad- 
vances in its plane of rotation ; a hinge 
that permits a back-and-forth move- 
ment of a rotor blade. Also called a 
‘lag hinge.” See ABTICULATED BOTOB 
(illus.). 

drag link. ,Specif., an  adjustable rod or 
bar between the blade and hub of cer- 
tain two-blade rotors, used to maintain 
the angular spacing between the blades. 

drag parachute. Same as DBOQUE PABA- 

drag rope. A rope hung overboard from 
a balloon or airship and dragged on 
the ground, used a s  a brake or variable 
ballast, esp. during landing, or a s  an  
aid in steering. Sometimes called a 
“guide rope” or “trail rope.” 

drag rudder. A device used to create a 
drag on one side or other of an  air- 
craft to provide directional control. 
Drag rudders may be used, e. g., a t  the 
wing tips of a tailless airplane. 

drag stop. A limit stop used in  the rotor 
of a rotary-wing aircraft to prevent 
excessive horizontal movement of a 
blade. See LIMIT STOP. 

drag strut. Any s t rut  used to resist 
drag or antidrag forces, as :  a. A f o r e  
and-aft member in a wing or airfoil 
structure, introduced esp. to  resist 
drag or antidrag forces. b. In a re- 
tractable landing gear, a s t rut  which, 
when the gear is in the extended posi- 
tion, runs diagonally upward into the 
aircraft, resisting forces acting in the 
direction of drag. 

drag truss. A truss between the spars of 
a wing or other airfoil to resist drag 
and antidrag forces. 

drag wire. A wire in certain kinds of 
wing structures, running from a for- 
ward inboard Point to an  a f t  outboard 
point, used to resist drag forces. Cf. 

drift, mutt. 1. The lateral divergence or 
movement of the flight path of an  air- 

CHUTE. 

ANTIDEAO WIRE. 
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craft, rocket, or the like from the direc- 
tion of its heading, measured between 
tlie heading and the track, owing pri- 
marily to the effect of a cross wind; 
also, a DBIFT ASGLE. 3. The rate of 
drift,  as, a drift  of two knots. 3. The 
horizontal movement of a garachute 
and its burden through the air, meas- 
ured from the mouent the parachute 
is fully inflated until the surface is 
touched : the amount of tliis movement. 
4. As used by the Wrights and others, 

drift angle. An angle measured from 
the heading of an  aircraft, rocket, etc., 

INDUCED UBAG. Ob8. 

to its track. Cf. DBlFT COBEECTION 
ANGLE. 

drift correction angle. A measure of the 
aniount of turning necessary to make 
the track of an  aircraft, rocket, etc., 
coincide with its coiirse, measured 
from the track to tlie heiiding. 

drift indicator. Same as Diiirr bmrm. 
drift meter, or  driftmeter, noun. A nar- 

igation instrument for meqsuring tlie 
dr i f t  angle of an aircraft by reference 
to points on the earth’s surface. 

drift sight. Same as  DRIFT METER. 
D-ring, noun. A D-shaped metal ring, 

used, e. g., to connect the harness of 
a parachute to the shroud lines. 

drogue, noun. 1. A device, usually 
shaped similarly to a funnel or cone, 
dragged or towed behind something 
and used, e. g., as a sea anchor. 2. 
Specif.: a. A funnel-shaped part a t  
the end of the hose of a tanker air- 
craft, used in a i r  refueling to drag 
the hose out and stabilize it and to 
receive the probe of the receiving air- 
craft. b. A DROGUE PAUACHUTE. 

drogue parachute. A type of parachute 
attached, e. g., to an ejection cockpit 
o r  seat, used to slow it down in falling ; 
a DECELEEATION PABACHUTE. 

Also called a “dmg parachute.’’ 
drone, noun. A pilotless, remote-con- 

trolled aircraft, often a conventional 
man-carrying aircraft modified for un- 
manned operation. Used esp. as a 
target aircraft in gunnery practice. 

droop flap. A flap a t  the leading edge 
of a wing, deflected downward to im- 
prove stalling characteristics. 

droop snoot. 1. An airplane nose tha t  
can be deflected downward to improve 

~ 

DUCTED FAN 

the pilot’s visibility, esp. in landing. 
Slang.  2. A DROOP FLAP. Slang.  

droop stop. A device incorporated in a 
rotor to limit the downward inclina- 
tion of the blade at rest. See LIUIT 

droppable, adj.  That can be dropped 
from an  aircraft in flight, a s  in drop- 
pable fuel tank, droppab le  lifeboat, 
droppable  pod, a pod or section of an  
aircraft that can be detached and para- 
chuted or glided to earth. 

dropsonde, noun. A radiosonde equipped 
with a parachute, dropped from an  
aircraft to transmit measurements of 
atmospheric conditions a s  i t  descends. 

drop tank. A tank that can be detached 
and dropped in tliglit. See DI:OPPAIILE. 

drop test. A test of something by drop- 
ping it or by dropping souetliiug on it, 
such as a test to prove tlie serrice- 
ability of a parachute by dropping i t  
with a dummy, or a strength test of a 
landing gear by letting i t  fall and strike 
with force. 

dry weight. Specif., the weight of an 
engiue exclusive of any liquids i t  car- 
ries, a s  fuel, oil, coolant, or oxidant. 

dual control. 1. The control provided 
by a double set of cockpit controls in 
an aircraft. 2. In plural. A double 
set of aircraft controls. 

dual instruction. Pilot  instruction in 
which the student flies with the in- 
structor and is allowed to operate the 
aircraft with one of the sets of dual 
controls. 

dual-rotation propeller, or dual-rotation 
propellers. A less precise term for 

STOP. 

B 
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CONTRAROTATING PBOPELLER (in sense 1 
01 Sense 2). See TANDEM PUOPELLERS. 

duct, noun. A tube or passage that con- 
fines and conducts a fluid, as a passage 
for the flow of a i r  to the compressx 
of a gas-turbine engine, a pipe leading 
a i r  to a supercharger, etc. See D-DUCT. 

iucted fan. 1. A fan  (which see) en- 
closed in a duct. 2. Also, less fre- 
quentlu, ducted-fan engine. An air- 
craft engine incorporating a fan or 
propeller enclosed in a duct;  esp., a 
jet  engine in which a ducted fan or 

. .  
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ducted propeller is used to take in a i r  
to augment the gases of combustion in 
the jet  stream. The air niay be taken 
in a t  the front of the engine and passed 
around the combustion section, or it 

--M-- - - u-- u. E‘ --L E 
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may be taken in a f t  of the combustlon 
chamber or chambers. In  the former 
case it may be considered a type of 
bypass engine. See BYPASS ESGINE. 

ducted ogive. An ogival body of reyolu- 
tion duc.te(] from end to end, the pointed 
or rounded nose being replaced by an 
inlet. 

ducted nroneller. A nroDeller enclosed 
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compressible flow, dynamic pressure 1s 
the difference between total pressure 
and static pressure. See IMPACT PRES- 
SURE. 

dynamic scale. The scale of the flow 
about a niodel reliltire to a f l o ~  about 
its IKOtOtyPe. If tW0 Such flOWS hare  
the same Reynolds number, both floms 
are said to be at  the Same dynamic 

DYSBARISM 

within a 'duct, the diet serving to pre- 
vent radial losses at the propeller- 
blade t ips;  also, a ducted fan used in 
a bypass or ducted-fan engine. See 
FAN, sense lb. 

ducted rocket. 1. A rocket mounted in 

dump valve. A valve for rapidly drain- 
ing fluid from a container or system, 
as in an aircraft for jettisoning fuel 
or ballast in an emergency. 

Dutch roll. A complex oscillating mo- 
tion of an  aircraft inrolving rolling, 
yawing, and sideslipping. So nanied 
from the resemblance to the charac- 
teristic rhythm of an ice skater. 

dye marker. A substance which, when 
placed in mater, spreads out and colors 
the water immediately surrounding so 
as to niake a spot readily visible from 
the air. I t  is used, e. g., by persons 
forced down at sea. 

dynamic, adj. Of or pertaining to  dy- 
namics, esp. t o  aerodynamics. See 

dynamic lift. Lift derived dynamically, 
esp. aerodynamically. See &BODY- 

dynamic load. A load imposed by dy- 
namic action-disting. from a STATIC 
LOAD : more technically, with respect 
to aircraft, a load due to an  accelera- 
tion of an aircraft, as imposed by 
gusts, by maneuvering, by landing, by 
firing aircraft armament, etc. See 

dynamic model. A model of a n  aircraft 
or other object, as a bomb, having its 
linear dimensions and its *eight and 
moments of inertia reproduced in 
scale in proportion to the original. 

dynamic pitch. Same as ZERO-THBUST 

dynamic pressure. The pressure of a 
fluid resulting from its motion, equal 
to one half the fluid density times the 
fluid velocity squared ( + $ p V g ) .  In in- 

8 duct. 2. A ROCKET RAMJET. 

AEBODY NAMIC. 

NAMIC LIFT. 

AERODYNAMIC LOAD. 

PITCH. 

1 scale. 
dynamic similarity. The relationship 

existing between a model and its prc- 
totype when, by virtue of siniilarity 
between their geometric diniensions 
and mass distributions, the motion of 
the model in some respect (such as 
linear velocity, acceleration, etc.) is 
similar to the niotion of the proto- 
type; also, the similarity between the 
fluid flows about a scale model and 
its prototype when the flows hare  the 
same Reynolds number. See EEYNOLDB 

dynamic stability. The property of a 
body, such as an aircraft or rocket, 
that  causes it, when disturbed froni an 
original state of steady flight or mo- 
tion, to damp the oscillations set up 
by restoring moments and gradually 
return to its original state. 

dynamic suspension. The suspension of 
an  engine-propeller unit in an aircraft 
by a number of rubber-mounted liuks 
conically disposed about the engine 
with their axes converging near the 
unit's center of graTity, thus isolat- 
ing most of the unit's vibration from 
the airframe. 

dynamic trim. Specif., the trim of a n  
airship when subjected to aerodynamic 
forces and propeller thrust. 

dynamometer, noun. An instrument for 
measuring power or force; specif., a n  
instrument for measuring the power, 
torque, or thrust of an  aircraft en- 
gine or rocket. See HUB DYNAMOME- 

dynamotor, noun. A machine comblning 
motbr hlld gellerrltdr action in a single 
magnetic field, either with two arma- 
tures or with one armature having two 
separate windings. 

dysbarism, notm. Bed.  A sickness, such 
as aeroembolism or sinusitis, brought 
on by a pressure difference between the 
ambient pressure and the pressure of 
dissolved and free gases in the body. 

N U  M DER. 

TER, THRUST METER. 
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earth axis. Any one of a set of mutually 
perpendicular reference axes estab- 
lished with the upright axis (the Z- 
axis) pointing to the center of the 
earth, used in describing the position 
or performance of an aircraft or other 
body in flight. The earth axes may re- 
main fixed or may move with the air- 
craft or other object. 

earth-inductor compass. In  a general 
sense, a compass that depends for its 
indications upon a current generated 
by a coil or coils turned or rotated in 
the earth’s magnetic field: specif., a 
compass of this type, now generally 
obsolete, utilizing a single coil, com- 
monly wind-driven, spinning in the 
earth’s magnetic field. 
In the general sense, a gyro flux gate com- 

pa8s is considered a form of earth-inductor 
cornpass. 

echo, noun. I n  radar, a pulse of reflected 
radio-frequency energy. 

economizer, noun. A valve or regulator 
that  meters a flow in a system to mini- 
mum quantities in accordance with 
demand : specif., a carburetor valve 
that remains closed at lower powers, 
but that  opens to enrich the fuel-air 
misture when the power demand in- 
creases. 

economy cruise. The cruise of an  air- 
craft operated so as to achieve the most 
economical flight in terms of fuel con- 
sumption. See CRUISE CONTROL. 

ecosphere, noun. [Greek oiko-, from 
oikos (“house,” “habitat”) + sphere.] 
Bv. med. That part of the atmosphere 
in which normal breathing is possible, 
extending to an  altitude of about 
13,000 feet above sea level. 

eddy, noun. A region of undirected or 
swirling flow, as in the flow of air  about 
or behind a body; a vortex. 

Used In self-er lnnatory compounds such 
as eddy motion, ,Id, reibtanec, eddy shksring 
stress. 

eddy current. 1. A current characterized 
by an eddy or eddies. 2. Electricity. 
A local electric current induced and 
fully contained within a mass of metal, 
as in the core of an  armature. 

effective angle of attack. The differ- 
ence between the geometric angle of 
attack and induced angle of attack. 
(For finite airfoils, the direction of the 

E 
wind is a resultant direction, i. e., the 
direction of the relative mind with 
induced effects present.) 

The effective angle of attack is the same 
a s  a geometric angle of attack in two- 
dimensional flow, i. e., the 5nnie as the 
angle of attack for infinite aspect ratio. See 
ANGLE OB ATTACK FOX INFINITE ASPECT RATIO. 

B ? ? ’Fd 1 B ’ I  

effective aspect ratio. The aspect ratio 
of a hypothetical airfoil of elliptical 
planform having the same induced 
drag at  a given lift coefficient as the 
actual airfoil or combination of air- 
foils under consideration. 

effective dihedral. A quality or combina- 
tion of qualities that provides the di- 
hedral effect for an  aircraft. The ef- 
fective dihedral may provide a greater 
or lesser dihedral effect than the actual 
wing dihedral would be expected to 
provide. See DIHEDRAL EFFECT, sense b. 

effective dihedral angle. The imaginary 
angle of the effective dihedral (which 
see), that would be required to pro- 
duce the dihedral effect actually 
obtained. 

effective exhaust velocity. A fictitious 
exhaust velocity that would give the 
same jet thrust as that actually ob- 
tained. 

The effective exhaust velocity is deter- 
mined by the equation 

V,=V , A ( P 1 - P z ) U  
I W 

where V is the velocity of the exhaust gases, 
A is the nozzle exit area, p 1  is static pres- 
6ure a t  the nozzle exit, pI is amlilent pres 
sure, g is the acceleration of gravity. and w 
is the Weight flow rate of exhaust gases. 

effective pitch. 1. The actual distance a 
propeller advances in the direction of 
the flight path in one revolution. This 
is  the geometric pitch less the distance 
loss due to slip. 2. Same as EXPERI- 

ZEBO-THRUST PITCH (i. e., the mean ex- 
perimental pitch). Rare. 

effective propeller thrust. The actual 
driving force exerted by a propeller 
minus any increase in airplane drag 
owing to the propeller itself. 

MENTAL P I T C H ;  also, lOOSely, same as 

effective Reynolds number. A flctitious 
Reynolds number applied to the flow 
of air about a body in a wind tunnel. 

: -*M--.- y - #-- w. E-- - K -  4 
equal to the free& Reynolds number 
at which the effect obtained i s  the 
same as the effect obtained in the 
wind tunnel. 
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For example, If a 6om separatlon is ob- 
tained about n body nt B Iteyuolda uuuber 
of 1.01)0,0uO In outsltlr air. nnd obtuiued 
nbunt the hame or 11 hliullnr body tit n Hey- 
noltln nuiillrer of 800,llOO In u wind tunnel. 
the eflscfior Hrynoldrr number of tlre B o w  In 
the wliid tiiirrrt~l I S  1,0110.000. It la found 
by multilJl) i i i ~  the actual Iteynoldn uuiriber 
of the How i n  the tunnel by the turbulence 
fnctor of the tunnel. 

effective span. The span of a n  airfoil 
less corrections for tip loss. 

effuser, noun. A specially designed duct 
for increasing the velocity of a flow. 

effusor, noun. Variant of "efl'user." 
eggbeater, noun. A helicopter : specif., a 

helicopter with intermeshing rotors. 
Slang. 

eight, noun. A flight performance or 
maneuver in which an  airplane de- 
scribes a flight path shaped like, or 
suggestive of, a figure eight : the flight 
path so described, either in the hori- 
zoutal or vertical plane. 

--eight acro8i a road, a horlzontal elght In 
which the two loops of the figure ore on op- 
DoSlte sides of a rond below: eight around 
pylons. nil elglrt In whlch the two loops or 
clrcles of the 6gure nre trnced. around a 
nlr of plroiis on the ground: eight on PT- 

tns ,  n t jp i  of eight uround pylons In which 
the Inner wiug til, of the uirylnne reninlnn 
pointed a t  each pylon an the nlrplane b m k B  
around It. 

See CUBAN EIGHT, FOUR-BANK EIQHT, LAZY 
EIGHT. Also see FIGUBE EIOHT. 

ejection capsule. A detachable compart- 
ment serving as a cockpit or cabin of 
a n  airplane, which may be ejected as 
a unit and parachuted to the ground. 

ejection seat. An airplane seat designed 
to be catapulted with its occupant from 
the airplane, usiially by explosive force. 
Sometimes called an  "ejector seat." 

Specif., a device consist- 
ing of a nozzle, a mixing space, and a 
diffuser, utilizing the kinetic energy of 
a fluid stream to pump or draw an- 
other fluid from a region of low pres- 
sure by direct mixture and ejecting 
both fluid streams. 

ejector, noun. 

ejector seat. Same as EJECTION BEAT. 
elastic axis. A line or axis in a struc- 

ture or member, such as a wing, about 
which torsional deflection occurs when 
a torque is applied. It is made up Of 
the elastic centers of the structure or 
member. 

elastic center. A point within a section 
of a structure or mernher, such a s  an  
airfoil section, at  which the application 
of a load will cnuse lengthwise or span- 
wise deflection but not torsional de- 
flection, heIJCe, a point in a section 
about which torsional defiection occurs. 

elasticizer, noun. An elastic substance 
or fuel used in a solid rocket propel- 
lant, esp. to prevent cracking of the 
propelltint grain aiid to biud i t  to the 
combustion-chamber case. 

E layer. A term aljplied to a layer of 
conceutr:ited iouization in the ion+ 
sphere that exists in the region between 
altitudes of about 50 and 90 miles. 

electric propeller. A propeller whose 
blade augle is regulated by a n  electric 
motor. 

electric tachometer. A tachometer that  
utilizes voltage or electrical impluses 
to indicate rim ; specif.. :i tcichometer 
thrit utilizes the voltage output of a 
geuerator driven by the engine to in- 
dicate rym, the voltage output k i n g  
directly proportional to the rotational 
speed of the rotary eleuent in the gen- 
erator, and hence to the rotational 
speed of the engine driving it. Cf. 

electronic, adj. Of or pertaining to elec- 
tronics, Le., to that brilnch of physics 
that treats of the emission, transmis- 
sion, behavior, and effects of electrons, 
esp. as applied by means of vacuum 
tubes, cathode-ray tubes, photoelectric 
cells, and the like, together with the 
associated electrical devices, and thus 
embracing the fields of radio, radar, 
and television. Specif.: a. Done, as- 
sisted, or accomplished by means of 
electronics, or by radio, radar, or tele- 
vision apparatus, as in electronic ampli- 
fication, ebcfronic control, electronic 
navigation. b. utilizing electronics, or 
utilizing or consisting of vacuum tubes, 
catlioderay tubes, etc. and associated 
electrical devices, as in electronic au- 
tomatic pilot, electronic computer, 
electronic instrument. e. Established 
by, or consisting of, electrons, as in 
electronic circuit, electronic field, e2ee 
tronic flow. 

element, noun. Specif., a BLADE ELD 

elerudder, noun. Same as BUDDERVATOB. 
elevation, noun. Height or altitude 

above the surface of the earth or other 
datum plane; also, the ANGLE OF 

elevation angle. Same as ANQLE OF ELIO- 

elevation head. The unit energy a fluid 
has owing to its elevation. See HJCAD. 
sense 2. 

MECHANICAL TACHOM ETEB. 

MENT. 

ELEVATION. 

VATION. 
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elevator, noun. A control surface, usu- 
ally hinged to a horizontal stabilizer, 
defiected t o  iiii~ii~ess a liitc*liiiig iiioiiicnt, 
i. e., to iiiiike the :iircr,ift or other fly- 
ing body of \\liiclr i t  is ii piirt to rotate 
about its 1titer;il :isis. Aii eleviitor iuey 
be oiie of ii p;rir, encli oiie of the pair 
being situated to either side oP the 
ceuter line (hence the freqriant use of 
the plural, “elevators”), or it may be 
a coiitiiirious surface running froru end 
to end of the stabilizer. 

Tlils word is frequently used in com- 
poiii i~ls (iiwstlr Relf-eAiiliiii:i tory) ,  some of 
nhich foilow : elevator cable. elevator con- 
trol. elevator control wheel (on certnin nir- 
sliiiis), elevator deflection, elevator effective- 
ness. elevator hinae monrent. elevntor horn 
(see CONTROL H O R N ) ,  elevator position indi 

cator. elevator surtace, elevator trrni tab. 
elevator angle. The angular displace- 

ment of nn elevator from its neutral 
position. This iuigle is positive when 
the triiiling edge of the elevator is be- 
I (1w the 1ieutr:il position. 

elevator booster. A control booster far 
an elevator or elevators. See LONTIlOL 

elevon, tiozin. [BI~vatorfaileron.] A 
control surface that functions both as 
an elevator antl as n n  aileron. Also 
called an “nilaviitor” or “iiilevator.” 

elliptic lift distribution. A lift distribu- 
tion aloiig an airfoil In uhich the lift 
decreases progressively along the span 
frolu the center of tlie wing to the tips, 
a plot of lift per unit length against 
Lnit distalice along the span having the 
s1inl)e of an ellipse. 

emergency, n o m .  Used attributively to 
denote that which is used or dotie in 
abnormal circuinstances, as in emer- 
gcwcu airfield, errrc*rycncu :iir pressure 
line, errwryozcu Iitilliist ( friel or other 
siibstunce or ol).jects uot nortunlly used 
as ballast), eriictyetic~ mnopy release, 
etrreryenrl/ tlotution gear (gear used 
with n liindplti tie to provide brioyaiicy 
for nn eiiiergeucy Innding on water), 
enreriiencyi hiitdi (see EscArE HATCH), 
enrrryrrtru lit iitliiig, rmet‘gcrtrli oxygen 
eqiii~~nieiit, enrfvycrwy parachute (see 
CHEST-PACK PARACHUTE), ernergemu 
piiw~r,  mrrryrrir// relpnae, etc. 

[ I+encah, “Peathering 
of i i i i  nrrow” f p r n n a .  ‘*feiitliei*“). Pro- 
niiuc.iiition iiow neiiii-Aiiglic.ized. first 
syll;~lile proiiciunced “eiii,” but last 
syII:ible 1woiiounred “nahzh” ( z h  
sound as In “measure”), and bear- 

BOOSTER. 

empennage, rt o t o r .  
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ing the primary accent.] The assembly 
of stabilizing and control surfaces a t  
the tail of an aircraft;  on n kite bnl- 
loon, the asseiiibly of stabilizing lobes 
or surfaces a t  the tail. 

Also called 0. “tnll group.” Cf. TAIL AS- 
SEYULY. 

empty weight. The weight of an air- 
cr;ift iiiduiling the weight of its power 
plant, trii1q)ed furl and oil, cooluiit (if 
a n y ) ,  fluid in the hydraulic syatem, 
ballast norinally carried, fixed equip- 
meiit and furnishings, and other weight 
as may be defined in context; also 
soinetiuies npplied to a rocket less the 
weight of its propellants and load. 

This term I s  subject to special definition. 
It l i i is  Iinrtlculnr slgnificnuce in contract 
s])ecilicu tions. 

end-fire array. A linear or  cylindrical 
antenna arrnngement having its direc- 
tioii of uiasiinuiu riidiation parallel to 
the long axis of the array. 

end gas. The yet-ruiburned portinn of 
the burtiiug fitel-rtir niistiire in an 
eiigiiie cylitid~~r--usu:illg Qpplied to a 
si i i : i l l  remilining Iiortiou. 

en3 load. Saiiie as A X I A L  LOAD. 
end plate. Alao endplate, noun. A plate 

or surface a t  the eud of an nirfoil, at- 
tached in a plane substiiiitiiilly normal 
to that of the airfoil and 1):iraIlel to 
the direction of flight, thnt iiiliibits 
tlie formation of a tip Tortes antl thus 
produces an effect similar to that of 
increased aspect ratio. 

endurance, norrn. Specif.: 1. a. The 
length of time that an aircraft can fly 
uritlrr specified conditions without re- 
fueling. b. The length of t h e  an en- 
gine can operate under specified con- 
ditions, soiiietimes on a given amount 
of fuel or propellant. 2. The cnpability 
of an aircraft or engine as niensured or 
judged by this length of time, as, an  
airplane wlth good endzrmnce. 

energy conversion efficiency. The effi- 
ciency with which a nozzle conrerts 
the energy of the working substance 
into kinetic energy, expressed as the 
ratio of the kinetic mercy of the jet 
leaving the nozzle to the kiiietir energy 
of a tiypcitlietiritl ideal jet lenriiig an 
ideal riimle rising the sartie working 
sul)striitce a t  the saiiie i i i i t i i l l  state and 
untler tlie same couditions of velocity 
and expiinsion. 

energy ratio. The ratio of the kinetic 
energy per unit time of the fluid in the 
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test ,section or jet of n wind tnnnrl to 
the i n i l l i t  rticsrgy Iier unlt tittie rrqniretl 
to iiiniittnin the flow i n  the tiinnel. 

T h e  Input enerpy iisrd to And Ilie rnprsF 
rntln niny lie llir iiiliiit iwvrpy into the l l i i l d  
(tiinnrl rnergy ratio), the i i i l l i t t  rni*rpF Iiiltl 
tlie r l rr l r lc  ninlnrs (input energy ratio). iir 
the Idput euergr luto the fan (Ian energy 
ratio). 

engine, noun. A machine or nppnratus 
thnt converts energy, esp. hent enerm, 
into work; an aircraft engine (n~llicll 
See). 

Engines used in nircrnft cnn be ClflRSifled 
under three griirrnl tylirs, with UOIIIQ n w r -  
IaIipinp ns fiillnn's : I 1 I trciprarnlitig cit- 
gine (I;ltern:il-ri)iiiiiitslion), yar-t i rrbi i ie  
enginr. and ( 3 )  rencfioil rng ine .  (See iutll- 
r ld i in l  eiitrien on I l i ~ r e  I y i w s . )  

The word "englnr." iiiiiliinlltled n s  to tFpQ, 
oft rn menus "Iii trrnn I-ciiniliiir tioii rrc*liiro- 
cntlng engine." esli. la certalu cnuiliouutls : 
see. e. g.. T ~ I Y - E S C I S E .  

co.\tBirsTtos E N G I N E .  J.EFT-HAYII tcsi:isR, 

In sdf-enlihnntnry coniponnds. ns fol- 
l o w ~  : engine cooling system, engine coul. en- 
gine cyllnder. engine-driven, ailj. ,  engine ex- 
haust pressure, engine failure, engine horse- 
power, engine knock. engine mount. engine oil 
mystem. engine performance. engine lest stand, 
engine throttle, engine thrust, engine torque. 
etc. 

s r e  r l I l3Sl ICAL ENGINE, EXTEISAL-COAI- 
B1'8I'ION ENi:INC. H B I ' P  E S O I S E .  ISTEI IYAI . -  

I ' l J S i l E ~  E l G l k E ,  R I G H T - I I A S U  ENt i lNE,  TIIAC- 
TO11 CSGINE.  

See MOTOR and note. 
engine accessory. An hccessory (which 

aee) that  contributes to the operntiou 
of an engine. 

Englne nccrruorlen n r p  not rnsentlnl to the 
ideii1it.v of nti enpiiir o s  ~ u c l i .  bill Inrliide 
manv t l i n t  nre e*siwtIiil tn the npcrritiiin or 
ruiiiiftig of the rngtni,. I:rigtnc. acwsriir lrn 
co!iintmlg lncliitle riir1)iirvIors. fiirl niiil oll 
~ U I I I ~ R ,  tiinpnptiis slitirk plug8 st:irtrrs 
siiiwrciinrgera. igdltlon s y ~ t e i i i ~ . ' n ~ i ~ ~  other  
artlcli-s iir iiiiiwriitii(1 not cousldered an In- 
tegral par t  of the englue. 

engine analyzer. A derire or Indicator, 
incorporating a cathode-my tnbe, thnt 
detects nnd indicntes ignition ninlfunc- 
tions nnd other malfunrtions in an en- 
gine, such as detonation, sticky valves, 
etc. 

enginb baffle. A P n E e s u n E  BAFFLE 
engine car. Snme ns pi inm CAI(. 
engine control. Any twntrol for regnlnt- 

irig the power nnd speed of nn engine, 
such ns the throttle. mixture control, 
mnnifoltl-pressure regiilntor, fiiel-pres- 
sure control. BuIterchnrger control, etc. 

engine cowling. A rowling pincecl 
aroiind nn alrrrnft engine for directing 
and r~giilntlng n flow of coollng air, for 
streamlining, or for protection. See 

engine displacenient. Same as PISTON 
n A C A  COWLINO, RING COWLING. 

DIEPLACEMENT. 

~ 

engine dry wciglit. The r1i-y weight of 

eiigine-t.xhansl rontlrnrs:il ion trnil. A 
type of wiiili*itwt I i i i i  tr:t i I  riri-liie frniu 

tin cqigiiic. Svi' 1ii1y $1 vti; l IT,  

[]I(' PligitiP l b \ ~ i l l i l s l ,  
TIIAII. : i t t i 1  tl1)tf'. 

8re COh X h R A T I O N  

engine Klauge unit. A coniliinnflon en- 
gine iiist iwtiietit t~oiit:iinirig n file1 pres- 
sitre gntige, nn oil Iiressiire g n i p ,  nnd 
eitltpr cin oil teiitliet'nture gnllge or a 
coolnut temperature gauge in  u single 
co se. 

engine instrument. An instrnment thnt 
provides inforinntion regnrdiug the 
operiition or pcrforniniwe of nn nir- 
crnft engine or of Its nwessories nnd 
nssacintetl eqiiiltitit~nt. Engine iiistni- 
merits Invliitle 011 trnd fuel pressure 
giiiges, iiiniiifoltl-liressiire g n u g e s , 
tnckmtrters, torqiieiiieters, ftwl-qiinn- 
tity g:iiiges, file1 fliinmeters, volt- 
meters, engine iqnrhrouizers, etc. See 

engine nacelle. A nnreile for housing nu 
engine and its nccessories. See ENOINB 
Pon. 

engine pod. A Rtrennilined struetiire or 
nacelle on nn nlrlilniie, nsually slung 
beneath the wing or ntt:irlietl to the 
wing tip, Iioiisinp one or more Jet en- 
gines. See EXGIYE NACELLE. 

engine weight per horsepower. The dry 
weight of nn engine divided by its ruted 
horsepower. 

enplane, vcrb infr. To go nbonrd nn air. 
plnne to ninite a trip.-fr. To put 
nbonrtl n n  nirplnne. 

en route. R o ~ ~ i r ~ l i n i r s  enroute. [Pro- 
noriiicetl "nltn root" or "in root."] On 
or along n rciilte-tlsetl ncljectlt nlly, a s  
in en vorttc refiieliiig ; also ndrerbially, 
ns, to clelny enroute. 

entrance cone. The conellke portion of 
n wind tunnel, or n nozzle, that lericls 
the flow to the test section. See 

Sptzif., n corering, or 
soiiietliing that enrelops : specif., the 
the gosbng of n pressure airship or of n 
brilloon, or the outer covering of n rigid 
nirship. See FI.ICIIT ENVELOPE. 

equipotential surface. A Burfnce or 
pltine pti~sing tlirongli n i l  points Iinving 
the snnie iiolentitil i n  n lieid of flow. 

equisignal beacon. A r:idio Iwncon thnt 
transinits patterns creating one or 
more eqtiialglinl zones. 
A lociil1:ier nr the bencon In an Adcock or 

looi)-lylie rudlo ruage Is nn equlrlgucrl 
beucoa. 

AIIICPAFT IKSTIIUAlEhT.  

BETTLINO CIIAAIRER (illUS.). 
envelope, noun. 
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equisignal zone. A zone, narrow in azi 
muth, lying Tithin two overlappin] 
signal patterns tr:insmitted hy radic 
in which two signills are received wit1 
equal intensity, and which defines thc 
course or direction toward the radio 
transmitting station. The equisigna 
eone is manifested aurally a s  a steadj 
hum in the earphones, formed by thc 
merging of the two signals. Set 

equivalent airspeed. The speed undei 
standard sea-level conditions that pro 
duces a dynamic air pressure equiva 
lent to the dynamic air pressure pro 
duced a t  some speed a t  a given altitude 
i. e., a calihrnted airspeed corrected for 
the effert of compression of air  in thf 
pitot system. 

equivalent blade chord. An averngr 
chord for a rotor blade of nonrertangu. 
lar planform, eqnal to the chord of a 
rectangular blade having or yielding 
the same thrust or torque as the actual 
blade. Used in calculating the solidity 
of a rotor. 

equivalent flat-plate area. The area of 
a hypothetical square, flat plate which, 
if placed perpendicular to the direction 
of motion in a field of flow, would offer 
the same amount of aerodynamic re- 
sistance to motion as the body or com- 
bination of bodies under consideration. 

equivalent monoplane wing. A hypothet- 
ical monoplane wing equivalent in lift 
and drag properties to the combined 
wings of a given bililane or multiplane. 

equivalent oxygen altitude. An altitude 
having the snnie amount of oxygen a s  
that in an altitude chamber or in a 
breathing nystein. 

equivalent shaft horsepower. The shaft 
horsepower of 11 turbopropeller engine 
plus an adtlitiorial power which if ap- 
plied to the shaft would produce a 
propeller thrust equal to the jet  thrust 
of the engine. 

For the ntntlc condltion. the equlvalent 
nhaft I~orae~iower mnr be defined br the equn- 

thrust In ijounds nnd 2.5 repregents the typi- 
cal nmolllit o f  l~rolieller thrust, In pounds. 
per &haft horsel~ower. 

erect, verb tr. Specif.. to inflate (a bal- 
loon nr airship) with gas. 

escape hatch. A hntch in an aircraft in- 
tended esp. for use in abundonfilg the 
aircraft. 

LOOP-TYPE RADIO RANQE. 

tion ESIIP=SHP+y,  F where F is the jet 

~~ ~~ 

E-scope, noun. A radarscope that pre- 
sents the range of an object by a hori- 
zontal displacement of the signal spot 
and its elevation by a vertical displace- 
ment. 

estimated time of arrival. The predicted 
time a t  which an aircraft in Sight mill 
reach some point, usually i t s  destina- 
tion. 

ETA-Abbreviation for estimated time of 
arrival. 

excess buoyancy. The buoyancy in es- 
cess of the amount needed to equalize 
the weight of a body and the fluid dis- 
placed by it. With a seaplane float, it 
represents the difference between 
the weight of the water displaced by 
the float when completely submerged 
and the weight of the water displaced 
by the float when submerged to the 
water line at which it supports, or 
helps to support, the normal gross load 
of an airplane. Also called “reserve 
buoyancy .” 

excrescence, noun. A projection or pro- 
jecting component, such as a turret, 
blister, landing-gear wheel, etc., on a n  
aircraft or similar body. 

Used In compounds, such as excrescence 
drag (see DBAO, noun, note). 

executive aircraft. A passenger airplane 
or small transport designed esp. for the 
use of business executives. dl80 colleo- 
tive. 

exhaust back pressure. The pressure ex- 
erted in the cylinder or cylinders of an  
engine by the exhaust gases, caused by 
the resistance met by the gases as they 
leave the cylinders. 

exhaust collector ring. A circular mani- 
fold which collects the eshaust from the 
cylinders of a radial eugine. 

3xhaust cone. An assembly a t  the back 
end of a gtis-turbine engine, cousisting 
of a cone-shaped inner part ( the  itiner 
cone) surrounded by a casing shaped 
like a truncated cone (the oirtcr cone), 
the jet exhaust being condurted through 
the space between the two pieces. Also 
called a “tail cone” (which see). 

!xhaust-gas analyzer. An engine instru- 
ment that analyzes the composition of 
exhaust gases from an engiiie to indi- 
cate the fuel-nir ratio of the nilxture 
the eugine is burning or to determine 
conibustion efikieiicy. 

! x h a u s t moisture condensation trail. 
SlIIne 88 ENOIR&K~HAUST CONDENSAT1010 
TFLUL 
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face, now. Specif., a BLADE FACE. 
face curtain. A sheet of heavy fabric, 

installed above an  injection seat, pulled 
down to trigger the ejection seat and 

~~~ 

FACTOR OF SAFETY 

to protect the face, oxygen mask, etc 
against mind blast. 

factor of safety. The rntio of an  ulti. 
mate load to some applied load, usually 

exhaust nozzle. A nozzle through which 
exhaust gases ure ejected, as from a jet 
or rocket engine. 

See PIXLD-AREA EXHAUST NOZZLE, IRIS- 
TTPE KOYZLE, VAUIABLE-AHEA EXHAUST 
NOZZLB. 

exhaust stack. A pipe, usually a short 
pipe, for leadiug exhaust gases from an 
engine cylinder and disch:lrging them. 
ordinarily, into the open. See JET 

exhaust stroke. In  a four-stroke-cycle 
engine, the stroke or movenient of the 
piston that pushes the exhaust gases 
out of the cylinder. 

&it cone. The conelike portion of a 
wind tunnel through which the flow 
exits from the test section. 

exosphere, noun. [Greek ex6 (“out- 
side”) + splrere.] The outermost layer 
of the atmosphere. The term is subject 
to different definition and understand- 
ing according to context. 

expansion ratio. 1. The ratio of a vol- 
ume before expansion to the volume 
after expansion, a s  in an  engine cylin- 
der. Cf. COMPRESSION RATIO. 2. The 
area ratio of an  espanded duct or noz- 
zle, a s  a rocket nozzle. See - RATIO, 

expansion stroke. Same as POWEB 

expansion wave. A wave in a super- 
sonic flow fleld through which the 
fluid Is decreased in density. Cf. COM- 
PRESSION WAVE, sense 1. 

experimental aircraft. An aircraft built 
and flown to try out a new or different 
design, feature, etc. Also coZleclive. 

experimental mean pitch. Same as 

experimental pitch. The distance a pro- 
peller-blade eloment moves forward in 
one revolution provided it is deliver- 
ing no thrust. Sometimes called “ef- 
fective pitch” (which see, sense 2). 

explosion turbine. A turbine rotated by 
gases from an intermittent combustion 

STACK. 

CONTRACTION RATIO. 

STROKE. 

ZERO-THINTIT PITCH. 

Cf. ZERO-THRUST PITCH. 

F 

process taking place in a constant-vol- 
unie chamber. 

explosive decompression. A very rapid, 
ulmost institntuneous, deconipression, 
as ui;iy occur, e. g., iii the rupture of an 
aircmift cabin a t  high altitude. 

exposure station. 1u aerial photogra- 
phy, the point in space a t  which the 
fllm or plate is exposed to make a 
photograph. 

exposure suit. A suit designed to pro- 
tect a person from a harinful environ- 
ment, such a s  freezing water. 

extensible flap. A flap that can be ex- 
tended ant1 rotated downward, in- 
creasing both the area and the camber 
of the wing, used ott either the leading 
or trrtiling edge. See FOWI.ER FLAP. 

exterior ballistics. That brunch of bal- 
listics thiit deals with the motion of 
projectiles in night. 

external aileron. An aileron, usually a n  
experimental type, mounted clear of a n  
airplane wing, but corninonly attached 
to the wing in some fashion. An inter- 
plane aileron is a type of external 
aileron. 

external-airfoil flap. An auxiliary air- 
foil, usually located below and near the 
trailing edge of a wing, that  is deflected 
to increase lift and drag. 

external-combustion engine. An engine 
having i ts  working substance derived 
or created from the combustion of fuel 
outside of the engine proper. The 
steam engine is the common example of 
this type of engine. 

external stores. That which is carried 
externally on an aircraft, such as fuel 
tanks, bombs, or rocliets. 

external supercharger. A supercharger 
external to the engine, i. e., not built 
into the engine. Cf. INTERNAL BUPEB- 

eyelid, noun. Either of two movable 
parts a t  the exhaust nozzle of a jet en- 
gine, suggestive of an  eyelid in appear- 
ance and action, which are moved to 
vary the exhaust opening. Also called 
a “clamshell shutter.” 

CHARGER. 
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the probable mnsiuirini nlrplied load. 
s ’e Ul.11 LIA’IE 1.0~11, sfwse 1. 

fair, verb tr. Somdimea,  to fnir in. To 
fit iiito, or to sli:ilie, SO as to  mike 
S I U O ( J ~ ~  nud streiiiiiliued, doiug away 
with iilirl1lit n~igies or bends, as, to fuir 
a n;icelle into a wing. 

-falred. adj. 

fairing, noun. 1. A piece, part, or struc- 
ture h~l\~iiig n smooth, streamlined out- 
line, used to cover a noustreamlined 
object or to smooth a juuction. See 
note aiitl see Fii .LEr.  2. The action of 
flttitig or sliiiliiug so ns to make smooth 
or streaulined. See PAILL. 

In sense 1 .  nltlioiixh "fairing" i s  Inflected 
In tlir ~iIiir:il l u  tl it-  iisutil NIIS (“lt i ir lngs”~,  
11 Is s~~i i i t~t i i i i i~s  iisrtl u s  ii c i i l lwt ive  ron- 
s t t i i i v i  11. t i  ~ i i i g i i l . ~ ~  n o i i i i ,  n8 iu “All neces- 
sur.! f i i i r ing  \\us iiihrtil1t.d.” 

fairlead, n o u ~ .  [ I.:ist sy11:ilile pro- 
noimced “leed.”] A tube or I I  troiigli- 
slinlied pipve, tlirongli or over which a 
cable or rod is passed to giiitle or sup- 
port it aud to prereitt wliilrliiug, chaf- 
iiig against auother part, etc. 

falling leaf. An aerobatic stunt or per- 
foruinnce in wliiclr a n  airpkine, main- 
tniiiiiig the luiigitntliniil as i s  on 
an approsiuiately constnot heading, 
niakes 81 serirs of clteclied spins, oscil- 
In tiiig froiii silk to silk atid grndunlly 
sinking, siiiinlatiiig the moremeuts of 
a fuiliiig leaf. 

& I 
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false rib. A partial-rhord airfoil rib, 
often skeletouized, inserted ahead of 
the f lou t  sliiir of n u  airfoil between 
the niniu ribs to assist in iitaitit:tining 
the Porin of the leading edge. Also 
called a “foriiier rib” or “nose rib.” 

foil used only to proride a place of at- 
taclinient or support for something, a s  
for an aileron or strut. 

family, noun. A group of objects or 
phenomena related i n  sonie may, as by 
associatioii, by a couiuioii origin, by a 
coiiimou characteristic, etc. 

For exnmple, a group of airfoils having 

L 

‘\ 

false spar. A lateral member in an air- nl _ _  

the 811me cwtni*tric  srction Imt rliffivrnt 

W 
same surplice; etc. 

fan, noiin. 1. a. Any raned rotary de- 
rice for producing a current o r  stream 
of a i r  and riseil, e. g., to  more the air  
or gas iu  a wiiitl tuuuel, to c(wI n u  en- 
gine, to iutliite n bitlloliet, etc. 
b. Specif., a uiiiltirnued wheel or rotor 
used to tulte in air in a bypass engine 
or dricted-f:in engiiie. I t  may lie either 
a mere blower or a lowpressure com- 
pressor. See DUCTED FAN. 2. A pro- 
peller, esp. when the einpliasis is upon 
its futictiou of moving air rather than 
prolielliiig. 

fan-cooled, adj .  Air-cooled with the aid 
of a fun, a s  an  eugine. 

- Y  

\ 
\ 
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Falling leaf, front and side views. 
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fan engine. 1. i\ n internal-combustion 
reciiirornting engine with its cylintlers 
so clisliosed that they siiCgest the 
spre:itl fe:ithers of a hand-held f:tn. 

FAN, seiise 2. 
fan marker, A larntion mnrkcr thnt 

transmits a f:i 11-sli:~ iietl r:td in t i on  pat- 
tern in a vertical direction. See LOCA- 

Fnn marker8 used in nn Instrument Innd- 
ing systriii tutllcntr tllstiiures to the runway. 
See LLIDDLE UAIIKEB, OUTEU AIAUKER. 

A wenkening or deterio- 
ration of metal or other rnnterinl, or 
of a ineliiber, occurring under load, esp. 
under repented or csclic loading. 

Self-explnnntory coiiipounrls lnrliide : fa- 
tigue crack fatigue failure, fatigue load, 
fatigue readtance, fatigue test. 

favorable pressure gradient. A pressure 
gradient in n fluicl fl\iw system or tield 
of decreasing static pressiire in the 
direction of the flow. Cf. AUVEIIEE PREE- 

favorable yaw. Taw in the same direc- 
tion as the roll of an aircraft, e. g., a 
yaw to the right with the aircraft roll- 

feather, w r b  tr. 1. To rotate each blade 
of a propeller ~1)niit its root-to-tip 
axis so thnt tlie bl:itle chords a re  ap- 
proxiiiintelg pnriillel to the thrust nsis  
or d i r e c  t i o 11 of nirflom. 2. With 
rotary-wing nircrnlt, to cnuse the angle 
of a blntle of the rotor to chauge 
periodically. 

2. A ductrd-fnn engine. See DUCTKD 

TION IIABKER. 

fatigue, noirn. 

SURE OHADTEXT. 

ing tu the l'ight. c f .  AIIYERSE YAW. 

T l ~ e  follolrlng exnmplrs ehow the t r  lcnl 
o~ijerts of tlrr vrrli : tu fcuilirr n */A or 
Pladcs ( 1 1 1  n proiieller or rotor) : to feather 
a prope/ler or rotor. 

3. intr.  Of a rotor blade: To change 
in blade angle. 

feathering, noun. The act or process of 
the verb feat l ier . -adf .  That feathers. 

used nttrtbiitfvely tu conlpounds Includ- 
ing:  feathering button, a button t lht  nctl- 
vutee o motor to fentlier 11 prul~rller' 
feathering cam, a cnm thnt fentlwrs roto; 
blndes ; feathering motion. the o i ~ ~ t l o n  of n 
rotor Iilnde Iierloclicnllj clinugiug its niigle . 
feathering propeller.. o. lirotipller t l i n t  m n  b; 
feathered : fealherlng pump a hydraulic 
puiuy for feuthering n propeiler. 

feedback, n o m .  I n  aeronnutics, the 
transinittnl of forces initinted by aero- 
dyiinmic nction on control surfaces or 
rotor bltides to the cockpit controls; the 
forces so transniitted. 

feeder airline. A secondary airline trib- 
utary to a main airline ana also pro- 

riding l o c a l  flights or commuter 
service. 

nencp, ferder-liner. iinrrn, nn nlrllnpr uRed 
on II f w 1 t . r  uli line ; feeder route. feeder serv- 
ice, rtc. 

feel, no!181. The sens:ition or impression 
tli:it n l i i l i i t  1i;is or rcccives i t s  to his, 
or his niruxft's. nttitntle. orietltiition, 
slieetl, direct ion of ~ n i ~ v m r n t  or nc- 
celerntion, or proxitiiity lo  ncnrliy 
olijerts, or, ns niost often used, ns to 
the aircrnft's stability nud resl~ousire- 
ness to vontrol. See cownof. FEEL. 

feeler aileron. A sninll nusillri~*y nl- 
Icron iisetl in conjnnction with sonte ill- 
lerolt systcrns. s~ich 11s ~io\ver-n]i~rn ted, 
spniler, or bnlilnred nilerona. prlnei- 
pally to prot1iic.e n control-stit k force 
or "feel" nppnrent to the Iiilut. Also 
c:illed a "guide n il~roit." 

A stntionilry plate or rane  
projcctiup froni the ii111irr siirfiire of a 
wing (soinrtiuies rontiniietl n r n ~ ~ i ~ t l  the 
lending edge), sul~st:intlnlly ]inrnllel to 
the nirstrenin, iisecl to ]irevent qian- 
wise flow. Somethies called a "stall 
fence." 

ferry, verb tr. To fly (an aircrnft) to a 
p1:ice nntl there to inrike dellvei'y of it. 

FIDO-AIiI~reri:itii~ii for log, iicteirre, di8- 
pwanl of-ltrotioitnc*ed ns a word nnd 
uscvl to signify the nct or inethotl of (lis- 
Versing fog ortv n runw:iy Iiy bnrniug 
gnsoliiie or other liquid fuel, u~urillg in 
perfornted pipes, a t  the sides of the 
riiiiway. 

FImii .  2. A c1e:ired nrrn 011 tlie Rl'Olllld, 
ns, he chose n field for n forced liiiid- 
ins. 3. A region of souie pnrticular 
activity, as, a J i d d  of flow. 

A fast, ~i~hneiiterable nir- 
plaue, conimonly bingle-piwe or two- 
plnce, designed prini:irily for nttncking 
and fighting other aircraft in  the air. 

-RghtEr aircraft. onother term for 
"fighter. or n term eiuiJlujrd ne B eol- 
lectlw, as. twenty fighter airo'nft .  

-fighter airplane, or fighter plane, terms 
used rsp. for rii]iliony or for clarity when 
context 80 dewuuda. 

figure eight. An mmr-iisunlly npplled 
only to nn ordiunry horinoiitnl dglit, 
not npplied to nn elglit on or arouud 
pylons, n 1ai.y eight, etc. 

figure of merit. A fignre rPpresentlng the 
strength or vnlne of soiuethiiig : sliecif., 
a noticliiiien~ioiihI 1iart.meter thnt repre- 
sents the ef8rirnc.y with which a rotor 
produces thrust in hovering. 

fence, notrn. 

field. ?lOI/#?.  1. An ATRF1ET.n Or R LANDING 

fighter, nofrn. 

!! u - t l  
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filament, noun. 

filet, noun. Variant of “fillet.” Rare. 
fillet, noun. 

Specif., a VORTEX FILA- 
MENT. 

A concave fairing used to 
sniooth an interior angle, as a t  a wing- 
fuselage juncture. 

-filleted, adf .  Fitted out with a fillet or 
-filleting. noun. Fillets collectively ; the 

5lletn. 

act of providing with tlllets. 
film cooling. The cooling of a body or 

surface, such as the inner surface of a 
rocket combustion chamber, by main- 
taining a thin fluid layer over the af- 
fected area. Cf. TRANSPIBATION COOG 

1. A flxed or ndjustnble airfoil 
or vane attaehed longitudinally to an 
aircraft, rorket. or similar body to pro- 
vide a stabilizing effect: specif., the 
vertical fln on an airplane, a s  disting. 
from its horizontal counterpart. Cf. 
STABIIJZER and note, and see HORI- 
ZONTAL FIN, VANE, sense Ib, and VERTICAL 
FIN. 2. A projerting flat plate or struc- 
ture. See COOI.INQ FIN. 

INQ. 
fin, noun. 

final, nom.  Short for FINAL APPROACH. 
final approach. That portion or leg of an 

approach pattern after the last turn, 
in which the aircraft is in line with 
the runway in the landing direction and 
descending. See APPROACH, APPnoAcn 

final mass. The mass of a rocket after 
i ts  propellants Eire consumed. 

fineness ratio. The ratio of the length 
of a body to its maximum diameter, 
or, sometinies, to some equivalent di- 
niension-mid esp. of n body such a s  
an  Rirship liull or rocket. See LENGTH- 

finger patch. A type of patch haring 
radi:rting fliigrrlike Iirojections, some- 
times used to a t tad i  a line or cable 
to a g:iSt)ag and distribute the lond. 

Of a projectile : Sta- 
bilized in flight by flus, a s  in fin- 

fire balloon. A hot-air balloou that car- 
ries a fire beneath the open uiauth of 
the bag to keep the nir within heated 
for proloriged flight. Cf. HOT-AIR BAG 

fire jump. An nct or instance of pnra- 
chuting to the scene of a forest fire. 

fire point. The teniperntiire a t  which a 
snbshnce, as lubricatiiig oil. will give 
off a vapor that will barn coutiuirously 
m e r  ignition. Uf, FLASH POINT, 

PATTERN. 

BEAM RATIO. 

fin-stabilized, ndj. 

etabilized rocket. Cf. SPIN-STARII.IZED. 

LOON, MONTGOLFIER. 

See S110KE JUMPER. 

fire wall. Also firewall, noun. A fire- 
proof or fire-resistant wall or bulkhead 
separating an engine from the rest of 
an aircraft structure to prevent the 
spread of any fire originating a t  the 
engine. 

first officer. I n  commercial aviation, the 
of3cer on an  aircraft second in com- 
mand to the pilot, serring as copilot 
and corresponding to first mate on a 
vessel. 

first pilot. The pilot who flies, or has 
responsibility for flying, an aircraft- 
disting. esp. from the copilot; a pilot 
qualifld to serve in such capacity on 
a specifled type aircraft. 

fir-tree root. A tapering compressor- 
blade root or turbine-blade root having 
notches in each side, thus resembling a 
stylized fir tree. See BLADE ROOT, sense 
b. 

fishtail, noun. An act or instance of 
fishtailing. 

fishtail, verb tr. To swing the tail of 
(an airplane) from side to side, esp. 
to reduce speed in 1anding.intr .  To 
perform this action. 

fitting, noun. Specif., any small struc- 
tural part, usually of metal. for joining 
different structural members. 

fix, noun. In  a i r  navigation, the position 
of a n  aircraft  as determined by visual 
reference to the surface of the earth, 
by celestial observations, or by elec- 
tronir aids, without reference to any 
former position; also, a place or posi- 
tion the location of which is known, as, 
to reach a no. See CELESTIAL FIX, BUN- 

fixed-area exhaust nozzle. On a jet en- 
gine, au exhaust nozzle exit opeuing 
which remains constant in area. Cf. 

fixed-base operation. A business opera- 
tion carried on a t  an airport or nirtield 
involving selling and servicing private 
aircraft, giving flying instruction, mak- 
ing charter flights, etc. 

--Bxed-bame operator. 

N I N Q  FIX. 

VARIABLE-AREA EXHAUST NOZZLE. 

fixed landing gear. A landing gear that 
remains flred in position a t  all times. 
Sometimes called a “nonretractable 
landing gear.” 

fixed-pitch propeller. A propeller whose 
blade angle cannot be chmged. 

fixed power-plant weight. The weight 
of the power plant of an aircraft, ib 
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accessories, and certain associated 
parts or equipment. 

The deflnltlon of this term rests upon 
thnt of “poww plant” (which see, and note), 
and Is therefore subject to s1)ecinl dptinltlon 
In contest. In general, however, in nddi- 
tlon to engine nud nrwsaory welglit, the 
fixed power- dnnt weight Includes, where 
appllcuble the welght of the propeller or 
propellers’ the exli;iust, Ignition, fuel and 
011 tqwteds (Includlng tnnlis without ’their 
contents) and rndintor nnd coolflnt. The 
weight of !engine Instruments is not Included. 

fixed slot. A slot that  remains open at  
all times-disting. from an adjustable 
or an  AUTOMATIC SLOT. 

fixed stabilizer. A stabilizer whose angle 
of incidence cannot be adjusted. 

This term Is used only to dlRtlngolsh such 
n stahillzer from nn ndjustnble stnhlllzer. 
Where n stul)lHzer 1s being dlstinpulxlied 
from an ele-intor or other “movflhle” uurface 
the stnl)lllzer whether ndjiistable or not. 1; 
relatire?; “6;ed.” and IR clnssed as n “fixed 
surface. Cf. FIXED SURFACE, FIXED WINO. 
Also see CONTHOLLABLE. note. 

fixed surface. A stabilizer, fln, or  wing 
either fixed in position during flight or 
adjustable, but disting. from a movable 
surface or rotary wing. Cf. FIXED STA- 

fixed wing. A wing, which may be fold- 
able or adjustable, that  is fixed to the 
airplane fuselage and outspread in 
flight, i. e., a nonrotating wing. 

-fixed wine, ad]., as in  pzrd-wing aircroft, 
lbed-wing airplane. f ied-wing transport, 
etc. 

flame float. A pyrotechnic device that 
floats and burns upon the water, used 
for marking or signaling. 

flame front. The boundary or surface of 
a burning zone progressing through a 
combustible misture. 

flame holder, or flameholder, noun. A 
grid, ring, plate, or other device that 
prorides a sheltered zone for flame sta- 
bilization in a moving stream of com- 
bustible mixture, as in an afterburner. 

BILIZER, note, MOVABLE SURFACE. 

I I 

Two types of flame holders. 

flameout, noun. An act or instance of 
flaming out. See BLOWOUT. 
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flame out, verb intr. To flame out. Of 8 
jet  engine or gas-turbine engine: To 
cease burning in the combustion section 
from cause other than deliberate shut- 
Off. 

flame tube. In  a gas-turbine engine, a 
tube in which fuel is burned, either in- 
serted as an  inner liner in a combus- 
tion chamber or mounted in an  annulus 
with others in a common shroud. The 
flame tube is specially designed for 
proper mixing of the fuel and air. 

flap, n o w .  1. Specif., a hinged, pivoted, 
or sliding airfoil or plate, or a com- 
bination of such objects regarded as a 
single surface, normally located a t  the 
rear of a wing, extended or deflected 
for increasing lift or drag, esp. at t a k e  
OK or during landing. See note. 2. 
In general usage, any airfoil, plate, 
shutter, strip, slat, or other more or less 
flat object or piece, hinged or fastened 
at one side and capable of being d e  
flected, as: a. A DIVE FLAP. b. A shut- 
ter, as in an engine cowling, Le., a COWL 
FLAP. c. An aileron, elevator, or simi- 
lar control surface. See CONTROL SUB- 
FACE. d. A SERVO FLAP. e. A HYDRO- 
FLAP. f. Any one of the inlet shutters 
in a certain type of pulsejet engine. 3. 

flection of a flap (esp. in sense 1). as. 
the degree of nap. 5. The action of 
flapping, Le., of swinging or rotating 
back and forth or up  and down, of 
oscillating. 
In sense 1, nee ALFARO FLAP, E x m N s r B m  

A JET FLAP. 4. The movement or d e  

FLAP, EXTERNAL-AIRFOIL PLAP. LEADINQ-EDGID 
FLAP, PLAIN FLAP, SLOTTED FLAP, SPLIT PLAP, 
TBAILING-EDGE FLAP, ZAP FLAP. 

flap, verb intr. Oi a rotor blade: To 
move upward and downward while 
rotating. 

flap aileron. An aileron in the form of 
a flap, Le., hinged along or  near one 
edge-disting. esp. from a retractable 
aileron of the plug type. See FLAP, 
noun, sense 2c. 

flap angle. The angular displacement 
of a flap f r o m  its neutral position. The 
angle is positive when the trailing edge 
of the flap is below its neutral position. 

flaperon, noun. [FZap+aileron.] A 
control surface used both as a flap and 
as an aileron. See AILERON DBOOP. 

flapping angle. In  a rotary-wing system, 
the instantaneous angle between the 
span axis of 8 rotor blade and a plane 
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perpendicular to the axis of rotation 
or, sometimes, a plane perpendicular tl 
some other chosen reference axis. 

flapping hinge. The hinge about whicl 
an ai.tirnl:ited rotor hlade flaps. Set 
ARTICULATED iioToii (illus.). 

flap-position indicator. A flight instru 
ment that  indicates the amount of f la~ 
deflection. 

flap-type aileron. Same as FLAP AI 

flare, noun. 1. A pyrotechnic derice thal 
burns with a bright light, such a s  tiial 
dropped by parachute or shot from a 
gun for illumiImtion or signaling, used 
as a ground light or marlier, etc. Sec 
LAKDIRG FLARE, sense 1, SIGXAL FLARE 
2. An outward curve or a spreading out 
or something that is so curred or 
spread, like the side of a bell, as: a, 
A flight path curved asymptotically in 
the vertical plane. b. The curve of a 
bell-shaped nozzle. c. A WISE FLARE. 

flare, verb intr. Usuall?t, to  pare out. 
To descend in a smooth curve in land- 
ing, making a transition from a steep 
descent to a direction of flight substan- 
tially parallel to the surface. 

flare-out, noun. An act or instance of 
flaring out. See FLARE, verb. 

flashback, noun. A reversal of flame in 
a system, coiinter to the usual flow of 

I the combustible mixture. 
flashing beacon. A beacon that shines 

forth intermittently, esp. such a bea- 
con with which the duration of light is 
less than that of darkness. Cf. oc- 

LEBON. 

I 
CULTINO LIOHT. 

This term is not properly npplied to a 
rotntlng beacon. 

flash point. The temperature a t  which a 
substance, as fuel oil, will give off a 
vapor that will flash or burn momen- 
tarily when ignited. Cf. FIRE POINT. 

flat-hat, verb Inlr. To fly recklessly near 
the ground : to fly in a witless fashion, 
playing to the galleries. Glong. 

flat spin. A spin in which the airplane 
remains in a more lerel attitude than 
that of a normal spin, with centrifugal 
force holding the airplane away from 
the axis of the spin. 

sense 2). Colloq. 
F layer. A term applied to a layer of 

concentrated ionization in the iono- 
phere that exists in the region between 
altitudes of about 90 and about 300 

flattop, nolfn. An AIBCBAFT CABRIEB (in 

miles, existing in the daytime as two 
separate layers, the F, and Fa layers. 

Flettner tab. [After Anton Fletiner 
(1SS6- 1, German engineer.] A 

flexibility, noun. Specif., the cnpnhility 
of n i l  engine to run  smoothly and to 
give the required performance a t  vnry- 
ing rotational speeds and under vary- 
ing operating conditions. 

flicker control. Radio control of an air- 
craft, missile, etc. in which the control 
surfaces are deflected to their fullest 
degree with any motion of the remote 
control. Cf. PROPORTIONAL CONTROL and 

flier, tmun. 1. An aircrew member, esp. 
a pilot. 2. An aircraft. Obs.  

flight, noun. 1. a. The movement or mo- 
tion of an aircraft or other flying ve- 
hicle, or of a projectile tlirongli air, or 
throiigh the region above or beyond 
the earth, as, a plane in stendy flight: 
an act or instance of moving thronch 
a i r  or space, as, a good flight. b. Also 
of persons so moving in an nircrnft or 
other flying vehicle, as, a pilot rendy 
for flight. 2. An excursion, trip, or 
mission by air  or through spnce, as, 
a fliolit from New Pork to Chicngo; a 
regiilarly scheduled trip by air, ns. the 
addition of n e w  f l i g h t s  by an airline. 
3. An aircraft malting a trip, missinn, 
etc., as, a flight that is low on fuel. 
4. The act of operating or functioning 
in flight ( the  word here used in scnse 
1)-said of a component, as, rotor- 
blade failure after 250 hours of f l ight .  
5. a. A military or semimilitnry nria- 
tion organization, variously defined ; an 
Air Force organization, subordinn te to, 
or part of, a squadron. b. An niternft 
formation, number and pattern varying 
with circumstance or context, an, a 
flight of fighter planes. 6. The nlillity 
of man to fly, or the phenomenon of fly- 
ing, as, the changes brought about by 
Pigli t. 

light attitude. The attitude (which we) 
of an  aircraft, rocket, etc. in flight; 
technically, the attitude of an aircraft 

SERVO TAB. 

See DANQ-BAN0 COXTROL. 

-- x- 

with respect to the relative wind. 

exhibited by an aircraft. rocket missile. 
light characteristic. A characteristic ,: -*ys-.- u - u--. E' --re I; 

or the like in flight, such as a tendency 
to stall or to yaw, an  ability to remuin 
stable a t  certain speeds, etc. See 
CHABACTWSTIC and note. 
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flight check. 1. A flight made to check 
t i n  aircraft or the accur:icy or coreriige 
of its eqiiipuient or instrumelltation. 
2. A liroliciency check in flight of a pilot 
or other aircrew members. Also, a 
CHECK FLIOLIT. 

-m.--m--a 
FLIGHT PROFILE 

airspeed indicator, altimeter, compass, 
rate-of-climb indicator, flap-position in- 
dicator, ncceleroiueter, turu-and-bank 
indicator, autouiatic pilot, etc. Some- 
times called a "flying instrument." See 
I N  STRU AlENT. 

-flight-check, verb tr. 
flight control. 1. In plural. Controls 

for guiding or trimming an aircraft, 
missile, or the like in flight, such a s  
cockpit controls, control surfaces, pres- 
sure controls on an  airship, etc. 2. A 
general if somewhat loose term npplied 
to any activity or organization that di- 
rects aud controls the movement of air- 
cruft. See AIR TRAFFIC CONTllOL. 

flight control surface. Same as CONTBOL 

flight crew. Same as AIRCREW. 
flight deck. 1. On certain large air- 

plunes, an elevated deck or lerel OCCU- 
pied by the pilot and copilot and some- 
times other members of the crew. 2. 
On an iiircraft carrier, the deck on 
which aircraft take off and land. 

eight engineer. An aircrew member on 
certain large aircraft who supervises 
and is responsible for the mechapical 
o~ierntion of the ship in general, includ- 
ing tlie operation of the power plant 
nnd of the other mechanical and elec- 
trical nircraft systems, such as the 
heating system, cooling system, control 
systep, etc. The duties of the flight 
engiueer commonly iucluJe supervisiug 
preflight checks, adjusting power set- 
tings in flight, and perforrping or super- 
vising in-flight maintenance. 

flight envelope. The boundary depicting 
the limits of altitude an? speed which 
a given aircraft cannot safely exceed. 
Loosely, the flight regime within this 
boundary. 

flight indicator. A general term applied 
to a flight instrument that indicates at- 
titude, such as an  artidcia1 horizon, an  
attitude gyro, a kind of cathode-ray at- 
titude indicator, etc. 

flight instructor. A person who in- 
structs in the a r t  of piloting aircraft : 
specif., a pilot qualified to teach flying 
and who possesses a valid instructor's 
rating. 

flight instrument. An aircraft instru- 
ment used in the control of the direc- 
tion of flight, attitude, altitude, or 
speed of an  aircraft. Flight instru- 
ments include the  artiflcial horizon, 

BURFACE. 

Certnln flight lnstruments thnt nre O l S O  
used 111 nnvlgation. h l l C h  n8 the nirsljeed 
indicator or the nitirileter. nre sometimes 
classed UB nn, igutlon instruments. 

flight line. 1. The general area sur- 
rounding the hangars a t  an  airdrome, 
including aprons and ramps, where 
aircraft are made ready or kept ready 
for flight; a line of parked aircraft, 
ready for flight. 2. Same as LINE OF 

flight log. 1. A log in which the infor- 
mation cpncer~iing a particular flight is 
eiitcred, such as iiiforuiation on miles 
flown, altitudes of flight, airspeed, tem- 
peratiire, wind, etc. 2. An airborne d e  
vice tliiit nutonintically records on a 
scree4 or iiinp the line or course flown 
by iiu aircriift. 

flight Mach number. A Mach number at- 
tained in flight, as distiiig. from one 
attained in a wind tunnel. 

flight mgchanie. A mechanic in a n  air- 
crew. 

flight operator. A person who flies a 
pilotless aircraft or drone by remote 
control. 

flight path. The path made or followed 
in the air  or in spice by an aircraft, 
rocket, etc., i. e., the contiiiuous series 
of positions occiipied by a flying body; 
more strictly, the path of tlie center of 
gravity of the flying body, referred to 
the earth or other flsed reference. See 

flight-path angle. The angle between 
the flight path of an aircraft or other 
flying body and the horizontal. This 
angle is positive when the aircraft or 
body is climbing. 

flight pattern. Any pattern flown by a n  
aircraft, such a s  a n  approach pattern 
or traffic pattern. 

flight plan. A detailed outline or state 
ment, written or oral, relat ive t on  given 
flight, submitted to Air Traffic Control 
prior to takeoff. The flight plan con- 
tains information such as the pilot's 
nnme, type of aircraft, point of d e  
pnrture and destination, Intended 
cruising altitude ant1 true airspeed, etc. 

flight profile. A graphic portrriyal or 
plot of an aircraft's flight path in the 
vertical plane. 

FLIOHT. 

GLIDE P A T E .  
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flight recorder. A general term applied 
to any instrument or devtce that re- 
cords information about the perform- 
ance of an aircraft in flight, or about 
conditions encountered in flight, for 
future study and evaluation. Flight 
recorders may make records of air- 
speed, outside air temperature, vertical 
acceleration, engine rpm, manifold 
pressure, or any other pertinent 
variable for a given flight. 

flight refueling. Same as AIR BEFUELIWO. 
flight simulator. 1. Specif., a training 

device or apparatus that simulates cer- 
tain conditions of actual flight or of 
flight operations, such as piloting, 
bombing, gunnery, etc. 2. More gen- 
erally, anything that simulates some 
condition of actual flight, such as a n  al- 
titude chamber. 

flight strip. 1. A cleared strip of land 
for the take-off and landing of air- 
planes, often used a s  an  auxiliary or 
emergency landing field ; an  AIRSTRIP. 
2. Aerial Photogrupky. A consecutive 
series of aerial photographs taken 
along a single line of flight. 

Right surgeon. A military or naval 
medical officer specializing in aviation 
medicine, and so designated by proper 
authority. 

A test of an aircraft, of a 
rocket, etc., of an  aircraft o r  rocket 
engine or other component, of a sys- 
tem, or of a person, in or by actual 
flight. 

flight time. 1. Time spent in flight or in 
flying operations, measured, when ex- 
actness is required, between specifled 
instances, as between the commence 
ment of the take-off run and the end of 
the landing run. Also called ‘‘flying 
time.” 2. The time a t  which a flight 
begins. 

flight training. Training ana instruction 
in  flying or flying duties and related 
subjects-applied esp. to pilot training, 
but also applied to navigation training, 
flight-engineer training, aerial-gunnery 
training, etc. Also called “flying train- 
ing.” 

flipper, noun. A plate, surface, or the 
like that swings, or is made to swing, 
back and forth or up  and down ; specif., 
a n  elevator. slang. 

float, noun. Specif., a buoyant structure, 
usually boat-shaped and decked over, 

flight test. 

-flight-test. verb tr. 

fltted to an  aircraft to support or stabi- 
lize it on water and to allow it to toke 
off and alight on water. Sowetiuies 
called a “pontoon.” See STAUILIZINQ 

Twin floats or a single floot m a j  be fitted 
to an nlrl)lune i i i  place of muin lnnding 
wheels. wlth a single inniii flout, outbourd 
flouts i r e  uecessur\’. On n lielicoyter, flouts 
may cousiet OP inbated bags. 

1. Of a balloon or air- 
ship: To remain suspended, or to ride, 
in the air  by virtue of its aerostatic 
gas. 2. Of an airplane : To sail or glide 
along of its own accord near the ground, 
esp. when the pilot is attempting to 
touch down, owing to the ground effect. 
See BALLOON, cerb, sense 1. 3. Of a con- 
trol surface: To ride freely in the air- 
stream. 

float displacement. The volume or 
weight of the water displaced by a 
float. 

floating aileron. An aileron that is free 
to  seek its own angle of attack in flight 
as determined by the hinge moments 
produced by the a i r  forces, except when 
displaced by the pilot. 

floatplane, noun, or float seaplane. An 
airplane fitted out with a float or floats 
in  place of the main landing wheels- 
disting. from a FLYINQ BOAT. See FLOAT, 
noun, note, BINQLE-FLOAT SEAPLANE, and 

flotation gear. 1. Gear or apparatus, 
commonly inflatable bags, vests, and 
the like, carried aboard an  aircraft t o  
support the aircraft or persons 
downed in water. 2. A float-type land- 
ing gear. 

flow, noun. A stream or movement of 
air or other fluid, or the rate of fluid 
movement, in the open or in a duct, 
pipe, or passage; specif., an AIBFLO~. 

FLOAT. 

float, cerb intr. 

Cf. G E A P U N E  

see CHOKED FLOW, CIRCULATORY FLOW, 
COMPBESSIBLE FLOW, FREE MOLECULAR FLOW, 
HYPERSONIC FLOW, INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW, 
INDUCED FLOW, INFLOW, IRHOIATIONAL FLOW, 
LAMINAB FLOW, MISED FLOW, ONE-DIYEN- 
SIONAL PLOW, POTENTIAL FLOW, ROTATIONAL 
FLOW, SEPARATED FLOW, SLIP FLOW, SI’EADY 
FLOW, STBEAMLINE FLOW, SUBSOSlC FLOW, 
SUPERSONIC FLOW, TRANSONIC FLOW, TDBRU- 
LENT FLOW, TWO-DIYENSIUNAL FLOW, UNI- 
FORM PLOW. UNSTEADY FLOW. In addi- 
tion to these flows, other Bows are some- 
times distinguished ns occnslon demnnds, - -  
such as forced flow, parallel flow, etc. Such 
terms as these are usually selP-explnnatory. 

flow coefficient. A coefficient expressing 
the  ratio of an actual flow to a refer- 
ence flow. 

see CROSS FLOW. 
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flowmeter, noun. An instrument for  
measuring a rate of flow, a s  in pounds 
or gallons per unit of time. See FUEL 

flow separation. The breakaway of flow 
from a surface ; the condition of a flow 
separated from the surface of a body 
and no longer following its contours. 

fluid, noun. Any liquid, gas, or mixture 
thereof. 

fluid flow. The stream or movement of 
a fluid, or the rate of its movement. 

flutter, noun. A vibration or oscillation 
of definite period set up in an aileron, 
wing, or the like by aerodynamic 
forces and maintained by the aerody- 
namic forces and by the elastic and 
inertial forces of the object itself. See 

FLOW METER. 

See LAMINAR SEPARATION. 

STALL FLUTTER, TORSIONAL. FLUTTEB, and 
Cf. BUFFETINQ. 

-ringle-degree-of-freedom flutter, binary 
flutter. ternary flutter. Flutter In one two, 
or three degrees of freedom, respectlvdy. 

flutter speed. The airspeed at which 
flutter sets in. 

flutter-speed coefficient. A coefecient 
expressing the ratio of flutter speed to 
the product of the semichord of an air- 
foil and one of its natural structural 
frequencies. 

flux gate. A direction-sensing element 
utilizing three coil-wound legs, used in 
remote-indica ting compass systems, 
such as the gyro flux-gate compass. 

flux gate compass. Same as QYBO FLUX 

flux valve. Same as FLUX QATE. 
fly, uerb. I. tr .  1. To operate or guide 

(an  aircraft, rocket, etc.) so as to move 
through a i r  or space, either by direct 
control of the vehicle from within or  
by remote control; to launch or fire 
into and through the a i r  or space, as, to 
fly a sounding rocket from a ground 
station. 2. To guide or direct an  air- 
craft on, along, or over, as, to fly a 
heading, to fly a course, or, to f ly  the 
ocean. 3. To conduct, serve on, or ride 
in  nn aircraft or other flying vehicle 
during the performance of, as, to fly a 
mission. 4. To carry or transport in  
an aircraft or other flying vehicle, as, 
to f v  mnil. 5. To opernte in flight, or 
to operate so as to achieve a desired 
mriniier of flight, as, to fly a servo tab. 
11. Intr .  1. To move through, or re- 
mnln suspended in, the Hir or Rpnre in 
and by meaw of an aircruft or other 

QATE COMPASS. 

vehicle, as either a pilot, crew mem- 
ber, or passenger, as, to fly from New 
Pork to London. 2. Of a n  aircraft, 
rocket, or the like: To move through 
air or space; also said of a component 
of an aircraft or other flying vehicle, 
as, a rotor that flies at a forward speed 
of 120 miles per hour, or, a jet engine 
now flying in U. S .  aircraft. 
111. In special uses: 1. To fly by (or 
on) instruments. or to fly instruments. 
To fly along using instruments to d e  
termine altitude, attitude, etc., without 
visual reference to the ground or sky; 
t o  fly blind. See BLIND, adj. and adu. 
2. To fly by  the seat of one’s pants. To 
fly relying on the sense of feel. Slang. 
See FEEL. 3. To fly contact. To navi- 
gate by visual reference to the ground. 
See CONTACT, adj. and adu. 4. To fly 
~ 7 0 8 8  country. See CROSS COUNTRY. 
5. To fly a flight plan. To follow a 
flight plan in making a flight. 

fly-by, noun. An act or instance of fly- 
ing by or over n given place on the sur- 
face: a performance, demonstration, or 
salute in which aircraft fly past or over, 
usually at  a comparatively low altitude. 

flyer, noun. Variant of “flier” (in sense 
1 or sense 2). 

flying, noun. 1. Movement through the 
air: the act  of piloting aircraft, or of 
moving through the air or traveling in 
aircraft. 2. The art, skill, or practice 
of piloting aircraft, as, to learn flying. 

flying automobile. An automobile ca- 
pable by ready conversion of flying as 
an  airplane. 

Whether a vehlcle such a s  thls 1s termed - ~. a “flyln automoblle” or a “roadnble ZlG 
plane” Sepends both on the deslrn and 
appearance of the vehlcle nnd on how one 
reaards It. i. e.. on whrther the vehicle is 
des1 ned or regarded prlnrlpally as  an auto. 
mobfle or as  an alrplnne. In general, an 
autornotlve vrhlcle with detachable wings 
is termed a “flylog automoblle.” See CON- 

note. 
flying barrel. A coleopter. Wang. 
flying boat. A type of airplane or Ea- 

plane having a boatlike main central 
body or hull, allowing the plane to float, 
take off, and alight on water. Cf. EEA- 

flying-boat hull. A more particular term 
for “seaplane hull” (which see). 

flying bomb. A self-propelled bomb, usu- 
ally nn explosiveladen pilotless air- 
plane, such ae the German V-1 of WW 
IL 

VlCRTIBLD and Cf. ROADABLD AIQPLAND and 

PLANE. 



FLYING BOOM 

flying boom. A tube eqiiipped with aero. 
dyiiriiriic controls nc:ir Its tip hy means 
of r h i r b  it is gnirle‘d throiigii the n i r  
from n tanker aircraft to a receirei 
nircrnft in  air  refu~ling. 

f lying circiis. 1. A performance of ncro. 
bntirs hy o r  with aircraft ; a company 
that perforins aernhatics or ncrobatice 
with nircraft. See A c ~ o n A T I c s  nnd 
A E n n n A T I c s .  2. A militnry orgnnizntion 
of flghter plnnes-npplied particularly 
to certain German fighter sqiiadrons of 
WW I, such as that of Baron von 
Richthofen. 

flying field. An airfield or air  bas+ 
sometimes npplied pnrticiilnrly to a 
small airfield for privately owned 
planes, or to n more or less temporarily 
estahlished military airfleld. 

flying hour. A n  h o w  spent in flying or 
flying operntions hy  a person, by an nir- 
craft, or by an aircraft engine or other 
component. 

The 
varles, 

mpthod of rPCkOnint flying honrs  
and I s  subject to special regulation. 

flying instrument. Same as FLIQHT IN- 

flying laboratory. An aircrnft specially 
equipped and instrumented to carry 
out experiments or tests while air- 
borne, siich as  aerodynamic experi- 
ments, tests of icing systems, etc. 

flying machine. A powered aircraft or a 
glider : specif., a powered heavier-than- 
air-aircraft. 

In its brand rrbnSe, thls term 1s applied 
to any man-ciirrrint nlrcrnft evrept the bal- 
loon: hut cf. n!ArHrh’E nnil note. 

Whlle cogsitlered by some to he nn ohso- 
lete term, f l j l n g  ~nnchlne” 1s rntlier nnlr 
somewlint archaic, never hnving fnllen 
entirely into disuse. 

flying quality. Any quality or character- 
istic (which see, and note) of the 
stability and control of an  aircraft, 
governing its safety and ease in flight. 

flying speed. The speed a t  which an  air- 
craft flies : the speed which an aircraft 
must have to provide sufficient aero- 
dynamic lift in order to become, or to 
remnln, airborne. 

flying suit. A pair of coveralls, a fleece- 
lined suit, an elecfricnllg heated suit, 
or the like designed for flying-a gen- 
ern1 term, but not uhunlly hpplied to a 
specinl suit such as a g-suit. 

flying tab. Same as SFRVO TAD. 
flying test bed. An aircraft, rocket, or 

other flying vehicle used to test other 
objects in flight. 

STRTlhlENT. 
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flying time. Same as FLIQHT TIME (in 

flying training. Same as FLIQIIT TRAIN- 

flying trim. Specif., the trim of nn nir- 
ship i n  flight, i. e., its trim with resptxct 
to the halance between static and dy- 
nnniic moments. 

flying vehicle. A vehicle designed to fly 
through air  or space. See VEIIICLE and 
note. 

flying wing. A type of airplane consisting 
essentially of a wing, the fuselage being 
an integral part of the wing and no 
empennage being present, the control 
surfaces or devices being nttnchetl to 
the wing itself. Sometimes called a 
“tnilless airplane” (which see). 

flying wire. A wire or cable that braces 
a wing a g a I n s t lift forces or other 
forces arting in the same direction. 
Also called a “lift wire.” Cf. LANDINQ 

folding blade. A rotor blade which, to- 
gether with the other blades in the 
rotor, can be turned or swung back in 
one way or another when not in w e ;  
esp., a blade that pivots back so as to 
lie with the other blades in the rotor 
substantially along the center line of 
the rotorcraft. 

folding fin. A fln hinged a t  Its bnse to 
lie flat, esp. a fln on a rorket missile 
thnt lies flat until the missile is in 
flight. 

folding wing. An airplane wing hlnged 
or pivoted so that it may he tiirned 
back against, or over, the airplnne fuse- 
lage, iised esp. on carrier planes. 

foot-to-head acceleration. Av. wird. 1. 
Accelerating force acting on the hody 
in the direction from the foot to the 
head ; acceleration in the dirertion that 
this force is applied; also, SEAT-TO- 
H E A D ACCELERATION. 2. An inertial 
force acting in the direction from the 

TION, sense 3 and final note. 
lorce, verb tr. To be forced dmon. To he 

compelled to make a forced lnntling or 
aitching, as, forced down by e n m y  nir- 
crnft, or, forced down by engine failure. 

forced landing. A landing or crash Iand- 
ing necessitated by some adverse cir- 
cumstance, such a s  mechanical failure 
of the aircraft, bad weather, lack of 
fuel, etc. See DITCH IN^. 

Front, forward, a s  in fore 
planing surface.-udv. Toward the 

sense 1 ) .  

INO. 

WIRE. 

foot to the head. Rare. See ACCELEB.4- 

lore, n d f .  

- P bf ‘Ik ‘-w ‘ I  
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front;  forward-used o n  1 y in the 
phrase fore and af t ,  as, a n  envelope 
ta~irretf fore and aft. 

Along the length : lon- 
gitudinal, a s  in fore-and-aft attitude, 
fore-and-aft stability. 

forebody, n o m  1. The front or forward 
part  of a body; a body in front of an- 
other. 2. Specif., the part  of a sea- 
plane float or hull forward of the main 
step ; more restrictively, the bottom 
surface of a float or hull forward of 
the step. 

forefoot, noun. The forward point on a 
boat, hull, or float where the barn or 
stem meets the keel. 

formation, noun. An arrangement or 
grouping of two or more flying air- 
craft in a particular pattern. 

fore-and-aft, adj. 

Cpmporpds include formation flight, for- 
mation Aging. 

formation light. A l i g h t ,  usually 
mounted atop the fuselage of a n  air- 
plane. used esp. to aid in holding for- 
mation during darkness or conditions 
of poor visibility. 

form drag. That  part  of the drag acting 
upon a body that is ascribed to its 
form. Inasmuch as pressure drag is a 
function of form, form drag and pres- 
sure drag are sometimes considered 
synonymous. 

former, noun. A transverse member, 
sometimes a bulkhead, that  gires form 
to a body such as a fuselage, and that 
carries the longerons and stringers 
When such members are psed. See 
FBAME, sense 2. 

former rib, o r  form rib. Same as FALSE 

forward, adj. Specif., at, near, in, or b e  
longing to the front or forepart of a 
ship, aircraft, etc., as in forward ballo- 
net, forward fuselage, forward tank. 

forward slip. The movement of a n  air- 
craft in a yawed attitude and follow- 
ing its original forward direction of 
flight. 

BIB. 

This I s  chlellg a pllot's term and Is dis- 
tlngulshpd from a sldeslip (In sense 2a, 
which are) : from the noint of view of the 
aeronnutirnl engineer. -the fonvorcl 8lip is 
a slBeclt.8 of sideslip (in venae 1, whlch see). 

four-bank eight. A type of horizontal 
eight in  which the airplane banks four 
times during the performance, remain- 
ing a t  all other times in straight and 
lerel flight, the resulting flight path 
resembling an eight with it8 top and 

bottom flattened. This type of eight 
is sometimes centered on a crossroads, 
with the "X" of the figure bisecting 
the angles between the roads. See 

four-course radio range. A radio range 
that transmits four radio be:irns or 
courses for the guidance of aircraft. 
See ADCOCK BADIO BANGE, MOP-TYPE 

EIGIIT. 

RADIO RANGE. 
four-cycle engine. A FOUR-GTROKE-CYCLE 

ENQINE. 
four-engine, or, less often, four-engined, 

adj.  Of aircraft : Haring four engines, 
esp. four reciprocating engines. See 
ERGTIYE, note, TWIN-ENGINE, and cf. 

four-jet, adj. Haring four jet  engines, 
a s  in four-jet bomber. 

four-motor, or four-motored, adj. Hav- 
ing four motqrs. Rare. See FOUB- 

four-stroke-cycle engine. An engine 
that requires four strokes of the piston 
to complete a cycle of operations with- 
in the cylinder, the four strokes being 
the suction, or intake, stroke for the 
combustible mixture, the compression 
stroke, the power stroke, and the es- 
haust stroke. 

Fowler flap. [After Harlan D. Fowler 
(1895- ) , American aeronautical en- 
gineer.] A type of extensible trail- 
ing-edge flap that increases both the 
camber and wing area. See EXTEN- 

frame, noun. 1. An AIRFRAME. 2. An 
open or skeleton former (which see). 
3. The skeleton structure of something, 
as, the metal frame of a stabilizer. 

free air. Unconfined or undistnrbed air, 
or air outside of some region under 
Consideration, as: a. The a i r  encoun- 
tered in flight, a s  disting. from the air 
in a wind tunnel. b. The air ahead or 
outside of a region nffected by the pas- 
sage of a body. c. The air  outside of a 
cabin, a duct, a compressed-air tank, 
etc. d. In meterology, the air or atmos- 
phere uninfluenced by objects or 
features on the surface of the earth, 
as mountains or buildings; a i r  above 
the range of surface recording instru- 
ments. 

FOUR-JET. 

ENGINE. 

BIIILE FLAP. 

-frre-dr. odi.. as in free-ah. stream. 
free-air temperature. The temperature 

of the air  ontside an aircraft and un- 
affected by the aircraft with respect to 
temperature. 
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free-air thermometer. A thermometer 
that  measures free-air temperature. 

free balloon. A nondirigible balloon, 
usually spherical, that floats unmoored 
through the air. 

The ascent and descent of a manned free 
balloon rnny be controlled b~' the use of bal- 
last and gae v a l ~ e s ;  n skilled pilot. there- 
fore cnn ererche a certnln degree of direc- 
tionil  rontrol by seeklng a level where a 
favorable wind mill carry him in the dcsired 
direction. 

free fall. a. The fall or drop of a body, 
such a s  a rocket, not guided, not under 
thrust, and not retarded by a parachute 
or other braking device. b. The drop 
of a parachutist through the air before 
opening his parachute. 

free flight. Unconstrained or unassisted 
flight, a s  : a. The flight of a rocket after 
consumption of its propellant or after 
motor shut-off. b. The flight of an  
unguided projectile. c. The flight of a 
free balloon, or of an airship with its 
engines not operating. d. Untethered 
flight, as of a helicopter; the flight of 
a glider after release of its towline. 
e. The flight in certain kinds of wind 
tunnel of an unmounted model. 

free-flight angle. The angle between the 
horizontal and a line in  the direction 
of motion of a flying body, esp. a rocket, 
a t  the beginning of free flight. 

free-flight tunnel. A tunnel or gallery 
in which models a re  tested without 
being moored or tethered, or which a re  
tested in actual movement ; esp., a type 
of wind tunnel in which dynamic mod- 
els a re  sustained by the air in the test 
section. 

free gyroscope. A gyroscope not pro- 
vided with an  erection system, i. e., a 
gyroscope free to move about its axes. 

free jet. A fluid jet  without any solid 
boundaries, such as a jet discharged 
into the open. 

free molecular flow. Flow about a body 
in which the number of collisions be- 
tween the molecules of the fluid is 
negligible compared with the collisions 
between these molecules and the body. 

free-piston engine. A type of engine 
that delivers all of its power through 
a shaft driven by a turbine rotated by 
combustion gases and compressed scav- 
enging air generated between freely 
sliding pistons working in opposition. 

free rocket. A rocket unguided in its 
flight. 

free stream. 1. The stream of fluid out- 
side the region affectcd by a body in 
the fluid. 2. The stream above a 
boundary layer. 

-freedream, odj., as In free-stream dy- 
nanilr pressure, free-atrrntrr How. frw-atrcarn 
Nocb number, free-stjeam 8tiitIC pressure, 
rec-etrrom teiiiperuture, tree-streum turbu- 
ence, free-streurn velocity (see BEMOTE VE- 

LOCITP), etc. 
free-to-trim method. A method of test- 

ing a model or aircraft, as in a wind 
tunnel or in a tank, in which the model 
or aircraft is left free to rotate about 
its lateral axis. 

free turbine. In a gas-turbine engine, a 
turbine wheel that drives the output 
shaft and is not connected to the shaft 
driving the compressor. 

free-type parachute. A parachute man- 
ually opened by means of a rip cord. 

free vortex. A vortex revolving in a 
fluid and free to be carried along by 
the fluid, such a s  a vortex springing 
from an  airfoil t ipsomet imes  disting. 
from a BOUND VORTEX. 

free-vortex compressor. An axial-flow 

cf. ATTACUED-TYPE PARACHUTE. 

B a I# w U ' I  

compressor designed so a s  to impart to 
the fluid tangential velocities that a r e  
inversely proportional to the distance 
from the-axis of rotation, as in a 
vortex. 

freewheel, noun. Specif., a device that 
disengages a rotor or propellor from 
its engine and permits the blades to 
windmill without rotating the engine, 
or a device that permits a rotor to turn 
freely when its  speed exceeds that of 
the engine. 

French landing. With an  airplane hav- 
ing a tail skid or tail wheel, a landing 
in which the tail is held off the ground 
as long as possible before coming to a 
stop. 

The action of one body 
or substance rubbing against another, 
such as the air rubbing against the skin 
of an  aircraft; the resistance to mo- 
tion caused by this rubbing. 

frictional drag. Same as FRICTION DUO. 

friction, noun. 

frictional heating. Heating arising from 
friction. See AERoDYNAbfIc HFATINQ. 

friction damper. A device that damps - 
or checks oscillation or movement by 
frictional resistance, such a s  a del-ice 
incorporated in a rotary-wing system 
to damp oscillation of the blades in 
the plane of rotation. 
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friction drag. In  aerodynamics, drag 
arising from tangential forces at the 
surface of a body moving in a fluid, 
owing to  the viscosity of the fluid. 
Sometimes called “skin-friction drag” 
or “viscous drag.” 

friction horsepower. The horsepower 
required to overcome the friction of 
moving parts and fluids within a n  en- 
gine and i ts  accessories. The fric- 
tion horsepower is the difference b e  
tween the indicated horsepower and 
the brake horsepower. 

friction layer. Yeteorol. The lower 
layer of the earth’s atmosphere, a p  
proximately 1300 t o  3000 feet thick, 
whose motion is affected by friction 
with the earth’s surface. 

friction mean effective pressure. That  
part  of the indicated mean effective 
pressure that produces the friction 
horsepower of an  engine. See INDI- 

friction pressure drop. The decrease in 
the pressure of a fluid flowing through 
a passage attributable to the friction 
between the  fluid and the passage 
walls. 

Frise aileron. [After Leslie George 
Frise, (1897- ) , English engineer.] 
A type of aileron having i ts  leading 
edge, or nose portion, projecting ahead 
of the hinge line, and the lower surface 
of which is in line with the lower sur- 
face of the wing when the aileron is in 
the neutral position. When the  trail- 
ing edge of the aileron is raised, its 
lending edge projects below the lower 
surface of the wing, increasing drag. 

front, noun. Yeteorol. a. A FRONTAL 
BURFACE. b. The line of intersection 
between a frontal surface and the 
earth’s surface. 

frontal area. The projection of a body, 
as a complete aircraft or a nacelle, on 
a plane perpendicular to the fore-and- 
a f t  axis of the body. 

frontal surface. Yeteorol. A surface 
of discontinuity between two air 
masses of dissimilar characteristics. 
Also called a “front.” 

Froude number. [Pronounced ‘‘frood.” 
After William Froude (1810-1879). 
E n g 1 i s h engineer.] The nondimen- 
sional ratio of the speed of a body in a 
fluid to the square root of the product 
of a linear dimension of the body and 
the acceleration of gravity. I n  the test 
of a model on a water surface (e. g., a 

CATED MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE. 

model of a seaplane hull), it deflnes the 
corresponding speeds at  which the wave 
patterns produced by the model and 
by the full-size prototype are similar. 
The Froude number may be written 

- 7 where V is the velocity of the 
i l g  
fluid, Z is a linear dimension, and 9 is 
the acceleration of gravity. 

Any substance used to pro- 
duce heat, either by chemical or nuclear 
reaction, as used, e. g., in a heat engine. 

With a H uld propellant rocket engine. 
the fuel is or&na& dlstinguished from the 
oxldant where these are separate. 

The word “fuel” is often used In com- 
pounds, some self-explanntorg examples of 
which follow : fuel atomizer, fuel booster 
pump, fuel capacity, fuel-feed srrtem. fuel flow. 
fuel line, fuel pressure gauge, fuel-quantity 
gauge. fuel nhut-aff valve. fuel strainer, fuel 
ayitern. fuel tank. fuel transfer, fuel vapor. 

fuel, noun. 

fuel accumulator. An accumulator 
(which see) in a fuel system. 

fuel-air ratio. The ratio, by weight, of 
fuel t o  a i r  in a combustible mixture. 

fuel-air-ratio indicator. Same as FUEG 

fuel cell. A fuel tank, esp. one of a num- 
ber of fuel tanks, as in an  airplane’s 
wing; also, a compartment within a 
fuel tank. 

fuel consumption. The using of fuel by 
a n  engine or power plant;  the rate of 
this consumption, measured, e. g., in 
gallons or pounds per hour. See SPE- 

fuel-cooled, adj. Cooled by fuel. Said of 
a rocket engine, an oil cooler, etc. See 

fuel dope. An antiknock additive. See 
DOPE, sense 2. 

fuel-evaporation ice. Ice formed in the 
induction system of an  engine owing to 
the cooling of moisture-laden a i r  by the 
evaporation of fuel. Sometimes called 
“fuel ice.” 

fuel flowmeter. A flowmeter (which see) 
that  measures and indicates the rate of 
fuel flow to an  aircraft’s engine or en- 
gines, as in pounds per hour. Also 
called a fuel-flow indicator. 

fuel ice. Same as FUEL-EVAPORATION ICE. 
fuel injection. The forced introduction 

or injection of fuel or of a fuel-air mix- 
ture into the intake passages of an 
engine or into the combustion chamber 
or  chambers by means of a pressure 
differential other than that caused by 
the induction airflow in the engine. 

MIXTURE INDICATOR. 

CIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION. 

REQENEUTIVE COOLING. 

fuel knock XNOCK. 

\ 
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fuel metering. The regulating of a fuel 
flow so a s  to obtain the proper fuel-air 
ratio f o r  the desired kind of combus- 
tion. 

fuel-mixture indicator. An instrument 
that Indicates, by analysis of com- 
bustion gases, the fuel-air ratio of the 
mixture supplied an engine. Also called 
a “fuel-air-ratio indicator.” See EX- 

fuel reserve. Specif., an  amount of fuel 
carried in excess of that  calculated to 
be sufficient for a given flight. 

fuel selector. A control or valve used to 
select fuel from one tank or another 
i n  a system. 

fuel-tank vent. A rent for overflow in a 
fuel tank o r  for equalization of pressure 
Inside nnd outside the tank. 

full-cantilever, adj .  Supported a t  one 
end only, as in full-cairtilever wing, a 
wing attached to the fuselage at one 
end and not supported otherwise. Cf. 

full-feathering propeller. Any propeller 
thn t ran be feathered. See FEATHEUING 
and note. 

full load. The entire load sustained by 
an aircraft a t  rest or in a condition 
of unaccelerated flight ; the amount of 

HAUST-OAS ANALYZER. 

BEMICANTILEVER. 

G 
g, noun. An acceleration equal to 

the acceleration of grarity, approxi- 
mately 32.2 feet per second per second 
at sea level-used as a unit of measure- 
ment for bodies undergoing accelera- 
tion. 

For example, if a pllot Is subjected to four 
g’e In recovering from a dire, be Is undergo- 
ing accrirration at the rate of nlil)roxi~~~ii teig 
32.2 x 4 feet per second er second : If he 
weighs 200 pounds, his eiective aeIg11t Is 
800 pounds. Sometlmes called a “&force.” 

galley, noun. A kitchen on a vessel or 
aircraft. 

gangway, noun. A passageway in an air- 
craft, giving access to various positions 
or places : an aisle. 

gantry, noun. Specif., a frame structure 
mounted on side supports to span a 
vehicle, usually travelling on rails, used 
for erectirg and servicing large, verti- 
cally-launched rockets. 

gap, noun. The distance between the 
chords of two superposed surfaces. 
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GAS GENERATOR 

this load, equivalent to the gross 
weight of the aircraft. 

full rich. A fuel-air mixture setting pro- 
viding the maximum amount of fuel 
flow. 

Not reduced in size or 
dimensions, a s  in frill-scale model : car- 
ried out with full-size aircraft or 
models, as in full-scale flight, full-scale 
test;  used for full-size aircraft or mod- 
els, a s  in full-scale mind tunnel. 

fusee, ~ O U N .  An igniter squib for a 
rocket. 

fuselage, ?totin. The main or central 
structure of a heavier-than-air aircraft, 
typically elongated and approximately 
streamlined, which carries the crew, 
passengers, or other load. The word 
“fuselage” is applied to the main cen- 
tral  body or structure (sometimes 
quite atypical) of a fixed-wing air- 
plane, of a rotary-wing airplane, or of 
a glider, but it is usually not applied 
to a flyingboat hull. 

fuselage strut. A strut  between the lon- 
gerons of n fuselage. 

Future position. The position tha t  a 
moving object or body will occupy at a 
given instant in the future, calculated 
from its direction and speed. 

full-scale, ad j .  

gap-chord ratio. The ratio of the gap 
between two superposed surfaces to 
their chord; with surfaces of unequal 
chord, a mean chord is used. 

gap-span ratio. The ratio of the gap be- 
tween two superposed surfaces to the 
span; with surfaces of unequal span, 
either the upper span, lower span, or 
mean span is used. 

1. A bag (which see, sense 
2) holding the lifting gas of a balloon 
or airship ; a GAS CELL. 2. Also applied 
to the complete aerostat. Popular. 

gas cell. One of the several compart- 
ments or chambers in certain airships, 
usually in a rigid airship. holding aero- 
static gas ; also, sometimes, applied to 
the single, entire envelope of a balloon 
or airship. See GASIJAG. 

gascolator, noun. A kind of gasoline 
strainer incorporating a sediment bulb. 

gas generator. A device for  producing 
gas, as : a An apparatus that supplies 

gasbag, noua. 
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gas under pressure to a turbine in the 
turbopump feed system of a rocket en- 
gine. b. An apparatus that produces 
some kind of gas, such a s  hydrogen. 

This term le Bomptlmea applied to the 
compressor-burner portion of n gna-turbine 
englne. 

gas turbine. 1. A turbine rotated by ex- 
panding gases, a s  in a turbojet engine 
or in a turbosupercharger. 2. A GAS- 

gas-turbine engine. An engine (which 
see, note) incorporating as i ts  chief 
element a turbine rotated by expanding 
gases. I t  consists essentially in i ts  
most usual form of a rotary a i r  com- 
pressor with an air  intake, one or more 
combustion chambers, a turbine, and 
an exhaust outlet. Aircraft engines of 
this type usually have their power ap- 
plied mainly either a s  jet thrust (turbo- 
j e t  engine) or a s  shaft power to rotate 
a propeller (trirbopropeller engine). 
(See entries on these types.) The air- 
craft gas-turbine engine also has a 
powerplant application a s  a source of 
compressed air, esp. on certain heli- 
copters. (See JET ROTOR.) Gas- 
turbine engines a re  sometimes com- 
bined, esp. in the turbopropeller type 
(double, dual, or twin turboprop), and 
the essential principle is used in a com- 
pound engine. See COMPOUND ENGINE, 
FREE-PISTON ENGINE. 

Cas-turblne engines are sometimes cpasi- 
fled according to : (1  ) the ninnner OP gns or 
air flow In or tlirourll t iw rnrlnp. na in 

TURBIX’E ENGINE. 

az ia t -pow engine, b y p 6 8  eniine,  CeiTrtjigOi: 
r o t o  engine, reverse-porn ellgilte. or ( 2 )  the 
trentment of the working 6llbthnCe ns In 
closed-rude engine open-cucle engine: (See 
lndlvidunl entrlrs 6 n  n l i  these t3pes.) See 
DUCTED FAN, BenSe 2, JET ENQJNE. 

gas volume. The volume of the gas in an 
aerostat ; specif., the maximum volume 
of gas an  aerostat can contain. 

GCA-Abbrevia tion for  ground-controlled 
approach. 

G class. A class of Goodyear airships 
having a volume of 190,000 cubic feet. 

gear, noun. Specif., short for LANDING 

gear - driven supercharger. A snper- 
charger driven by gears from the en- 
gine-disting. from a TUBBOSUPEB- 

geared spring tab. A tab  (which see) 
that combines the features of a balanc- 
ing tab and a spring tab. 

QEAB. 

CEARGER. 

geared tab. Same as B A L A R C ~ O  TAB. 

geodetic construction. A Bind of con- 
struction, a s  of an  airplxne wing o r  
fuselage, in which structural nienibers 
follow diagonal geodetic curres ( i .  e., 
diagonal curves along the shortest dis- 
tance between points on a curved 
surface), resulting in a “basket-weave” 
framework. 

Geodetic construction (fuselage). 

geometric angle of attack. The angle of 
attack between the geometric chord of 
a n  airfoil and the flight path or line of 
movement of the airfoil, or between 
the geometric chord and the direction 
of the relative Rind if induced effects 
are not present or are ignored. The 
geometric angle of attack is usually 
called simply the “angle of attack,” 
unless i t  is necessary to distinguish it 
from other angles of attack under dis- 
cussion. 

geometric chord. A chord established 
for geometric calculations only. See 
cxxom, sense 2. 

geometric pitch. a. The pitch or blade 
angle of a propeller or rotor blade 
measured from the geometric chord. 
See BLADE ANGLE. b. Technically, with 
respect to a propeller, the distance the 
propeller would move forward in one 
revolution if it moved along a helix 
having an  angle equal to the geometric 
blade angle, i. e., the distance it mould 
move if it were not for distance loss 
caused by slip. 

geometric twist. The twist of an airfoil 
having different geometric angles of at- 
tack at different spanwise stations. 
See AERODYNAMIC TWIST and note. 

geometric washin. Washin (which see) 
with respect to geometric angles of 
attack. 



geometric washout. Washout (whicl 
see, and note) with respect to geo 
metric angles of attack. 

geostrophic wind. A wind resulting 
from a balance of pressure fora  
(high pressure to low pressure) anc 
Coriolis force, mathematically calcu 
lated and considered to blow paralle 
to straight isobars or contour lines. 

get-away, noun. The act of breaking 
contact with the surface of the earth. 

-get-away apeed. The speed a t  which ai 
airplane lifts from the surface in the take 
oe run-said esp. of seaplanes. 

g-force, o r  G-force, noun. An accelerat 
ing force. See g. 

gills, noun. Something likened to the 
gill slits or flaps of a fish, such as a 
set of cowl flaps. Popular. 

giro, noun. A clipped form of the word 
“autogiro.” Popular. 

gland, noun. Specif., any of various d e  
vices permitting pipes, lines, etc. to 
pass into a container, chamber, or the 
like without leakage; on a balloon or 
airship, a device permitting a line to 
pass through the gasbag or envelope 
without leakage, or a device in the 
envelope of an  airship permitting con- 
nections with pressure lines through 
the envelope. 

One kind of gland (airship). Q gland: 
E airship envelope. 1, 2 helium pres- 
sure lines to manometers ; 3 helium 
sampling line: 4, 5 air pressure linea 
from ballonets to manometers. 

glaze, noun, or  glaze ice. A coating of 
strong, dense, transparent ice, smooth, 
rippled, or rough, formed in layers, 
e. g., upon the surface of an aircraft 
in flight. Sometimes called “clear 
ice.” 

glide, noun. 1. A controlled descent by a 
heavier-than-air aircraft under little or 
no engine thrust in which forward mo- 
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tion is maintained by gravity and 
vertical descent is controlled by lift 
forces. Cf. DIVE, noun, sense 1. 2. A 
descending flight path of a glide, as, a 
shallow glide. 

glide, verb. 1. intr. To descend in a 
glide. 2. intr. To soar (which see). 
3. tr. To put into a glide. 

glide angle. Same as GLIDING ANGLE. 
glide bomb. A bomb fitted with sustain- 

ing airfoils, sometimes an explosive- 
laden glider, that descends to the tar- 
get in a glide. Glide bombs are  often 
remotely controlled, and sometimes 
have power plants to give initial thrust 
or to extend the glide. 

glide path. 1. The flight path of an  air- 
craft in a glide, seen from the side. 2. 
I n  an instrument landing system, a 
path to be followed in the glide to a 
landing, as flxed by a directed radio 
beam: the radio beam fixing this path. 

In sense 2, alao called a “glide slope.” 
glider, noun. 1. A fixed-wing aircraft 

specially designed to glide, or to glide 
and soar. This kind of aircraft ordi- 
narily has no power plant. See POWER 
GLIDEB. 2. More restrictively, such a n  
airplane that sinks slowly to the ground 
in a glide after being released from a 
towline or after being launched, and 
not capable of, or not expressly de- 
signed for, soaring flight-disting. from 
a BAILPLANE. 

In sense 1, tralning or s orting gllders 
include the primary glia&, secoiidary 
glider, and performance-type glider. (See 
separate entries on these.) 

:lide ratio. The ratio of the horizontal 
distance traveled to the vertical dis- 
tance descended in a glide. Also called 
“gliding ratio.” 

clider tug. A powered aircraft designed 
or used for glider towing. 

rlide slope. The slope of a glide path. 
rliding, noun. a. The act of descending 

in a glide or glides. b. The act  of fly- 
ing without power, of descending in 
glides and soaring. 

Used In compounds, such as gliding range. 
gliding mpeed. gliding turn. 

:liding, di. That  glides, or tha t  glides 

rliding angle. The angle between the L 
and soars, a8 in gliding machine. 

horizontal and the glide path of an  air- 
craft. Also called a “glide angle” or 
“glide Slope.” See M I N I M U M  GLIDING 
ANGLE. 

:liding ratio. Same as GLIDE u n o .  
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goldbeater’s skin. A light, strong ma- 
terial prepared from the caecum of the 
ox, sometimes (esp. formerly) c e  
mented to balloon fabric for gastight- 
ness. 

gondola, nouw Specif., a car on an air- 
ship, or a pressurized car on a high- 
altitude balloon. See CAB. 

A slim triangular panel, or 
a panel or piece of fabric tapered at 
one or both ends, one of many used, 
e. g., in the canopy of a parachute or 
the envelope of a balloon. 

A flexible one-way oral 
communication tube between two cock- 
pits in an  airplane, used esp. between 
a flying instructor and student. 

gradient wind. A wind above the fric- 
tion layer that  blows parallel to curved 
isobars as a result of a balance of 
pressure forces, Coriolis forces, and 
centrifugal forces. 

grain, noun. Specif., an  elongated mold- 
ing or extrusion of solid propellant for 
a rocket, regardless of size. 

grass, noun. On a cathode-ray screen, a 
form of interference resembling a 
more or less uniform row of grass 
blades. 

graveyard spiral. A steep, descending 
spiral in a n  airplane, involuntarily 
made and sometimes resulting in a 
crash. Slang or colloq. 

In a graveyard spiral the alrcraft 1s 
banked In a turn so that the pllot feels he 
is Axing level. A graveyard spiral may oc- 
cur in zero visibility conditions when ln- 
struinents are not available or are not 
trusted. 

grayout, noun. A temporary condition 
in which vision is hazy, restricted, or 
otherwise impaired, owing to insufE- 
cient oxygen. Cf. BLACKOUT, sense 1. 

great circle. A circle on the surface of 
a sphere, esp. the earth, whose plane 
passes through the center of the 
sphere. 

great-circle course. A course laid out 
or taken along a great circle. 

greenhouse, noun. A cockpit canopy or 
other transparent enclosure on an air- 
craft. Glang. 

gremlin, noun. Any one of a class of 
small goblins who haunt aircraft par- 
ticularly. Although sometimes benev- 
olent, they are mainly disruptive. 

grid, adj.  Of or pertaining to a grid, or 
related to grid north. 

grid, nom. A system of lines, usually 
straight and parallel, superlmpoeed on 

gore, noun. 

gosport, norm. 

GROUND CREW 

a chart or plotting sheet to serve as a 
directional reference for navigation ; 
specif., such a system designed e spe  
cially for use in polar regions where 
convergence of the meridians causes 
d a c u l t y  in using geographic direction 
as a reference. The lines of the grid 
are oriented to grid north, a n  arbi- 
trary reference direction. 

grid bearing. Bearing measured grid 
north. 

grid course. A course measured relative 
to grid north. 

grid heading. Heading measured rela- 
tive to grid north. 

groove, noun. A glide path to a landing, 
esp. the glide path in an instrument 
landing system. Slang. 

gross lift. 1. The total lift of a n  aero- 
s ta t  under specified conditions. 2. The 
total lift force acting on an  airplane’s 
wing or wings. Rare. 

gross thrust. The total thrust of a jet 
engine, the drag due to the momentum 
of the incoming air (ram drag) not b e  
ing deducted. 

The gross thrust is e ual to the product 
of the mass rate of fluid l o w  and the veloclty 
of the fluid relatlve to the nozzle. DIIW the 
product of the nozzle exit area &d the 
dlfference between static Jet pressure rind 
ambient pressure. 

gross weight. The total weight of an 
aircraft, rocket, etc. as loaded ; specif., 
the total weight with full crew, full 
tanks, payload, etc. See DESIGN OBOSS 

ground, n m .  The surface of the earth;  
specif., a land surface, a s  disting. from 
a water surface: see note. 
In contexb where the distinctions are 

unlmportont, thle word may be taken to 
mean the earth’s surface. ns  in “The nnth nf 

WEIGHT. 

an a1f;craft over the ground- is-calied-the 
track, or the word mo mean an5 surface 
on whlch nlrrmft t n k r  fig a n d  . - . -..- _.._____ -._ ..-J land, as in “A 
plane too heavily loaded cannot get off the 
ground.” 

ground, verb t t .  To keep on the ground, 
to restrict from flying, as, to ground 
a pilot or airplane. 

wound-controlled approach. 1. An a p  
proach under conditions of poor visi- 
bility dn which the pilot is  continu- 
ously advised from the ground by 
radio of his position and direction as 
determined by radar. 2. The equip- 
ment or system used in this npproach. 

pound crew. 1. A crew that maintains 
and services an  aircraft on the ground. 
2. A LANDIIPO CBICW. 

see PIIECIBION AF’PEOACH B m A B .  
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GUST LOAD 

ground cushion. 1. Ground effect, sense 
2. 2. The cylindrical volume of air  
which is maintained a t  a higher den- 
sity than the surrounding air  by a ro- 
tor operating in the ground effect. 

ground effect. 1. The effect of the 
ground or surface in turning the down- 
wash, or induced flow from the wings 
or rotor of a n  aircraft hovering or  fly- 
ing near it, thus reducing induced drag 
and increasing lift. 2. The zone close 
to the ground in which the ground ef- 
fect (sense 1) is operative, as in "The 
helicopter was operating in ground 
effect". 

ground loop. 1. A riolen t, whirling turn 
of an airplane while moving on the 
ground. ci. WATEB LOOP. 2. Loosely, 
a NOSE- OW^. 

-ground loop. or, lean open but more prop- 
erly, ground-loop, verb t r .  and intr. To 
cnuse to make. or to innke, n ground loop, 
88, be ground-looped and cnme to a stop. 

ground-position indicator. A flight in- 
strument that automatically plots and 
indicates the position of an aircraft 
with respect to reference points on the 
ground. 

ground resonance. A self-excited, me- 
chanical, potentially destructive vihra- 
tion of a rotary-wing aircraft in oper- 
ation 011 the ground or surface, involv- 
ing a coupling between the motion of 
the rotor blades and the motion of the 
supporting structure or the motion of 
the aircraft as a whole on i ts  landing 
gear. 

ground retarn. A reflection of radar 
pulses from the terrain, displayed on a 
cathode-ray tube. 

ground roll. The ground run of a n  air- 
craft with a wheeled or track-type 

ground run. The landing run or takeoff 
run of an aircraft on the ground. 

ground school. A school which gives 
nonflying instruction in various sub- 
jects related to flying to persons under- 
going flight training. 

ground speed, or groundspeed, noun. 
The speed of an nlrcrnft relatlve to 
the ground, or surface bf the earth. I t  
is the stlie as true air speed only if 
the air is stationary with respect to 
the earth's surface. 

ground-speed meter. An instrument 
for meascring ground speed. 

ground-to-air, adj.  From the ground to 
the a i r ;  designed to be sent from the 
ground to an object in the air, a8 in 

landing giwr. See QROUND RUN. 

ground-to-air projectlle. Cf. SUBFACE- 

group, n o w .  1. An AF organization im- 
mediately Superior to a squadron. 
2. A Navy organtzntion comprising the 
squadrons aboard an aircraft carrier. 
3. An aircraft formation of wrying 
number and pa ttern, usually consisting 
of 18 or more aircraft. 

g-suit, or G-suit, noun. A suit that  ex- 
erts pressure on the ahdomen and lower 
parts of the body to prevent or retard 
the collection of blood below the chest 
under positive acceleration. Cf. PBES- 

The act of guiding, of 
giving direction t o ;  specif., the act  of 
guiding or giving direction to missiles, 
esp. self-propelled missiles, by means 
of remote rontrol, preset devices, or 
homing devices. 

TO-AIR. 

SURE SUIT. 
guidance, noun. 

&'e BEABI-RInER QUIDANCE, CELESTIAL 
OWIUANCE, CORIhI AND GL'ID\NCE, H O X I N Q  
Q D I D A S C E ,  Fit PEllBOLIC GUIDANCE, I I E R T I A L  
(IUII)ANCE, PRESET QUIDANCE, TERRESTRIAL 
REWEREA CE 0 UIDANCE. 

guide aileron. Same as  FEELEB AILERON. 
guided missile. 1. Broadly, any missile 

that is subject to, or capable of, some 
degree of guidance or direction after 
having been launched, flred, or other- 
wise set in motion. 2. Specif., an  un- 
manned, self-propelled flying vehicle 
(such as a pilotless aircraft or rocket) 
carrying n destructive load and capable 
of being directed or of directing itself 
after launching or toke-off, responding 
either to external direction or to direc- 
tion originating from devices within the 
missile itself. 3. Loosely, by extension, 
any steerable projectile. 

mta. 
see BALLISTIC M I S S I L ~ ,  SELP-OKJIDED YIS-  

guide rope. Spec!f ., a DRAO BOPE. 
gull wing. An airplane wing which, as 

seen from its edge, has its inboard sec- 
tion a t  a more or less pronounced angle 
to the plane of symmetry and its out- 
board section (the longer section) a t  a 
different angle ; specif., such a wing in 
which the inboard section has greater 
positive dihedral than the outboard 
section. See INVERTED OULL WINO. 

-gu1I-wlnp, or pull-winged, adj., as in yll- 
wlng(ed  J snllplune. 

gust, noun. A sudden and brief change 
of wind speed or direction. See SHABP- 

gust load, A load imposed upon an air- 
craft or aircraft member by a gust 

EDQED OUST. 

B t7 B l  
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gust lock. A control lock designed es- 
pecially to prevent niovement of sur- 
faces by gusts on the ground. See CON- 

gust tunnel. A tunnel in which gusts 
a r e  simulated: specif., a tunnel in 
which models are passed over a ver- 
tical jet or jets simulating gusts. 

gyration, notin. An act or instance of 
whirling or spinning, esp. of making a 
single revolution, as, the fantastic 
gurations of the plane. 

gyro, nozrn. 1. A clipped form of the 
word “gyroscope.” 2. Short for “direc- 
tional gyro,” “gyrocompass,” etc. 

gyrocompass, nozrn. 1. [A trade name.] 
A compass incorporating a gyroscope 
whose spinning axis is  parallel to the 
earth’s axis. 2. Loosely, a DIBECTIOKAL 
QYRO (in sense 1).  

gyrodyne, n o m .  A rotating-wing air- 
craft whose rotor or rotors provide lift 
only, the system customnrilg being pow- 
ered for take-off, hovering, landing, and 
for forward flight throughout part of 
its speed range, but iisually autoro- 
tating a t  the higher flight speeds, for- 
ward propulsion being provided by a 
propeller or jet. 

TROL LOCK. 

The gyrodrne Is mnnufactured In a num- 
ber of differ’ent vgrieties: with or without 
wings in addition to its rotor: with dif- 
ferent meclianical arrangements for lift 
equallzation over the rotor; with or with- 
out separate power plants for the rotor and 
forward-propulalon system ; etc. 

gyro flux gate compass. [A trade 
name.] A remote-indicating compass 
in which a “flux gate” (which see), in 
fired alignment with its aircraft and 
horizontally stabilized by a gyroscope, 
senses the horizontal component of the 
earth’s magnetic field and generates a 
charge in current with a change in 
heading, the current being amplified 
and used to indicate direction on a 

and note. 
dial. See EABTH-INDUCTOB CObfPASS 

H 

gyro-horizon, noun. [A trade name: 
often capitalized (Gyro-Horizon) .] An 
ARTIFICIAL HORIZON (in sense 1) or an  
ATTITUDE QYRO (in sense 2) .  

[A trade name: 801116- 

t imes  capitalized.] An automatic pilot 
incorporating a gyroscope. See AUTO- 

gyroplane, noun. 1. A rotating-wing air- 
craft, such a s  the autogiro, whose rotor 
is turned throughout its flight by the 
a i r  forces resulting from the motion of 
the craft through the air, forward pro- 
pulsion being provided independently 
of the rotor. 2. Specif., any such craft 
in which the lift on opposite sides of 
the rotor is equalized by varying its 
blade angles-so disting. from the 
autogiro. 

gyroscope, noun. 1. A device consisting 
of a wheel having much of its mass 
concentrated around the rim, mounted 
on a spinning axis which is free to ro- 
ta te  about one or both of two axes per- 
pendicular to each other and to the 
spinning axis. The gyroscope is uti- 
lized in many diflerent instruments and 
systems Zor the tendency of i ts  spin- 
ning axis to remain fixed in space. 2. 
Any of certain other devices, such as 
a n  electronic device, having certain of 
the properties of the common gyre 
scope (in sense 1). 

gyro-stabilized, odj. Stabilized by a 
gyroscope, as in gvro-stabilized com- 
pass, gyro-stabilized drift meter. 

gyrosyn compass. [A trade name ; often 
capftalized.] A compass incorporating 
a directional gyro synchronized with 
the earth’s m a g n e t  i c meridian by 
means of a flux gate, the flux gate de- 
tecting the direction of the lines of 
force of the earth’s magnetic field and 
transmitting corresponding signals to 
gyro-precessing devices. 

gyropilot, notot. 

MATIC PILOT. 

habitability, noun. The state of being 
capable of occupation, esp. comfortably 
and safely, for any length of time, as, 
to improve the Imbitability of an air- 
plane. 

An airplane stunt or 
maneuver consisting of one half af a 
complete loop of any kind, usually one 
half of an  inside loop begun from an 
upright position. 

half-loop, noun. 

half-roll, noun. An alrplane perform- 
ance or maneuver in which the alrplane 
makes one half of a complete roll, 1. e., 
turns 180 degrees about its roll axis. 

Recorerv In mndr from a balf-roll rlther 

SPLIT-8. ’ 
A half-roll may be either a half slow rol: 

or a half #IUD roll. 

V F  P E ,  z E I 3 3 9 E P k P % = B  E B H 
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Hammerhead stall. 

hammerhead stall. An exaggerated form 
of wing-over (which see), in which the 
airplane zooms into a vertical climb, 
stalls and yaws simultaneously, and 
goes into a dive from which recovery 
is made in a direction opposite to the 
original direction. 

handling line. Any line for handling or 
towing something about, such as a line 
used to move an  airship or  balloon 
about on the ground, or a line used to 
tow a seaplane out of the water. 

hand pull. Specif., a grip or handle for 
pulling the rip cord on a parachute. 

hang, verb intr. To hang on the propel- 
2er. To climb slowly and steeply; to 
appear to pause in a steep nose-up posi- 
tion in a n  airplane at or near the stall. 

hangar, noun. A shed, shelter, or build- 
ing erected or used esp. for housing 
aircraft. The term may be applied to 
the typical barnlike structure, t o  a cave, 
to the appropriate deck of a n  aircraft 
carrier, etc. 

hangar deck. A deck in an  aircraft car- 
rier where airplanes are kept. 

hangar flying. The art or practice of 
discussing flying, recounting flying ex- 
periences, etc. Popular. 

harness, noun. An IQNITION HARNESS, 

or SHOULDER EARNEBB. 
hatch, noun. A covered opening in an 

aircraft, esp. in the top or bottom of 
the fuselage or hull-a general term, 
but not applied to full-sized doors in 
the side of the aircraft. See E ~ W E  

MOORINQ HARNESS, PARACHUTE HABNES8, 

HATCH. 

haze, noun. A light suspension of water 
vapor, smoke, or other fine particles in 
the atmosphere, suflicient to reduce 
visibility. 

head, noun. 1. The top or front end or 
part, or the central part, of something, 
as of a piston, of a combusion chamber 
in a reciprocating engine, of a rotor, of 
a n  aircraft (chiefly naval usage), etc. 
See BOTOU HEAD, WARHEAD. 2. Phgsics. 
a A measure of fluid pressure as the 
height of a liquid column necessary to 
cause that pressure at its base; the 
pressure of a fluid owing to its eleva- 
tion. b. By extension, the energy per 
unit weight, or some component of this 
energy, exerted by a fluid; total head. 

sense 1, TOTAL HEAD, VELOCITY HEAD. 
3. A probelike device that  projects 
into a field of flow to measure pres- 
sures or to sense the flow direction. 
See AIRSPEED HEAD, PITOT-STATIC HEAD, 

header, noun, or header tank. The upper 
tank in a cooling system. 

heading, noun. The horizontal direction 
in which a craft points as i t  flies 
through the air, usually expressed as 
an angle measured clockwise from 
some reference direction to the lon- 
gitudinal axis of the craft. Thus 
heading often does not coincide with 
course or track because of drift or 
yaw. 

See ELEVATION HEAD, PRESSURE HEAD, 

YAWHEAD. 

See COMPASS BEADING, QRID HEADING, YAQ- 
NETIC EEADINQ, TRUE BEADING. 

head resistance. 1. The resistance ex- 
erted by the air  against the front of an  
aircraft or other body moving through 
it,  proportional to its frontal area. 2. 
The frontal a i r  resistance associated 
with parasite drag (in the older sense 
of that drag). Obs. 

headrest, noun. A cushion or support 
for the head, On an  open-cockpit air- 
plane, the headrest is typically a half- 
cone atop the fuselage tapering away 
from the rear edge of the cockpit, giv- 
ing support to the back of the head. 

headset, noun. A clamp or helmet hold- 
ing an  earphone or pair of earphones. 

head-to-foot acceleration. Av. med. 1. 
Accelerating force acting on the body 
in the direction from the head to the 
foot: acceleration in the direction that 
this force is applied; also, HEAD-TO- 

acting in the direction from the head to 
the foot. Rare. See ACCELERATION, 
sense 3 and flnal note. 

SEAT ACCELERATION. 2. An inertial force 
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head-to-seat acceleration. Av. med. 1. 
Accelerating force acting on the body 
in the direction from the head to the 
seat, a s  occurs, e. g., when seated in an 
airplane nosing over into a dive; ac- 
celeration in the direction that this 
force is applied. Sometimes called 
“negative acceleration” (which see). 
2. An inertial force acting in  the direc- 
tion from the head to the seat. Rare. 
See ACCELERATION, sense 3 and final 
note. 

head wind, or headwind, noun. A wind 
blowing from directly ahead, or blow- 
ing from a forward direction such that 
its principal effect is to reduce ground 
speed. 

heat barrier. The THERMAL BARRIER. 
heat engine. An engine that converts 

the energy of heat into mechanical or 
kinetic energy, such a s  steam and in- 
ternal-combustion reciprocating and 
turbine engines, rocket engines, ramjet 
engines, etc. 

heat exchanger. A device for transfer- 
ring the heat from one fluid to another 
without intermixing the fluids, as :  a. 
A muff or other device in an aircraft- 
engine exhaust system that utilizes the 
exhaust heat to heat air for de-icing or 
cabin heating. b. A REQENERATOB. e. 
An apparatus for cooling or heating the 
air  in a wind tunnel. 
see BADIATOB, sense 2 and note. 

heat sink. a. I n  thermodynamic theory, 
a means by which heat is stored, or is 
dissipated or transferred from the sys- 
tem under consideration. b. A place 
toward which the heat moves in a 
system. 

heat-transfer coefficient. A coefficient 
expressing the ratio of the rate of heat 
transfer per unit area of a body or sub- 
stance to the temperature differential. 

heavier-than-air, adj. 1. Of aircraft : 
Weighing more than the air displaced 
and deriving lift solely by aerodynamic 
means. See HJCAVIER~THAN-AIB AI% 

taining to, or dealing with, heavier- 
than-air aircraft, as in heavier-tha?t- 
air flight, heavier-tWa,n-air pilot. 

’XAFT, note, and Cf. HEAVY. 2. Of, per- 

This term is hyphened only as an at- 
tributive adjective. 

heavier-than-air aircraft. Aircraft, or 
a n  aircraft, weighing more than the air  
displaced and designed to fly solely by 
aerodynamic means. A heavier-than- 

484035-59-0 

a i r  aircraft is also called an  “aero- 
dyne.” 

While alrshtpa cnn be, and often nre, Bomn 
weighing more than the displnced air, they 
nre not thus cln8slfied a8 “heavier-than-air 
aircrnf t.” 

heavy, adj. Of an airship : Heavier than 
the surrounding air  ;-also used adver- 
bially, as, to fly Ileac& 

To fly very low to 
the ground, rising over hedges, trees, 
houses, etc. a s  they block the path. 
filang or popular. 

height, noun. 1. Vertical distance: the 
distance above some reference point or 
plane, as, lwig7kt above sea level. See 
ALTITUDE, PBESSUIIE HEIQHT. 2. The 
vertical dimension of anything ; the 
distance which something extends 
above its foot or root. See BLADE 
HEIQHT. 3. The measure of vertical 
distance or dimension. 

helical scanning. Radar scanning in 
which a point on the beam traces a 
helical path in space, the radar an- 
tenna revolving and simultaneously 
changing its angle of elevation. 

helicopter, noun. [Pronounced “hella- 
copter,” or, infrequently, “heelacop 
ter.”] a. Originally, any heavier-than- 
air aircraft supported in the air  by 
power-driven rotors about one or more 
substantially vertical axes. b. As 
eventually developed, such an aircraft 
with which horizontal movement is 
achieved by controlling these power- 
driven rotors so as  to create a com- 
ponent of thrust in the desired direc- 
tion of flight. By virtue of its me- 
chanical design, a modern helicopter, 
in addition to being capable of hovering 
and of taking off and landing ver- 
tically. is capable of moving horizon- 
tally in  any direction without a corre- 
sponding change in heading. See 

helicopter test tower. A tower upon 
which helicopter rotors are mounted 
and driven for testing under controlled 
conditions. 

helimail, noun. Mail carried by heli- 
copter. 

heliport, noun. An airport or airdrome 
for helicopters. Because of the lack of 
necessity for long runways, a heliport 
is of comparatively small dimensions. 

helium, noun. A gaseous element, lighter 
than air, much-favored for use in bal- 
loons and airships for its nonfiamma- 

hedge-hop, verb intr. 

ROTARY-WING AIECEAFT. 
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bility. It provides a lifting force of 
roughly 60 ponnds per 1000 cu. ft. under 
standard conditions a t  sea level. 

helix angle. I n  specific uses: 1. The 
angle of the helix along which a point 
on a propeller blade actually moves, 
measured with respect to a plane per- 
pendicular to the axis of rotation. 2. 
The angle of the helix described by a 
point on an airplane wing, esp. a wing 
tip, as the airplane rolls in forward 
flight. The tangent of this helix angle 
is pb/2V,  where p is the rolling velocity 
in  radians per second, b is the span in 
feet, and V is  the forward velocity i n  
feet per second. 3. In spinning, the 
angle between the flight path and the 
spin axis. 

helmet, noun. a. Any special piece of 
headgear designed to protect the 
wearer in one may or another, and 
often incorporating special apparatus 
such a s  earphones. See C R A ~ H  HEL- 
MET. b. Originally and typically, a 
leather cap, often fur-lined, with ear 
flaps, chin strap, and goggles, designed 
for wear in open or open-cockpit air- 
planes. 

H-engine, noun. A reciprocating in-line 
engine with four banks of cylinders, 
two upright and two inverted, which, 
together with the common central 
shaft, form the letter “H” in end view. 

high altitude. An altitude considered in  
context to be comparatively high. 

Sometimes given specific definition, “Mgh 
altitude” Is 1)roperly ti reintire term. It  Is 
used p:irticulurly to designate any nltitude 
high enough that atmospheric tenuity, low 
temperature, distnnee to earth, ete. become 
of signiflcnnce In the design. operation, or 
behnvior of alrcrnft or nircrnft equilment, 
or In the functionlng nnd behavior of the 
humnn body. 

high-altitude, adj. 1. Performed or con- 
ducted at a high altitude, as in high- 
altitude bombing, high-altitu de  flight. 
2. Designed for operation or use at  
high altitudes, a s  in high-altitude air- 
craft, high-altitude engine, high-alti- 
tude rocket. 3. Established or occur- 
ring a t  a high altitude, as in high-a2ti- 
tude route. 

Note: In some terms “nltitude” is re- 
served for “high altitude,’* as in altitude 
engine, alti tude sickness. 

high-lift device. Any device, such as a 
flap, slat, or boundary-layer-control de- 
vice, used to increase the lift of a wing. 

high-performance sailplane. A PERFOBM- 
ANCE-TYPID QLIDEB. 

high pitch. The pitch of a propeller or 
propeller blade a t  a large blade angle 
other than the feathering angle. 

high speed. A comparatively fast  speed. 
A relntive term “high speed” is often 

used to designatelany Bpeed hilj11 enough 
that specid problunis arise. ns in nerody- 
nmuics. uiivipn tiou, niniieuvering, the opera- 
tioil of pressure instruments, etc. 

-high-speed, odj . ,  ns i n  lri{jh-epeed aero- 
dynnrnics, h i  II  speed nircrnft, high-speed 
bniiou t. h ig i - ipeed  con’liug high-epeed 
fl i  ht,  high-epeed stall, high-ep’eed wind tun- 
n d  etc. 

high-wing monoplane. A monoplane 
nhose wing is mounted directly a t  the 
top of the fuselage, or above the fuse- 
lage; specif., a monoplane having its 
wing or wing halves mounted directly 
to the fuselage a t  the top. Cf. PARASOL 
MONOPLANE, SBOULDEB-WINO MONO- 
PLANE. 

hinged rotor. An ARTICULATED BOTOB. 
hinge moment. The tendency of a force 

to produce movement about a hinge; 
specif., the tendency of the aerody- 
namic forces acting on a control sur- 
face to produce motion about the hinge 
axis of the surface; the measure of 

hinge-moment coefficient. I n  aerody- 
namics, a coefficient representing the 
hinge moment produced by the aerody- 
namic forces acting on a control sur- 

such tendency. See MOMENT. 

H face, defined by the equation Ch= - 9 

where H is the hinge moment, q is the 
dynnmic pressure, b is the span, and c 
is the root-mean-square chord. 

Of an  airship or flying 
boat : To bend upward in the middle, 
the ends drooping. Cf. SAG. 

qbc‘ 

hog, verb intr. 

d o g ,  noun, as, t o  examine for hog. 
hold, noun. 1. A compartment below the 

deck or floor of an  aircraft for mail, 
luggage, etc. 2. An act or instance of 
holding. 

hold, verb intr. To wait. Specif.: a 
To circle or fly about in a particular 
Pattern near a specified point while 
waiting for permission or instructions 
to  land or  to proceed along a course. 
b. To delay taking off until permission 
is received. 

holding fix. A HOLDINO POINT. 
holding pattern. A particular or  speci- 

fled pattern flown while holding. 
holding point. A specifled point near 

which an aircraft holds, flying its hold- 
ing pattern. Also called a “holdlng 
fix.” 

-. . - 
L 
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home, verb intr. 1. T o  follow a path of 
energy waves, esp. radio or radar 
waves, by means of a directional an- 
tenna, radar equipment, or other suit- 
able equipment, to or toward the point 
of transmission of the wares. Said of 
persons or aircraft. 2. Of a guided 
missile: To follow a path of energy 
waves transmitted, radiated, or re 
fleeted from a target, using sensing de- 
vices incorporated within the missile. 
The energy waves used may be infra- 
red rays, radio or radar waves, sound 
waves, etc. See HOMING, note. 

In both senses. the verb is followed by 
on, as, to home on a beacon, target, etc. 

homing, noun. The following of a path 
of energy waves to or toward their 
source. See HOME. 

See ACTIVE HOMING, PASSIVE HOMINQ, 
SEMIACTIVE EOMINQ.  

homing adapter. A device used with a 
radio receiver to enable homing with 
the set. 

homing guidance. The guidance of a mis- 
sile by means of a self-contained 
mechanism that is actirated by a sens- 
ing device responding to some kind of 
emanation from the target. 

honeycomb, noun. 1. A grid of intersect- 
ing surfaces or a close arrangement of 
parallel passnges used to straighten or 
control the flow in a wind tunnel. 2. 
The core of a radintor. 

honeycomb-core sandwich construction. 
A type of construction for aircraft 
wings, stabilizers, or the like in which 
the space between the upper and lower 
surfaces is occupied by a strengthening 
material of a structure resembling a 
honeycomb mesh. 

hood, noun. A covering of one kind or 
another, as : a. An opaque screen fitted 
around a cockpit or cabin so tha t  the 
pilot cannot see out, used for training 
in blind flying. b. A panel or cover 
protecting or streamlining an  engine, 
such as the circular covering in a n  
NACA cowling. c. A hatch cover. d. 
A kind of bonnet or cap sheltering a 
gas valve on a balloon or airship. 

hook, noun. Specif., the hook in a n  ar- 
resting gear. Bee ARRESTINO BEAB. 

hop, noun. I n  popular usage: a. The 
flight of a n  aircraft from one point di- 
rectly to another, either as a complete 
journey or  as one stage of a journey 
con8i8ting of several such tUghtr. b. 

More rarely, a flight beginning and 
ending a t  the same place, as in a test 
flight or hop. 

hopper, noun. Specif., a separate com- 
partment or reservoir in an  engine's 
oil tank that segregates the oil being 
circulated through the engine from the 
rest of the oil for rapid heating during 
warm-up. 

horizon, noun. 1. The line, regarded as 
smooth and even, where earth and sky 
appear to meet. 2. A plane passing 
through the eye of an observer, per- 
pendicular to the vertical at a given 
place. 3. a. A line on an  artificial 
horizon or attitude gyro representing 

ZON. b. A BUBBLE HORIZON or CELEB- 

horizon bar. The gyro-stabilized line or 
bar in nn artificial horizon. 

horizontal, noun. A plane or line per- 
pendicular to an extension of the 
earth's radius at  the point of observa- 
tion. 

horizontal, adf. 1. Parallel t o  the hori- 
zon or to the horizontal. See HORIZON, 
HORIZONTAL, noun. 2. Parallel, or a p  
proximately so, to a plane containing 
the longitudinal and lateral axes of an 
aircraft. 

horizontal fin. Any one of the horizontal 
stabilizing surfaces mounted on the 
side of an  a i r s h i p r a r e l y  applied to 
the corresponding part  on a n  airplane. 

horizontal stabilizer. A s t a b 1 1 i z e r 
mounted more or less horizontally on 
an  airplane, airship, or other aircraft, 
affording longitudinal stability, and to 
which the elevators, when present, are 
attached. Cf. VERTICAL STABILIZEB 

the horizon ; short for ARTIFICIAL HOEI- 

EORIZON. 4. A RADAR HORIZON. 

Cf. HORIZONTAL STABILIZEB. 

Tpis term is applied to any one of the 
horizontal fins (see HORIZONTAL F I N )  on 
either slde of an alr8blD. or to a COrreSDOnd- 
in surfnce or lobe ou a kite balloon 6ut in 
reference to an airnlnne i t  1u mnit niten -._____ 
applied to the entlre' stabilizing surface ex- 
tending on both sides of the plane of sym- 
metry. See STABILIZEB, note and cf. TAIL 
PLANE. 

horizontal tail. The entire horizontal 
part of an aircraft's empennage ex- 
tending on both sides of the plane of 
symmetry and in most forms compris- 
ing both fixed and movable surfaces. 

horizontal tail area. The area of the 
horlzontal tail of an aircraft, including 
the area blanketed by the fuselage, 
hull, o r  boom. 

cf. TAIL PLANE. 

\ 
\ 
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With more or less conrentional horizonts 
tails the blanketed area 1s included withi 
Iaterh straight lines connecting the leadin 
and trailing edges of the stabilizer, th 
additlonal area of fairings and Blletv bein 
ignored' with some tails e. a sweiitbac 
tail. the'hlanke,ted,area mas k chosen t o  li 
within other signihcnnt iines. 

1. A projection or a project 
ing part, as from a n  aircraft contro 

ANCE. 2. A device for making a dis 
tinctive warning sound, usually louc 
and raucous, as on an aircraft to war! 
of a n  imminent stall or to warn of thc 
position of the landing gear. 3. EZec 
tronics. An electronic component, suck 
as an  antenna or tube, of varying see 
tional area such that in shape it re 
sembles an  animal's horn or a musical 
horn. 

horn balance. A part  of a control sur. 
face of longer chord than the rest of 
the surface, lying forward of the hinge 
line and usually at the outboard end 
of the surface, used for aerodynamic 
balance. 

horsepower, noun. A unit of power 
equal to the power necessary to raise 
33,000 pounds one foot in one minute. 
Thus, an  engine of 1,000 horsepower 
develops 1,000X33,OOO foot-pounds of 
work per minute. 

horn, noun. 

Surface. See CONTROL HORR, HORN BAL 

See BRAKE HORSEPOWER, EQVIVALEAT 
BHAFT HORSEPOWER, FRICTION HORSEPOWER, 
INDICATED BORSEPOWER, PROPELLER-LOAD 
HORSEPOWER, RATED HORSEPOWER, B E A R T  
HOBSEPOWER, THRUST HORSEPOWER. 

horsepower-hour, noun. One horsepower 
delivered for one hour. 

horseshoe vortex. In aerodynamic 
theory, a system of vortices consisting 
of a bound vortex with a trailing vor- 
tex springing from each of its ends, the 
system replacing an  airfoil for pur- 
poses of simplification in certain 
aerodynamic problems. 

hostess, noun. A stewardess. See 

hot-air balloon. A balloon that uses 
heated air as the aerostatic agent. 
Such a balloon may obtain heated air 
on the ground only, or it may carry a 
fire along during its flight. Cf. FIBE 
BALLOON and see MONTGOLFIEB. 

hot-gas bleedback. A method of pre- 
venting icing in an engine or intake by 
mixing the entering air with hot air or 
gases bled from the engine after com- 
pression or after combustion. Used 
esp. with gas-turbine or jet  enginee. 

BTEWAED. 

HULL 

hot spot. A spot, place, or part  more 
highly heated than the surrounding 
material, such a s  a place of intense 
heat in an engine cylinder, often caus- 
ing preignition. 

hot start. The start  of a jet  engine in 
which the temperature of the exhaust 
pipe rises to an  abnormally high and 
unsafe degree. 

hot-wire anemometer. An anemometer, 
(which see) the active element of 
which is an electrically heated wire, the 
heat transfer from which is affected by 
wind speed, temperature and density of 
the flow past the wire. 

hover, verb. 1. intr. a. Of a helicop- 
ter, airship, etc.: To remain station- 
ary at a given height, moving neither 
vertically nor horizontally. b. TO re- 
main a t  height maintaining zero 
horizontal and zero vertical velocity 
relative to the air. See note. 2. tr. 
To operate (an  aircraft) so as to r e  
main stationary at height. 

In sense l b  hovering takes place wlth 
respect to the ielative wind, rather than the 
ground. Said esp. of a helicopter. 

\ 
\\ 
\ 

'1 
hovering, noun. The action of remain- 

ing stationary in the air. 
-hovering with ground effect. Hovering in 

a helicopter or the like near enou h to the 
ground to derive increased lift from the 

-hovering without ground effect. Hovering 
not near enough to the ground to derive in- 
creased lift from the ground effect. 

ground eflect. See QIIOVND EFFECT. 

. .  

hovering, adj.  That hovers, as in hover- 
ing helicopter. 

hovering ceiling. The maximum alti- 
tude at which a rotary-wing aircraft 
can hover under the given conditions. 

howgozit, noun. ["How goes it."] A 
graph kept in cruise control on which 
fuel consumption is plotted against 
distance flown. 

hub, noun. The central part  or portion of 
a wheel, propeller, or similar rotary 
object : the drum or disk of a compres- 
sor or turbine rotor. See PBOPELLEB 

iub dynamometer. A type of dynamom- 
eter built into the hub of a n  aircraft- 
engine propeller for measuring thrust, 
torque, or both thrust and torque. .. - 

HUB, EOTOB HUB. 

iub-tip ratio. The ratio of the diameter 1 .y---- - 
of the hub of a compressor rotor or 
turbine wheel to its tip diameter. 

11111, noun. 1. The main body of an  air- 
ship or flying boat. See AIBBHIP BULL, 
EEAPLANE BULL 2. The outer ah& or 

M -- 



casing of a rocket projectile, esp. of 1 
large rocket projectile. 

hull displacement. Specif., the volumi 
or weight of the water displaced by I 
seaplane hull. 

humidity, noun. Moisture or wate 
vapor in the air. See ABSOLUTE H u h m  

1. A peak in a line on I 

graph. 2. Figuratively, the point a 
which a seaplane meets its greatest re 
sistance in  moving through the matei 
in taking off. 

hump resistance. The resistance of I 
seaplane to the water a t  the hum1 
(which see, sense 2) ,  as, a hull wit1 
low hump resistance. 

hump speed. The speed during the take 
off run of a seaplane a t  which the watei 
resistance is at a maximum. See HUMP 
sense 2. 

hunt, verb intr. To swing back and forth 
or to oscillate, esp. rather slowly, as: 
a. Of a n  aircraft, rocket, etc. : to weave 
about its flight path, as if seeking a new 
direction or another angle of attack : 
specif., to yaw back and forth. b. Of 
a control surface: To rotate up and 
down or back and forth without being 
deflected by the pilot. c. Of a control 
system: To oscillate about a selected 
value. 

hurdle, noun. An obstruction on the 
ground over which a student pilot is 
required to land to develop his skill. 

hydraulic accumulator. An accumulator 
(which see) in a hydraulic system. 

hydraulic control booster. A control 
booster operated hydraulically. See 

hydraulic radius. I n  the study of flow 
in ducts and channels, the cross-sec- 
tional area of the fluid stream divided 
by the wetted perimeter of the duct or 
channel. 

h y d r a u l i c s ,  noun. 1. Specif., that 
branch of mechanics or engineering 
that deals with the action or use of 
liquids forced through tubes and ori- 
flces under pressure to operate various 
mechanisms. 2. Hydraulic apparatus, 
as, to use hydraulics to operate an  air- 
craft control system. 

hydroairplane, noun. A floatplane or fly- 
ing boat. Rare. 

hydrodynamics, nmn. The science that 
deals with the motion or action of 
water and other liquids, and of the 

ITY, RELATIVE HUMIDITY. 
hump, noun. 

CONTBOL BOOSTEB. 

forces acting on bodies in motion in 
liquids. 

Related to gas dynamics. hydrodynnmlcs 
in mnny respects provided n foundation for 
modern aerodynamics. 

hydroflap, noun. A hydrofoil attached 
to a seaplane float or hull, used a s  a 
brake, rudder, or planing surface. 

hydrofoil, noan. A structure or body 
similar to an  airfoil, but designed to 
act in water. 

hydrogen, noun. An element usually 
isolated as a colorless, odorless, taste- 
less, flammable gas. Lighter than any 
other element, hydrogen as used in 
balloons and airships provides a lifting 
force of roughly (15 pounds per 1,OOO 
cu. ft. under standard conditions at  
sea level. It has fallen into disfavor 
as a n  aerostatic gas because of its 
flammability. 

hydromatic propeller. A constant-speed 
propeller hydraulically operated. 

hydroplane, noun. 1. A hydrofoil de- 
signed to  skim the surface of the 
mater. 2. A HYDROAIRPLANE. Rare. 
3. A boat designed to ride on the sur- 
face of the water when in motion, de- 
riving much of its support from hydro- 
dynamic action. 

hydroplane, verb intr. To move on the 
surface of the water supported chiefly 
by dynamic forces. 

hydroski, noun. A kind of hydrofoil or 
hydroplane of low aspect ratio, similar 
to a ski, used in a n  airplane landing 
gear t o  support the airplane when 
moving at  high speed on the water. 

hydrovane, mun. 1. A vane designed to 
act in water or other liquid. 2. A 

hyperbolic guidance. The guidance of a 
missile or the like in which radio sig- 
nals, transmitted simultaneously from 
two ground stations, arrive at the 
guided object with a constant time dif- 
ference, thereby establishing a hyper- 
bolic path which the object follows. 

hyperbolic navigation. Radio navigation 
in Which a hyperbolic line of position 
i R  established by signals received from 
two stations at a constant time differ- 
ence. 

lypergolic propellants. Rocket propel- 
lants that  ignite spontaneously when 
mixed with each other. 

igpersonic, ad j .  Of or pertaining to  
hypersonics. 

HYDROFOIL. Ob&. 
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hypersonic flow. Flow at rery high 

supersonic speeds ; as  arbitrarily de- 
fined, flow a t  a Mach number of 5 or 
greater. 

hypersonics, noun. That branch of aero- 
dynamics that deals with very high 
supersonic speeds, sometimes defined 

ice, verb intr. To ice up. To become 
coated with ice-said of aircraft sur- 
faces, air-induction systems, etc. 

ice detector. Same as ICE-WARNING IN- 

ice-warning indicator. An instrument 
that detects the presence of ice or icing 
conditions and gives indication. 

icing, noun. 1. The action or process by 
which atmospheric moisture is depos- 
ited as ice ; the condition under which 
this occurs, as, to encounter icing. 2. 
An accretion of ice. 

icing level. A level or  altitude at which 
icing occurs under the given condi- 
tions ; specif., the minimum altitude 
at which icing may occur. 

ideal angle of attack. The angle of at- 
tack of an  airfoil at  which the airflow 
meets the leading edge smoothly, re- 
sulting in a zero pressure differential 
across the leading edge. 

ideal fluid. A PERFECT FLUID. 

identification light. Any light or  group 
of lights mounted on an aircraft for 
identiflca tion. 

idle, verb tr. To run ( an  engine) slowly 
at a certain predetermined rotational 
speed, usually just sufficient to insure 
continued running . in t r .  To rotate 
slowly a t  a preset speed-said of an  
engine or i t s  propeller. 

idle cut-off. A device that shuts off the 
flow of fuel to a carburetor, stopping 
the engine : the position of the mixture 
controls that  results in this shutting 
Off. 

IFR-Abbreviation for Instrument Flight 
Rules-also used as an  adjective or ad- 
verb, a s  in IFR traffic, or as, to fly ZFR. 

igniter, noun. Any device used to begin 
combustion, such a s  a spark plug in the 
combustion chamber of a jet  engine, or 
a squib used to ignite the fuel in a 
rocket. 

DICATOR 

a s  dealing with Mach numbers of 5 or 
greater. 

hypoxia, noun. Xed .  A deprivation of 
oxygen, esp. a deprivation of oxygen 
extensive enough to cause impairment 
of the physical faculties. See ANOXIA. 

ignition delay. The time lapse occurring 
between the instance of an igniting 
action of a fuel and the onset of a 
specified burning reaction. Also called 
“ignition lag.” 

I n  a compression-ignition engine, the time 
Interval is inensured between the commence- 
ment of fuel injection nnd the occurrence 
of a inensurnble pressure rise caused bF 
combustion. 

‘ET B 1 u . 1  
ignition harness. The system of high- 

tension wiring, together with any con- 
duits or shielding, between the dis- 
tributor and spark plugs of a n  engine. 

ignition lag. Same as IGNITION DELAY. 
ILS-Abbreviation for instrument Zand- 

ing system. 
ILS marker. A location marker in an  in- 

strument landing system. See LOCA- 

Immelmann, noun, or  Immelmann turn. 
[After Max Iininelmann (lS90-1916), 
German ariator.] An airplane maneu- 
ver in which the plane makes an inside 
half-loop and then makes a half-roll 
back to i ts  original upright position, 
thus changing direction by 180” and 
simultaneously gaining altitude. The 
Immelmann turn is a form of reverse- 
ment. 

-5ir  P 
TION MARKER. 

n 
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impact acceleration. A sudden accelera- 
tion caused by impact, as occurs, e. g., 
in a crash landing. 

impact a i r  pressure. The impact Pres- 
sure of air. See I l r P A c T  PRESSURE. 

impact basin. A water-fllled channel in 
which model seaplane floats and hulls 
are set down a t  speed from an over- 
head traveling rig to simulate the loads 
imposed on landing ; the complete fa- 
cility where this basin is housed, 1. e., 
the basin, shed, overhead carriage, etc. 

impact ice. Ice which forms when snow, 
sleet, or supercooled mater droplets 
impinge upon aircraft surfaces, etc. 
which are a t  or below freezing tem- 
perature. 

impact load. A load imposed upon a 
body by impact, e. g., a load imposed 
when an aircraft strikes the ground in 
landing. 

impact pressure. That  pressure of a 
moving fluid brought to rest which is in 
excess of the pressure the fluid has 
when it does not flow, i. e., total pres- 
sure less static pressure. Impact 
pressure is equal to dynamic pressure 
in incompressible flow, but in compres- 
sible flow impact pressure includes the 
pressure change owing to the compres- 
sibility effect. 

impact tube. In a carburetor, one of a 
battery of open-ended tubes pointing 
upstream at  the entrance of the main 
venturi, supplying the a i r  pressure for 
a diaphragm that controls the fuel-inlet 
valve. 

impeller, noun. A device tha t  imparts 
motion to a fluid ; specif., in a centrif- 
ugal compressor, a rotary disk which, 
faced on one or  both sides with radial 
vanes, accelerates the incoming fluid 
outward into a diffuser; also, that  part  
of a centrifugal compressor compris- 
ing this rotor and its housing. See 

impeller blade. Same a s  IMPELLEB VANE. 
impeller vane. Any one of the vanes on 

the impeller of a centrifugal compres- 
sor, serving to take in air and accel- 
erate it radially outward. Cf. COM- 

impeller wheel. The vaned rotor in a 
centrifugal compressor. Usually called 
the “impeller” (which see). 

impinging-stream injector. I n  a liquid- 
propellant rocket engine, a device that 
injects the fuel and oxidant into the 

CENTRIFUQAL COMPRESSOB. 

PBESSOE BLADE. 

combustion chamber In such a manner 
that the streams of fluid intersect one 
another. 

Specif., the product of 
the average thrust of a jet-reaction en- 
gine and the time during which it acts. 
Also called “total impulse.” See B P S  

impulse turbine. A type of turbine hav- 
ing rotor blades shaped such that the 
wheel is turned from the impact of the 
fluid against the blades, no pressure 
drop occurring across the blades. Cf. 

inboard, a&I. Close to the fuselage, hull, 
or center line ; closer to the center than 
another (component or  section), a s  in 
inboard flap; closest to the fuselage or 
hull. 

inboard, adu. Near the center, or the  
fuselage or hull, as, a stall that begins 
inboard; toward the center line, as, t o  
be directed inboard. 

inboard engine. The engine on either 
side of an  airplane that is the closer 
or closest to the fuselage or hull. 

inboard stabilizing float. A stabilizing 
float mounted on the wing close to the 
main float or the hull. 

inboard wing. That portion of a wing 
near the fuselage or hull. 

incidence, noun. Specif. (also incidence 
angle), the ANQLE OF INCIDENCE. 

inclinometer, noun. Specif., an instru- 
ment for indicating or mensuring the 
angle between an aircraft’s longitu- 
dinal or lateral axis and the horizontal. 

incompressible flow. In aerodynamics, 
flow in which the density changes a re  
insignificant, as occurs throughout 
most of the range of subsonic flight. 

indicated airspeed. The airspeed meas- 
urement a s  shown by any type of air- 
speed indicator. See AIXSPEED and 
note, AIRSPEED INDICATOR and note. 

indicated altitude. Altitude as shown by 
any altimeter. With a pressure, or 
barometric, altimeter it is altitude as 
shown by the rending uncorrected for 
instrument error and uncompensated 
for variations from standard atmos- 
pheric conditions. 

indicated horsepower. The computed 
total horsepower an  engine develops, 
equal to the sum of the brake horse- 
power and the friction horsepower. 

impulse, noun. 

CIFIC IMPULSE. 

REACTIOR TURBINE. 

c f .  CLINOMETER. 
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indicated mean effective pressure. The 
average working pressure developed 
within the cylinders of an engine dur- 
ing the power stroke. The indicated 
mean effectire pressure is based on the 
indicated horsepower of the engine, 
and therefore is the sum of the friction 
mean effective pressure and the brake 
mean effective pressure. 

indicated pressure altitude. Altitude 
above the standard datum plane 
(29.92" Hg) shown by a pressure altim- 
eter. See PRESSURE ALTITUDE, sense 1. 

indicated specific fuel consumption. 
Specific fuel consumption based on 
indicated horsepower. See SPECIFIC 
FUEL CONSUMPTION and note. 

indicated thermal efficiency. Thermal 
efficiency based on indicated horse- 
power, expressed as the ratio of the 
work done on the pistons of an  engine 
in a given period of time to the total 
heat energy conlained in the fuel 
burned during the same period of time. 
See THEBMAL EFFICIENCY. 

indicator, noun. 1. Any device that in- 
dicates something, such as wind indi- 
cator;  a device, such as a light or 
horn, that  indicates or warns of some- 
thing, such as, in an aircraft, the im- 
minence of a stall, the position of the 
landing gear, etc. 2. An instrument, 
esp. that part  of a n  instrument or sys- 
tem that displays its measurements or 
indications, such as an air-position in- 
dicator, a n  airspeed indicator, a rate- 
of-climb indicator, etc. 

indicator card. A card with a diagram 
representing the pressure variations 
occurring inside the cylinder of an 
engine. It is used in determining in- 
dicated horsepower. 

indraft wind tunnel. A wind tunnel 
through which air is drawn by means 
of a low-pressure tank. Cf. INDUCTION 

induced angle. Aleo, induced angle of 
attack. The difference between the 
actual angle of attack of an  airfoil and 
the angle of attack for infinite aspect 
ratio for the same lift coefficient, i. e., 
the angle between the direction of 
movement of the airfoil and the re- 
sultant wind past it. 

induced drag. In  subsonic flow over a 
flnite airfoil or other body, that part  
of the drag caused by lift, i. e., in- 
duced by the downwash. 

W I N D  TUNNEL. 

induced flow. Flow drawn or sucked in, 
a s  the flow induced by the vortex 
system of a rotor, or the flow of air  or 
mixture sucked into a n  engine by the 
action of the pistons. 

induced velocity. 1. A velocity increase 
over that of the free-air stream caused 
by the presence of a body in the 
stream. 2. The velocity of the in- 
duced flow through a rotor. 

inducer, woim.  The inlet section of a 
centrifugal-flow impeller, having the 
vanes bent in the direction of rotation 
for smooth air entry-sp. so called 
when this is a distinct, attached sec- 
tion. 

induction system. The system of inlets, 
ducts, scoops, etc. by means of which 
a i r  or mixture is taken in and conreyed 
to an engine. a. I n  a reciprocating en- 
gine, the system of a i r  scoops, a i r  ducts, 
superchargers, carburetors, manifolds, 
etc. ; sometimes restricted to the sys- 
tem through which the fuel-air mixture 
passes between the carburetor and the 
combustion chamber. See ROTARY IN- 

engine, the inlets, ducts, etc. through 
which the air flows to the compressor. 

induction-system icing. Icing upon or 
within an  induction system. It may be 
made up of fuel-evaporation ice, im- 
pact ice, or throttle ice. 

induction wind tunnel. A type of tunnel 
in which a flow of air through the test 
section is induced by a high-velocity jet  
injected into the tunnel downstream of 
the test section. Cf. INDRAFT WIND 

inertial guidance. The guidance of a 
missile by means of self-contained de- 
vices that activate control mecha- 
nisms by their response to inertial re 
actions to accelerations. 

infinite-span wing. I n  aerodynamic t h e  
ory, a wing of endless span, thus hav- 
ing no tip vortices nor induced drag, 
assumed for purposes of simplification. 

To flll or fill out with 
gas or air, as, to inflate a balloon or 
gasbag, a parachute, e tc .4n t r .  Of a 
parachute : To distend. 

inflation net. A net put over a balloon 
to restrain it only during inflation. 

inflation sleeve. A flexible fabric duct 
on a balloon, airship, or gasbag for  in- 
flating it with a buoyant gas. See 

DUCTION SYSTEM. b. I n  a gas-turbine 

TUNNEL. 

inflate, verb tr. 

APPENDZX. 
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in-flight, adj.  Occurring, performed, or 
used during flight, as in in-flight icing, 
in-fligh t operation. 

in-flight refueling. Same as AIB BEFDE~ 

inflow, noun. A flow inward ; specif., the 
total flow of air through a rotor or 
propeller disk, including both induced 
flow and flow owing to the translational 
movement of the rotor or propeller. 

inflow angle. The angle between the di- 
rection of movement of a rotor blade 
(free stream) and the direction of the 
resultant wind past the blade, meas- 
ured in a plane perpendicular to the 
blade-span axis. 

inflow ratio. The ratio of the speed of 
inflow through a rotor to the rotor-tip 
speed. 

inhabited vehicle. A vehicle (e. g., a n  
airplane or rocket) carrying a person 
or persons. 

inherent stability. The stability of some- 
thing inherent in  i ts  design and con- 
struction: specif., with an  aircraft, that  
built-in stability that causes the air- 
craft, when disturbed from a condition 
of steady flight, to return to that con- 
dition without corrective action being 
necessary. 

initial approach. In  instrument landing, 
the approach or holding pattern flown 
by an  aircraft preparatory to the final 
approach. 

INQ. 

This term is sometimes more speclflcolly 
defined in pertlnent directives, instruction 
manuals, and the like. 

initial mass. Specif., the mass of a rocket 
propelled vehicle, a t  launch. 

initial velocity. The velocity of anything 
at the beginning a speciflc phase of its 
motion. 

injection, w n .  Specif., the introduction 
of fuel, fuel and air, fuel and oxidant, 
water, or other substance into an en- 
gine induction system or combustion 
chamber. See FUEL INJECTION, WATER 

injection carburetor. A type of car- 
buretor in which fuel is atomized un- 
der pressure other than atmospheric. 
Sometimes called a “pressure-injection 
carburetor.” 

injector, n o m .  A device tha t  injects fuel 
or propellant into a combustion cham- 
ber under pressure other than atmos- 
pheric. See IMPINQINQ-STREAM INJEC- 

I K  JECTION. 

TOR, UNIT INJECTOU 

inlet, noun. An entrance or oriflce for 
the admission of fluid ; specif., an  AIB 
INLET. 

Frequent1 used in compounds, such as 
inlet sir. inlret-air temperature. inlet casing. 
inlet duct, inlet guide vane. inlet port, inlet 
valve, etc. 

in-line engine. An internal-combustion 
reciprocating engine with i ts  cylinders 
arranged in one or more straight lines. 

inner cone. The cone-shaped component 
situated just  behind the turbine wheel 
in an  exhaust cone. See EXHAUST CONE. 

inner liner. Specif., a flame tube 
mounted coaxially inside the outer 
cover or shell of a combustion cham- 
ber. Also called a “flame tube” (which 
see) or a ‘‘combustion-chamber liner.” 

inside loop. A loop, usually begun from 
a n  upright flying position, i n  which the 
airplane’s back is toward the inside of 
the loop. 

inspection door. A small door, as in  an  
aircraft, used especially for inspection 
of the interior. 

instability, noun. 
-inspection hole, impection window. 

1. The condition of a 
body if, when displaced from a state Of 
equilibrium, i t  continues, or tends to 
continue, t o  depart from the original 
condition. See SPIBAL INSTABILITY and 

m. 3. Meteorol. The condition that 
exists in a body of a i r  when the air 
within it is easily displaced in a ver- 
tical direction, the individual air par- 
ticles, if displaced, tending to move 
with increasing speed from their 
original level. 

installation error. Specif., an error in a 
Pitot-static system owing to the loca- 
tion of the responsive element with 
respect to other aircraft components 
thus affecting the measurements of the 
Pitot-static instruments. 

instrument, ? L O ~ ~ ? I . .  With respect esp. to 
aircraft, rockets. etc. and navigation: 
a. A measuring device or apparatus, as 
a meter, gauge, or the like, that shows, 
or that is used to  ascertain, measure- 
ments regarding the flight, movement, 
position, attitude, or altitude of an  air- 
craft, missile, etc. or measurements r e  
garding fuel quantities and the like, or 
regarding the operation of components 
and systems. “Instrument” in this 
sense applies to airspeed indicators, al- 
timeters, rate-of-climb indicators, tach- 
ometers, voltmeters, manifold-pressure 

cf. STABILITY. 2. COMBUSTIOH INSTAB- 

? ?  1 U ’ W  
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gauges, flap-position indicators, drift, 
meters, sextants, etc. b. Any of certain 
related or associated devices, such as 
a compass or an  automatic pilot, whose 
ultimate or chief function is something 
other than measuring. 

See AIRCBAFP IN8TEUbIENT. 

instrument approach. An approach dur- 
ing which the pilot is dependent entire- 
ly upon instruments and ground-based 
electronic and communication systems 
for orientation, position, altitude, etc. 

instrument board. Same as INSTRUMENT 

instrument error. The error inherent in 
a particular instrument, such as an  al- 
timeter or airspeed indicator, owing to 
variations in spring tension, diaphragm 

PANEL. 

flexibility, etc. 
Instrument Flieht Rules. [Sometimes, ~~ 

though rarely,not capita1i~e.ed.J Rules 
specified by qualified authority for 
flight under weather conditions such 
that visual reference cannot be made 
to the ground and the pilot must rely 
on instruments to fly and navigate. 

instrument flying. Flying using instru- 
ments to determine position, orienta- 
tion, etc. under conditions of limited 
visibility. 

instrument landing. A landing under 
conditions of little or no visibility, 
made using instruments and ground 
electronic aids to determine position, 
altitude, etc. 

instrument landing system. A radio- 
guidance and communication system 
designed to guide aircraft through ap- 
proaches, letdowns, and landings un- 
der conditions of little or no visibility. 
The instrument landing system con- 
sists essentially of directional radio 
transmitters establishing the angle of 
the glide path and indicating the di- 
rection of the runway, and of radio 
marker beacons establishing locations 
along the approach path. 

instrument panel. A panel or board 
containing instruments, or instrument 
dials, typically, on a n  aircraft, such a 
panel mounted ahead of, and easily 
visible to, the pilot. Also called an 
“instrument board.” 

instrument rating. A rating authoriz- 
ing a pilot to do instrument flying. 

intake, noun. An opening for taking in 
fluid: an  inlet: specif., an  AIR INTAKE. 

take air. intake drag. intake duct, etc. 
&uently used in compounds, such as in- 

intake stroke. In  a four-stroke-cycle 
engine, the stroke or movement of a 
piston during which the fuel-air mix- 
ture is introduced or drawn into the 
cylinder. Sometimes called the “suc- 
tion stroke.” 

integral fuel tank. A structural config- 
uration in which a component of the 
airframe such a s  wing or  fuselage 
serves a s  a fuel container. 

integrating accelerometer. A mechani- 
cal-electrical accelerometer that  inte- 
grates the measurements of the 
various accelerations to which a body 
is subjected. 

intensifier tube. A tube inserted in a n  
exhaust manifold for the purpose of 
heating air passing through the tube 
and conveying i t  to a carburetor for 
de-icing or anti-icing. 

1. An act or instance 
of meeting a moving aircraft, missile, 
etc. 2. Nav. The difference between 
computed and observed altitudes. 

intercept bearing. The bearing main- 
tained by an  aircraft, a projectile, etc. 
so that it may meet another moving 
object. 

interceptor, noun. 1. An aircraft or 
missile used for intercepting, esp. a 
fast, well-armed airplane for inter- 
cepting and destroying enemy bombers. 
2. A lateral-control device placed just 
behind a wing slot to spoil the effect of 
the slot at high angles of attack. 

interceptor missile. A guided missile, 
esp. one launched from the ground, in- 
tended to intercept and destroy aircraft 
or other missiles. 

intercom, noun. A voice-communication 
system between or among different sta- 
tions or places in an  aircraft, a build- 
ing, an  office, etc.: a transmitter, a r e  
ceiver, or a combination transmitter- 
receiver used in this system. 

intercontinental, adf .  1. Capable of 
traveling nonstop between continents, 
as in intercontinental bomber, a bomber 
capable of flying from one continent 
to another, with or without a i r  refuel- 
ing, intercontinental missile, a missile 
than can be tired from one continent 
to another. 2. Of or pertaining to in- 
tercontinental aircraft or travel be- 
tween continents, as in intercontinental 
airport. 

intercooler, n w n .  A cooler for a fluid 

intercept, noun. 

between two stage8 of some process in 

~ ~ A Y L L  T ? - ? r H  
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which the fluid acquires heat, e. g., a 
cooler between two stages of super- 
charging in the induction system of an  
aircraft engine. Cf. AFTERCOOLER. 

interference, noicn. In aerodynamics, 
that which occurs when surfaces or 
bodies influence the flow around others, 
as, the interference between the two 
wings of a biplane, or between two fins 
of a rocket. See PBOPELLER INTEBFEB- 

interference drag. Drag owing to the in- 
terference of the airflow around air- 
craft components close to one another. 
Speciflcally, it is the drag of the com- 
bination minus the drag of the separate 
components. It is a form of parasite 
drag. 

interferometer, noun. An optical device 
that splits a beam of light into two 
parts and utilizes the interference be- 
tween the two resulting beams for the 
measurement of wave lengths, used in 
aerodynamics to portray and photo- 
graph the density variations in a fleld 
of flow. One of the two beams of light 
travels through free space, the other 
travels through the fleld of flow about 
the test object; the two beams, arriv- 
ing at the screen out of phase ( the 
beam that travels through the flow field 
being variable), shorn by distortion of 
the interference pattern the density 
variations in the field of flow. 

interior ballistics. That branch of bal- 
listics that deals with the propulsion of 
projectiles, i. e., the motion and be- 
havior of projectiles in a gun barrel, 
the temperatures and pressures devel- 
oped inside a gun barrel or rocket, etc. 

intermediate field. Any one of many 
emergency airfields or landing strips 
maintained by the Government a t  es- 
tablished intervals along the airways. 

intennesh, verb intr. Of rotor blades in 
a dual rotor arrangement : To rotate in 
a synchronized fashion such that the 
blades of each rotor do not strike one 
another, though the rotor disks inter- 
sect. 

intermittent-jet engine. Same as  PULSE- 

intermittent pressure breathing. Pres- 
sure breathing in  which different 
pressures are used at different points 
in the respiratory cycle, usually with 
a high pressure during inspiration and 
a lower pressure during expiration. 

ENCE. 

SET E N O I I E .  

8 W 2 P B E E S D B E B ~ T E ~ O a  

intermittent wind tunnel. A wind tun- 
nel through which the air  Passes in 
a blast of relatively brief duration. 

BLOWDOWN WIND TUNNEL, INDRAFT 
WIND TUNNEL, SHOCK TUBE. 

internal balance. A device used for aero- 
dynamic balance of a control surface, 
consisting of an overhang extending 
forward of the hinge line into a cham- 
ber in the fixed airfoil, the chamber 
being vented to the open in  such a way 
a s  to bring balancing air forces to 
bear on the overhang. See s w m  I N -  

internal-combustion engine. An engine 
in  which the working substance or 
pressure necessary to move the engine 
or its parts is derived from the com- 
bustion of fuel within a chamber or 
chambers that are  an integral part  of 
the engine. Types of internal-combus- 
tion engines include reciprocating en- 
gines where the fuel is burned within 
the cylinders of the engine, rocket en- 
gines, and the various types of jet 
engines. 

internal efficiency. The efflciency with 
which a reaction engine, such a s  a 
rocket, converts the available thermal 
energy of its combustion gases into 
kinetic energy in the exhaust jet, ex- 
pressed a s  a ratlo. 

internal supercharger. A gear-driven 
supercharger built as  an  integral part  
of the engine. which compresses the 
fuel-air mixture or the air  and delivers 
it directly to the cylinders. Cf. EXTEB- 
NAL BUPERCHABGEB and see GEAR-DBIVEN 

interphone, noun. A telephone, micro- 
phone, receiver, or a combination 
microphone-receiver by means of which 
communication is carried out between 
different stations in a n  aircraft, be- 
tween offlces of the same organization, 
etc. : an INTERCOM. 

interplane aileron. A kind of external 
aileron, now obsolete, mounted between 
the wings of a biplane or other multi- 
plane. 

interplane strut. A strut between two 
wings or other surfaces. 

TEBNAL BALANCE. 

GUPERCHAWEB. 

See I-BT~UT, N-STBUTB, V-BTBUTB. 

interrogation, noun. Radar. The act of 
sending forth radar pulses to trigger a 
transponder to receive answering sig- 
nals; the radar pulses 80 sent. Also 
called a %hallenge." 
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interrogator, noun. A radar set or other 
electronic device that transmits an  in- 
terrogation (which see). 

interrogator-responsor, noun. An elec- 
tronic device combining an  interrogator 
and a receiver for receiving and dis- 
playing the answering signals of a 
transponder. 

interrupter gear. Specif., a SYNCHRONIZ- 

intervalometer, noun. Any device that 
may be set so as to accomplish auto- 
matically a series of like actions, such 
as the taking of aerial photographs, at 
constant predetermined intervals. 

inverse taper. Taper of a wing or other 
surface such that the chord length de- 
creases from tip to root. 

inversion, noun. Meteorol. A TEMPEBA- 

inverted engine. An in-line engine hav- 
ing the cylinders below the crankshaft. 

inverted flight. Flight with the aircraft 
upside down. 

inverted gull wing. A gull wing having 
its inboard section at a negative di- 
hedral. 

inverted loop. A loop (inside or outside, 
half or full) begun from, and, when a 
full loop, ending in, inverted flight. 

inverted spin. A spin in which the air- 
plane is upside down throughout. 

inverter, noun. A device for converting 
direct current into alternating current, 
often used in aircraft electrical sys- 
tems. 

inviscid, adj. Not viscous, not clinging or 
sticky ; frictionless, as in inviaoid flow. 

ionosphere, noun. A region of the at- 
mosphere characterized by ionized 

I N G  QEAR. 

TUBE INVEBSION. 

jacket, m n .  A covering or casing of 
some kind : specif. : a. A shell around 
the combustion chamber of a rocket, 
through which the propellant is circu- 
lated in regenerative cooling. See BE- 
QENEUTIVE COOLING. b. The cooling 
jacket of a piston engine. 

jamming, noun. Specif., the action of 
making electronic apparatus or their 
transmissions ineffective or unintel- 
ligible with interfering transmissions 
or reflections. 

[From “jet- 
a88i8ted take-o)y.”l 1. a takeoff 
at.Uzing an aarlllary jet-produchg 

JATO, Jato, or jato, noun. 

J 

gases, generally considered to extend 
from a height of about 50 miles (but 
sometimes 25 or 30 miles) nbove the 
earth’s surface to a height of 230 miles 
or more. The ionosphere includes 
layers of highly ionized air. See D- 
LAYER, E-LASEB and F-LAYER. 

iris-type nozzle. A jet  exhaust nozzle 
having a circular exit oriflce of vari- 
able diameter. 

irreversible control system. An aircraft 
control system designed so that aero- 
dynamic forces acting on the control 
surfaces are not transmitted back to 
the pilot’s controls. 

irrotational flow. Flow in which the in- 
dividual small elements of the fluid do 
not rotate about their own ares. 

isobaric surface. An atmospheric sur- 
face at which the pressure is the same 
throughout. 

iso-octane, noun. Specif., a particular 
isomer of octane (2,2,4-triniethylpen- 
tane) having a high antiknock value 
1 s  a fuel. Sometimes called “octane” 
(which see). 

isotach, noun. A line on a chnrt connect- 
ing points of equal speed value, com- 

\ \ 
\ 

monly used for wind speed. 
isothermal layer. A layer or region of 

the atmomhere considered to have uni- 
form temperature throughout. This 
layer, conterminous with the strato- 
sphere, varies in thickness, but its 
lower limit generally occurs at  about 
35,000 feet. Also called the isother- 
mal region. 

[-strut, noun. A strut, usually an inter- 
plane strut, in the  shape of the letter 
*I.” 

unit or units, usually rockets, for addi- 
tional thrust. Hence, JATO bottle, 
Jato unit, etc., a rocket or unit so used. 
Where rockets are the auxiliary units, 
“RATO” (which see) is the more 
specific term. 2. A JATO bottle or 
unit;  the complete auxiliary power 
system used for assisted take-off. 

jet, noun. 1. A strong, well-defined 
stream of fluid either issuing from an 
orifice or moving in a contracted duct, 
such as the jet  of combustion gases 
issuing from a reaction engine, or the 
jet in the test section of a wind tunneL 
See FBE~E m. 2. A tube, noalle, or the 

’ --w - Y - 
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like through which fluid passes, Or 
from which it issues, in a jet, such 8s 
a jet in a carburetor. see METERINQ 
JET, PRESSUBE JET. 3. A jet engine, as, 
an airplane with jets slung in pods. 
4. A jet airplane, as, the long runways 
needed for jets. 

jet aircraft. Aircraft, or an aircraft 
(usually a fixed-wing airplane), pow- 
ered by one or more air-breathing jet 
engines. 

jet airstream. A stream of air moving 
in a je t ;  a JET STREAM (in sense 1). 

jet-assisted take-off. The full term for 
“JATO” (in sense 1, which see). 

jet  engine. 1. Broadly, any engine that 
ejects a jet or stream of gas or fluid, 
obtaining all or most of its thrust by 
reaction to the ejection. Rare. See 
REACTION ENQINE. 2. Specif., an  air- 
craft  engine that derives all or most 
of its thrust by reaction to its ejection 
of combustion products (or heated 
a i r )  in a jet  and that  obtains oxygen 
from the atmosphere for the combus- 
tion of its fuel (or outside air for 
heating, as in the case of the nuclear 
jet  engine)d is t ing .  in this sense 
from a rocket engine. A jet  engine of 
this kind may have a compressor, com- 
monly turbine-driven, to take in and 
compress air (turbojet), or it may be 
compressorless, taking in and com- 
pressing air  by other means (pulsejet, 
ramjet) .  (See individual entries on 
these types.) See also CAMPINI EN- 

jel exhaust. A jet of exhaust gases, esp. 
from a jet  engine. 

jet flap. A sheetlike jet  of air ejected 
downward from a thin spanwise slot 
near the trailing edge of a wing, whose 
action is similar to that  of an  ordinary 
airfoil-type flap. 

jet helicopter. A helicopter having a jet 
rotor or a jet-engine power plant. 

jet lift. An upward force acting on an 
circrnft from one or more vertical jets. 

jet nozzle. A nozzle, usually specially 
shaped, for producing a jet, such as the 
exhaust nozzle on a jet or rocket en- 
gine. See ROCKET NOZZLE. 

jet-propelled, aaj. 1. Propelled by one 
or more air-breathing jet engines, as in 
jet-propelled airplane. 2. Propelled by 
a jet  or jets. either from jet  or rocket 
engines. Rare. See ROCKET-PROPELCED. 

jet propulsion. Propulsion by means of 
a jet  (in sense 1, which see) or Jets; 

QIKE, GAS-TURUIRE ENQINE.  

specif., propulsion by one or more air- 
breathing jet engines, See aFdCTION 

jet-propulsion engine. Same as  JET EN- 
QINE (in sense 1 or sense 2). 

jet rotor. A rotor driven by jet devices 
of one kind or another mounted within 
or upon the rotor blades, usually at the 
tips. The driving units may be pulse- 
jets, ramjets, compressed-air jets, etc. 
See PRESSURE ~ m .  

jet stack. An exhaust stack on recipre 
eating engines directed rearwardly so 
as  to obtain thrust from the ejected 
gases. See EXEAUST STACK. 

jet stream. 1. A strong, narrow band of 
wind or winds in the upper tropo- 
sphere or in the stratosphere, moving 
in a general direction from west to 
east and often reaching velocities of 
hundreds of miles an hour. 2. A stream 
moving in a jet, such a s  the stream of 
combustion products issuing from a re 
action engine. See JET, sense 1. 

jet thrust. The thrust of a fluid jet, em. 
as disting. from the thrust of a pro- 
peller. 

The thrust of a rocket enghe  is ealeu- 
lated in the same mnnner as gross thrust of 
a jet engine. See GROSS THRUST, note. 

jettison, verb tr. To throw or dump 
overboard, drop, or eject (tanks, fuel, 
gear, etc.) from a n  aircraft i n  order to 
disencumber it, 4s for emergency ac- 
tion. 

jettisonable, adj. Capable of being jet- 
tisoned. 

jet vane. A vane, either fixed or mov- 
able, used in a je t  stream, esp. in the 
jet  stream of a rocket, for purposes of 
stability or control under conditions 
where external aerodynamic controls 
are  ineffective. Cf. m VANE. 

jet  velocity. The velocity of a jet, meas- 
ured, e. g., with respect to the jet  nozzle. 

Joule cycle. [After James Prescott 
Joule (181&1889), English physicist.] 
An ideal cycle for internal-combustion 
engines consisting of isentropic com- 
pression of the working substance, 
addition of heat at constant pressure, 
isentropic expansion to ambient pres- 
sure, and exhaust a t  constant pressure. 
Also called “Brayton cycle.” 

joy st ick The control stick of a flxed- 
wing airplane. Slang. See CONTBOL 

PROPULSION. 

STICK. 
jump, noun. A PABACHUTE JUMP. 
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jump, verb. 1. intr. To make o r  per- 
form a parachute jump. 2. tr. To let 
(parachute troops) jump from an air- 
craft, as, to jump paratroops from both 
sides of an aircraft. 

jumper, noun. A parachutist, i. e., one 
who makes parachute jumps in  the 
routine of his occupation. 

jump take-off. With a rotary-wing air- 
craft, a type of takeoff in which the 

rotor blades, a t  a non-lifting pitch, are 
driven a t  a high rpm, then suddenly 
increased in pitch, resulting in  a take- 
off a t  a comparatively high initial 
speed. With an autogiro, power is dis- 
engaged from the rotor after take-off. 

jury strut. An auxiliary strut  that  
braces a main strut or struts, used, e. g.. 
between a main strut and a wing, or 
between two main struts. 

KArmAn vortex street. [After Theodore 
von Kdrmdn (1881- ), Hungarian- 
born American scientist.] A double 
trail of vortices formed alternately on 
both sides of a cylinder or similar body 
moving at right angles to its axis 
through a fluid, the vortices in one row 
rotating in a direction opposite to that 
of the other row. 

K class. A class of Goodyear airships 
having a volume of 456,000 cubic feet. 

keel, noun. 1. A longitudinal member or 
ridge along the center bottom of a sea- 
plane float or hull; also, the longi- 
tudinal center bottom of an airplane 
fuselage, or a main structural member 
running along the center bottom. 2. 
A middle longitudinal member or struc- 
ture at  the bottom of n rigid or semi- 
rigid airship, designed to prevent hog- 
ging or sagging and to distribute loads. 

keelson, noun. A very rigid and strong 
internal member in a float or hull giv- 
ing shape to the keel ridge, or support- 
ing the keel. 

K 
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Transverse section of float showing cen- 
ter and side keelsons I(. 

~ 

kickback, noun. A reversal of engine ro- 
tation during starting, caused by highly 
advanced timing or by preignition. 

kinematic viscosity. A term applied to 
the ratio of fluid viscosity to fluid den- 
sity, indicative of accelerations of the 
fluid arising from a given distortion. 

kite, noun. An airborne device consisting 
essentially of a light, thin surface or 
structure, or of an  assembly of such 
surfaces, usually of paper or cloth 
stretched over a light wooden frame- 
work, sustained by the wind and re- 
strained and held at  a suitable angle of 
attack by a towline. The kite is usually 
regarded as a kind of aircraft. 

kite balloon. An elongated captive bal- 
loon having one or more air-filled lobes 
or stabilizers serving as an empennage 
to head the balloon into the wind, and 
rigged so as to keep i ts  long axis in- 
clined to the wind, deriving aerody- 
namic lift, in the fashion of a kite, in 
addition to aerostatic lift. Some 
earlier types of kite balloon were fitted 
with a stabilizing taiL See DEACHEN, 

knock, noun. The noise associated with 
detonation or explosion of the fuel-air 
mixture in  an  internal-combustion pis- 
ton engine. See DETONATION, sense 2 
and note. 

knot, noun. One nautical mile (6076.1033 
feet) per hour. 

Kollsman number. A number represent- 
ing a n  altimeter setting. See ALTIM- 

kytoon, noun. [Coined from “kite bal- 
loon.”] A type of small captive bal- 
loon, similar to the ordinary kite 
balloon and deriving lift In the same 
fashion, but with an  empennage con- 
sisting of thin plane surfaces rather 
than the air-fllled fabric lobes of the 
kite balloon. 

KYTOON. 

ETEB SETTINQ. 
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L 
labyrinth, noun. A kind of seal or gland 

consisting of baffles, grooves, rings, etc. 
in an intricate arrangement designed 
to restrict a flow or to minimize leak- 
age, ns behind the rotary element of a 
compressor. 

lag, noun. 1. A hesitation or delay, a s :  
a. The delay in an instrument or instru- 
ment system in indicating a change. 
b. CONTROL LAO. c. IQNITION LAO. 2. 
The action of lagging. 

lag, verb tntr. Of an articulated rotor 
blade: To trail behind or to advance 
ahead of the position deflned by a line 
drawn through the center of rotation 
and the drag hinge. 

lag angle. With a rotary-wing aircraft, 
the angle between the span axis of a 
rotor blade and a line through the 
center of rotation and the drag hinge. 
This angle is considered positive when 
the blade is tralling. Also called a 
“drag angle.” See LEAD ANQLE. 

lag hinge. Same as  DRAQ HINQE. 
lamina, noun. 1. A layer of fluid. See 

LAMINAB FLOW. 2. Yeteorol. A stratum 
of the atmosphere between specifled al- 
titudes. 

laminar flow. A smooth flow in which no 
cross flow of fluid particles occurs, 
hence a flow conceived as made up of 
layers-commonly disting. from TUBBU- 

laminar-flow airfoil. An airfoil spe- 
cially designed to maintain extensive 
laminar flow over its surface. 

laminar separation. The separation of 
a laminar-flow boundary layer from a 
body. 

laminar sublayer. A very thin layer of 
laminar flow in a boundary layer, next 
to the body and beneath a turbulent 
layer. 

land, verb. 1. Cntr. a. To come down 
to earth (land or water) or other flrm 
surface (as  a carrier deck), and, usu- 
ally, there to come to rest-said of 
aircraft or of persons within, as, a 
plane that lands, then rolls to a stop, 
or, a pilot who lands and alights from 
his airplane. b. Of an  airship: To 
alight on the surface a s  indicated in 
Rense la ,  or to come down near to the 
surface for  mooring or docklng-also 
of persons wlthin. 2. intr. To alight 
upon or to hit the earth’s surface (land 

LENT FLOW. 

or water)-said of a parachutist, of a 
rocket, etc. 3. tr. To bring (an air- 
craft) down to the surface. 4 .  tr. TO 
bring (passengers, cargo, etc.) down to 
earth in an aircraft and discharge the 
load, as, to land troops. 

land airplane. A LANDPLANE. 
landfall, noun. 1. The sighting of land 

from seaward ; also, by extension, the 
contacting of land by other than visual 
means, as by radar, after a water 
crossing. 2. A navigational procedure 
in which an aircraft, in a passage over 
water, turns onto a line of position 
going through its destination and fol- 
lows the line of position to destination. 

1. The action of the verb 
land, or an instance of accomplishing 
this action. 2. The entire action of 
descending to the surface in an aircraft 
(including flying the approaches), mak- 
ing contact, and, usually, completing 
the landing run or coming to rest. 

landing, noun. 

Sense 2 may sometlmes be arbitrarll de- 
fined to lnclude the entlre operation foLow- 
lng descent to some speclfled altltude. 

landing angle. The acute angle between 
a specifled or understood wing chord 
of an airplane and the horizontal at 
the instant of touchdown with the air- 
plane in its normal landing attitude. 

landing approach An APPBOACH (esp. in 
sense 1). 

landing area. That part  of an airdrome 
or airport or any other land or water 
area, such as an airstrip, for the land- 
ing and take-off of aircraft : also, that 
area of a carrier deck for the landing 
of airplanes. 

landing beam. A radio beam establishing 
the glide slope in  an instrument land- 
ing system. See QLIDE PATH, sense 2. 

landing brake. A device using aerody- 
namic reactions to slow down an  air- 
craft in landing, such a s  a reversible- 
pitch propeller. See AIR BRAKE. 

landing crew. A crew on the ground that 
assists in docking or mooring an air- 
ship, or in handling it on the ground. 
Sometimes called a “ground crew” 
(which see). 

landing deck. The flight deck of an air- 
craft carrier. See FLIGHT DECK, sense 
2. 

landing distance. The distance that  an 
airplane covers in its landing run. 



LANDING FIELD 

landing field. A clear or cleared land 
area for the landing and take-off of 
aircraft ; that part of an airfield or of 
an airship station where aircraft land 
and take off. 

landing flap. A flap-so called when 
considering its special application in 
landing. 

landing flare. 1. A pyrotechnic flare 
sometimes dropped from an aircraft 
for illumination during a night land- 
ing. See FLARE, noun, sense 1. 2. A 

landing gear. 1. The apparatus com- 
prising those components of an air- 
craft  that  support and provide mobil- 
i ty for the aircraft on land, water, or 
other surface. The landing gear con- 
sists of wheels, floats, skis, bogies and 
treads, or other devices, together with 
all associated struts, bracing, shock 
absorbers, etc. “Landing gear” in- 
cludes all supporting components, such 
as the tail wheel or tail skid, outrigger 
wheels or pontoons, etc., but the term 
is often conceived to apply only to the 
principal components, i. e., to the main 
wheels, floats, etc., and the nose gear, 
if any. See AUXILIARY LANDINQ QEWL 
2. Either of the main wheels or units of 
a wheel-type landing gear when such a 
landing gear is so disposed that the 
major units can be regarded independ- 
ently, as, the left landing gear. 3. 
Rocketry. A parachute and release 
mechanism used in lowering a rocket 
to earth. 

see FLAP, noun, sense 1. 

FLARE-OUT. 

See BICYCLE LANDING GEAR, CROSS-WIND 
LANDING QEAR, FIXED LANDING QEAB, NOSE 
QEAR, QUADRICYCLE LANDING QEAR, RETRACT- 
ABLE L A S D I N Q  GEAR, TANDEM LANDING GEAR, 
TRACK-TYPE LANDING QEAB, TRICYCLE U N D -  
I N G  GEAR. 

landing-gear indicator, or  landing-gear 
position indicator. An indicator that  
shows if the landing gear is extended 
or retracted. 

landing light. A light, usually one of 
two or more, mounted on an aircraft 
and used to illuminate the surface 
during landing. 

landing mat. A mat, usually of metal 
mesh or pierced metal strips, laid down 
as a runway. 

landing pattern. Same as ~ P R O A C H  PAT- 

landing roll. The landing run of an  air- 
craft with a wheeled or track-type 

TERN. 

landing gear. See LANDINQ BUN. 
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landing run. The movement or trarel  of 
an aircraft on the land, water, or other 
surface under the impetus of i ts  land- 
ing speed after touchdown. 

landing skid. A skid or runner used in 
the main landing gear of an  airplane, 
upon which the airplane slides over the 
ground. 

landing speed. 1. The minimum speed 
a t  which a n  airplane may touch down 
under control. 2. The speed of an air- 
plane a t  touchdown ill a normal land- 
ing. 3. The speed of an airplane a t  
touchdown. 

landing strip. 1. Any long and narrow 
area, usually paved, forming a part  of 
a landplane airport or airfield, for the 
takeoff and landing of airplanes; a 
runway. 2. An AIRSTRIP. 

landing T, or, landing tee. Same as 

landing wire. A wire or cable that 
braces a wing against forces opposite 
in direction to the direction of lift, a s  
occur, e. g., in landing. Also called an 
“antilift wire.” Cf. FLYINQ WIBE. 

landmark, noun. A distinctive object, 
feature, or place on the ground, such 
as a mountain, river bend, or city, used 
to ascertain the position of an aircraft 
or to aid in flying a course. 

A light beacon, other 
than a n  airport or airway beacon, that 
marks a specific geographical location. 

landplane, noun. An airplane designed 
for taking off and alighting on land or 
other firm s u r f a c d i s t i n g .  esp. from 
a seaplane. Landplanes include car- 
rier planes, and by definition, ski- 
planes also, although the term usually 
signifies an airplane with a wheeled or 
track-type landing gear. 

lap belt. A safety belt that fastens 
across the lap. This is the usual kind 
of safety belt. Also called a “seat 
belt.” 

lapse rate. Metewol. The rate of change 
of temperature, pressure, or some 
other meteorological phenomenon with 
altitude, usually the rate of decrease 
of temperature with increasing height. 

lateral, adi. 1. Of or pertaining to the 
side; directed or moving toward the 
side. 2. Of or pertaining to the lateral 
axis ; directed, moving, or located 
along, or parallel to, the lateral axis. 

lateral acceleration. Acceleration sub- 
stantially along the lateral axis of a n  
aircraft, rocket, etc. 

WIND TEE. 

landmark beacon. 
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lateral attitude. The attitude of an air- 
craft, rocket, etc. with respect to the 
normal position of its lateral axis. 

lateral axis. An axis going from side to 
side of an aircraft, rocket missile, etc., 
usually the side-to-side body axis pass- 
ing through the center of gravity. 
Sometimes called a “transverse axis.” 
See AXIS, sense 2 and note, PITCH AXIS. 

lateral control. Control over the rolling 
movement of an  aircraft, rocket, etc., 
or over lateral attitude. With a flxed- 
wing airplane, this control is usually 
accomplished by the use of ailerons. 

lateral oscillation. A rolling, yawing, or 
sideslipping oscillation, or any combi- 
nation of these oscillations. 

The 
lation. 

Dutch roll ie a complex lateral oscil- 

lateral separation. I n  a i r  traffic control, 
the separation of aircraft from side to  
side. 

lateral stability. The tendency of a body, 
such a s  an aircraft, to resist rolling, or, 
sometimes also, to resist lateral dis- 
placement; the tendency of an aircraft 
to keep i ts  wings level, either in flight 
or a t  rest. 

lattice, noun. 1. A pattern or network 
of intersecting lines, such as  a network 
of lines of position established by 
radio-directive devices. 2. An assembly 
of intersecting slats, bars, or the like ; 
a grid ; also, a row of parallel vanes or 
airfoils. See CASCADE, sense 1. 

launch, verb Ir. To release or send forth ; 
to  send forth by launcher; also, to 
catapult. 

launcher, noun. 1. Specif., a structure 
or device, often incorporating a tube, a 
group of tubes, or a set of tracks, from 
which self-propelled missiles are  sent 
forth and by means of which the mis- 
siles usually are  aimed or imparted 
initial guidance-disting. in this spe- 
cffic sense from a CATAPULT. 2. Broad- 
ly, a structure, machine, or device, in- 
cluding the catapult, by means of 
which airplanes,  self-propelled mis- 
siles, or the like are  directed or hurled 
or sent forth. 

launching angle. The angle between a 
horizontal plane and the longitudinal 
axis of a rocket, etc. being launched. 

launching rack. A skeletonlike struc- 
ture, usually incorporating rails, from 
which something is launched. 

Lava1 nozzle. Same as DE UVAL NOZZLE. 

4 8 4 0 3 5 - 5 9 - 8  

F H E , L Z E H  

lazy eight. A kind of eight (which see) 
in which the airplane turns, dives, and 
climbs such that in the vertical plane 
the resulting flight path resembles a 
figure eight lying on its side and in 
the horizontal plane resembles the 
letter “S.” 

L class. A class of Goodyear airships 
having a volume of 123,000 cubic feet. 

lead angle. A negative lag angle. See 

leading edge. The forward edge of an  
airfoil, blade, etc., i. e., the edge which 
normally meets the air  or fluid flrst. 

LAQ ANOLE. 

See SUPERSONIC LEADINQ EDQE and Cf .  
TRAILINQ EDOE. 

leading-edge angle. The angle between 
the upper and lower surfaces near the 
leading edge of an airfoil, esp. an  air- 
foil with a sharp leading edge and non- 
curved surfaces. 

leading-edge flap. A flap installed at the 
leading edge of a wing. It may be a 
split flap, extensible flap, or other kind 
of flap. See DROOP FLAP. 

leading-edge radius. The radius of a 
circle whose arc coincides with the 
leading edge of an airfoil proflle. 

lean, adj. Of a combustible mixture: 
Having a relatively low proportion of 
fuel to a i r  or oxidant; more precisely, 
having a value less than stoichiometric. 

lean blowout. A blowout (which see) 
caused by a too-lean fuel-air mixture. 

left, noun. 1. Specif., the left side of an  
aircraft. See LEFT, adj .  2. The area 
or direction to one’s left-hand side, as, 
to turn to the lef t. 

See PORT, noun, sense 1. 
left, adj.  Specif., situated on, or di- 

rected toward, the left-hand side of a 
person a t  the longitudinal axis of an  
aircraft and facing forward, as  in left  
bank, left wing; coming from the left, 
a s  in left wind. See POBT, adj. 

left-hand engine. An engine whose 
crankshaft or other main shaft rotates 
in a counterclockwise direction, a s  seen 
from t h e  antipropeller end of the en- 
gine. 

With a turbojet engine, e. g., the dlrectlon 

leg, noun. 1. A distinct segment, as be- 
tween landings, of an air journey, as, 
the leg between Seattle and Anchorage. 
2. One of the straight-line segments of 
a Pattern flown in the air, as, a cross- 
wind leg. 3. A landing-gear strut, 

of vlew is from the exhaust end. 
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when the landing wheel is supported b! 
a single strut. 

Specif., the dimension ol 
an  aircraft, rocket, etc. from nose tc 
ta i l ;  the measure of this dimension 
Cf. SPAN. 

The length of a n  airplane, etc.. takes ir 
the  extremitbs.  such a s  propeller, antenna 
and  tail  surfaces. It is sometimes callec 
“over-nll length.” 

length-beam ratio. The ratio of the 
length of a seaplane float or hull to ite 
beam. Cf. FINENESS RATIO. 

let, verb intr. To  let down. To descend 
in a glide, usually a shallow glide, esp. 
preparatory to making an  approach or 
landing. 

letdown, noun. An act or instance of let- 
ting down, esp. the gliding descent of 
a n  aircraft from cruising altitude prior 
to a n  approach or landing. 

level, nourt. A horizontal line, plane, or 
region at a given height, as, a level at 
which icing conditions prevail. 

level, verb intr. To level 012 or out. To 
enter horizontal flight after a climb, 
dive, or glide. 

The  tendency Is t o  say, “to level o r ’  from 
a climb. and “to level out” of a dive or glide. 

lift, noun. 1. That component of the 
total aerodynamic force acting on a 
body p e r p e n d i c u l a r  to the direction of 
the undisturbed airflow relative to the 
body. This lift, sometimes called 
“aerodynamic lift,” acts on any body 
or system of bodies such as an  airfoil, 
a fuselage, an  airplane, an airship, a 
rotor, etc., at a suitable angle of attack 
in the airflow. 

Lf f t  1s usually thought of as a force act- 
lug  in  an upward direction, giving sustenta- 
tIon to aircraft .  By de6nition, however, 
l i f t  can, and  does. ac t  In any direction: 
downward. a8 with a horizontnl tail when 
required for longitudinal t r im.  sideward as 
wlth a vertical tai l  when a’n aircraft‘ is 
turned. When lif t  In a direction other thnn 
upward 1s under discusslon, i t  mny be speci- 
Bed In t he  expressions “negntije (down- 
ward)  lift,” or “horizontnl l if t  although 
t h e  la t te r  expression is usually abolded. 

This phenomenon of aerodynamic l if t  is 
explained by either or both of two laws or 
theorems: (1) By Newton’s third law of 
motion In which a body. deflecting a i r  in 
one dir’ectiou. obtains a Porce upon Itself act- 
lug  in the other direction. ( 2 )  By Ber- 
noulli’s law, in whirh an  lncrease of air 
velocity over the  body gives a pressure de- 
crease resulting in lift. See BEBNOULLI’B 
Law. 

length, notin. 

2. The upward force or buoyancy ex- 
erted on a balloon or airship by the air 
it displaces. See AEROSTATIC LIFT. 3. 
An upward-acting force. See JET LIFT. 

lift coefficient. A coefficient represent- 
ing the lift of a given airfoil or other 
body. 

The l if t  coefacient Is obtnined by dividing 
the l lf t  by the free-strenm dynamic pressure 
and by the representative area under con- 
sideration. 

lift component, or lift force. The compc- 
nene of the total dynamic forces on a 
body in a fluid flow, acting in the lift 
direction. 

lift direction. The direction in which 
lift acts on a body. The lift direction 
is perpendicular to the relative wind, 
and parallel or perpendicular to some 
other chosen reference, depending 
upon the body under consideration ; 
with a wing, e. g., the direction is 
parallel to the plane of symmetry. 

lift distribution. The spanwise disposi- 
tion of the lift along a wing or other 
lifting surface. 

lift-drag ratio. The ratio of lift to drag, 
obtained by dividing the lift by the 
drag, or the lift coefficient by the drag 
coefficient. 

lifting gas. Any lighter-than-air gas for 
a balloon or airship. 

lifting line. In  aerodynamic theory, a 
spanwise line through an  airfoil, identi- 
fied with a bound vortex, along which 
the lift is assumed to be concentrated. 

lift-off jump. A parachute jump i n  
which the jumper deploys his para- 
chute from the aircraft and allows it 
to drag him off. 

lift strut. A wing strut  designed as an 
airfoil so that, in addition to serving as 
a brace, i t  contributes to the lift of the 
airplane. 

lift web. Any one of the fabric straps 
connecting a parachute harness to the 
shroud lines. Sometimes called a 
“riser’’ (which see). 

lift wire. Same as FLYING WIRE. 
light beacon. A light, or a number of 

lights grouped together, set up as a 
beacon to aid in navigation. 

B 

See BOUND VORTEX. 

See AIRPORT BEACON AIRWAY BEACON 
CODE BEACON, FLABHINQ ‘BEACON, LANDMAR; 

lighter-than-air, adj. 1. Of aircraft : 
That can be Inflated so a s  to weigh less 
than the displaced air and so be 
lifted aerostatically. See LIQHTEB- 
TEAN-AIR AIRCRAFT, note. 2. Of, per- 
taining to, or dealing with, lighter- 
than-air aircraft, as In lighter-thawair 
activity, lighter-thawair pilot. 

BEACON, EOTATINO BEACON. 
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This term 1s hyphened only as an at- 
tributive adjective. 

lighter-than-air aircraft. Aircraft, or an 
aircraft, that can rise and remain sus- 
pended in the air by virtue of contained 
air  or gas weighing less than the dis- 
placed air. A lighter-than-air aircraft 
is also called an  “aerostat.” 

Dlrlglbles (as  well a s  klte balloons) d e  
rlve a measure of lift nerodynamically when 
flown a t  a proper angle of attack and for 
thls reason dirigibles may be fled actually 
somewhat heavier than air. See BEAVIER- 

light gun. A spotlight with which differ- 
ently colored light signals are  flashed, 
used in traffic control a t  an airport. 

lightplane, noun. Also light plane. A 
lightly constructed, lightweight air- 
plane. 

limit load. The maximum load which it 
is calculated that an  aircraft member 
or part will experience in service. 

limit stop. An abutment or other device 
that limits the movement of something, 
used, e. g., in a flexible machine-gun 
mounting on an  aircraft to prevent 
gunfire from hitting a part  of the air- 
craft, in  a gyroscopic instrument to 
Prevent excessive damaging angular 
movement, etc. Sometimes popularly 
called a “check stop.” See DUG BTOP, 

line, noun. An airline, control line, flight 
line, etc. 

linear acceleration. Acceleration along 
a line or axis. 

linear array. An antenna arrangement 
having its elements assembled in a 
straight line. 

linear twist. A twist of a n  airfoil such 
that  the angle of attack a t  any section 
is directly proportional to the spanwise 
distance from a specified reference line 
or plane. 

line of flight. The line in air or space 
along which a n  aircraft, missile, etc., 
flies or travels. 

line of position. In  air navigation, a line 
along which an aircraft is known to 
be, i. e., a line containing all possible 
locations of a n  aircraft a t  a given in- 
stant. A line of position may be a 
circle of equal altitude, a radio bearing, 
a line in the direction of a bearing, 
etc. A railroad, highway, or the like 
may also provide a line of position. 

line of sight. 1. The straight line b e  
tween the eye of an observer and the 
observed object or point. 2. Any 

TEAN-AIR AIBCRABT, note. 

DBOOP STOP. 

straight line between one point and an- 
other, or extending out from a particu- 
lar  point. 

liner, noun. Specif., an  INNEB LINER 
Link trainer. [After Link Aviation, 

Inc.] A simulator (which see) for 
training in certain skills or techniques, 
esp. instrument flying. 

liquid-cooled, adj. Cooled by liquid, 
such a s  water or alcohol, as in liqzlid- 
cooled engine. 

liquid propellant. Specif.. a rocket pro- 
pellant in liquid form. See BOCKET PBO- 
PELLANT. 

Examples of Hquid propellants lnclude 
fuels such as  alcohol asoline, nnlline, Ilquid 
ammonla and liqui% hydrogen * oxidants 
such as  ’liquid oxygen, hydrogeh peroxlde 
(also applicable as  a monopropellant), and 
nitric acid; nddltives such as  water: and 
monopropellants such a s  nitromethane. 

liquid-propellant rocket engine or  motor. 
A rocket engine or motor using a pro- 
pellant or propellants in  liquid form. 
Rocket engines of this kind vary some- 
what in complexity, but they consist 
essentially of one or more combustion 
chambers together with the necessary 
pipes, valves, pumps, injectors, etc. 
See LIQUID PBOPELUNT and ROCKET 

load, noun. 1. That which is put, or in- 
tended to be put, aboard an  aircraft; 
the amount of this burden. 2. Engi- 
neering. A stress-producing force, or 
the resultant of a system of stress- 
producing forces, imposed upon an  air- 
craft, aircraft component, or other 
body; the value of such a load. see 

In sense 1, nee PAYLOAD, USEFUL LOAD ; in 

ENQINE. 

LOADINQ. 

(IPnRP 2. R W  AEBODYNAYIC LOAD. ALLOWABLE 
i6i i ;  ikcii LOAD,- B A 8 k - L & 6  b S 1 Q N  LOAD, 
DYNAMIC LOAD, FULL LOAD, OUST LOAD, IM- 
PACT LOAD. LIMIT LOAD. MANEIJVEBINO LOAD. 
STATIC LOAD, ULTIMATE-LOAD, YIELD LOAD. 

load adjuster. A special slide rule used 
in weight and balance calculations of 
the load placed aboard an  aircraft. 

load face. Same as BLADE FACE. 
load factor. 1. Engineering. A factor 

representing the ratio of some s p e d e d  
load (such as a maneuvering load, the 
design load, or the ultlmate load) to a 
basic load. If the context does not in- 
dicate what load is being compared 
with the basic load, usually the design 
load is meant. 2. In  air  transport, a 
factor representing the ratio of the a c  
tual load carried to the maximum load 
that could be carried. 
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loading, noun. Rngineering. 1. A loac 
(in sense 2),  as, a heavy loading 

2. Loads collectively, as, a distributior 
of loading; the application of a load, 01 
of loads, as, repeated loading-often ir 
these senses with the suggestion of con 
tinuing application or exertion. 

See BLADE LOADING, DISK LOADING, SPA& 
LOADINO, UJNSPYYETRICAL LOADINO, WIN( 
LOADINQ. 

3. The ratio of the weight of a vehiclc 
to its power, i. e., POWER LOADING 0 1  

load ring. A concentration ring on a 
free balloon. See CONCENTRATION RING. 

load water line. A line on a seaplane 
float or hull indicating the depth to 
which the float or hull sinks under a 
normal load. 

lobe switching. The periodic directing 
of lobe-shaped radio-frequency beams 
between different positions in scanning 
or direction finding. 

A radio beacon used in 
a n  instrument landing system to give 
lateral guidance along the final ap- 
proach. The localizer transmits two 
signal patterns overlapping along the 
center line of the runway and along 
the projection of the center line from 
both ends of the runway. Sometimes 
called a "runway localizer." 

local velocity. The velocity at some 
localized point in a field of flow. Cf. 

location marker. Any of several kinds 
of radio beacons located along a n  air- 
way or in a n  instrument landing sys- 
tem, transmitting a characteristic sig- 
nal to provide position or distance in- 
formation to aircraft. Often called a 
"radio marker." See FAN MARKEB, z 

loft, noun. 1. A building, room, or place 
where lofting is done. 2. A PARACHUTE 

The making or piecing to- 
gether of full-sized drawings of a body 
or configuration. as of a n  airplane hull 
or fuselage or of a wing-fuselage inter- 
section, so as to minimize error in de- 
termining dimensions and interference 
of components and in making patterns. 

1. A record or history, as: a. 
A record of a flight by an  aircraft, con- 
taining information such as that con- 
cerning the course or courses flown, 
speed, positions, important occurrences 

THRUST LOADINQ. 

localizer, noun. 

BEMOTE VELOCITY. 

MABXEB. 

LOFT. 
lofting, noun. 

log, noun. 

aboard the aircraft, observations, etc. 
See F r m m  LOG, sense 1. b. A history 
of a particular piece of equipment, as 
of a n  engine. See PARACHUTE LOG. c 
A record of a person's flying hours, 
ineluding kind of flying performed. 2. 
Any of certain instruments or devices 
that measure, indicate, or record data 
about the flight of an  aircraft, a rocket 
missile, etc. See AIR LW. FLIORT LOO, 
sense 2. 

longeron, noun. A principal longitudi- 
nal member in a fuselage, nacelle, or 
the like, hearier than a stringer 
(which see). Cf. SPAU. 

longitudinal, adj .  1. Directed, moving, 
or placed lengthwise ; of or pertaining 
to the lengthwise dimension. 2. Of or 
pertaining to the longitudinal axis. 

longitudinal acceleration. Acceleration 
substantially along the longitudinal 
axis of an  aircraft, rocket, etc. 

longitudinal axis. An axis going from 
nose to tail of a n  aircraft, rocket, etc., 
usually a fore-and-aft body axis pass- 
ing through the center of gravity. See 
AXIS, sense 2 and note, BOLL AXIS. 

longitudinal control. Control over the 
pitching movement of a n  aircraft, 
rocket, etc. 

longitudinal decalage. The decalage 
(which see) of two surfaces mounted 
i n  tandem. 

ongitudinal oscillation. 1. The oscilla- 
tion of an  aircraft or other flying body 
in its plane of symmetry, consisting of 
pitching, climbing, and diving motions. 
See P H m o m  OSCILLATION. 2. In Roc& 
etry .  Pressure oscillation in a com- 
bustion chamber along the longitudinal 
axis. 

ongitudinal separation. In air t r a 5 c  
control, ,the separation between air- 
craft along a longitudinal line. 

ongitudinal stability. The stability of 
an  aircraft with respect to pitching 
motions, or, sometimes also, with re- 
spect to vertical displacement and 
fore-and-aft motion. 

oop, noun. 1. An airplane maneuver in 
which the airplane makes an approxi- 
mately circular flight path in the verti- 
cal plane, its lateral axis remaining 
horizontal and perpendicular to the 
flight path ; specif., a NORMAL LOOP. 2. 
The approximately circular flight path 
flown in this maneuver. 

see HALF-LOOP, INSIDl LOOP, INVERTED 
LOOP, OUTSIDE LOOP. 
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3. A QROUND LOOP or WATEB LOOP. 4. A 

loop, verb. 1. tr. To put into a loop. 
2. intr. To make a loop. 3. To loop 
the loop. To make a loop. Popular. 
The phraseology of sense 3 derives from 

a circus stunt In which the performer rides 
a car that 1s made to coast over an upright 
circular track : hence, the performer “loops 
the loop.” 

loop antenna. A directional antenna in 
the form of a closed loop, rechngle, or 
other shape. 
The loop antenna radlates or recelres a t  a 

maximum intenslty in or from a direction 
parallel to the plane of the loop. See 

loop-the-loop, noun. [See LOOP, verb, 
note.] A normal loop. Popular. See 
LOOP, noun, sense 1. 

loop-type radio range. A type of radio 
range employing two loop antennas 
placed at right angles to one another. 
One antenna sends out the Morse let- 
ter “A” and the other sends out the 
letter “N,” producing a radiation pat- 
tern resembling in a graphic represen- 
tation two figure eights crossing one 
another, containing four overlapping 
zones or quadrants, with alternating 
“A” and “N” zones. The dots and 
dashes of the “A” and “N” signals 
merge into .a steady hum along lines 
bisecting the overlapping portions of 
the zones, producing four courses or 
beams centered at the  antennas for the 
guidance of aircraft. 

BBIN LOOP. 

AUBAL NULL. 

Radio range, loop-type or Adcock. A, N 
radiation patterns of Morse A and N 
signals ; B bi-signal zone; E equisignal 
zone; 0 cone of silence. 

LUF’BERY 

LOP-Abbreviation for line of  position- 
pronounced by letter. 

loran, noun. [From “long-range naviga- 
tion” ; sometimes capitalized.] A par- 
ticular kind of long-range navigation 
system in which hyperbolic lines of 
position a re  established by the time 
difference in the arrival of radio sig- 
nals from ground stations. See HYPEB- 

1. Performed or con- 
ducted at an altitude considered rela- 
tively low, as in low-altitude nariga- 
tion. 2. Designed for operation or use 
at a low altitude, as in low-altitude 
fighter. 3. Established or occurring at 
a low altitude, as in low-altitude route, 
lowaltitude turbulence. 

low-drag, adj. Specially designed to pro- 
duce little drag, a s  in low-drag cowling, 
low-drag fuselage, l owdrag  wing. 

lower camber. The camber of the under- 
side of an  airfoil. Sometimes called 
“bottom camber.” 

low pitch. The pitch of a propeller or 
propeller blade a t  a small blade angle. 

low-pressure chamber. A chamber in 
which a low pressure prevails; a DE- 

low-wing monoplane. A m o n o p 1 a n e 
whose wing or wing halves are mounted 
at or near the bottom of the fuselage. 

lox, or loxygen, noun. Liquid oxygen. 
Iubber line, or, less frequently, lubber’s 

line. 1. A line on any direction-indi- 
eating instrument or device, such as a 
compass or directional gyro, represent- 
ing the longitudinal axis of the aircraft 
or vessel, and hence indicating head- 
ing. 2. Loosely, a reference line on any 
instrument, such as a horizontal line on 
an  attitude gyro. 

lufbery, noun, or  lufbery circle. [After 
Raoul G. L u f b m  (1885-1918), WW I 
aviator.] A military airplane maneu- 
ver or formation in which two or more 
airplanes follow one another in a spiral 
or in an  approximately horizontal cir- 
cle, offering mutual protection and de- 
fense against attacking planes ; also, 
any formation or flight conflguration in 
which planes follow one another in a 
circle or spiral. 

-lofberr, uerb Intr. To fly In a lufbery 
circle. 

BOLIC NAVIQATION. 
low-altitude, adj. 

COMPRESSION CHAMBEB 

\ a 
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M 
M. A. C.-Abbreviation for mean aero- 

Mach. See MACH NUMBER. 
Mach angle. The angle between a Mach 

line and the direction of moyement or 
undisturbed flow. 

Mach cone. 1. The cone-shaped shock- 
wave theoretically emanating from an 
infinitesimally small particle moving 
at supersonic speed through a fluid 
medium. It is the locus of the Mach 
lines. See MACH LINE. 2. The cone- 
shaped shock wave generated by a 
sharppointed body, as at the nose of a 
high-speed aircraft. 

dynamic chord. 

Mach indicator. Same as MACHMETER 
machine, noun. A Contrivance of some 

sort ; in aeronautics, a contrivance, de- 
vice, or structure intended to trarel, 
glide, soar, or float in or through the 
air, or above the earth;  a flying ma- 
chine; an  aircraft. 
This term is applied to all aircrnft. includ- 

ing balloons airships gliders airplnnes 
rotarpwtng htrcrntt, a‘nd experimental 
ing models. and is also applied. though infre- 
quently. to guided rocket missiles nnd the 
like. this last usage, though rnre illus- 
trat;s the need and search for nn dclusive 
term for nircrnft, rocket veliiclcs, nnd sirnl- 
lar “machlnes.” See CRAFT, sense 2 end 
note, VEHICLE and note; ci. XLPINQ 

Mach line. A line representing a Mach 
wave ; a MACH WAVE. 

Machmeter, noun. An instrument that 
measures and indicates speed relative 
to the speed of sound, i. e., that  indi- 
cates the Mach number. Also called 
a “Mach indicator.” 

Mach number. [Pronounced “mock.” 
After Ernst Mach (1838-1916), Aus- 
trian scientist.] A number expressing 
the ratio of the speed of a body or  of 
a point on a body with respect to the 
surrounding air or other fluid, or the 
Speed of a flow, to  the speed of sound 
in the medium; the speed represented 
by this number. Thus, a Mach num- 
ber of 1.0 indicates a speed equal to 
the speed of sound, 0.5 a speed one half 
the speed of sound, 5.0 a speed flve 
times the speed of sound, etc. See 

YACBINE. 

. 

CBITICAL MACH NUMBEB, FLIQHT MACH 

NUMBEB. 

Mach wave. 1. A shock wave theoret- 
ically occurring along a common line of 
fntersection of all the pressure disturb- 

ances emanating from an  infinitesi- 
mally small particle moving at super- 
sonic speed through a fluid medium, 
such a ware considered to exert no 
changes in the condition of the fluid 
passing through it. The concept of the 
Mach wave is used in defining and 
studying the realm of certain disturb- 
ances in a supersonic field of flow. 
2. A very weak shock wave appearing, 
e. g., at the nose of a very sharp body, 
where the fluid undergoes no substan- 
tial change in direction. 

Mach wave, sense 1. Mach wave M 
from particle P moving a t  supersonic 
speed, outrunning its  pressure disturb- 
ances D. 

mag, noun. A clipped form of the word 
“magneto.” Popular. 

magnesyn, noun. [ A  trade name, from 
magnetic + eunchronous; often cap& 
talized.] An electromagnetic device 
that transmits the direction of a mag- 
netic field from one coil to another, 
used to transmit measurements elec- 
trically from a point of measurement 
to an  indicator in a remoteindicating 
system. 

magnesyn compass. [See LIAQNESYN.] 
A compass or compass system incorpo- 
rating a flux m t e  and transmitting and 
receiving magnesyns for remote-indi- 
cation of the movements of the flux 
gate. 

mignetic bearing. Bearing measured 
relative to  magnetic north. 

magnetic compass. A compass that uses 
a pivoted magnetic needle or other mag- 
netic sensing element that aligns itself 
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with the earth's magnetic lines of force 
to indicate direction. 

magnetic course. A course measured 
relative to magnetic north. 

magnetic-drag tachometer. A MAQNETIC 

magnetic heading. Heading measured 
relative to magnetic north. 

magnetic north. The direction north as 
indicated by a magnetic compass in- 
fluenced only by the earth's magnetic 
Eeld. 

Since the earth's magnetic linea of force 
are often irregular, magnetic north may not 
be in the direction of the north magnetic 
pole 

M'agnetic north is sometlmes cobfused 
with compass north. 

magnetic tachometer. A type of tachom- 
eter in which a disk magnet, rotated 
mechanically or electrically, induces 
eddy currents in a nonmagnetic metal 
disk or cup mounted coaxially with it 
and rotates the nonmagnetic element to 
a degree proportional to the rotational 
speed of the magnet, indications of rpm 
being given by a pointer attached to 
the nonmagnetic element. Also called 
a "magnetic-drag tachometer." 

magneto, noun. A type of electric gen- 
erator using permanent magnets to sup- 
ply an  electric current for engine 
ignition. 

magnetohydrodynamics, noun. The dy- 
namics of the interaction between mag- 
netic Eelds and electrically conducting 
fluids. 

Magnus effect. [After Heinrich Gustav 
Magnus (1802-1870), German scien- 
tist.] A force acting substantially 
normal to the direction of relative m e  
tion of flow on a cylinder or sphere 
rotating in a flow. See CIRCULATION, 
note. 

main-stage supercharger. In a setup 
where two or more superchargers are  
used, that  supercharger which dis- 
charges into the intake manifold. 

maneuver, noun. 1. A change in the 
movement or attitude of an aircraft in 
flight, such as a turn, a dive, a pull- 
out, a b a d ,  etc. 2. An evolution or 
performance such as a loop, a roll, a 
wing-over, etc. 

maneuver, verb tr. and intr. To put 
through, or to perform, a maneuver or 
maneuvers. 

maneuverability, noun. The property of 
a n  aircraft that  permits it to be ma- 

TACHOMETER. 

neuvered easily, and to withstand the 
stresses imposed by maneuvers ; the 
capability of a rocket missile or the 
like readily to alter its flight path. 

maneuverable, adj. Capable of being 
maneuvered ; responsive to controls. 

maneuvering load. A load imposed 
upon an aircraft member or part by a 
maneuver, such a s  a dive, turn, loop, 
etc. 

maneuvering valve. A valve fitted in  
the top of a balloon or gasbag for re- 
leasing gas. 

manhole, noun. Specif., an  opening, ca- 
pable of being sealed, for entering the 
gasbag or ballonet of an  airship. 

manifold absolute pressure. The pres- 
sure in the intake manifold of a n  en- 
gine, measured from zero and ex- 
pressed in inches of mercury. Usually 
called simply manifold pressure. 

manifold-pressure gauge. A gauge that  
measures the manifold absolute pres- 
sure of an  engine. 

manometer, noun. A gauge for measur- 
ing the pressure of gases or vapors. 
The sensitive element in the instru- 
ment may be a column of mercury in 
a U-shaped tube, an  aneroid, etc. 

marker, noun. Anything on the earth's 
surface used to mark or to point out 
something, such as a colored panel or a 

MARKER, DYE MARKER) ; specif., a LOCA- 

marker beacon. Any kind of beacon 
used as  a marker ; specif., a  ATI ION 

marker light. Any light, or any one of 
a set of lights, that marks a particular 
object or area, such as a bonndary 
light, obstruction light, or runway 
light. 

mass balance. 1. Weight tha t  brings 
about a desired balance under static 
or dynamic conditions. 2. A weight or 
counterpoise used to effect a desired 
condition of equilibrium, esp. about 
the hinge axis of an  aircraft c o ~ t r o l  
surf ace. 

mass ratio. Rocketry. The ratio of the 
mass of the propellant charge of a 
rocket to the total mass of the rocket, 
charged with the propellant. 

mast, noun. A post, column, or upright 
structure, as: a. A post on an air- 
plane's fuselage to which one end of an 
antenna is fastened, or an uprigh,t 

light (see CIRCLE MARKER, COURBE 

TION MARKER. 

MARKER. 
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structure containing an  antenna. b. 
A column or upright structure on a 1’0- 
tary-wing aircraft supporting a rotor. 
Called also a “rotor mast.” c. An up- 
right structure or tower to which the 
nose of an airship is moored. Called 
also a “mooring mast.” d. On certain 
early airplanes, a post or upright mem- 
ber used as a support, e. g., for bracing 
wires. 

Cf. PYLON, 

master station. In a hyperbolic naviga- 
tion system, such as loran, that trans- 
mitting station which controls the 
transmissions of another station or of 

QATION and cf. SLAVE STATIOX. 
M class. A class of Goodyear airships 

having a volume of 725,000 cubic feet. 
mean aerodynamic chord. The chord of 

an imaginary rectangular airfoil that  
would have pitching moments through- 
out the flight range the same as those 
of an actual airfoil or combination of 
airfoils under consideration, calculated 
to make equations of aerodynamic 
forces applicable. 

The mean aerodynamic chord is defined by 
the formula 

other Stations. See HYPERBOLIC NAVI- 

where c is the local chord, b is the span, 
8 is the wing area, and y is the lateral 
coordinnte. 

mean blade-width ratio. The ratio of 
the mean width of a blade, esp. a pro- 
peller blade, to the diameter of the 
circle described by the tip of the rotat- 
ing blade. 

mean camber. The mean of the upper 
camber and lower camber of an  airfoil, 
i. e., the curvature, or the amount of 
curvature, of the mean line of an air- 
foil profile from the chord. 

Thi8 term is often shortened “camber’” 
thns. an airfoil that is symmetric about it; 
chord. such as  a biconvex airfoil. is called 
an “airfoil of zero camber.” 

mean chord. A mean aerodynamic chord 
or a mean geometric chord; specif., a 

mean effective pitch. Same as ZERO- 
THRUST PITCH. Sometimes loosely 
called “effective pitch” (which see, 
sense 2 ) .  

mean effective pressure. An average 
pressure inside the cylinders of an  in- 
ternal-combustion engine, based on 
some calculated or measured horse- 

MEAX GEOMETRIC CHORD. 

power : specif., same as INDICATED MEAX 

mean experimental pitch. Same as ZERU- 

mean free path. The average distance a 
molecule, such as an air molecule, 
travels between collisions with other 
molecules. 

mean geometric chord. The average 
chord length of an airfoil, obtained by 
dividing the airfoil area by the span. 
Usually called simply “mean chord.” 

mean h e .  Specif., a line midway be- 
tween the upper and lower contours of 
an  airfoil profile. 

mechanic, noun. Specif., a p e r s o n  
trained in the maintenance and repair 
of aircraft or aircraft engines. See 

EFFECTNE PRESSURE. 

TIIRUST PITCH. 

AIRCRAFT ENGINE MECHANIC, AIRCRAFT 
MECHANIC. 

mechanical efficiency. Specif., the effi- 
ciency of the mechanical operation of 
an  internal-combustion piston engine, 
expressed as the ratio of i ts  brake 
horsepower to its indicated horsepower. 

mechanical pilot. Same as AUTOMATIC 

mechanical tachometer. A shaft-driven 
PILOT. 

tachometer. 
Mechanical tachometers include the cen- 

trifugal tachometer, the chronometric tach- 
ometer, and some of the magnetic tachom- 
eters. Cf. ELECTEiC TACHOMETER. 

mesosphere, noun. [Greek mesos (“mid- 
dle’’), thus, a middle sphere.] 1. A 
sphere or layer of the atmosphere be- 
tween the ionosphere and the exosphere 
(about 250 to GOO miles). 2. A sphere 
or layer of the atmosphere between the 
top of the stratosphere and a n  un- 
named layer where the minimum of 
temperature occurs (about 20 to 50 
miles). In  this sense the mesosphere 
is coextensive with the chemosphere. 

metacenter, noun. The point of intersec- 
tion of the vertical through the center 
of buoyancy of a body (such as a sea- 
plane hull or airship) and the vertical 
through the new center of buoyancy 
that occurs when the body is displaced. 
When the metacenter is above the cen- 
ter of gravity, the body is stable. 

metacentric height. The distance be- 
tween the center of gravity of a buoyant 
body and i t s  metacenter. 

metalclad airship. An airship having an 
envelope of light metal plating orer a 
lightweight framework. See PREBSURE- 

t -*y_-- 

BIGID AIRSHIP.  
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meteorograph, w n .  An instrument or 
apparatus that records simultaneously 
the values of two or more meteorologi- 
cal phenomena, such as temperature, 
pressure, humidity, etc. Also called an  
"aerograph." See AEBOMETEOROQRAPH, 

A passage of particular 
size that regulates the flow of fuel in 
a carburetor. 

microbarograph, noun. A highly sensi- 
tive barograph for recording small and 
rapid changes in  atmospheric pressure. 

middle marker. I n  an  instrument land- 
ing system, a fan marker near the ap- 
proach end of a runway. See FAN 

midwing monoplane. A monoplane 
whose wing is mounted approximately 
midway between the top and bottom 
of the fuselage. 

military aviation. Aviation conducted by 
a military establishmentdisting. esp. 
from commercial aviation. Cf. NAVAL 

military rated power. The maximum 
power or thrust that a military aircraft 
engine can develop without damage for 
a period of time (e. g., 30 minutes) 
specifled by qualifled authority. 

milk, verb tr. To milk the flaps. To de- 
flect the flaps in a series of small-angle 
movements. Xlang. 

minimal flight path. The flight path be- 
tween two points that affords the 
shortest possible time enroute. 
The minimal flight path may be planned 

to take advantage of winds and pressure 
systems, and i s  thus not necessarily the 
shortest Bight path between two points. 

minimum, tcoun. The lowest condition or 
limit of ceiling, visibility, altitude, etc. 
at which flight operation is permitted, 
such as a circling minimum, the lowest 
altitude at which circling is permitted. 

minimum flying speed. The l o w e s t  
steady speed at which a n  airplane can 
maintain altitude under the given con- 
ditions and without ground effect. 

minimum gliding angle. The shallowest 
or flattest gliding angle an aircraft can 
steadily maintain with no engine 
thrust. 

minimum pressure point. Specif., the 
point on the surface of a body in a 
flow (such as a n  airfoil in a n  airflow) 
where the local stream static pressure 
is at a minimum. 

RADIOMETEOROORAPH. 
metering jet. 

MARKER. 

AVIATION. 

missile, noun. Any object thrown, 
dropped, fired, launched, or otherwise 
projected with the purpose of striking 
a target. See OUIDED MISSILE (sense 
2) .  

missile attitude. The position of a mis- 
sile as determined by the relationship 
of its axes to some reference. See 

mixed flow. Flow consisting of different 
types or kinds of flow ; e. g., flows con- 
sisting of both subsonic and supersonic 
flow, or laminar and turbulent flow. 

mixed-flow compressor. A rotary com- 
pressor through which the acceleration 
of fluid is partly radial and partly 
axial. 

mixture control. Specif., a carburetor 
control for adjusting the fuel-air ratio. 

ATTITUDE. 

see ALTITUDE MIXTURE CONTROL, AUTO- 
MATIC! MIXTURE CONTROL. 

mixture distribution. The distribution, 
with respect to both quantity and 
quality, of the fuel-air mixture sup 
plied to the several cylinders of a n  
engine. 

mixture ratio. Specif., an air-fuel ratio 
or fuel-air ratio. 

mixture setting. An adjustment of a 
mixture control so as to obtain a de- 
sired fuel flow. 

A mixture setting may be made for best 
economy a setting that provides the mini- 
mum f d l  Bow for the nnwer outniit. or for 
best power the setting-that giieii-tlieieaii 
fuel Bow w6en maximum power Is developed. 
The so-called beet setting is the setting 
which, by deflnition. results in a one-oercent 
reduction in power from the best po ier  set: 
ting, caused by a reduction in fuel flow only. 

mock-up, noun. A full-sized replica or 
dummy of something, such as a n  air- 
plane, usually made of some substitute 
material, such as wood or clay, and 
sometimes incorporating actual func- 
tioning pieces of equipment, such as en- 
gines. A mock-up may be built for 
study or experiment. 

model, noun. A replica of something, 
usually in miniature, as of a n  aircraft 
or aircraft component; specif., a rep 
lica having the same relative propor- 
tions as the original (a scale model). 

mold line. A line formed by the inter- 
section of two surfaces ; also, the point 
of intersection of two lines-used as 
a reference line or point in developing 
fittings, frames, etc. 

See AUTO-LEAN, AUTO-RICH, FULL RICH. 

See DYNAMIC! MODEL, SCALE MODEL, 

\ 
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Mold lines. 

moment, noun. Specif., a tendency to 
cause rotation about a point or asis, 
as of a control surface about its hinge 
or of an  airplane about its center of 
gravity ; the measure of this tendency, 
equal to the product of the force and 
the perpendicular distance between the 
point or axis of rotation and the line 
of action of the force. 

See DIVINO MOMENT, HINGE MOMEST, 

momentum pressure drop. A decrease in 
the static pressure of a fluid that 

I balances a n  increase In momentum 
when the fluid is accelerated. 

momentum theory. With respect to pro- 
peller and rotary-wing action, a theory 
which states that a propeller or rotary- 
wing system creates thrust or l if t  in 
reaction to the force required to accel- 
erate a mass of a i r  through its disk 
(see ACTUATOR DISK), the pressure dif- 
ferential before and behind the disk 
being equal to the rate of change of 
momentum of the air accelerated 
through the disk. 

momentum thickness. In  the study of 
fluid flow, a measure of the loss of mo- 
mentum in a boundary layer with re- 
spect to the fluid momentum outside 
the boundary layer, indicating the 
thickness of the free-stream flow neces- 
sary to equal the momentum deficiency 
in  the boundary layer. In  compressible 
flow, the momentum thickness, e. may 
be defined by the equatlon 

PlTCRlNO MOMENT, ROLLINQ MOXENT, TBIM- 
MINQ MOM€3NT, PAWINQ MOMENT. i 

~ 

I 

where 6 = boundary-layer thickness, 
p = local fluid density inside boundary 
layer, u = local velocity inside bound- 
ary layer, p .  = local fluid density at 
edge of boundary layer, U = local ve- 

locity at edge of boundary layer, and 
y = distance normal to surface. (For 
incompressible flow, p = p..) 

TO observe, listen in 
on, keep track of, or exercise surveil- 
lance over by any appropriate means, 
as, to monitor radio signals ; to monitor 
the flight of a missile by radar;  t o  
nzonitor a landing approach. 

monocoque, noun. 1. A type of construc- 
tion, a s  of an  airplane fuselage, in 
which most or all the stresses are car- 
ried by the covering or skin. 2. Some- 
thing embodying this type of construc- 
tion, such as a fuselage or airfoil. 

monitor, verb tr. 

A monocoque may lncorpornte formers, 
but not longitudinal membero. Cf. SEMI- 

monocoque, adj. Built as a monocoque 
or embodying the principles of the 
monocoque, as in monocoque boom, 
monocoque design. 

MONOCOQIJE, 11OUlL. 

B 
monofuel, noun. A MONOPROPELLANT. 
monoplane, noun. An airplane having 

only one main supporting surface or 
wing, usually divided into two parts 
by the fuselage. 
The monoplane, in Its various styles, is 

nom the comnionest type of nlrplane. See 

PLANE. YIDWINO MONOPLANE. PARASOL MONO- -- w HIGH-WING MONOPLANE, LOW-WISO MONO- 

B PLANE; SUOULIJER-WING MONOPLANE. See 
also DOUBLE PONOPLANE. 

monoplane, adj .  Having only one wing, 
as in monoplane flghter, monoplane 
glider. 

monopropellant, noun. A rocket propel- 
lnnt consisting of a single substance, 
esp. a liquid, capable of producing a 
heated jet  without the addition of a 
second substance. See BOC~ET PRO- 

Used attributively in phrases such as . monopropellant rocket engine or mdtor, mono- 
propellant rocket fuel, monopropellant iystem. 
etc. 

monospar, adj. Having or utilizing a 
single spar, as in monospar structure, 
monospar wing. 

montgolfier, noun. A hot-air balloon, so 
named after Jacques (17451799) and 
Joseph (1740-1810) Montgolfler, who 
invented the type in 1783. See HOT- 

PFLLANT. 

AIR BALLOON. 

s 

moor, verb tr. To hitch (an airship) to 
n mooring mast or to secure It to the 
ground; to secure (a balloon) to the 
ground; to tie up (a seaplane) to a 
dock, slip, or other place; to fasten 
(an  airplane) to the ground or deck by 
means of cables, stakes, tie-downs, etc. 

-x-. P 
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mooring, noun. 1. The ac t  of securing 
or tying down a n  aircraft. See MOOR. 
2. A place where an aircraft is moored, 
as, a mooring protected from winds. 
3. In plural. The tackle or equipment 
used to moor an aircraft, as, a sea- 
plane a t  its moorings. 

mooring cone. A member shaped like a 
shallow cone capping the nose of an  
airship, to which the mooring devices 
are fastened. 

mooring harness. A tackle of bands or 
tapes spread over a n  inflated balloon 
and used to distribute strains in moor- 
ing the balloon on the ground. Used 
chiefly with kite balloons. 

mooring mast. A mast (which see, sense 
c) for mooring an airship. Some 
mooring masts are mobile or portable. 

mosaic, noun. Aerial Photography. An 
assemblage of aerial photographs 
matched so as to form a continuous 
picture. See CONTROLLED MOSAIC, UN- 

mother aircraft. An aircraft from 
which another aircraft, a missile, or 
the like, such as a drone, is guided in 
flight: an aircraft that  carries another 
aircraft, a large rocket missile, or the 
like, and launches and sometimes 
guides it. Also called a “parent air- 
craft.” Cf. CARBIER A I R C ~ ,  sense 2. 

motor, noun. 1. A machine or apparatus 
that imparts motion or driving power, 
either to a vehicle or to a machine or 
mechanical apparatus. See note. 2. 
Specif., a rotary machine that converts 
electric energy into work (electric 
motor). 

“Motor” contlnues in good usage to  be 
applied though diminlshingly, to internal- 
Combustion reciprocating engines despite 
efforts to suppress this npplicatiod; custom 
also sanctions annlication of the mnrd tn 

CONTROLLED MOSAIC. 

rocket engines. bid not t o  turbojet eng-h& 
(except as they fall  under the broad clnssi- 
ficntion of “reaction motor”) or to  other 
gas-turbine engines. 

Used In self-explnnatorr compounds. 
either in  sense 1 or sense ‘2, as follows: 
motor armature. motor-driven, adj., motor in- 
rtrument (rare), motor mount, motor propel- 
lant (of a rocket), motor shaft. motor mpeed. 
motor thrust. motor torque, etc. 

motorless, adj. Having no motor, or 
performed without n motor or without 
motor power, as in motorless flight 
(i. e., gliding or soaring flight), motor- 
less glider (cf. POWER GLIDER). 

mouse, noun. A bank of closely-spaced 
pressuremeasuring tubes used to meas- 
ure the pressures of a flow, esp. the  

total pressures, near a bounding sur- 
face. 

movable surface. An aileron, rudder, 
elevator, flap, or other primary control 
s u r f a c d i s t i n g .  from a FIXED SUR- 

moving target indicator. A radar  indi- 
cator that permits cancellation of re- 
turns from fixed objects, showing re- 
turns from moving objects only. 

mug, noun. A shroud of some kind sur- 
rounding a pipe or other object in any  
of various cooling, heating, or insulat- 
ing systems, such as a cylinder around 
an  exhaust collector or pipe through 
which carburetor air is passed for pre- 
heating. See HEAT EXCHANGER, sense a. 

multi- combining form. 1. Many. 2. 
More than one. 

Compounds using th i s  form include : 
multiblnded. multicell, multicylinder, multi- 
je t ,  multinozzle. multispnr, etc. 

Whether this form is used In sense 1 or  
sense 2 is infrequently of Importance, but 
where precision of meaning is necessary, 
context or  the understanding of the  reader 
can usually be relied upon fo r  clarity. See 
following entries. 

multiengine, or multiengined, adj. Of 
aircraft : having two or more, or hav- 
ing more than two, engines, as in multi- 
engine jet  aircraft: specif., without a 
qualifying word, having two or more, or 
more than two, internal-combustion 
piston engines, as in multiengined fly- 
ing boat. 

The  me@ngs “two or more.” and  “more 
tbnn two, may be seen in  such usage as 
the  following : “Small single-engine aircraft  
do not require the long landing s t r ip  tba t  
multiengine alrcraft  do” (two or more) : 
“In multiengine aircraft  and  large twin- 
engine a i rc raf t  a Right engineer is pa r t  of 
the crew” (more than  two). See MULTI- 
and  note. 

mukiplace, adj.  Having space for  more 
than one person. See PLACE. 

multiplane, noun. 1. An airplane having 
two or more wings placed one above 
the other. 2. An airplane having three 
or more wings, or having many wings, 
placed one above the other. 

FACE. 

Sense 1 includes the  biplane and all other 
multiplanes, and  1s used for categorlzlng in 
distinction from the  monoplane. 

multiple combustion chamber. A com- 
bustion section of a gas-turbine engine 
consisting of a number of individual 
combustion chambers, or cans, sur- 
rounding the main shaft of the engine. 
See CAN, sense 1 and cf. CANNULAE COM- 

BUSTION CHAYBEB. 
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multiple-disk brake. A brake consisting 
of layered disks or rings, with sta- 
tionary disks alternating with disks 
that rotate with the wheel or rotor. 
Application of pressure causing the 
disks to bear against each other pro- 
vides braking action. 

multiple-stage compressor. Same as 

multiple-stage rocket. Same as MULTP 

multipropellant, noun. A rocket pro- 
pellant consisting of two or more sub- 
stances fed separately to the combus 
tion chamber. See BIPROPELLANT. 

multispar, a d j .  Having or utilizing more 
than two spars, as in niultispar wing. 

multispeed supercharger. A super- 
charger having two or more impeller 
gear ratios. 

multistage compressor. An axial-flow 
compressor having two or more, or, 

MULTISTAGE COMPRESSOR. 

STAGE ROCKET. 

I usually, more than two stages of rotor 

NACA cowling. A cowling designed by 
the National Advisory Committee for 
Aeronautics, consisting of a circular 
hood together with R part  of the fuse- 
lage or nacelle behind the engine, pro- 
viding a relatively low-drag body with 
a passage through it for a flow of cool- 
ing air. 

nacelle, noun. A streamlined structure, 
housing, or compartment on an air- 
craft, as : a A housing for an engine ; 
a power car or gondola on an airship. 
See ENGINE NACELLE. b. A crew com- 
partment or cabin of a n  airplane tha t  
does not have a conventional fuselage, 
i. e., where the tail surfaces are car- 
ried on one or more booms. e. A 
housing for some external component 
such as a loop antenna. 

natural frequency. Generally, the fre- 
quency at which a freely vibrating 
(undamped) body oscillates. 

nautical mile. A unit of distance equal 
to one minute of a great circle. 

Because the earth is not a perfect sphere 
several different values of the nautical mill  
are in use. The international nantical mile 
is taken to be 6076.10333 . . . feet. This 
measure has been adopted by most maritime 
nations and is the measure accepted by the 
U. S. Department of Defense and the U.S. 
Department of Commerce. See XNOT.  

N 

and stator blades ; a radial-flow com- 
pressor having two or more impeller 
wheels. Also called a “multiple-stage 
compressor.” 

multistage rocket. A vehicle having two 
or more rocket units, each unit firing 
after the one in back of it h:lu es- 
hausted its propellant. Nornially, each 
unit, or stage, is jettisoned after com- 
pleting i ts  firing. Also called a 
“multiple-stage rocket” or, sonietimes, 
a “step rocket.” 

multistage supercharger. A super- 
charger having two or more impellers 
acting in series. 

mush, verb, intr. Of an  airplane: To 
settle or to gain little or  no altitude 
while flying in a semistalled conditioh 
or at  a high angle of attack. 

M wing. A wing whose inboard sections 
are swept forward and whose outboard 
sections are swept back. Cf. w WING. 

naval aviation. Aviation conducted by a 
naval establishment-sometimes, for 
convenience, tacitly included within 
the general term “military aviation,” 
but also sometimes disting. from mili- 
tary aviation. 

navigable airspace. Airspace above cer- 
tain minimum safe altitudes p r e  
scribed by proper authority, in which 
air navigation is permissible. 

navigate, verb. 1. tr. To steer, direct, 
or guide (as a vessel or aircraft) from 
one place to another; also, to direct, 
guide or control the course of (a mis- 
sile)-said of a person or of an  auto- 
matic device or system, as, a device 
that navigates a missile along a de- 
sired path. 2. intr. To direct one’s 
course from place to place, esp. in a 
vessel or aircraft ; to perform naviga- 
tion, as, a pilot who reconnoiters and 
navigates simultaneously. 

navigation. noun. 1. The ac t  or Dractice 

-- w 

of-navigating. 2. The art or-science 
of guiding ships, aircraft, etc. from L 

place to place, including determining 
position and distance traveled, and 
making use of any of several different 
methods or combinations of methods 
involving geometrical calculations, ref- 
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erence to celestial bodies, reference to 
landmarks, radio aids or other naviga- 

navigation aid, or navigational aid. 
Any instrument, device, installation, 
method, technique, facility, etc. that 
assists in navigation; specif., a n  AIE- 

navigation computer. A kind of circu- 
lar slide rule or calculator having 
scales for solving problems arising in 
navigation. 

tional aids, AIR NAVIQATION. 

NAVIGATION AID. 

navigation dome. An ASTRODOME. 
navigation instrument. An aircraft in- 

strument that indicates, or that is 
used to ascertain, information relating 
to the position of an aircraft in flight, 
or to the direction in which i t  is fly- 
ing. Navigation instruments include 
compasses, driftmeters, sextants, air- 
position indicators, radio compasses 
and other radio-navigation instru- 
ments, clocks, etc. See FLIGHT INSTBU- 
MENT, note, and see also AIB-NAVIQA- 

navigation light. Any one of a group of 
lights mounted on an aircraft to make 
its dimensions, position, and direction 
of motion visible at night or under 
other conditions of poor visibility. 
Also called a “position light” or “run- 
ning light.” 

TION AID. 

Navigation llghte are reen (starboard) 
red (port) and clear (tafl or nose). The; 
are located on the tall and wing tlps of alr- 
planes and on the nose, envelope, and flns 
of airships. 

navigator, noun. A member of the crew 
of an aircraft or vessel who plots its 
course or movement and ascertains i ts  
position ; a person trained in the art of 
navigation. 

N class. A class of Goodyear airships 
having a volume of 875,000 cubic feet. 

negative acceleration. 1. Same as DE- 
CELEBATION. 2. Accelerating force in a 
downward sense or direction, e. g., 
from top to bottom, head to seat, back 
to belly (of an aircraft), etc.; ac- 
celeration in the direction that thle 
force is applied. See HEAD-TO-BEAT AG- 

negative dihedral. A downward inclina- 
tion of a wing or other surface; 

negative g. A force acting on a body un- 
dergoing negative acceleration. See Q. 

negative lift. Lift acting in a downward 
direction. See m, sene 1 and note. 

CELEEATION. 

AXHEDEAL. SfX! DIHEDEAL. 

negative thrust. REVERSE THRUST. 
net, noun. A mesh rigging of rope or 

twine covering a balloon or gas cell to 
distribute or transmit loads or to re- 
strain the envelope. See INFLATION 

net thrust. The gross thrust of a jet 
engine minus the drag due to the mo- 
mentum of the incoming air. 

neutral, adj. a. Of a control surface: 
Having neither positive nor negative 
displacement. b. Of a cockpit control : 
In  a position corresponding to its neu- 
tral control surface. 

neutral axis. Engineering. An axis that 
undergoes no stress in a beam, truss or 
the like subjected to bending. 

neutral point. The location of the center 
of gravity of a n  aircraft for which 
static longitudinal stability would be 
neutral. 

neutral stability. The stability of a 
body such that after it is disturbed it 
tends neither to return to its original 
state nor to move further from it, Le., 
its motions or oscillations neither in- 
crease nor decrease in magnitude. 

night airglow. Airglow (which see) dis- 
cernible a t  night. 

no-feathering axis. Same as AXIS OF NO 

no-flapping axis. Same as AXIS OF NO 

nondirectional, adj. Of a radio beacon, 
a signal, etc.: Not directional; OMNI- 

nonretractable landing gear. A FIXED 

nonrigid, awn. A nonrigid airship. 
nonrigid airship. An airship without any 

rigid framework or keel, its form being 
maintained by the internal pressure of 
gas and by the air in the ballonets. 
This is the only type of airship pres- 
ently used. See AIESHIP and note. 

nonviscous, adj. INVISCID. 
normal axis. Specif., the Z-axis, or ver- 

tical axis. See AXIS, sense 2 and note. 
normal climb. A regularly used climbing 

performance made a t  cruising airspeed 
and a t  more than cruising power but 
less than maximum power. 

normal cruise. Cruise at a specified and 
regularly used percentage of rated 
horsepower. 

normal glide. A glide in which the air- 
plane travels the greatest horfrontal 
&tame for a given loan ai altitude. 

NET. 

FEATHEEINQ. 

FLAPPINO. 

DIRECTIONAL. 

LANDINQ QEAB. 
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NORMAL LANDING 

normal landing. A landing in which thc 
airplane loses flying speed a t  the in 
stant it makes contact with the sur 
face in the manner usual for  tha, 
airplane. 

normal loop. The usual form of insidc 
loop, in which the airplane, beginning 
from an  upright flying position, passer 
successively through a backward-cum 
ing climb, inverted flight, and a curving 
dive, regaining i ts  original attitude a1 
the flnish. See INSIDE LOOP. 

norma1 power. NORMAL RATED POWER. 
normal rated power. The maximum 

horsepower or thrust an  engine can 
deliver fo r  a protracted period of time 
without damage, as specifled by the 
manufacturer or other qualified au- 
thority. 

normal shock wave, o r  normal shock. A 
shock wave perpendicular, or sub 
stantially so, to the direction of flow. 

normal spin. 1. A noninverted spin with 
the nose pointed steeply downward. 
2. Specif., a spin initiated and con- 
tinued at will and from which recovery 
may be effected within two turns. 
In sense 2, sometimes called a “controlled 

spin.“ 
nose, noun. The foremost point or part 

of a body, as of an  aircraft, a rocket, 
a nacelle, an airfoil (the leading edge 
of an  airfoil), etc. Cf. BOW. 

nose, verb. 1. tr. To point or turn the 
nose of (an  aircraft) in some direction 
while in flight-used with adverbs and 
prepositions, as in lo  no86 (an airplane) 
up, to nose down, to  no8e into, etc. 
Also intr. of an  aircraft or persons 
within, as, he  nosed doum toward the 
field. 2. tr. To turn ( an  airplane) 
over on its nose while moving on the 
ground-used with mer. Also intr. 

nose cap. A cap at  the nose of an  air- 
craft ; esp., a BOW CAP. 

nose cone. A cone or conelike section 
forming the foremost part  of a rocket, 
of a fuselage, etc. See MOORING CONE. 

nose dive. A steep dive of an  airplane. 
nose-down, adj. and adv. With the nose 

pointing downward, or tending to lower 
the nose, as in nose-down attitude, nose- 
down moment, or as, to fly nose-down. 

nose gear. On some airplanes, that  part  
of the landing gear which is situated at 
the nose. 

Having a tendency to 
sink at the nose. Applied esp. to air- 
planes. ci. BOWEEAVY, TAREEAT% 

noseheavy, adj. 

~~ 
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nose-high, adj. and adv. NOSE-UP. 
nose-low, adj.  and adv. NOSE-DOWN. 
nose-over, noun. An act or instance of 

nosing an airplane over on the ground. 
See NOSE, verb, sense 2. 

nose rib. Same as FALSE RIB. 
nose stiffening. BOW STIFFENING. 
nose-up, adj .  and adv. With the nose 

pointing upward, or tending to raise the 
nose, as in nose-up moment, or as, to 
glide nose-up. 

nose wheel, or nosewheel, noun. A land- 
ing wheel in the nose gear of a n  air- 
plane. 

no-wind position. Same as AIR POSITION. 
nozzle, noun. A duct, tube, pipe, spout, 

or the like through which a fluid is di- 
rected and from the open end of which 
the fluid is discharged, designed to 
meter the fluid or to produce a desired 
direction and type of discharge. 

See DE LAVAL NOZZLE, EXHAUST NOZZLE, 
JET NOZZLE, SUPERSONIC NOZZLE, TUILBINE 
NOZZLE. 

nozzle blade. Any one of the blades or  
vanes in a nozzle diaphragm. Also 
called a “nozzle vane.” See NOZZLE 

In  a turbosupercharger, a 
collecting chamber into which the ex- 
haust gases from the engines are 
passed to exit through a series of noz- 
zles onto the turbine wheel. 

nozzle diaphragm. A kind of semiparti- 
tion consisting of a ring of stationary, 
equally spaced blades or vanes form- 
ing an  annulus of nozzles through 
which fluid is directed onto a turbine 
wheel, as in  a gas-turbine engine. 
Sometimes called a “nozzle ring.” 

DIAPHRAGM. 
nozzle box. 

r o d e  diaphragm. Nozzle blades con- 
tained between inner and outer rings. 
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NOZZLE EFFICIENCY OGIVE 

nozzle efficiency. The efficiency with 
which a nozzle converts potential en- 
ergy into kinetic energy, commonly 
expressed as the ratio of the actual 
change in kinetic energy to the ideal 
change at the giren pressure ratio. 

nozzle ring. A NOZZLE DIAPHRAGM. 
nozzle throat. The narrowest part of a 

nozzle vane. A NOZZLE BLADE. 
N-struts, noun. 

nozzle. 

A set of three struts, 
usually interplane struts, arranged 
like the letter “K.” 

nuclear reactor. An apparatus consist- 
ing of a n  arrangement of fissionable 
material together with a moderator 
(such as heavy water) and regulating 
devices, used to produce a controlled 
chain reaction for any of various pur- 
poses, as to generate heat. Also 
called a “pile” or “reactor.” 

0 

nuclear turbojet. A turbojet engine 
having a nuclear reactor, rather than 
a combustion chamber, to heat the in- 
coming air for expansion through the 
turbine and out the jet  nozzle. 

null, noun. A minimum radio signal or 
a n  absence of any signal, as in the 
transmitting pattern of an  antenna or 
in the reception of a direction-finding 
set. See AURAL NULL. 

Nusselt number. [After Wilhem Nua- 
selt (1882- ), German engineer.] 
A number expressing the ratio of con- 
vective to conductive heat transfer be- 
tween a solid boundary and a moving 

hl 
fluid, defined as b j  where h is the 

heat-transfer coe5cient, I is the char- 
acteristic length, and k is the thermal 
conductivity of the fluid. 

oblique aerial photograph. An aerial 
photograph made with the optical axis 
of the camera at an angle to the ver- 
tical. 

An ob11 ne aerial photograph made wlth 
the optlcd nxls a t  a large angle to the 
,verticnl. 80 a s  to Include the horizon, 1s 
termed a high oblique: a photogrnph made 
at a smaller angle. not showlng the horizon, 
is termed a low oblique. 

oblique shock wave, or oblique shock. 
A shock wave inclined a t  an oblique 
angle to the direction of flow in a su- 
personic flow fleld. 

observed altitude. Nav. The angular 
altitude of a celestial body above the 
celestial horizon of the observer. 

observed brake horsepower. Same as 

obstruction light. A light, or one of a 
group of lights, on a building, pole, 
tree, or other obstacle to flight to warn 
of the presence of the obstacle. 

occulting light. A Ilght that is shut off 
at intervals. the duration of the lighted 
period being equal to or greater than 
that of the dark period. 

octane, noun. Any of a group of iso- 
meric parafenic hydrocarbons of eight 
carbon atoms. Specif.: a. N’ormal, or 
straight-chain, octane. b. 160-OCTANE. 

octane number or octane rating. A 
number giren a fuel to indicate ita 
antiknock quality, such number repre- 
senting the percentage by volume of 

ACTUAL BRAKE HORSEPOWEB. 

iso-octane in a mixture of iso-octane 
and normal heptane that matches the 
antiknock property of the fuel being 
rated. Cf. PERFORMANCE NUMBER, note. 

ogive, noun. A body of revolution formed 
by rotating a circular a rc  about a n  
axis that intersects the a rc ;  the shape 
of this body ; also, a nose of a projectile 
or the like so shaped. 

an oglve has the outline of a 
Gothic arct,  nltliou h by deanition i t  m a y  
be rounded rather t ian  pointed. 

OQIVE, TANQENT ocIvm. 

Typical1 

See CONICAL OGIVE, DUCTED WIVE, SECANT 

A B ( 2 )  
Ogives (ogive .included between A and 

B). 1 tangent ogive: 2 secant ogive. 
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oilcan, ver# intr. Of the sheet-metal 
skin of a n  aircraft or of other cove'c- 
ing: To snap in and out between row8 
of rivets or between other places of 
support in a fashion like that of the 
bottom of an oilcan. 

-0ilcanning. noun. The action of snap- 
ping in and out, or the condition of a skin 
or covering deformed by this action. 

oil cooler. A radiator for dissipating 
heat from lubricating oil. Also called 
an  oil radiator. 

oil-tank vent. A vent leading vapors 
or gases from an oil tank to an engine, 
or from a n  engine to an oil tank, thence 
to the open. 

oleo, noun, or oleo strut. A telescoping 
landing-gear strut  consisting essen- 
tially of a hollow piston that travels 
in an  oil-filled cylinder, the oil, upon 
compression of the strut, being forced 
through a small orifice in the bottom 
of the piston to provide a shock- 
absorbing effect. 

omni, noun. Airborne omnidirectional 
radio range receiving and indicating 
equipment. Popular. 

omnidirectional, ad j .  That transmits or 
extends in all directions, as in omni- 
directional beacon, omnidirectional 
pattern. 

A type of 
radio range tha t  gives bearings in all 
directions from the transmitter. 

The omnidirectlonal radlo range trans- 
mits two signals one (the reference phase! 
having a constint phase throughout 360 
of azimuth the other having a variable 
phase. The'two slgnals are in phase at  mag- 
netic north and out of phase in all other 
directions. By means of airborne equip- 
ment that measures the phase difference be- 
tween the reference phase and the variable 
phase, a fller can find his bearing In terms 
of azimuth angle from magnetic north. 

omnidirectional radio range. 

omnirange, noun. Same as OMNIDIREC- 

one-dimensional flow. Flow in which 
the fluid properties are assumed to 
vary only in one dimension, i. e., in 
the direction of the flow. 

TIONAL RADIO RANQE. 

180-degree ambiguity. AMRIGUITY. 
open-center system. A hydraulic sys- 

tem in which fluid flows through the 
selector valves set in the neutral posi- 
tion, no pressure being maintained 
when units are not in operation. Cf. 

open-circuit wind tunnel. A wind tun- 
nel consisting essentially of a duct 
open a t  both ends, no provision being 

CLOSED-CENTER SYSTEM. 

made for recirculation. Cf. CLOSED- 

open-cycle engine. The ordinary kind 
of aircraft gas-turbine engine, in which 
a i r  is drawn in from outside, heated 
by the combustion of fuel, and dis- 
charged, together with the combustion 
products, into the open. Cf. c ~ ~ s m -  

open-jet wind tunnel. Same as OPEN- 

open-throat wind tunnel. A wind tunnel 
not having the test area enclosed by 
the tunnel walls. Cf. CLOSED-THROAT 

operating line. A line on a graph repre- 
senting the equilibrium (steady-state) 
operating conditions for a gas-turbine 
engine as the output is varied. The 
usual representations a re  compressor 
pressure ratio for ordinate and cor- 
rected engine speed or corrected air- 
flow for abscissa. 

operating weight. The weight of an air- 
craft equipped for flight. The term 
requires special definition whenever 
used, but usually included is the weight 
of oil, crew, crew's baggage, and emer- 
gency or extra equipment. 

operations, mun.  The organization or 
activity at an airport or air base that 
controls and directs flying operations. 

opposed-cylinder engine. A reciprocat- 
ing engine having its cylinders on o p  
posite sides of the crankshaft. The 
cylinders are usually in the horizontal 
plane. 

opposed-piston engine. A form of in- 
ternal-combustion reciprocating engine 
in which two pistons work in  opposi- 
tion in each cylinder, driving different 
crankshafts. 

orbit, noun. The path taken by a body 
or vehicle around a point or object, as 
by a n  airplane about a n  airport or 
other place. 

orbit, verb intr. To fly or move around 
a point or object, as, a pilot who orbits 
about a n  aircraft carrier before 
landing. 

ornithouter. noun. An aircraft designed 

CIRCUIT WIND TUNNEL. 

CYCLE ENGINE. 

THROAT WIND TUNNEL. 

WIND TUNNEL. 

P 

P -'U 

U 

to create. lift o r  propulsion, or both, 
by means of flapping wings. 

orthopter, noun. Same as OBNITHOPTER. 
R w e .  

oscillate, verb intr. 1. To swing repeat- 
edly back an? forth, up  and down, etc., 
as an aircraft about one of its axes. 
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2. To vibrate above and below a mean 
value. 

oscillograph, noun. An oscilloscope, esp. 
a recording oscilloscope. 

oscilloscope, noun. A device, usually in- 
cluding a cathode-ray tube, for repre- 
senting visually the changes in a n  elec- 
tric current or voltage. See CATHODE- 

Otto cycle. [After N. A. Otto (1832- 
1891), German engineer.] A four- 
stroke cycle of operations for internal- 
combustion piston engines in which 
heat is added at essentially constant 
volume. See FOUB-STBOKE-CYCLE EN- 

outboard, adj. Farther away from the 
hull or fuselage than another (com- 
ponent or section), as in outboard 
panel ; farthest from the center line. 

outboard, adv. Away from the center 
line, as, to displace (something) 
outboard. 

outboard engine. The engine on either 
side of a n  airplane that is farther or 
farthest from the fuselage or hull. 

outboard stabilizing float. A Stabilizing 
float mounted much nearer to the wing 
tip than to  the  hull or fuselage of a 
seaplane. Also called a "wing-tip 
float." 

outer chamber. Specif.. in a gae-turbine 
engine, a casing containing a flame 
tube. See COMBUSTION CHAMBEB, 
sense a. 

outer cone. The casing, shaped like a 
truncated cone, of an  exhaustcone as- 
sembly. See EXHAUST CONE. 

outer locator. Same as OUTEB MABKEB. 
outer marker. In an instrument land- 

ing system, the  outermost location 
marker from the end of the runway. 
See FAN MABKEB. 

outrigged, adj.  Mounted on an outrig- 
ger, o r  mounted outboard, as in out- 
rigged fln; projecting outward, as in 
outrigged girder. See OUTBIGGER, udj. 

A frame, boom. or the 
like mounted on the main body but 
projecting away from it,  as on an air- 
ship for mounting propellers or engines 
away from the car, on an  airplane for 
supporting the tail surfaces, or on a 
rotorcraft for a rotor. See BOOM, 
sense a. 

outrigger, adj. Used as an  outrigger, 
a8 in outrigger boom: mounted out- 
board or attached to an outrigger, as 

BAY TUBE. 

QINE. 

outrigger, noun. 

484035-69---9 
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OVERRUN 

in outrigger float, outrigger wheel. 
See OUTBIQOED. 

outside loop. A loop, usually entered 
from an  upright flying position, in 
which the airplane's back remains to- 
ward the outside of the circle flown. 

outside roll. A roll which the airplane 
beglns and ends in inverted flight. 

over-all efficiency. a. A net efflciency, 
i. e., the product of two o r  more em- 
ciencies pertaining to the apparatus 
or system under consideration : specif., 
the emciency with which nn engine 
converts the heat energy of its fuel 
into effective propulsive energy, 1. e., 
the product of thermal eficiency and 
propulsive efticiency. b. S a m e  as 
BBAKE THERMAL EFFICIENCY. Rare. 

over-all length. The dimension between 
the nose and tail  extremities of an  
aircraft, rocket, etc. See LENQTE and 
note. 

overbalance, mun. Specif., AERODY- 

overcast, noun. A cloud cover of all, or 
very neorly all, the sky : specif., a cloud 
cover of more than nine tenths of the 
dY. 

overcontrol, noun. An act or instance of 
overcontrolling. 

overcontrol, oerb, intr. Of a pilot : To 
displace or move nn aircraft's controls 
more than is necessary for the desired 
performance. 

overhang, noun. 1. On a biplane or 
other multiplane, an  extension of one 
wing beyoud auother in n 8panwise 
directhn : t he  amount of this exten- 
sion, equal to one half the diBerence 
in span of the two surfaces. 2. That 
part  of a wing extending in a spanwise 
direction from the point of attachment 
of an  outer strut, as on a high-wing 
monoplane : the distance between the 
outer-strut attachment and the wing 
tip. 3. That part  of a balanced con- 
trol surface that extends ahead of the 
hinge line: the amount by which the 
control mrface extends ahead of this 
line. 

overlap, Specif.. VALVE O ~ L A P .  
override, verb tr. To supplant or neu- 

tralize the operation or effect of a n  
automntic control, esp. by a manually 
operated control. 

1. An oct or inRtance of 
on nirplnne rolling beyond the end of 
a runwtly In toke-off or landing. 2. The 
area o t  either end of a runmny whirh is 
cleared of obstructions and usually 

NAMIC OVEBDALANCE. 

overrun, norin.. 
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graded or otherwise prepared to reduce 
d:ruger from overruns or aborted t a k e  
ORY. 

overshoot, verb. 1. tr. To fly beyond 
( a  uiark or place) upon which a land- 
ing is intended. 2. intr. Of an air- 
craft or persons within: To perform 
an action a s  iudicated In sense 1. 

over-the-weather, a d j .  Above a region of 
bad weather or poor visibility, as i n  
over-theweather flying. 

oxidant, noun. Specif., a substance (not 
necessarily containing oxygen) that 
supports the combustion reaction of a 
fuel or propellant. 

oxidizer, noun. Specif., same as OXI- 

oximeter, noun. An instrument for meas- 
uring the oxygen saturation of the 

DANT. 

P 
pack, noun. 
package, tioun. 

Specif., a PARACHUTE PACK. 
Specif., any assembly or 

apparatus, complete in itself or prac- 
tically so, identifiable as a unit and 
readily available for use or installa- 
tion, such as an air-conditioning sys- 
tem for a n  aircraft, a n  engine, etc. 
See POWEB PACKAGE. 

paddle blade. A wide blade, esp. a pro- 
peller blade, with a tip more or  less 
squared off. 

pancake, verb tr. a n d  intr. To put into, 
or to make, a pancake landing. 

pancake landing. A landing in which 
the airplane is leveled off and stalled 
rather high above the surface, as a 
result of which the airplane settles 
rapidly on a steep flight path and 
strikes the surface forcefully. 

1. Any unit piece or block 
of fabric or  similar material in the 
envelope of a balloon or airship, in the 
canopy of a parachute, etc. A gore 
(which see) in a parachute is ordi- 
narily made up of several panels. See 
BIP PANEL. 2. Any strip or block of 
fabric laid out on the ground to iden- 
tify the ground party to aircraft, t o  
mark a position, etc. 3. A board of 
some kind holding controls or instru- 
ments, i. e., a CONTROL PANEL or IASTRU- 
m E m  m n u  4. A section of an air- 
plane wing. 8ee m e  P- 

panel, noun. 

blood, used, e. g., in a hypoxia warning 
system. 

oxygen bottle. A small container for 
oxygen, used for breathing a t  high al- 
titudes. See BAILOUT OXYGEN BOTTLE. 

oxygen mark. A covering for the nose 
and lower face Atted out with special 
attachments for breathing oxygen. 

The oxygen mnsk has provision for sepa- 
rating the explred breath from the incoming 
oxygen. 

ozone layer. Same as OZONOBPHEBE. 
ozonosphere, noun. A layer or region in 

the atmosphere in which mort of the 
ozone present in the atmosphere exists, 
beginning a t  about 13 miles above the 
surface and extending to about 22 
miles or more. 

pantobase, a d j .  Designating a n  airplane 
capable of taking off from and alight- 
ing on water, ice, snow, and almost 
any unprepared but fairly smooth and 
clear land surface, mch as sand or 
swamp. 

pants, noun. A set of teardrop-shaped 
fairinge around the wheels of a fixed 
landing gear on certain airplanea See 

PAR-Abbreviation for precirion ap- 

parabrake, noun. A DEOELERATION PABA- 

parachute, noun. 1. A contrivance, typ- 
ically of light fabric without a stiffen- 
ing framework, designed to create drag 
80 as to slow down the descent or mo- 
tion of any body to which i t  is attached. 
The common parachute used for d e  
ecent consists principally of the can- 
opy, the shroud linea, and the harness. 

SPAT. 

proach r a d a r .  

CHUTE. 

2 A P A % ~ c H ~  CAAOPX. 3. A P m -  
CHUTE PAC& 

Wblk the paractate was flret de&gned, 
or envlrlonrd r t  an rate, by Leonard0 dn 
Vlnci (1452-1510) ?he OrRt iinrachutejump 
le rnld to hnre b&n made br one Fotiste 
Vrraiirlo. from a tower In Venice. In 1617, 
uslng nn a parnchtrte r cloth-covered scltiare 
frnnimork. Prom it1 hrnllgbt into !!UP with 
tibe lo\cntlon of the t n ~ ~ o n n .  tbe prrneliute 
hnu hern drveloprd rhirfly to periiiit snfe 
l e n p ~  from grert IirlEhta : other appllcntlona 
of the drvlce hnve arlacn. howerrr e. g., for 
the gentle lowrrlng of nlr-sonndiig instru- 
mente, tor braking alrplatm landlng speeds, 
ete. 

- 
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In l ~ n s e l  1 and 2. B W  ANTISPIN P A M -  
CHUTU, ATTACHED-TYPE PARACEUTU, CAB00 
PABACHUTE, DECELERATION PABACH UTE, FRIPU- 
TTPU PARACHCTU, PILOT PARACHUTE, UIBBON 
PARACHUTE : 1D EcDse 3, SCe BACK-PACK PABA- 
CHCTE, CHEST-PACK PARACHUTE, SEAT-PACK 
PARACHUTD. Ale0 B e  BOTOCBUTU. 

parachute, oerb. 1. intr. To leap from 
a flying aircraft or from a height and 
descend to earth by means of a para- 
chute. See note. 2. tr. To deliver or  
drop by parachute. 
In sense 1. the verb is often followed by 

the adverbs down or out. See BAIL. 

parachute boot. A container for  a para- 
chute, esp. on a rocket, from which the 
parachute is deployed to  lower the 
rocket to earth. 

parachute canopy. The umbrella-like 
main element of a parachute, which 
spreads out to catch the air. 

parachute harness. The assembly of 
straps, buckles, etc. which fits around 
the body or around a burden to be 
dropped and to which a parachute 
pack is attached. See QUICK-RELEASE 

parachute jump. An ac t  or  instance of 
leaping out of a flying ahcraf t  or from 
a height and descending to earth by 
parachute. 

HARNESB. 

parachute jumper. A PARAOHUTIST. 
parachute loft. A building or place 

where parachutes are serviced and 
stored. 

parachute log. A log on a particular 
parchute, recording inspection, test- 
ing, repair, etc. 

parachute pack. 1. A folded parachute, 
enclosed in a fabric container or w r a p  
per, ready to be used. See PARACHUTE 
HARREBS. 2. The container that holds 
the folded parachute. 

For dlfferent types of parachute packs, 
Bee PABACHUTD, noun, Rnal note. 

parachute rigger. A person who packe, 
repairs, inspects, and adjusts para- 
chutes. 

parachute troops. Soldlers organized, 
trained, and equipped to parachute In- 
to battle. 

parachute vent. A distensible openlng in 
the apex of a parachute, desfgned to r e  
liere excessive aIr pressure inslde the 
inflated canopy and so reduce the open- 
ing shock and the oscillation or  awing- 
ing of the parachute. 

parachutist, noun. One who para- 
chutes: one who regularly makes, or 
who Is trained to make, parachute 
lmpa 

pararaft, noun. A raft, esp. an inflntable 
raft, designed to be dropped by para- 
chute, or to be carried hy a parachutist. 

parasite drag, or parasitic drag. 1. As 
now generally accepted, any or all of 
the drag forres acting on an nirrrnft 
that  a r e  not formed in the proclurtlon 
of lift: in siihsonic flow, any or all of 
the drag forces acting on an  aircraft 
exclusive of the induced drng. 2. In 
some contexts, em. In the older lltera- 
ture, any or all of the drag forces from 
parts of the aircraft that do not con- 
tribute to the lift. 
In sense 2. the paranlte drag does not 

Include proflle drag. See INTERFEUENCU 
DBAQ. 

parasol monoplane. A monoplane whnse 
wing is mounted above the fuselage on 
StNtS. 

AlthoiiCh nomrtlmra clnunlflrd nu a “hlch- 
wlng monoplnne” (ah lrh  urrl the arnsol 
monoplnnp I R  llerrnllp dlstlnguishe~f from 
the “high-wlng” typa 

parachute troops. 
paratrooper, noun. A member of the  

parent aircraft. Same as MOTHEB AIB- 

partial-admission turbine. A type of 
turbine In which the worklng substance 
is directed only throiigh part  of the 
annnlnr area swept by the rotatlng 
turbine blades. 

partial-panel !I i g h t . An instrnment 
flight in whfch one or more of the iisual 
instruments on the panel are hoper- 
atlve or missing. 

partial pressure. That part  of the total 
pressure of a mixture, srirh a s  a gas 
mixtiire or gas-vapor mixture, that  Is 
contributed by one of the constituents. 

pass. noun. A short. brief, run or move- 
ment of an aircraft In its flight. as by 
a fighter airplane In attacking an  
enemy aircraft, by a bomber a t  o r  over 
its target, by any airplane over an  In- 
tended landing area, etc. In “drag. 
%ng” a fleld, e. g., an  alrplane makes 
a pass. See DUO, verb. 

Specit, a person other 
than a crew member who rides or trav- 
ele In an alrrraft, often a revenuepro- 
duclng trnveler. 

Thls word In mnrb-nsed on an sttrihotlre 
In compounds ( a l l  srlf-explnnntor such 
a s  passenger alrcmtt. paiscngcr ragti, pas. 
menger door, paiirngcr load. paircnger mad. 
feat. puicngcr trnnaport, ate. 

CRAFT. 

passenger, noun. 

passenger-mIle, noun. One passenger 
carried one mile. 
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passing light. A very strong light or 
lamp, usually red, displayed on an  air- 
craft to warn of the presence of the 
aircraft. The light may be variously 
located. 

passive homing. The homing (which 
see) of a gnided mimile wherein the 
missile directs itself toward the target 
by means of energy waves transmitted 
or radiated by the target. 

Specif., a piece of fabric 
or other material fastened against the 
envelope of an airship, etc., for any of 
various purposes, as: a. A piece of 
fabric secured to a gasbng to attach 
a line or cable and to distribute the 
load. See FINOER PATCH, SUSPENSION 
PATCH. b. A piece of material nsed to 
repair a rent or tear in a n  envelope, 
a canopy, etc., by covering it. 

path, noun. A line of movement or a 
way; specif.: a. A FLIQHT PATH. b. 

pathfinder, noun. One who or that 
which finds and marks a path or way- 
applied in military aviation to a flier, 
crew, or aircrnft that finds a route to 
a target and marks the route and 
target, as by flares, sometimes check- 
ing and reporting on weather condi- 
tions, etc. 

pattern. noun. Specif., the horizontal 
configuration or form of the flight path 
flown by a n  aircraft., or prescribed to  
be flown by aircraft, as in making a n  
approach to a landing. 

payload, noun. Ale0 pay load. 1. Orig- 
inally, the revenue-producing portion 
of an aircraft's load, e. g., passengers, 
cargo, mail, etc. 2. By extension, that  
which nn aircraft, rocket, or the like 
carries over and above what is neces- 
sary for the operation of the vehicle 
for i ts  flight. 

peak pressure. A maximum pressure; 
specif., the maximum pressure reached 
during combustion In the cylinder of 
an internal-combustion reciprocating 
engine. 

pedal, noun. Speclf., a BDDDEP WAL 
pelorus, noun. An Instrument consisting 

of a compass card or bearing plate 
without any direction-seeking element 
but equipped with sighting vane8 so 
that  when the device Is oriented visual 
bearings can be taken. 

penetration, noun. Specif., tha t  phase 
of the letdown from high altltude to 
a syecifltxl approach dtltuda 

patch, noun. 

A TRACK (in sense 1 ) .  

percent-type tachometer. A tachometer 
that shows the percent of rotational 
speed a s  compared with the maximum 
allowable for the engfne. 

perfect fluid. I n  simplifying assump- 
tions, a fluid chiefly characterized by 
nonvtacosity and, usually, by incom- 
pressibility. Also called an  "ideal 
fluid." 
A erfect flnld Is sometlmea fnrther char- 

acteryzed as homogeneous and  contlnuous. 
s ee  POTENTIAL FLOW. 

performance, noun. The way in which 
something operates or performs, such 
88 a n  engine, a propeller, a n  aircraft, 
etc. 

The oerformance of a n  alrcraft. fo r  ex- 
ample, -1s Judged by Its speed, range, Rta- 
blllty. ra te  of climb, and other qualltles and 
capabllltles (also referred to nE Alaht char- 
acterlstics and performance characterlstlcs) 
as determlned under the elven conditions 
and measured agalnst  fhe approprlate 
criterla. 

performance characteristic A charac- 
terlstlc or capability exhibited by 
something in ita operation or use. 

The  erformance cbaracterlstlcs of an  nlr- 
plane !or exnmple inrliide Its rate of cllmh, 
rpeed: length of jake-off and laodln run 
range, and celllng- the  performance c%ara& 
terlstics of an  eigine Include Its power, 
fuel consnmptlon. and endurance. See 
CEABACTDBISTIC and note. 

performance number. A number as- 
signed to a fuel to represent the a p  
proximate average of the knock-limited 
performance (power output) of the 
fuel. 

The  performance-number scale is based on 
lm-octane a t  100 (1. e., 100-octone Cuel has  
a performance number of 100). the tested 
fuels belng compared a l t h  leaded Iso-octone. 
T h e  scale has  been extended to fuels below 
the  100 ortane ratlng as well as to fuels 
bavlng antlknock qualltles above the  100. 
octane ratlne. 

The  performance-number scale is based on 
lm-octane a t  100 (1. e., 100-octone Cuel has  
a performance number of 100). the tested 
fuels belng compared a l t h  leaded Iso-octone. 
T h e  scale has  been extended to fuels below 
the  100 ortane ratlng as well as to fuels 
bavlng antlknock qualltles above the  100. 
octane ratlne. ~ .~~ ~ 

Two -0um6ira In a performance number, 
e. g.. 116/145, represent the lean and rich 
performance ratlnm, respectively. 

performance-type glider. An advanced 
t y w  of glider or sailplane having a 
high degree of aerodynamic r ehemen t  
and a low minimum sinking speed, d e  
slgned for extended soaring flight. 
Sometimes called a "high-performance 
sailplane." 

peripheral speed. The lhear speed in 
the direction of rotation at the outer 
edge of a rotating body, esp. a turbine 
wheel or  compressor rotor. Cf.  OB 
B P m .  TIP SPEED. 

permeability, w s .  With respect to 
fabric or  material used for the garbage 
or anvsloper of b a I l 0 0 ~  and alrehlpe, 

A 
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the capability of the material to allow 
the aerostatic gas to pnss through; the 
rate of difk’usion of a gas through a 
material, a s  measured over a unit area 
under standard conditions. 

phototheodolite, noun. An instrument 
or device incorporating one or more 
camerns (sometimes a motion-picture 
camera) for taking and recording 
angular measurements and having 
various uses. In aeronautics, the 
phototheodolite. sometlmes in conlnnc- 
tion with radar equipment, is used to 
track aircraft, rockets, etc. to measure 
and record attitude, altitude, azimuth 
and elevation angles, etc. 

phugoid oscillation. A long-period lon- 
gitudinal oscillation consisting of shal- 
low climbing and diving motions 
about a median flight path and involv- 
ing little or no change in angle of 
attack. 

pibal, or PIBAL, noun. [From “prlot 
balloon.”] Same a s  PILOT B-R. 

pick-off, noun. A sensing device, used in 
combination with a gyroscope in a n  
automatic pilot or other automatic or 
robotic apparatus, that  responds to 
angular movement to  create a signal 
or to effect some type of control. A 
pick-off may be a potentiometer, a 
photoelectric device, a kind of valve 
controlling the fluid flows and pres- 
sures in a system, or one of various 
other devices. See AIB PICK-OFF. 

piezometer ring. A pipe or tube in the 
form of a ring, used to connect a num- 
ber of taps for pressure measurement 
in a duct or passage. 

pile, noun. A NUCLEAB BEACTOR 
pilot, noun. 1. A person who flies an  air- 

craft, Le., who rides in the aircraft 
and handles its controls so as  to guide 
it in the desired manner of flight; a 
person trained or rated to fly an  air- 
craft. See BALLOON PILOT, and cf. 00. 
PILOT, sense 1 and FLIQHT OPEBATOB. 2. 

pilot, verb. 1. tr. To act or serve as the 
pilot of. 2. Cntr. To act or serve as 
pilot. 

pilotage, noun. Specif., air navigation 
by visual reference to landmarks, esp. 
with the aid of maps or charts. Also 
called "piloting." 

pilot balloon. MeteoroZ. A small free 
balloon sent up and tracked with a 
theodolite to find the direction and 

An AIBSHIP PILOT. 3. An AUTOYATIO 
PILQT. 

PITCH 

speed of the wind from the drifting 
movement of the balloon. I t  may also 
serve as a ceiling balloon. Sometimes 
called a “pibal.” 

pilot certificate. A certucate issued a 
person by the Federal Aviation Agency 
granting authorization to operate air- 
craft to an extent limited by the type 
of certiflcate and the rating of the 
holder. Types of certiflcntes include 
airline transport certiflcate, commer- 
cial certlftcate, private certiflcate, pii- 
vate glider certificate, student certii- 
icate, etc. 

pilot chute. A PILOT PABACHUTE. Popu- 
lar. 

piloting, noun. 1. The action of the verb 
pilot. 2. Same as PILQTAOE. 

pilotless aircraft. An aircraft, esp. an  
airplane (pilotless airplane 1, specially 
designed or equipped to fly and per- 
form its function or mission without 
a human pilot aboard. 

The term “pllotleas alrcrnft” le sometimes 
Used gsmrlcally to embrace all klnds of 

flutlesi vehicles whether alrcraft or not 
gut this extenniin of meaning is restricted 
to E eclal rlrcumstnnces and Is not recog- 
n d  in common urage. s e e  mncum and 
note, DEOND. 

The term “pllotleas alrcrnft” le sometimes 
Used UMfCal ly  to embrace all klnds of 
pflutlesi vehicles. whether alrcraft or not. 
but this extennlon of meaning Is restrlcted 
to E eclal rlrcumstnnces and Is not recog- 
n d  in common urage. s e e  mncum and 
note, DEOND. 

pilotless bomber. Specif., a winged 
guided missile without a human pilot, 
designed to be launched agninst sur- 
face targets-an AF term. 

pilot parachute. A small auxiliary para- 
chute attached to the apex of the main 
parachute, designed to pull the latter 
out of Its pack. 

pinwheel, noun. A rotary-wing aircraft. 
6long. 

pip, noun. Same as  BLIP. 
piston displacement. In a reciprocating 

engine, the total volume within the 
cylinder or cylinders displaced during 
one stroke of each piston. 

piston engine. Same as BECIPBOCATIRO 

--plwtonengine(d). adf., as in pkton- 
m g h e ( d )  alrplane. 

1. The cant or slant of a 
chosen chord of a propeller blade, rotor 
blade, or other blade with respect to a 
plane perpendicular to the axis of ro- 
tation of the blade: BLADE ANOLE. See 

ENOIRE. 

pitch, noun. 

EFFECTIVE PITCH, EXPERIMENTAL PXTCH, 
9ZBO-THBUST PITCB. 2. SPpCif., OEO- 
METBIO PITCH. 3. a. The rotational or 
oscillatory movement of an aircraft, 
rocket missile, etc. about a lnteral axis, 
or pitch axis; pitching. b. The 

‘\ 
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amount of this movement, i. e., the 

pitch, verb. 1. intr. To rotate or oscil- 
late about a lateral axis. 2. tr. To 
cause to rotate about a lateral axis. 

pitch angle. 1. Same as BLADE ANQLE (in 
all senses). 2. Same as ANQLE OF 

pitch attitude. The attitude of an  air- 
craft, rocket missile, etc. referred to 
the relationship between the longi- 
tudinal body axis and a chosen refer- 
ence line or  plane as seen from the 
side. 

pitch axis. A lateral axis through an 
aircruft, missile, or similar body, about 
which the body pltches. It may be 
a hotly, wind, or stnbillty axis. Also 
called a “lJltchlng axis.” See AXIS, 
sense 2 and note. 

pitch control. Any mechanism or device 
that controls or regulates pitch, either 
of a blade or of an  aircraft, rocket mis- 
sile, etc. 

pitch distribution. The distribution or 
spread of rarious blade angles along 
a blade, accounting for twist. 

pitch indicator. 1. An instrument that 
indicates the amount of pitch or the 
rate of pitch of an  aircraft or other 
body. See ARTIFICAL HORIZON, sense 1. 
2. An instrument that  indicates the 
amount of pitch of a blade. 

pitching, noun. The action of rotating 
or oscillating about the lateral axis ; 
pitch ( i n  sense 3a, which see). 

pitching axis. Same as PITCH AXIS. 
pitching moment. A moment about a 

lateral axis of an  aircraft, rocket, air- 
foil, etc. This moment is positive when 
it tends to increase the angle of attack, 
or to nose the body upward. 

pitch lever. A lever for changing the col- 
lective pitch of a rotor. Cf. CYCLIC 

pitch-under, noun. An act or instance of 
an  aircraft pitching nose downward ; a 
tendency of an  aircraft to pitch nose 
downward. see TUCK and note. 

pitch-up, noun. An act or instance of an  
aircraft pitcliing nose upward; a tend- 
ency of an  aircraft to pitch nose u p  
ward. See TUCK and note. 

ANOLE OF PITCH. 

PITCH. 

PITCR STICK. 

pitot, fioun. A PITOT TUBE. 
pitot head. 1. Loosely, a PITOT-STATIC 

pitot pressure. The pressure received in 
a pitot tube. It is the stagnation pres- 

HEAD. 2. A PITOT TUBE. Rare. 

sure at the tube. See PITOT-BTATIC TUBE 

Pitot-static head. A derice consisting of 
a pitot tube and a static tube assem- 
bled as a unit, esp. in a coaxial ar- 
rangement or with the static tube 
otherwise enclosing the pitot tube, to- 
gether with any heating elements or 
other parts identified with the unit; a 

Pitot-static tube. A device consisting es- 
sentially of a unit combination of a 
pitot tube and a static tube arranged 
coaxially or otherwise parallel to one 
another, used principally in measuring 
impact and static pressures; a PITOT- 

The dlfferencc! between lmpnct and static 
rewurea Is used to mensure the velocity of fl  ow nimt the tube hv  means of an niraneed 

(illus. ) and STAQNATION PBESSURE. 

PITOT-STATIC TUBE. 

STATIC HEAD. 

lndlcitor. T1restetI”c pressure f r o w n  dto t -  
stntlc tube niay In addition be used in the 
operatlon of an altimeter and almflar 
histruments. 

One form of pitot-static tube, or head (in 
longitudinal sectlon). P pitot tube; S 
static tube ; R risers ; 0 static-pressure 
holes; D drain holes; H heaters; B 
baffle. Shaded area contains pitot 
pressure. 

pitot tube. [Pronounced “peetoe.” 
After Henri Pitot (1695-1771 ), French 
scientist.] 1. An open-ended tube or 
tube arrangement which, when im- 
meraed in a moving fluid with its 
mouth p ln t ed  upstream, may be used 
to measure the stagnation pressure of 
the fluid. 2. Loosely, a PITOT-BTATIC 
TUBE. 

pitot-venturi tube. A combination pitot 
tube and venturi tube for measuring 
airspeed. 

placard, noun Specif., a posted notice 
on or in an  aircraft setting forth a 
requirement or limiting condition in 
operation. 

placard, verb tr. To post with a placard, 
as, the airplane was placarded a t  150 
mph; to limit by a placard, as, to 
placard engine temperature. 

--vlsurded, 8 d j  I S  In placarded critical 
b c h  nwbm. d PLACAO, &j. 
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placard, adj. Posted with, o r  limited 
with, a placard, as in placard speed, a 
limiting speed. See PLACAED, cerb, and 
note. 

place, noun. A cockplt, seat, or station 
on an  aircraft for one person. 

Tbls word 1s used as an element In com- 
blnat Ions such as two-place. multlplace. etc., 
the l h c e  or plaicea lor the pilot or crew 
being included In tire B wre. Such terms are 
not customarily applleh to transport or pas- 
senger alrcraft. 6ee BEAT and note. 

plain flap. The elemental f l apnonex-  
tensible, nonslotted, and nonsplib- 
hinged to a wing and forming part of 
the trailing edge. Also called a “slmple 
flap.” 

plane, noun. 1. An airplane. Also used 
in comblnntione, such a# landplane, 
lightplane, skiplone. 2. A broad and 
thin structure thnt obtains a reaction 
with the wind, Le., an  airfoil, or sur- 
face. Ob& in this sense except in terms 
such a s  main plane, tail plane, biplane 
elevator, etc. ; i t  appears vestiglally in  
airplane, biplane, monoplane, etc. 

plane, verb fntr. To hydroplane. See 
HYDROPLANE, verb. 

plane of rotation. The plane in whlch 
an  object such as a propeller rotates; 
specif., a plane in which a rotary-wing 
system rotates, or is assumed to rotate. 

plane of symmetry. A plane passed 
through a body or object, such ar an 
airplane or alrship, about which both 
halves of the body or object have the 
same form and dimenslons. 
The plant of symmttry of an alteraft le 

a vertical plane containtng the lonpltudinal 
axis. 

planform, noun. The outline of a n  ob- 
ject, such a8 a wing, as viewed from 
above. 

Wltb respect to wlngr and other rnrfaces 
artlcularl~ “planform,” as detlned above, 

ps sometin& called the projected plnnform. 
a s  dlsting. from the developed planform. Ul 
wbich the chords and axis of the alrfoll are 
brought into a plane parallel to the plane of 
pro ectlon. The developed planform of an 
alr/oll is thus larger than it8 projected 
plantorm. 

planing surface. The bottom surface of 
a float or hull, designed for hydro- 
planing. 

plan-position indicator. A type of 
radar set that gives a maplike presen- 
tation on a clrcular screen, indicating 
the range and azimuth of any discerni- 
ble object respective t.6 a point on the 

Cf. TIPPATH PLANE. 

screen representing the location of the 
transmltter. 

plasma, nom. An electrically neutral, 
conductive, pnrtially ionlzed gas. 

plastic deformation. The permanent de- 
formation of a material beyond its 
elastic limit, 1. e., beyond the limit of 
the material to return of itself to its 
original shape. 

plenum chamber. Specif., a chamber in 
certain ducting systems, as in a gas- 
turbine engine, that  receives ram air 
for the compressor. 

plotter, noun. Specif., a kind of rule or 
scale for drawing and measuring 
courses and diBtanCe6 on a chart. 

plug aileron. A retractable aileron that 
fits into and closes a slot in the wing 
when retracted. It is a type of 
spoiler-slot aileron. 

pneudraulic, adj.  Operating by the re- 
sistance or  pressures afforded by 
liquid and compressed air or gas work- 
ing together, as in pneudraulic shock 
strut, a shock-absorbing strut  In which 
the piston works against both the hy- 
draulic action of a fluid and against a 
highly-compressed gas, the gas tending 
t o  return the plrton to ita extended 
position. 

pod, noun. An enclosure, housing, or d e  
tachable container of some kind, as: 
a. A detachnble compartment on cer- 
tain airplanes for the cargo or other 
load. b. An ENGINE POD. G An JEJEO- 
TION OAPIIULlt. 

point of no return. The point along a 
line of flight at whlch an aircraft can- 
not return to its place of departure on 
ita fuel supply. 

polar distance. The angular distance of 
a celestial body from a celestial pole, 
measured along the hour circle from 
the celestial pole to the body from 0’ 

polytropic compressor efficiency. The ef- 
ficiency of a compressor expressed as 
the ratio of the work of compresslon 
for an Iden1 polytropic process between 
fixed s tntes  of the gas to the work of 
cornpresslon for the actual process 
between the game states. See COYPRES- 

through 180.. Bee CO-DECLINATION. 

BOB EFFICIENCY. 
pontoon, fioun. Bpecif., same a8 FLOAT. 
porosity, noun. The quality or state of 

having pores or lnterstlces, as of para- 
chute or airahlp fabric. See PERME- 
ABILITY. 
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porpoise, verb Intr. Of a seaplane 01 
flying boat : To jump and plunge, in thc 
manner of a porpoise, while moving on 
the water ; technically. to oscillate rer 
ticallg and about the lateral uxis while 
moring on the water. 

1. a. The left side of nn air. 
craft or vessel. b. The area or d i r e  
tion to one’s left, as, to turn to port. 
See LEFT, noun and ad].  2. An opening 
of some kind. as : a. A circular window 
in the side of an  aircraft fuselage, hull, 
or cabin, or a side nperture for a gun, 
a camera, etc. b. An opening in an en- 
gine cylinder for the passage of the 
fuel-air niisture or one for the passage 
of exhaust grises. 3. Short for AIRPOBT. 

Situnted on or a t  the left, as 
in port aileron: coming from the left, 
as in port wind. See LEFT. ad].  

position, noun. Specif.: 1. The location 
of an aircraft, guided mlsslle. or the 
like with respect to geographical co- 
ordinates, a city, a topographical fea- 
ture, etc. The term is more general 
than “fix” (which see). 2. The atti- 
tude of an  aircrnft, rocket, etc. 3. The 
angular placement of a movable sur- 
face about its hinge axis. 4. A crew 
member’s station aboard an aircraft. 

position error. An error in the reading 
of an airspeed indicator owing to the 
difference between the pressure (esp. 
the static pressure) a t  the pressure- 
measuring location and the freestream 
pressure. 

position indicator. An instrument or de- 
vice that shows the location of an  air- 
craft, the deflection of a control sur- 
face, etc. 

port, noun. 

port, adj.  

See AIR--POSITION INDICATOR, nAP-POSI- 
TION INDICATOR. OROOND-POSITION INDICAlWR, 
LANDINO-GEAR INDICAWIB. 

position light. Same as NAVIQATION 

position line. Same as IJNE OF P O S ~ O H .  
position report. A report from an air- 

craft in flight to a controlling station 
giving the aircraft’s position, often to- 
gether with other information, such 
as heading, speed, etc. 

positive acceleration. 1. Acceleration 

LIOHT. 

such that Speed increases. ACc&Ir 
ERATION, SeIlSe 2, and d. ACCELEBA- 
TION, sense 1. 2. Accelerating force in 
an upward sense or direction, e. g., from 
bottom to top, seat to head, belly to 
back (of an  aircraft), etc.; accelera- 
tion in the direction that this force is 

applied. see SEAT-TO-HEAD ACCELERA- 
TION. 

positive dihedral. An upward inclina- 
tion of a wing or other surface (from 
root to tip). Usually called “dihedral” 
(which see, sense la) .  

positive-displacement compressor. A 
compressor, such as a piston-type com- 
pressor, that displaces a flxed volume of 
fluid with each stroke or revolution. 

positive g. A force acting on a body 
undergoing positive acceleration. See 0. 

positive lift. Lift acting in an  upward 
direction. See LIFT, sense 1 and note. 

postflight, adj .  After a flight, as in 
postf l ight  inspection. 

postignition. noun. The ignition of the 
mixture in the cyllntler of a spark- 
ignition engine after the cessation of 
the electrical igniting spark. 

potential flow. A frictionless, irrota- 
tional flow-applied to nonturbulent 
flows approximating this condition, 
for the sake of simplicity in develop- 
ing formulas and equations. 

potential temperature. The tempera- 
ture a gas would have if brought adia- 
batically from a given initial condition 
to a certain flnal condition; specif., 
Afeteorol., the temperature a parcel of 
air would have if brought adiabatically 
to a pressure of lo00 millibars. 

potentiometer, noun. Specif., an  i n s t r -  
ment or device that measures or com- 
pares the electrical potential, or elec- 
tromotive force, between two points. 

to a deflecting com- 
ponent such as an al)rcraft control surface, 
a potentlometer can be used to measure 
anmlar movement * the device can also be 
used for measuring temperature, fuel level 
in n tank, etc. 

pound, noun. Specif., a unit of measure- 
ment for the thrust or force of a reac- 
tion engine, representing the weight 
the engine can move, as, an engine 
with 6000 pounds of thrust. 

pound-mile, noun. One pound carried 
one mile. 

pour point. The highest temperature at 
which an  oil will not flow under pre- 
scribed test conditions ; specif., the 
highest temperature at which an oil 

Pro erly hooked 0 

will not flow from the mouth of a test- 

position for flve seconds. 
ing vessel held in a steady horizontal - 

)ewer approach. A landing approach 
during which the airplane is under 
power (as contrasted to power-off glid- 
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ing nppronch), used esp. to provide 
htbtter cwntrol. 

power car. A cnr housing an engine on 
nu nlrshlp. Also called nn "engine 
car." 

Power earn wrre nerd chiefly on rlgid nlr- 
shllir niid NOUIP wmlrigltl alrsliips. On non- 
rlnld iiirhahijin thr riivtlee i s  to nttaeli the 
enplnrr to the nlr,l'n ear by iiirnnli of out- 
riggers or to uount the enginen In the mnin 
CII r. 

power compensator. An economizer 
(which see) in n carburetor. 

power dive. A dive In nn airplnne, esp. 
n steep dire, under considerable or full 
power. 

--power-dive. uwb tr. and tntr., as, to 
power-dwc nu airplane, or. a pilot who 
power-diver. 

power glider. A glider equipped with a 
power plant for oiitionnl powered flight. 
On some power glitlers. esp. military 
types. the Iiower plnnt m:iy serve oulj 
to flritten the  glicliug nngle with the 
crnft under maximum load. 

power landing. An ttirlilnne landing in 
which tile sirplnue is uuder power until 
i t  tonches down. 

power loading. The ratio of the gross 
weight of n propeller-driven aircraft to 
i ts power. nsunlly expressed ns the 
gross weight of the rircrnft dlrided 
by the rn ted horsepower of the power 
plnnt correvted for nir of stnndnrd 
deiislty. Wlth trirhoprop engines. the 
eqiiivalent ~ 1 1 : i f f  horseliower is used. 

power package. An enffne. erp. n re- 
ciiirociitirlx riiciiie. together with Its 
nwcssoritw liiics, romlliig, etr., rmdy 
for quivk Inst;ill:ition on an :iirrr:ift. 

power plant. A7xo powerplant, notin. 1. 
The coniplete risseiiihl~ige or instnlln- 
ticin of rrrgine or eiigiiies. nrcvssorirs, 
iiitliiction system, cooling system. lgni- 
tiori system. etc. tti:it gcurrates the 
motire power for n self-proidled vehi- 
cle or vessel mch ns nn aircraft or 
giiitled missile. rin nuto~nohile, etc. See 
note. 2. A n  engine or engine installa- 
tion regrrrdrtl I)R I )  source of power. 

In srnne 1. mltli rrrnrd to nlrcraft power 
pl.iiitn no crnrrullv nweptrd cintl flxetl de5- 
niiiwi'nf *.l*,Bwi.r 1;inii~. rrirts W I I I I  resiiert 
111 u lint i r rn is  or ei i i i i i imrnt~  nthw tlinn the 
rug~ne  or cwginrr. lire u l + & t - t a i i ~  Iiiriudrd 
or i*\r\ii(liuj i i v  ii pnrt o l  tlir p i w r  Iilnnt. 
\VIiww tziirii n i l r t in ir l~ i i~  IP rqrilri-d, I t  i R  
twrtminr) t o  1114 1 1 i 1 1 1 ~  i t  111 enutr\i. ThQ 
c l i . f i n i t  Inn rwiiiIii1iil lnrliidw. in Illlilltinn tn 
i l i a .  viiginr o r  ivizfiivt. niiv priipi~lier.m, tlir 
tirwwuriiw. i i w  i~iiiiiv~/m, i-iwliiig. nntl !mi.  
t i m  N , w i s l t t * .  rind I lrw mrli) r i l l  fnrl llnes 
ai111 tank*-In thlw Penne nouretlmem also 
d e c l  the yuwerykut group. 

Cf. 'I'BHI'RT 1I)AIIINO. 

power setting. The setting of niip cnn- 
trol or regiilaitiw t11:it ntyects the out- 
piit of iiii iwgiiic or iw\vvr Iilnnt. surb 
us II tl iriittle settiiig. t i  riiirtiirr-wutrol 
wettiiig, or 11 jir~iiicll~~~-Iiitcii selling. 

A iriutliiig i i i  which 
the aiqihiiie is l i u t  into a Iuiidiiig nttl- 
tude uutler iiowrr souic c1ist:iuce above 
the surfrice aud cillo\wl to settle 
grudiiully iiuder power. 

power stroke. In n foiir-stroke-cycle 
eirgiue. the stroke or niortweur of the 
pistoil ns i t  is ~i i is l i r t l  by the liiirning 
gnses of c~oriiliuzctioii. tliiis delirering 
power. Siuuetiues c.:ilied the "expan- 
sion stroke." 

PPI-Abbreviation for plUn-pO8itiOn in- 
dicator. 

Prandtl-Jleyer expansion. In two-di- 
meusioniil U o w .  rhr uvcdcration and 
nusociiited retluc.1 i i  in iu pressure and 
driislty tlint owi irs  where n 8uler- 
sonic wrrenul flows nroiiud n corner or 
curve with uo eqiaratiou or losses. 

power-stall landing. 

Prandtl-Aleyer expansion E. 

Prandtl number. [After Ludwig Prandtl 
(18~~-1!~.~:{) ,  Ceriuuu scientist.] A di- 
UellSioUkSN uuuilier representing the 
rlIli0 Of uioIlleIilum trulleport to heat 
trllUslJorl in a flow, (letin& by the 

equation N P . = ~ ,  where p is the vis- 
cosity cnetticient, r, is  the speciflc heat 
a t  c-oilstnut pressure. ~ i r i c l  k Is  the co- 
ettldent ol theririnl conductivity. 

prang, uwb. [Oiioxuntcilioetic.) tt: and 
Inlr. To cmsh or crrisli-land. Bznng. 

Pratt truss. I A f t c ~  Culeb rnd Thouins 
P m t f .  wlin tlerelo~ic~tl tlie tylw for 
briclpcw in 1844.1 A triiss with ten- 
s1oiiv.d cross-l i i w i  ng r i i d ~ .  wi res. or 
culilw 1)etwet.u uliriglits or sldehy-side 
mentbers, used in certuin fueelages or 
airfoils. 

k 

v s r s g  
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Pratt  truss (fuselage). 

precipitation static. Stntic resulting 
from particles iu tire atuiosphwe, such 
as water, s1ec.t. duet, or saiid Iinrticles, 
striklug a receiving unteuua or the sur- 
faces of tin alrmiit. 

precision approach radar. Radar equip  
ment or ti rudur wystellr used hi nu uir- 
port traffic coutix.~l systeiii, thiit dis- 
1ilt1.v~. UII riiclur w‘reeiis i i r  Ihe uirport 
control tower, highly i i w u r i i  te iiiclicii- 
tions of the range. uriwiiili, niid elera- 
tiou of aircraft on npllrorrvh tu a Iriiid- 
ing. Used in coiijuuction with iiiryort 
surreillairce radar. See A I ~ Y T  EUB- 

precision landing. Same as ACCURACY 

precision spin. A planned spin in which 
the airplane is rnrtde to eiitrr the spin 
from a piirticulrir hendiiig and is 
caused to recover on n desired head- 
ing after a predetermined number of 
turus. 

precombustion chamber. 1. In a com- 
pressiou-ignition riigine. n siirnll auxil- 
Inrg c*omliristion chniiiher In which the 
fuel is burned in the 1ireseiic.e of in- 
sufficient nlr, nnd from whirh the com- 
bustion products exl~nrid turliulently 
into the rniiln coiiihristlon chiimber, 
where burnlrig Is  romldeted. 2. I n  a 
rocket, a elinniber Iii nhlch the pro- 
pellants are Ign1tt-d rnd from which 
the burning mlxtlire expnnds torchlike 
to ignite the mixture in the main 
chnniher. 

preflight, adj. 1. Reinre A flight, as in  
prr$ight planning. 2 Of nr pertnlning 
to rictlvltiea etc. preceding triilning in. 
rolvlng flight, ns in prfflight school. 

preignition. noun. The igiiltlon nf the 
mixture in the cyllncler of a spnrk-ig- 
nition engine carlirr in the ryde than 
the orvurrenre of the electric igtiiting 
spark, caused, e. g., by a hot spot in 
the cylinder wall. 

prerotation, mu#. Rotntlnn In adrance, 
as : a. The rotatIon of air, as by guide 

VEILLANCE H A D A L  

LANDINO. 

vanes, before entering a rotary com- 
pressor, a fan, etc. b. The rotation of 
Inutliiig-gear wheels before touching 

presentation, tioiot. In electronics, the 
act or proc.ess of displaying radar 
echoes on a cnthnderag screen; the 
echo or hinges displayed on a cathode- 
ray screeu. 

preset guidance. A type of miwlle guid- 
ance in which deviees in the missile, 
adjusted before lnunching, control the 
path of the missile. 

pressure, noun. A force distrlhuted over 
an area ;  specif., force per unit area. 

See AIR rnr.sstnm, DYNAMIC PRESSURE, IY- 

dO\Vll. est,. to reduce landing-gem loads. 

PACT I’IIEHNIII1E. I’A111 I A I .  I ’ H E S S I  ItE. I’IIOT 
PKESSCIHE, ItELATlVE I’RESSUI1IG, STAGNATION 
I’RESSUUE, 8 1 A l  IC I’IIESSI’RR, STATIUN I’BES- 
BURG, T W A L  PIIESYUUE, VAPUR PRISSUKE. 

pressure accumulator. An accumulator 
(which yet) tliiit stores f l i i i t l  under 
pressiire, esp nu nccuuulutor in a 
hjdrii u l i ~  syst em. 

pressure airship. An nirship that main- 
taiiis its furui, either wliolly or in purt, 
by iiiternal pressure. Nonrigid, semi- 
rigid, and pressure-rigid alrshipe are 
pressure iiirshilis. 

pressure altimeter. An altimeter that  
utilizes the cliunge of atmospheric 
pressure with height to measure nlti- 
tude. I t  is commouly an nneroid altim- 
eter (see ALNEBOID. udf . ,  sense 1). and 
is also called a “bnrornetric altimeter.” 

pressure altitude. 1. a altitude nboce 
the etundurd datum pliiue, L. e., eltitecie 
measured from ntniidurd sea-level pres- 
sure (2!l.n2” Hg) by a pwwsiire. or 
b:ironietric, altiweter. Although this 
altitude wily be either an  iiiclivnted ~ 1 -  
titritle or a ciilllirnted altltiitle, I t  is 
coiiimonly cmsitlerecl to he ciililirated. 
See INDICATED PRESSI~RE ALTITUDE. b. 
The nltitiule in a stunclnrd atnioephere 
correqiontling to a given atmospheric 
pressure actirally encountered. 2. The 
simulated altitude rontlition created in 
a n  altitude chamber By chnnglng (usu- 
ally by lowering) the pressure In the 
chamber. 

See ALTISLETER. 

cr. PBCPSUM HCIOOBT. 

pressure battle. A baffle lnstnlled be- 
tween, and partially amrind, ntljarent 
cylinders on an alrcooled engine, de- 
s l g n d  to create a pressure dtfference 
80 a8 to force cooling air to the rear of 
the  cyllnders. 

P 
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prenwre brenthinR. The hwnthlng of 
oxygen or of n oiiltcit1ie mivIiire of 
gnses nt n Iireosiire higher than the 
si1 rroiiniling 1 Ire(rsii re. 

RPP riiNTivrnnn rwqorwm nnmTntNo. 

prensiire roeflirient. FIiei*if.. n cvwfRc.ient 
exlireasing the Rtntir IirPmire n t  any 
point In n fl~im In tcriiia of Its vnliie 
with respect to  free-stiwtrn static pres- 
sure and dynamic pressure, i. e., 

%=- 

c,=pressure coefficient 
p e s  free-ntrenm ntntic preasnre 
p=prwsiire ot some point in the 

Q= free-strcnm dyiinmic presslire 
pressure-demand oxygen sp tem.  A d e  

niiincl oxygen syslein l i int  fnrnishes 
oxygen at  n iiressiire Iiiglirr thnn at- 
nioqilirric Iireswre nl iwe  n rertnln 

pressiire distrihution. The clistriliiition 
or dislmsition of the rnrlous pressures 
arting on a srirfnre or area. 

pressure drag. The clrng on a hody 
moving in n Biild medium diie to the 
aerodynamic pressure distrihution on 
the body, the net effect of which is to 
retard the body In its movement. See 

pressure drop. A decrease in pressure, 
esp. from one w l n t  in a flow to an- 
other. 8w P R I ~ I O I P  PRESSURE DBOP, 

pressure gradient. A chnnge In the 
presslire of a gas or fluid per unit of 
distance. 

A pressure fladlcnt of Incrrnrlnc s h t k  
precrriire In the dlrwtlnn nf Ilnw I s  enn. 
slderrd ponlIlre. Pee AnYERam PRERSURE 

pressure head. 1. See m A n .  sense 2. 2. 
A drrlce thnt projrcts into a fleld of 
flow to mensiire pressures. Usually 
cnlled n "lientl." 

presoure height. 1. T h e  helght a t  whlch 
the gns cells or the gnahng ai an air- 
chili or bnllwin becomes filled wlth the 
expnntled lifting gas. 2. Bnme as 
PiiERR('RI ALr iTuDE ( e ~ p .  in sense 1). 

preesiire-injection carburetor. Same as 

pressure jet. A kind of cup or a small 
cowbustion chamber a t  or near the tip 
of II rotor blade, which turns the rotor 
by ejecting a fluid jet. The pressure 

? M I  CltY I ' ITCNT I 'HERII I ' I IC R H I A  T I1  INII.  

P o - P  
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where 

flmv 

a~tltlltle. &e nEMAND OIYl lEN SYSTEM. 

RASE DRAG, PORbI DRAO. 

MOhlCNTU11 PIIESRURE IIROP. 

ORADICNT, CAVOIIABLD l'RCE8UllC aRAPlF.NT. 

INJECTION CARBURETOR. 

~~ ~ 

j r t  ninp eject rninpreaad alr nr er- 
Iiliiiai p t i ~ ~  friiiii n cwiirrtl piwer 
iil:ini or  exl111ii4 piiucs friiiii i~iiiiiliirs- 
tion iiiwirritig Iiiwiiir Ihe j ~ t .  Siw JET 
iim on. 

A f l i i4  nrlflce In n wir- 
fiicv, tii w1iir.h n prcastire mrttritrlng 
c1rrir.e i n  mtiiiwtwl. 

pressurc-pnllcrn flyinE. Plglnq rnd  
nnvigntlne nn nirvrnft nltli miiniilc*rr- 
tlon of the nltiinsphorle presoiirr rlis- 
triliiilions so ns to trike ndvanrnge of 
fnrornlile winila. I he oliJert Iieing to 
nrliiew tlie sliorteat flnie en rnrite. 

preaaure ratio. The riitlo between two 
pr(wsiirvs, na Iirtntun the riiniiiiier 
presslire nitti the nomic prcRsrtre iif a 
rocket. Sre ro>rrnrRxnn rttEs8um RATIO 
nnd rf. mifrnEsRinx nA?Io. 

pressiire-riEid airship. A n  n h h i p  tliat 
mnlntnina form both hp menns of a 
light rlgld fr:imework nnd Internnl 
pressitre. Apliliecl spwlHcnIlg to Ihe 
nietcilclntl E. B I .  C.-2, hiillt in the lute 
1920's. Rce Arninir nntl note. 

presnure suit. A siilt rleslgned tn maln- 
tntn pressiire over n l l  or pnrt of the 
body t i i i t l w  roiiditlclns of low amblent 
preasiire. Cf. n-Brit. 

pressure switch. A m i t r h  thnt Is  acti- 
rnted under n glren riresrsitre dlffer- 
entlnl, ns I n  a Iiydrnrilic system. 

presauretrol, nwn. [ A  triide nnme, 
froill " p r c s ~ r t r ~  corilrol"; oftcw mgi- 
tslirrd.) A regiilntlng or eontrolling 
nppnrritns consisting essentinllg of a 
presnii re-rePponsi re nen led hol Inwd Ike 
devlce enc*lord wltliln n cltnniher, wed, 
e. g., in n tiirhosiiiierclinrper to cnntrol 
the mnate gcite nccording to preasiire. 

pressurize, verb Ir. 1. To lntrotlrice nnd 
mnlntnln n hlglier-thnn-nmhlent preg 
sitre Inside of, ns, to prersrrrlre nn air- 
crnft or nlrrrnft cnliln, a fiiel tank, etc. 
2. To srihjert to n IiICiipr-than-nrnliient 
presmre. ns. to prersrtrlrr a pwsnn. a 
pnrt of the hody, an  electrical come 
ponent. fuel, etc. 

-prcmaoriratfon wniin srennorlrrd ntfl  an 
fn preuuurlmd c o b p i t .  ~rsusvr laed 'n l l .  'he.  

prc-sniirr nrificc. 

prlmary, noun. Specif., a PBTYABY 

primary air. A i r  lntrodiiced into n com- 
biistion diniiiliw, as In n tui*lioijet en- 
gliie, to siililiort conrliiirtion o l  the 
fiiel-distliig. from 6ErnxnARy AIR. 

primary glider. A rupgetlly built glider, 
tylilcnily hnrlng an  aim-frriinrmwk 
fuseluge, for the elemeutary trninlng 

?LIIIER. 
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of glider pilotS. The craft is designed 
cIiii*llg fur gliding. riither thnu wiring. 

primary structure. The structural e l e  
nleutcl of iiu tiirmilr tlirit ( w r y  the 
mrijilr pirtioii of tile crlticwl IIIHIIB. prin- 
cilntllg, i u  nu iiirliliiiir, rlie uiniii striir- 
turn1 uieuihers of tlie wings. fiiselnge, 
eiiipeniiiige. aud the 1:inding genr. to- 
gether with tlieir fitting# untl lirucw. 
ICleinents not 11 part of the primnry 
striwture irwiiide cuwliugs, fairings, 
wiiulsiiklds, etc. 

Specif.. to introduce fuel 
i l l to  tlie iiidiwtiiiu agsteiii or cyliuders 
of tin eiigiiie before starting as nn aid 
In Bring the eiigiiie. 

primer. iioiin. 1. A PRIMINQ PUMP. 2. 
A aiil)stiince that burns or explodes 
wheu suliJectecl to heat (as  supplied, 
e. 6.. hy percussion or electric*ity), used 
to iuitiate a coiuhustiou or explosion 
in ailother substance, as in a rocket 
igilter. 

priming pump. A pump, finch as  a wob- 
ble puiiip, for priuiug un engine. Often 
cc~llecl a “primer.” 

private aviation. Arirition conducted by 
IniliviilunIs, firins. or establishments 
for tlieir o w  wurenienre or benefit 
not ~lirec~tly ( ~ n d  In mriny instances not 
iiidlrec*tly) Cor iwolit. 

probe. noun. Speclt:  1. A slender de- 
rice or aplitiratiw projected into a 
ninvliig Biiid, HR Cor measurement pur- 
poaeo: a IJklit tuhe. 2. A slender pro- 
jwting iiiiw on tin Hircriift whirb is 
thi’llRt Into a drogue to receive fuel in 
air refueling. 3. An inNtruuiriited re- 
search rovket. or Its p:iyload, Cor pene- 
trtitliig the upper atmosphere or 
begnnii. 

procedure torn. A timed turn in which 
an airwnft rererses its heHdiUg In ac- 
mrdtince wltb a specified procedure, 
used when acc*uracmy IS reqiiired in con- 
trolling time or In maintninlng a track, 
as In reversing headlng along a radlo 

proficiency flight. A flight made by a 
pllot or other alrcrew member or mem- 
bers to develop or Improve proficiency 
in flying dutles. Cf. CHECX FLIOET, 
nenRe 2. 

profile, nnrtn. 1. The contour or form 
of R hiniy, enp. In nwriiin: spedf., an 
~ f i i f n 1 1 .  piinFTi.Ic. 2. Rimething likened 
to B prciftlr I In ueme 1 1, auvh as a the 

my PwrLLc. 

prime, rerh fr .  

henm. 

Otl R KI’Hph. S L i  FUOHT PWII1LIc. V W O -  

profile drag. The sum of an airfoil’s 
friction drug and its form drag which 
is reletetl to its profile. 

profile thickness. The mnxfmum die- 
tance betweeu the upper ~ u d  lower con- 
tours of tin iiirfoil profile, nrensuretl per- 
pentliciilarlg to the mean line of the 
prc i ti I e. 

projected are& The area of the shadow 
of t i  striirtiire cHst by pnrallel rays oC 
light normril to the surface on which 
the projection is made. See FBONTAL 

projected diameter. The greatest dlam- 
AREA. 

eter of cin espnnded parachute. 
-proJected effective diameter. The pro- 

jected illiimr.ter of n puruchute u d e r  a 
apeetfird load. 

projected propeller area. The projected 
proiieller-hlticle nreii mult1I)lied by the 
nuinher of hliitlw of tlie ])rop~ller. See 

projected propeller-blade area. The 
area of the projection of a propeller 
blade exclusive of the shank (see 
BLADE. sense lb) .  on a plme perpendic- 
ular to the axis of rotation of the pro- 
peller. 

projectile, noun. 1. By extension, any 
object. esp. a mi~sfle.  fired, thrown, 
launched, or OtherwiRe projected in 
any manner, such as a bullet, a guided 
rocket missile, a sounding roc-ket, a 
pilotless airplane. etc. Cf. sense 2. 2 
Origlnally. an object, such as a bullet 
or artillery sbell. projected by a n  a p  
plied externril force. 

prop, norcn. A clipped form of the word 
“propeller.” Pnprtlnr. 

propellant. nofin. That which I S  explled 
from a rocket enCine to provide thrust. 

PBOJECTED PROPEl LER-RLADE AREA. 

see BMKET PROPELUNT. 

Tbls term In construed In bntb nlnpiilar 
and plural In the name manner a8 “rocket 
propellnnt.” 

propeller, noun, 1. An engine-driven 
screw (see scmw)  monnted, e. g., on 
a n  aircraft or vessel, which in Ita 
rotation reacts with the surrounding 
fluid to impart forward motion to the 
craft  : specif.. such a m e w  mounted on 
an  aircraft. not contributing directly to 
sustentation. and so distlng. from a L 

lifting rotor. as on a helicopter. S o m e  
times called an %Ir proliellrr.” us die- 
ting. from a mwrlne propeller. 2. A 
fnu, eSp. a Can In u wliul tunnel. Rare. 
3. A WINDMILL (In wnre 1). Rwe. 
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Propeller. A blade angle ; 13 blade back : 
F blade face. 

propeller afterbody. A convex fairing 
situtited imniecllutely behind a pro- 
peller, used to imlirore the airflow. 
Also c a l l 4  u "clishli:in." 

propeller blade. A blade or airfoil (see 
AxwoxL. ~e i i se  1) of n Iiropeller. See 
III .AIlL, Rcnse 1. 

propeller-blade angle. The blntle nngle 
of 11 ~iro~ivller Illude. See BLUE AXULE, 
sense :I uiid riote. 

propeller cuff. An nlrfoil-slinped fniririg 
fitted urouud the slitiiik of a proIieller 
blade ( N W  ULAIIE S H A N K )  to increase 
the flow of air  over engine c*gliutlern or 
into air  scwqis, etc., or to improve pru- 
pellcr effic-icncy. 

propeller diameter. The dlnmeter (which 
see) of the circle described by a ro- 
tating propeller. 

propeller disk. The disk (which see, 
senwe 1) of n rotntlnp prolwller. 

propeller-driven, adf .  Of iilrcraft : Giren 
thrrint by n ]irnpdli~r or hg propellers, 
ns in propcIli*r-nlric(FIi flghtw. 

propeller efficiency. Tile etlirienrg wltb 
whlt~li a ~irqlt4lvr wiiiwrtx Iiower I i i l i r~t  
into I briist piwer.  rslirwsol 11s the 
m t i o  of the I~rotlrtvt of  tlir tlirtist prtr 
dut.ecl r i i i d  the forward speed to the 
power input. 

propeller hub. The centrnl portion O? 
pilrt of n propeller, ciftcn c~uiitiil~illrg a 
~~itci~-c*hiiiigiiig riret*h;iuiam. frtiiii willcb 
the lilntles rtitlinte uutl 1,s I I I ~ I I I I N  of 
wiiict~ the ~Irqwiler is uouutrd un Its 
tl,.ive * h f L  SW 1108s. 

propeller interference. The Interference 
of I I I C  Iiropc~ller slipstream Iig a b i ~ l ~ '  
or ltocliea p l ~ i w d  ueiir the iiriiiwller, 
such ns II nii~.elle. frixelrge, rutlliitor, 
etc., iiffet+ting the thrust and torque of 
tlir propeller. 

prupt.ller-luad horsepower. The horse 
ptiwer rvqiilrrd or alitwrlied t1.v H glvrn 
proilc*ller III a sliec4fled rot~itit~iinl 
speed. The ]iropeller-liiad horNrlioWer 
varies tlirrvtly as tlra cube of the rutn- 
tlciriul sliwd. 

propeller pitch. Tlie liltch of a pro- 
Iieller lilride, :is disfiiia. froin nrig citlier 
Iiitrh. See PITCH. nrwt. Reuses I i i i i r l  2. 

propt*ller radius. The riitliiiv (if II clrc*le 
dtwrllit4 1i.r 11 rotiitlug Iiropeller. Bee 

propeller rake. The indinntlon to  a 
lilriiie ] i~ i~~~~~i i~ l i i . i i l t i r  to the r i x i ~  i i f  ro. 
tn t i t i~ i  of I I  lhir joiiiliig the c~c~~itriiltlu ut 
tb r  sri-tloiis iif :I priilwller hlude; the 
mwii  :rriglr of tlilx inc~lii~titlou. 

propdler root. 1'11111 p i r t  of 11 propeller 
nriu irt*:irwt tlir Iiiil+-w~iid of nll  fgpes 
of priqit*Ili*rs. Also called a "blade 
root" I \vliic~h s w ) .  

propeller dip. The ~ l l p  (whirh eee, 
wnse l a )  of n rof:itiiig propeller, ns 
(listing. frciin nng otlicir dip. 

propeller slipstream. The SLIPSTREAM 
( in  sense I ). 

propeller speed. The speed of n pro- 
]idler, esp. in revolutions per minute. 
('f. mr Rrmn. 

propeller thrust. The thrust of n pro- 
1ieller: t i~~I~i i i~*a l ig ,  the cornponmt of 
the total e i r  forre on the propvlier 
1i:ir:iiId 1 1 ) .  uiid in  flir R:IIIIC ciirec.tion 
ns. the tllrwtion of ndvnnee. &e IF- 
FLCTIVE PIIOPELI.EII TIIRIJST. 

Llke nrrorlvnnnilc l lft .  pmprllrr tltr118t 
mr! hi, i ~ x 1 t 1 1 1 ~ 1 1 ~ 4  IIV i4tlirr or 11~1111 i d  two 
11i~:tirirw. IIIIII~IIY~IIII. 'to 11w thetirlrw 111 llft : 

Cii1It.d primllirr thmiry i*x~ilaIlw prqirl1Pr 
lIirci*t Iir  tlnithur with llir nvllou uf an 
ordiiiur) 'II~TVW ~ W * I I I * I ~ I I I I I I ~  u O I I I I ~ I .  

propeller tipping. A 1Irotec+llre metal 
~ h l i ~ l i l i i i ~  for non~iiet:~lllc laoliellers 
covering the tip :ind part of the bliide 
wlgl?. 

propeller tip speed. The tip speed of a 
propeller. See TIP B P ~ .  

III . .~I lL l i A l ~ l l l S .  

III.All)i-LI.CII).:ST T l l W l R T .  U O S I K W I  1111 
T I I L ~ H I  : I I l N l l  W P P  I.lYT, TIIIIVRT. TIIV N(C 
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propeller turbine, or propeller-turbini 
engine, Surue os T W U U ~ P N V P E L L ~  EN 

propeller wash. The wnsh (which see’ 
Iirotliic~ed l i f t  of n rl&itiiig iirqieller. 

propjel engine. Alro propjet, W U I I .  P 
tiirbupro]Jeller eiryiiie. See 1 U I I I I ~ P I I O  
PLLLEtt EIItiIfiYP illld Cf. CUMI’OSITI 
PUWEH PLANT. 

proportional control. Radio control 01 
an  nircraft, ulissile, etc. in which con 
trol-snvfiiw deflection is prupurtiuna 
tu the muremerit of the reuote con 
truls. Cf. FLICKEH CONTIIOL. 

proportional navigation. The navlgntior 
uf a guided u~l~ti l le  tuwlrrd a uiuvitig 
t~II*gtbt In which the uissile turuiub 
rate is proyortioiinl to the rule ul 
ch;i~ige uf the liue of sight betweeu mis 
sllr ill111 IIIrgl~t. 

propulsive etlicieney. The eteclency wltl 
whir h piiwcr rirailirble fur propulsion 
is converted liitu Ihriist, exltrescred us 
the nitio of ( u )  tl irust power to shaft 
yower (CUI’  Iircilwllers) or (b) the rutiu 
of tliruet paiver to the rate of produc- 
tion of kliietic eiieryy lu the jet  (fur jet 
arid rocket ei~giuer). See PBoPpLLEi~ 

proving etand. A tmt stnnd for reaction 
enaiiies, esp. rocket eugines. Bee TEST 

pull, wrb.  1. To pill2 Off. To bring up 
off tlie mirf;ire, ns, to pull an airplane 
off the grouutl : l o  1ire:ik cuntnct witli 
the surfave. 2. To prtl l  out. To bring 
oiit of II tllve; to rtrover from a dive. 
3. To p u l l  tip. 1‘0 Iiriug the nose of nn 
111rlilii~e up sliurply, esp. from level 

l’lime sprrlnl nrnnra nlltide tn the pulllnp 
acllun nyylli-d to a ruutrul s1lc.k or cululuu 

pull-out, nom.  An nct or instance of re- 
covering from n dive. See PUG sense 
2. 

pull-up, nom. An act or instance of 
inillliig an nirpiiine’s nose up; also, a 
piill-oiit. See PULI., sense 3. 

pulse altimeter. A rnclio altimeter that  
seiitls oat ltrlrf sarges, or pulses, of 
riitllc~fwcii~ee~~y e~iergy, the tiuie dls- 
titiice betivew the tmnsinltted nnd re- 
flet+etl piilses livliig used to determine 
iilwolrite altitude. 

QIXE. 

EFFICIENCY. 

STAKD. 

diglit. 

pulsejet, noun. A Pui.swET ENQIHE. 
pulsejet engine. A type of compressor- 

less Jet eiigine In which couihustion 
trikes place iutermitteutly, producing 
thrust by a series of exyloslons, com- 

monly occurring at  the approximate 
resoiiance frequency of the eugiue. 
Often culled a ‘‘l~ul~ejet.” 

In  the enrlirr, and coitimoner type of 
puls~Jet  (us used, e 6 lu tlie Gt~;uiuo V-1 
tlJ’liig boiiilj t i f  WGr 7 1 1 ,  ulr Is uduiltted 
Iiito the cuiiibiirtlun cliiimber br a set of 
nlteriiiitrlg opeillrig n i d  eloulng fliipe or 
v u l v ~ s  : Iiilrr 1y11vs Iinve lieen dwlgiirtl to 
operute lu terml i t e i i~ l~  wltliuut I L ~  ume of 
niuviirg uittu. (l’lie liiite4y tglw I s  sowe 
t i m w  c u l i e ~  s~~eclfic~illy n riilvrleas pulse- 
Jet.”) All  tvves are caunble of stutic _ _  
operii tiou. 

Also called “neropulse engfne,” “nero- 
resonator,” “liiteriiiltteiit-jet engine,” “re8o- 
jet,” etc. See EEBUJET ENGINE.  

0 
! 

I 

L- G T-d 

One form of pulsejet engine. (Arrows 
indicate flow direction.) V flapper 
valve assembly: F fuel spray nozzles; 
C combustion c1inrnl)er; T t a l lp i~~e :  D 
detail of valve iisseubly (dotted lines 
showing open position). 

pursuit airplane. An alrplane deslgned 
to pursue and attack other aircraft- 
the former deslgnution for a fighter, 
or figliter tiirplune. 

push-down, noun. An act or instance of 
nosing an  airplane down. Also called 
a “ptisli-over.” 

pusher, ~ o t t n .  1. A PUBHEB AIIIPLAHE. 2. 

pusher airplane. An alrplane wfth Its 
propeller or propellers a f t  of the center 
of grarity or lateral axis. 

>usher engine. An englne fltted with a 
liusher 1)ropeller. Cf. TRACTOR m a x m .  

insher propeller. A propeller mounted 
a f t  of an engine: a prolreller mouuted 
behind the lateral axis or center of 
grnrity of an aircraft. Cf. TBACFOB 

tush-over, noun. Same aa PUSH-DOWH. 
tylon, noun. 1. a. A structure, strut, or 

post supporting nn engine pod, an ex- 
ternal tnuk, etc. on an  n1rcr:ift. b. A 
ROTOR MAST. 2. A post or tomerllke 
struvture used a s  a course mnrkw or 
as a ground reference for precislun 
maneuvers. Bee couasE YAEXEB Cf. 

d o n  eight. An eight on pylons. See 

A PUSHER PROPELLEB. 

PROPELLEB. 

MABT. 

- P  Y f t ‘ W  

F I 

x 
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Q 
quadrant. nom.  Specif.: 1. Any one of 

the four ~ i g u a l  zones in a four-course 
radio range. See LOOP-TYPE RADIO 

quadrantal error. An error in the indi- 
cation of a riitlio conipnss or magnetic 
compnss owing to the distortion or re- 
radiritlon of the radio waves or Wag- 
netlc lines of force by the body of the 
airlilane. 

With a radio rompnss. the qiindrantnl 
error Is nt a i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i  w l i i~ i i  tlir I I I C . O I I I ~ I I ~  
r:idlu wuve8 rrow fbv wliiym or Iiiirlzontnl 
t t i i l  s t  II rrlutlvr Iwiiriiig ~ ~ i ~ w i * t i  the e l r -  
plutte und the alutluu ut 45 , l33*, 223O, or 
815 . 

RANIIE. 2. A CONTROL QUADEANT. 

quadricyrle landing gear. A lnntling 
gtkiir w n s i r t i i i y  uf four seliurute wheels 
or wlierl i i i i i t s .  

quadruplnne, t i o m .  A forni of nirplt~ne, 
now obsolete, having quadruple-decked 
wings. 

quartering wlnd. A mind mooing in A di- 
rection tiitit m:iltcs r i n  nngle of np 
proxiiuately 45' with the longitudinal 
nxis of tin nirrrnft. 

quick-release harness. A pnrnchiite 
hiiriiess wiiich :illo\vs nl i  strrips b i d i n g  
the iinr:ic.liiite t o  the \w i re r  to be re- 
leased by the action of one unlocking 
de v 1 c e. 

R 
racer, norm. Specif., nn aircraft, esp. an 

airplune. specitilly designed or moditled 
fllr riiciiig; nu uircruft used for racing. 

rack, noun. Slievif.. a L A W N W I N O  LUCK. 
racon, mutt. [ I.'rom "radar beacon."] 

Suiue i io m n A i i  IIEACON. 
radar, noitn. [From "mdio-detection and 

ri~ngiiig."] 1. A uirtiicici, xysteiii. or 
tec.hniqiie of uslng brtitwd, rellected, 
ant1 tiitied riiclio W:IVC.B Piir dt~twtiiig. 
locntiiig. or trnvkiitg ohjrvts (siich as 
alrborue aircml't 1, for iiicwiiring nlti- 
tu&, rtc.. in any of vrirlous iwtivitles, 
8iic.h JIS uir triimc mitrol ,  gitidiitii.e, or 
giiunerg. 2. The electruiiic eciiiiiiiiient 
or npiinrntus itxed to geiieriite, trans- 
mit, rewire, rind, uaunllg. to dislilny ra- 
dio scauning or lwatiug waves ; a RADAB 
BET. 

radar altimeter. A RADIO h L T I m n m  
radar beacon. A kind of beuc*on (which 

see) ronsisting of a radw trtinsmitter 
and other iissociated equipment that 
sends out radur svuves for pickup and 
displny on a rndiir Ret, giving iiidica- 
tlnns of the Iienrou's rtinge. lietiring, or, 
usually, both riinge nntl hetiring, from 
the rudiir set. Also cnllpd 11 "racon." 

A radnr benrnn normnllg Irnnrmlti slgnals 
onlp w i i ~ w  ac*tl\nivd b) u mire I~IIIII a radnr 
set. ~ i i r i i  a Iieaccin 1s ut'twi rnlli*d n truw 
s1inndrr (wlilrb acr). B l m e  t> pea of rtidiir 
beucainm, how rwr. ~ t l i l t  riyirula euutluuoualg, 
nul reqiilrlnp trlpgeriiig arttoti. 

Hutlur brac'iiiiv nre rni~ilorivl In nlr nnvign- 
tion UIIJ have i i t t i i i w w i w  whitnry IIRCR. ns in 
bomblng, nnd ldeutlncatlon of frleiid or foe. 

radar horizon. The angle of elevation at 
which the beams from a radar  ap- 

paratus a re  intercepted by the earth's 
horizon. 

radar indicator. A m n A R 8 c o P E .  
radar range. The ninxiiiiiini tlistnnce nt 

whidi o ratlnr set is e l k t i r e  lu detect- 
ing targets. 

Rnclur rnngr drpcndr upnn vnrlnbles such 
us wrullier ~ ~ 1 1 i i d 1 1 1 t 1 i i m  tY[Je uf target. etc. 
"Rutlnr runge" La uoui;tl&v given u 8 #eclfle 
deflnltlon, e. g., the riiiige at which tke set 
is effective one I iu l f  of the tiiiie. 

radar scan. 1. l'be wnrciiltig mntinn of 
a rntinr lienin tliroiiyh R~I:IC% in IIUJ of 
vnrloiirr ptitli ronllgiirtitions; the pnt- 
tern of ti radar beuu~'s motion. 2. RAUAB 

radar scanning. The nrtion or proeePa of 
moving or dlrectiug a seurching rudnr 
beam. 

SI'AN NINQ. 

See CIIIC(~LAR I IrANNINO, 
NINO. HELICAL BCANSINB. 

CONICAL SCAN- 

radarscope, nofiti. The cnthnde-my tube 
or osclilorrco~~e 111 a rtidiir set, which 
disiiliiys the received ~iy i in l  in Riwb a 
manlier ns to iiitlicnte ruuge. tiairlug, 
etc. Sometimes culled a "radar lndi- 
cntor." 

radar screen. 1. The fnce of a radnr- 
scope. 2. A network of rntlar lnstiilla- 
tionw. or tlieir emiiuiillons, serving, e. g., 
to detect strunge nirtmift. 

radar ret. A set of elevtriinic nppnrntiis 
consisting principally of a truueiultter, 
auteiiiia, receiver, nnd iiidiciitor for 
seiidiiiy out scniiuitig benms atid re- 
reiriiig and dlsiiliiylng tile reflwted 
waves or the wnves etuitted by a 
radar beacon. See WAR, 
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radar wave. A trttnwttittrtl or reflected 
nttliiiwive ustvl 111 r:itl:ir. 

radial, orrun. 1. ..\ i ( , \ i i i . \ t .  EsoisE.  2. 
S i i t t i r t l i i i i K  1h:i t ex t ib t i i l s  r:iili;tll.v, siivlt 
nx cttig one Of tlir lic*iirlit~ Iiiitv r:iditit- 
iltg C r o IU IIU ouiiidircciional radio 
rii rtge. 

radial compressor. Same as RADIAL- 

radial engine. An internal-rombustion 
reclprocvt tiitg eiigiiiii h:iviiig its cylin- 
c1i~t.s clisposc*tl intlinlly rrrouncl the 
crnrtkslt:~ft: sliwif., s i ~ i . h  1 1 1 1  tmgitte wilh  
wltivlt t h t !  c.ylitiilws riwi:iiii st:itionnrp 
mltilt. the c.r:iiil(4t;ift rtlt:itvn ; i n t l  which 
his t h e  oi- it111r13 q - l i i i ~ t ~ ~ r s  to 21 rim 
(the row being 111 :I ~il:irre I)c:r~ieiitlic.ttliir 
to the cr:iriksli;tft). Cf. i w r 2 u w  ENGISE. 

T h e  tern) "rnt1l:il PnClnr" la not nppllrtl 
to K U C ~ I  rnglnrn t in t1w i q q w w i l q  1Iiitli.r rn- 
glnr or V-rngitie. uiir IN It  uiisiimlnrlly nli- 
$!Id tn rugiiiea uuch un ilie S-euglnc, 

radial-flow compressor. A rotary com- 
pressor throng11 which the contlires- 
sihle fliiitl is :icc*elcrntetl radially. See 

radiator, nnrca. 1. A dwi r r  thnt rntli- 
ates energy, such ns t~lrc.trrirtt:iEiictic 
energy. 2. A device that dissiptites the 
heat from xoiiiethiug, :IS Croiti waiter or 
oil, not necess:irily 1b.r r:tili:itioti OIJ~Y. 

Qenernlly. t he  npplfcntlon of thP terms 
"rniltntlir" ( In  w n w  2 )  or "hrttt c.st4nngc.r" 
to 11 irnrtlclilnr nppiira tiiw d e l ~ t i ~ l ~  1111tm the 
polnt v l c w :  I f  tilt. eittl)hnNi* IS ttpoit 
nit!relg w t t l n g  rld of hriit. "rridliitnr" In 
mo*t n f t w  t i w l .  IBr wtuvtl i i tru "c*,irller" : If 
the r i i i i i l i i i r lx  I N  ii~iw truiisfwrliig IIWII~. 
"lient esrliatigrr'* Is  itmI--lmt these dintluc- 
tlonw rlu uot u l w n p  Luld true. 

radio aid. Any unvign tion nid  iitiliaing 
ratlio. surh us a radio bcncon, radio 
C O U I ~ : I S R .  etc. 

radio allimeter. An absolute nltinwter 
that me:isures riltititde Iiy me:ixnriiig 
the lapsed tiiite betireen the trtinsmis- 
sion of radio wives frotii an airvraft 
and the reception of the maws reflected 
from the earth's surface. See PULSE 

radio beacon. Any radio transmitter, to- 
gether with its associated equipment, 
thtit entits signiils eniihliitp the determi- 
nation. by means of suitttble receiving 
equiptitent, of direction. distiince, or 
position with respect to the beacon. 

FWW C0JfPI:ESSOB. 

ciiglue. etc. 

CENTRIFI~CAI, CON Pt<ESSOR. 

ALTI SI WEB.  

see EQUISlQNAL UEACON, LOCALIZER, LO- 

C4TlON UABKER. UPIO-UAXW US4WJN. 

radio beam. A beam (which sue, sense 3)  
of riidio siguals, us in an equisignnl 
mine. 

radio compass. A dit~ec.tlnn-lritlir:itiit~ 
ratlio-rtvvi v i t ig :t ppit rii tiis i t  w r l  : I  I m i  rd 
a i r iwf l ,  \rltic.l~ nirikrs iise of the tlirrc- 
tion:iI t~h:ir:t~ti~r/stics of 11 Iiiop nntenna 
for fiii~ling :iittl iiitlic.:ttitig tlirection in 
relritiiiii t c i  :I r:idio-triiuslultting station 
to w1til.h the rivriier is tuned. 

R:idlo compnsnes exist In Rrwrnl different 
foruix. w i t i t .  l\ i rs  riiiillil) Iiig t lw11 I I W ~  nu- 
triin;iN. t i i i t ~  iitbvr m,re  t + i ~ t I r u r v  n i i t ~  u n e  
ful t j ~ ~ s  tiriltfi tiiitt~iinus C l J t l l t 3 h ~  d t l i r r  
titu iiii~i Ily tir niit,miii tliwtlv. 1;iiiIIu cwn- 
pnww nrv ti.etl 111  I I ~ I I I I ~ I I ~  oil :I trntit.tiilrriitg 
stut11111 niid LII olituliiiug hunt i n ~ s  nnd Uiea. 

radio control. 1. I k t i i r i t e  ~ i t ~ t r d  of a 
pilotlrss airlilitrtc, u rlJCkI't,  etv.. hy 
m*:t~ts of r:ttlio r;igti:ils t h t  sc.tivote 
cotttriilliiig ileviws. 2. Atiy radio r i p  

'1'hi~c*oiitrol i i f  :iirc*riift or :tir traffic by 
~iieii tis (if radio c.ottiiiiiitiic.:ttion. 

radio dircclion-finder. A riitlin-recdring 
set. togvthcr with  Its iissditt(.d equip- 
nieitt, used to detet'uiiiit* the tlirec.tion 
from which a radio Signal is trans- 
mitted. 

"Rncllo directlnn-6nder" Is n brond term, 
npplletl to r a d h  r ~ i ~ i i i ~ i i i a u t w  nix1 ot1ir.r nlr- 
boriir or grwncl-bnwil rntllo-recelrlnp sets 
or stntlona I n  dlri.ctlon-fiiiiliiig systems. See 

radio direction-finding system. A sys- 
tem iu which rtidio is iisetl to detertitine 
pmitioii or beurtng ; siwif.. a sgutetn in 
which ~ m o  or more groutid statitins ure 
used to estiihlish rises nu nirvraft 
trtinsmisshius. the resulting position 
inforwwtiou beiug truusmitted to the 
aircraft. 

radio-frequency heating. The heating 
of electrically POndUcting mriterial by 
means nf electric currents induced by 
electromagnetic wares of radio i r e  
quenc*y. 

radio magnetic indicator. A radin-navi- 
gatiou lustrutiieiit coupled wlth a gy- 
rosyn contpttas or the like thtit indi- 
crtteB magnetic heading and bearing 
with retqieet to M transmitting station. 

radio marker. A LOCATION MABKEB. 
radiometeorograph, noun. An instru- 

JI:l~:ttllS IlSWl for I l l i s  kind Ol'CoUfr(J1. 3. 

AUTOMATIC DlIlECTION FINUEU. 

. 

metit or aylirirutus that senses meteor- 
ological phenouiena. such as temper- 
ature. pressure, etc., and transmits by 
radio the values of these phenomena to  
a receiving station for automutic re 
cor.diq ; n radioeon&, 
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radio navigation. Navlgation by means 
or riitlio uids or niirigiitiou systeuis 
usiiig r:iilidj, a s  by the riidlo colnliass, 
riid 1 0  (11 r w t  ion-flutl lug systenis, loran, 
ere. Seta IIYI’EI{UOI.IC NAVIOAIION. 

radio range. 1. h radio transmitting 
stntioo or iustnl1:ition that seiitls out 
direct1oii:il riiclio beums Cor the @lid- 
a n w  of uircmft throughout a conipara- 
tively liirge area. 2. The ~Iguals and 
elec.tronlciilly detiiied fiight pntlls 
eiiiiin:~tiiig from such a directional 
tr:insmittiug stii tlon : the area corered 
by these directionn I signals. 

$re ADCOPK RADIO RANOE, LDOP-TYPB RADIO 
R A S O B .  OM Nll l l l IBCTIO\AId BAUlO ILANOE, 
V I Y U A ~ . - A V ~ ~ A L  ILiUIU HAAQD. 

3. The (fIstu~ii*e to wlilch n rndio trnns- 
lnitter imi sriid rifct*tirc4y. 4. The 
span of raclin frequeiicies in the elec- 
trriiiingiwt ic. slwctriiui. 

radio-range beacon. The central radio 
bwwm in a riitlio range. which sends 
out diiwtional beams or signals. 

radiosonde, n o i m  An airborne radio- 
meteorograph. See DBOPSONDE, BADIO- 

radius. norm. 1. The maximum distnnce 
out from its poiiit of departure that an  
airc.riiCt cnn Hy without landing and 
return to its depnrture point under the 
given or  specifl~~d conditions. 2. a. 
BLADE RADIUS. b. LEADINO-EDGE BADIUS. 

In sense 1, mmetimea called radiua .of 
action fwp.  of i i i l l l t i i r ~ .  nlrcruft) or radiun 
of operation. See CRUIBINQ RADIUB and d. 
BA.\Or. wuue la. 

radome, noun. [From “radar dome.” 
Pronoiinretl ”rnytloiiie.”] A dome hous- 
ing for u radiir antenna and soiiietimrs 
i ts  associated eqiiipiurnt on an  aircruft, 
the donie material being pervious to ra- 
dio wuves. 

rain loop. A continuous strip of fabric 
attached to an  airship envelope around 
the car to deflect water. 

rake, noun. 1. A device consisting essen- 
tially of a row of pressure-measuring 
tubes or temperature sensitive eiemenb 
arranged like a rake or comb, used to 
sense the pressure or temperature at 
desired Intervols in o fluid flow. Also 
called a “comb” (which see). 2. In- 
clination from a straight line or plane: 
the amount of this iuclinution. See 

ram. noun. 1. T h e  action of alr  or other 
fluid shoring its way into an  a i r  intake 
or open duct owing to the motion of the 
intake or duct through the fluid; MY 

METE01100HAPII. 

PBOPELLEB BAKC WINO-TIP BAKE. 

48403&60-10 

EFFECT or HAM P B E S S ~ B E  2. A scoop, 
intake. duct or the like that recelves 
rani air. 

ram air. Air shoved into an  alr intake 
or open duct by the motiou of the intake 
or duct through the air. 

ram drag. The drag on a jet  engine due 
to the change of momentum of the in- 
comiug air, equnl to the product of the 
rate of mass flow at the uir Intake and 
the free-air velodty. 

ram effect. The effect resulting from ram 
(which see, sense 1) : R A M  PRESSUUE. 

ramjet. noun. A HAMJET ESOINE. 
ramjet engine. A type of couiprrworless 

jet engiue conslsting of a specially 
shnged tube or duct open nt both eiids, 
the nir necessary for coi~ihustion hring 
shoved into the dnct by the forward 
motion of the engine. where the nir 
prlsxerr thraugh n diffuser and is oilxed 
with fuel and huriied. the rxhiiust giises 
issuing In a jet from the reiir opening. 
The ramjet eugine cannot opernte un- 
der static conditions. Often called a 
“ramjet.” 

$W ATBODID, ROCKET RAMJIET, TURBOBAY- 
JDT ENQINE, TWO-UIIIMNBIUNAL UAMJET. 

--+ 4; e.. H 

Ramjet engine (supersonic type). (Ar- 
rows indicate flow direction.) H flame 
holders. 

ramp, noun. 1. An inclined structure, 
works. or surface, e. g.: a. A compres- 
sion surfnc- ahead of an  a i r  Intake. 
b. A works or platform sloping into 
the water for beaching or  launching 
senplanes. c An inclined framework 
for launching rockets or pilotless air- 
planes off the ground. 2. Loosely, any 
paved or otherwise prepared area 
around the hangars or flight line of an 
airdrome: an apron. 

ram pressure. The pressure in excess of 
atmospheric or ambient pressure owing 
to ram (which see, sense 1). 

ram pressure recovery, or ram recovery. 
The recovery or  conversion of velocity 
pressure in the free-air stream to 
static pressure at some point In a duct 
receiving ram air ; the amount of static 
pressure produced In this process. 

range, noun. Specif.: 1. a, The maxi- 
mum distance from its departure point 
,to which an aircraft can fly without 
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landing nnder the glren or specifled con. 
ditions. The range of any given air- 
craft depends upon the load carried, 
flight altitude, flight speed, atmos- 
pheric conditions, the possibility of air  
refueling, etc. Cf. RADIUS. b. The 
maximum distance to which a rocket, 
a missile, etc. may be proJected or 
flown under the given conditions. 2. a. 
The capabllity of an  aircraft, rocket, 
etc. as measured or Judged by the maxi- 
mum distance It can fly or be projected ; 
this capability regarded figuratively as 
reach, as, a plane wlth long range. b. 
A good or excellent cnpnbillty of this 
nature, as, an aircraft that has both 
range and endurance. 3. A row of land- 
marks used in maintaining a straight 
course. 4. The distance that a radio 
or radar transmitter can cover. See 
RADAR RANOE, RADIO RANOE, sense 3. 5. 
A RADIO RANBE (in senses 1 or 2).  

rate climb. A climb a t  a constant rate. 
rated, adj.  Of airspeed, altitude, horse- 

power, etc.: Designated as the best or 
maximum for safe and efficient opera- 
tion. 

rated engine speed. The rotative speed 
of an engine specified a s  the maximum 

rate descent. A descent at  a constant 

rated horsepower. The maxlmum horse- 
power an  engine can develop under 
specified operating conditions. 

I 

I rate. 

~ 

for continuous reliable performance. 

SPe MILITARY RATED POWER, NOBMAL RATED 
POWER, T A K 1 9 E r  HORSEPOWER, WAU EMEE- 
GCNCY POWEP. 

rate gyroscope. A gyroscope sensitlve 
to the rate of angular motion. 

rate of climb. The rate a t  which an  air- 
craft  gains altitude, 1. e., the vertical 
conipouent of it6 alrspeed in climbing. 

rate-of-climb indicator. A flight lnstru- 
ment that Indicates the rate of climb or 
rate of descent of an aircraft in any 
convenient units, e. g., feet per mlnute. 
Also called a "cllmb indicator" or 
"vertlcal-speed indicator." 

rate of descent. The rate at which a n  
alrcraft descends, 1. e., the vertical com- 
ponent of Its airspeed in descendlng; 
the rate a t  which a parachute and its 
burden descend. 

rate-of-turn indicator. A TWN INDI- 

ratiometer, noun. Specif., an lnstru- 
ment or device sensitive to the ratio 
between two electric currents, used, 

, CATOR. 

e. g., ln temperature-measuring instm- 
ments. 

RATO, Rato, or rato, noun. [From 
"rocket-assisted take-off."] 1. A take- 
off in which a rocket or rockets. COIU- 
monly of the solid-fuel type, are used 
to provide additional thrust. Henre, 
RATO bottle, Rat0 bottle, rat0 unit, 
etc., a rocket SO used. 2. A R A T 0  bot- 
tle or unit ;  the complete apparatus on 
an  aircraft, comprising rockets, lgni- 
tion system, etc.. for assisted take-OK. 

See JATO 

RAWIN, Rawin, or rawin, noua [From 
"radar wind" or "radio wind." Pro- 
nounced "raywin."] 1. The action of 
observlng or determining wind direc- 
tion and speed by radio or radar track- 
lng of a balloon carrying a radiosonde, 
a radar reflector, or a radio trnnsmit- 
ter. 2. U'lnd, the dlrectlan ant1 speed 
of which 1s determined by radlo or ra- 
dar tracklng of a specially equipped 
balloon ; the wind information gathered 
In this manner. 

rawinsonde, noun. A radiosonde used to 
flnd wind direction and speed. See 

B "  
\ 
\ 

"n 
%. 

RAWIN. sense 1. \ 
reaction balance. A type of thrust meter 

using a balance to measure the static 
thrust of a rocket or jet engine. 

reaction engine. o r  reaction motor. An 
englne or motor that develops thrust by 
its reaction to a eubstance ejected from 
it ; specif., such an engine thnt ejects a 
jet  or stream of gases created by the 
biirnlng of fuel wlthin the engine. A 
reartlon engine operates In accordnnce 
with Newton's third law of motlon, 
I. e., to every action (force) there is 
an equal and opposite reaction. Rocket 
engines and jet  engines are reaction 
enginee. Bee JET ENGINE, BOCKFX EN- 

reaction propulsion. Propulsion by re- 
action to a jet  or jets ejected from one 
or more reactlon engines. 

reaction turbine. A type of turbine 
havlng rotor blades shaped such that 
they form a d n g  of nozzles, the turbine 
belng rotated by the reaction of the 
fluld ejected from between the blades. 

GINE. 

'R .. U 

c f .  IbfPULEE TURBINE. - _  
-eactor, noun. Specif., a NUCLEAR RE- 

*ea& verb tr. To hear clearly or under- 
stand (a radlo statlon or a person 
speaking by radio). Cotloq. 

ACTOB. 

x-* E 
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rear, adj. Spcif., at, near, or belonging 
to the hind part  of an  aircraft, as in 
rear cockpit, rear fuselage, rear gun- 
ner. 

Rebecca-Eureka system. A radar hom- 
ing system for aircruft in which an  air- 
borue iuterrogator-responsor, called 
"Rebecca," homes on a ground radar 
beacon, called "Eureka." The system 
is used, e. g., by pathflnders. 

rebreather bag. A bag attached to an  
oxygen mask whlch captures the ex- 
haled gas from the upper part of the 
resiiiriitory system, consisting pri- 
murlly of unused oxygen, for breath- 
ing uguin. 

receding blade. Same as RETBEATINO 
BLAIIE. Rare. 

receiver aircraft. The aircraft tha t  re- 
ceives fuel in a l r  refuellng. 

reciprocal, adj. Of a bearing, heading, 
etc.: Opposite in direction to, and col- 
linear with, another bearing, heading, 
etc. 

reciprocating engine. An engine (which 
see) esp. an internal-combustion en- 
gine, In which a piston or pistons mov- 
ing back and forth work upon a crank- 
shaft or other device to create rota- 
tional morement. 

Reclprocatlng engines of the internal- 
coxulinutlon type nre clnsslRed according to : 
a. Arrnnpeiiient or dlHpo8ltlon of cpllnders, 
as berrel f a n  H -  In-line inverted opposed- 
c i t lnder 'ratdal b- W- 'x- and +- englne. 
b. MrlIi~d of I 'nltfon is &mprerston-fgnt- 
t f o n  n i i t l  spark-7 n f t i o i  sngfne. C. The mnn- 
ncr In whlvh tge worklrig gnaes nct upon 
tlic plrtun or plutons, ns double-actlng. op- 
pored Irlon, nnd #Ingle-acting enginr. d. 
Tbc ( d t n n  strokes per rnglne cycle as four- 
rlruke-cycle and two-rtroke-cycle' englne. 
e. Sonie siierlnl mwlianlral feature ns cam 
enuine. 1. The ciindltlons s~icclflecl tor rnted 
operation. as a l t l t u l r  and rea-level crglns.  

See intllt liliinl entrlrs on rarlous trues.) 

reciprocating-type supercharger. A su- 
percharger that  utilizes one or more 
pistons for compression. This is a 
positfre-displacement supercharger. 

recompression, f l o w .  1. The act or proc- 
ess of subjecting to, or undergoing, a n  
increase In a i r  or atmospheric pressure 
after a decompression. 2. The act or 
process of compressing air or other 
fluid again. 

reconnaissance aircraft. Alrcraft, or an 
aircrnft, deslgned, modified, or used 
for reconnaissance. 

recording, adj. Of an instrument: That  
makes a record of its measurements, 
as in recording accelerometer, record- 

i IS0 C0111'00ND ENQINE. 

tng altimeter (see ALTXOBAPH), r~ord-  
ing dynamometer, etc. 

recovery, noun. 1. I n  flying, the action of 
an  aircraft returuiug, or beiug re- 
stored, to the initial attitude after a 
spin, dive, loop, roll, etc. 2. A reclaim- 
ing. See BAM PBESSUEE RECOYEBY, 

A temporary condition in 
which vision is obscured by n reddish- 
ness, or in which objects appear to hare 
a reddish color. This condition, some- 
times followed by uuconsciousness 
(not considered a part of the red-out), 
is  caused by blood rushing to the 
head. Cf. n L A c x o u T ,  sense 1. 

reduced frequency. The frequency of vi- 
bration of a body, or of the variation 
of the flow behiud the body, expressed 
as the circular frequency times the 
representntire length of the body di- 
vided by the reloclty of the flow. 

reduction gear. A set of gears by means 
of which the rotcitlonal speed of a 
driven shaft is reduced from that of 
the drire shnft, as hetmtw an engine 
shiift and a propeller shaft. 

reef, verb Ir. To constrain (a para- 
chute), as by a metal rlng ahout its 
shroud lines, so that it  opens only par- 
tially ; to open ( a  parachute) in stages. 

reentry, noun. Specif., an  act or in- 
stance of a rocket, an airplnne, etc., 
haring risen above the earth's atmos- 
phere, or nbove the denser portion of 
the atmosphere, penetrating the ntmos- 
phere or i ts  denser portion in its down- 
ward plunge. 

In componnds, such 88 reentry heating, 
reentry slowdown, an net or Instnnce of a 

ro.irctlli.'a sltlwlng down, or of nlowing it 8 own, upon reentry. 
reference area. Specif., any chnracteris- 

tic area of a body used in deftuing an 
aerodynamic or hydrodynamic force 
coefficient. 

reflected wave. 1. A shock wave, expan- 
sion wnve, or compression wave r e  
fleeted by another wave incident upon 
a wall or other boundary. 2. Electron- 
k8. A radio wave reflected from a sur- 
face or  ohject. 

reflection plane. In  wind-tunnel testing, 
a plane surface or pln te, corresponding 
to a plane of symmetry, upon whiceh a 
split, or semispan, model is mounted. 
The plane produces results compariible 
with the results that would have been 
obtained with the complete model, thus 

WATER RECOVERY. 
red-out, nom.  
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allowing models of a larger scale to b 
acrommodnted in the tunnel. 

reflexed trailing edge. A curled traillnl 
edge : technically, the trailing edge o 
an  airfoil in which the imrvature of thl 
mean camber line chringes sign near thc 
trailing edge. Also called a reflex trail 
ing edge. 

Reflexed trailing edge. 

regenerative cooling. The cooling of a 
Part of an  englue by the fuel or pro 
pellant before burning ; specif., the cool, 
ing of a rocket-engine combustion (*ham. 
ber or nozzle by circulating the fuel 01 
oxidant, or both, around the part to bc 
cooled. 

regenerator, noun. A device need in a 
thermodynamic process for capturing 
and returning to the process heat that 
would otherwise be lost, a s  a device in 
a gns-turbine engine for transferring 
heat from the exhaust to the air enter- 
ing the combustion chamber. Also 
called a “heat exchanger” (which see). 

reheat, noun. BEHEATING (esp. in sense 
1). 

reheating? noun. 1. The adding of hent 
to a working fluid in an  engine after a 
partial expiindon. Aftwburning is a 
form of rehpntlng. 2. Thr rrtention of 
heat in a fluid. as after passing through 
a turbine Rtilge, owing to the Ineffl- 
ciency of the stage. 

relative bearing. The hearing of a point 
or object relative to the heading of a n  
aircraft or vessel. 

relative density. A density relative to  
another density: specif.. the actual 
density of the air relative to the den- 
sity under standard conditions, ex- 
pressed as a ratio. See DENSITY RATIO. 

relative humidity. Hiimidity expressed 
as the ratio of the amount of water 
vapor present in the atmosphere to the 
greatest amount posslhle nuder the 
prevailing conditions, usually expressed 
in perrent. 

relative pressure. A pressure relative to 
another pressure : sliec’if., the actual 
atmoepherir pressiire reliitlve to the 
standard atmospheric pressure, ex- 
preesed a8 a ratio. 

RESOJET ENGINE 

relative wind. Air in motion with r e  
specat to a body in i t :  the velocity or 
direction of air  in motion with respect 
to a hody, nRiiiilly of tlir air outside the 
region tiffected by the body, i. e., the 
free stream. 

The relative wind may arise from the 
motion of the bod from the i~iotlon of the 
alr, or from both tke motlun of the body and 
of the air. 

relaxation time. In  general, the time r e  
quired for a system, object, or fluid to 
recover to a sperified condition or value 
after disturbance. 

remote control. Control from a dis- 
tance, esp. by nieans of electricity or 
electronics : a controlling fiwitrh, lever, 
or  other device used in this kind of 
control. 

In compounds, “remote control” properly 
takes the hyphen. a s  iir remote-control arma- 
ment. remote-control switch. PIC. but in com- 
mon uuage ttie Iiyibhrn ir J&I as often 
omitted, a8 in remote control mystem. 

remote-indicating, aaj. Of nu instru- 
ment : I)isi~liiyinp indirations at n point 
remote from its sellsing element, often 
by electrical or electromag~irtic means. 

remote velocity. The velocity of the 
free stream-disting. from the LOCAL 
VErnCITY. 

renversement, noun. [French ; un-Angli- 
cized pronunciation.] Same as BE- 

repeater, nom.  An indicator that  rppro- 
duces nt a rrrnote point the indications 
of nncitlirr incllcator. Also called a 
repeater indicator. 

Repenters are used for the remote repro- 
ductlcin iif the iiitlientions of a compass. of 
a ylnn-position Indicator. etc. 

reporting point. A grogralhic lorntion in 
relatiou to which the position of an nir- 
craft is  reported. or is  to he reported. 

VERSEMENT. 

reserve, noon. FUEL RESERVE. 

reserve buoyancy. Same as EXCESS BUOY- 

residual gas. Specif., the gne remninlng 
in the cylintler of #in cmglne irnriirdi- 
ately after the closing of the exhaust 
valve or valves. 

resistance, noun. The nct or nu inntnnce 
of resisting, of opyosiug ; specif., AIB 

*esistance derivative. A 8TAnILIrT DEIIIV- 

*esojet engine. A180 resojet. n o m ,  or 
reRonant jet. A piilsejet erigiiie tlint 
oprrritee a t  Its resonRnce frequency. 
Also called an “aeroresonator.” 

ANCY. 

RESISTANCE. 

ATIVE. 
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responder, noun. 1. A TRANSWNDEB. 2. 
The receiver unit in a transponder. 

retractable aileron. An aileron thnt re- 
trrtrts into the wing: Rpcif., a retrnct- 
ahle spoiler used as an aileron. See 
8 P o x i . m  ;I nd note. 

retractable landing gear. A lnoding gear 
thnt uiny be re t rwtrd  into or up agninst 
the aircraft In flight. to reduce drag. 

retreating blade. On n rotnry-wing air- 
criift In horizontnl motion. a rotor 
blaide or wing uioring with the relative 
wind. \Vitb n rotnry-wing nircraft in 
forw;ird xitiition, the hlnde is considered 
retreatlug 11s it niores 180° from Its ex- 
treme forw;ird position to its extreme 
af t  position. Cf. AUVANCINO RLADE. 

retrofit, n o w .  [From “refroactire re- 
fit . ’ ’]  A motliflc*rition of an aircrrift, 
nircraift couiponent. or other ohjwt that 
dupliriites a chtinge or niocliflratlon 
made in later models of the same type. 

-rctroflt. aerb tr., as. to retrofit an a h  
crnft wlth a trlcycle landlna gear. 

retro-rocket, noun. [From “retroact- 
ing.”] A rocket flttetl on or in an air- 
craft. missile. or the like that produces 
thrust to returd forward motion. 

return-flow wind tunnel. Same as 

rev, noim. 1. A revolution (of an engine, 
a rotor, etc.). Colloq. 2. I n  plural. 
Revolutions per minute. CoZZoq. 

rev, verb tr. U e f i a l l ~ .  to rev tip. To in- 
crease the rotary speed of. Also intr. 
Colloq. 

reversal, noun. 1. An act or instance of 
moving or acting in an opposite direc- 
tion. See AILERON REVERSAL, CONTBOL 

in the deflection of a control sur faw 
from oxie direction to the opposite direc- 
tion. b. A chauge iu the direction of a 
flow from the origlnal to the opposite 
direction. 

reversed flow. Specif.. flow from the 
trailing edge to the leading edge of a 
rotor blade, as occurs esp. over the In- 
board portion of a retreating blade. 

reverse-flow combustion chamber. A 
form of burner used in enriy aircraft 
gas-turblne engines, In whlch alr from 
the coxupreasor travels the full length 
of the chamber then bas its direction of 
flow reverRed to enter the flame tube or  
inner liner, the exhaust pnsee issuing 
from the chamber near the end where 
the compremor alr b itrtrduwd. A h  

CLOSEU-CIRCUIT WIND T U N N E L  

FORCE BEVERSAL. 2. SpWff. : a. A change 

called a “counterflow burner.” See 
BEVEBSE-FLOW ENQINE and cf. BTRAIQHT- 

An early type of 
gas-turbine engine for  aircraft in 
which the air  from the compressor is 
introdiiced into a special form of 
burner where Ita dlrection of flow 1s 
reversed hefore comhustion. This d e  
sign resulted in an  engine of short 
length. but i ts  disadvantages of low 
power and efaciency caused ita discon- 
tinuance. 

FLOW COMBUSTION CEAMREB. 
reverse-flow engine. 

-reverse-flow gal-turbine enaine. rcvemc 
Bow turbojet engine. See EEVEBSE-PLOW COY- 
BUSTION CHAMBER. 

reversement, nofin. Any maneuver or 
stunt in which an airplane is made 
to reverse Its direction of flight, as a 
chandelle, an  Immelxiiann turn, or 
wing-over. A ~ R O  called a “renverse- 
ment.” See VERTICAL REVCRBEYENT. 

reverse-pitch propeller. Snme as BE- 

reverse thrust. The thrust. or a large 
component of the thrust. of a propeller 
or jet directed opposite to the usual 
direction. providlng braking action. 
Sometimes called “negative thrust.” 

Propellers are turned to a aepntlve pltch 
to direct the alr blast forward; deflectors 
or otber devlcee are used to direct the thrust 
of jets forward. 

reversible. adf. Of a process: Capable 
of going through its stages in reverse 
order. 

reversible-pitch propeller. A propeller 
whose pitch may be changed to a nega- 
tive angle so as to give reverse thrust, 
used for brnking action. Luso called a 
“reversepi tch propeller.” 

reversible propeller. An ambiguous term 
for “reversible-pitch propeller.” 

revolving beacon. Same as BOTATINQ 

Reynolds number. [After Osborne Rey- 
nolds (11(42-1912), Hlnglish scientist.] 
A nondimensional parameter represent- 
ing the ratio of the momentum forces 
to the viscoue forces about a body ln a 
fluid flow. It is often expressed as the 

PVZ fraction -, where p is the density 
of the auld, V is lta velocity, Z Is a 
characteristic dimension of the body, 
and c is the coefecIent of viscosity of 
the fluid. 

VERSIBLE-PITCB PROPELLER, 

BEAWX. 

P 
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rho-theta system. Any electronic navi. 
gatinn system in whirh position is de- 
fined in terms of distance, or radius 
( p )  and hraring ( 6 ’ )  with respect to a 
transmitting station. Also called an 
“R-theta system.” 

N 

Illustrating principle of a rho-theta sys- 
tem. P located point. 

rhumb line. A line of constant direction 
that intersects all meridians a t  the 
8ame nngle. A rhumb line appears as 
a straight line on a Mercator pro- 
jection. 

rhumb-line course. A course laid out or 
taken along a rhumb line. 

rib, noun. Specif., a chordwlse structural 
member, usually a former, in a wlng or 
other airfoil. 

8W BOX BIB, BUTT RIB, COMPRQBSIOX RIB. 
PALSE BIB. 

ribbon parachute. A type of parachute 
having a canopy consisting of an  ar- 
rangement of closely spnced tapes. 
This pnrachute hns high porosity with 
attendant stability and sllght openlng 
shock. 

rich, adj .  Of a combustible mixture: 
Raving a relatively high proportion of 
fuel to air  or oxidant : more precisely, 
baring a value greater than stoichio- 
met r IC. 

rich blowout. A blowout or flameout 
caused by a too-rich fuel-air mixture. 
See BLOWOUT, F L A M ~ ~ .  

rig, verb tr. 1. To attach, adjust, and 
align (the parts, gear, or other appara- 
tus of an  aircraft), as, to rig a fl:ip, to 
rig a car to an airship envelope. or, to 
r i g  a cable into a truss. 2. To flt out 
(an aircraft) with control cahlwa, brac- 
ing wires, rontrol snrfares, nr olher 
apparatus or gear. 3. To RRisemhle, in- 
spect, repalr, atljast, and pack (a para- 
chute or ita harness). 

rigger, noun. One who rigs aircraft or 
parachutes. See PARACHUTE maom. 

rigging, noutl. 1. The action of the verb 
r i g ;  the result of this action, ns, un- 
even r i g g l n g .  2. ”he system of cables, 
wires, fittings, etc. with whirh an nir- 
craft is rigged. 3. The shroud lines of 
a parachute. 

right, norin. 1. Speclf., the right side of 
an aircraft. See RIGHT, a d ] .  2. The 
area or direction to one’s right-hand 
side, as, a slip to the right. 

see STABBOARD, HOUI). 

right, adj.  Specif., sitnated on, or di- 
rected toward, the right-hand side of a 
perRon a t  the longitudinal axis of an 
alrcraft and facing forward, a s  in right 
slip, right wing; coming from the right, 
as in r i g h t  wind. See aTARnoARn, adj.  

right-hand engine. An engine whose 
crankshaft or other mnin shaft rotntes 
In a clockwise direction, as seen from 
the antipropeller end of the engine. 
See LEFT-HAND ENQINE, note. 

rigid, n o m .  A rigid airshlp. 
rigid airship. An airship whose form is 

The Inst rlald alrihl the Le-180, a 
slrtrr ahlp to the Hin&bur wns rom- 
pletptl In Oermnny In l % I A .  fi wan dlnas- 
aenihlrd In 1040. hnrlnR heen tent-flown but 
never havlna heen piit Into serrlce. Bee AIR- 
BBIP and note, EEPPELIN. 

rigid rotor. A nonarticulated and non- 
tilting rotor. See ARTICULATED EOTOR, 

rime, noun, or rime ice. An opnqne white 
ice of granular structure, less dense 
than glnre. 

ring airfoil. Same as AHHULAR AIRFOIL. 
ring cowling. A narrow, rlnwhRped 

cowling for a radial engine, designed to 
reduce drag and improve cooling. 

ringworm, nourr A circular crack in a 
doped surface. 

rip cord. Aleo, lesr ojten, ripcord, noun. 
1. A core, cable, or the like, together 
with It8 handle and fastening plus, 

maintalned by a rigid framework. 

TILTING UOTOR. 

h-m-iiii--i--m m m-. 
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holding a parachute pack closed and 
which when pulled free opens the pack 
and allows the parachute to deploy. 2. 
A cord, rope, or other line, together 
with Its hand pull nnd other alqiurte- 
nnnces. for opening the rip panel on a 
balloon or airship. 

In compounds. thln term la written rlther 
"rip-cnrd' or “rlpcord,” as in rip-cord handle. 
ripcord pin. etc. 

rip panel. A strip of fabric or other ma- 
terirrl in a balloon or pressure airship, 
which may be torn or ripped open for 
quick deflation. 

riser, noun. Something that rises, 1. e., 
that  extends upward, as: a. A lift web 
of a parachute assembly. See LIFT WEB. 
b. A tube from a pitot or static line 
sticklng up into a pressure chamber 
in a certain type of Pitot-static tube. 
See PITOT-STATIC TUBE (Illus.). 

roadable airplane. An airplane, either 
fixed-wlug or rotary-wing, capable by 
menus of some ready conversiuu of be- 
ing used a s  a road vehicle. 

Tlilr term i s  applled esp. to vehlclea that 
fold tlielr r i n g s  or blades for rond travel. 
See ~ ( I N V C H T I B L ~  and d. rLxiNo AUTOILOBILE 
and note. 

robomb, taou(c [From “robot Bomb.”] 
8ame as ROBOT BOMB. 

robot, noun. An automatic or self-actlng 
apparatus or mechanlsm that performs 
actions ordinarlly done by man;  a ve- 
hicle or machine operated by euch ap- 
parutus. 

Tbls term 1s applled esp. to pllotless alr- 
crafl : I t  Is reldoin apulled to rocket m l ~ ~ l l e s  
or HIP Ilke. whether self-gulded or guided 
remotely. 

robot bomb. A self-propelled, winged 
bomb that automatically keeps on 
course and descends on its target-ap- 
plied particularly to the German V-1 
winged jet bomb of WW I1 or to a bomb 
of that type. Sometimes called a “ro- 
bomb.“ 

rock, verb tr. 1. To tilt (an airplane’s 
wings) from side to side. 2. To pltch 
(a senplnne or f lying boat) while mov- 
ins on the water, eap. 80 as to expedite 
the get-away. 

rocket, noun. 1. A projectile, pyrotech- 
uic derlre, or flying vehicle propellpd 
by a rocket englne or motor. See 
ROCKET ENGINE. 2. b A rocket engine 
or motor. b. b y  one of the combus- 
tion chnmbers or tube8 of a multi- 
chambered rocket - 

~ ~~ 

rocket airplane. An airplane using a 
rocket or rockets for i ts  chief or only 
propulsion. 

rocket-assisted take-off. The full term 
for “RATO” (in sense 1, which see). 

rocket booster. A BOOBTEB, senses 2 and 
3. 

rocket engine, or  rocket motor. A jet- 
reaction engine or motor (see REACTION 
ENQINE) that  contains within itself, or 
carries along with itself, all the sub- 
stances necessary for its operation or 
for the consumption or combustion of 
its fuel, not requiring intnke of any 
outside substance and hence cnpnble of 
operation In outer space. Chemical- 
rocket engines contain or carry along 
their own fuel and oxitlnnt, usually in 
either liquid or solid form, ond range 
from simple motors consisting only of 
a combustion chomber uud exhnnst 
nozzle to engines of some complexity 
incorporating, in addition, fuel and 
oxygen lines, pumps, cooling systems, 
etc., and sometimes having two or more 
combustion chambers. Exliprimental 
rocket motors hnve used gaseous pro- 
pellants. Rocket motors a re  chiefly 
employed to propel pyrotechnlc devices, 
missiles, aircraft, and other flying ve- 
hicles, and are aiso used extensively as 
auxlliary thrust unite on aircraft. 
See RATO. See also LIQUID-PROPELLANT 

ROCKET ENOIHE, and also see ROCKET 
BOCKET B N 0 I R E, SOLID-PROPJELLANT 

PROPELLANT. 

There 1s noted a tendency to employ the 
term “rorket enplnc” In reference to the rela- 
tively cuinyl!yoted l l t~u ld-~~ro~~e l lont  trpes 
and to w e  rocket mutlw“ nn n general 
term eliihrarlng both Iliiultl-proiallant and 
solld-proiiellont tpyes : no R h r i )  dlwtlnctlnn 
brtweeo the terms ha8 heen observed, how- 
ever. &e ROCKET. senme 28. 

rocket. see JET NOZZLE. 
rocket nozzle. The exhaust nozzle of a 

rocket propellant. a. Any agent used 
for consumption or combustion in a 
rocket and from which the rocket de- 
rives i ts  thrust. such as a fuel, oxidant, 
addit ive,  catnlyst. or m y  compound or 
mixture of these: 8perif.. a fuel, oxi- 
dant, or a combination or mtxture of 
fuel and oxidant us14 in propelling a 
rocket. b. Also rocket propellants. 
All of the individual agents. esy. fuel 
and oxidant, taken collectively, used 
in a rocket for its propulsion. 

DOOBLIOIB~ P~OP~LUXT,  E-c mo- 
Rocket pro ellnnts are commonly in either 

s e e  srpHOrELLANT, liquid or s o b  form. 
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rocket-propelled, ndf.  Propelled solel! 
by a rocket or rockets, a s  in rocket 
propelled missile. See JET PROPELLED. 

rocket propulsion. Propulsion by I 
rocket or rockets. I t  is a type of re 
action propulsion. See BEACTION PBO 

rocket ramjet. A ramjet engine having B 
rocket rriounted within the ramjet duct 
the rocket being used to bring the ram. 
jet  up to the necessary operating speed 
Sometimes called (with a shift in em. 
phasis) a “ducted rocket.” 

rocketry, noun. The science or study 01 
rockets, including theory, research, d e  
velopnient, experiuenttrtion, and a p  
plication; the art or  science of using 
rockets. 

roll. noun. 1. a. The act of rolling; the 
rotational or oscillatory movement 01 
a n  aircraft or siuiilar body which tnkes 
place about a lougitudinal axis through 
the body-lled “roll” for any degree 
of such rotation. b. The amount of 
this movement, i. e., the AIPOLE OF ROLL. 
2. A stunt, maneuver, or performance 
in which an  aircraft is caused to make 
a complete rotation (of 360O) about its 
roll axis, usually maintaining an a p  
proximately horizontal direction of 
flight. See note. 3. The movement, 
travel. or run of n wherled nirc-raft on 
the groimd or other Riirfncv in takeoff 
or landing, 1. e., a lantliny roll or toke- 
ofl roll. (See individual entries.) 

In Rcnfie 2, RCC n m n m  ROLL, IIAI.P-EOLL, 

roll, owb. 1. tr. To  rotnte (nn aircraft 
or siuiilar body) about a longitudiual 
axis. 2. t t .  To put (an  aircraft)  into 
a roll (in sense 2 ) .  3. fntr. Of an air- 
craft, etc.: a. To rotate about a longi- 
tudinal axis. b. To make a roll (in 
sense 2)-also said of persons in an 
aircraft. 

roll axis. A longitudlnal axis through a n  
aircraft. missile. or similar body, ahout 
which the body rolls. It may be a 
body. wind, or stability axis, or any 
other lengthwise axis. see AXIS, sense 
2 rind note. 

rolling axis. Same as ROLL AXIS. 
rolling moment. A monient that tend8 to 

rotate an aircraft. tl rovket, etc. ubout 
l a longitudinal axis. This moment ie 

PULSION. 

OUTSlDC UOLL, BLOW POLL, BNAP IIOLL. 

depwss the ;tarhoard side of the hody. 
roll-off, noioi. Aii uncoritroll~?ct rtiltiiig 

uotitm of nu airplane resulting from 
stalling. 

roll-out, noun. 1. An act or instance of 
making a landing roll. 2. An act or 
instnnce of recovering from a banked 
attitude. 3. The flrst showing of a pro- 
totype. 

root, noun. Specif., the bnse or inner end 
of an airfoil or blade. See BLADE BOOT, 

root diameter. Spwif., the diameter of 
the rotor of an axinl-flow coinpressor 
a t  any given stage or of a turbine 
wheel, mensuretl between the points of 
juncture of the bladrs with the disk or 
Iiuh. Cf. TIP DIAMETER. 

WINn ROOT. 

root rib. Snirie as BVTT HIR. 
Roots-type supercharger. A positive- 

displncement siiperrhiirger ronsisting 
of two intermeshing double-lobed im- 
pellers (dumhli~ll-shaped in rertion) 
turning on parallel slinfts within a 
housing with sniall clearanres. The 
t.rpe is used mainly on stationary and 
automotive engines. 

rotary engine. 1. An endne  incorpo- 
rating a gas turbine or other rotating 
element as its principal part. 2. An 
obsolete kind of aircraft engine in 
which the crmkshaft or Its rcliiiralent 
rernnins stntinnnry while the ryllnders 
rntnte Hroiind it-~isiinlly n rntlinl type 
of engine. biit sometiiirrs u t ~ r r ~ l  type. 

rotary induction system. An lricliic*tion 
Rysteni Por rntliril engines in whivh a 
fan nnsistr in distriliiiting the fut+air 
mixture to the intliricliisl c.rlindcrs. 

rotary-wing, adj. 1. Of or pert:iiriiiig to 
rotary-wing aircraft. or to rotating and 
sustaining airfoils, a s  in rotary-wing 
aerodynamics: performed in or with 
rotary-wing aircraft, u s  in rofnrp-iofng 
flight. 2. Deriving lift from rotating 
airfoils. a s  in rotarfi-ux%g glider, or, an  
aircraft that is rotary-wing. 

rotary-wing aircraft. A trpe of nircraft 
which in nll its usunl flight nttitiicles is 
~upportrtl in the a i r  wholly or in part 
by wings or hl:rdw rotnting ahout a 
snhstrintiaily verticwl :,xis. A l n o  col- 
leclir7a. ns. ten rotrrrpic‘ivg nircraft. 

SCe ItARIfEI. ESUIXYL. NAUIAL ESWSI. 
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rotate, verb tr. To rotate the courbe8. 
To move the courses of a four-course 
radio range in azimuth without chang- 
ing their angular relationship. cf. 

rotating beacon. A light beacon that ro- 
tates about a vertical axis. Airport 
beacons and airway beacons are  rotat- 
ing beacons. Also called a “revolving 
beacon.” 

rotating-beam ceilometer. A type of 
ceilometer in which a light projector is 
rotated in the vertical plane of a detec- 
tor fixed to receive from the zenith. 
The iutensity of the reflected light re- 
ceired by the detector changes from 
zero to maxirnum to zero again as  the 
projector rotates. with the projector 
elevation angle that corresponds to the 
maximum of light receired by the d e  
tector depending on the height of the 
cloud base and the cloud structure. 

rotating stall. A species of blade stall or 
compressor stall in which the stall con- 
dition shifts in the plane of rotation 
from one group of blades to another. 

rotating wing. An airfoil that rotates in 
a substantially horizontal plane. 

rotating-wing aircraft. Same as BOTABY- 

rotational flow. Flow in which the indi- 
vidual small fluid elements rotate about 
their own axes. 

rotochute, noun. [Rotor + parachute]. 
A device or apparatus consisting essen- 
tially of a set of freely rotating blades, 
used a s  a parachute to lower a burden 
slowly from altitude, the blades being 
turned by the air  in the descent. 

rotor, noun. A par t  or assembly that  
rotates or spins, such as the armature 
in  an  electric motor, the wheel in a 
gyroscope, an antitorque screw on a 
helicopter, etc.; specif.: a. An assem- 
bly of airfoils, together with a hub, 
hinges, etc., that rotates about a sub- 
stantially vertical axis to provide l i f t  
and thrust or lift only for a helicopter, 
an autogiro, or the like. b. A turbine 
wheel or the rotating component of a 
compressor. 

The term “rotor” in  not aoolied to a 

SQUEEZE. 

WINO AIRCRAFT. 

- -  propeller. 
8f33 ANTITOBQUD BOTOB, ABTICULATED 

BOTOR, CONTRAROTATINO ROTOR, CONTROL 
BOTOB, JET ROTOR, BIGID ROTOR, EllYIRIOID 
ROTOR, TAIL BOMB, TILTINO ROTOB. 

rotor angle of attack. The angle of at- 
tack of a rotor, expressed as the angle 

between a rotor disk and the relative 
wind. Positive when the leading edge 
of the rotor disk is elevated with re- 
spect to the trailing edge. See ANOLE 
OF ATTACK, sense 1. 

rotor axis. An axis of rotation or a 
reference axis through a rotor. 

See AXIE O F  NO FBATHRRING, AX18 OF NO 
FLAPPINO, AXIS OB ROTATION, CONTROL AXIS. 

rotor blade. 1. A blade or airfoil (see 
AIRFOIL, sense 1) of the rotor of a ro- 
tary-wing aircraft. See BLADE, sense 
1. 2. A blade or vane of the rotor in 
an  axial compressor or of a turbine 
wheel. 

rotor-blade angle. The blade angle of a 
rotor blade. see BLADE ANGLE, sense b 
and note. 

rotor-blade radius. The radius of a 
rotor blade. See BLADE RADIUS. 

rotor-blade root. 1. That part of a ro- 
tary wing nearest the hub ; the inboard 
end of a rotary wing, joined to the bar 
or  arm that attaches the blade to the 
hub. 2 That part of an  axial-flow 
compressor rotor blade or of a turbine 
rotor blade nearest the disk or hub; 
that part  of a compressor or turbine 
blade imbedded in the disk or hub. 

See BLADE BOOT. 

rotorcraft, noun. An aircraft which in 
all its usual flight attitudes is s u p  
ported in the ai r  wholly or in part by 
a rotor or rotors, i. e., by airfoils ro- 
tating or revolving about an  axis. ,4280 
collective, as, flve rotorcraft. A rotor- 
craft is also called a “rotor plane.” 

The term “rotorcraft” (or “rotor plane”) 
ir commonly a plied to a helicopter, auto- 
gfro or the d e  in whlch the sustalnln 
alrfblls rotate nbbut a substantially vertica? 
axis. it is alno n plled to aircrnft such as 
the &ClOgkO (W&h see). Cf. ROTARY-WINO 
AIPCBUT.  

rotor diameter. The diameter (which 
see) of the circle described by a rotat- 
ing rotor. 

rotor disk. 1. The disk (which see, sense 
1) of the rotating rotor of a helicopter, 
autogiro, or the like. 2. Any one of 
the flat circular plates that constitute 
the rotor of an axial-flow compressor, 
to which the blades are attached ; also, 
the hub of a turbine wheel. 

rotor head. A rotor hub assembly, in- 
cluding that  part  of the control system 
mounted on the rotor hub. See WOE 
HUB. 
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rotor hub. Specif., the central part  01 

portion, usually an assenibly, in a ro 
tary-wing system, to which the blader 
are attached and by means of whict 
the rotor 1s mounted on the drive shaft  
See HUB. 

rotor inflow. The inflow (which see) 01 
a rotor, esp. as dlsting. from any othei 
inflow. 

rotor lift. The lift component, parallel 
to the plane of sFmmetry and perpen- 
dicular to the line of flight, acting on a 
rotor. See ROTOR THRUST. 

rotor mast. A column or structure sup 
porting a rotor on a rotary-wing alr- 
craft. Usually called simply a "mast" 
or "pylon." 

rotor plane. A B O T O R C R ~ .  
rotor slipstream. The stream of air 

driven downward by a powered rotor. 
Rare. See DOWNWASH. 

rotor speed. The speed of a rotary-wing 
system, of a compressor rotor, or of 
any other rotative component, esp. in 
revohitions per minute. ci. PEEIPFI- 

rotor system. 1. The system or assembly 
of airfoils, hinges, attaching shafts, 
hub, etc. comprising a rotor. 2. The 
system or  assemblage comprising all 
the rotors on a rotorcraft. 

This is ordlnartlv a general term but 
where ~pecfflcnllg ddllnrd it rnnr be tndea to 
lnclude. where nppllcnble, the rotor or 
rotors the drire shnft the toll rotor and Its 
drI1.e '#haft. the freewheel device, control 
llnkages, etc. 

rotor thrust. The force component 
exerted by a rotor along the axis of 
rotation or other chosen axir. 

With a hellropter, the rotor thrust pro- 
vldea both sustentation and propulsion. 

rotor tip speed. The tip speed of a rotor, 
esp. a rotary-wing system. See TIP 

round-out, noun. A flareout, esp. that  
part of the flareout near the surface. 

route, noun. A way traveled, o r  to be 
traveled : an  AIR ROUTE. 

route forecast. A weather forecast of 
conditions to prerail along a route. 

rpm, or r. p. m.-Abbreviation for revo- 
lutions per minute-often used in the 
sense of "rotational speed" (in revo- 
lutions per minute), and so in this 
sense construed as a singular noun, as, 
a given rpm, or, an rpm that Is con- 
stant  

ERAL SPEED, TIP SPEED. 

SPEED. 

Rtheta system. Same as BH-ILTA 

rudder, noun. 1. An upright control sur- 
face that is deflected to impress a yaw- 
ing moment, i. e., to make the aircraft 
or other body of which i t  is a part  
rotate about its vertical axis; a mov- 
able jet vane, a s  on a rocket. See DUO 
RUDDER. 2. The movement or deflection 
of a rudder, as, to apply fill1 left 
rudder. 3. A rudder bar or rudder 
pedal, as, to move the stick and rudder 
slmultaneously. 4. A WATER RUDDER. 
5. Either a vertical or horizontal con- 
trol surface. Ob. 

-left rudder right rudder. Rudder deflec- 
tlon r t th  the jralling edge to left or right, 
res~wctively. 

This word ocrurs ln numerous compounds 
(mostly self-rxpinnntor~), some of which 
are : rudder mxla. rudder buffrting, rudder con- 
trol, rudder control wheel (on certain nir- 
shlps) ,  rudder flllct. rudder-force reversal (see 
CONTROL-FIIRCU REYERIAL), rudder-free motion 
(motion wlth the rudder not under the re- 
strnint of the controls) rudder horn (see 
CONTROL HORN),  rudder ' position indicator, 
rudder reversal (see BmVEEBAL, sense 2a), 
rudder trlm tab. 

SYSTEM. 

rudder angle. The acute angle between 
the rudder and the plane of symmetry 
of an  alrcraft, or between the rudder 
and the plane of the fin. This angle is 
considered gosi tive when the trailing 
edge of the rudder is to the port side of 
the aircraft. 

rudder bar. In some airplanes, a 
pivoted, foot-operated bar for operat- 
ing a rudder or other directional-con- 
trol device. 

rudder booster. A control booster for a 
rudder. See COIPTROL BOOSTER. 

rudder lock. 1. An airplane control con- 
dition In which the rudder maintains a 
full deflection if left free, requiring a 
rlght rudder force to return the rudder 
to neutral in a rlght sideslip and vice 
versa. 2. A control lock for a rudder 
or rudder control. See CONTROL LOCK. 

:udder pedal. Either one of a pair of 
cockpit pedals for operating a rudder, 
a n  antftorque rotor, or other dlrec- 
tional-control device. 

1. The post or  t o p  
to-bottom member at the leading edge 
of a rudder. 2. A hingepost through 
a rudder. 3. A post at the rear of a 
vertical fln, to which the rudder is 
attached. See BTEBRPOST, aense 3. 

wddervator, noun. [Rudder + ele 
sator.] Also ruddevator. A control 
surface, set at a pronounced dihedral. 

rudderpost, noun. 
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that serves both as a rudder and as 
an elevator. Also called a n  “elerud- 
der.” 

Ruddewators are uaed, e. g., lo the hut- 
terflr tnll on on nlrplnue In the  dihedrnl tnll 
eurfncen on on olrsliip,’oud on the "flying 
boom” aerlal refuellug tube. 

rumble, Itoun. 1. A form of combustion 
instability, esp. in a liquid-propellant 
rocket engine, characterized by a low- 
pitched, low-frequency rumbling noise : 
the noise made In this kind of combus- 
tion. 2. A low-pitched, rumbling noise 
of combustion in an internal-combus- 
tion piston engine, distinct from knock, 
aCCOmpankd by rough operation. 

run, noun. Specif., a UNDINQ BUN or a 

ferent times and resolved to a common 
time. 

running gear. The landing gear of an 
airplane. 0b.9. 

running light. Same as NAVIGATION 

running take-off. 1. A takeoff by a 
helicopter or similar craft i n  which a 
run is required to become airborne. 2. 
A take-ofX mnde immediately after 
touching down, before coming to a stop. 

run-up, noun. An act or instance of run- 
ning an englne up. 

runway, noun. A long and narrow p r e  
pared strip or piece of ground, usually 
hard-surfaced. for the take-odl and 

LIOHT. 

See TOUCH-AND40 LANDINQ. 

See BUN, verb. 

TAKE-OFE BUN. 
run, verb Ir. To run up. To operate 

(an aircraft engine) at a relatively 
high rotational speed while *e aircraft 
remains standing, in order to test or 
warm the engine Or to examine it for 

A kind of slide, other than 
a ski, used in the main landing gear Of 
certain airplanes, esP. earis airplanes ; 
a skid. 

running fix. A tix determined by inter- 
aecting lines of position obtained at dii- 

proper operation. Cf. WUM. 
runner, noun. 

landing of airplanes. 
The term “ruuway” 1s rarely applled to 

the night deck or an aircraft cnrner. The 
term Is nyplled to water nrens or strlpe ouly 
in n general eense, as, tlie natnrnl runway 
provlded by a river. see WATEB LANE. 

runway contact light. Same as BURWAY 

runway light, Any one of a line of lights 
along either side of a runway to mark 
its location a t  night. Sometimes called 
a “contact light.” 

LIOHT. 

runway localizer. Same as LOCALIZER 
rupture disk. Same as BURST DISK. 

S 
sabot, noun. [French. “wooden shoe.“ 

Commonest pronunciation “sa-bo,” the 
a as  in “about” and accent on the last 
syllable.] A device 5tted around or in 

r - - - - -  

One kind or sabot 8 ;  o projectile con& 

back of a projectile in a gun barrel or 
launching tube to support or protect 
the proJectlie or to prevent the escape 
of gas ahead of it. 

The mbot 18 used, e. g., with gun- 
launched freelllght models, and eeparaten 
froin Ule proJecUle after launchlog. 

SAE number. Specif., any of a series 
of numbers established as standard 
by the Society of Automotive en- 
gineers for grading lubricating oils 
according to viscosity, beginning with 
10 for the lightest oil and expressed in 
multiples of ten for heavier oils. The 
SAE) number ie roughly one half of the 
Sagbolt number. Bee EAPBOLT NWMBEB. 

safety, verb tr. To secure against loosen- 
ing or rotating, as, to sufety a bolt by 
paa ing  a restraining wire through ita 
head. 

--ufrtkd, all., ufrtrln8, mourn. 
safety belt. A restraining belt used In 
an aircraft or other vehicle, which is 
fastened about a person’s boas to we 
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vent being thrown about under suddex 
or abnormal accelerations, as in crasl 
landing or violent maneuvering. Sa 

safety pilot. 1. A pilot who accompanie! 
a student pilot or a pilot practicing 
hooded flight to warn of danger or t c  
take over the controls if need be. Cf 

a remotely controlled or automaticallj 
controlled aircraft or vehicle to fly il 
in the event of control failure. 

Of an  airship or flying 
boat : To bend downward in the mid. 
dle, the ends pointing upward. Cf. 

-mg, n o w ,  as, the n a ~  of the alrship. 
sail, verb intr. To soar. or to glide and 

soar ; to pass smoothly through the air. 
sailplane, noun. A glider having a high 

glide ratio, designed for soaring. It 
is typically characterized by very clean 
lines and a wing of high aspect ratio. 

LAP BELT, SHOULDER HARNESS. 

CHABE PILOT. 2. A pilot Who rides in 

sag, verb intr. 

HOQ. 

e. GLIDER, and see PEBPORYANCE-TIPC 
QLIDEE, SECONDARY QLIDCB 

sandwich, adj. Of sandwich construc- 
tion, as in sandwich panel, sandwich 
skin, etc. See SANDWICH CONBTBUC- 

sandwich construction. A type of con- 

plates are separated by a core of stif- 
fening material, generally lightweight, 

saturation, noun. Meteorol. The condi- 
tion of a body of a i r  holding the most 
water vapor it can at the prevailing 
temperature. 

sausage balloon. A kite balloon resem- 
bling a sausage. Wang. 

sawtooth climb. Any one of a series of 
climbs made a t  different airspeeds or 
angles of attack between given pres- 
sure altitudes to determine the speed 
or angle giving the maximum rate of 
climb a t  a given altitude, the trace of 
such a series of climbs, as recorded by 
a barograph, making a zigzag line re 
sembling sawteeth. 

Saybolt number. [After George M. #uy- 
holt (1853-1924). American scientist.] 
A number expressing the viscosity of 
an  oil in the seconds (Saybolt nniver- 
sal seconds) required for Bo cc of the 
oil at a given temperature to  flow 
through a standard oriflce, the tem- 

TION. 

struction in which two sheets, sides, or 

such as balsa wood. 
SANDWICH CONSTRUCTION. 

See HONEYCOMB 

peratures usually being 130’ F. for 
lighter oils and 210’ F. for heavier oils. 
See SAE NUMBER 

scale effect. Any variation in the nature 
of the flow and in the force coefiicients 
associated with a change in value of 
the Reynolds number, i. e., caused by 
change in size without change in shape. 

scale error. An error in the indication of 
a n  instrument owing to incorrect cali- 
bration or to maladjustment. 

scale model. A model of a different size 
from its prototype and having dimen- 
sions in some constant ratio to the di- 
mensions of the prototype, esp. such a 
model of smaller size than its proto- 

scanner, noun. A radar mechanism in- 
corporating a rotatable nntenna, or 
radiator, motor drives, mounting, etc. 
for directing a searching radar beam 
through space and imparting target in- 
formation to a n  indicator. 

scanning, noun. RADAR ECANNINQ. 
scavenge pump. A pump in a dry-sump 

lubricating system that removes used 
oil from the sump and returns it to 
the  supply tank. Also called a scav- 
enger pump or scavenging pump. 

schlieren, noun. [Qerman, “~treaks,” 
‘‘striae.’’] Specif.: 1. Regions of dif- 
ferent density in a fluid, esp. as shown 
by special apparatus. 2. A method or 
apparatus for visualizing or photo- 
graphing regions of varying density in 
a field of flow. See BCHLIEREN PHOTO(+ 
RAPBY. 

Uned in compounds such as schlieren Ieni. 
achlicrcn method. mhiieren photograph. etc. 

lchlieren photography. A method of 
photography for flow patterns that 
takes advantage of the fact that light 
passing through a density gradient in 
a gas is deflected as though it were 
passing through a prism. 

Icissors, noun. A set of torque arms. 
Stang. See TORQUE ARMS. 

Icissom range. A radio range with 
squeezed courses. See SQUEEZE, 

icoop. noun. Specif.. a n  AIR SCOOP. 
coop pressure. The a i r  pressure from 

a n  air WOOD. measured as the static 

type. 

B 

absolute pressure at the exit of the 
scoop and after the screen when a 
screen is present. 

cope, noun. A clipped form of the word 
“oscilloscope” or “radarscope.” 

creaming, noun. A form of camhiistion 
instability, esp. in a liquid-propellant 

2 - ~ f ;  - y - It -- u- E‘ - K- . - -  
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rocket engine, occurring at relatively 
high frequencies and character- by 
a high-pltched noise ; the noise made 
in this kind of combustion. 

screeching, noun. A form of combus- 
tion instability, esp. in an  afterburner. 
occurring a t  relatively high frequencies 
and characterized by a harsh, shrill 
noise; the noise made in this kind of 
combustion ; screaming. 

A device or  contrivance 
consisting essentially of a hub with 
(usually) two or more radiating 
blades twisted or inclined so that  each 
blade, as it rotates with the hub and 
moves In the direction of its axis of 
rotation, describes a helical path, and 
beiug likened to a segment of a com- 
mon screw. Most screws are engine 
driven and are used to propel ships, 
aircraft. etc. (screw propeller) ; a 
wind-driven screw is usually called a 
“windmill” (which see, sense 1). The 
term 8crm is also applied to helicopter 
rotors and tall rotors, chiefly in the 
combination airsorew (which see, sense 
1 and note). See PBOPELLEB. 

scroll, noun, or scroll collector. On some 
centrifugal compressors. a spiral cas- 
ing or passage of diverging aperture 
around the diffuser, which collects the 
compressed fluid from the diifuser and 
discharges it through one or more out- 
lets 

sealed internal balance. An internal 
balance in which a flexible curtain or 
partition connects the nose of the con- 
trol-surface overhang with the wall of 
ita chamber in the ftred airfoil. The 
seal asslsts in utilizing air forcee to 
deflect the control surface in the d e  
sired direction. See I ~ E B N &  BALANCE. 

sea level. As used in most aeronautical 
contexts, the mean, or standard, sea 
level, which has a pressure of 29.92 in., 
or 760 mm., of mercury at 15’ C. (59’ 

note, STAND- DATUM PLAIW. 

screw, noun. 

F.). STANDAED ATMOBPEEBE and 

Tbln term In often nred attrlbativelr In 
com-ounds deslgnatingconditionrrat-~ean 
sea fevel, the ower or output of an englne 
a t  mean sea Loel, etc., ar in Ma-leiel at-  
mom herie preimore. rea-level braka torqoe, -- 
~aiel’  denriw. .u-leial  arlut.  etc. 

sea-level engine. A supercharged engine 
having ita maximum rated power out- 
put at nea level and intended ap. for 

at low altitudes. a. ALTITUDE 
seaplane, noun. An airplane, commonlY 

a floatplane or a flying boat, designed 
to take off and alight on water only- 

a BzomPLaNE-disting. from a FLYING 

seaplane base. A base or airdrome for 
seaplanes, either military, naval, or 
civil, comprising water lanes, tasi 
channels, anchorage areas, shore facili- 
ties, etc. 

seaplane float. A float (which see) on B 
seaplane, esp. a main float of a float- 
plane, as disting. from a stabilizing 
float of either a floatplane or flying 
boat. 

seaplane hull. The main body of a flying 
boat, which floats the craft upon the 
water. Also called a “flying-boat hull.” 

search radar. Radar apparatus or a 
radar set designed for locating aircraft 
or other objects, a s  dlsting. from radar 
used for any other purpose. 

seat, noun. Specif., a place to sit in an 
airplane or the chair in which one sits 
in an airplane. 

Weed in compound attrlbutlve adJectIves. 
rncb (Lo two-~at, mix-#eat. etc., deeignatlng 
alrcraft wltb rents for two people six people 
etc.. the 6 ure usually lncluding’the seat 0; 
mats for &e pllot or crew ; the term “multi- 
seat” has no currency. See PLACB and note. 
EBATCB and nota 

ENQINE. 

disting. eSp. from a LANDPLANE: Specif., 

BOAT. 

seat  belt. same 8s LAP BELT. 
Seater, Mun. Specif., a word used only 

in combination, as in singleseater, two- 
seater, etc. (1. e., an  aircraft providing 
a seat for one person, one with seats 
for two persons, etc., including pilot 
or  crew). 

Comblnationr Inclndlng “seater” are alno 
used as attrlbutlve adjecttvee. as ln :we 
MO~IW gllder. See BEAT and note. 

seat-pack parachute. A parachute or 
parachute pack worn at the rump. 

seat-to-head acceleration. Au. mea. 1. 
Accelerating force acting on the body 
in the direction from the seat to the 
head. as occurs, e. 8.. when seated in 
an airplane p u l h g  out of a dive. 
Sometimes called “positive accelera- 
tion” (which see). 2. An inertial force 
actfng In the direction from the seat 
to the head. Rare. See ACCELEB~TIOR, 
nem 3 and final note. 

sea whg. A short, broad structure or 
aUiaCe, roughly wing-shaped, project- 
h g  irom elther dde  of a flying-boat 
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hull near the bottom to provtde lateral 
stahillty on the water. Also called a 
“sponson” or “stub wing.” (See indi- 
vidual entries on these terms.) 

secant ogive. An ogive whose circular- 
a rc  contours hnve their centers on a 
line n f t  of the normal to the axis 
a t  t he  base of the  ogive, therefore 
formlng a cnrner where the ogive joins 
the  cylindrical body behind it. See 

secondary air. A i r  Introduced at a point 
downstream of the combustion section 
of a turbojet engine or the like to 
lower the temperature of the combus- 
tion gases-disting. from PRIMARY AIR. 

secondary glider. A glider or snilplnne 
of a type more or less intermedinte b e  
tween the primary glider and the per- 
formance-type glider, ruggedly built 
and adapted both to student glider 
training and to soarlng. 

second pilot. A COP- (esp. In sense 1). 
section drag. Same as PEOHLE DUO. 

Rare. 
seeding, noun. The action of strewing 

condensation nuclei, such a s  crystals of 
dry ice or silver iodide, over or through 
a cloud so as to induce precipitation or 
to clear a cloud cover. 

seesawing, mun. The rocking motion of 
a tilting rotor. See T ~ T I N O  BOTOU. 

selector valve. A valve used to direct the 
flow of a fluid to a particular mech- 
anism, as in a hydraulic system; a 
valve by means of which fluid is drawn 
from a particular tank. See ~‘UEL 

self-guided missile. A mlsslle that  is not 
remotely controlled hut instead guides 
itself along Its cour8e by self-contained 
devices, such as preset devices or hom- 
ing devices. 

self-sealing, adf .  Of a fuel tank, a cou- 
pling, etc.: Capable of covering or 
closing small ruptures in Itself, as by 
means of a llning substance. 

self-synchronous motor. Same as am-  

selsyn, noun. [A trade name, from 
“self-a~nchronous” ; often copfto2lzed.l 
1. An electrical remote-indicating ln- 
strument operating on direct current, 
In which the angular position of the 
transmitter shaft, carrying a contact 
arm moving on a resistance strip, con- 
trols the pointer on the indicator dial. 
Used aa a position lndlcator, eta 2. 

OOIVE (illus.). 

SELECTOB. 

CHBONOUS MOMR. 

x 

I 
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Incorrectly, an autoayn or similar 
electrical apparatus. 

semiactive homing. The homing (which 
see) of a gulded mimile wherein the 
missile seeks its target utllixlng energy 
wnves transmitted from a point outside 
of the target and outside the missile 
and reflected from the target. The 
transmission of energy waves may be 
from the missile launching station or 
from a point external to the launching 
statlon. 

semicantilever, ad]. Of a beam or mem- 
ber: Supported in part  by external 
bracing but haring most of the load 
carried by the structure of the member, 
as in semicantilever wing. Cf. F U L ~  

semimonocoque, noun. 1. A type of 
construction, a s  of a fuselage or  na- 
celle, in which longitndinal members, 
as well as formers, reinforce the skin 
and help carry the stresses. 2. Some 
thing incorporating such construction, 
such as a wing. Cf. ~ O N O C O Q U E ,  noun. 

semimonocoque, adj. Built as a semi- 
monocoque or embodying the principles 
of the semimonocoque, as in aemimono- 

CALATILEVEB. 

coque construction, semtmonocoque 
fuselnge. 

semirigid, noun. A SEMIRIGID AIRSHIP. 
semirinid airshim An airShiD that main- 

t a ln i  Its form by menns of a rlgid or 
flexible keel in conjunction with inter- 
nal pressure in the gas compartments 
and ballonets. The type has not been 
built in recent years. See A ~ B H I P  and 
note. 

semirigid rotor. 1. A partly articulated 
rotor, esp. a rotor with blades free to 
flap but not to drag. 2. A m m o  

semispan, notin. One half the span of a n  
airfoil or airplane. See SPAN. 

sense indicator. An aircraft radio indl- 
cntor that shows whether the aircraft 
is Bying toward or away from an  om- 
nirange station. Sometimes called a 
“to-from indicator.” 

sensitive altimeter. A klnd of aneroid 
altimeter constructed so a8 to respond 
to pressure chnngea with a high degree 
of sensitlvltg and having two or more 
pointers lndlcating altitude in diderent 
divisions of measurement (hundreds of 
feet, thousands of feet, etc.). 

separated flow. Flow over or about a 
body that has broken away from the 
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rurface of the body and no longer fol- 
lows i ts  contours. 

separation, noun. 1. FLOW BEPABATION. 
2. The spacing of airborne aircraft 
laterally, longitudinally, or vertically. 

separation point. The point on the sur- 
face of a body a t  which flow Separation 
occurs. See  LOW BEPABATION. 

sequence valve. An automatic valve In a 
hydraullc system that causes one hy- 
draulic action to follow another in a 
definite order. 

service ceiling. The height above sea 
level, under standard air conditione, at 
which a given airplane or rotary-wing 
aircraft is unable to climb faster than 
a specifled rate. 

service tank. A fuel tank near an en- 
gine from which the fuel Ir drawn for 
the engine, the fuel beiug drawn into 
this tauk from a supply tauk. 

service test. A test, ea of an aircraft or 
engine, under service condltlonr or con- 
ditions simulating those expected to be 
encountered In eervlce. 

--.rerrlatcrt, aurb tr., no, to ssrvlcs-test 
an englne. 

servo, mun.  Short for “aervomecha- 
nism,” “servomotor,” etc. 

servo, adf .  Of or pertaining to a servo 
control, a servomechanism, etc., a s  in 
8 m o  actlon, semo ampli5er, servo pis- 
ton, etc. : accompllshed by means of a 
servomechanism, as in s m o  stabiliza- 
tion. 

servo control. 1. a. A controlling device 
or apparatus incorporatlng a servo- 
mechanism, b. A control apparatus in- 
corporating a booster, such a s  a hy- 
draulic control booster or a servo tab. 
2. Control utilizlng a servomechanism 
or a control booster. 
Also rpelled rrrroeontrol, enp. In sen8e 1. 

servo control tab. Same M BEBVO TAB. 
Rare. 

servo flap. A servo tab, esp. a servo tab 
on a rotor blade. See SEBVO TAB and 

servomechanism, noun. 1. A mechanism 
in which the output quantlty, such as 
angular position, rotational speed, 
voltage, etc., is monltored and com- 
pared with a desired quantity. the 
difference between the two quantities 
(the error) being used to actuate the 
system and to generate a rate of change 
of the outpub 

TAB, note. 

An exam le of a servomechanism le the 
mtomatic-piot apparntur eompriaing a gyro 
uult, alr reluy, 011 vulve, hrdraullc cuntrol- 
actuntliig meehuul*m fullun-up devlce etc 
in wiiieb tile totluw-Lp. couneetlng t i e  lid! 
draullc platuu wlth the grro unit, uiwroles 
80 nu to cuude the correct degree aid rate 
of control tu be ayyllrcl. 

A mere power-loout devlce, althou h In- 
corporuting whot in Bumetimea cul’ied n 
“uervumutor,” a “servo tab,” etc., lr not 
ordlunrlly called a “servomechanlsm.” 

2. Bpecif., as defined by the American 
Iastltute of Electrical Engineers, a de- 
vice such as described in sense l in 
whlch the controlled variable Is me- 
chanical position. 

servomotor, noun. 1. A motor in a servo- 
mechanism. 2. A motor that supple- 
menta a primary control force; a 
booster motor. See CONTROL BOOSTEB. 

servo rotor. A rotor for controlling a 
main rotor. See CONTIWL BOTOB. 

servo tab, or oervotab, noun. A tab 
(whlch we)  dlrectly actuated by the 
aircraft control system and which, 
when deflected, causes the control sur- 
face or other surface to which It is 
attached to be deflected or moved by 
the alr forces acting on the tab. Some- 
times called a Wlettner tab” or “fly- 
ing tab.” See SERVO FLAP, SPBINO TAB. 

sesquiplane, noun. A biplane in  which 
one of the wings Is one half, or less 
than one half, the area of the other 
wing. 

set, oerb tr. To set (an  aircraft) down. 
To land an  aircraft. Also infr. of an  
aircraft or persons within. 

settling chamber. A chamber, as in a 
wind tunnel or pitot-static tube, in 
which the moving fluid Is brought sub- 
stantlaily to rest so as to reduce the 
turbulence of the fluid. 

Settling chamber in a wind tunnel. (Ar- 
rows indicate flow directlon.) C 
settling chamber; V vanes; S screens; 
E entrance cone. 
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shadowgraph, noun. 1. A picture or in 
age in which steep density gradients i. 
the flow about a body are made visiblt 
the body itself being presented in si1 
houette. 2. The optical method or tech 
nique by which this is done. 

shaft  horsepower. The horsepower de 
livered by an  output shaft. This is 1 

brake horsepower, but “shaft horse 
power” appears to be a preferred tern 
where there is reduction gearing be 
tween the  output shaft and the mail 
shaft of the engine. 

shallow, adj. Making an angle with thc 
horizontal of only a few degrees, as ii 
shallow climb, shallow glide, shallou 
turn (a turn with the wings onlj 
slightly banked). 

shank, noun. 
sharp-edged gust. A theoretical gusl 

with a velocity gradient distance a p  
proaching zero, used in mathematica: 
computations of the effect of actual 
gusts. 

shed, noun. Specif., an airship shed 
See AIESHIP HANQAE. 

shielding, noun. Specif., the action oi 
enclosing electrical or radio equipment 
in conduits, boxes, etc. so as to prevent 
electrical interference ; the material or 
coverings used in this. 

shimmy damper. Any of various devices 
attached to a castering wheel to damp 
oscillation about the castering axis. 

ship, noun. Specif.: 1. Any aircraft. 
COllOg.  2. An AIRSHIP. 

shock, noun. Short for s m c K  WAVE. 
shock cord. A strong, many-stranded 

rubber cord encased in a braided fab- 
ric sheath, used, e. g., as a shock a b  
sorber on certain lightplanes or as a 
launching device for gliders. 

specif., a BLADE SHANK. 

shock drag. Same as WAVE DBAO. 
shock front. 1. A shock wave regarded 

as the forward surface of a fluid re- 
gion having characteristics different 
from those of the region ahead of the  
wave. 2. The front side of a shock 
wave. 

shock mount. A shock-absorbing mount 
for a sensitive apparatus, as for a n  
instrument panel. 

an Instrument. 

shock-stall, noun, OT shock stall. A stall 
brought on by compressibility burble, 
i. e., by Reparation of flow aft of a 
shock wave. 

-8hoek-mount. eerb tr., 118, to rhhoo&mount 

shock strut. A shock-absorbing landing- 
See AIB-OIL SHOCK GTBUT. 

shock tube. A relatively long tube or 
pipe in which very brief high-speed 
gas flows are made to occur by the 
sudden release of gas at a very high 
pressure into the low-pressure portion 
of the tube, the high-speed flow as it 
moves into the region of low pressure 
being preceded by a shock wave. The 
shock tube is used a s  a tool in the 
study of gases or as a kind of intermit- 
tent wind tunnel. 

shock wave. A surface or sheet of dis- 
continuity (i. e., of abrupt changes in 
conditions) set up i n  a supersonic field 
of flow, through which the fluid under- 
goes a flnite decrease in velocity accom- 
panied by a marked increase in pres- 
sure, d e n  s 1 t y, temperature, and 
entropy, as occurs, e. g., in a supersonic 
flow about a body. Sometimes called 
a “shock.” 

sense I, CONDENBATION BROC; WAVE, n i l  
BHOCK wivm, o m a m  BUOCK WAVE. 

shoot, noun. The action of firing a rocket 
from the earth’s surface; an  instance 
of this, as, to attend a shoot. Popular. 
Cf. aHoT, sense 1. 

$hoot, verb tr. To shoot a Zandhg. To 
make a practice landing. Poprtlar. 

ahoran, noun. [From “ 8 L O r t  range navi- 
gation”; sometimes capitaliced.] An 
electronic position-flnding system in 
which a pulse transmitter triggers re- 
sponses from two transponders of 
known location, the elapsed time be- 
tween transmittal of a triggering sig- 
nal and the reception of a response 
from each transponder establishing a 
fiL 

ihort take-off and landing. The full 
term for “STOL” (which see). 

hot, w n .  1. An act or instance of 
flring a rocket, esp. from the earth’s 
Eurface, as, the shot carried the rocket 
200 miles. a. SHOOT. 2. The flight of 
a rocket, as, the rocket made a 200- 
mile shot; the action of a rocket engine 

gear strut. 
OLEO. 

s e e  ATTACHED BHOCK WAVD BOW WAVE 

TACHED EUOCE WAVE, MACH WAVE, NOllAlAL 

flring. : -*y--- - v-- y. L?‘ -w-. E houlder harness. A barness that fas- L 

tens over a person’s shoiilders to p r e  
vent his being thrown forward &his 
sent. See LAP RELT. 

houlder-wing monoplane. A monoplane 
whose wing halves a re  mounted just  
below the top of the fuselage. 
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shroud, noun. 1. A hood, casing, cover- 
ing, or enclosure of some kind, such as 
a circular covering for several flame 
tubes in a jet  engine, a case for a 
compressor, etc. See SIIROVD RING. 2. 
A SHROUD LINE, as, to pull on the 
shrouds. 

shroud line. I n  a parachute, any one of 
a number of lines that attach the har- 
ness or load to the canopy. Also called 
a “shroud’ or “suspension line.” 

shroud ring. A ring-shaped shroud : esp., 
a band around the periphery of a tur- 
bine wheel, used to strengthen the 
blades. 

side car. A car, usually a power car, 
suspended or attached off the center 
line of an airship. Also called a “wing 
car.” See POWEB CAR. 

side float. A stabilizing float at  the side 
of a floatplane or flying boat. See 

side-skid, verb. To skid. See SKID, verb. 
sideslip, noun. 1. A movement of an  air- 

craft such that the relative wiud has 
a relocity component along the lateral 
axis. See ANOLE OF BIDESLIP. 2. 
Specif. : a. A sidewise movement of an  
aircraft to one side or the other of the 
projected initial flight path-disting. 
from a FORWARD SLIP ; a sidewise move- 
ment of a parachute in descent. b. I n  
a turn, a sidewise moveiiient toward 
the  inside of the turn-disting. from 
a SKID. 

sideslip, verb. 1. tntr. Of an  aircraft 
or persons within: To move in a side- 
slip. 2. intr. Of a parachutist: To 
move to the side of the direction of 
descent. 3. tr. T o  put (an aircraft) 
into a sideslip. 

sideslip angle. Same as ANOLE OF SIDE- 
SLIP. 

sideslipping, noun. The action of the 
verb uideslip. 

sidewash, noun. A flow deflected later- 
ally by a body. 

sidewash angle. The acute angle in the 
horizontal plnne between the sidewash 
from a body and the line of the undis- 
turbed airstream. This angle is posi- 
tive when the sidewash deflection is to 

signal flare. A pyrotechnic flare of dis- 
tinctive color and characteristics, used 
for signaling. 

silk, noun. A synecdoche for “para- 
chute” (in allusion to the material of 
which formerly made) in the phrase 

STABILIZINO FLOAT. 

port. 

4 8 4 0 3 6 5 0 - 1 1  

“to hit  the silk,” i. e., to parachute out. 
Blang. 

simple flap. Same as PLAIN FLAP. 
simulated altitude. A set of a i r  condi- 

tions maintained within a room or 
chamber that duplicates certain of the 
conditions, commonly pressure and 
temperature, that  usually occur at 
some given altitude. See ALTITUDE 

simulated flight. An exercise or set of 
conditions that simulates that  occur- 
ring in actual flight. See FLIGHT SIMU- 

simulator, noun. A device, such as a 
Link trainer, an  electronic apparatus, 
etc., that  simulates flight or some other 
condition in one way or mother, used, 
e. g., in exercises or problem solving. 
See FLIQHT SIMUIATOB. 

single-acting engine. A reciprocating 
engine in which the gas or other work- 
ing substance acts on one end of the 
piston only. This is the usual form 
of internal-combustion reciprocating 
engine. 

single-blade propeller. A propeller, 
chiefly experimental, having only one 
blade, counterbalanced opposite its 
root. 

single-engine, or, less often, single- 
engined, adj.  1. Of aircraft: Having 
only one engine, esp. a reciprocating 
engine. See ENQINE, note, TWIN- 

Achieved or performed by or in a 
single-engine aircraft, a s  in single- 
engine ceiling, single-engine flight. 3. 
Of a pilot: Trained, experienced, or 
qualifed to fly siugle-engine aircraft. 

single-entry compressor. A centrifugal 
compressor that  takes in a i r  or fluid on 
only one side of the impeller, the im- 
peller being faced with vanes only on 
that side. 

single-float seaplane. A seaplane sup 
ported on the water by one central 
float, stabilized on water by smaller 
outboard floats. 

single-jet, adj.  Having only one jet en- 
gine, as in single-jet flghter. 

single-stage compressor. A centrifugal 
cornpressor having a single impeller 
wheel, with vanes either on one or on 
both sides of the wheel ; also, an  axial- 
flow compressor with one row of rotor 
blades and one row of stator blades. 
Axial-flow compressors are normally 
multistage. 

CHAYDER. 

LATOB. 

ENOIIPE, and Cf. SINOLE-JET. 2. 

P ‘ t  
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single-stage rocket. A rocket propelled 
by or comprising a single rocket motor 
which may have sereral chambers. 

single-stage turbine. A turbine having 
one set of stator blades followed by a 
set of rotor blades. 

sink, noun. 1. In  the mathematical 
representation of fluid flow, a hypo- 
thetical point or place a t  which the 
fluid is absorbed. 2. A HEAT BINK. 

sink, verb intr. To descend; to descend 
in a glide. 

sinking speed. The rate at  which an  Rir- 
craft loses altitude; esp., the rate at 
which a heavier-than-air aircraft de- 
scends in a glide in still nir under given 
conditions of equilibrium. 

skeg, noun. A vertical plate or member 
serving as a continuation of the keel 
behind the main step on a float or hull, 
esp. on a float, Installed to protect the 
bottom. 

skewed aileron. An aileron having a 
hinge axis that  passes through points 
not a t  a constant percent of the chord 
length of the wing from the leading 
edgc+usually 80 called only when the 
hinge axis cuts across the chords at 
a rather pronounced slant. 

1. A sidewise movement of 
a n  aircraft toward the outside of its 
turn-dlsting. from a sideslip (in sense 
2b, which see). 2. A runner or slide 
used in the landing gear of certain air- 
craft. See LANDING BKID, TAIL BKILI, 

skid, verb intr. To make a skid (in sense 

skid, noun. 

WINO SKID. 

1. ) 
--rkldding,  OM% 

skin, noun. The corering of a body, of 
whatever material, such as the cover- 
ing of a fuselage, of a wing, of a hull, 
of an entire aircraft, etc. : a body shell, 
as of a monocoque fuselage; the sur- 
face of a body. 

skin friction. The friction (which see) 
of a fluid agalnst the skin of an  air- 
craft or other body; FRICTION DRAG. 

skin-friction drag. Viscous drag over 
the skin of a body; FRICTION DRAG. 

skin temperature. The outer-szrface 
temperature of a body. 

skip, verb iwtr. Of a senplane or flying 
boat : To skim along the surface of the 
water, alternntely touching the water 
and rising slightly into the air. 

skiplane, noun. An airplane fltted with 
skis in place of wheels or other gear, 

for taking off and landing on ice or 
snow. 

skirt, noun. Specif., the peripheral bor- 
der of a parachute canopy. 

sky cover. The corer of the sky by 
cloud; the extent of cloud cover In the 
sky. See OVERCAST. 

sky diving. The action of making a de- 
layed-release parachute jump or jumps 
for sport. 

Skyhook, noun. [Originally a code name 
for a U S  Xavy project.] A large free 
balloon having a plastic envelope, used 
esp. for meteorological soundings. 

skyrocket, noun. A fireworks rocket that 
is Bred into the sky, there sometimes 
to explode in a burst of fireballs. I t  
is commonly made with a heavy paper 
combustion chamber and a long stabi- 
lizing stick. 

skywriting, noun. The act of forming 
letters or other flgures in the sky with 
the risible trail, as of smoke, of an  
aircraft. 

-mkpnritrr. noun. 

v 
S I  

T 

slab tail. Same as ALL-MOVABLE TAIL. 
slant range. The distance between two 

points not at the same height, as be- 
tween a ground observer and an air- 
borne aircraft. 

slat, noun. Any of certain long, narrow 
vanes or auxlliary airfoils, used, e. g., 
In a venetian-blind flap; specif., the 
vane used in an  automatic dot. 

slave station. I n  a hyperbolic naviga- 
tion system, a station whose transmis- 
sions are controlled by a master sta- 
tion. See HYPERIIOLIC NAVIOATION and 

sleeve, noun. Bpeclf., a tubular article 
of fabric or other material suggesting 
a shirt sleeve. See INFLATION BLEEVE, .: 

- 5 1  

Cf. MASTER ITATION. 

B 
TOW TAROET, note. 

slinger ring. A device at the hub of a 
propeller from which de-icing or anti- 
icing fluid is  thrown out along the 
blades by centrifugal force. 

slip, noun Specif.: 1. a The action of 
a propeller sliding or slipping in the 
helical path lndicated by ita geometric 
pitch (in effect, contracting: that  helix 
along the line of advance), owing to 
the yielding nature of the air, such an 
action beina exuressed as the differ- 

_, : -*Ma--- - Et-' w. 
ence hetween the geometric pitch and 
the effective pitch of the propeller and 
stated either as a percentage of geo- 
metric pitch or as a linear dimension. 
b. The elastic yielding action of a fluid 
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slipper tank. An auxiliary fuel tank 
form-fitted up  against an aircraft. 

slipstream, noun. 1. The stream of air 
driven backward by a rotating propel- 
ler. 2. a. The stream of air driven 
downward by a powered rotor. Rare. 
See DOWNWASH. b. Loosely, the air- 
stream past an aircraft, a rocket, etc. 

slip tank. On an  airship, a secondary 
fuel tank which mny be "slipped" 
through the bottom of the rhip when 
necessary to lighten the load. 

slot, noun. A long and narrow openlng, 
as between a wing and a deflected 
Fowler flap; speclf., a long and nar- 
row spanwlse pae~age  in a wing, PEU- 
all7 near the lending edge, for  Improv- 

Rare. 
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slurry fuel. A fuel comprislng a suspen- 
sion of fine solid particles in a Ilquid. 

small circle. A circle on the surface of 
a sphere, esp. the earth, whose plane 
does not pass through the center of the 
sphere. 

smoke jumper. A forest-fire fighter who 
pnrachutes to the scene of a flre. See 

snaking, noun. A wenving of r n  aircrnft, 
mlsslle. etc. from slde to side; twhni- 
cnlly, a persistent directional oscilla- 
tion of constant amplitude. 

snap roll. A roll (which see, sense 2), 
In which the nlrplone is nrst brought 
sharply nose-up, then rolled by a quick 
appllcation of the rudder In the desired 
*ectlon of roll. TU8 roll b waen- 

FIRE JUMP. 

SNAP ROLL, 

acted upon by a blade, vane, compres- 
sor, etc., esp. by the Impeller of a cen- 
trifugal compressor, thus incurring 
losses wherein the theoretiral work is 
not arhleved. see  SLIP COEFFICIENT. 
2. A sidewise movement of an  nircraft 
in flight. See FORWARD BLIP. SIDESLIP. 

slip, verb {ntr. and tr. To mnke, or to 
put into, a slip (in sense 2)  ; specif., to 
sideslip. See SIDESLIP, verb. 

-dipping. nou11. 
slip coefficient. A coefecient expressing 

the slip of a centrifugal compressor, 
expressed a s  the ratio of tangential 
fluid velocity to  the lmpeller tip 
velocity. 

slip flow. Flow about a body in which 
the fluid directly next to the surface of 
the body is in motion with respect to 
the body, slipping over it, as occurs 
when the mean free path of the fluid 
molecules is of approximately the same 
magnitude as the thickness of the 
boundary layer. 

slip function. A function of propeller 
slip, expressed as the ratio of the 
speed of advance through the undls- 
turbed air to the product of the rpm 
and the propeller diameter, i. e., V / n D ,  
where V is  the speed of advance, n is 
the rpm, and D is the diameter. 

A 

lng flow conditions a t  high angles of 
attack. st?e AUTOMATIO SLOT, BIIQ) 
SLOT, SUCTION SLOT. 

slot-lip aileron. A type of aileron con- 
sisting of a hinged flaptype spoiler 
cornprislng the lip of a slot tlirough a 
wing. The nllrwm Ilea pnrtlnlly m e r  
the slot along the upper siirfnre of the 
wlng and Is deflected upward for 
control. 

slotted aileron. An alleron hnving a 
specially contoured leading edge which, 
In conjunction with the wing, forms 
a slot for the smooth passage of air  
over the aileron upper surface when 
the aileron trailing edge is deflected 
downwnrd. 

slotted flap. A flap thnt exposes a slot 
between itRelf and the wing when de 
fleeted. or a flnp cnnslstinp of a nrimher 
of slim Rurfnces, or slnts, fastened 
together with slots between them. See 
DOUBLE-SWTTED FLAP, VENETIAN-BLIND 
FLAP. 

slow roll. A roll (which see, sense 2) 
performed Inrgely by movement of the 
ailerons, the rudder and elevators being 
used for trimming purposes, and the 
flight path remnlning substantially 
straight throughout. Also called an  
"aileron roll." 

A 



SNAP-ROLL 

tially a spin executed in  horizontal 
flight. 

snap-roll, verb tr. To cause (an  air- 
plane) to make a snap roll.-intr. To 
make a snap roll, as, the plane (or the 
pilot) snap-rolled. 

sniffler valve. Also sniff valve. A valve 
in a pressurized system, such as a pres- 
surized cooling system, that allows air 
to  enter the system when the pressure 
in the system drops below the ambient 
pressure. 

soar, verb intr. To fly along without en- 
gine power, esp. in a sailplane, main- 
taining or gaining altitude from 
ascending a i r  currents. 

-soaring, noun. 

soaring glider. A BAIULPLBNE. 
sock, noun. Same as WIND SOCK. 
sock, verb tr. To be socked in. Of an 

n 

SONIC SPEED 

contain other components, as grids, 
liners, etc. See ROCKET ENQINE and 

1. Same as SOLO FLIQHT, as, 
he  was ready for solo. 2. An act or 
instance of soloing. 

solo, verb. 1. intr. To make a solo 
flight. 2. tr. To pilot (an  aircraft) 
in solo flight, as, to solo a helicopter. 
Rare. 

solo, adj. Performed by oneself and 
alone, a s  in solo attempt, solo Ocean 
crossing. 

solo, adv. Alone, as, to fly the ocean 
solo, or, to fly an  airplane 8010. 

solo flight. A flight in which the pilot is 
alone in the aircraft. 

sonic, adj. 1. Aerodynamics. Of or per- 
taining to the speed of sound (see 
SPEED OF SOUND);  that  moves at  the 
speed of sound, as in sonic flow; de- 

SOLID PROPELTANT. 
solo, noun. 

B 

Snap roll. U 
airport, an airfleld, etc. : To be closed 
to flying operations for a lack of visi- 
bility. Popular. 

solidity, noun. Short for SOLIDITY BATIO. 
solidity ratio. 1. Of a propeller or rotor, 

the ratio of the total projected area of 
the blades to the disk area. 2. Of a tur- 
bine or axial-flow compressor, the ratio 
of blade chord to blade pitch. 

solid propellant. Specif., a rocket propel- 
lant in solid form, usually such a pro- 
pellant containing both fuel and 
oxidizer combined or mixed in a mono- 
lithic (not powdered or granulated) 
form. see ROCKET PROPELLANT and 
QRAIN. 

Many different solld propellants exist. 
sucli a s  ammonlum perchlorute plus poly- 
urethane rubber with varlous additives - 
nnd varlous corn ounds contuinlnp chietli 
nitroglyceriue a n i  nltroceliulose. 

solid-propellant rocket engine or motor. 
A rocket engine or motor using n solid 
proiiellant. Such motors consist essen- 
tiiilly of a combtistion chamber con- 
tilining the p rnp thu t ,  nntl JI uozzle for 
the exhaurl Jet, ullhouyh Uley ofteu 

I’ I I 

E 

P 

signed to operate or perform at  the 
speed of sound, as in sonic leading 
edge. 2. Of or pertaining to sound, as 
in sonic amplifier. 

sonic altimeter. An experimental form 
of altimeter that  measures absolute 
altitude by means of the elapsed time 
interval between the transmission of 
a distinctive sound from a n  aircraft 
and the return of ita echo from the  
surf ace. 

sonic barrier. A popular term for the 
large increase in drag that acts upon 
an  aircraft approaching the speed of 
sound. Also called the “sound bar- 
rier.” 

sonic boom. A noise caused by a shock 
wave that emanates from a n  aircraft 
or other object traveling a t  or above 
the speed of sound. A shock wave is a 
pressure disturbance, and is received 
by the ear as a noise or claD. 
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sound barrier. Same as SONIC BABRIEB. 

sounding, noun. Specif., some as Am 

sounding balloon. A small free balloon 
that carries aloft air-sounding equip  
ment, esp. self-registering or telemeter- 
ing equipment. See m SOUNDINQ. 

A rocket that carries 
aloft air-sounding equipment. see AIR 
SOUNDING and cf. PROBE, sense 3. 

source, noun. In the mathematical r e p  
resentation of fluid flow, a hypothetical 
point or place from which fluid ema- 
nates. 

span, noun. 1. a. The dimension of an 
airfoil from end to end, from tip to tip, 
or from root to tip; the measure of 
this dimension. b. The dimension of 
a n  airplane, measured between lateral 
extremities. 2. a. Nore particularly, 
the dimension of a n  airfoil from tip to 
tip, measured in  a straight line. 
Where ailerons or elevators extend be- 
yond the tips of the airfoil proper, 
their extension is included in  the span. 
Sweeping an  airfoil or giving i t  dilied- 
ral decreases the span. b. Specif., 

Popular. 

SOUNDINQ. 

sounding rocket. 

WIND SPAN. 

“S an” is not normally applied to  vertical 
airioEs ; see HEiOHT. senres 2 and 3. cf. CHORD and LENQTH. See EFFECTIVE 
SPAN. 

span axis. An axis directed along the 
span of an  airfoil. See ICXIS, sense 1. 

span load distribution. The disposition 
of the load or loads on an airfoil meas- 
ured along the span, 1. e., the load per 
unit length measured in the spanwise 
direction. 

span loading. The ratio of the weight of 
an  airplane to its span or to the span 
of its equivalent monoplane wing. 

spanwise, adj. Moving, located, or di- 
rected along the span, as in spanwise 
flow. 

spanwise, adv. Along the span, or in the  
direction of the span, as, to aim (a 
camera) spanwise. 

spar, noun. Specif., a principal spanwise 
beamlike member in the structure of a 
w h g  or other airfoil. See AUIILIAUY 

spar cap. A flange of a spar;  an upper 
or lower strip running the length of a 
spar. 

spark-ignition engine. An internal- 
combustion reciprocating engine in 
which the fuel-air mixture is ignited on 

SPAB, FALSE SPAB; Cf. LONQEROIT. 

each power stroke by an  electric spark. 

spat, noun. A teardropshaped fairing 
around the wheel of a fixed landing 
gear on certain airplanes. UsffUlZy in 
plural, “spats.” Also called ‘‘pants.” 

specific fuel consumption. The amount 
of fuel, measured in pounds per hour, 
consumed or required by an  engine for 
each horsepower or pound of thrust 
developed. 

Bruks spcc{pc Iuel conrumptfon is the 
amount of fuel cr hour unrd for rarh brake 
horsepower ’ ind)ieutrd specific fuel cunsump- 
tion is the &ouiit of fuel per hour uned tor 
each indlraled horsepower ; thruat-horse- 
power specific fuel consuinption la the 
auiciunt of fuel per hour uxed per thrust 
boraepower : and thrust specific fuel con- 
sumption Is the a~iiount of fuel per hour 
uned per pound of thrust. 

specific impulse. The thrust produced by 
a jet-reciction engine per unit weight of 
propellant burned per unit time, or per 
mass of working fluid passing through 
the engine in unit time, usually ex- 
pressed as pounds per pounds per see  
ond which is commonly called “sec- 
onds.” See IMPULSE. 

specific propellant consumption. The 
ratio of the amount of propellant con- 
sumed per unit time to the thrust of a 
rocket engine. 

specific thrust. 1. The thrust in pounds 
produced by a jet engine or by a pro- 
peller per pound of airflow per second. 
2. Rocketry. Equivalent t o  SPECIFIO 

speed, noun. Rate of motion relative t o  
a frame of reference; specif., MRSPEICD. 
See QROUND S P ~ ,  BPM, V ~ C I T Y ,  sense 
1 and note. 

speed brake. An air brake in  the form 
of a flap or plate. Also called a “drag 
brake.“ See M E  BRAKE, sense 1. 

speed-density control. A type of control 
that  meters fuel to an engine in re- 
sponse to variations in rpm, a i r  density, 
intake manifold pressure and tempera- 
ture, and exhaust back pressure. 

speed line. A line of position as plotted 
on a chart, perpendicular, or almost so, 
to the course of a n  aircraft, and show- 
ing the distance along the course the 
aircraft has flown. 

speed of sound. The speed at  which 
sound travels in a given medium under 
given conditions. See SONIC SPEED. 

Speedpak, noun. [A trade name.] A 
kind of carrier that fits externally to 
the bottom of a fuselage for carrying 
extra cargo, mail, or luggage. 

Cf. COM PHESSION-IGNITION ENOINE. 

IUPULSE. 
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spin, noun. A maneuver or performance 
of a n  airplane, controlled or uncon- 
trolled, in which the airplane descends 
in a helical path while flying a t  an 
angle of attack greater than the angle 
of maximum lift. The nose of an air- 
plane in a spin is usuolly, though not 
necessarily, pointed sharply downward. 

See FLAT SPIN, ISVERTED GPIN, 
EPIN, PRECISION BPIN. 

NORMAL 

spin, verb. 1. intr. Of an airplane: To 
perform a spin. 2. tr. To make (an  
airplane) perform a spin. 

spinner, noun. Soinething that spins, 
such as a radar antenna, etc.; specif., 
a conical or parabolic fairing affixed 
coaxially with a propeller and which 
revolves with the propeller. 

spinproof, adj. Of an  airplane: Highly 
resistant to spinning, or incapable of 
spinning. 

spin-stabilized, adj.  Of a projectile: 
Stabilized in  flight by a rotating motion 
about its longitudlnal axis, a s  in apin- 
etabilized rocket. Cf. FIN-STABILIZED. 

spin tunnel. A type of tunnel in which 
unmounted model airplanes are made 
to spin in a vertical air blast. 

The alr speed In the spin tunnel may be 
kept equal to the rate of descent of n tested 
model, cnuslng the N O ~ Q ~ ,  while siilnning. to 
reinnin at a glven height relntlve to the 
observer. 

spiral, n o m .  A maneuver or perform- 
ance, esp. of an  airplane, in which 
the craft ascends or descends in a heli- 
cal (corkscrew) path, disting. from a 
spin in that the angle of attack is 
within the normal range of flight 
angles; the flight path of a n  aircraft 
so ascending or descending. 

spiral, verb intr. To fly in a spiral path. 
spiral dive. A dive in which the airplane 

spirals. 
spiral glide. A glide in which the air- 

plane spirals. 
spiral instability. A form of instability 

of an  airplane which causes it, when 
the airplane 1s in a banked turn, to 
assume too great a bank and to side- 
slip, the bank continuing to increase 
and the rndius of turn to decrease. 

spiral stability. The property of an air- 
plane to recover of itself from a steeply 
banked downward spiral, or the prop- 
erty of a n  airplane not to enter a 

1 F . ?  

spiral from a banked turn. See SPIBBL 

split flap. 1. A plate o r  surface hinged 
to the bottom of a wing, usually near 
the trailing edge, deflected downward 
for increased lift and drag. 2. An UP- 
PEB-SUBFACE AILERON. Rare. 

split-S, noun. An airplane performance 
or maneuver consisting of a half snap 
roll or half slow roll followed by an 
inverted half-loop (usually an inverted 
inside half-loop), resulting in a rever- 
sal of the direction of flight of the alr- 
plane. See HALF-ROLL. 

spoiler, noun. A plate, series of plates, 
comb, tube, bar, or other device that 
projects into the airstream about a 
body to break up or spoil the smooth- 
ness of the flow, esp. such a device that 
projects from the upper surface of an  
airfoil, giving an increased drag and 
a decreased lift. Cf. UEFLECTOB, sense a. 

Spoilers are normally movable. and con- 
Elst oP two basic tjlies: the flap-type 
spoiler whlrh Is liingrd ulou one edge and ' , 
lies H L ~ I  wlth the nlrloll or&ody when not 
In use, aiid tile retractable ipoilcr. which 
retracts edgewlse Into the body'. 

INSTABILITY. 

spoiler aileron. A movable or retract- 
able spoiler intended for  the lateral 
control of an airplane. 

spoileron, noun. [Spoiler + aileron.] 
Same as BPOILER AILERON. 

spoiler-slot aileron. A combination lat- 
eral-control derice consiating of a slot 
and spoiler combinntion, the slot being 
closed or corered by the spoiler when 
the spoiler is in the retracted or u n d e  
fleeted position. 

sponson, noun. 1. I n  general, a conspic- 
uous projection, esp. a structural pro- 
jection, from the side of an  aircraft's 
hull or ship's hull or from the side of 
an  airplane's fuselage, such as a broad 
lateral strut  helping to support the 
flxed landing gear on a certain type of 
aircraft. 2. Specif.: a. A structural 
,protuberance or enclosure appearing 
a8 a kind of ridge running along the 
side at the bottom of a flying-boat hull, 
providing additional planing surface 
and increasing lateral stability. b. A 
SEA WINO. 

u - 1  

spontaneous-ignition temperature. In  -M: - - B-- W. -.E-. E 
testing, the lowest temperature of a - - 
plate or other solid surface adequate 
to cause Ignition in  air of a fuel upon 
the surface. 

6~001, noun. 1. An assembly of an  axial- 
flow compressor rotor and a turbine 
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wheel on a common shaft. 2. In some 
contexts, an  axial-flow compressor ro- 
tor by Itself. 

spot landing. An airplane landing in 
which the pilot attempts to make initial 
contact with the ground during a land- 
ing a t  a preselected spot. Same as 
ACCUBACY LANDINO. 

The spot landlng Is usually a trainlng 
exercise intended to aid the xtudent in 
evaluating wind, in coordinating his actions, 
etc. 

spray strip. A strip a5xed to a seaplane 
hull to deflect the spray. 

spreader bar. A bar or brace that main- 
tains a given space between two 
things; esp., a horizontal member be- 
tween the two wheels, floats, etc. of a 
landing gear. 

spring tab. A tab (which see) attached 
to  a control surface and actuated 
through a control linkage spring- 
loaded in such a ninnnw t h n t  the tab 
supplies a certain nrnount of the force 
necessary to move its control surface. 
Its action and use are simllar to those 
of the servo tab, but the springs incor- 
porated in the control system work so 
as to make the tab supply only a part, 
rather than all, of the force required to 
move its surface. 

springy tab. A tab (which see) that  has 
a constant torque applied about its 
hinge axis by a spring, its degree of 
deflection being determined by the 
dynamic pressures nrtlng upon :he tab. 
The tab is intended to cancel out varia- 
tion of the control-surface hinge mo- 
ment with changes in air  speed. 

squadron, noun. 1. A military, naval, or 
semimilitary aviation organization, 
variously defined. In  the AF, the 
squadron is immediately superior to 
the flight and immediately inferior to 
the group. 2. A formation of aircraft, 
usually six or more. 3. A fleet of 
rockets or missiles. 

squat, noun. A downward displacement 
of a seaplane while running on the 
water. 

squeeae, verb tr. To sqrreeze the couraes. 
To bring adjacent courses in a four- 
course radio range closer together 
whlle maintaining a straight-line rela- 
tionship with reclprocal courses, the 
effect being similar to the partial clos- 
ing of a pair of scissors. Cf. BEND, 
sense 1. 

squib, noun. Any of various small ex- 
plosive devices ; a miall pyrotechnic de- 
vice: an  electrical device, either used 
ns a rocket or jet-engine igniter or as 
a primer for  a pyrotechnic igniter. See 

The action of a de- 
ployed parachute in assuming an elon- 
gated, squidlike shape. 

stabilator, noun. [Stabilizer + ele- 
vator.] A horizontal all-movable tail. 

stability, noun. Bpecif. : 1. The property 
of a body, as an aircraft or rocket, to 
maintaln its attitude or to resist dis- 
placement, and, if displaced, to develop 
forces and moments tending to restore 
the original condltion. See note. 2. 
dleteorol. The condition that exhte 
in a body of a i r  when there Is reslst- 
ance to the vertlcnl displncement of 
air  within it. 8. Of n fuel, the cnpa- 
bility of a fuel to retain its chnracter- 
istics in an  adverse environment, e. g. 
extreme temperature. 

IONITEB. 
squidding, noun. 

sf3 ALL-MOVABLE TAIL.. 

In sense 1. See AERODTNAMIC ETABILITY, 
AUTOMAllC BTABII.IT1. DIRECTIONAL BTA- 
BILI'TY, D Y N A M I C  STARfLITY, ISIlERENT ETA- 
BILI'I'Y, LATERAL STAtIIl.lTY. LONOI'RJDINAL 
STABILITY. NEUTRAL BTABILITY. SPIRAL BTA- 
BILITY, BTATIC BTABILITX. 

stability axis. Any one of a system of 
mutually perpendicular reference axes 
used fo r  mathematical convenience in 
treating of the stability of an aircraft 
or similar body. See AXIS, sense 2 and 
note. 

LIFT 

2 
Stability axes, X, P, Z. Arrows indicate 

positive direction of angles, forces, and 
moments. 

stability derivative. A partlnl derirntlve 
of a fiinction showing the relritiou be- 
tween n force or moment acnting on an 
aircraft In steady flight and the motion 
or variable causing the force or mo- 
ment. 

tnblllty derivrtlves me known as lateral 
d ! i l i t y  derlvativca, rotational Itability dcriva- 
Uvu, etc., depending on the motion Involved. 
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stabilizer, noun. A flxed or adjustable 
airfoil or vane that provides stability 
for an  aircraft, i. e., a fin (which see, 
sense 1) ; specif., the horizontal stabi- 
lizer on an airplane. 

The plural form of the word, “stabilizers,” 
1s sornetimes iised in reference to an alr- 
plane’s horizontnl stabilizer distlnctly seibn- 
rated Into two pnrts hy the fuselage. See 
ADJUSTABLE ST.4BII.IZEl~, FIXED STABILIZER. 
HORIZONTAL STABILIZER, VERTICAL STABI- 
LIZEK. 

Tbe word “stabilizer” is not applied to 
the fin of a rocket or bomb. 

stabilizer bar. In certain rotor systems, 
a weighted, rotating bar that tends to 
maintain its plane of rotation in tilting 
motions of the drive shaft, linked to  
the pitch-changing mechanism so as to 
cause the rotor blades to rotate in a 
plane parallel to its own. 

stabilizing float. A small float used to 
stabilize a seaplane in the water, usu- 
ally one of a pair attached to the wings 
on either side of a flying boat or single- 
float seaplane. 

see INBOARD STABILIZINO BLOAT, OUTBOARD 
STABILIZING FLOAT. 

stable oscillation. Oscillation whose 
amplitude decreases with time. 

stack, noun. 1. A group or number of 
orbiting aircraft a t  different altitudes 
above a n  airdrome awaiting turns to 

stage, noun. 1. A step or  process through 
which a fluid passes, esp. in compres- 
sion or expansion. 2. A set of stator 
blades and a set of rotor blades in an  
axial-flow compressor or in a turbine; 
a n  impeller wheel in a radial-flow com- 
pressor. See MULTISTAQE COMPRESSOR, 

TURBINE. 3. The propulsion unit of a 
rocket, esp. one of the propulsion units 
of a multistage rocket including i ts  own 
fuel and tanks. See MULTISTAGE 

stagger, noun. With two or more super- 
posed objects or objects 0xed in a 
row, the advance, or the amount of ad- 
vance, of one object ahead of another, 
as of one wing of a biplane ahead of 
the  other, of a compressor stator blade 
ahead of another, or of one rotor of a 
tandem-rotor helicopter ahead of the 
other. 

A customary method for measuring the 
stagger a t  an section of the wings of a 
biplane or murtiplane i s  by the acute angle 
between a line joining the axes of the upper 
and lower wings nnd n line er endicular to 
the upper wing chord, b o d  lfnes lying in 

land. 2. An E X H A U S T  STACK. 

GINOLESTAGE COMPRESSOR, SINOLE-STAGE 

ROCKET. 

a plane parnllel to the plane of symmetry. 
The stnggcr is positlve when the upper wing 
Is ahead of the lower. 

0 

stagger wire. On a biplane, a diagonal 
wire, usually one of a pair forming an  
X, running fore and af t  bctween the 
two wings and helping to maintain a 
constant stagger. 

stagnation point. A point in a fleld of 
flow about a body where the fluid par- 
ticles hare zero velocity with respect 
to the body. 

stagnation pressure. The pressure at a 
stagnation point. It is the sum of im- 
pact and static pressure. See PITOT 

1. a. A condition in which 
a wing or other dynamically lifting 
body flies a t  an angle of attack greater 
than the angle of maximum lift, result- 
ing in a loss of lift and an increase of 

BWRBLE; see also TIP ETALL. b. A loss 
of lift and an  increase of drag brought 
on by a shock ware, i. e., a shock-stall 
(which see). c. A condition of the 
flow about the blade or blades of a 
compressor, analogous to the stall d e  
scribed in sense la, above. See BLADE 

STALL. 2. The flight condition or b e  
havior of an aircraft flying a t  an angle 
greater than the angle of maximum 
lift : any of various airplane perform- 
ances involving a stall. See ACCELEB- 

PRESSWEE, TOTAL PRESSUILE. 

stall, noun. 

drag. See ANGLE OF MAXIMUM LIFT, 

STALL, COhlPBESSOR STALL, ROTATING 

ATED STALL, HAMMEBEEAD STALL, W E E  
STALL. 

stall, verb. 1. intr. Of an  aircraft or 
persons within: To go into a stall. 2. 
intr. Of an airfoil or blade : To under- 
go or enter a condition of flow such 
that a stall results-also said of a com- 
pressor or turbine. 3. tr. To put (an 
aircraft) into a stall. 

B 
L; 

\ stall fence. A FEXCE. 

. .  

‘, 
stall flutter. Flutter involving periodic \ 

stalling and unstiilling of the airfoil. \ 

Y 

P v 

stalling -angle, or, ~ e u i  often, stalling 
angle of attack. 1. The minimum 
angle of attack of an  airfoil or airfoil 
section or other dynamically lifting \ 
body at which a stall occurs. i. e., a \ 
CRITICAL ANGLE OF ATTACK. 2. The 
ANGLE O F  MAXIMUM LIFI’. 

stalling speed. The a i r  speed at which, 
under a given set of conditions, an  air- 
craft will stall, 

standard atmosphere. A fictitious at- 
mosphere of assumed composition and 
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characteristics, used a s  R standard for 
comparing the performance of aircraft, 
for calibrating altimeters and similar 
instruments, etc. A standard atmos- 
phere represents the average conditions 
found in the actual atmosphere in a 
particular geographical region. 

Several dtfferent standard atmospheres 
are In use. The Natlonnl Advlsory Com- 
mtttee for Aeronautics adopted the ICAO 
(International Civil Aviation Organization) 
Standard Atmosphere, which represents the 
averiige conditions prevolltrig a t  nbout 40" 
lntltiide in Nnrth Amerlcn. This  ntmos- __  .. -. - . -. . .. _ _  
phere ta assumed dry. nnd CChnfe n-prewure 
of i 6 0  mill about 29.92 In.) of mercury a t  
15' C. (59' k., at mean sea level. This nt- 
mosphere Is complete1 defined up to 65.000 
feet altltude In N A 8 A  Report No. 1235. 
Values for altitude8 ahove 65.000 feet are 

iven in "The ARDC Model Atmosphere" 
8SAP Surveys in Geophxslcs. No. 86, 1956. 
NACA Report No. 538 describes an altimeter- 
calibration atandard atmosphere. haxed on 
sllghtlv different averages, for altltudes up 
t o  su.600 ree+ 

standard datum plane. A datum plane at 
sea level of a standard atmosphere, 
used in atmospheric pressure measure- 
ments or in the cnlibration of pressure- 
activated instruments. See SEA LEVEL. 

standard rate turn. A turn in an air- 
craft in which the hending changes at 
the rate of 3 degrees per second. 

starboard, noua 1. The right side of an 
aircraft or vessel, as, a strut inter- 
chringeable from port to starboard. 2. 
The area or direction to ones right, as, 
a turn to starboard. 

see BIGET, noun and adj. 

starboard, ad). Situated on or a t  the 
right, as  in starboard engine: coming 
from the right, a s  in starboard cross 
wind. See BIOHT. adj. 

starting vortex. I n  the theory of circu- 
lation. a spanwise vortex that is shed 
at the trailing edge of an airfoil at the 
beginning of the motion of the airfoil 
and left behind as the airfoil proceeds. 

The starting vortex 1s consldered to J o b  
the free vortices at the open end of a horse- 
shoe vortex, thus sa thfrinr the couditlon 
that a vortex cannot end- wcthln a fluid. 

s t a t i c  balanced surface. A control sur- 
face designed or weighted so that it is 
in balance about ita hinge axis. See 

static ceiling. The altitude in a stand- 
ard atmosphere a t  which an airship or 
balloon, with its envelope or cells com- 
pletely occupied by the aerostatic gas, 
neither rises nor lowers after the dis- 
charge of all ballast. 

MAE8 BALANCE. 

static discharger. A specially treated 
flbrous wick attached to the trailing 
edge of a wing or other surface to dis- 
charge static electricity in flight. 

static lift. AEBOSTATIC LIFT. 
static line. 1. A line, a s  of wire or web- 

bing, secured a t  one end to the rip cord 
or parachute pack and a t  the other end 
to the aircraft, the line serving to open 
the pack or withdraw the parachute 
a s  i t  falls with its burden. See AT- 
TACHED-TYPE PARACHUTE. 2. A line of 
tubing that transmits static pressure, 
a s  in a pitot-static system. 

static load. A load imposed under static 
conditions, such as  the load imposed 
upon the wings of an aircraft in un- 
accelerated flight by the Weight of the 
aircraft. 

static margin. The distance between the 
actual center of gravity and the neutral 
point of an aircraft, usually expressed 
as a percentage of the mean aerody- 
namic chord. 

static pressure. The unit force that a 
fluid exerts, excluding that due to 
(relative) motion of the fluid. 

static stability. The property of a body 
(such as an  aircraft) in a state of 
steady flight, to develop restoring 
forces or moments when disturbed. Cf. 

static thrust. Thrust without transla- 
tional motion : the thrust produced 
under the given conditions hy a jet 
engine a t  rest (static jet thrust)  or by 
a propeller a t  rest with respect to the 
surrouiiding air except for the a i r  mo- 
tion owing to the propeller rotation 
(static propeller thrust). 

static trim. Specif., the trim of an  air- 
ship when not subjected to any dynamic 
forces. 

static tube. A tube or tube arrangement 
used in measuring the static pressure 
of a moving fluid, the tube being pro- 
vided with one or more openings that 
are  presented to the fluid so that the 
stream flows across them. A static 
tube is combined with a pttot tube In 
the Pitot-static tube for the measure- 
ment of airspeed; the static pressure 
provided by the tube may in addition 
be used in the operation of certain 
other instruments. See PITOT-STATIC 
TUBE and note. 

station, noun. 1. An airship station or 
a i r  station. 2. A location on an air- 
craft: distance from a reference point, 
e. g., the nose. 

DYNAMIC STABILITY. 
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station pressure. Specif., the actual ex- 
isting atmospheric- pressure a t  nn air- 
drome weather station, not corrected to 
the elevation of the runway. 

I n  machinery, a part or 
assembly that remains stntionnry with 
respect to a rotating or moving part or 
assembly, such as the field frame of an  
electric motor or generator, or the sta- 
tionary casing and blndes surrounding 
an  axial-flow compressor rotor or tur- 

stator blade. A blade or vane that re- 
mains stationary with respect to a ro- 
tating blade and that serves to guide 
or direct a flow, as in an axial-flow 
compressor or in a turbine. 

statoscope, noun. A highly sensitive 
barometer or altimeter for measuring 
slight variations in pressure or alti- 
tude. 

steady flight. Nonnccelerated, nonoscil- 
lating flight. 

steady flow. A flow whose velocity com- 
ponents at any polnt in the fluid do 

stator, noun. 

bine wheel ; a STATOR BLADE. 

not Vary with time. 
FLOW. 

set? GTBEAMLIRE 

steady state. The condition of a sub- 
stance or system whose local physical 
and chemical properties do not vary 
with time. 

Making a large angle with 
the horizontal, as In steep dlve, rteep 
turn (a  turn with the wings sharply 
banked). 

stellar guidance. Same as CELESTIAL 

stem, noun. The foremost part  of a boat, 
seaplane hull, or float; the prom. 

step, noun. Specif., an  abrupt break or 
jog in the bottom of a senplane float 
or hull, changing the transverse section 
and placing the bottom of that part of 
the body a f t  of the step a t  a higher 
level than the bottom of that part  for- 
ward of the step. The purpose of the 
step is to diminish resistance, to les- 
8en suction effects, and to improve con- 
trol over the longitudinal attitude. 

steep, adj.  

GUIDANCE. 

L I 
Y 

>. ..- s ..__.. 1, 

Steps in a two-step float. 

step rocket. Same as LIULITIGTAQE 
EOCKET. 

stern, noun. The af t  part  of something. 
Applied in aeronautics to the a f t  part 
of an  aircraft, esp. of an  alrship or fly- 
ing boat, or to the a f t  part  of a float. 

Having a tendency to 
sink at  the stern. Applied esp. to air- 

sternpost, noun. 1. The vertical edge at 
the rear of a tapered planing surface. 
2. A TAIL ~ 0 6 ~ .  3. On certain airshlps, 
a post at the rear of a fln. See RUDDER- 
POST, sense 3. 

Cf. TAIL. 
sternheavy, adj. 

ships. Cf. BOWHEAVY, TALLLHEAVY. 

Sternpost, sense 1. 

steward, noun. Specif., a crew member 
aboard a pasrenger-carrying aircraft 
who supervises the p u s e g e r s  and at- 
tends their needs. 

a t e w a r d e n .  noun. 
stick, noun. A CONTROL STICK. 
stick force. Specif., the force required 

for a pilot to move the control stick 
or control column. 

sticking, noun. The action of B seaplane 
or flylng boat "adhering" to the water 
at high speed durlng the takeoff run, 
owing to the increased water resist- 
ance. 

A stringer, batten, or 
the like used to stiffen, or give shape 
and rigidity to something. See BATTEN, 

sting, noun. A long, slender, tapered 
mount, suggestive of the sting of an  
insect, for a model or test object in a 
wind tunnel. 

In some cases. sting8 are adjustable and 
contain pressure tubes. etc. The test object 
Is mounted at the utlng's Up, the stlng being 
allgned with the alrstream. 

stiffener, noun. 

Sense 2, STBINQER 

I 
I 

B a ? u 3  

Sting. 
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stoichiometric, udj. Of a combiistible 
mixture : Having the exact proportions 
required for complete combustion. 

STOL, or, rureZy, S. T. 0. L.-Abbrevia- 
tion for shor t  tube-or and landing- 
pronounced hy letter or, somettmes, as 
a word ("stole"), ucred: (1) a8 an at- 
tributive ndjective designnting bcnvier- 
thnn-air aircraft capable of tnking off 
and landing within a relatively short 
horizontal distance (sometimes specif- 
ically defined in particular context), as 
in 8TOL airplane, and (2) as a noun 
meaning an aircraft that can take off, 
and land, within a relatively short 
distance. 

stop, noun. A LIMIT STOP. 
straight-flow combustion chamber. A 

type of combustion chamher in which 
fuel and a i r  are lntroduced at the 
front end, the gases resulting from 
burning heing passed through the cham- 
ber to the exhaust end without rever- 
sal. This is the commonest type of 
combustion chamber. Also called a 
"through-flow combustion chamber." 
cf. BEVEBSE-FLOW COMBUSTION CHAM- 
BEB. 

straight wing. An unswept wing. 
strain gage. An instrument used to 

measure the strain or distortion in a 
member or  test specimen (such as an  
aircraft structural part) subjected to a 
force. 

stratopause, noun. The upper boundary 
of the stratosphere. 

stratosphere, noun. A layer o r  region of 
the earth's atmosphere lying i m m e  
diately above the troposphere and 
characterized by approximately uni- 
form temperature and an absence of 
storms or turbulence. 

The loner Ilmlt of the stratosphere vadee 
wlth eondltlons and wlth latltude bot It 1s 
considered to be a t  a belgbt of about 0 or 
'I mlles. Different authorltles eonnlder the 
upper Ilmlt to be elther at about 20 mlles 
or a t  about 50 mllee. Xu the former case 
Ita top boundary would meet the cberno- 
8phere: la tbe latter cnae It would meet the 

streamline, noun. The path of a particle 
or small portion of a fluid, usually a 
noneddying fluid, commonly taken with 
respect to a body in it;  more techni- 
cally, such a path whose tangent at 
any  point is  In the direction of the 
velocity vector at that point. 

streamline, verb. 1. tr. To shape (some 
thing) BO that  I t  creates as nearly as 
posaible a streamline flow (t e., a non- 

Ionosphere. 8- IEOTlXPUYAL LAYIEB. 

eddying flow) about It. 2. tr. To 
bring ( a  control surface or the like) 
into alignment with the streamlines 
past it. 3. fntr. To a l l 0  wlth stream- 
linen, as, the rudder sfreanilined; to 
follow strenmlines, as, the surfnces 
streamline iuto each other. 

streamline Bow. A smooth, nonturbulent 
flow, essentially flxed in pattern; 

streamlining, noun. 1. The action of the 
verb streamline. 2. A fentiire of a 
body or surface that has been stream- 
lined, as, an airplane wlth proper 
streamlining. 3. A plece or structure 
that serves to streamline, such as a 
fair  Ing. 

stream tube. I n  aerodynamic theory, a 
tube of fluid whose surface is formed 
by a group of streamlines. 

Slnee no flow cnn cross a streamllne. the 
unmr nmonnt of R i i i d  per i inlt  ttme will 
paes each OeCtlOn of the Btreom tube, even 
tlioiigh the tube Is of vnrslng sectlon. The 
conrwt Is unrfnl In drvrloplng equatlons 
expresslng contlnolty of flow. 

stress cycle. A variation of stress with 
time, repeated periodically and identi- 
cally. 

stressed-skin conotruction. A type of 
construction, as of an airplane fuselage 
or  wing, in which the skin bears all or 
part  of the structural load the struc- 
ture must wlthatand. 

Monocoque and eemlmonocoque struc- 
turea are of  etreased-skin constructlon. 

stress raiser. A scratch, groove, rivet 
hole, forging defect, or structural dis- 
continuity giving rise to a local con- 
centration of stress. 

stress ratio. The ratio of the  mlnimum 
stress to the maximum stress occurring 
in one stress cycle. 

stringer, (Ioun. A slender, lightweight, 
lengthwise fill-In structural member in 
a fuselage, wing, nacelle, etc., serving 
to reinforce and give shape to the 
skin. 

strip, noun. A long, narrow, cleared 
strip of land, usunlly hard-surfaced, 
for  the takeoff and landing of ah- 
planes. 

See rramxuP, rLIOET ETarP, sense 1, LAND 

stroke, noun. In B reciprocating engine, 
the movement of a piston between 
dead-center poaitlons ; the distance of 
thls movement, 
In a fonr4rokaclcle en ne the mtrokw 

nwouur to c s ~ l o k  a a& a b  tho brtdr 

STEAM FLOW. 

INO BTEIP. 

!! 1 u-bF 
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rtroke, compression rtroke power stroke 
and emhaust rtroke. (See lndivlduaf 
entries.) 

structural weight. 1. The weight of the 
airframe of a n  aircraft. 2. Of a 
rocket : Same as CONBTBVCTION 

strut, noun. A type of supporting brace, 
i. e., a rigid member or assembly that 
bears compression loads, tension loads, 
or both, as in a fuselage between the 
longerons, in a landing gear to trans- 
mit the airplane loads, etc. 

WEIOHT. 

R W  CABANE XTRUT, DRAQ STRUT, FOSELAQE 
STBUT, ~NTERPLANE STBUT, JUBY STRUT, LIFT 
BTRUT, SHOCK STRUT. 

s tub  wing. Also, less often, stubwing, 
noun. 1. A wing of short span low 
aspect ratio, as on the earlier autogiro. 
2. That part  of an airplane’s wing near 
the fiiselage or hull to which the rest of 
the wing, xeparately constructed. is at- 
tached. The stub wing may contain a 
jet engtne or a jetenpine inlet duct. 
Also called a “wing-utub.” 3. Al80 
stub-wing stabilizer. A SEA WWG. 

stunt. verb. 1. tr. To make ( an  air- 
craft)  perform an  aerobatic feat or 
series of feats, as, to  stitnt a glider. 2. 
intr. To perform a n  aerobatic feat  or 
feats. 

stunt flier. A pilot who performs stunts 
in a n  nlrcraft. esp. an airplane or glld- 
er, such as dives, loops, spins, etc. Cf. 

subcloud car. A car or nacelle, formerly 
used on airships, which wns lowered 
beneath the cloiids to  make observa- 
tions, a s  in bombing. 

subsonic, n d f .  Aerodfmnmfcs. Of or  
Wrtnlning to, or denling wlth. speeds 
less than the speed of sound ( R W  BoHIC 
SPEED), as In euhmnlc aerodynamics : 
less than the speed of sound, as in 
srrbsodc speed ; thnt mores l o w e r  
than the speed of sound. as in subsonic 
aircraft. subuonlc alrutream : desimed 
to operate or perform at speeds below 
the  speed of sound, as in subeonb air- 
foil, rrrhrnntc ramjet. 

subsonic diffuser. A difhiser designed to  
reduce the velocity and increase the 
pressure of fluid moving at subsonic 
velodtles. 

subsonic daw. Flow at a velocity less 
than the meed of sound in the medium 
under the prevailing conditions. 

substratosphere, noun. A region of in- 
definite lower limlt just below the 
rtratoephera 

AEPJAL ACBOBAT. 

The suhstratonphere Is not a recognized 
region of the atmosphere in rclentific con- 
texts. The term I s  uued only informall 
as in “The a irhers  CrUfPe thrOUFh the 8 u f  
rtratosphere at  300 miles an hour.” 

suction slot. A slot in a surface, mch 
as a wing’s surface, through which 
boundary-layer air is removed by suc- 
tion. 

suction stroke. Same as INTAKE STROKE. 
sun compass, noun. A type of astrocom- 

pass (which see) with which direction 
is determined by reference to the sun. 

sunline, noun. A line of pauition de- 
rived from a sextant observation of the 
sun. 

superaerodynamic, ndf .  Of or pertain- 
ing to superaerodynamics. 

superaerodynamics. noun. A specialized 
branch of aerndynamics dealing with 
gases at  very low densities. 
In this fleld, i n n  (e. g., nlr a t  very high 

altitudes) does not hehave 1lke R continuum. 
kinetic theory must be employed io; 
nnalysls. 

supercharge, verb tr. 1. To force more 
air or  fuel-air mixture into (an inter- 
nal combiixtion reciprorating engine) 
than the endue would induct under the 
prevalling atmospheric presmre. 2. To 
pressurize (in sense 1, which see). 

aaprrrharwd. odt. (In both nenpes). as 
In ruperrhnrned nlrplnne (nn alrplane wlth 
a superchnrzed enpine or wlth a pressurlred 
cabin). supercharged cabin, etc. 

‘ P  -w 
supercharged engine. A reclprncnting 

engine equipped with a supercharger, 
em. an  engine provided with a high 
degree of mperchnrglng for operation 
esp. at relatively high altitudes. See 

supercharger, noun. A pump or  com- 
pressor that Riipercharges. 1. e., that  
increases the denRity of the a i r  or fuel- 
a i r  mixture supplied an internalcom- 
bustion reciprocating engine. 

ALTI77mE E N G I N E  

see  ALlXILIARY-BTAllE BUPERCRAROER. CEN- 

STAOP Rf1PERrRAROEa. RBPIPWOCAT<NO-TYPE 
SFPERCRAHOER.  ROOTS-TTI’B SUPERCRAROER, 
TORBDR@PERCRAROAR, PANE-TYPE SIJPER- 
CHARGER : me alro BLOWEP, ens@ 2 and note, 
COLlPRESSOP and note. 

sapercireulation, noun. The provision 
of additional flow over an  airfoil, as 
by air tapped from a compressor, so 
as to obtain more than the theoretical 
lift thnt would be obtalned wlth poten- 
tial flow. 
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superheat, noun. Specif., the difference 
between the temperature of the gas in 
a balloon or airship and the tempera- 
ture of the surrounding air. If the 
aerostatic gas hall a higher tempera- 
ture than the air, the superheat is  said 
to be positive. 

superpressure, noun. The excess of 
pressure of the aerostatic gas in an  
envelope, taken a t  the bottom, over the 
atmoqheric pressure. 

supersonic, adj. Aerodynamics. of or 
pertaiuiug to, or dealing with, speeds 
greater than the epeed of sound (see 
SONIC SPEPU), as iu aupersonic aero- 
dyuamicll; greater than the speed of 
sound, as in augeraojric velocity ; that 
moves faster than the speed of sound, 
as in lrupereonic flow ; designed to oper- 
a te  or perform at speeds above the 
speed of sound, as  in supersonic airfoil, 
supersonic wind tunnel ; that occurs at 
speeds greater than the speed of sound, 
a s  in supersonic shock-wave reflection. 

supersonic compressor. A compressor in 
which a supersonic velocity is imparted 
to the fluid relative to the rotor blades, 
the stator blades, or to both the rotor 
and stator blades, producing oblique 
shock waves over the blades to obtain 
a high pressure rise. 

supersonic diffuser. A d i h s e r  designed 
to reduce the velocity and increase the 
pressure of fluid moving at supersonic 
velocities. 

supersonic flow. Flow a t  a speed great- 
er than the speed of sound in the 
medium under the prevailing condi- 
tions. 

supersonic leading edge. A surface lead- 
ing edge having a sweep less than the 
sweep of the Mach line at the particular 
supersonic Mach number considered. 
For such sweep, the component of the 
stream velocity normal to the leading 
edge is supersonic. 

supersonic nozzle. A converging-diverg- 
ing nozzle designed to accelerate a 
fluid to supersonic speed. 

supersonics, noun. Specif., eupersonic 
aerodynamics. See SUPEBSONIC ; also 

surface, twun. 1. A two-dimensional ex- 
tent : the outside or superficies of any 
body; esp., in aeronautical contexts, the 
surface of the earth, either land or 
water. 2. A wing, rudder, propeller 
blade, vane, hydrofoil. or the l i k e a p  

Cf. HYPEBSONICS. 

plied in this sense to the entire stnIc- 
ture or body. 

surface ignition. The ignition of the 
combustible mixture in  an  eugine cyl- 
inder by a hot surface. 

surface-to-air, adj .  From the earth’s 
surface to the air ; designed to be sent 
from the earth’s surface to the air, as 
in surfuce-to-uir missile. 

surge, noun. A transient rise in power, 
pressure, etc., such as  a brief rise in 
the discharge pressure of a rotary com- 
pressor. 

suspension line. A line that suspends, or 
helps to suspend, something ; specif., a 

suspension patch A patch attached to  
the bag or envelope of a balloon or 
airship, attaching a line suspending a 
car or nacelle. 

swash plate, or swashplate, noun. On 
certain rotary-wing aircraft, an assem- 
bly, part of which rotates with, and is 
linked to, the blades, used to control 
the pitch of the blades. Also called a 
“wobble plate.” See CYCLIC PITCH CON- 

sweep, noun. The slant of a wing or 
other airfoil, or of a reference line in an  
airfoil, with respect to a plane per- 
pendicular to the longitudinal axis of 
the aircraft, i. e., SWEEPBACK or SWEEP- 

sweep, verb tr. Usually in the phrases, 
to sweep ( a n  airfoil, etc.) buck or for- 
ward. To slant (an  airfoil, or, some- 
times, the leading or trailing edge or 
other reference line of an airfoil) 
either backward, such that  the out- 
board portion is af t  of the inboard por- 
tion, or forward, such that the out- 
board portion is forward of the in- 
board portion. 

sweep angle. Same as ANQLE OF SWEEP. 
sweepback, noun. 1. The backward slant 

from root to tip (or inboard end to 
outboard end), of an airfoil, or of the 
leading edge or other reference line 
of an airfoil. “Sweepback” usually re- 
fers to a design in which both the lead- 
ing and trailing edges of the airfoil 
have a backward slant. 2. The amount 
of this slant. See ANQLE OF SWEEF+. 

BHXVUU LINE. 

TROL. 

FOBWAIU) ; the ANOLE OF SWEEP. 

Sometlmei called “backsweep.” 
sweepback angle. The angle of sweep 

of a sweptback airfoil. See ANGLE OF 
SWEEP. 

sweepforward, noun. 1. The forward 
slant, from root to tip (or inboard end 
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to outboard end), of an airfoil, or of 
the trailing edge or other reference line 
of an  airfoil. 2. The amount of this 
slant. See ANGLE OF SWEEP. 

sweepforward angle. The angle of 
sweep of a smeptforward airfoil. See 

sweptback, adj. Having sweepback, as 
in sxeptback empennage, sweptback 
leading edge, sxeptback wing. 

sweptforward, adj. Having sweepfor- 
ward, as in sweptforward wing. 

swept wing, o r  sweptwing, noun. A 
wing having sweep; esp., a wing hav- 
ing sweepback of both the leading and 
trailing edges. 

Used attributively In compounds, such 8 8  
swept-wing (less often, sweptwing) airplane, 
swept-wing planform. etc. 

swing, verb tr. 1. To swing a propeller. 
To pull on a propeller so as to turn the 
engine over in starting. 2. To etcing a 

ANGLE OF SWEEP. 

compass (or, sometimes, to swing an 
aircraft). See COMPASS SWINGINQ. 

synchronizing gear. Specif., with an air- 
plane’s fixed machine guns firing 
through the propeller disk, a gear that 
synchronizes or interrupts the gunfire 
so that bullets will not strike the pro- 
peller blades. Also called an  “inter- 
rupter gear.” 

synchronous motor. An electric motor 
that turns a t  the same speed as the 
alternator that  supplies its current, 
used, e. g., in a magnetic tachometer. 
Also called a “self-synchronous motor.” 

synchropter, noun. [Synchronized or 
8unchronous helicopter.] A helicopter 
with intermeshing rotors. See INTEB- 

synchroscope, noun. Specif., an  instru- 
ment of the voltmeter type that indi- 
cates a difference in the rotational 
speeds of an  aircraft’s engines. 

“ y ‘ . c y ? ! ’ 8 1  

Y E B H .  

T 
tab, mutt. A small auxiliary airfoil set 

into the trailing edge of an aircraft 
control surface (or sometimes set in, 
or attached to, another surface, such 
as a rotor blade) and used for trim or 
to move, or assist in moving, the larger 
surface. 

Tabs ere sometimes used on rotor blades 
for tracking the blades or for control 
purposes. 

See BALANCINO TAB, BEARED SPRINQ TAB, 
SERVO TAB, sPUlNO TAB, SPUINGY TAB, T B l Y  
TAB. 

t ab  angle. The angular displacement of 
a tab from its neutral position with 
respect to the control surface to which 
it is attached. For a horizontal tab, 
this angle is positive when the trailing 
edge is turned down from its neutral 
position; for a vertical tab, the angle 
is positive when the trailing edge is to 
port. 

tacan, noun. [From “tactical air naviga- 
tion” ; sometimes capitalized.] An 
ultra-high-frequency electronic air- 
navigation system combining the func- 
tions of the omnidirectional radio 
range and of distance-measuring equip  
ment to indicate the distance and bear- 
ing of an  aircraft from a transmitting 
etation. 

tach, noun. [Pronounced “tack.”] A 
clipped form of the word “tachometer.” 
Popular. 

achometar, nmm. An instrument that 
indicates, usually in revolutions per 
minute, the rotational epeed of a n  en- 
gine, of a helicopter rotor, etc. 

SQe C.NTXIFU0AL TACEOYETltE CBRONO- 
METRIC TACROMETEB CLECTRJC TA&iOYETEB, 
MACSETIC TACEOMiTEU, MECHANICAL TA- 
CHOYPITEU, PIEUCENT-TPPI TACEOYETEU. 

,ail, noun. 1. The rear part  of a body, 
a8 of an  aircraft, a rocket, a float, etc. 
cf. STERN. t. a. The tail surfaces of 
an  aircraft; an EMPENNAGE; a TAIL 
ASSEMBLY. b. A HOBIZONTAL TAIL or 

;ail assembly. The assembly of stabiliz 
ing surfaces or vanes and any control 
surfaces at the tail of an  aircraft, mis- 
sile, etc. On an aircraft, also called 
the “empennage.” 

tail boom. A slender outrigger structure 
attached to the wing or main body of 
an  aircraft to  support tail surfaces, a 
tail rotor, or some other tail com- 
ponent. See BOON, sense a. 

tailburner, mutt. Same as AFTEB- 
BURNEB. Rare. 

tail cone. A segment or component hav- 
ing a cone or conelike shape at  the 
rem end of tiomething, such as the 
tapering rear part of an airplane fuse- 

VERTICAL. T A L  

, 

lage ; an EXHAUST COPSE. 
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tail drive. A form of rocket propulsion 
(the usual form) in which the rocket 
exhaust issues from the tail. 

tail fin. A fin (which see, sense 1) a t  
the tail of a rocket or other body; a 
VERTICAL STABILIZER. 

tail group. An EMPENNAGE. 
tailheavy, adj. Having a tendency to 

sink a t  the tail. Applied esp. to air- 
planes. Cf. NOSEHEAW, STERNHEAVY. 

tail hook An arresting hook a t  the tail 
of an  airplane. See ARRESTING GEAR. 

tail length. The longitudinal distance b e  
tween the center of gravity of an air- 
plane and the aerodynamic center of 
the  horizontal taiL 

tailless airplane. 1. An airplane having 
only vertical surfaces a t  the tail. 2. A 

tailpipe, noun, or tail pipe. A pipe or 
duct on a jet engine that carries the 
exhaust gases rearward and discharges 
them through a nozzle ; a rearwardly 
extending pipe that receives the ex- 
haust gase6 from the manifold of a 
reciprocating engine and discharges 
them. 

tailpipe burner. Same as AFTEBBUBNER. 
tail plane, or tailplane, noun. 1. The 

horizontal stabilizer extending on both 
sides of an  airplane, glider, or other 
heavier-than-air aircraft. See HoRI- 

FLYINQ WING. 

ZONTAL STABILIZER. 2. A EOBIZONTAL 
TAIL. 

tail post. The upright member a t  the 
extreme rear of certain fuselages. 
Also called a "~ te rnpo~ t"  (which see). 

tall rotor. On Bome rotary-wing air- 
craft, a rotor, usually an  antitorque 
rotor, located at the tail. 8ee ANTI- 

tail section. The rear section or portion 
of a fuselage, a hull, or  other body, 
ueually underetood to include the tail 
assembly when present. 

tail sitter. A type of VTOL aircraft d e  
signed to rest vertically upon Its tail 
and to take off and land in the Bame 
posi tion, us ing  the same propulsion 
system, without conversion, for take 
off, landing, and horizontal flight. 
Uhiepy popular. 

more or less conrentlonal deslgn. 
tail skid, or, infrequently, tailskid, noun. 

On certain airplanes, a skid attached 
to the rear part of the airplane on the 
underside and supporting the tail. 

TORQUE BOTOB. 

Tbls alrcrait 1s commonly an alrplane of 

The tall rkld also provldee a braking 
action. 

tail slide. A rearward motion of an  air- 
plane relative to the air, a s  occurs, 
e. g., in a whip stall. 

tail spin, or tailspin, noun. A nOBMAL 
EPIN (in sense 1). 

tail surface. Either a stabilizing or a 
control rurface a t  the tail of an  air- 
craft. 

tail wheel, or, tnfrequenfly, tailwheel, 
noun. On certain aircraft, a wheel a t  
the tail used to support the tail section 
on the ground. A tail wheel may be 
retractable, steerable, fixed, castering, 
etc. 

tail wind, or, infrequently, tailwind, noun. 
A wind blowing from directly behind, 
or blowing from such a direction that 
its principal effect is to increase ground 
speed. 

take, verb tntr. To take of.  To leave 
the ground, water, or other surface 
( a s  a carrier deck) and begln fllght- 
Bald of an  alrplane, an airship, a bal- 
loon, a helicopter, a rocket, etc. or of 
any persons withln; to break contact 
with the surface ( a s  a balloon or air- 
ship from its moorings) and begin 
flight or ascent: to perform a take-off. 

take-off. or, infrequently, takeoff, noun. 
1. An act or instance of taking off, as, 
an  airship ready for take-ofl, or, an 
airplane that crashes a t  take-on; the 
operation of taking to the air, of leav- 
ing the ground, commencing, in the case 
of airplanes (and sometimes airships 
or other aircraft), with the beginning 
of the takeoff run, with unmooring 
(balloons and airshlps), or with firing 
(rockets) and termlnatlng at a time 
suggested by the context. The take-off 
may be considered to terminate when 
becoming airborne, when reaching a 
specified or understood height, etc. 2. 
A takeoff run, an, the longer take-of8 
required for heavy airplanes. 3. Re- 
strictive. An act or instance of becom- 
ing airborne, of breaking contact with 
the ground. 4. An act or instance of 
a number of aircraft taking off from 
the same place, slmultaneouslg or in 
succession, as, the take-on of a squad- 
ron. 

take-off distance. The distance required 
for  the take-off run of an  aircraft 
under the glven conditions. 

take-off horsepower. The maximum 
rated horsepower that an engine can 
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develop without damage to itself for a 
specified short period of time for take- 
off and initial climb. 

take-off roll. The take-off run of a 
wheeled airplane. See TAKE-OFF RUN. 

take-off run. The run, travel, or move- 
ment of an  aircraft on the land, water, 
or other surface between the point of 
accelerating for the take-off and the 
point a t  which it becomes airborne. 

take-off speed. 1. The speed, esp. the 
airspeed, at which an  aircraft becomes 
airborne under the given conditions. 
2. The rotational speed of an engine to 
be used for takeoff conditions, as speci- 
fied by the manufacturer. 

take-off time. 1. The time for which a 
take-off is scheduled, or at which a 
take-off occurred. 2. The time elapsed 
during a take-off run ; the time elapsed 
during the take-off of several aircraft. 

take-off weight. The gross weight of an 
aircraft, rocket, etc., a t  take-off: the 
maximum gross weight with which an 
aircraft or other flying vehicle is de- 
signed or authorized to take off under 
the given conditions. 

tandem airplane. 1. An airplane with 
two (usually) or more cockpits or seats 
one behind the other. 2. An airplane 
with two or more wings one behind an- 
other in approximately the same plane. 

tandem helicopter. Specif., a TANDEM- 

tandem landing gear. A main landing 
gear having two or more wheels or sets 
of wheels arranged one behind the 
other, usually a bicycle landing gear. 
See BICYCLE LANDINQ GEAR 

tandem propellers. A set or arrange- 
ment of propellers one behind the 
other, usually contrarotating propel- 
lers. See CONTRAROTATING PROPELLER, 
sense 2. 

tandem-rotor helicopter. A helicopter 
with rotors one behind the other. Also 
called a "tandem helicopter." 

tangent ogive. An ogire whose circular- 
arc contours hare their centers on a 
line normal to the axis at the base 
of the ogive, the arcs thus being tangent 
to the surface of the cylindrical body 
behind the ogive. See OGIVE (illus.). 

tanker, noun. An aircraft haring a built- 
in tank or tanks for transporting liquid 
fuel or other liquid substance. 

tanker aircraft. An aircraft designed or 
modMed as a tanker (which see), esp. 

SW DOUBLE MONOPLANE. 

BOTOR HELICOPTER. 

for air refueling; also coZlect&ue, as, 
ten tanker aircraft. 

taper, noun. A gradual reduction in 
either the chord length or thickness of 
a n  airfoil, blade, or the like, esp. such 
a reduction from root to tip-the term 
usually refers to chord length unless 
otherwise indicated. See INVERSE 

taper ratio. Of an airfoil, the ratio of the 
tip chord length to the root chord 
length. 

tare, n o m .  Specif., same as TARE DRAG. 
tare drag. The drag of the supports of 

a test object in a wind tunnel. 
taxi, verb. 1. intr. Of an aircraft or 

persons within: To move about on the 
ground, water, or other surface (as a 
carrier deck) under the craft's own 
power, except in take-off and landing 
runs, as, the pilot, or the aircraft, 
taxied to the take-off position. 2. tr. 
to move (an aircraft) about as indi- 
cated in sense 1, as, he will tuai the 
seaplane to the dock. 

taxi channel. A water channel at a sea- 
plane base reserved for tasiing. 

taxiing, Awn. The action of the verb 
taxi. 

taxiway, n o m .  A prepared strip over 
which aircraft taxi to and from a run- 
way, a hangar, etc. 

taxying, noun. Same as TAXIING. Obs. 
and rare. 

teetering rotor. Same as TILTING BO= 
telemeter, noun. An automatic radio 

transmitter used, e. g., in a sounding 
balloon or in a rocket, that sends out 
measurements of a quantity, such as 
speed, acceleration, temperature, etc. 

telemeter, verb tr. and fntr. To trans- 
mit by telemeter. 

TAPER. 

-teIemetsred. odj., telemrterinp. noun. 
temperature inversion. dictewoi. A 

condition in which the usual decrease 
of temperature with increasing alti- 
tude is inverted, 1. e., in which the tem- 
perature increases with increasing al- 
titude, rather than decreases. 

terminal, noun. Specif., a n  AIB TER- 

terminal ballistics. That branch of bal- 
listics dealing with the motion and 
behavior of projectiles at the termina- 
tion of their flight, or in striking and 
penetrating the target. 

terminal velocity. The maximum veloc- 
ity attainable, esp. by a freely falling 
body, under the given conditions; 
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specif., the maximum velocity an air- 
plane can attain under the given con- 
ditions. If  the term is not otherwise 
qualified, a vertical (zero-lift) dive 
path, normal gross weight, zero engine 
thrust, and standard sea-level air den- 
sity a re  assumed. 

terrestrial reference guidance. a type 
of missile guidance in which a device 
in the missile reacts to some property 
of the earth, such as magnetic effects, 
to keep the missile on a predetermined 
course. 

test bed. 1. A base, mount, or frame 
within or upon which a piece of equip- 
ment, esp. an  engine, is secured for 
testing. 2. A FLYINQ TEST BED. 

test chamber. A place, section, or room 
having special characteristics where a 
person or object is subjected to experi- 
ment, such as an altitude chamber; 
specif'., the test section of a wind tun- 
nel. See TEST SECTION. 

test club. Same a s  CLUB PROPELLER 
test flight. A flight t o  make controlled 

observations of the operation or per- 
formance of an  aircraft or rocket, of a n  
aircraft or rocket component, of a sys- 
tem, etc. 

test pilot. A pilot who regularly makes 
test flights. 

test section. The section of a wind 
tunnel where objects are tested to d e  
termine their aerodynamic character- 
istics. Also called a "test chamber" 
(which see). 

test stand. A stationary platform or 
table, together with any testing ap- 
paratus attached thereto, for testing 
or proving engines, instruments, etc. 
See P n o v i N a  STAND. 

tetrahedron, noun. An object having 
four sides or faces-applied to such 
an  object used as a wind-direction in- 
dicator on an airdrome. 

theodolite, noun. An optical instrument 
for accurately measuring horizontal, 
and, usually, vertical angles. See 

thermal, noun. A rising current of warm 

thermal barrier. A popular term for 
flight speed limitations imposed by 
aerodynamic heating. Also called the 
"heat barrier." 

-test-fly, verb tr. 

PHOTOTHEODOLITE. 

air. see CONVECTION CUBBENT. 

see AERODYNAMIC HEATINO. 

4 8 4 0 3 6 6 4 - 1 2  

thermal efficiency. The emciency with 
which a heat engine transforms the po- 
tential heat of its fuel into work or out- 
put, expressed a s  tile ratio of the useful 
work done by the engine in a given 
time interval to the total heat energy 
contained in the fuel burned during 
the same time interval, both work and 
hent belng expressed in the same units. 

BRAKE THERMAL EFFICIENCY, I N -  
DICATED THERMAL EFFICIENCY. 

thermal jet engine. A jet engine that 
utilizes heat to expand gases for rear- 
ward eJection. This is the usual form 
of aircraft jet  engine. 

thickness ratio. The ratio of the maxi- 
mum thickness of an  airfoil section to 
its chord length. 

three-point landing. With airplanes 80 
equipped, a landing in which the two 
main wheels and the tail wheel or tail 
skid tonch the surface simultaneously. 

throat, n o m .  The narrowest portion of 
a constricted duct, as in a diffuser, a 
venturl tube, etc.; specif., a NO- 

throttle ice. Ice formed at  or near the 
throttle of an  engine from freezing of 
water vapor in air that has undergone 
an espnnsion. 

through-flow combustion chamber. 
Same as BTBAIUHT-FLOW COMBUSTION 

throw, noun. Specif., t he  d!splncement 
of a control surface from its neutral 
position ; the amount of this displace- 
ment. 

thrust, nom.  1. The forward-directed 
pushing or pulling force developed by 
an  aircraft engine or a rocket engine. 

TR1:OAT. 

CHAblBER. 

See ORORS THRUST, JET THRUST, NET 
THRURT, PROPELLER THBUST, SPECIYIC 
THBUST, STATIC TEnUST. 

2. The force exerted in any direction 
by a fluid jet or by II powered screw, as, 
the thrust of an antitorque rotor. See 

thrust augmentation. The increasing of 
the thrust of an engine or power plant, 
esp. of a jet engine and usually for a 
short period of time, over the thrust 
normally developed by the engine or 
power plant. 

REVERSE THRUST. HO'L'OH THIIUST. 

The prtnclpol methnds of thrunt anmen- 
tatlon are the lntrodiictlon of nclclltliinal nIr 
Into the lntluctlon sswtpm. llauld Injectton. 
and afterbiirnlny. f f l t b  n i h t m  inglue; 
"tbruut augulentiitlou" urunlly refera to the 
directlon of exhaust pnnes no as to glve 
aclditlunal thrurt. 
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thrust augmenter. Any device used to 
increase the thrust of a piston, jet, or 
rocket engine, such a s  an  afterburner. 

thrust axis. A line or axis through an 
aircraft, rocket, etc. along which the 
thrust acts : an axis through the longi- 
tudinal center of a jet  or rocket engine, 
along which the  thrust of the engine 

see AUGMENTER TUI1E. 

acts ; a CENTER O F  THRUST. 
thrust face. Same as BLADE FACE. 
thrust horsepower. 1. The a c t u a 1 

amount of horsepower that an engine- 
propeller combination transforms into 
thrust. It is brake horsepower multi- 
plied by propeller efficiency. 2. The 
thrust of a jet  or rocket engine ex- 
pressed in terms of horsepower. I n  
this sense, thrust horsepower is propor- 
tional to the product of the thrust and 
the velocity of the free stream. 

See EQUIVALENT SHAFT HORSEPOWER. 

thrust  horsepower specific fuel con- 
sumption. Specific fuel consumption 
based on thrust horsepower. See 

thrust loading. The ratio of the gross 
weight of a jet  or rocket-propelled air- 
craft or other vehicle to its thrust, ex- 
pressed as the gross weight In pounds 
divided by the thrust in pounds. Cf. 

thrust meter. An instrument for measur- 
ing static thrust, esp. of a jet  engine or 
rocket. See REACTION BALANCE. 

The power usefully ex- 
pended on thrust, equal to the thrust 
(or net thrust) times airspeed. 

thrust reverser. A device or apparatus 
for reversing thrust, esp. of a jet  en- 
gine. See REVERSE THRUST and note. 

thrust specific fuel consumption. Spe- 
ciflc fuel consumption based on thrust. 
See SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION and 
note. 

tilting rotor. A rotor with blades free to 
flap as a unit (to rock or “seesaw”) 
but not to drag. Sometimes called a 
“teeterlng rotor.” 

timed turn. A turn at a constant rate 
of change in heading held for a specific 
interval of time. 

tip, noun. The outermost extremity of a 
wing, propeller blade, rotor blade, sta- 
bilizer, or other airfoil or blade: the 
end portion of an  airfoil or blade. 

.tip diameter. Specif., the diameter of 
the rotor of an axial-flow compressor 

SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION and note. 

POWER LOADINff. 

thrust power. 

at any given stage or  of a turbine 
wheel, measured a t  the tips of i ts  rotor 

tip jet. A pressure Jet a t  the tip of a 
rotor blade. See PRESSURE JET. 

tip loss. A loss of lift a t  the tip of a 
wing or  other surface, or a loss in 
performance, owing to the tip vortex. 

tip-path plane. The plane in which the 
blade tips of a rotor rotate. Cf. PLANE 

blades. cf. BOOT DIAMETER. 

OF ROTATION. 
tipping, noun. PROPELLEE TIPPING. 
tip radius. Same as  BLADE RADIUS. 
tip shield. Same as  END PJATE. Obs. 
tip speed. The linear speed of the blade 

t ip of a propeller or rotor or rotary- 
wing system ; also, PERIPHERAL SPEED. 

tip-speed ratio. The ratio of the flow 
velocity in the plane of a rotor to the 
tip speed of the rotor. 

tip stall. A stall (which see, sense l a )  
a t  the tip of a wing or rotor blade, 
which in an  airplane often results in 
rolling, yawing, and pitching and loss 
of effective aileron control. 

tip tank, or tiptank, noun. Same as 

tip vortex. A vortex springing from the 
tip of a wing, owing to the flow of air 
around the tip from the high-pressure 
region below the surface to the low- 
pressure region above it. See TEAILINQ 

cf. PROPELLER SPEED, ROTOR SPEED. 

WINff-TIP T A N X .  

VORTEX. 

Illustrating tip vortex. Arrow indicates 
direction of flow from region of high 
pressure to region of low pressure. 
(Wing seen from trailing edge.) 

to-from indicator. Same as E E N ~ E  INDI- 

ton-mile, noun. One ton carried one 

top camber. Llame as UPPER CAMBEB. 
torque arms. A contrivance consisting 

of two metal arms hinged to one an- 
other a t  their ends, the free ends being 
attached to two parts, between which 
rotation 1s possible, to prevent rotation 
but to allow reciprocation. 

torquemeter, noun. A meter for meas- 
uring torque, as in the shaft of an air- 
craft engine, 

CATOR. 

mile. 

B 

-- w Y 
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torque nose. A mechanism or apparatus 
a t  the nose section of an  engine that 
senses the engine torque and activates 
a torquemeter. 

torque stand. A test stand, together with 
torque-measuring equipment, on which 
an engine is uouuted for static testing. 

torsional flutter. Flutter involving oscil- 
latory twisting in a wing or other 
airfoil. 

total head. 1. The constant unit energy 
possessed by a fluid. At a given point 
in the fluid, the total head consists of 
the static pressure head, and the veloc- 
ity head, See HEAD, sense 2. 2. Same 
as TOTAL PRESSURE. 

total impulse. Same as IaaPnLsE--dis- 
ting. from SPECIFIC IMPULSE. 

total pressure. 1. Same a s  STAQNATION 
PRESSURE. 2. The pressure a moving 
fluid would have if it were brought to 

total-preasure tube. A tube for measur- 
ing the stagnation pressure of a fluid, 
i. e., a PITOT TUBE. 

touch, verb intr. To  tmok down. To 
make contact between the landing gear 
of an aircraft and the ground, water, 
or other landing surface, either with 
or without completing the landing run 
and coming to a stop or remaining at 
rest, as, the pilot, or the airplane, 
toucl~ed down on the carrier deck. 

touch-and-go landing. A landing in 
which the aircraft touches down but 
does not come to a stop before taking 

sense 2. 
touchdown, noun. An act or instance of 

touchiug down. See TOUCH. 

In corn ounds such a8 touchdown .rea 
(where akcraft ' touch down), touchdown 
speed, etc. 

tower, noun. Gpecif.: 1. A CONTROL 

towing basin, or towing tank. A long, 
water-filled channel in which float and 
hull shapes are  towed to study their 
hydrodynamic characteristics ; the en- 
tire installation associated with this 
tank, including shed, towing carriage, 
offices, etc. A towing basin may in- 
clude wave-making apparatus. 

tow target. An aerial target towed, or 
designed to be towed, behind an air- 
craft. See ma TAWET. 

Tow targets Include hree main types: 
the banner target, COnS!#fiIIg of a panel Of 
rome flfdble material; the mleera target. a 

rest without lOSWS. 8W TOTAL HEAD. 

Off again. P U N N I N Q  TAIUDOFF, 

TOWEB. 2. A HELICOPTER TEST TOWEB. 

TRAILING VORTEX 

tobellke target distended with alr when 
towed ; and the winged target. 8 high-speed 
glider designed for target use. 

;rack, ,noun. 1. The path or actual line 
of movement of an aircraft, rocket, 
etc. over the surface of the earth. It 
is the projection of the flight path on 
the surface. 2. The circular path de 
scribed by a rotating propeller or rotor 
in proper alignment. 3. TBEAD. 

track, verb. 1. tr. To observe or plot the 
path of (something moving, such a s  an 
aircraft or rocket) by one means or 
another, a s  by telescope or by electronic 
devices-said of persons or of elec- 
tronic equipment, as, the observer, or 
the radar, tracked the missile. 2. intr. 
Of an aircraft: To follow a desired 
track. 3. intr. Of a propeller or rotor 
or of its blades: To rotate in track. 
See TRACK, noun, sense 2. 

tracker, noun. One who or that which 
tracks something. 

track-type landing gear. A landing gear 
having endless belts running on bogies 
and rollers ( a s  in a caterpillar tractor) 
instead of having wheels. 

tractor, noun. 1. ATRACTOR AIRPLANE. 2. 

tractor airplane. An airplane with its 
propeller or propellers forward of the 
center of gravity or lateral axis. 

tractor engine. An engine fitted with a 
tractor propeller. Cf. PUSHEB ENQINE. 

tractor propeller. A propeller mounted 
at the forward end of an engine; a 
propeller mounted forward of the lat- 
eral axis or center of gravity of an 
aircraft. Cf. PUSHER PROPELLER. 

traffic pattern. A prescribed pattern to 
be followed by aircraft in  the air  about 
an airdrome. 

trailing edge. The a f t  edge of an  air- 
foil, blade, etc., i. e., the edge over 
which the flow normally passes last. 

trailing-edge angle. The angle included 
between the two surfaces of an  airfoil 
near the trailing edge. If the surfaces 
have curvature, the nngle is commonly 
measured between straight lines tan- 
gent to the surface a t  ninety-eight per- 
cent chord. 

trailing-edge flap. A flap, esp. a plain 
flap, installed at the rear of a wing. 
See PLAIN FLU. 

trailing vortex. A vortex that is shed 
from a wing or other lifting body and 
trailing behind it, esp. such a vortex 

A TRACTOR PROPELLER. 

Cf. LEADINQ EDQE. 
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TRIMMING MOMENT 

trailing from a wing tip (or from the 
end of a bound vortex). 

trail rope. Same as DRAG ROPE. 
trainer, noun. 1. An aircraft designed 

for training a person to 11s. 2. A de- 
vice used in flight training, i. e., a 

transition point. Specif., a place in a 
field or flow, a s  in the boundary layer 
over an  airfoil, where the How changes 
from laniiiar to turbulent. 

translational lift. The additional lift 
acting on a rotor owing to its trunsla- 
tion through the air, a s  disting. from 
the lift existing in hovering. 

transmissometer, noun. An apparatus 
that measures the transmission of light 
through the atmosphere, used esp. a t  
the approach end of an airport runway 
to determine visibility. 

transom, noun. A bulkhead a t  the stern 
or step of a float or hull. 

transonic, adj. Thnt occurs, or occur- 
ring, within a regime characterized by 
regions of both suhsonic and supersonic 
flow, as in tmnsonic flight. transonic 
flutter; that operates within this re- 
gime, as in transonic aircraft, transonic 
wing : Characterized by transonic flow 
or transonic speed, a s  in transonic re 
gion, transonic zone. 

transonic flow. Plow in which regions 
of both suhsonic and supersonic veloci- 
ties a re  present. 

transonic speed. The speed of a body 
relative to the surrounding fluid a t  
which the flow is in some places sub- 
sonic and in other places supersonic. 

transpiration cooling. A process by 
which a body having a porons surface 
is  cooled by forced flow of coolant fluid 
throiigh the surface from the interior. 

transponder, noun. A radar beacon con- 
sisting principally of an antenna, re- 
ceiver, and transmitter, that  emits sig- 
nals only when triggered by the pulses 
of an  interrogating radar set. This is 
the commonest kind of radar beacon. 

transport, nown. A TRANSPORT AIRCUFT. 
transport aircraft. Aircraft, or an  air- 

craft, designed to carry either people 
or cargo. 

trans-sonic, or transsonic, adj. Same as 

transverse acceleration. Acceleration in 
a direction transverse to the longitudi- 
nal axis of a body ; specif. : a. A lat- 
eral acceleration of an aircraft, 

FLIGHT SIMULATOR (in Sense 1). 

cf. FILM COOLING. 

TBANSONIC. Rare. 

rocket, etc. b. Av. med. An accelera- 
tion normal to the trunk of the human 
body. See BACK-TO-CHEST ACCELERATION, 
CHEST-TO-BACK ACCELEKATION. 

transverse axis. A LATEBAL AXIS. 
trap, noun. A part  in a solid-propellant 

rocket motor tha t  holds the grain in 
place. 

tread, noun. The transverse distance be- 
tween the longitudinul center lines of 
the main wheels, floats, etc. of a land- 
ing gear. Also called the “triick.” 

tricycle landing gear. A landing gear 
comprising two wheels or sets of 
wheels laterally in line and a nose 
wheel unit. 

trim, noun. 1. The condition of a n  air- 
plane or other heavier-than-air air- 
craft in which i t  moiutains a fixed 
attitude with respect to the wind axes, 
the moments ahout the aircraft’s axes 
being in equilibrium. The word “trim” 
is often used with special reference to 
the balance of control forces. 2. The 
attitude of a n  airship with respect to 
the angle between its fore-and-aft axis 
and the horizontal. See DYNAMIC TBIM, 
FLYING TRIM. STATIC TRIM. 3. The at- 

p v w g ’ I  

titude of a seaplane float or hull with 
respect to the surface of the water as a 
horizontal reference. 4. TRIM ANGLE. 

-in trim, ant of trim. In or out of a 
proper or dedred condition of balance, 
etc.-anid of any alrcrrft. 

-trim by the bow. trim by the rtern. In 
trim wlth the bow or stern down--said of 
an alrahlp. 

trim, verb. 1. tr. To put (an aircraft) 
into trim. 2. tr. To adjust (a tab, 
stabilizer, etc.) so as to bring a n  air- 
craft into trim. 3. intr. To enter 
trim. 

trim angle. 1. a. The angle between an  
axis of a n  airplane or other heavier- 
than-air aircraft and a wind axis ; esp., 
the angle between the longitudinal axis 
of such a n  aircraft and the longitudi- 
nal wind axis, projected to the plane 
of symmetry. b. The angle between 
the longitudinal axis of an  airship and 
a horizontal plane. The angle is posi- 
tive when the bow is higher than the 
stern. c. The angle between the hori- 
zontal and some specified reference : W - u-- u- 
line of a seaplane float or hull. This - 
angle is positive when the bow is 
higher than the stern. 2. The tab 
angle of a trim tab. 

trimming moment. 1. The moment about 
a reference point, usually the center of 
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gravity, exerted by a seaplane hull or 
float held at a fixed trim angle. This 
moment is considered positive when 
the bow tends to rise. 2. A pitching 
moment of an  airship produced by 
fore-and-aft shifting of i ts  center of 
gravity, of its center of buoyancy, or 
of both. 

trimming tab. Ss.me as TXIM TAB, 
trimotor, noun. An airplane having 

three Internal-combustion reciprocat- 
ing engines. 

-trimotored. adJ. 

trim speed. A speed at  which an  air- 
craft maintains a given trim. 

trim tab. A tab (which see) that is de- 
flected to  a position where it remains 
to keep the aircraft in the desired trim. 
Also called a “trimming tab.” 

Some types of trim taha can he set only 
b dlrert manual ndjustmmt on the round 
(&ed trim tab). whlie others may %e ad- 
urted from tbe corkplt or cabln whlle in A ight (controllable trlm tab). 

triphibious, adf. [Td 4- arnphfblous.1 
Specif.. of an  aircraft or landing gear : 
Capable of taking off from, or landing 
on, snow or ice, land, and water. 

triplane. naun. A form of airplane, now 
generally obsolete, having tripledecked 
wings. 

tropopause, noun. The upper boundary 
of the troposphere. 

troposphere, noun. The lowest layer of 
the earth’s atmosphere, characterized 
esp. by a relatively steady temperature 
lapse rate, varying humidity, and tur- 
bulence. 

The tropoopherr mwts  the lower boundary 
of the stratorpbere : hence, i ts  thlckness 

true airspeed. a. Actual or  exact air- 
speed. b. More usually. an airspeed 
measurement or value accepted as a c  
tual or exact airspeed, as determined 
from a series of corrections applied to 
the reading of an  airspeed indicator, 
or as shown by a true airspeed indi- 
cator. 

Various value# of almapeed, having dU- 
fereut degreeu of accurac , ure called “true.” 
Tratlltlouully the term {a, breu a iplird to 
the alrayred k l u e  detertulned by t6e uppll- 
cntlon to cnllbrated alrnperd of correction. 
for temperature and premartre ; Intterlg, cor- 
rertions Itnre also bees aiiplled for compres- 
slon of the nlr and moic.tlmes for other 
factors to  flnd “true” alrspeed. 

true-airspeed indicator. An airspeed in- 
dicator derrimed to  show arceytaltle 
value8 of trne aireyeed Modern typea 

Varies. See BTYATUEPEEUE. note. 

of trueairspeed indicators incorporate 
elements that  automatically compen- 
sate for varying conditions. 

true altitude. Altitude above mean sea 
level. Cf. ABSOLUTE ALTITUDE. 

true bearing. Bearing measured relative 
to true north. 

true course. A course measured relative 
to true north. 

true heading. Heading measured relative 
to true north. 

t rue  north. The direction of the geo- 
graphic north pole. 

trunkline, noun. A major airline ; a main 
a i r  route. 

tuck, verb intr. To tuck under or up. 
Of an airplane : To nose down or up at 
or near transonic speeds. 

-tmk under. tuck up. An act or lnstance 
of tucklnp under or up, or a tendency to 
tuck under or up. 

tuft study. A stndy of the airflow over 
an airfoil or other body made by at- 
taching small clusters of yarn or other 
material to the surface of the body to 
indicate the local instantaneous direc- 
tion of flow. 

tumble, verb tntr. To rotate end over 
end-said of a rocket, of a n  ejection 
capsule, etc. 

tumble home. The curvature or inclina- 
tion of the side of a float or hull to- 
ward the center line a t  the top. 

tunnel, noun. A Rtructure, installation, 
or faclllty Incorporating apparatus to 
simulate flight condltlons in one way or 
another, specially designed fnr testing 
or experimenting with powerplnnts, or 
with alrcmft, rockets, or other nerody- 
namlrnlly designed nodles, engine in- 
stallntlons, or models; specif., a WIND 
TUNNEL. 

See WEE-FLIGHT TUNNEL. GUST TUNNEL, 
SPIN TUNNEL, WATEB TUNNEL. 

tunnel axis. Any one of the geometrical 
axe# of a wind tunneL See -8, sense 
2 and note. 

turbine, noun. 1. A mnchine consisting 
prlnclpally of one or more turblne 
wheels and a stator. See TUEBIIW 
WHEEL. 2. A turbine wheeL 3. A TUB- 
B I N E  ENGINE. 

8cC BLOWDOWN TIJBBINB, BXPWlllON TUB- 
BIKE. 111111 TUHUINE, OAE TUBBINE, IYPULIE 
TIIPBINE. PARTIAL-AI)YIREION TUBnlNE. EEAC- 
TlOW TUBBINE, SINOLD-STAOE TUBBINE. 

turbine blade. Any one of the bladee of 
a t u rbhe  wheeL 
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turbine engine. An engine Incorporating 

a turbine a8 a principal component; 
esp., a QAS-TUUBINE ENOINE 

turbine nozzle. Any one of the nozzles 
that directs a fluid onto a turbine 
wheel, as in a gas-turbine engine. See 

turbine wheel. A multivnned wheel or 
rotor, esp. in a gas-turbine engine, ro- 
tated by the impulse from or reaction to 
a fluid passing across the vnnes. Often 
called a “turbine” (which see). 

turbo, noun. 1. Short for TURBOSUPER- 
CHABQEB. 2. As an  attributive in com- 
pounds, a TURBINE (in senses 1 or 2), 
as in turbo case, turbo unit. 

turbo-, combining form. a. Incorporating 
a turbine, as in turbocompound (en- 
gine). b. Turbine-driven, a s  in lurbo- 
compressor, turbogenerator, turbo- 
pump. 

turbo-boost selector. A manually op- 
erated control for an  electronic-mech- 
anical apparatus by means of which 
manifold pressure is controlled in a 
turbosupercharged power plant. 

turbofan, noun. 1 .  An aircraft gas-tur- 
bine engine of the bypass or ducted-fan 
type. See BYPASS ENQINE, DUCTED FAN, 
sense 2. 2. A turbinedriven fan. 

turbojet, noun. A TURBOJET ENQINE 
turbojet engine. A j e t  engine incorporat- 

ing a turbinedriven a i r  compressor to 
take in and compress the a i r  for the 
combustion of fuel (or for heating by 
a nuclear reactor), the gases of com- 
bustion (or the heated a i r )  being used 
both to rotate the turbine and to create 
a thrust-producing jet. Often called 
a “turbojet.” See JET ENGINE, sense 2, 

NOZZLE DIAPHRAM. 

NUCLJUB TWBOJET. 

Turbojet engine (simplified axial-flow 
type). (Arrows indicate flow direc- 
tion.) A air-Inlet section ; C compres- 
sor: CC combustion chambers; T tur- 
bine; E exhaust section. 

turbomachine, noun. An apparatus in- 
corporating a turbine as a principal 
component, such as a turbojet engine, 
a turbopump, a turbogenerator, etc. 

-tmrkmachlamm nw(s 

turboprop, noun. Same as TUBBOPBOPEL- 

turbopropeller, noun. 1. A propeller de- 
signed esp. for use with a turbopropel- 
ler engine. 2. A ~,BBOPWPE~LLEB w- 
OINE. Rnre. 

turbopropeller engine. An aircraft en- 
gine of the gas-turbine type (see OAS- 

power is used to drive both a compres- 
8or and a propeller. This type of en- 
gine usually delivers jet  thrust in ad- 
dition to i ts  propeller thrust. Often 
called a “turboprop” or “turboprop en- 
gine” : sometimes called a “propeller 
turbine” or “propeller-turbine engine.” 
See PROPJET ENGINE. 

turboprop engine. Same as TURBOPBO- 

turboramjet, noun. A TURBOBAMJET 

turboramjet engine. A name applied to 
a turbojet with an afterburner (which 
see) attached. 

turbosupercharger, noun. A super- 
charger incorporating a turbine driren 
by exhaust gases from the engine to 
rotate the impeller. 

turbulence, noun. An agitated condition 
of the a i r  or other fluid ; a disordered, 
irregular, mixing motion of a fluid or 
fluid flow, as about a body In motion 
through the air, a8 in a n  a i r  com- 

LER ENGINE. 

TURBINE E N Q I N E )  in which the turbine 

PELLER ENQINE. 

ENOINE. 

.* 

pressor, in combustion gases, etc. : 
technically, a condition of fluid flow 
characterized by fluctuations of v e l w  
its random in magnitude and direction. 
See CLUB-AIB TURBULENCE. 

turbulence factor. A factor represent- 
ing the degree of turbulence in a wtnd 
tunnel. It is used to determine the 
effective Reynolds number. See mmc- 

turbulent boundary layer. A boundary 
layer characterized by random fluctua- 
tions of velocity and by pronounced 
lateral mixing of the fluid. See TUBBU- 

turbulent flow. A flow Characterized by 
turbulence, 1. e., an  irregular, eddying, 
fluctuating flow; technically, a flow in 

TIVE REYNOLD8 NUMBER 

LENCE. 

which the velocity a t  a ghen point 
varies erratically In magnitude and 
direction with t ime-often distina. - 
from LAMINAB FLOW. 

turn, noun. 1. An act or instance of 
changing horisontal direction, usually 
by a maneuver in  a aubstantlnlly bori- 
rontal plane. Bee ?aoommm mm, 
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BTANDARD RATE TURN, TIMED TURN, and 
cf. IMMELMAN. 2. One complete rota- 
tion in a spin, as, recovery was made 
within two turns. 

turn-and-bank indicator. A flight in- 
strument that combines a bank indi- 
cator and a turn indicator in the same 
housing. Also called a "bank-and- 
turn indicator." See BANK INDICATOR, 

turn indicator. A flight instrument, 
commonly gyroscopic, that indicates 
the direction of turn and rate of turn 
of an  aircraft. It is commonly com- 
bined with the bank indicator in the 
turn-and-bank indicator. 

turnmeter, noun. An instrument for 
measuring the rate of rotation of an 
aircraft or other flying vehicle about 
a given axis. 

turret, noun. A domelike, rotatable 
structure, usually transparent, on an 
aircraft, within which guns are  
mounted. See BALL TUBRET. 

turtleback, noun. The rounded back of 
certain airplane fuselages, esp. of the 
fuselage of certain light planes, some- 
times a detachable fairing, beginning 
aft of the cockpit or cabin and extend- 
ing to the tail. 

twin-engine, or twin-engined, adf. Of 
aircraft: Having two engines, as in 
twin-engine jet flghter ; specif., without 
a qualifying word, having two internal- 
combustion reciprocating engines, as 
in twin-engine fighter, twin-engined 
aircraft. Cf. TWIN-JET. 

twin-jet, adj. Of aircraft: Having two 
jet  engines, as in twin-jet fighter, tu%* 
jet transport. 

twist, noun. The configuration of an 
airfoil, such as a wing or propeller 
blade, having varying angles of attack 
or varying blade angles along its span 
or length, as if torsion were applied 
about the spanwise axis. Twist of a 

TUBN INDICATOR. 

U 

wing is positive with washin, negative 
with washout. 

see AERODYNAMIC TWIPT, ODOMETRIC 
TWIST, LINEAR TWIST, UNIFORM TWIST. See 

two-control, adj.  Having, or performed 
with, only two of the three conven- 
tional controls of an  aircraft, e. g., 
ailerons and elevators but no rudder, 
as in two-control airplane, two-control 
opera tion. 

An alrcraft wlth ruddervatore is not con- 
sidered to be "two-control." 

two-cycle engine. A TWO-STBOKE-CYCLE 
ENQINE. 

two-dimenpional flow. Flow that is ob- 
served, analyzed, or considered as if 
there were no component of flow nor- 
mal to the longitudinal plane being 
studied, the flow in other parallel 
planes being considered identical. 

two-dimensional ramjet. A type of ram- 
jet  having two sides of its duct or 
passage parallel, designed esp. to be 
installed or incorporated within an  air- 
foil, such as a rotor blade. 

2N class. A class of Goodyear dirigibles 
having a volume of 975,000 cubic feet. 

two-place, adj. Having places for two 
persons, as in two-place biplane, two- 
place helicopter. See PLACE. 

two seater. An aircraft having two 

two-stage rocket. A rocket having two 
propulsion units, one behind the other, 
the forward unit dring after the rear 
rocket has exhausted its propellant 
and been jettisoned. Also called a two- 
step rocket. 

two-stroke-cycle engine. An internal- 
combustion reciprocating engine hav- 
ing a cycle of operations within the 
cylinder consisting of two strokes of 
the piston, each upward stroke of the 
piston being a compression stroke and 
each downward stroke being a power 
stroke. 

ah0 WABHIN, WASHOUT. 

Seats. See SEAT, SEATER. 

ullage, now. The amount that a con- ultrasonic, adj. 1. Acouatics. Of or 
pertaining to frequencies above those tainer. such as a fuel tank. lacks of I 

being full. 
ultimate load. 1. A load that causes, or 

Is calculated to cause, destructive fail- 
ure of a structural member or part. 
2. An ALLOWABLE m. 

that affect the human ear, i. e., more 
than 20,OOO vibrations par second. 
2. Of or pertaining to very high super- 
sonic speeds : hypersonic. Rore. 

uncontrolled mosaic. A mosaic assem- 
bled without correction for distortion 

V F I  
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VANE 

of any kind, and so containing errors 
in  scale. 

undercarriage, noun. The landing gear 
of an  aircraft. Chiefly British. See 

undershoot, noun. An act or lnstance 
of undershooting, as, he made an  

undershoot, verb. 1. tr. To fall short 
of (a mark or place) upon which a 
landing is intended. 2. intr. Of an 
aircraft or persons within : To perform 
an  action a s  indicated in sense 1. 

unfeather, verb tr. To turn ( a  propel- 
ler) from the feathered position. 

unidirectional, adj. That goes or trans- 
mits in one directiou only, a s  in unidi- 
rectional channel, unidirectional pulse. 

uniform flow. An idealized flow in which 
the streamlines a re  par:rllel and the 
velocity is constant throughout. 

uniform twist. A twist of an airfoil 
such that the corresponding points of 
all sections lie in a straight line. 

unit injector. A fuel-injection assembly 
for a compression-ignition engine com- 
prising a pump and an injector in a 
single unit, one of which is used on 
each cylinder of the engine. 

unstable oscillation. Oscillation whose 
amplitude increases. 

unsteady flow. A flow whose velocity 
components vary with time a t  any 
point in the fluid. Unsteady flow is of 
@ed pattern if the velocity a t  any 
point changes in magnitude but not di- 
rection, and of variable pattern if the 
velocity at any  point changes in 
direction. 

unsymmetrical loading. A loading con- 
dition of a n  airplane in which the load 

LANDINO OEAR. 

UfldCr8lr Oot. 

v, noun. Something shaped like, or sug- 
gesting, the letter V, such as a forma- 
tion of aircraft, a n  engine, etc. Also 
written “vee.” 

valve, verb tr. Specif., to release (gas) 
from a balloon, airship, or gas cell by 
means of a valve. 

valve lap. Same as VALVE OVEBLAP. 
valveless pulsejet. A pulsejet that  op- 

erates without nny intake valves. See 
PULBEJEI’ ENQINE, note. 

is unequally distributed on each side 
of the plane of symmetry, as in a rolL 

updraft, flown. dfeteorol. A draft  ( in 
sense 1, which see) moving upward. 

uplock, noun. A locking device to hold 
a retracted landing gear in place. 

upper atmosphere. The atmosphere a t  
a high altitude. 

Thls 1n an elastlc term. Dependlng upon 
context. It may refer to tlie utmoiqihere 
ahove 25.000 feet or a higher level. in 11309 
tor eromplc, thc terni WILX wed to refer t& 
the atniolijiliere above the tropnpnuse : more 
recentlF It Iiaa IWII ucled In reference to 
tbe  ntmoaphere n h n w  n hlylier Iwel (e .  g., 
65.000 feet).  Among bl~llclplatR, the tend- 
PncT I s  to mnke Ilttlt? or no tllrtinrtion be- 
tween the upper atmosphere and space. 

upper camber. The camber of the upper 
side of an  airfoil. Also called “top 
camber.” 

upper-surface a i 1 e r o n. An aileron 
hinged to the upper surface of an nir- 
foil and which deflects only upward 
from its neutral position. 

upwash, noun. A flow deflected upward 
by a wing, rotor, rotor blade, etc. Cf. 

upwash angle. A negative downwash 
angle. i. e., the acute angle, measured 
in a plane parallel to the plane of sym- 
metry of an aircraft, between the di- 
rection of upwash and the direction 
of the undisturbed airstream. Ci. 

useful load. 1. The entlre load put 
aboard an aircraft, including fuel, oil, 
crew, passengers, mail, cargo, arnia- 
ment, etc.: the amount of this load, 
measured in pounds, equal to the dif- 
ference between the gross weight and 
the empty weight of the aircraft. 
2. A PAYLOAD. Rare. 

DOWNWABB. 

Y 
WWNWABR ANOLE. 

valve overlap. A condition in which the 
intake and exhaust valves in an engine 
cylinder are open simultaneously. 
Sometimes called “valve lap.” 

vane, noun. 1. A thin and more or less 
flat object intended to align itself with 
a stream or flow in a manner similar 
to that of the common weathercock, 
as: a. A device that projects ahead of 
an  aircraft to sense gusts or other 
actions of the air so as to create im- 

. .  
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pulses or signals that are transmitted 
to the control system to stabilize the 
aircraft. b. A fin or stabilizer on a 
bomb, aircraft, or  the like; a fixed or 
movable surface used to control or give 
stability to  a rocket. See CONTROL 
VANE, HYDROVANE. 2. A blade or pad- 
dlelike object, often fashioued like an 
airfoil and usually one of several, that 
rotates about an  axis, either being 
moved by n flow or creating a flow it- 
self, such ns the blade of a turbine, of 
a fan, of a rotary pump or air com- 
pressor, etc. See IMPELLER VANE. 3. 
Also guide vane. Any of certain sta- 
tionary blades, plates, or the like that 
serve to guide or direct a flow, or to 
create a special kind of flow, as :  
a. Any of the blades in the nozzle ring 
of a gas-turbine engine. b. Any of 
the plates or slatlike objects that guide 
the flow in a wind tunnel. e. A plate 
or “fence” projecting from a wing to  
prevent spanwise flow. See ONTEA- 
VANE. 

See AIUFOIL and note. 

vane-type supercharger. A type of su- 
percharger in which an  eccentrically 
located rotor equipped with one or 
more sliding vanes catches the air  mix- 
ture a t  the intake side of its housing 
and forces i t  around to and through 
the outlet side. 

Thls supercharger 1s of the posltlve-dls- 
placement klncl. See POSITIVE-DISPLACE- 

vapor lock. A stoppage or diminution 
of fuel flow in a system caused by fuel 
vapor In the lines. See AIR LOCK. 

vapor pressure. The pressure exerted by 
a vapor, such a s  the pressure exerted 
by oxygen vapor in a tank of liquid 
oxygen ; specif., dfeteorol., the partial 
pressure of water vapor in the atmos- 
phere. 

vapor trail. Specif., same as  CONDENSA- 

variable-area exhaust nozzle. On a jet 
engine,  an exhaust nozzle of which the 
exhaust exit opening can be varied in  
area by means of some mechanical de- 
vice, permitting variation in the jet 
velocity. ot.  ED-ABEA EXEAUST HOZ- 

variable-density wind tunneL A wInd 
tunnel in which the pressure of the 
working fluid can be increased BO as 

YENT COYPUESYOR. 

TION TRAIL. 

ZLE. 

to make the flow about a test model 
more closely simulate that of the flow 
about the full-scale object. 

variable-pitch propeller. A propeller 
whose pitch may be changed, esp. such 
a propeller whose pitch may be changed 
while the propeller is rotating, such a s  
an  automatic propeller, a controllable- 
pitch propeller, etc. 

variometer, noun. Specif., same as 
RATE-OF-CLIMB INDICATOR. Rare. 

vee, noun. Another writing of “V.” 
See v. 

vehicle, noun. Specif., a structure, ma- 
chine, or device, such a s  an aircraft 
or  rocket, designed to carry a burden 
through air  or space; more restric- 
tively, a rocket craft or missile. 

Thls word hns nc ulred Its Rpeclflc mean- 
Ing nwlng to the nee! for n term to embrace 
nlrcrnft rockets and all other Hylug Craft, 
and hn; more furrency thnn other words 
used in thin meaning. See CRAFT. sense 2 

Usnpe of “velilcle” In the senses given 
above 1s seldom ambl uous, but where neces- 
sary the word mny %e modifled. as ln air 
vehicle, flying vehicle. 

velocity, noun. 1. Speed. See note. 2. 
A vector quantity equal to speed in a 
given dlrection. 
In sense 1 “veloclt ’’ 1s often nsed ryn- 

onpmously with ‘*peecT,*l as lo **the velocity 
of the nlrplnne, hut In ~ n c h  contexts 
“speed” 1s yrolmly tbe preferred trrm ; 
except In the comlmund “nlralmed,” 
“velocity” 1s preferred to “speed” In ref- 
erence to the motlun of air or other fluid. 

velocity head. The unit energy of a fluid 
stream owing to its motion. See HEAD, 
sense 2. 

velocity of sound. See soma SPEED. 
velocity potential. In irrotHtiona1 flow, 

a quautity whose rate of change with 
distance in  any direction equals the 
flow velocity in that direction. 

velocity profile. A graphic representa- 
tion of the variation of the velocity in , 
a fleld of flow with displacement nor- 
mal to the general flow direction. 

venetian-blind flap. A type of slotted 
flap consisting of a number of slats 
fastened together in a ladderlike or 
venetian-bllnd arrangement. 

V-engine, noun. An internal-combustion 
reciprocating engine with its cylinders 
so disposed about the crankshaft that 
they form, in an end view of the engine, 
the letter “V.” 

vent, noun. An opening for the passage 
of fluid. 

and note. M A C H I N E  nnd note. 

See FUDL-TANIL: VmriT, OIL-TANK VENT, PABA- 
CHUTD VDNT. 
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ventral, adj.  Mounted on, or belonging 
to, the belly (which see) or underside 
of an aircraft, a s  in ventra2 air  scoop, 
ventral fin, ventral radome. Cf. DORSAL.. 

venturi, noun. [Sometimes capitalized.] 
A convergingdirerging passage for 
fluid, which increases the fluid velocity 
and lowers its pressure; a VENTURI 
TUBE. 

See BOOST VDNTWRI. 

venturi tube. [After G. B. Venturi 
(1746-1822). Sometimes capitalized 
(Venturi tube).] A tube or pipe hav- 
ing a converging-diverging passage 
which increases the velocity and de- 
creases the pressure of fluid flowing 
through it, in accordance with Ber- 
noulli's law. See BERNOULLI'B uw. 

The venturi tube has varlous appllcatlons. 
such as for  drivinl: suction-o ernted nir- 
craft instruments. It has also lee, used in 
airspeed measurement. 

vertical, adj. In speciflc senses: 1. Of 
flight, or of flight maneuvers: Made 
or occurring in a line or plane perpen- 
dicular to the horizontal plane, as in 
verticaZ climb, vertical dive, vertical 
take-ofll. See VERTICAL BANE. 2. Di- 
rected or acting in a line perpendicular 
to the horizontal plane, as in vertical 
(esp. upward) lift. 

vertical acceleratlon. Acceleration in a 
vertical direction ; acceleration sub- 
stantially along the vertical axis of a n  
aircraft, rocket, etc. 

vertical aerial photograph. An aerial 
photograph made with the optical axis 
of the camera vertical or substantially 

vertical axis. An axis passing through 
an  aircraft from top to bottom and 
usually passing through the center of 
gravity. Also called a "normal axis." 
Bee =IS, sense 2 and note, YAW =IS. 

vertical bank  A bank in which the 
lateral axis of the aircraft is  perpen- 
dicular, or substantially so, to the 
horizontal plane. 

vertical fin. A vertical stabilizer on an 
airplane or airship. See VEBTIOAL STA- 

vertical reversement. A maneuver or 
stunt in which an airplane is s n a p  
rolled from a steep bank in one direc- 
tion to a steep bank in the other d i rec  
tion, reversing i ts  original direction of 
flight. Sometimes called a "cartwheel." 

so. 

BILIZER. 

/ 
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P, / 
Vertical reversement. 

vertical-speed indicator. A RATE-OF- 

vertical stabilizer. A fin mounted ap- 
proximately parallel to the plane of 
symmetry of an  airplane, airship, or 
other aircraft, to which the rudder, 
when present, is  attached. Also called 
a "vertical fin" (which see). Cf. 

vertical tail. A vertical, o r  substantially 
vertiral, component of an aircraft's 
stabilizing and controlling surfaces, in 
most forms comprising both a fixed 
swface (vertical stabillzer) and a mov- 
able surface (rudder). 

vertical tail area. The area contained 

CLIMB INDICATOR. 

HOBIZONTAL STABILIZER. 

w- Y 
within the outline of a vertical tail, 
the area of any fairings or fillets ex- 
tending beyond this outline being 
ignored. 

vertical take-off and landing. The full 
term for "VTOL" (which see). 

pertiplane, o r  vertoplane, noun. A flxed- 
wing VTOL aircraft. 

Thls term is not yet stabillzed. 
VFR-Abbreviation for Visual Flight 

Rulea-also used a s  an  adjective or ad- 
verb, a8 in VFR flight, or as, to fly 
VFR. 

V-G recorder. [ Velocity-Gravity.] An 
instrument that records speed and the 
acceleration along one or more of the 
principal axes of an  aircraft or other 
flying vehicle. 

rirtual mas& The actual mass of a body, 
plus its apparent additional mass. See 

rimous drag. Drag owing to viscosity; 
APPARENT ADDITIONAL MABE. 

FRICTION DRAQ. 

~isibility, noun. 1. The range of vision 
within whlch prominent objects can be 
dl8tinguiehed, depending upon the con- 
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dition of the atmosphere and illumina- 
tion, as, visibility was good; in 
determining and reporting weather 
conditions, the horizontal distance to 
which good vision is possible, as, visi- 
bility is ten miles-disting. from ceil- 
ing (which see, sense 4 ) .  2. The 
characteristic of an  aircraft that gov- 
erns the ability to see from within it, 
as, the short nose gives the plane 
excellent forward visibility; this 
characteristic as modified by the given 
conditions, as, ice on the windshield 
reduces visibility. 3. The range of vi- 
sion at a particular place-ascribed to 
the place, as, the airport had a visi- 
bility of two miles. 4. The ability of 
a person to see under a given situation, 
as, the pilot had limited visibility. 

visual-aural radio range. A type of very- 
high-frequency four-course radio range 
in which two of the courses a re  identi- 
fied by aurirl presentation and the other 
two by a visual indicator. 

visual flight. Flight in  which the pilot 
uses his vision directly, rather than 
instruments, to determine attitude, po- 
sition with respect to other objects, etc. 

Certain \n trumeots, aueh ea the altim- 
eter air8 ,e9 Inillcator, compasn, etc., are 
used in visual flight. 

Visual F 1 1 g h t Rules. [Sometimes, 
though rarely, not capilahed.] Rules 
specified by qunlifietl authority estab- 
lishing minflnam flying altitudes and 
limits of visibility to govern visual 
flight. 

volplane, verb inlr. To glide or soar. 
Rare. 

volumetric efficiency. Of a n  internal- 
combustion piston engine, the efficiency 
with which the engine dtaws the fuel- 
air mixture Into it0 cylinders, ex- 
Pressed, e. g., as the ratio of the 
volume of the fuel-air mixture drawn 
in at Inlet pressure and temperature 
to  the piston displacement. 

vortex, noun. A mass of fluid, such as 
air, in  circulating motion; also, a 
VOBTEX FILAMENT or VORTEX LINE. 

see BOUND VORTEX, HORSESHO~ VORTEX, 
STARTING VORTEX, TIP VORTEX, TBAILINO 
VORTEX. 

vortex filament. In the mathematical 
description of three-dimensional flow, 
a line through the center of rotation 
of a system of circulatory flow, where 
the path traveled by circulating fluid 

particles is infinitesimal and the veloc- 
ity of the particles is icfinite, the line 
having the strength of the circulation 
around it. Sometimes called a "vortex 
line.'' 

The vortex fllament is sometlmes physl- 
cally de8crlbQd as a rotating cFllndrlcal 
reglon through the core of R circulating 
system, huvlog finite radius and finite angu- 
lar velocity. 

vortex line. 1. A VOBTEX FILAMENT. 2. 
A line through a system of circulatory 
flow, tangent a t  every point to the axis 
of rotation of the flow. 

vortex ring. 1. A recirculating flow that 
occurs through a rotary-wing system 
at certain rates of vertical or near- 
vertical descent, marked by increased 
stress and vibration and control d i a -  
culties. 2. A system of vortices con- 
sisting of a horseshoe vortex whose 
euds a re  connected by a starting vortex. 
Rare. See STABTINO YOUTEX, note. 

vortex sheet. I n  a fluid medium, a thin 
layer composed of a large number of 
vortex lines shed a t  the trailing edge 
of an  airfoil, substantially perpendicu- 
lar to the span, across which layer 
occurs a discoutinuity in the tangential 
component of the flow velocity. 

In the cane of propeller or rotor, the 
vortex sheet is hehoid81. 

vortex street. A KARMAN VORTEX STREET, 
vrille, noun. [French : italicized in Eng- 

lish confext.] A spin. Obs. and rare 
in English. 

V-struts, noun. A pair of struts, usually 
interplirne struts, arranged like the 
letter "V." 

V-tail, noun. Bame as BUITEBFLY TAIL. 
VTO, or, eometimes, V. T. O., noun. A 

VTOL, or, rareZy, V. T. 0. L,-Abbrevia- 
tion for vertioal takeor  and tanaing- 
pronounced by letter and also used: 
(1) as an  attributive adjective desig- 
nating heavler-than-air aircraft capa- 
ble of taking off and landlng vertically 
(while a helicopter, strictly speaking, 
is a VTOL aircraft, the term usually 
refers to an aircrnft other than a heli- 
copter having this capability) and (2) 
as a noun meaning a heavier-than-air 
aircraft that  can take off and land 
vertically, 89, thls VTOt is easy to fly. 

VTOL. 

see TAIL BI'ITEB. 

U ~ g e  of the term "VTOL" 18 not yet 
oompletelp 8tnbllhd. 
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WATER-COOLED 
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waist, noun. The middle part, longitudi- 

nally, of an airplane fuselage, esp. that  
of a bomber. 

waist, verb tr. To narrow or “pinch in” 
(a  fuselage or other body) at or  near 
the middle. 

wake, noun. The trail or region of dis- 
turbed fluid behlnd a body moving 
through the fluid. Cf. WASH, noun. 

walk, verb tr. 1. To walk the rudder. 
To push first on one rudder pedal (or 
one side of the rudder bar) then the 
other, swinging the rudder from side 
to side. 2. To walk a wing. To walk 
along the wing of an  aircraft in flight, 
sometimes also performing headstands 
or other stunts. 

walkway, noun. A footway, as along a 
wing root, in or across the top of an 
airship, etc. ; a CATWALK. 

wall, noun. 1. The inside wall of a wind 
tunnel, esp. at the test section. 2. A 

In comoounds In sense 1. such as  wall 

FIBE WALL. 

correction a correctlon for k l i  effect, the 
effect on t6e Bow around a teated object, 
owing to the interference of the wall with 
the Eow). 

war emergency power. The maximum 
power or thrust that a military aircraft 
engine can develop without damage for 
a brief period of time as specifled by 
qualified authority. 

warhead, noun. That part or section of a 
missile (such as a guided rocket mi& 
sile) containing an  explosive or other 
substance or device intended to inflict 
damage on an  enemy. 

warm, verb tr. To warm up. To run 
(an  aircraft engine) with the aircraft 
unmoving In order to heat the engine 
to operating temperature. Also, in- 
frequently, intr. Cf. BUN, m b .  

warm-up, noun. An act or instance of 
warming a n  engine up. 

warp, verb tr. 1. To twist, or to give 
twist to (an  airfoil, esp. a wing). On 
certain early airplanes, the wings were 
warped at will to perform the function 
now performed by ailerons. See TWIST. 
2. To haul (an airship) into its dock. 
See DOCK, verb. 

warplane, noun. An airplane designed 
for combat, such as n flghter or bomber. 

Warren truss. [After one Captain War- 
ren (English), who adapted the type 
for bridges from a Belgian design.] 
A rigid fuselage truss having diagonal 
braces between the longerons. 

Ir Warren truss. 

wash, noun. The disturbed air or fluid 
produced by the passage of a body. 

WASE. UPWABB, and cf. WAKP. 

wash, verb tr. To wash ( a  wing) in or 
out. To give washin or washout to a 
wing. 

washin, noun. A permanent warp or 
twist given a wing such that some 
specified or understood angle of attack 
(usually the geometric angle of at- 
tack) is greater at  the tip than at the 
root. See WASHOUT and note. 

washout, nozcn. A permanent warp or 
twist given a wing such that some 
specified or understood angle of attack 
(usually the geometric angle of at- 
tack) is smaller at the tip than at the 
root. 

Washout and washln (whlch see) are 
sometimes given to opposlte wings on an air- 

lane to counteract englne torque ; washout P s often h e n  a wing to improve stalling 
chararterfstics. 

Washout (and washln) are sometimes 
speciEed as  aerodynamic If the absolute 
angle of attack varles hetaeen root and tip, 
or geometric if there 1s varintlon in the 
geometric anile of attack between root and 
tip. 

waste gate. A valve by means of which 
a turbosupercharger is controlled, ex- 
haust gases in excess of the amount 
required being diverted through the 
valve and into the open before reaching 
the turbine. Also called a “blast 
gate.” 

water-based, adf .  Of aircraft: That 
float, take off, and land on water. 

water-cooled, ai@. Cooled by water, as 
in water-cooled engine, water-cooled 
turbine, etc. 

See DOWNWALIE, PROPELLEU WASH, SIDE- 
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water injection. The introduction of 
water into the induction system of an 
engine to mix with the fuel and air 
and increase the power or thrust by 
cooling or by increasing the mass flow 
of exhaust gases. 

water lane. A lane or strip of water 
marked or set aside and maintained 
for the takeoff and landing of sea- 
planes. 

water line. A fore-and-aft line on a sea- 
plane float or hull, parallel to the base 
line, coincident with the water level 
with the seaplane on an  even keel un- 
der a given load. See LOAD WATER LINE. 

water loop. A violent, whirling turn of 
a seaplane while moving over the wa- 
ter. Cf. GROUND LOOP, sense 1. 

water recovery. Specif., the reclaiming 
of water from engine exhaust gases by 
condensation, formerly used on air- 
ships to compensate for the weight of 
fuel consumed. 

water rudder. A hydroflap for guiding 
a seaplane on the water. 

water ski. A HYDROSKI. Rare. 
water tunnel. An apparatus or installa- 

tion similar to a wind tunnel, but using 
water a s  the working fluid and used 
in aerodynamic research. 

Like a wlnd tunnel. a water tunnel mas 
have an open throat or a Closed throat. 

wave, noun. Specif., a surface or layer 
of discontinuity (I. e., of abrupt 
changes in conditions, as in pressure, 
velocity, temperature, etc.) in a fluid 
medium. 

see COMBUSTION WAVE, COYPBESSION 
WAVE, DETONATION WAVE, EXPANSION WAVE, 
REFLECTED WAVE, sense 1, SHOCK WAVE. 

wave drag. Drag owing to the variation 
of entropy and velocity through a 
shock wave, with consequent variation 
of momentum in the mass now of air. 
Also called “shock drag.” 

wave-off, noun. Also, leas frequently. 
waveoff. 1. An act or instance of re- 
fusing an aircraft permission to land 
in an approach, necessitating another 
attempt ; the signal given an  aircraft 
in such refusal; also, an  instance of 
being denied permlssion to land in a n  
approach. 2. The period of flight fol- 
lowing the refusal to land in an a p  
proach-sometimes given epecific dell- 
nition in this sense. 

weathercock, were h t r .  Of nn aircraft, 
a rocket, ete., esp. of an airplane: To 

~ ~~ 

head into the wind, or tend to head 
into the wind. 

-waathercocking, noun. 

weathercock stability. Same as DIBEC- 

weather-vane, verb intr. S a m e  as 

weave, noun. A slow (long-period) wav- 
ing or bending backward and forward 
of propeller blades when rotating. 

web, noun. 1. Rocketry. The wall of a 
pierced grain of propellant. 2. A LIFT 
WEB. 

weight per horsepower. The ENGINE 

well, noun. An ACCELERATINQ WELL or a 

W-engine, noun. An internal-combus- 
tion reciprocating engine with three 
banks of cylinders so disposed about 
the crankshaft that they form, in an 
end view of the engine, a shape sug- 
gesting the letter “W.” Also called 
an  “arrow engine.” 

wet, verb tr. To come in contact with, 
and flow across (a surface, body, or 
ar’ea)-said of air or other fluid. 

wheel, noun. Specif., a CONTBOL WHEEL 
or TURBINE WHEEL. 

wheel well. A recess or hollow in a 
wing, fuselage, etc. for a retractable 
landing-gear wheel. 

whip stall. A kind of stall, sometimes 
performed intentionally, in which the 
airplane first goes into a stall in a steep 
nose-up a t  ti  tude, then turns sharply, 
or “whips,” into a steep nosedown 
attitude. 

whip-stall, verb tr. and intr. To put into, 
or to make, a whip stall. 

whirlybird, noun. A helicopter. Wung. 
wick, noun. Specif., a STATIO DXS- 

winch suspension. The rlgging on a kite 
balloon that is attached to the cable 
that leads to a winch on the ground. 

wind, noun. Air, or a body of air, In 
motion, esp. in a substantially hori- 
rontal flow. See RELATIVE WIRD and 

wind axis. Any one of a system of mu- 
tually perpendicular reference axes 
established with respect to the undis- 
turbed wind direction about an aircraft 
or similar body. See m, sense 2 and 
nota 

TIONhL STABILITY. 

WEATHEBCOCK. 

WEIGHT PER HORSEPOWER. 

W E 5  WELL. 

CHARGER. 

Cf. AIB CWBERT. 
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Wind axes. 
tion.) 

wind cone. Same a s  WIND SOCK 
wind direction. The direction from 

which a wind blows. 
wind drift. Drift (which see, sense 1) 

caused hy wind. 
wind indicator. A device, such as a wind 

sock or wind tee, that ehows the direc- 
tion of the surface wind. 

A wtnd lndlcator may sometlmel Include 
an anemometer. 

windmill, mun. 1. A wind-driven screw 
used, e. g., to drive an  electrical gen- 
erator or a n  air log. 2. An autogiro 
rotor. 

windmill, verb intr. To rotate from the 
force of a passing airatream without 
engine power-said of a propeller, of 
the rotor of an autogyro, helicopter, or 
the like, of a turbojet rotor, etc. Cf. 
AUTOROTATE, sense 1. 

(Arrow shows wind direc- 

wind resistance. AIX BEBIBTAXWE. 
wind rose. 1. A diagram that shows, by 

means of radial lines, the relative i r e  
quency and average strength of winds 
from different directions a t  a given 
place and altitude and during a speci- 
fled time of year. 2. A diaaram show- 
ing the average relation between wind 
direction and allied meteorological 
phenomena. 

winds aloft. Winds at high altitudes, 
unarected by surface features : the di- 
rection and speed of such winds. 

In compounds. usnnlly wlthout the 
hyphen, such as windr aloft chart, rinds aloft 
report. etc. 

wind sock. A tapered fabric sleeve 
mounted so as to catch and swing with 
the  wind, thus showing the wind direc- 
tion. Also called a “wlnd cone.” 

wind tee. A weather vane shaped like 
the letter ‘IT” or like an  airplane, lo- 
cated on an  airdrome or landing area 
to show the wind direction to flying 
aircraft. Ala0 called a “landing tee.” 

wind tunnel. A tubelike structure or 
passage, sometimes continuous (see 
TUNNEL), together with Its adjuncts, in 
which a high-speed wind is produced, 
as by n fan, and within which objects 
such a s  engines or aircraft, airfoils, 
rockets (or models of these ohjects), 
etc. a r e  placed to investigate the air- 
flow about them and the aerodynamic 
forces acting upon them. 

W I N D  TON LEL,  r L o s m - r m c c r r  w I N D  TO NNEL. 
8 te  ALTITUDE WIND TUNNmL, BLOWWWN 

CLOSEDTRROAT WIND TONNEL. INDRAFT WIND 
TUNNEL, INDUCTION W I N D  TUNNEL, INTEE- 
YITTENT WISD TUNNEL, OPEN-CIRCUIT WIND 
TUNNEL, OPEN-THROAT WIND TUNNEL, SHOCK 
TUBE. VARIARLB-DESBITT WIND TUNNEL. 

This term occurs frequently lo com ounds 
mostly self-explnnatory. such ns WindP-tannei 
model. wind-tunnel operator, wind-tonne1 test. 
etc. 

The BrRt wind tunnel wns huilt hy Fran- 
cis Ilerhert Wenhnm (1824-1908) for the 
Aernnnutlcnl Society of Crent Urltnln In the 
1R70’s : nuhseqiientlr. pioneer wlntl tonnpls 
were briilt and ored hy Nlknlnl Jnnknwnkl. 
Hlrnm hlnxlm. Custave Elffel the Wrlght 
brothers, and other early exphmenters. 

wind-tunnel balance. A device or ap- 
paratus that measures the aerodynamic 
forces and moments acting upon a body 
tested In a wind tunnel. 

wing, noun. 1. An airfoil that  provides, 
or that is designed to provide, sustenta- 
tion for an airplane, either ( a )  ex- 
tending on either side of the airplane, 
separated from Its mate by the fuse- 
lage or hull ( thus a monoplane so 
constructed is said to have “wings”), 
but sometimes with both wings con- 
sidered as a single unit, or (b) extend- 
ing unlnterruptedly on both sides of 
the  airplane (e. g., as on a parasol 
monoplane). 2. A rotor blade on a 
helicopter, autogiro, or the like. 3. A 
model or facsimile of a wing for testlng 
In a wind tunnel. 4. An AF organi- 
zatlon Immediately superior to a group. 
5. In pZura2. An emblem resembling 
a bird’s wings worn by an  aircrew 
member, esp. such an  emblem worn by 
a pilot. 

For wtnga of vartous planforms. see 
ARROWHEAD WINO, CLIPPED WINO, CRANKED 
WINO, CRElCEST WINO, DELTA WINO. DIABIOND 
WING. DOUBLE-DELTA WINO. Y WINO, STBAIOET 
WINO. SWEPT WINO. W WINO. 

“Wlng” I s  used In numPrnn8 compannds 
such ns wing chord, wina dihedral. wing fence: 
wing flllet, wing flap, wing lift. wing trailing 
edge. etc. (See the second element of these 
compounds, e. g., for ring chord see CEOBD, 
ttC.) 

wing area. The area within the outline 
of the projection of a wing on the 
plane of its chords (the wing in t h i s  
c a n  cmlde red  M a unit, exxtendlnp 
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on both sides of the airplane), includ- 
ing that area lying within the fuselage, 
hull, or nacelles. 

With bore or lees conventional wings, 
the area blanketed by the furelage or hull 
le determlned bg lateral llnes conuectlng the 
leadln and trnllln edges of the half Win68 
on eltier side. lairfiigs and fillets belug 1 
nored: wlth a swept wlng. the area wlthfi 
the fuselage or bull le eontalned withln 
lines 11 rlng the same angles of sweep a8 
the lenalng and tralllng edges. 
area of a semispan model in a wind tunne? 
includes its iniope area ( 1  e the are. of the 
semlw an model la doublhd):) 

~ n L s s  otherwise stated wing nrea in- 
cludes the area of  the allekons. n deflected 
extensible flap Is considered to increase the 
wing area. 

The a l n  

V 
n 

Wing area. 

wing axia The aerodynamic axis of a 
wing. 

wing bow. Same as WING-TIP BOW. 
wing car. Same as BIDE CAR 
wing celL On a biplane or other multi- 

plane, the complete awembly of wings 

and trussing on one side of the fuselage 
or between nacelles where appropriate. 

wing drag. That part  of the total drag 
on an  aircraft arising from the reac- 
tion of the air  with I t s  wing or wings, 
including profile drag and the drag due 
to lift. Where appropriate, the para- 
site drag of components attached to 
the wing io also Included. 

wingheavy, adj. Having a tendency to 
lower one wing or the other. 

wing incidence. The ANQLE OF WINO 

wing loading. The ratio of the grogs 
welght of an  airplane to the total plan- 
form area of its wlng or wings. Cf. 

wing-over, noun. An airplane maneuver 
in which the airplane makes a steep 
rooming climb then banks and turns 
in  the vertical plane into a dive or 
glide from which recorerp is made at 
approximately the original altitude 
and in a direction opposite to the orig- 
inal direction. In some forms of the 
wing-over the airplane may be 
brought to a stall, or almost to a stall, 
in the coom. See HAMMERHEAD STALL 
and REVERSEMENT. 

wing panel. Any readily identifiable 
sectlon of an airplane wing; a wing 
on either side of an alrplane's fuse- 
lage or hull. 

wing profile. The outline or form of a 
wing cross section. See WINO SECTION, 
sense 1. 

wing root. The base of a wing, where 
it joins the fuselage or other main 
body of the airplane. 

wing section. 1. A cross section of a 
wing: the profile of the cross section 
or the area deflned by the protile. See 
AIKFOIL BEUTIOH nnd note. 2. A WIND 
P A N E L  

BETTING. 

BLADE LOADINQ. 

wing skid. A skid near a wing tip to 
keep the wing from scraping the 
ground. Used esp. on early airplanes. 

wing span. The span of a wing, meas- 
ured in a straight-line distance between 
tips or outermost extremities. See 
SPAN', sense 2. 

Thls term ir always applled to the entlre 
Wing; It Is not  ap lled to a half wlng on 
one side of  the fusefaae or body. - 

wing-stub, noun. A STUB WING (in sense 
2). 

wing tank A tank In or on a wing: esp. 
a fuel tank built Into, and lying within, 
a wing. 
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X-axis, noun. A designation for  the lon- 
gitudinal axis in a coordinate system 
of axes. See AXJE, sense 2 and note. 
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reciprocating engine haring its cylin- 
ders so disposed nbout the crankshaft 
that they form, in nn end view of the 
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YIELD LOAD 
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wing tip. Also, less often, wingtip, mun. 
The outermost extremity or end por- 
tion of a wing. See TIP. 

wing-tip aileron. An nlleron, usually a 
flouting aileron, located at the tip of 
a wing. 

wing-tip bow. A curved member at the 
tip of certain wing structures, forming 
a round tip. Also called simply a 
“wing bow.” 

wing-tip float. Same as OUTBOABD 

wing-tip rake. The inclination to the 
plane of symmetry of a n  airplane of a 
wing tip substantially straight in plan- 
form but not parallel to the plane of 
symmetry : the amount of this inclina- 

wing-tip tank. A streamlined fuel tank 
mounted externally at the outermost 
end of a wing. Often called simply a 
“tip tank.” 

S T A B m Z I N O  FLOAT. 

tion, i. e., the ANGLE OF IIAKE. 

wing-tip vortex. A tip vortex of a wing. 
See TIP VORTEX. 

wing walking. The action of walking 
along a wing of an  airplane in flight 
and sometimes also performing stunts 
on the wing. See WALK, sense 2. 

wobble plate. A SWASH PLATE. 
wobble pump. Specif., an auxiliary fuel 

pump operated by moving its hand lever 
back and forth. 

wrinkle, vevb intr. Of a sheet, plate, 
column, etc.: To become distorted 
with ridges or corrugations. Cf. 
BUCKLE. 

-wrinkling, noun. 
Wrinkling la a distortloo of amoll ampli- 

tude, ur i in l l~  localized. ciftrn occom anylng, 
and rellmfnory to. buckling or \ending. 
mrintlin 18 Nometimes regarded as small- 
scnle b u c h n g .  

W wing. A wing whose inboard sections 
are swept back and whose outboard 
sections are swept forward. Cf. M 
WING. 

yaw, noun. 1. The act of yawing; the 
rotational or oscillatory movement of 
an aircraft, rocket, or the like about 
a vertical axis. 2. The nmount of this 
movement, i. e., the ANQLE OF YAW. 

yaw, verh. 1. tr. To cause to  rotate 
about a vertical axis. 2. intr. To r e  
tate or oscillate nbout a vertical axis. 

-yawing. U O U I L  

yaw angle. Same as ANGLE OF YAW. 
yaw axis. A vertical axis through an  

aircraft, missile, or similar body, about 
which the body yaws. It may be a 
body, wind, or stability axis. Also 
called a “yawing axis.” see AXIS, 
sense 2 and note. 

yawhead, noun. A device projected into 
a fleld of flow to detect any change in  
direction of the flow in a horizontal or 
lateral plane. 

Y 
yawing axis. Same as YAW AXIS. 
yawing moment. A moment that tends 

to rotate an  aircraft, an airfoil, a 
rocket, etc. about a vertical axis. 
This moment is  considered positive 
when it tends to retard the starboard 
side. 

yawmeter, noun. An instrument that 
measures angles of yaw; a YAWHEAD. 

Y-axis, noun. A designation for the lat- 
eral axis in a coordinate system of 
axes. See AXIS, sense 2 and note. 

Y-enzine. mun. An internal-combustion 
reciprocating engine with its cylinders 
so disposed about the crankshaft that :y.--- - #-- v: ur --K- 
they form, in an  end view of the engine, * E  
the letter “Y.” 

yield load. The maximum load that a 
structure can wtthstand and still re- 
turn to Its original condition when the 
load is removed. 
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Zap flap. Any of a number of flaps de- 
signed by Edward F. Zap or Zaparka 
(now deceased) ; specif., a type of 
flap whose hinge axis moves rearward 
a s  the flap is deflected, the trailing 
edge moving in a plane perpendicular 
to the wing chord. Cf. ALFABO FUP. 

Z-axis, noun. A designation for the 
vertical axis in a coordinate system of 
axes. See AXIS, sense 2 and note. 

zenith distance. The angular distance 
of a celestial body from the zenith, 
measured through 90” along a vertical 
circle passing through the body, and 
equal to 90” minus the altitude of the 
body. 

The zenith distance is sometimes ex- 
pressed in nautical miles between the ob- 
server and the subpoint of the celestial body. 
When zenith distance Is expressed in de- 
grees, it is also called the “co-altitude.” 

Zeppelin, noun. Any rigid airship de- 
signed by, or of a type designed by, 
Ferdinand von Zeppelin (1838-1917), 
German aeronaut and engineer. 

zero angle of attack. The position of an 
airfoil, fuselage, or other body when 
no angle of attack exists between two 
specified or understood reference lines. 
see ANGLE OF ATTACK, Sense 1, and Cf. 
ZEZW-LJIW ANQLE OF ATTACK. 

zero camber. No camber ; also, no mean 
camber. See MEAN CAMBER and note. 

zero-lift angle. Same as  ZEEO-LIFT ANGLE 

zero-lift angle of attack. The geometric 
angle of attack at which no lift is 
created. Often called the “angle of 

OF ATTACK. 

Z 
zero lift” or the “zero-lift angle.” Cf. 

zero-lift chord. A chord taken through 
the trailing edge of an airfoil in the 
direction of the relative wind when the 
airfoil is a t  a zero-lift angle of attack. 

Zero Reader. [A trade name.] A navi- 
gation instrument that combines atti- 
tude, altitude, heading, directional, and 
radio-navigational information to dis- 
play on a single instrument face indi- 
cations enabling a pilot to  follow a 
chosen flight path. 

zero-thrust pitch. The distance a pro- 
peller moves forward in one revolution 
provided it is delivering no thrust. 
Also called “dynamic pitch,” “effective 
pitch” (which we, sense 2).  “experi- 
mental mean pitch,’’ “mean effective 
pitch,” or “mean experimental pitch.” 

zero-zero, adj. Characterized by condi- 
tions such that there is no effective vis- 
ibility in either a horizontal or a verti- 
cal direction, as  in zero-zero weather. 

Z marker. A location marker used at 
some radio-range stations to radiate 
a pattern above the station, thus aid- 
ing in determination of position above 
the station. Also sometimes used as 
an  outer or middle marker in  an in- 
strument landing system. See LOCA- 

zoom, noun. A brief, steep climb in or 
of an  airplane, the airplane’s momen- 
tUm being expended In the climb. 

zoom, uerb. I. intr. Of an airplane or 
pereons within: To make a zoom. 2 
tr. To put  into a m m .  

ZERO ANGLE OF ATTACK. 

TION MABKER. 
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Electrical Communication. Vol. 29, Mar., Sep., 1952. 
Federal Register. Vol. 20, Dec. 14,1955. 
Flight. Vol. 41, Jan.-Miar., 1954: vol 

Nov., 1955 ; vol. 45, Sep., Oct., 1956. 
43, Apr., 1955; vol. 44, Sep., 
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Flight (British). Vol. I, Feb. 20, Oct. 30,1909. 
Flying. Vol. 56, Mar., June, 1955; vol. 57, Oct., 1955; vol. 58, Jan., 

Flying Safety. Vol. 10, May, June, Sep., Dec., 1954; vol. 11, Feb., 1955. 
General Electric Review. Vol. 56, July, 1953; vol. 57, Jan., Mar., May, 

Jet  Propulsion. Vol. 24, ian.-Feb., Sep.-Oct., Nov.-Dec., 1954; vol. 25, 

The Journal of Aviation Medicine. Vol. 26, Feb., 1955. 
Journal of the Aeronautical Sciences. Vol. 19, Jan.-Dec., 1952; vol. 23, 

Aug. Oct. 1956. 
Journai of the American Helicopter Society. Vol. 1, Apr., July, 1956. 
Journal of the Royal Aeronautical Society. Vol. 59, Aug., 1955. 
Missile Engineering. Vol. 1, Dec., 1956. 
Missiles and Rockets. Vol. 1, 0ct.-Dec., 1956; vol. 2, Jan., Mar.-June, 

Naval Aviation News, Jan., Feb., June, 1947; Jan., 1948; Nov., 1949; 
Mar., 1950; Feb., Apr., June, 1951; Jan., Sep., Nov., Dec., 1952; Jan., 
Feb., July, 1953 ; Mar., June-Oct., Dec., 1954. 

1956; vol. 62, Mar., Apr., 1958. 

Sep., Nov., 1954; vol. 58, Jan., May, 1955. 
ICAO Bulletin. Vol. XI1 no. 1, 1957. I r y v r l w # Y g  . _  

Aug.-Oct., 1955. 

Sep., 1957; vol. 3, Feb., 1958. p s " q F B 1  
Nucleonics. Vol. 12, Oct., 1954. '\ 

Pegasus. 
Quarterly of Applied dathematics 
Ryan Reporter. Vol. 16, Aug. 5, IOct. 7,1955. 
SAE Journal. 

Shorts Quarterly Review. Vol. 2, nos. 7,8,1955. 
Skyways. Vol. 14, Jan.-Mar., Nov., 1955; vol. 16, Apr., 1957. 
Soaring. 
U. S. Air Services. $01.40,Aug., 1955. 
Western Aviation. Vol. 34, Oct., Dec., 1954; vol. 35, Jan., Mar., Apr., 

WMO Bulletin. Vol. 3, Oct., 1954; vol. 4, Jan., 1955; vol. 6, Oct., 1957. 

Time, Newsweek, etc.. were also examined for citations of aeronautical language. 

Vol. 24,. Oct. Nov., 1955. 
Vol. XII, Jan., 1955. 

1 

\ 
1 

Vol. 62, Oct., 1954; vol. 63, Jan., Sep., 1955. 
Shell Aviation News. JuneAug., 1955. \ 

Vol. 18, Se .-Oct., 1954. 

July-Dec., 1955 ; vol. 37, May-Sep., 1957. 

NOTE : In addition to the above periodicals, certain popular periodicals, such as 

P P  Miscellaneous Pamphlets and Papers 

American Airlines, Inc. : Welcome Aboard. 1956. (Informational 

American Helico ter Society: First Convertible Aircraft Congress. In- 

American Society of Mechanical Engmeers : Automatic Control Termi- 
nolo 1954. (ASME Standard 105. 

Rotating Wing and Vertical Take-Off Aircraft Adopted by C. A. S. I. 
of Federation Aeronautique Internationale in Paris, June, 1955. 

c. 1954. 
Herman, Rudolf: Engine Inlet Air Diffuser Controls for Supersonic Air- 

craft. Society of Automotive Engineers 1956. (Paper presented at  
the SAE National Aeronautic Meeting, April, 1956.) 

Institute of the Aeronautical Sciences : Program and abstracts of papers 
presented at the twenty-fourth annual meeting. January, 1956. 

booklet for airline passengers.) 

stitute for the if eronautical Sciences, 1949. 

C. A. !!?'I. Subcommittse of F. A. I.: c' lassification and Definitions of 

General Elmtric Company : Aircrafi Electrical Symposium. --y--- - y 
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Kaufman, Lawrence, and Peress Kenneth: A Review of Methods for 
Predictin Helico ter Longitudinal Response. Institute of the Aero- 
nautical kiences Lc., 1955. 

Krueger, William 6. : Lecture on Artificial Flight. (Given at the Acad- 
emy of Natural Sciences, San Franciscso, Aug. 7,1876.) 

Loemng, Grover: The Economics of Large Aircraft. Society of Auto- 
motive Engineers, 1956. (Paper presented at a meeting of the Phila- 
delphia Section of the Society of Automotive Engineers, January, 
1956.) 

Matthems, Joseph B., Jr. : Airborne Automatic Navigation. JPaper 
presented at the Eastern Regional Meeting of the Institute of avlga- 
tion, 1955.) 

Ministry of Supply, Aeronautical Research Council: Report of the Defi- 
nitions Panel on the Definitions of the Thrust of a Jet  Engine and of 
the Internal Drag of a Ducted Body. Her Majesty’s Stationery 
Office, 1955. 

RTCA Special Committee 31: Air Traffic Control. Radio Technical 
Commission for Aeronautics, 1948. 

U. S. Air Coordinatin Committee : Commercial Possibilities of fighter- 
than-air Aircraft. ?Press release, May 22,1947.) 

U. S. Department of Defense : Briefing of Press on Guided Missiles Back- 
ground Information. Office of Public Information, 1955. (Press 
reception by Assistant Secretary of Defense Donald A. Quarles.) 

(Paper 2748/DO-l2.) 
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